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PREFACE 

THE general arrangement of the three volumes to be published 
under the title Socialism in One Country, I924-I926, of which the 
present is the second, was explained in the preface to the first of 
these volumes published last year. Since I worked on the first 
and second volumes more or less simultaneously, the record in 
that preface of the names of friends and scholars to whom I had 
been especially indebted for advice, assistance and encouragement, 
and of the libraries and institutions which had supplied me with 
much of my material, applies equally to the present volume ; and 
I need only here reiterate the very warm thanks which I continue 
to owe to all of them. 

I should, however, like to take this opportunity of adding 
some further names. Professor Yuzuru Taniuchi, Professor of 
Political Science and Public Administration in the University of 
Nagoya, who is engaged in a detailed study of Soviet local govern
ment, has given me valuable assistance in the chapters on 
Regionalization and on the Revitalization of the Soviets. Dr. 
J. M. Meijer, head of the Russian division of the International 
Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis at Amsterdam, helped me 
with important material for the chapter on the Red Army, and 
Dr. R. M. Slusser of the Hoover Library, Stanford, for the 
chapter on Order and Security ; in the section on party education, 
I have drawn on an unpublished thesis on the subject written by 
Mr. Zev Katz in the London School of Economics. To all of 
these I express my sincere thanks. I am also particularly grateful 
to Professor Merle Fainsod for having allowed me, while I was at 
Harvard early in 1957, to inspect the "Smolensk archives" on 
which he was working. The magnitude of the archives would in 
any event have prevented my investigating them in detail ; and 
what I saw confinned the impression that their major value is for 
periods later than 1926. But I was able to dip into a few files of 
special interest to me, and found some points which are recorded 
in footnotes in the present volume. Professor Fainsod's book, 
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PREFACE 

Smolensk under Soviet Rule, which contains a description of the 
archives, unfortunately came out too late for me to use. 

Certain technical points should be noted here. References in 
the footnotes to "Vol. t" relate to Vol. t of Soda/ism in One 
Country, I924~I926 ; the two previous instalments of the History, 
The Bolshevik Revolution, I9IJ-I92J, and The Interregnum, I923-
I924, are quoted by their titles. To save space, I have not repeated 
the list of abbreviations which appeared at the end of Vol. 1 : I 
have merely listed a few abbreviations which appear for the first 
time in Vol. 2. Dr. I. Neustadt has once again supplied the index. 
A bibliography will appear at the end of Vol. 3 ; progress on this 
volume has been somewhat delayed by illness, but I hope to 
complete it next year. 

The main burden of typing this volume has been most effi
ciently borne by Miss Jean Fyfe. 

E. H. CARR 
May 4, 1959 
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PART III 

THE STRUGGLE IN THE PARTY 





CHAPTER I I 

LESSONS OF OCTOBER 

THE summer months of I924 were marked by the usual 
seasonal respite in political strife, while both sides prepared 
for a renewal of the struggle in the autumn. The thirteenth 

party congress in May had not only confirmed and registered the 
defeat of Trotsky and of the opposition of 1923, but had added 
its quota of encouragement to the cult of Lenin spontaneously 
initiated after the leader's death. The word " Leninism" crept 
unnoticed into the party vocabulary, together with the honorific 
epithet " Leninist " as applied to the " Lenin enrolment " and 
"Leninist pioneers ". 1 In June 1924, when the fifth congress of 
Comintern assembled in Moscow, the delegates marched in 
solemn procession to the newly constructed Lenin mausoleum in 
the Red Square, and listened to commemorative addresses by 
Kalinin, Ruth Fischer and Roy, whose speech ended with the 
words " Long live Leninism ! " 2 A month later the Russian 
Communist League of Youth (Komsomol) held its sixth regular 
congress, and decided to change its name to " Russian Leninist 
Communist League of Youth ". The decision was unanimous, 
though Krupskaya in her speech at the congress recalled that 
Lenin had often used the word ikon in a derogatory sense, saying 
of a revolutionary who was honoured, but no longer had any 
influence : '' Well, he is already an ikon ".3 The Lenin mausoleum 
containing Lenin's embalmed body was opened to visitors 
on August I, 1924.4 Petrograd had been renamed Leningrad 

' See The Intertegnum, I92:J-I924, pp. 354, 361. 
• Protokoll: Filnfter Kongress der Kommuni.stischen lntcrnationale (n.d.), i, 

JOvJ9• 
' Shestoi S" ezd Rmsiiskogo Lenimlwgo Kommunisticheskoga Soyu.za Molode:;rhi 

(1924), p. lJ. 
~ Leninpadskaya Pravda, August r, 1924. In the outlying regions of the 

USSR the cult spontaneously assumed exotic forms. Legends of Lenin in 
prose and verse current in Central Asia are collected in Kramaya Noo', No. 7, 
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4 THE STRUGGLE IN THE PARTY PT. lll 

immediately after Lenin's death; in May 1924, before the party 
congress, Simbirsk, Lenin's birth-place, was renamed Ulyanovsk. 1 

These tributes to the dead leader had a surprising sequel, which 
seems to have been little noticed at the time. In June 1924 
Yuzovka, an iron and steel town in the Ukraine, originally named 
after a British ironmaster who had no doubt founded the works, 
was renamed Stalinsk ; the neighbouring railway station, known 
as Yuzovo, became Stalino.z It was not till September 1924 that 
Elizavetgrad, also in the Ukraine, was named Zinovievsk ; and 
in the same month two other towns, Bakhmut and Ekaterinburg, 
were renamed, in honour of dead party leaders, Artemovsk and 
Sverdlovsk respectively. J The conversion of Tsaritsyn, the scene 
of a famous civil war clash between Trotsky and Stalin, into 
Stalingrad came only in April 1925.4 

Two minor episodes occurred during the summer of 1924. In 
a speech to a party meeting in Moscow, after the thirteenth party 
congress, Stalin went out of his way to join issue with both 
his fellow triumvirs on points of party orthodoxy. He good
humouredly derided Kamenev by name for having at the congress 
misquoted Lenin's famous remark about the transformation of 
NEP Russia into socialist Russia. Kamenev had represented 
Lenin as speaking of " nepman Russia"; and this slip Stalin 
pompously attributed to " habitual carelessness in regard to 
questions of theory ". He went on to dissociate himself more 
sharply, though without mentioning Zinoviev's name, from the 
doctrine enunciated by Zinoviev with some emphasis a year earlier 
of" the dictatorship of the party " : this he bluntly called " non
sense ".5 The motives of this deliberately provocative gesture are 
September I9ZS, pp. J06-309, No. 6, June 19z6, pp. 188-zor ; the favourite 
theme was to depict him as a liberator sent by Allah to make people happy. 
The Transca.ucasian SFSR issued a decree in Febmary 1925 prohibiting the 
sa~e and distribution of representations of Lenin in painting or sculpture except 
With the approve! of the Narkompros of the republic concerned (Sobrmde 
Uzakonmi:i Zaka:vkazskoi SFSR, r925, No. 2., art. 359) · a year later a further 
decree required the submission to the presidium of Tsn( of the Transcaucasian 
SFSR of all projects to erect monuments to " revolutionary leaders or other 
pen;oiUI." on t~e territory of the republic (id. rg26, No. s, art. 651). 

' SIStematich8$kae Sobrat1ie Dei;tvuyushchikh Zakonou SSSR, i (1926), 278~ 
Z79· • Ibid. i, 28o. 

' Sobranie Zakon01;1, I924, No, 8, art. 83; No. rr, art. ro8; No. 25, art. 209· 
4 Sobranie Zakonov, I925, No. 2.5, art. 171 . 

. 1 Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, zs7~zs8 ; for the history of the phrase " dictator~ 
ship of the party" see The Bolshevik Ret!olution, I9I7-I9ZJ, Vol. 1, pp. ZJO-ZJZ. 
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difficult to assess. Discussion of minor differences between party 
members was still at this time relatively free. Stalin's criticism of 
his colleagues was less significant than it would have been at a later 
date. He was feeling his ground, and was ready to retreat when 
he found that he had gone too far. Nobody minded the baiting 
of Kamenev. But Zinoviev, whose vanity was more vulnerable, 
succeeded, apparently after some delay, in arraigning Stalin before 
an informal meeting of leading party members and securing a 
disavowal of his heresy. Stalin submitted; and a full-page 
anonymous article written by Zinoviev was published in the press 
reaffirming the true doctrine of the dictatorship of the proletariat 
and the dictatorship of the party. It was headed with the three 
passages in which Lenin had used the phrase, and concluded 
that " the doctrine of the rOle of the party " was " the most 
important constituent part of Leninism ". 1 The dispute had no 
sequel. It was by this time more urgent to close the ranks against 
an expected new offensive by Trotsky than to pay off scores 
between members of the triumvirate. 

The other event which followed hard on the thirteenth party 
congress was the publication of Trotsky's commemorative 
pamphlet On Lenin. It was distasteful to the other party leaders 
in two respects. In the first place, it was not a biography of 
Lenin, but rather a sketch of Trotsky's personal relations with 
him, which inevitably created, and was consciously or uncon
sciously designed to create, an impression of the nearness of 
Lenin to Trotsky and of a distance between him and the other 
leading Bolsheviks.l Secondly, while it treated Lenin in terms of 
affectionate respect, the writer and the subject of the sketch were 
clearly placed on terms of equality incompatible with the attitude 
of veneration of the dead leader which was rapidly becoming the 
rule in party circles ; Zinoviev in a speech delivered a few days 
after publication of the pamphlet referred indignantly to the way 

1 The anicie was published in Pravda, August 23, 1914. Zinoviev's 
account of the condemnation and submission of Stslin, who at one point is 
said to have tendered his resignation, was given to the fout1:eenth party congress 
in December 1925 (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyull'noi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B), 
pp. 454-455), and not contradicted; the meeting which passed the verdict, and 
was attended, according to Zinoviev, by " IS or 17" pany members, was prob
ably identical with the meeting of August t7-l9, 1924, described p. 6 below. 

• This point was emphasized in an enthusiastic review by one of Trotsky's 
supportel'S in Kramaya Nov', No.4 (21), June-July 1924, pp. 341-343. 
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in which Trotsky had equated his own error at Bn:flt-LitoYsk 
with Lenin's error in supporting the advance on \Varsaw two 
years later, 1 At a later date the pamphlet became a minor target 
in the party controversy, and attacks were also directed against a 
speech in which Trotsky had somewhat rhetorically contrasted 
Lenin the man of action with Marx the theorist.~ llut the 
gravamen of the charge was that Trotsky, in purporting to glorify 
Lenin, had glorified himself by representing himself as the equal 
partner and coadjutor of the great leader. In particular, he had 
depicted himself as playing a decisive rOle in the organization of 
the October coup, and Lenin as turning readily to him for advice : 
even the title of People's Commissar and the name of Sovnarkom 
had issued from Trotsky's fertile brain. 3 

After Trotsky's declaration of submission at the thirteenth 
party congress in May 1924,+ he remained silent throughout the 
summer on the issues which divided him from the other leaders. 
When in June he was specifically invited by the presidium of the 
fifth congress of Comintern to open a debate on the differences 
in the Russian party, he declined on the ground that the dis
cussion had been closed by the decision of the party congress.s 
But, in spite of this discretion, fear of what Trotsky might do 
still haunted the triumvirate. In the middle of August, nineteen 
members of the party central committee (if Zinoviev's count is 
correct) met in a three-day session to discuss tactics. 6 The only 
decision known to have been taken was to set up a septemvirate 

' Leni.ngradskaya Pravda, June 13, 1924. 
• The speech, delivered on April21, 1924, is in L. Trotsky, Zapad i Vostok 

(1924), pp. J0·4I; this and other more abstruse points were taken up in an 
article in Bol'thevik, No.2, January 31, 1925, pp. 9-23. 

3 Vardin, a Leningrad party official and follower of Zinov:iev (see p. So, 
note 3 below), reviewed the pamphlet with ironical politeness in Bol'shevik, 
No. ro, September 5, 1924, pp. So-Bs, accusing Trotsky of concealing his past 
differences with Lenin and with Bolshevism, hinting at self-glorification, and 
convicting him of various errora: Trotsky replied at length ibid., No. 12-IJ, 
October 20, 1924, pp. 92-104. and was answered editorially, ibid. pp. 105-109. 

• See The InterrefjftUm, I92J-I924, pp. 363-3!4. 
s ProtokoU: Fanjw Krmgress der Kommunistischen IntematUma/e (n.d.), ii, 

sB3, 619. 
~ Information about this meeting is contained in a statement of Zinoviev 

to the party central committee of July 1926 preserved in the Trotsky archives. 
Leaders ?f. first or second rank absent from Zinoviev's list of those present 
were~· Molotov, "":aroslavllky, Dzenhinsky and Fmru:e; these may have 
been on hohdsy, or the Mt may well be incomplete. 
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consisting of the six members of the Politburo, excluding Trotsky, 
and Kuibyshev, together with Molotov, Yaroslavsky, Rudzutak, 
Dzerzhinsky and Frunze as candidate members of the group.r 
This septemvirate effectively replaced the Politburo, which was 
hamstrung so long as Trotsky belonged to it, for the next two 
years, and formed the general staff of the anti-Trotsky campaign. 
Throughout the summer pinpricks against Trotsky were the 
order of the day among party leaders,2 but no concerted action 
was undertaken. The isolation of Trotsky was carried some steps 
further. In April Frunze, a staunch supporter of the triumvirate 
and an antagonist of Trotsky in military doctrine, had succeeded 
Sk.lyansky as Deputy People's Commissar for War.J In September 
Trotsky's private secretary Glazman, persecuted or threatened by 
the party authorities for his association with Trotsky, committed 
suicide.+ 

From this point the struggle moved forward to a climax which 
neither side foresaw or deliberately planned. In the battle between 
Trotsky and the triumvirate, provocation from each side in turn 
incited the other to fresh extravagances, and both were responsible 
for a growing intransigence and bitterness which was inherent in 
the situation from the start. But most of the calculation was done 
by the triumvirs, who were fully conscious of their aim and con
sistent in their pursuit of it. Trotsky's behaviour, on the other 
hand, was often governed by an intellectual passion for debate 
and, later, by the blindness of anger and desperation. After the 
Bolshevik victory had been won, current preoccupations caused 
the disputes which had preceded it to be forgotten or ignored in 
the party. When in 1922 Trotsky republished a collection of his 
earlier articles under the title I905, and added a note referring to 
the " ideological re-equipment " of Bolshevism undertaken by 
Lenin in the spring of 1917, he plainly implied that Lenin had 
rallied in the " April theses " to Trotsky's original standpoint, 

1 Trotsky refers to the group a!l a" secret politburo" of seven (L. Trotsky, 
Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, 1930}, ii, 240}. 

~ See, for example, L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, x (r927), 256; A. I. Rykov, 
Sochineniya, iii (1929), no; Sema~hko in I=estiya, August 21, I9Z4· 

1 For the place of military questions in the campaign against Trotsky see 
pp. 382-391, 394-398 below. 

~ His suicide is referred to in L. Trotsky, Moya Zhi11m' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 
149, :95; id. SUllin (N.Y., 1946), p. 390; no details are on record. 

VOL. II B 
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and hinted at the reluctance of other Bolsheviks to follow Lenin 
at that time.1 But the publication excited no interest among the 
other leaders, and passed without comment or reply. Nobody 
but Trotsky cared to rake over these ashes of dead controversies, 
In the winter of 1923-1924 a new stage began when Stalin con
tested Trotsky's credentials as" an old Bolshevik", and Zinoviev 
referred to " Trotskyism " as " a definite tendency in the Russian 
workers' movement" ; the reference to the significance of 
Trotsky's "non-Bolshevism" in Lenin's testament, even with 
the proviso that it should not be " used against " him, inevitably 
seemed to legitimize the process of delving into Trotsky's past. 
But, if the skeletons in Trotsky's cupboard were to be exposed, 
he could hardly be expected not to retaliate. " If the question 
is to be put on the plane of biographical investigations ", he had 
written ominously in December 1923, " then it must be done 
properly." 2 In the pamphlet of June 1924 On Lenin, some con
ventions of forbearance were still observed. " The dissensions 
which came to an open break in the October days ", as well as 
the disputes over the April theses, were mentioned. But none 
of those implicated Was named. In the autumn, provoked by the 
further pinpricks of the past few months, Trotsky cast aside all 
restraint and launched an open attack on his persecutors. 

The year 1924 had seen a beginning of the publication of the 
collected works of Zinoviev and of Trotsky.J The third volume 
Df Trotsky's writings, which was devoted to articles and speeches 
Df 1917, was due for publication in October 1924. In September 
Trotsky, then on holiday in Kislovodsk, wrote a lengthy article 
with the title Lessons of October, which was published by way of an 
afterthought as a preface to the volume.4 The tone was set, for 
those in the know, by the appearance on the first page of two 

1 See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vol. r, p, 59, note 3· 
• See The lntenegnum, I923-I924, p. 331. 
' Six volumes of Zinoviev's works (G. Zinoviev Sobranie Sochinenii i-iii 

v, xv-xvi) appeared in 1924; the preface to the firs; was dated October ,1923: 
Tltree volumes of Trotsky's works appeated in the same year ; according to 
an ~dated let~er to Ryazan'?v in the Trotsky archives, Tr<>tsky's contract with 
Gosizdat proVJ.ded that Gosrzdat should pay the editors and copyists, but that 
he should receive nothing himself • 

. 
4 Le.uom of O~tobe:, dated " Kislovodsk, September 15, 1924 ", was printed 

With separate pagm.a:ron (Trotsky, Sochineni'Jia, iii, i, pp. xi-lxvii); the body 
of the volume bad evidently been set up first. 
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phrases borrowed almost textually from Lenin's testament. The 
differences which had arisen in October 1917 were described as 
" profound and not at all accidental " ; but " it would be too 
petty to attempt to use them now, several years later, as a weapon 
against those who then went astray ". The defeats of the past 
year in Bulgaria and in Germany showed the disastrous result of 
neglecting the lessons that could have been learned from the 
Russian October. "For studying the laws and methods of 
proletarian revolution there is up to the present no more important 
or profound source than our October experience " ; in 1923 all 
conditions for successful revolution had been available in Germany 
except this understanding among the leaders of the lessons of 
October. In his account of the Russian revolution, Trotsky 
guardedly returned to his criticism of Lenin's formula of "a 
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry ", 
which made sense only as " a stage on the way to the socialist 
dictatorship of the proletariat supported by the peasantry " (his 
own formula'), and repeated the substance of his footnote of 
1922. Lenin's formula had led in practice to misinterpretation 
in a Menshevik sense : 

In certain circles in our party the emphasis in Lenin's 
formula was placed not on the dictatorship of the proletariat 
and the peasantry, but on its democratic character, which con~ 
trasted with a socialist character. This in turn meant: in 
backward Russia only a democratic revolution is conceivable. 
The socialist revolution must be~in in the west. . . . But to 
put the question in that way ineVItably ended in Menshevism, 
and this was fully demonstrated in 1917. 

Had not Lenin himself in his controversy with Kamenev in April 
1917 described the famous formula as" outdated" and" dead" ? 
The essence of the argument was to turn back on Kamenev's 
head the imputation of Menshevism covertly levelled against 
Trotsky by the triumvirate. 

From this point Trotsky launched into a biting attack on the 
attitude of the "old Bolsheviks" from April to October 1917. 
Kamenev was pilloried as Lenin's principal antagonist throughout 
this period. Other names appeared sparingly. Nogin, now dead, 
was mentioned once. Rykov's sceptical utterance at the April 

' See The Bolshevik RevolutWn, I9I7-I923, Vol. 1, pp. 6o~61. 
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conference ' was quoted at length, though without naming him. 
When Trotsky reached the events of October, he twice indicted 
Zinoviev and Kamenev by name for their opposition on the eve 
of the insurrection, and recorded their resignation from the party 
central committee ten days after the victory. The article con
tained no allusion to Stalin. This restraint may be attributed 
partly, perhaps, to a scrupulous desire to be fair- Stalin had 
been only a mild and occasional offender in this period- but 
mainly to a refusal even now to recognize in Stalin a serious 
adversary. In the concluding sections of the article Trotsky 
returned to his comparison of the German with the Russian 
October. Victory had been won in 1917 because Lenin forced 
action at the right moment on his wavering opponents; in 1923 
no leader was at hand to force similar action on the German party. 
In a postscript Trotsky reverted to his own record. From the 
moment of his arrival in Petrograd in May 1917 he had supported 
Lenin's policy of the seizure of power by the proletariat " fully 
and wholly ". As regards his view of the peasantry, " there was 
no shadow of any disagreement with Lenin, who at that time 
carried out the first step of the struggle against the Right Bol~ 
sheviks with their slogan ' a democratic dictatorship of the 
proletariat and peasantry ' ". Once more Trotsky's adhesion to 
Lenin and the Bolsheviks in the summer of 1917 seemed to be 
qualified by the implied claim that Lenin, in abandoning his 
formula of 1905 to the "Right Bolsheviks" of 1917, had come 
over more than half-way to Trotsky. Meanwhile Trotsky's 
campaign gave fresh encouragement to the efforts of his sup
porters. Lentsner, the editor of his collected works, in a preface 
to the volume in which Lessons of October appeared, quoted 
Trotsky's American letters of March 1917, remarking that they 
" fully anticipated " Lenin's famous Letters from Afar written in 
Switzerland in the same month : the claim of Trotsky to be the 
co-author, if not the main author, of the policy inaugurated by 
the April theses was once more substantiated. An obscure fol~ 
lower of Trotsky named Syrkin published a pamphlet reviving an 
apocryphal story of the behaviour of the leading Bolsheviks 
which had originally appeared in 1919 in John Reed's Ten Days 
that Shook the World. In October 1917, according to this version, 

1 For this see The Bolshevik Rewlutitm, I9I7-I9EJ, Vol. 1, p. B4.. 
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Lenin and Trotsky " alone of the intellectuals " had stood -,t_qr an 
immediate rising; a majority of the central committee of the p~t§ 
had voted against it ; and it was only after the intervention of 
"a rough workman, his face convulsed with rage", that the vote 
was reversed. The unfortunate feature about this story was that 
Reed's book had been praised by Lenin, in a preface to a recently 
published Russian translation, as " a truthful and unusually 
vivid" account of the revolution. 1 

The official publication date of the volume containing Lessons 
of October was November 6, 1924.2 But it was apparently avail
able to the members of the party central committee when they 
met in session from October 25 to 27. It created a considerable 
stir in party circles. Mutual sniping had been increasingly 
practised during the past year ; but no attack yet launched in 
the party controversy was anything like so closely reasoned or so 
far-reaching in its impact as Trotsky's broadside. Few members 
of the party now remembered exactly what had happened when 
Lenin returned to Petrograd in April1917; fewer still knew the 
details of the dissensions in the central committee before and after 
the seizure of power in October. Trotsky's article recalled much 
that many would willingly have continued to forget. The major 
weight of his blows fell on Kamenev, and to a lesser degree on 
Zinoviev. But few of the leaders could feel themselves wholly 
immune : even Lenin emerged from this searching examination 
of party history as something less than infallible. The first 
recorded comment came from Kamenev. At a meeting of the 
Moscow party committee on October 29, 1924, he observed that 
" many members of the central committee, of whom I am one, 
refused to bring before the plenum of the central committee the 
question of the meaning of Trotsky's outburst"; that "we"
meaning the " many members " whom he did not name- none 

1 John Reed, Ten Days that Shook the World {N.Y., I9l9), p. 38; Lenin, 
Sochinmiya, xxi.v, 661. Lenin's preface wa.s written at the end of 1919 when 
he first read the book, but first appeared in print in a Russian translation 
published in 1923 (ibid. xxi.v, 831, note 205). 

• The edition of sooo copies was quickly sold out and, when the discussion 
was at its height, was virtually unobtainable ; this led to rumours that it wa.s 
officially banned (M. Eastman, Since Lenin Died (1925), R· l23). 
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the less regarded it as " a falsification of the history of the Bolshevik 
party in the October days ", and proposed to reply " on the 
literary plane" ; but that Trotsky would not be allowed to 
"stir up out of this an extensive discussion ". 1 The official 
party retort to Trotsky's offensive was contained in an article in 
Pravda on November 2, 1924, entitled How not to Write the 
History of October, which, though unsigned, was recognized as the 
work of the editor, Bukharin. Trotsky's essay, it declared, had 
evidently been written largely for the benefit of foreign comrades ; 
and, since its inaccuracies were likely to spread confusion in 
foreign communist parties, a reply was necessary. Trotsky had 
distorted the perspective by leaving out of account everything 
that had happened in the party before 1917 (this was a delicate 
hint at Trotsky's own record) ; he had misrepresented Lenin's 
position in 1917 by depicting him as constantly at loggerheads 
with the majority of the central committee and in close agreement 
with Trotsky. In Trotsky's story of the events of October the 
rank and file of the party had been entirely effaced : 

It does not exist, its temper cannot be discerned, it has dis
appeared. Only comrade Trotsky stands out clearly, Lenin is 
visible in the background, and we discern a dull-witted, 
anonymous central committee. The Petrograd organization, 
the real collective organizer of the workers' insurrection, is 
altogether absent. . . . Is it permissible for Marxists to write 
history in this style ? This is a caricature of Marxism. 

The analogy of the German with the Russian October was totally 
false: none of the conditions had been similar. The article ended 
with the usual appeal for party unity: 

The party will know how to judge fairly and promptly this 
stealthy undermining operation. The party wants work and 
not fresh discussion. The party desires real Bolshevik unity. 

lzvestiya waited till November 16, 1924, to come out with an 
inconspicuous review on a back page. It referred to the article 
which had already appeared in Pravda, and declared that an 
otherwise unexceptionable volume had been " spoiled " by 
Trotsky's introductory article and by " some remarks " of his 
editor. The party journal printed an article by Sokolnikov 
entitled How to Approach the History of October, which corrected 

' L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xi (1929), 209·210. 
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Trotsky's account of the events of 1917 on several points, and 
accused him of seeking to diminish Lenin's rOle and to exaggerate 
the difference between Lenin and other members of the central 
committee. 1 

But the rudeness of Trotsky's assault left no hope that the 
controversy would be allowed to remain on this relatively calm 
and restrained and " literary " level. The triumvirate decided 
that the time had come to unmask all its guns. The discussions 
which took place at this time among the triumvirs and their sup
porters were partly revealed two years later when the triumvirate 
had broken asunder. Kamenevthen declared that'' the Trotskyite 
danger was invented for the purpose of our organized struggle 
against Trotsky " ; Lashevich admitted that " we invented this 
' Trotskyism ' at the time of our struggle against Trotsky " ; and 
Zinoviev added that " the whole art consisted in connecting old 
disagreements with new issues ". 2 Trotsky had set the example 
in raking up the discreditable episodes of the past ; an unsparing 
broadside against Trotsky's whole party record could now be 
made to seem a legitimate act of retaliation. The major reply 
was appropriately entrusted to Kamenev who had borne the brunt 
of Trotsky's attack. While the reply was evidently the concerted 
work of the triumvirate, Kamenev's position as editor of the 
official collection of Lenin's writings gave him special authority 
as an expositor of Lenin's teaching and opportunity for copious 
quotation. His speech was delivered no less than three times : 
at the Moscow party committee on November 18, 1924, at the 
party fraction of the trade union central council on the next day, 
and at a meeting of the party military organization two days 
later.3 

1 Bol'she'l.!ik, No. r.+, November 5, 1924, pp. IOS-It3· 
• Byulleten' Oppozitsii (Paris), No. 9, February-March 1930, pp. 31-34; 

similar testimony by Radek and others is quoted in Stalimkaya Shkola Falsi
fikatsii (Berlin, 1932), pp. ror-ro8. 

3 The text printed in Pravda and lwestiya on November 26, 1924, under 
the title Leninism or Trotskyism ? was described as a " stylistic elaboration" of 
the speech delivered on the first occasion ; how fur it accurately represented 
what Kamenev said, cannot be discovered. The audience on the third occasion 
consisted of some 200 representatives of political commissat'S, central organs 
and staff of the Red Anny (lzvestiya, November 23, 1924) ; the desire to appeal 
to a circle where Trotsky might be presumed to enjoy some influence is obvious. 
The speech was several times reprinted in pamphlets, and is in L. Kamenev 
Stat'i i Rechi, i (1925), r88-24J· ' 
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Kamenev's speech was long and exhaustive, The issue, he 
explained, could not be treated as a personal dispute : the danger 
was that Lessons of October, emanating from a leading member of 
the party central committee, might be " taken as a textbook, not 
only for members of our party, for our youth organization, but for 
the whole of Comintern ". From time to time in his speech 
Kamenev turned aside to pay formal tribute to Trotsky's services: 
when Trotsky entered the party, he had" passed the examination 
and passed it brilliantly " and had " written glorious pages into 
his own personal history and into that of the party ". But these 
passages merely threw into relief the bitterness of an attack which 
was carried back to the earliest period of Trotsky's career, "From 
the moment of the birth of Menshevism down to its final collapse 
in 1917 ", Trotsky had played the rOle of" the agent of Men~ 
shevism in the working class". In 1905 Trotsky made an attempt 
to escape from " Menshevik negation ", and " expounded in his 
own words Parvus's idea of ' permanent revolution ' " ; but the 
adoption of this " Leftist phrase " did not hinder his continued 
collaboration with the Mensheviks. The clou of Kamenev's speech 
was the systematic quotation of a wealth of phrases from Lenin's 
writings, from 1904- onwards, which reflected unfavourably on 
Trotsky. Scarcely a year before 1914- failed to yield its con~ 
tribution. 1 During the war, when Trotsky collaborated with 
Martov and the Left wing of the Mensheviks, the shafts flew still 
thicker. Trotsky "is in fact helping the Liberal~ Labour politicians 
of Russia whose ' denial ' of the rOle of the peasantry implies a 
lack of will to incite the peasants to revolution ". Martov and 
Trotsky, like Kautsky in Germany and Longuet in France, " are 
doing the greatest harm to the workers' movement by defending 
the fiction of unity and thus hindering the mature and real unifica
tion of the oppositions of all countries, and the creation of a Third 
International". As late as February 1917 Lenin summed up 
Trotsky's position as" Leftist phrases and a bloc with the Rights 
against the aim of the Lefts " ; and it was after his return to 
Petrograd in April 1917 that he fathered on Trotsky Parvus's 
phrase of 1905 "without a Tsar, and a workers' government" 
and described it as the essence of " Trotskyism " (apparent!; 

' Some of these passages have been quoted in The Bolrhevik Revolution, 
I9I7-I923, Vol. t, p. 63. 
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Lenin's only use of the term)- neglect of the peasant and desire 
to " skip " the bourgeois phase of the revolution. r 

Equipped with this formidable armoury of quotations, 
Kamenev now set to work to drive a wedge between Trotsky and 
Lenin, between Trotskyism and Bolshevism. He poked ironical 
fun at Trotsky's phrase of a year earlier: " I came to Lenin 
fighting".~ What Trotsky really meant, as Lessons of October 
showed, was that " I, Trotsky, came to Lenin because, in the 
fundamental questions of the character of the Russian revolution, 
Lenin had brought the party to Trotskyism". The Trotsky who 
entered the party in 1917 did not change his spots: the funda
mental hostility to Leninism, to Bolshevism, remained. Kamenev 
enumerated Trotsky's four errors of the post-1917 period, the 
four issues on which he had been at variance with the majority 
of the party, and by strangely contorted arguments forced them 
all into the basic category of " under-estimating the peasantry ". 
Trotsky's policy at Brest-Litovsk had been "an underestimate of 
the rOle of the peasantry, masked by revolutionary phraseology"; 
Trotsky's line in the trade union controversy had been an attempt 
to tighten the screws of war communism in the face of peasant 
resistance ; Trotsky's insistence on planning was inspired by a 
desire to establish" the dictatorship of industry "; and Trotsky's 
attack in the autumn of 1923 on " the fundamental framework 
of the dictatorship " through his denunciation of the party 
leadership and the party bureaucracy had been due to " an under
estimate of the conditions in which we have to realize the dictator
ship in a peasant country". Kamenev now confessed his own 
" impermissible hesitations " of 1917- Trotsky's " trump card 
in his struggle against Bolshevism " - but quickly returned to 
the unbridgeable gulf between Trotsky and Lenin. In con
clusion, he briefly denied rumours which were current " that 
Trotsky's book has been prohibited, that Trotsky is about to be 
expelled from the party, that Trotsky has left Moscow". Repres
sions of that kind would be pointless : it was for the party to 
make its choice between the incompatibles of Leninism and 
Trotskyism. But it was necessary to " strengthen all kinds of 
explanations about the incorrect attitude of comrade Trotsky ". 

' The passages quoted are in Lenin, Scchineniya, xviii, JI8, xix, 22, xx, l04, 
182. a See The Interregnum, I9ZJ-I9~4. p. JJI. 
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Of the other interventions in the debate the most important 
was that of Stalin. He had not himself been directly attacked. 
But, as at the twelfth party congress eighteen monthR earlier he 
had displayed dutiful zeal to defend Zinoviev,I so now he hastened 
to the support of Kamenev, speaking immediately after him in the 
party fraction of the trade union central council on November 
19, 1924. Stalin's speech was briefer, more concentrated and 
more pungent than Kamenev's diffuse oration. He began by 
attempting to take the edge off Trotsky's attack on the defection 
of Kamenev and Zinoviev in October 1917. This had been 
exaggerated. Had the dissension been profound, a split in the 
party could not have been avoided. " There was no split, because, 
and only because, we had in the person of comrades Kamenev and 
Zinoviev Leninists, Bolsheviks." Stalin then passed on to 
Trotsky's own record. Like Kamenev, he did not wish "to 
deny comrade Trotsky's undoubtedly important rOle in the in
surrection ". But it had not been a " special " rOle. Stalin here 
embarked on his first essay in the re-making of history. He quoted 
from the still unpublished minutes of the meeting of the party 
central committee of October 16, 1917, the decision to appoint a 
" centre " - what Stalin now described as " a practical centre 
for the organizational direction of the rising " ~ consisting of 
himself, Sverdlov, Dzerzhinsky, Bubnov and Uritsky; and he 
commented ironically on the absence from the list of the man 
whom popular legend described as the " inspirer ", the " sole 
leader ", the " chief figure " of the insurrection. It is reasonably 
clear that this party centre was appointed for the purpose of 
establishing liaison with the military-revolutionary committee of 
the Petrograd Soviet which was in charge of all military prepara
tions : it was for this reason that neither Trotsky nor any of the 
other prominent members of the committee was included in it. 
Nor is there any trace in the party records of any meeting of the 
centre or of anything done or proposed by it.z But in 1924 it was 

1 See The InteTTegnum, I923-r924, p . .lB4. 
~ For the " centre ", described in the mlnutes of the central committee as a 

"m!Htary-revolutionary centre", see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9IJ-I923, 
Vol. 1, p. 96: it is nowhere mentioned again in any document earlier than 
1924, when Stalin rediscovered it in order to belittle Trotsky's r6le. The account 
of the ~piBo_de ~ven ~ the "opposition platform" of 1927 (L. Trotsky, The 
~~~ S1tua_~rm m Rusna (n.d.), pp. 221-223), supplemented by further details 
mid. Stalm (N.Y., 1946), pp. :t3:t-235, is plausible. 
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" taken as a matter of course that any party organ, however in
formally constituted, wru;; supreme over any Soviet organ ; and 
it was difficult to remember how things had really been done in 
the burly-burly of October 1917. Stalin's protest against the 
legendary inflation of Trotsky's rOle seemed moderate and reason
able. Trotsky, Stalin conceded, had "fought well in October". 
But so had others- including the Left SR's. And it was a pity 
that, later on, " his courage had failed him in the period of 
Brest-Litovsk ". 1 Stalin at this point intercalated a brief con
fession of his own error, so much less grave than that of Kamenev 
or afurtiori that of Trotsky. He, too, had hesitated before Lenin's 
return to Petrograd in April 1917, and for some days after it, to 
come out against the Provisional Government : 

This mistaken position I then shared with other comrades 
and completely abandoned it only in the middle of April when 
I adhered to Lenin's theses. A new orientation was necessary. 
This new orientation was given to the party by Lenin in his 
famous April theses. 

In conclusion, more briefly but more dramatically than 
Kamenev, Stalin juxtaposed "Trotskyism" with "Leninism". 
He introduced here his most telling novelty- two quotations 
from Trotsky's still unpublished letter of 1913 to Chkheidze, 
intercepted by the Tsarist police, and discovered in the archives 
in 1921 by the commission on party history. " The whole 
foundation of Leninism at the present time is built on lying and 
falsification ", Trotsky had written, adding that Lenin was " a 
professional exploiter of everything that is backward in the 
Russian workers' movement" .z Here, Stalin triumphantly pro~ 
claimed, was irrefutable evidence of Trotsky's desire to " de
throne " Lenin. He proceeded to define the three main ingredients 

' In the published version of Stalin's speech the passage referring to 
Trotsky's attitude in 1917 carried a long footnote applying a similar critique 
to his record in the civil war. While" far from denying the important Mle of 
comrade Trotsky in the civil war ", Stalin rcje.;ted the legend of Trotsky as 
" the ' chief organizer ' of the victories at the front " ; the victories over both 
Kolchak and Denikin were achieved " in opposition to comrade Trotsky's 
plans", 

• Lenin o Trotskom i o Trotgk:i:Jme, ed. M. Olminsky (:znd ed. 1925), pp. 217· 
219 ; the letter has already been quoted in The Bolshevik Revoluti011, 1917-.1:923, 
Vol. 1, p. 63. For the publication of Trotsky's letter of 1921 to Olminsky 
see p. 27 below. 
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of "Trotskyism". The first was "permanent rc\·olution ", 
which meant " revolution without taking into account the poor 
peasantry as a revolutionary force ". The second \vas " lack of 
faith in the party essence of Bolshevism, in its monolithic char~ 
acter": to this Trotsky's whole career before 1917 bore ample 
witness. The third was " lack of faith in the leaders of Bol
shevism", and especially in Lenin: the " ne'\v Trotskyism " was 
just as much concerned as the old to " dethrone " Lenin, but 
worked more subtly. Stalin ended with some quotations from 
Trotsky's pamphlet On Lenin, in which the dead kader was 
depicted in intimate, half-serious, half-flippant moods: was not 
this, too, " an attempt ' ever so little ' to dethrone Lenin " ? 1 

The conclusion reads lamely. But Stalin knew his audience. 
The time had come when it was no longer possible, with
out giving offence, to treat Lenin with the easy familiarity 
of an equal. The moral was plain. Trotsky was a stranger 
to the party, a stranger to the cult of Lenin as well as to his 
teachings. 

While Kamenev and Stalin appeared in the forefront of the 
battle, Zinoviev remained for the moment relatively inconspicu
ous : it was the first occasion on which he had been content to 
figure as the third member of the triumvirate. On November 
24, 1924, a few days after his colleagues had spoken, he addressed 
a Kornsomol meeting in Moscow in celebration of the fifth 
anniversary of the Communist Youth International. But this was 
not the occasion for taking up Trotsky's challenge and he confined 
himself to one sally in his peroration : 

For one thing we should be grateful to comrade Trotsky, 
that by his struggle against Leninism he will help us to instruct 
the young generation in the true history of the party and in 
genuine Leninism. 2 

Zinoviev's major contribution to the controversy was an article 
which appeared in Pravda and Izvestiya on November 30, 1924, 
under the title Bolshevism or Trotskyism ? A great deal of it was 

' Stalin, S()chineniya, vi, JZ+-357; the speech was first printed (with 
Kameoev's speech) in Pravda and llllfle~tiya of November :t6, 1924 and both 
were several times reprinted in the next few weeks. ' 

~ Leningrad&}w.ya Pra'l!do., Novembel' 25, 19~4; Pravda and I:zvegti"o., 
December r~, 19:2;4. 
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devoted not to the attack on Trotsky, but to a defence of Zinoviev's 
own record. He did not seek to " minimize " the " grievous 
error " which he had shared in October 1917 with Kamenev, 
and which he had more than once publicly confessed. But he was 
careful to dissociate himself from Kamenev's shortcomings before 
that date, and took pains to rehabilitate himself in the character 
of Lenin's favourite disciple. After making some play with the 
familiar quotations from Lenin and Trotsky, he plunged into a 
theoretical enquiry whether a Right wing could make its appear
ance in the party. Between 1903 and 1910, when relations 
between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks had not yet been clarified, 
such a phenomenon was possible and had in fact occurred. 
Between 1910 and 1917 such a thing had been impossible (this in 
reply to the suggestion that Zinoviev and Kamenev had formed a 
" Right wing" in October 1917). After the seizure of power, 
when other parties had been destroyed, and some of their former 
members had joined the Bolsheviks, when the country and the 
regime were passing through a period of transition, the danger 
was once more present : the logical outcome of Trotskyism was a 
" Right deviation ", against which the only safeguard was to close 
the party ranks. Zinoviev took refuge in one of his favourite 
purple passages: 

Where then in these conditions is the way out ? What then 
is to be done? A split? Folly ! There can be no thought of 
it ! Our party is more united than ever. 

A break-away? Folly ! There is practically nobody to 
break away, and the party does not wish to carry things to that 
point. 

Party reprisals? That too is folly ! Nobody needs that: 
something else is needed. 

What then is needed ? 
What is needed is that the party should guarantee itself 

against the repetition of " assaults " on Leninism. Serious 
party guarantees are needed that the dedsions of the party s~all 
be binding on comrade Trotsky. The party is no discussiOn 
club, but a party -and a party OJ::erating in the complicated 
environment in which ours finds 1tself. The watchword of 
the day is: 

Bolshevization of aU strata of the party! 
Ideological struggle against Trotskyism I 
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Above all, enlightenment, enlightenment and once more 
enlightenment ! 
Trotsky's other assailants in the debate made up in numbers 

for what they lacked in weight and originality. Sa fa roY, a promin
ent Leningrad Bolshevik and author of a popular anti-Trotskyitc 
pamphlet, Foundations of Leninism, wrote a monster article under 
the title Trotskyism or Leninism ? which ran through seven con
secutive numbers of Leningradskaya Pravda, and was also puh
lished in pamphlet form. It specialized in the C-'\pmmrc of 
Trotsky's "Menshevik hesitations" before rgr7, and concluded 
that " the party cannot live under the sword of Damocles of 
endless discussions ".1 Kviring, the secretary of the central com
mittee of the Ukrainian party, published an article in the Ukrainian 
party journal Kommunist under the title The Pa1·ty does not Want 
Discussions.2 Molotov attacked Trotsky's pamphlet Ou J.enin as 
part of a campaign for the glorification of Trotsky at the cxpcm;c 
of Lenin's memory and for " the revision of Leninism under the 
flag of Lenin" .3 Krupskaya, deeply distressed at this recrudes
cence of dissensions in the party, and angry with Trotsky for 
having so recklessly provoked it, published an article which bore 
obvious signs of prompting by the triumvirate. While she ex
pressed doubt whether Trotsky had " really committed all the 
mortal sins of which he is accused ",the tone of Lessons of October 
had inevitably led to " controversial exaggerations ". " Maodst 
analysis", she remarked severely," was never comrade Trotsky's 
strong point " ; and " this is the reason why he so much under
estimates the rOle played by the peasantry". One purpose of the 
article was to condemn " the very foolish interpretation " put by 
Syrkin on John Reed's book, which contained "legends and in
accuracies ", and had been commended by Lenin only because 
it gave an admirable picture of the spirit of the revolution. 4 On 
the following day Gusev began the process of sapping Trotsky's 
military reputation in an article which, no doubt ironically, bor
rowed the title of Trotsky's own collection of articles on the 

1 Lr.mingradskaya Pravda, November 13-20, 1924. 
• It also appeared ibid. November u, 1924, and was quoted in Izvesti;ya, 

Novembe,. 23, 1924. 
• Pravda, Decembel:' 9, 1924; Leni:ngradskaya Pravda, December to II, 

192+. ' 
~ Krupskaya's article was published in Pravda, December z6, 1924. 
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civil war- How the Revoluticn Armed- and gave examples of 
Trotsky's high-handed behaviour in the civil war, 1 Finally these 
and other speeches and articles were collected in a small volume 
entitled For Leninism, with an introduction by Rykov, which was 
published in time for the meeting of the party central committee 
in the middle of January 1925. 2 Nor did this collection exhaust 
the flow of articles. On December 12, both Pravda and lzvestiya 
published a long theoretical article by Bukharin (it also appeared 
in Bol'shevik 3) entitled A New Discovery in Soviet Economics, or 
How to Ruin the Worker-Peasant Bloc- an attempt to identify 
Trotsky with Preobrazhensky's theory of primitive socialist 
accumulation and industrialization at the expense of the peasant ; 
and on the next day Bukharin read a report to a meeting of party 
propagandists in Moscow on" The Theory of Permanent Revolu
tion", which later appeared in the press,4 Finally, on December 
zo, 1924, Pravda and lzvestiya carried an important article by 
Stalin on October and Comrade Trotsky's Theory of Permanent 
Revolution, which was designed as an introduction to a collection 
of his speeches and confirmed the growing impression of Stalin's 
desire to enter the arena of party doctrine.5 It contained Stalin's 
first formulation of the new doctrine of " socialism in one 
country". 

The campaign of denunciation was not confined to pronounce
ments by the leaders. The rank and file of the party was called 
on to play its part. An important operation had just been carried 

' Ibid. December J7, l924; this article served as the introduction to a 
pamphlet entitled Our Differences in Military Affairs, which was an attack on 
Trotsky's refusal to recognize a Marxist military science {for this controversy 
see pp. 383-392. below) and was originally published in the form of two articles 
in Bol'shevik, No. rs-r6, December ro, 1924, pp. 34-49; No. 1 (17), January 
rs, 1925, pp. s8-7o. 

2 Za Leninizm (1925); a German version appeared under the title Um den 
Oktober (1925}, and an English version containing only the principal items 
under the title The Errors of Tratskyism (CPGB, 192.5). Rykov's introduc
tion, which first appeared in Isvestiya, December 23, 1924, is in A. I. Rykov, 
Sochineniya, iii (1929), 376-382; the volume was reviewed in lzvestiya, January 
22, l92S. 

J Bol'shevik, No. I$·16, December ro, 1924, pp. 9-33 ; Bukharin's article 
was preceded in Bol'shevik by a particularly bitter unsigned attack on Trotskyism 
-perhaps from the pen of Yaroslavsky, who had recently joined the editorial 
board. 4 IlltVestiya, December :z8, 1924. 

s For the substance of this article, which made no great impact at the time, 
see pp. 40-42. below. 
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out in the Moscow organization. In the previous winter Moscow 
had been the principal focus of Trotskyism- a breach in party 
unity which reflected no credit .on Kamenev, the prc~idcnt of the 
Moscow provincial party commtttee, or on Zelensky, tts secretary. 
The triumvirate appears to have been agreed that no risk should 
be taken of a repetition of this outbreak of dissent in the capital ; 
and in September 1924, at the instance of Zinoviev and Kamenev, 
Uglanov, the secretary of the provincial committee in Nizhny· 
Novgorod for the past three years, was transferred to Moscow to 
replace Zelensky, with a mandate to clean up the party organiza· 
tion.l This task he appears to have discharged ruthlessly, but 
efficiently.:. The Moscow party now went into action with 
exemplary unanimity. The party meeting in Moscow at which 
Kamenev had first delivered his broadside on November 18, 1924, 
passed a resolution expressing" indignation at comrade Trotsky's 
distortions regarding the real relations between Lenin on the one 
side and the central committee and the party on the other ", 
condemning Trotsky's action as " a breach of the promises made 
by Trotsky at the thirteenth party congress ", and urging the 
central committee to take " decisive and exhaustive measures " 
to prevent further distortions of party history and of the " funda· 
mental ideas of the party ". This resolution was also adopted at 
the next day's meeting, addressed by Kamenev and Stalin, of the 
party group in the trade union central council and at the military 
meeting of November 21. 3 Other local party organizations fol· 
lowed suit. The central committees of the Ukrainian and White 
Russian parties hastened to pass resolutions dissociating them· 
selves from Trotsky's attacks.4 Lower party organs were mobilized 
to express their detestation of Trotsky's heresies and their confid· 
ence in the party leadership. On November 22, 1924, even before 

' For the appointment see XIV S"ezd Vset<>ymmoi Kommun.isticheskoi 
Partii (B) (rga6), pp. 192-193; the appointment was speeifically said to hav~ 
been made at the instance of Zinoviev and Kamenev, though Uglanov had 
appuendy been transferred from Leningrad in 1921 after friction with Zinoviev, 
the circumstances of which were a matter of oontroversy (ibid. pp. 510·512, 
954-955). The date of the appointment is fixed by the biographies {)f Zelensky 
and Uglanov in Entsiklopedickeskii Slovar' Rusrkogo Bibliogrcificheskogo lmtituta 
Granat, xli, i (n.d. [19Z7]), Pl:ilozhenie, col. 143 ; xli, iii (n.d. [rgz8]), Priiozhenie, 
cob. 175-176. • Seep. ZZJ, note 4 below. 

3 Pratuk., November 19, ZJ, 19:04; lnternatWnale Presse-KorresJHmdemr, 
No. rs:z, November zs, 1924, pp. zo6s·zo66. 

4 f!!<t>ertWa. November 23, 19:04. 
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Kamenev's and Stalin's speeches had been published, Pravda 
carried a resolution by the Kharkov provincial party committee 
denouncing Trotsky ; and this was only the first of a flood of 
such resolutions appearing in Pravda in the following days and 
weeks. The Leningrad city and the Leningrad provincial party 
committees in turn passed resolutions urging that Trotsky's action 
should be placed on the agenda of the next session of the party 
central committee ; according to some accounts his expulsion 
from the party was explicitly demanded. 1 

The mobilization of the party press for the struggle was equally 
intensive and was described in the quarterly report of the head of 
the press section of the central committee : 

In connexion with the last campaign of comrade Trotsky, 
the newspaper political section undertook supplementary work 
by way of elaboration of the questions of Leninism and Trot
skyism, the study of the treatment of these questions in the 
most important central and local newspapers, the examination 
of the character of articles, notes and resolutions, and the dis
tribution through the press bureau of special articles on this 
question.z 

An instruction from the central committee on the programmes of 
party schools ordered special attention to be paid to exposing " the 
opportunism of all groupings, both outside and inside the party " 
and "the negative rOle of such groupings, and of Trotskyism in 
particular ".3 The Komsomol central committee issued a detailed 
instruction to its subordinate organs on propaganda against 
Trotskyism. The subject was to be dealt with under three heads 
-"Trotskyism before October", "Trotskyism after October" 
and " Trotskyism or Leninism ". Emphasis was laid on the need 
for a " cautious approach " to the question in Komsomol cells and 
careful preparation of those chosen to make reports on it. A list 
of suitable literature was provided.4 In the controversy of 
November and December 1923 some appearance of calm and 

' Leningradskaya Pravda, November zr, 29, 1924; Stalin, Sochinet~iya, 
vii, 379; Leningrad~kaya Organ.izatsiya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd (19z6), p. 70. 

~ Irroestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shevikov), No. ll-Iz (86-87), March ZJ, 1925, p. J. 

3 Spravochnik PaTtiinogo Rahotnika, v, 1925 (1926), 319 . 
.._ Irroestiya Tsentral'nogo KomiteW Roniiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 

(Bol'shevilwv), No. 1 (76), January 5, 1925, pp. z-4; for the attitude of the 
Komsomol, see pp. 95-96 below. 
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rational argument had been maintained. Conflicting opinions 
had found expression in the press, and a battle of wits had lwcn 
waged. A year later the sole public manifestation of the struggle 
was a boiling torrent of denunciation in which no ad verse voice 
was, or could have been, heard. The impression thus created of 
overwhelming unanimity against Trotsky certainly did not corn::
spond with the facts : one of the most popular charges against 
Trotsky was that of spreading dissension in the party. A rather 
embarrassed leading article in lzvestiya on November 28 expressed 
apprehension about the effect of the discussion on non-party 
people and on those who had recently joined the party, especially 
on the youth, and protested that it was not the party which had 
provoked this controversy. Yet it seems clear that, as in the 
previous year, support for Trotsky came rather from the higher 
party intellectuals and from groups of young students than from 
the rank and file of the party, and that it was everywhere weaker 
than it had been a year earlier. This weakening was due mainly 
to improved organization by the leadership and to increasingly 
real fears of the victimization of dissenters, but partly also to 
disillusionment with Trotsky's own attitude. It was impossible 
to follow a man who intermittently raised his voice in protest 
against the policies and methods of the party leadership, but him
self refused to lead or organize an opposition. 

No risk was this time to be taken of foreign communist parties 
intervening on Trotsky's side, as the Polish party had done in 
December 192.3.1 Kuusinen, Zinoviev's faithful henchman in 
Comintern, published an article simultaneously with Zinoviev's 
own exposing errors in Trotsky's account of the " German 
October ", and drawing attention to his endorsement of the very 
different verdict in the theses presented by Radek to IKKI in the 
previous January.z Two other foreign stalwarts of Comintcrn, 
Bela Kun and Kolarov, wrote articles exposing the fallacies of 
Lessons of October; Kolarov, whose article appeared in Pravda, 
December 20, 1924, pointed out the errors of Trotsky's diagnosis 
of the Bulgarian crisis of 1923. The principal foreign parties were 

1 See The Interregnum, I923-I924, pp. 234-235. 
2 For these theses see ibid. p. 237; Kuusinen's anicle was published in 

Proo~, Nova;nber JO, 192:f-, and Leningradskaya Pravda, December 2, 1924, 
and Ulduded m the collect1ve volume Za Lenitlli:m and in the foreign versions 
of it (seep. 21 above). 
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promptly mobilized to play their part in the campaign. In 
Germany the response appears to have been spontaneous. The 
present '' Left " leaders of the KPD had an axe of their o"'n to 
grind, and hastened to use the divisions in the Russian party to 
strengthen their own hand against the remnants of the Right 
wing in their own party. In October 1924 the theoretical journal 
of the KPD had contained an ironical notice of Trotsky's pamphlet 
on Lenin headed Belles Lettres or Material for a Biography? and 
signed'' A.M.'' (Maslow), and a detailed, but equally hostile, review 
apparently from the same hand.r On November 10, 1924, a few 
days after the publication of Lesso11S of October, the Zentrale of the 
KPD addressed a letter to the central committee of the Russian 
party declaring against " a renewal of the debates " in the party 
and proclaiming its solidarity with the party leadership.2 The 
motive of the gesture was made transparently clear in an article 
in the Rote Fahne of November 13, 1924, under the heading 
What is Trotskyism?, which reached the conclusion that "all 
adherents of Brandler are Trotskyites". Brandler and Thal
heimer, who had remained in Moscow since the fifth congress of 
Comintern, drew up a brief statement in reply. The argument 
was complicated by the ambiguities of Trotsky's position in the 
autumn of 1923, when he had been an unconditional supporter of 
revolutionary action in Germany, but had at the same time main
tained his long-standing friendship for Brandler and his personal 
antipathy to the Left group in the KPD.3 Brandler now sought 
to show that he had always been in the opposite camp to Trotsky. 
He had opposed him in the old controversies of 1909-1913, in the 
discussions on the militarization of labour preceding the introduc
tion of NEP, and in the analysis of revolutionary possibilities in 
Germany in October 1923. He had consistently dissented from 
the conclusions which Trotsky had drawn from the October 
fiasco, beginning with the Radek-Trotsky-Pyatakov resolution 
submitted to the presidium of IKKI in January 1924 4 and ending 
with Lessons of October. The statement included a reminder that 
the present Left leaders of the KPD (Ruth Fischer, Scholem and 
Maslow were named) had been formerly associated with the 

' Die Intern.ationale, vii, No. :~:g-zo, October I, I924, pp. 614-6IS, 6r8-6:u. 
~ Leningradskaya Pravda, November zr, <924; Internatirmale Presse

Kvrrespondenz, No. 154, November z8, 1924, p. zro6. 
3 See T11e Interregnum, I923-1924, p. 229. • See iiJid. p. 237· 
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Russian workers' opposition 1 and had " only become Lcninists 
in 1924 ". It ended with an appeal to all communist parties to 
support the Russian party in " liquidating the ~pp_osition ". ~ear
ing the date "Moscow, November 20, 1924 , It \vas published 
in Pravda on November 29 with an acid editorial note which 
praised Brandler and Thalheimer for dissociating themselves so 
decisively from Trotsky's "present action", but censured them 
for their opposition to the present KPD leadership and to the line 
of the fifth congress of Comintern. The statement was not pub
lished in the Rote Fahne. The distinction was subtle : an attack 
on the Left leadership of the KPD could still be printed in Pravda, 
provided that it also contributed to the campaign against Trotsky, 
but not in the paper of the German party. 2 While both wings of 
the KPD thus vied with each other in turning their back on 
Trotsky, Lessons of October appeared in a German translation 
from a SPD press with a preface by the renegade Paul Levi.J 
Meanwhile the example of the KPD was followed in the next few 
weeks by the French, Polish and Czech parties and by the federa
tion of Balkan communist parties.4 Even the Workers' Party of 
America produced a resolution recording its support of the central 
committee of the Russian party against Trotsky.s It was the first 
occasion on which the Comintern machine had exercised so smooth 
and automatic a control over the foreign parties. Only the German 
party still possessed some slight measure of independence. 

The most crushing blow of the whole campaign was, however, 
the publication of the full text of Trotsky's letter to Chkheidze of 
1913 with its crude denunciation of Lenin which had been briefly 
quoted by Stalin in his speech of November 19, 1924. Trotsky 
himself in his autobiography later described " the use made by 
the epigones of my letter to Chkheidze " as " one of the greatest 

' See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vol. 3, p. 413, note 2. 
~ It was, however, published in lnteTfUitionale Presse-Korrespondemr, No. 

161, December 19, 1924, pp. Z254-2255, together with a long article replying 
to Jt on behalf of the Left. 

1 Another German tramlation appeared belatedly ibid. No. 18, January 29, 
1925, pp. 221o-238-the same issue which also published Trotsky's letter of 
J~uary 15, 1925, and the decision of the party central committee condemning 
him (see pp. 30-33 below). 

~ Ibid. No. 157, December 5, 1924, pp. 21J0-21JI; No. 163, December 16, 
1924; p. 2240; No. t66, December 22, 1924, pp. 2283-.U84, 

s Isroesti~, December IJ, 1924· 
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frauds in the world's history", but admitted that masses of 
people " read Trotsky's hostile remarks about Lenin " and were 
"stunned ". 1 The effect of the letter was redoubled by the 
simultaneous publication of another Trotsky letter. A man more 
sensitive than Trotsky to the feelings of others might have had a 
moment of embarrassment and apprehension when, towards the 
end of 192-1, the commission on party history (Istpart) unearthed 
from the police archives his long-forgotten letter to Chkheidze, 
and Olminsky, the president of the commission, wrote to him -
not, surely, without a touch of malice-enquiring whether he 
wished it to be published. On December 6, 1921, Trotsky, then 
at the height of his self-confidence and power, returned a reply 
which, in the light of later events, seems complacent to the point 
of foolhardiness. He thought publication inopportune ; for" the 
reader .of today will not understand, will not apply the necessary 
historical correctives, and will simply be confused". The letter 
would have to be accompanied by explanations, and Trotsky saw 
no reason to revive his old differences with the party. "For, I 
frankly admit, I do not at all consider that, in my disagreements 
with the Bolsheviks, I was wrong on all points." In his analysis 
of the underlying forces and prospects of the revolution, he had 
been justified by the event; only in his attitude to the two factions 
in the party he had been in error. To publish now would be 
pointless. " Let someone else publish in ten years, if anyone is 
still interested by that time." z He offered no word of regret or 
remorse for his insulting remarks about the leader, and failed 
altogether to realize how his refusal to admit that he had been 
wrong in his " disagreements with the Bolsheviks " would jar on 
the ordinary party member. His arrogant letter to Olminsky 
remained in the files of Istpart. Three years less one day later, 
on December 5, 1924, when Lenin was dead and the cult of Lenin 
in full swing, Kamenev read the letter to a meeting of the Moscow 
party committee as convincing evidence that Trotsky still believed 
himself right and the party wrong. 3 The texts of the letter to 
Chkheidze and the letter to Olminsky were published in Pravda 
on December 9, 1924, and in lzvestiya on the following day. 

1 L. Trotsky, Moya Zhi:m' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 259· 
> Lenin o Tr<>llik<>m i o Trotskizme, ed. M. Oiminsky (2nd ed. 19:t5), pp. 219· 

no. l L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xi (1929), 285. 
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Kamenev devoted a special article in Pra'vda to these revelations. 
Trotsky's letter to Olminsky spoke for itself: 

May the doubters and hesitators read comrade Trotsky's 
letter again and again 1 We are convinced that it will finally 
free them from their doubts and hesitations. 

After the publication of Trotsky's letter, the issue was really 
" not worth arguing about ". The Jetter demonstrated beyond 
the possibility of contradiction that Trotsky " deliberately chose, 
and chooses for the future, a different path from that of Lenin" .1 

The reaction of Trotsky to these savage assaults proved, once 
more, baffling to friend and foe alike. At the height of the con· 
troversy he wrote or dictated a 54-page typewritten memorandum 
which remained among his papers. It was headed The Purpose 
of This Explanation, with a sub· title added by hand, Our Differ
ences. He rebutted the charges that he was revising Leninism 
under the " secret banner " of Trotskyism ; that Lessons of 
October was written from a special Trotskyist angle or was 
designed to disparage Leninism ; and that it was intended as a 
platform for a new " Right wing " in the party. Trotsky repeated 
previous admissions of the points on which he had been wrong 
against Lenin, and accused Kamenev of unfair selection of 
quotations and of the improper practice of mixing up quotations 
from different periods and contexts. He reiterated his criticism 
of Kamenev's errors in 1917. He defended himself against the 
charge of ignoring the peasantry, and argued that the danger of a 
rift between the proletariat and peasantry was twofold. It might 
result from an attempt to put too great a burden on the peasant. 
But there was also an opposite danger : " If the working class 
came to the conclusion over a series of years that it had been drawn, 
in the name of the maintenance of its political dictatorship, to 
excessive sacrifice of its class interest, this would undermine the 
Soviet state from the other side ". The tempo of industrializa
tion was subject to objective limitations which must be observed. 
But equal danger would result from " a lagging of industry 

' Pravda, December 10, 1924-; the article was reprinted in L. Kamenev, 
Stat'i i Rechi, i {t9~5), 244-249. 
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behind the economic recovery of the country, inevitably begetting 
a goods famine and high retail prices which in turn inevitably 
lead to the enrichment of private capital ". That the memorandum 
was written for publication is shown by a passage near the begin
ning, partially underlined for emphasis : 

These words may provide a clue to the eventual decision not to 
publish. 1 A brief editorial note appeared in Pravda on December 
13, 1924, stating " in response to questions from a number of 
comrades " that no articles had been received from Trotsky or 
his closest associates in reply to the published criticisms of 
Trotskyism. 

Trotsky's silence seems, however, to have been due not so 
much to calculated discretion as to shocked bewilderment. When 
he wrote and published Lessons of October, he had evidently 
expected no such violent outburst in response to it. Earlier in 
the year he propounded his views on the German revolution and 
on the situation in the party without provoking any particular sign 
of official resentment. For a year he had been subject to incessant 
personal attacks. It did not occur to him that, by personally 
attacking Zinoviev and Kamenev, he would bring the quarrel to 
breaking-point in conditions least favourable to himself. The 
suddenness of the shock made it all the more severe. His own 
isolation and the fierceness of the storms which he had called 
down on his head played on his nerves, and produced the same 
physical symptoms as had made their appearance exactly a year 
earlier. On November 24, 1924, the Kremlin doctors, including 
Semashko and Guetier, reported that he had been suffering from 
" fever due to influenza " for the past ten days. On December 5 
they re-examined him, found continued fever and " inflammation 
of the bronchial glands " - a condition " precisely similar to his 

1 The copy in the Trotsky archives carries a MS. note" Only Copy. Was 
not Printed " and the date " End November 192+ ", obviously added later; 
the only precise internal evidence of date is the reference in a footnote to 
Kuusinen's article, which was published in Pravda November 30, 19Z4· 
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illness in the previous year " - and advised his removal to " a 
warm, mild climate ". 1 This time Trotsky made no haste to 
follow the advice of the doctors and move southwards. In 
January 1924 he had left Moscow just before the party conference 
assembled. Now he remained, a sick man, alone and silent, in 
the Kremlin awaiting the meeting of the central committee called 
for January 20, 1925. His mood was one of apathy shot through 
with occasional gleams of hope. He would not attend the meeting: 
of the committee. But perhaps something would happen to 
mitigate the fury of his persecutors, some shame would he felt, 
and he would be invited to offer explanations, to argue his case. 
On January 15, 1925, breaking silence for the first time since the 
publication of Lessons of October, he addressed a letter to the 
central committee in preparation for its forthcoming session which 
is sometimes referred to as Trotsky's "letter of resignation". 
The description is not formally incorrect. It was, like his 
declaration at the thirteenth party congress,2 an act of formal sub
mission to the party which, however, carried with it no recognition 
that he had been in the wrong. His silence in face of " many 
untrue and even monstrous charges " had been, he said, " correct 
from the standpoint of the general interests of the party ". For 
th'e past eight years he had never approached any question " from 
the standpoint of ' Trotskyism ', which I have considered, and 
consider now, to have been politically liquidated long ago": the 
word itself had made its appearance only in the recent con
troversy. " Permanent revolution " was a matter of party history 
and had no relation to current issues. He had not since the 
thirteenth party congress made any attempt to challenge or reopen 
party decisions ; and he firmly repudiated the charge, now or in 
the past, of " revising Leninism ", Denying that he aimed at 
" some special position " in the party, he firmly professed his 
willingness to undertake any work entrusted to him by the central 
committee, and added - almost, it seemed, as an afterthought -
that, " after the recent discussion, the interest of our cause 
demands my speedy release from the duties of president of the 
Revolutionary Military Council ". He concluded by saying that 
he had " Temained in Moscow until the session in order, if it 

' Ekrmrnnicheskaya Zhizn', December zo, 1924· 
• See Tlu Interregnum, I9Z3-X924, pp. JOJ-Jo.j., 331. 
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should be desired, to answer this or that question or g1ve any 
necessary explanations ". 1 

As had happened before in this paradoxical struggle for power, 
Trotsky's submission, combined with refusal to admit error, 
eased the path of his adversaries and seemed to invite the verdict 
against him. Stalin, emphasizing his r6le as the spokesman of 
the secretariat and thus appearing to disclaim any personal 
animus, made a brief statement to the committee on the many 
resolutions against Trotsky received from local party organiza~ 
tions. He divided these into three groups : those which demanded 
Trotsky's expulsion from the party, those which demanded his 
expulsion from the Politburo and from his office as president of 
the Revolutionary Military Council, and those which merely 
demanded his expulsion from the last·named office. As between 
these three disciplinary measures, Stalin refrained from expressing 
any opinion, leaving the decision to the committee. Behind the 
scenes a keen struggle ensued. The Leningrad organization, 
primed no doubt by Zinoviev, had come out for a proposal to 
expel Trotsky from the party, or at any rate from the central 
committee : Zalutsky, one of the Leningrad party publicists, 
had published a pamphlet in this sense. This proposal received 
no support in the central committee. Kamenev, supported by 
Zinoviev, then put forward a compromise proposal to expel 
Trotsky from the Politburo. This was opposed by Kalinin, 
Voroshilov, Orjonikidze, Stalin, and "in part" Bukharin, and 
was defeated by a large majority. Trotsky's resignation from his 
military office was unanimously accepted. No decision was 
reached about his future employment. 2 

' Trotsky's letter was published in l=estiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rmsiiskoi 
Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'she'l!ikov), No. 3 {78), January 19, 1925, pp. Z·3, 
and in Pravda, January 20, 1925; an English translation, with one omission, 
appeared in M. Eastman, Since Lenin Died (I9ZS), pp. ISS·Is8. 

• No record of these discusBions was published, and information is derived 
from the recollections of participants almost a year later (Stalin, Sochineniya, 
vii, 379·380; XIV S"ezd Vsesoywmoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii {B) {1926), 
pp. 276 (Tomsky), 3 r8 {Ko.linin), 458·459 (Zinoviev); Leningradskaya Organiza. 
tsiya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd (1926), p. 70 (Andreev)). Stalin's unctuous ex
planation of his attitude was significant of his determination to avoid extremes : 
"We knew that a policy of expulsion was fraught with great dangers for the 
party, that the method of =pubion, of blood..Ietting-for they demanded 
blood- was dangerous and infectious : today one is excluded, tomorrow 
another, the next day another -and what will remain of our party?" 
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The long resolution which was adopted at the close of the 
proceedings attempted a reasoned analysis of Trotsky's short
comings. " The fundamental premiss of all th.e success~s of t~c 
Bolshevik party", it began, "has always been ItS stecl-hke umty 
and iron discipline, a genuine unity of opinions on a basis of 
Leninism." Trotsky had assailed this unity, both at home and 
abroad, by encouraging dissent. Trotskyism was " a falsification 
of communism in the spirit of an approximation to ' European ' 
patterns of pseudo-Marxism, i.e. in the last resort, in the spirit of 
' European ' social-democracy ". This was the fourth major 
occasion on which Trotsky had been responsible for splitting the 
party. The first had been the debate on Brest-Litovsk, the 
second on the trade unions, and the third on the scissors crisis. 
The present occasion was the most serious of all, since he had 
denied the Leninist doctrine on" the motive forces of the revolu
tion ", opposing his theory of " permanent revolution " to the 
party line in the past and in the present. The resolution noted 
that Trotsky in his letter of January I 5 had made no confession 
of error, failed to renounce his "anti-Bolshevik platform", and 
limited himself to" formal loyalty", It proposed to relieve him, 
in accordance with his own request, of the office of president of the 
Revolutionary Military Council, and declared him unfitted for 
further military work. It postponed till the next party congress 
the question of his further employment, and warned him that any 
fresh violation or non-fulfilment by him of party decisions would 
make it impossible for him to remain a member of the Politburo 
and would raise the question of his exclusion from the central 
committee. (The ultimate sanction of exclusion from the party 
was not mentioned.) Finally it was decided to undertake propa
ganda to explain throughout the party, as well as to the " non
party masses of workers and peasants ", the anti-Bolshevik 
character of Trotskyism. The resolution was carried at a joint 
meeting of the central committee and the central control com
mission, two members of the former voting against it and one 
member of the latter abstaining. 1 The two dissentient members of 

' VKP(B) v Rtzolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 636-6.g. According to Stalin 
Sochineniya, viii, 295, the re;;olution was drafted by Zinoviev. The referenc~ 
in the resolution to the " European" character of Trotsky's heresies was a 
favourite idea of Zinoviev at the time ; in an article on Proletariat and Pearantry 
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the central committee \H're Rakovsky and Pyatakov; the abstain· 
ing member of the central control commission was one Pravdin, 
who had a previous record of dissent from the party line. 1 

The meeting had ended on the eve of the first anniversary of 
Lenin's death, \\"hich was celebrated as a day of mourning and 
commemoration. Immediately afterwards the official Soviet 
nu1chinery was set in motion. A record of the decisions appeared 
in Pravda on January 24, 1925. Two days. later the presidium 
of VTsiK announced Trotsky's resignation from the position of 
president of the Revolutionary Military Council and People's 
Commissar for VVar, and appointed Frunze in his place.~ Kamenev 
had proposed Stalin for the post, apparently in the hope of 
removing him from the secretariat. But nobody -least of all 
Stalin- took the proposal seriously.J On February 6 Unshlikht 
was appointed deputy commissar - the post held since the 
previous April by Frunze.+ Trotsky, who left Moscow after the 
meeting of the committee and was in the Caucasus by the time 
these decisions were published, made in his autobiography a 
belated comment on his resignation : 

I yielded up the military post without a fight, even with a 
sense of relief, since I was thereby wresting from my opponents' 
hands their weapon of insinuations about my military inten
tions.s 

The rationalization was far-fetched, but significant. Trotsky 
failed to the last to understand that the issue of the struggle was 
published in I~:~vestiya, Januaey 13, 1925, he had spoken of" the 'European' 
theories of Trotskyism ". 

' The names of the dissentients were not officially recorded, but were 
divulged by Kamenev at the Moscow provincial party conference on January 
27, 1925 (L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rtchi, xii (1926), 58): Krupskaya was a member 
of the central control commission and evidently voted for the resolution. 
Pravdin was one of the 22 who appealed to Comintern after the expulsion of 
Myasnikov from the party in 1912 (Odinnadtsatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), p. 73~; 
for the appeal see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7~I9filJ, Vol. I, pp. Z09·:2IO); 
he esc~ped specific censure on that occasion, p>:esumably as a minor participant. 

a Pravda, Janunry 31, 1925, accompanied the announcement with a full 
biography of Frunze; on January 21, 1925, irrunediately after the resolution 
of the central committee, Pravda had published a long article by Frun.ze entitled 
How the Red Army is fulfilling Lenin's Behests. 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (19~6), p. 484. 
4 The announcement, with a biography of Unshlikht, appeared in Pravda, 

February 7, 1925. 
s L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 261. 
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determined not by the availability of argum.cnts but by the eontrol 
and manipulation of the levers of political pOWl'r. He had no 
stomach for a fight whose character bewildered and eluded him. 
When attacked, he retreated from the arena becau8c ht: instinctively 
felt that retreat offered him the best chance of survival. 

What, however, most fatally paralysed Trotsky's capacity for 
action at critical moments, and hampered him c\·en in formulating 
a case against his opponents, was his unqualified acceptance of the 
supremacy of the party and of the claims of party discipline. 
Something of his attitude may be explained by the fervour of the 
belated convert compelled to demonstrate, among men whose 
party records were longer and less sullied, that none was a better 
Bolshevik than he. He had voted without qualms for the resolu
tion of the tenth party congress of March 1921 which outlawed 
"fractions" and "groupings" in the party.' He continued to 
insist with greater fervour than any other leader that " one cannot 
be right against the party ", :>. When many years later he wrote 
in an obituary of Krupskaya that " her revolutionary feeling 
struggled with the spirit of discipline ", 3 he was diagnosing the 
plight of his own conscience. Conscious of the moral dilemma 
which would confront him once his views were condemned by a 
party vote, he struggled by every means to postpone the crucial 
issue. Again and again he compromised en what tould be made 
to seem secondary points ; again and again he disappointed and 
abandoned those who were ready and eager to support him ; again 
and again he refused to join battle, till at length battle was forced 
on him in conditions most unfavourable to himself and when he 
had already lost most of his potential allies. Morally unable to 
face the consequences of excommunication, he lacked the courage 
to take in time the only measures which, by appearing to court it, 
might yet have averted it.4 

t See The Bolshwik RwQlution, I9I7-I923, Vol. 1, pp. :;:oo-:;:or. 
a See The Interregnum, I92J-I924, p. 363. 
' Byulleten' Oppo!ritsii (Paris), No. 75-76 (March-April, I939), p. 32. 
• The il:resolution of the " libet'al " Catholic bishops who were opposed to 

the. proclamation of papal infallibility in 1871 has been described in terms 
V.:hich could be applied to Trotsky's attitude without changing a word: "The 
b!Sh~ps, even those of the minority, had so long cultivated the habit of blind 
o.be<hence that th~ had become constitutionally incapable of effective opposi
t1on. · · · J!'ach tune they were tempted to reject a decree they decided instead 
to save the1r $trength for the main battle, but, by the time that battle had 
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One curious detail remains to be noted. In spite of what had 
happened, Stalin continued to speak of" comrade Trotsky". In 
speeches delivered at the Moscow and Leningrad provincial party 
conferences after the central committee's decision, Kamenev inter
mittently, and Zinoviev consistently, omitted the prefix.' Stalin's 
attitude to Trotsky remained, throughout, formally correct. 
Kamenev, and still more firmly Zinoviev, had by implication read 
him out of the party. Kamenev made it clear that in his view 
Trotsky's expulsion from the Politburo had been merely postponed 
through the unwillingness of the central committee to take a 
decision " in advance of the party ". He expressed the hope that 
the next party congress would " draw the political and organiza
tional conclusions from the discussion which has now ended ".2 

Eleven months later the fourteenth party congress was to provide 
an ironical commentary on this ambition. 
arrived, they had dissipated both their strength and their will-power " (G. Him
melfarb, Lord Acton (1952), p. 107). Trotsky was in exactly the position taken 
up on that occasion by Acton, who wrote of his submission; "The act was 
one of pure obedience, and was not grounded on the removal of my motives of 
opposition to the decrees " (unpublished note quoted ibid. pp. nvi-xxvii). 
Trotsky, as Zinoviev correctly said, "attempts to deny everything, to admit 
nothing, to confine himself to a fonnal, loyal, ' I obey ' " (Leningro.dskaya 
Pravda., February 5, 1925). 

1 Kamenev'a speech is in lzvestiya, January 30, 1925, and in L. Kamenev, 
Stat'i i Rechi, xii (1926), 7-59; Zinoviev's in l~roestiya, February 6, 1925. 

z L. Kam.enev, Stat'i i Rechi, xii (1926), 44, 59· 



CHAPTER 12 

SOCIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY 

T
HE doctrine of socialism in one country was, in its origin, 
a blow struck in the struggle against Trotsky. Stalin first 
propounded it in his article of December 19241 as a counter

blast to Trotsky's "permanent revolution", and in a conscious 
attempt to provide a positive alternative. Trotsky himself accepted 
the antithesis : 

The theory of socialism in one country ... is the only 
theory that consistently, and to the end, is opposed to the 
theory of permanent revolution. 2 

Like every doctrinal argument advanced in the campaign against 
Trotsky, socialism in one country conformed to the tactical 
pattern, later described by Zinoviev, 3 of assimilating" old disagree
ments " to " new issues ". It revolved round a distinction -or 
rather a confusion - between the process of making a socialist 
revolution and the process of building a socialist economy once 
the revolution had been achieved. As regards the first question, 
Russian Marxists before 1905 had in general been content to 
accept the view that a socialist revolution could not be made in an 
economically backward country like Russia, i.e. in a country where 
the proletariat was in a small minority and where the bourgeois 
revolution had not yet occurred. The coming revolution in Russia 
could therefore only be a bourgeois revolution ; and the rOle of 
Russian Social-Democrats could only be to support the bour
geoisie, not to attempt to make a revolution on their own. Mter 
1905, only the Mensheviks stuck to this view. Both Lenin and 
Trotsky assigned a positive revolutionary r6le to the Russian 

' Seep. :u above. 
• L. Trotsky, Permanentnaya Revolyutsiya (Berlin, l9JO), p. 168. 
l Seep. IJ above. ,, 
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Social-Democrats, though they defined it differently. Lenin held 
that the party, acting on behalf of the proletariat, should place 
itself at the head of a worker-peasant revolutionary coalition under 
proletarian leadership. The revolution achieved by this coalition 
would, owing to peasant predominance, still necessarily be a 
bourgeois revolution. It would result in the setting up of a 
bourgeois-democratic dictatorship of workers and peasants ; and 
this dictatorship would prepare the conditions in which the 
socialist revolution would become possible. Trotsky argued, like 
Lenin, that the Russian proletariat, supported by the peasantry, 
should take the lead in bringing the bourgeois revolution to 
fruition. But he believed that it would not be possible, even if it 
was desirable, to stop at this point. The proletariat, in completing 
the bourgeois revolution, would inevitably be impelled in the 
course of the same process to begin the socialist revolution. One 
revolution would lead into the other. This was the doctrine to 
which Trotsky gave the name, borrowed from Marx, of " per
manent revolution ". Lenin expressed disbelief in the doctrine. 1 

But when in April 1917 he declared that the revolution which had 
broken out in Russia could not remain a bourgeois revolution, and 
incited his Bolshevik followers to a direct seizure of power in the 
name of the proletariat, he adopted a position distinguished only 
by the finest of differences from that of Trotsky. 

These discussions before 1917 did not touch on the question 
what would happen after the achievement of a proletarian revolu
tion, i.e. whether and in what conditions it would be possible to 
build a socialist economy. Neither Lenin nor Trotsky contem
plated the possibility of building a socialist economy in backward 
Russia alone, for the simple reason (if for no other) that for some 
time after October 1917 they continued to assume, in common 
with all other Bolsheviks, that the regime would be unable to 
maintain itself in Russia at all unless a proletarian revolution 
occurred in the more advanced European countries ; and the 
Bolsheviks had therefore the strongest possible interest in working 
to extend the revolution to those countries. In this sense both 
Lenin and Trotsky believed in " permanent revolution ". This 
was not the sense in which Trotsky had originally used the term. 

• For these discussions see The BolJhevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. 1, 

pp. s6-6z. 
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But it was the only sense which had any relevance to the situation 

after 1917. 
In 1924 the triumvirs, eager to discredit Trotsky by raking 

over every point on which Lenin had formerly differed from him, 
turned their attention to the issue of " permanent revolution ", 
and reprinted every passage in which Lenin had expressed his 
dissent from the doctrine. Trotsky protested in vain that the 
argument about " permanent revolution ", whatever its merits, 
belonged to history and was irrelevant to any of the issues now 
confronting the party or the Soviet Government. 1 The very 
irrelevance of the argument had the curious effect of causing it to 
be assumed that it turned in fact, not on the now obsolete question 
of the conditions in which a socialist revolution could be brought 
about, but on the still crucial question of the conditions in which 
a socialist economy could be built. It began to be said, and was 
sincerely believed by many, if not by the leaders themselves, that 
what Trotsky had meant by " permanent revolution " was the 
view that a socialist economy could not be created in Soviet Russia 
except with the aid of a proletarian revolution elsewhere, and 
that this was the view from which Lenin had dissented. The 
misunderstanding was furthered by the fact that, in the autumn 
of 1923, with Lenin dying and out of action, Trotsky, unlike 
Stalin (though not unlike Zinoviev), had been a fervent advocate 
of stimulating the revolution in Germany. It came to be assumed, 
witho~t evidence and indeed without argument, that Lenin would 
on that occasion have occupied a position opposite to that of 
Trotsky, and that Stalin represented the line which Lenin would 
have taken.z 

By a flash of originality of a quality so rare in Stalin's career 
that it has sometimes been described as an accident, Stalin per~ 
ceived that this was a real and burning issue which called for a 
new elaboration of doctrine. Every Bolshevik believed that the 
revolution which had proved victorious in October 1917 was a 

1 In his letter of January l5, 1925, to the party centrnl committee (see 
p. 30 above) Trotsky wrote that " the formula ' Permanent Revolution ' ... 
belongs wholly to the past" and that, if he had mentioned it on any recent 
occasion, this was " a reversion to the past and not in the sphere of present 
political probletn$ ". 

• For the positions adopted by the various leaders on the German question 
in the :autumn of 1923 see The Intertegnum, I92J-:C9iil4, pp. :ao1~203. 
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socialist revolution ; nobody dreamed of returning to the old 
controversies about the character of the revolution. Yet, accord
ing to party doctrine, it was impossible to build a socialist economy 
in a single backward country, if the revolution was confined to 
that country alone. So long as confidence was felt in the early 
consummation of the socialist revolution in Europe, no need was 
seen to readjust party doctrine on this point. But now, after the 
fiasco in Germany in the autumn of 1923, this confidence had 
vanished, and the party found itself suspended in mid-air. It 
could not be expected to admit that, through the failure of the 
proletariat of other countries, the Russian enterprise, after its 
brilliant initial victory, was doomed to peter out. In practice, the 
foundations of a socialist economy were now being laid. Some
thing must be done to revise the theory of the conditions in 
which the building of socialism was possible. This was the task 
to which Stalin now addressed himself. None of the leaders had 
hitherto faced this problem. Kamenev and Bukhadn ignored it ; 
Zinoviev took refuge in meaningless eloquence about world revolu
tion ; Trotsky, who was conscious of the dilemma, could find no 
way out except to insist on the urgency and importance of a 
proletarian revolution in Europe. Fortunately Lenin, though he 
had never attempted to argue the point, had been led from time to 
time by the practical exigencies of laying the socialist foundations 
of the economy to imply that the building of socialism even in 
backward Russia was not a hopeless undertaking ; and Stalin 
now avidly seized on these few scattered passages in an attempt 
to prove that Lenin had indeed believed in the possibility of 
building" socialism in one country". The material was slender. 
But constant reiteration would suffice to create the impression 
that Lenin had believed that a socialist economy could be brought 
into being even in backward Russia, that Trotsky held the dia
metrically opposite view that this was impossible in the absence 
of proletarian revolution elsewhere, and that Stalin, in resuscitat
ing the doctrine of" socialism in one country", was Lenin's true 
and faithful disciple. 

The stages by which the new conception took shape in Stalin's 
mind can be clearly charted. In April 1924 he had been content 
to repeat the conventional view that " for the final victory of 
socialism, for the organization of socialist production, the efforts 
~n D 
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of one country, particularly of a peasant country like Rus:;ia, an~ 
insufficient ".1 In the elaboration of the campaign against 
Trotsky in November 1924 he argued, quoting Lenin, that 
Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution meant to "jump m·cr " 
the peasantry, thus failing to recognize their essential place in the 
revolutionary process. The danger of Trotskyism was th<lt it 
would" divorce from the Russian proletariat its ally, i.e. tlw poor 
peasantry '',2 Stalin at this moment propounded no alternative 
view. But in the next few weeks ~• great deal of thinking was 
done. Stalin took the momentous decision to pit himself against 
Trotsky as the upholder and interpreter of Leninism. He was, 
however, anxious to assume a positive and independent rMe. The 
essay which had appeared in the nev,:spapers on December 20, 

1924, as October and Comrade Trotsky's Theory of Permanent 
Revolution was given a new title. Renamed The October Re~'o/u
tion and the Tactics of the Russian Communists, it reappeared as 
the introduction to a collection of Stalin's speeches and articles 
published under the title On the Way to October in january 1925.3 

The major theme of the essay was an analysis of " the two 
peculiar characteristics of the October revolution " - the fact 
that the dictatorship of the proletariat had been established in 
Russia " in the form of a power arising on the basis of an alliance 
between the proletariat and the working masses of the peasantry", 
and the fact that it had been established " as a result of the victory 
of socialism in one country". Lenin had repeatedly dwelt on 
the implications of the first of these peculiarities. It remained to 
prove that he had equally recognized the implications of the 
second. Like Trotsky and like all the other leading Bolsheviks, 
Lenin had said again and again that the final victory of socialism 
could not be achieved in one country -least of all in a country 
that was economically backward. This, of course, remained true. 
But, in an article of I9I5, he had offered, though without special 
reference to Russia, a more detailed analysis of the prospective 
course of events. 

-r:he unevenness of political and economic development 
[Lerun had written) is an unconditional law of capitalism. Hence 
1t follows that the victory of socialism is possible in the first 

1 See The Interregnum, I92J-1924, pp. 358·359· 
• Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, 349· • Ibid. vi, 358-401. 
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instance in a few capitalist countries or even in one single 
capitalist country. The victorious proletariat of such a country, 
having expropriated the capitalists and organized socialist pro
duction at home, would stand up against the capitalist rest of 
the world, attracting to itself the oppressed classes of other 
countries, causing revolts among them against the capitalists, 
acting in case of necessity even with armed force against the 
exploiting classes and their states. 

Stalin produced two further passages from Lenin in support of his 
new thesis of " socialism in one country ", In the peroration of 
the last speech he ever delivered, Lenin had described socialism 
as " not a question of the distant future " and expressed the hope 
(in the phrase carelessly misquoted by Kamenev ') that " not to
morrow, but in a few years ... NEP Russia will become 
socialist Russia ". And in one of his last articles on the co
operatives he had asked, and answered in the affirmative, the 
rhetorical question whether the control by the proletarian state 
of the means of production, coupled with the alliance between 
the proletariat and millions of small peasants, did not provide 
'' all that is essential for the construction of a full socialist society ''. 2 

r See p. 4 above. 
2 The three pas~ages quoted by Stalin are in Lenin, Sochineniya, xvii, OIJ2· 

2JJ; xxvii, 366, 392. The question whether these pa<Jsages can legitimately 
be made to bear the interpretation placed on them by Stalin is, perhaps, 
academic. The passage of 1915, from which the famous phrase was derived, 
related primarily to the seizure of power, not to the building of a socialist 
economy; nor can it be shown that Lenin had Russia in mind at all. The 
context suggests that Lenin was trying to counter a possible argwnent of, say, 
the German workers, that they could not start a revolution because the French 
workers could not be counted on to rise simultaneously. Zinoviev later deprived 
himself of an argument by his apparent unwillingness to admit that the passage 
did not refer to Russia (G. Zinoviev, Leninizm (I9ZS), pp. 297-298); but 
Kamenev argued cogently that it applied, and could only apply, to western 
Europe (XV Konjerentdya Vsesoyuznoi Kommunistiche$koi Partii (B) (1927), 
p. 475). In Trotsky's view this passage from Lenin had been" tumed upside 
down and interpreted in an illiterate manner " (L. Trotsky, P~rmanentnaya 
Revolyutsiya (Berlin, 1930), p. 125). The two late< passages seemed at first 
sight more convincing. But Lenin in 1918 had already described Bolshevik 
strategy a'J being " to carry out the maximum that can be achieved in one 
country in order to develop, support and encourage revolution in all countries " 
(Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiii, 385 ; the context, both in the original and in a 
quotation of this passage in March 1923 in Stalin, Sochineniya, v, 179, strongly 
stressed the international aims of Bolshevism). It is not clear that Lenin, if 
challenged, would have considered himself to have gone beyond this in the two 
later passages. But it is idle to speculate on the view which Lenin would have 
taken of a contingency which had not arisen in his lifetime. 
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That was all. But, isolated from the context of Lenin's other 
writings and sharply opposed to Trotsky's far more clear-cut 
pronouncements, it was enough. Trotsky with his doctrine of 
permanent revolution both played down the need for the alliance 
with the peasantry and maintained that " the real rise of a socialist 
economy in Russia will become possible only after the victory of 
the proletariat in the most important countries of Europe". 
Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution was the antithesis of 
Lenin's theory of socialism in one country. It was " a variant of 
Menshevism". Having thus established "socialism in one 
country " as a fundamental item of Leninist doctrine, Stalin ended 
by redressing the balance in favour of its international function. 
" The victory of socialism in one country is not a self-sufficient 
task" ; it is "the beginning and the premiss of world revolu
tion''. He summed up in a formula designed to saddle rl'rotskyism 
with the odium of a passive and negative (i.e. a Menshevik) rOle : 

Wrong are those who, forgetting the international character 
of the October revolution, declare the victory of the revolution 
in one country to be a purely and exclusively national pheno
menon. But wrong also are those who, remembering the inter
national character of the revolution, are inclined to think of 
this revolution as something passive, destined only to receive 
support from without. 

Outside aid was no doubt necessary for the final victory of 
socialism in Russia ; but Russia was a dispenser, as well as a 
recipient, of aid. Stalin ended on a note which stressed Russia's 
positive rOle. The argument was conducted throughout on a 
theoretical plane, and no element of personal animosity was 
allowed to appear. It was among the most carefully pondered 
of all Stalin's writings. 

It is probable that when Stalin first propounded this doctrine, 
in the winter of 1924-1925, he only dimly realized the importance 
which it would presently assume. His partners in the triumvirate 
certainly had no inkling of it : they shared with Trotsky the 
common assumption of Stalin's insignificance in matters of theory. 
At the best, socialism in one country was one more nail driven 
into the coffin of Trotskyism. At the worst, it was a harmless 
personal fad of Stalin. No serious attention was paid to it. It 
did not figure in the resolution drafted by Zinoviev which con-
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demned Trotsky in January 1925. Stalin did not mention it in his 
short speech on that occasion ; and nobody thought of invoking 
it in the difficult discussions of agrarian policy which went on 
throughout the winter. Its original appearance in the article of 
December 1924 was followed by a three months' silence, during 
which the theory of socialism in one country seems to have been 
ignored by party leaders and publicists, including its author.1 But 
it soon derived adventitious aid from current discussions of rela
tions of the Soviet Union with the capitalist world. The fiasco 
of the projected German revolutionary coup in the autumn of 
1923 had led to a reassessment of the powers of resistance inherent 
in capitalism and of the interval likely to elapse before its final 
overthrow. The session of IKKI in March 1925 was much 
occupied with the problem of the "stabilization of capitalism",:>. 
This could be met only by the increased strength of the Soviet 
Union. In a speech delivered to the Moscow party committee early 
in April1925, which was issued as a pamphlet, Bukharin enquired 
" how far this turn in the process of the struggle for the strengthen
ing of the Soviet state is enriching the science of the Soviet state 
with new ideas " ; and the non-committal answer showed that 
Stalin's formula had started a train of thought in Bukharin's 
ingenious and speculative mind : 

Can we build socialism in one country so long as there is no 
victory of the western European proletariat ? When we began 
to work on this question, it turned out that the question itself 
was not so simple as it appeared earlier, when we thought little 
about it. It proved much more complicated than it had seemed 
on first examination.l 

It was in this context that it emerged, later in the same month, in 
the debates of the Politburo on the eve of the fourteenth party 
conference. The occasion was the preparation of the resolution 
which Zinoviev was to submit to the conference on the report of 

• Stalin's collected works contain a short letter of ]1111uary zs, 1925, to 1111 
unnamed correspondent explaining and defending the theory (Sochineniya, 
viii, 16-18); but this was published for the first time in '947· 

~This question will be discussed in Part V in the following volume. 
3 N. Bukharin, Tekuohchii Moment i Osn<lVy Nashei Politiki (1925), pp. 7·9; 

a reference, in an article in Sotsialisticheskoe Kho:ryaidvo, No. 3, 1925, p. 6 
(published in May 1925), to "the question put by Bu.kharin about the pos
sibility of building socialism in only one country " shows that the question Wail 
still unfamiliar, 1111d not specifically associated with Stalin. 
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the party delegation to IKKI. The initiative dearly came from 
Stalin- or perhaps from Bukharin acting at his instigation. 1f 
the " stabilization of capitalism " meant that the capitalist rCgimcs 
in other countries had momentarily achieved some measure of 
stabilization, so also- and more significantly- had the rCgime 
in the Soviet Union, which, if it had not yet achien~d socialism, 
was advancing at an increasingly rapid rate towards it. The 
counterpart of the recognition of the stabilization of capitalism 
was recognition of the possibility of" socialism in one country ". 
This should, it was argued, find its place in the resolution. 

The evidence does not suggest that the debate in the Politburo 
on this question was anything like so sharp as was afterwards pre
tended. About the time it took place Kamenev addressed the 
Moscow provincial congress of Soviets in language ·which, though 
he did not introduce the word" socialism", was substantially the 
same as that used later by Bukharin : 

Better by the exertion of our own forces and our own labour 
to obtain the results which we need, not with the help of the 
capitalists, but with the help of the use of our O\vn energy, 
by travelling our own road. Better to travel this road more 
slowly, but it will be sure ; better let Russia develop more 
slowly, but remain ours, rather than more rapidly, but become 
alien, become foreign. 1 

In the recriminations which preceded the fourteenth party 
congress eight months later, it was alleged that Kamenev and 
Zinoviev had " defended in the Politburo the point of view that 
we shall not be able to overcome our internal difficulties owing to 
our technical and economic backwardness if we are not saved by 
international revolution" .2 In fact, the argument turned not on 
the possibility of the process of building socialism in the Soviet 
Union, or on the impossibility of finally completing that process 
(on both these points everyone was in agreement}, but on the far 
more esoteric question why the final achievement of socialism was 
pronounced impossible in the absence of a proletarian revolution 
in other countries. Kamenev and Zinoviev thought that this was 
due in part to the backwardness of the Soviet economy ; Stalin 

1 L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, :xii (19~6), 141. 
• Fot the letter of the Moscow party committee from which this quotation 

is taken see pp. 12.6-12.7 below. 
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and Bukharin insisted that it \Vas due exclusively to the external 
threat of a capitalist environment. The issue was clearly explained 
by Bukharin in December 1925 to the fourteenth party congress : 

On this question a dispute broke out at one of the sessions of 
the Politburo, about the time of the fourteenth party confer
ence. . . . Comrade Kamenev, and after him Comrade Zino
viev, maintained at this session the position that we shall not 
be able to complete the building of socialism owing to our 
technical backwardness. It was on this point that we disputed 
with them, for this that we broke lances. We agreed with them 
that the only guarantee against intervention, against a fresh 
war, against restoration imposed by the bayonets of capitalist 
armies, would be an international socialist revolution. But we 
denied with passion the proposition advanced by them that 
we were doomed to perish on account of our technical back
wardness.1 

This fine-spun distinction was afterwards to become the starting
point for far-reaching conclusions. But at the moment it may 
well have seemed trivial and not worth fighting about. According 
to Stalin, " the point of view of Zinoviev was rejected by the 
Politburo"; 2 Voroshilov, more naively, but perhaps more 
accurately, reported that, " after comrades Stalin and Bukharin 
had spoken, the decision was unanimous ".3 Zinoviev's easy 
acquiescence may have been part of a tacit bargain, Stalin's support 
on other questions being the quid pro quo ; it is perhaps more 
likely that Zinoviev made what seemed a harmless, or perhaps 
pointless, concession to Stalin's importunities. It was agreed to 
include " socialism in one country " in the text of the resolution. 

The resolution, which was adopted by the conference on a 
report by Zinoviev without discussion, dealt with the existing 
" stabilization " in the capitalist world. IKKI at its recent 
session had recognized that no " immediately revolutionary 

' XIV S"ezd Vsemyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 135-I36. 
• Stalin, Sochinnziya, viii, 73· 
' XIV S"e>~d Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 397-398. 

Confirmation of the impression that the issue was not seriously contested in the 
Politburo in April 1925 comes from statements made at the fourteenth party 
congress by Bukharin and Molotov ; when Kamenev called the April resolu
tion a" compromise" (ibid. p. 471), Bukharin retorted that "we have learned 
this only today " and Molotov that " until yesterday Kamenev and Zinoviev 
nowhere mentioned their disagreement with the resolution" (ibid. pp. 602, 
662). Tomsky (ibid. p. 277) also referred to the dispute in a quite casual way. 
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situation" existed in Europe or, by implication, anywhere else.' 
But, besides the temporary stabilization of capitalism, the resolution 
also drew attention to the corresponding stabilization produced 
by "the growth of state industry and the strengthening of the 
socialist elements of the economy of the USSR". It then quoted 
the Lenin article of 1915 on the victory of socialism in one country. 
Lenin had, of course, taught that " the final victory of socialism 
in the sense of a complete guarantee against the restoration of 
bourgeois relations is possible only on an international scale " 
(this point was illustrated by copious quotations). But a new, 
though somewhat ambiguous, quotation was found to add to 
Stalin's previous discoveries. " ro-zo years of correct relations 
with the peasantry", Lenin had written in rgzr, in some notes 
for his pamphlet On the Food Tax which were now hastily dis
interred and published, "and victory on a world scale is assured 
(even given a delay in the proletarian revolutions which are 
growing)." z This seemed to put socialism in one country well 
in line with the NEP tradition. The distinction between the two 
alleged obstacles to the final victory of socialism - the technical 
backwardness of the country and the threat from the capitalist 
world- was drawn in a roundabout way, which concealed the 
embarrassment of divided opinions.J And the resolution pro
claimed that " in general the victory of socialism (not in the sense 
of final victory) is unconditionally possible in one country".+ 
The resolution excited no particular interest. Stalin's description 
of it eighteen months later as " one of the most important party 
documents in the history of our party " s would certainly have 
startled the participants at the conference. It was, nevertheless, 

1 The proceedings of IKKI will be discussed in Part V in the following 
volume. 

a Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvi, 313 ; the notes were first published in Bol'shii'Vik, 
No.7, April I5, t925, pp. 72-80, and in Leninskii Sbornik, iv (1925), 371-378. 

' Zinoviev's account of the matter in his report to the conference was char
acteristically wordy and confused: "For all the technical backwardness of our 
coun~, we can and must go on building, we must and shall bw.'ld, socialism, notwith~ 
standing the retarded temj>(J of the international revolution. We have said clearly 
that the final victory is in the international arena, but that the retarded tempo 
o_f the revolution puts back not the victory itself, but the moment of its realiza
tion" (Chetyrmu:ltsattzya Kotrjerentsiya Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shevilwv) (1925), p. 244). For Stalin's elahoration of the distinction see 
PP· 164-165 helow. • VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), ii, 26-31. 

1 Stalin, Sochinen.i:ya, viii, 266. 
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a notable, though unperceived, victory for Stalin. He celebrated 
it by giving socialism in one country for the first time a modest 
place in a speech which he delivered a few days after the conference 
to a party meeting in Moscow.1 By this time another quotation 
had come to light. Lenin had told the eighth AU-Russian Con
gress of Soviets in December 1920 : 

Only when the country is electrified, only when industry, 
agriculture and transport have been put on the technical basis 
of mo_dern large-scale industry, only then shall we be finally 
VICtOriOUS. 2 

It was the first coupling of the new doctrine with the drive for 
intensive industrialization. 

The first and immediate impression of " socialism in one 
country", when it began to make its impact in the summer of 
1925, was of a not very novel or important contribution to party 
doctrine which provided a counter-weight to the " stabilization 
of capitalism ", and suitably carried on the work of NEP in 
adapting party policy to the peculiar conditions of the Russian 
environment. It offered a fresh antidote to Trotsky's alleged 
under-estimate of the peasant, and revealed NEP as the road of 
advance to socialism in a predominantly peasant economy. In 
this interpretation NEP was the specifically Russian form of the 
great revolutionary design. By giving a national colour to the 
revolution, it had helped to reconcile to it many of those Russians, 
both at home and abroad, who had originally rejected it as non
Russian and anti-national. Socialism in one country made a far 
stronger emotional appeal of the same character. It reawakened 
a vague sentiment of national pride or patriotism which had been 
temporarily silenced, but not destroyed, by the resounding inter
national appeal of the revolution. As the regime stabilized itself 
at home, and became the mouthpiece of the interests of the Russian 
state abroad, this sentiment revived with unexpected force, and 
lent an exceptional strength and vitality to the doctrine which 
seemed to embody it. It was no accident that Stalin's article 
which launched the doctrine had begun with a discussion of the 
" peculiarities " of the October revolution. It would be mis
leading to speak at this time of chauvinism, or even of nationalism 

' Ibid. vii, IQ9-IZI. 2 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvi, 47· 
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as commonly understood. The sentiment was one of pride in 
the achievement of the revolution, but also of pride that this wao; 
a Russian achievement, that Russia had been first in a field where 
other allegedly more advanced countries had hitherto failed to 
follow. It was immensely gratifying to this new-found national 
revolutionary pride to have the assurance that Russia would lead 
the world not only in carrying out a socialist revolution, but 
in building a socialist economy. Kamenev, in his indictment 
of Trotskyism in November 1924, had complained that " the 
theory of 'permanent revolution' places the workers' govern
ment in Russia in exclusive and complete dependence on an 
immediate proletarian revolution in the west ". 1 Socialism in 
one country was a declaration of independence of the west. " A 
fig for Europe - we shall manage by ourselves " was the descrip
tion of the new doctrine in the Menshevik journal published in 
Berlin.2 Socialism in one country was no mere piece of economic 
analysis and no mere announcement of policy. It was a declara
tion of faith in the capacities and in the destiny of the Russian 
people. 

The initial emphasis of those who propagated or welcomed 
the new doctrine seemed, therefore, to rest on the words '' in one 
country" and on its national aspect. In 1921 the urgent need 
had been to appease the peasant with concessions which would 
induce him to produce food for the towns and factories and put 
the whole economy back into gear. The national appeal of NEP 
was associated with the traditional faith in the Russian peasant 
and even had Slavophil affiliations. Socialism in one country 
seemed at first sight to have the same appeal and the same affilia
tions: it was the legitimate successor of NEP. It was on these 
grounds that it was welcomed by the smenovekhovtsy,3 and by 
those innumerable Russians who stood outside the ranks of 
Bolshevism, but whom NEP had reconciled to the regime. It was 
on these grounds that it was assailed by Zinoviev and Trotsky 
as the embodiment of " national narrow-mindedness " and 

' L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, i (1925), ZZ9· 
• Sotsialisticheskii Vesmik (Berlin), No. u-rz (ros-ro6), June 20, 1925, 

p. 21. 
" ' Ust;ralo;r, ~or instance, ha}}ed it in an article of November 7, 1925, as 

the llllt!onaliZatlon of October (N. Ustryalov, Pod Znakom Rl!'l.lo!yutsii (2nd 
ed. 1927), pp. 2;t2-.:t8). 
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"national messianism ". 1 When Lenin introduced NEP, he set 
forth once again the two conditions of the success of the socialist 
revolution in backward Russia-" support at the right moment 
by a socialist revolution in one or several leading countries " and 
" a compromise between the proletariat ... and the majority of 
the peasant population ". 2 Lenin did not, and could not, choose 
between the two conditions; both were, in his thinking, essential. 
History had now forced a choice between them by indefinitely 
postponing the " socinlist revolution in one or several leading 
countries ". Socialism in one country, the promulgation of whicfi 
coincided with a marked intensification of the turn towards the 
peasant in Soviet policy, seemed to symbolize a frank acceptance 
of the choice. It rejected dependence on the socialist revolution 
in other countries. By the same token, it accepted dependence 
on a standing compromise with the peasant. 

This appearance, like so much else in Soviet history of thi< 
period, proved illusory. Socialism in one country did, it wa~ 
true, provide an answer to the dilemma of choice which Lenir 
refused to face. Socialism in one country did, it was true, star! 
from rejection on dependence of other countries. But this die 
not involve acceptance of the alternative choice of dependence or 
the peasant. The ultimate significance of socialism in one counttJ 
was that it denied (subject to the formal reservation about " final ' 
victory) the necessity of either of the conditions posed by Lenir 
at the moment of the introduction of NEP, and thus, far frorr 
being the heir of NEP, boldly abandoned its basic presuppositions 
In the years after 1925 socialism in one country, whatever thE 
original intentions of its promoter and whatever the first im
pressions created by it, came to mean the opposite of NEP. Nm 
was this illogical ; for it was the recovery and the growing strengtl 
of the Soviet economy in the middle nineteen-twenties whid 
pointed the way both to the superseding of NEP and to socialisrr 
in one country. What was now at stake was not the appeasemew 
of the peasant, but the drive for industrialization. What was nov; 
to be realized " in one country " was not the peasant socialism o: 
the old Russian tradition, but the industrial socialism of Marx 

' For Zinoviev seep. r63 below; L. Trotsky, Permanentnaya Re'11olyutsiy1 
(Berlin, 1930), p. r68. 

' See The Bolshevik Re'llolution, I9Z7-I933, Vol. 2, p. 277. 
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The appeal to national sentiment was an <lppcal not to the Ru~sia 
of the past, but to a new entity which would create a new world 
by its own resources. Self-sufficiency wm; proclaimed, .not as an 
end, but as a necessary means. The appeal, though natiOnal (and 
potentially anti-Marxist) in one respect, was Marxist in another. 
Socialism in one country might look like the nationalization of the 
revolution; but it was also its continuation. Through the process 
of industrialization the Soviet Union was to bring to fruition the 
socialist revolution, and to make itself a great and independent 
Power. Socialism in one country was a synthesis between socialist 
and national loyalties. It was the point at which Rwosian destiny 
and Marxism joined hands. By the same token it was a landmark 
in Russian history. Hitherto the economic development of Russia 
and the westernization of Russia had been integral parts of the 
same process. Mter 192-5 they were separated. Industrialization 
would be pursued independently of the west and, if necessary, 
against the west. It was this self-reliance which distinguished 
industrialization under Stalin from industrialization under Witte. 

By an odd paradox, the doctrine of socialism in one country, 
originally designed as a weapon against Trotsky, acquired its 
eventual importance in a quite different setting, and was used as 
a spear-head of quite different policies, including some that 
Trotsky himself had been most concerned to advocate. Socialism 
in one country seemed to be at the heart of all the economic, 
political and doctrinal disputes which flared up in the autumn of 
1925. It fitted perfectly into the argument about the predominant 
character of the Soviet economy ; the theory that this was a form 
of state capitalism was the very negation of the belief in the pos
sibility of building socialism in existing conditions. It fitted 
perfectly into the controversy about the nature of NEP ; if NEP 
was merely a retreat, then the Soviet Union was moving away 
from socialism, and the implication was clear that socialism in one 
country was a myth. It fitted perfectly into the dispute between 
the " industrial " school which desired, by a policy of rapid 
industrialization, to make the Soviet Union a self-sufficient 
economic entity and the " agrarian " school which advocated the 
expansion of agricultural exports in order to, meet industrial 
~equirements from abroad : the latter clearly rejected socialism 
tn one country and looked forward to an indefinite prolongation 
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of Soviet dependence on foreign countries. These issues lent 
topicality to a doctrine which had at first seemed purely abstract 
and scholastic. Socialism in one country suddenly emerged as 
the master-key which unlocked every door and served as the 
touchstone by which every issue could be judged and clarified. 

But, above all, socialism in one country embodied the implicit 
-and later explicit- claim that Stalin alone offered, to the party 
and to the country, a positive and constructive policy, whereas his 
opponents had nothing to offer but negation and scepticism, and 
proposed to wait with folded arms for something to happen else
where. Theoretically the difference between the two views 
seemed almost to disappear under the weight of the argument. 
The supporters of socialism in one country did not at this stage 
dare to pretend that the building of socialism could be completely 
achieved in a backward and isolated country, but laid stress on the 
process of building. Its opponents did not deny that some pro
gress could be made, but emphasized the inconclusive character 
of the work and the impossibility of bringing it to completion. 
Psychologically the difference was very great. Opponents of 
socialism in one country laid themselves open to the charge of 
implying that the revolution itself had been a mistaken or pre
mature action, since it was now impossible to carry out the purposes 
for which it had been made ; and this charge stirred damning 
memories not only of Zinoviev's and Kamenev's "strike-breaking" 
opposition to Lenin in October 1917, and of the wavering of the 
party in face of the April theses six months earlier, but of the 
traditional view of Menshevism that backward Russia was not yet 
ripe for a socialist revolution. Alternatively, opponents of 
socialism in one country were exposed to the charge of rash 
adventurism to hasten at all costs the revolution in other countries 
- the reverse sid~ of the medal of pessimism and lack of faith. 
This was declared to be the essence of Trotsky's " permanent 
revolution", which Lenin had also condemned. It was easy, on 
the basis of the new doctrine, to depict Stalin as the true expositor 
of Bolshevism and of Leninism and his opponents as the heirs of 
those who had resisted Lenin and denied the Bolshevik creed in 
the past. Unwittingly Stalin had forged for himself an instru
ment of enormous power. Once forged, he was quick to discover 
its strength, and wielded it with masterful skill and ruthlessness. 



CHAPTER IJ 

THE RIFT IN THE TRIUMVIRATE 

T
HE rout of Trotsky in January 1925 removed the last solid 
support that underpinned the precarious structure of the 
triumvirate. Its collapse was now inevitable ; and about 

the same time another event occurred which helped to shape the 
form and manner of the breakdown. U glanov, whom Zinoviev 
and Kamenev had appointed secretary of the Moscow provincial 
party committee in the previous autumn to clean up the Moscow 
organization,l transferred his allegiance to Stalin. According to 
Uglanov's story, Zinoviev and Kamenev "carried on conversa
tions with me from which I understood that they were trying in 
a roundabout way to fasten on me their disagreements with 
Stalin". Uglanov, on his own showing, "declined this invita
tion ", and acted " with the firm intention to work in such a way 
as to bring the Moscow organization wholly and completely into 
line with the central committee ".2 The first result of the change 
was the eclipse of Kamenev, who found himself ousted from any 
but an honorific function in his own party organization. After 
the defeat of Trotsky, Kamenev manifestly relapsed into a 
secondary rOle- a decline due, partly perhaps to his less ambitious 
and less pugnacious temperament, but mainly to his lack of the 
solid backing of any party machine. This left only Stalin and 
Zinoviev in the field as protagonists ; and with Stalin in firm 
control both of the Moscow party organization and of the central 
party machine located in Moscow, and with Zinoviev's hold over 
Leningrad still unshaken, the clash between them was bound to 
take on the form of a struggle between the two capitals. The 

' See p. ~2 above. 
• XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi KommunUticheskci Partii (B) (I9~6), p. I9J; 

that Uglanov moved over from Zinoviev and Karnenev to Stalin is confirmed 
in B. Bamanov, Stalin (German trans!. from French, l93I), pp. J7·J8. The 
change may have been gradual; it cannot be precisely dated. ,, 
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prestige of Zinoviev and of the powerful party organization in 
Leningrad might seem fairly matched against the prestige of Stalin 
and the Moscow organization, even though Moscow enjoyed the 
advantage of housing the central organs of the party. 

The first occasion on which Leningrad could be said to have 
pitted itself against Moscow was the proposal to expel Trotsky 
from the Politburo, voiced by the Leningrad party committee 
and voted down by a large majority of the central committee. 1 

This was followed by a demonstration of dissent and protest 
from the Leningrad committee of the Kornsomol, which had 
taken a vocal part in the campaign for Trotsky's expulsion. The 
Leningrad committee- not, it was believed, without Zinoviev's 
encouragement - attempted to assert its independence of the 
central Komsomol organization in Moscow, and was called to 
order after a bitter struggle. 2 In another episode of these months 
the apparent triviality of the issue made the animus displayed in 
the Leningrad organization all the more striking. The conference 
of rabkors and sel'kors held in Moscow in December I 924 revealed 
a sharp division of opinion whether the rabkors and sel'kors should 
be organized round the newspapers to which they supplied 
information, and kept independent of the party, or whether they 
should be organized in territorial groups and made responsible 
to the local party organizations. The former view, which was 
said to encourage the recruitment of non-party workers and 
peasants, was endorsed by Bukharin, and was adopted by the con
ference. The latter view was that of the Leningrad delegation ; 
the Leningrad rabkors were apparently in fact organized on this 
basis.J The principal spokesman of the Leningrad view was a 
Leningrad party official named Sarkis, who had been active in 
organizing " patronage " of rural party organizations by the towns, 
and was singled out for praise by Zinoviev as " one of our best 

' Seep. 31 above. 
• See pp. 95~98 below ; Bukharin later referred to this as the " second 

stage " in the attempt to create an independent opposition base in Leningrad 
(Izvestiya, January 1o, 1926). 

' For the conference see Vol. I, p. :1:98, note 2. An article in Leningradskaya 
Pravda, December u, 1924, sharply attacked the majority view as implying 
that " rabkor organizations have in general nothing at all to do with the party " ; 
Bukharin replied in an article reprinted inN. Bukharin, 0 Rabkore i Sel'krlre 
(1925), pp. 68-73. For the history of this question see an article in Leningrad~ 
skaya Pravda, February 4, 1925. 
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workers" .1 At the Leningrad provincial party conference in 
January 19Z5 Sarkis launched a vigorous attack on Bukharin, 
whom he accused of'' syndicalist, non· Bolshevik" views;~ and 
the controversy was carried on for some time in the columns of 
Pravda and Leningradskaya Pravda.3 Another Leningrad party 
official, Vardin, published a pamphlet attacking Bukharin and the 
decisions of the conference, which was sh~ply reviewed by one of 
Bukharin's disciples, Slepkov.4 In June 1925 a pronouncement of 
the Orgburo, which ~as clearly intended to close the argument, 
laid it down that rahkors and sel'kors, while serving as'' conductors 
of proletarian communist influence to the broad masses of toilers ", 
should not be formally linked with party or trade union organiza
tions.s The discussion then petered out. But references to it at 
the fourteenth party congress in December 1925 showed how 
deep were the mutual animosities engendered by it. At that time 
40 per cent of rabkors and 26 per cent of sel' kors were said to be 
party mernbers.6 

The struggle within the triumvirate thus gradually acquired, 
though this was no part of the design of either of the protagonists, 
a geographical basis. The peculiar jealousies which had existed 
between the " two capitals " of Tsarist Russia reappeared in 
an equally potent form under the Soviet order, In the eyes of 
the first generation of Bolsheviks, Petrograd was the shrine of the 
revolution. Here the revolution had been planned ; it was the 
proletariat of Petrograd which had led the assault; here the first 
workers' and peasants' government had been proclaimed. The 
unfortunate sequel- the shift of the capital owing to the military 

' G. Zlnoviev, Litsom k Dln'evne (t925), pp. 66-67; for" patronage", see 
pp. Jof::O-J# below. Whatever Sarkis's other qualities, he was evidently some
thing of afrondeur ; a violent attack by him on party education in Lmingradskaya 
Pravckl, March rS, 1925, provoked seve.ralmgry replies and an eventual editorial 
disclaimer (ibid. March 31, 1925). 

• Quoted in Stafu;t, Sochineniya, vii, 380, from the stenographic record of 
the C()nference; Sarkis's speech was briefly reported in Leningradsk<tya Pravda 
January a8, 1925. ' 

1 See, for ~amp~e, ibid. February 13, March 3, 1925; Pravda, February .28, 
19.25, where the Lenmgrad rablwrs were severely criticized. 

~ Bol'shevik, No. IJ-t4, July 31, 1925, pp. 65·75; for Vardin see p. So 
note 3 bel<1W. ' 

~, l;ro~stiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Krnmnunistich~skoi Partii 
(Bolshevik.O'V), N<~. 22-23 (97-98), ]Ulle 2.2, 19a5, pp. t-2. 

6 XIV S"e!;fd Vmoyuznoi Komnumisticheskoi Pa.rtii (B) (1926), p. 6I. 
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vulnerability of Petro grad, the collapse of industry, and of the 
heavy metal industries in particular, the depopulation of Petrograd 
- had not altogether eclipsed these memories. The renaming of 
the city after the dead leader, coinciding with unmistakable signs 
of a revival of industry, seemed an augury of a brighter future. 
But jealousy of Moscow had become endemic in Leningrad, and 
led to incessant exaggerated reminders of the city's revolutionary 
pre-eminence. Leningradskaya Pravda hailed the Leningrad city 
Soviet, on the occasion of a session in April 1925, as " the first 
Soviet of the proletarian dictatorship " ; 1 and Sarkis boasted on 
the same occasion that the party cell in factories was a Leningrad 
invention.2 It sometimes seemed as if credit was claimed by 
Leningrad for every achievement of the party : 

Everywhere we see only advances. Who has done this? 
First of all, the workers' organization of the city of Leningrad. 
Who of you can say where another such organization can be 
found, where so much initiative is shown as by us ? 3 

A piece of Leningrad arrogance which particularly enraged 
Moscow was the habit of treating the newspaper Leningradskaya 
Pravda (the name had been changed from Petrogradskaya Pravda 
on January 30, 1924) as the lineal descendant of the Pravda 
founded by the party in Petersburg in 1912. The title Pravda 
was printed in large capitals with the geographical epithet small 
and scarcely noticeable; the year of issue reckoned from 1912 
appeared under the title in every issue ; and, if occasion arose to 
mention the Pravda published in Moscow, the paper of the party 
central committee and the true heir of the Pravda of 1912, it was 
always referred to as the Moskovskaya Pravda. Leningradskaya 
Pravda managed to celebrate its thirteenth anniversary in its issue 
of May s. 1925, without mentioning the existence of the Moscow 
Pravda at all.4 

The Leningrad claim to pre-eminence in the revolutionary 

' Leningradskaya PrQ'I!dO, April u, 1925. ' Ibid. April r6, 1925. 
' Ibid. November rS, 1925; this passage was quoted by Rudzutak at the 

fourteenth party congress (XIV S"ezd VsesoyuzrnJi Komm1misticheskQi Partii 
(B) (1925), P· 342). 

4 A speech of Safarov on the occasion, reported in Leningradskaya Pravda, 
May 13, 1925, also ignored the Moscow Pravda; the annoyance of Moscow 
was expressed at the fourteenth party congress (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kmn
munkticheskoi Part.l.'i (B) (1926), p. 388). 
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landscape had an ideological character. Leningrad was the city 
of the proletariat. It had never quite lost its status acquired 
under the Tsars as the original seat of Russian industry and 
especially of Russian heavy industry. It was uniquely accessible 
to the west, still the key-point of industry and ·world trade. 
Even the poverty of the soil made it easier here than in Moscow 
to recruit an industrial proletariat divorced from. the land. Lenin
grad was the stronghold of the class-conscious, organized prole
tariat, of the workers in heavy industry who had provided from 
the earliest days the hard proletarian core of Bolshevism. Lenin
grad, said Safarov, was "the chief commanding height of the 
proletarian dictatorship in our country ", and " the most important 
proletarian summit in the USSR ".1 Leningrad, said Zinoviev, 
possessed " traits which distinguish it from other centres " : it 
was predominantly proletarian ; private trade was less developed 
there ; it was " a proletarian centre administering itself from the 
bottom to the top ".z The claim was constantly made that the 
composition of the party in Leningrad was more " proletarian " 
than in Moscow. This was difficult to establish from current 
statistics of membership. Of so,ooo party members and 4o,ooo 
candidates in the Leningrad province in September 1925, 72 per 
cent were returned as workers, II per cent as peasants and 17 
per cent as officials ; of a somewhat larger total in the Moscow 
province, 71 per cent were workers, 5 per cent peasants and 24 per 
cent officials.J But more detailed analysis made possible by the 
party census of January 1927 revealed significant differences. In 
the first place, Leningrad province had a higher proportion of 
party members to population (362 to every 1o,ooo inhabitants) 
than Moscow (285 to every Io,ooo inhabitants), and by far the 
highest proportion in the Soviet Union, where the general average 
was only 78 party members to 1o,ooo inhabitants. Secondly, of 
Leningrad workers who were party members 36·4 per cent were 
metal workers -" the most advanced and most conscious 
workers " ; of Moscow workers who were party members only 

' LeningTadslulya Pravda, November 21, 1925. 
• Ibid. December 6, 1925. 
' !Jroestiya T;entral'nogo Komiteta Rouiiskoi Kommunisticheslu;i Partii 

(Bol'ohevikov), No. 40 (ns), October 19, 1925, p. 6; No. 43-44 (u8-u9), 
Noyemb~~- 16, 1925, pp. u-12; the critetion of classification was, of course, 
socml ongm, not current occupation (see Vol. r, pp. 91-92). 
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15·3 per cent came from the metal industries and 55 per cent 
from the textile industries, more than half of these being women 
- " a more backward element than the men and more difficult to 
draw into political life ".1 There was force in Zinoviev's claim 
that Leningrad was relatively free from the phenomenon of" new 
workers " - peasants " who have not passed through the school 
of factory and workshop, who have not in the past had any 
hardening in the factory, and who have therefore acquired com
pletely separate psychological traits ". 2 It was undeniable that 
the Leningrad workers, and especially the metal workers, had 
behind them a longer and firmer tradition of trade union and party 
membership than workers elsewhere in the Soviet Union, and 
were politically more class-conscious and active. It was also true 
that the revival of heavy industry and the process of industrializa
tion served in a special way to revive the prosperity, prestige and 
authority of Leningrad. Leningrad was still, at a time when other 
large industrial centres had not yet been developed, the focal 
point of heavy industry and of the industrial proletariat. Current 
boastings had some foundation in reality. A social fact was 
elevated and inflated into an article of faith. 

Once, therefore, the struggle for power within the triumvirate 
took on the geographical form of a rivalry between Leningrad and 
Moscow, this factor also determined the ideological mould in 
which it was cast ; and a curious reversal of attitudes occurred. 
The triumvirate had come into power on what could without 
much exaggeration be called a peasant platform. The solid 
achievements of its economic policy were the closing of the 
scissors, the currency reform and the full realization of NEP. 
Zinoviev, as the leading member of the triumvirate, had made 
the " link " between the peasantry and the countryside the theme 
of countless speeches, and as recently as the autumn of 1924 had 
launched the slogan" Face to the countryside". "'Face to the 
countryside ' seriously, for a long time, for ever ", Zinoviev had 
written in January rg25,J quoting and characteristically distorting 
Lenin's slogan on NEP. He had from time to time made routine 
pronouncements about the revival of the metal industry. But 

' Sotsial.'nyi i Natsional'nyi Sostav VKP(B) (1928), p. 19. 
• Leningradskaya Provda, Oecembet:' 9, 1925. 
3 Ibid. January 13, I9ZS· 
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now in allusion to Lenin's famous remark about changing over 
fro~ the " beggarly peasant m11::hik horse " to the " horse of 
large-scale machine industry", he observed complacently: 

Some time will pass before the leader of revolution, the 
proletariat, will be able to say : " Now I have outgrown the 
peasant nag, now I have a race~horse ; let us now mount and 
travel more quickly ", 1 

It was Zinoviev and Kamenev who attributed peasant discontent 
to jealousy of the superior privileges of the worker. According to 
Zinoviev, the peasants protested" because on the silver half-ruble 
piece the hammer is engraved above the sickle and not vice 
versa " ; 2 according to Kamenev, they considered " that the 
workers work little and live better than the peasants, and that 
therefore we ought to introduce the ten-hour working day ".3 It 
was Zinoviev and Kamenev who led the attack on Trotsky for 
neglecting the interests of the peasant, and who turned the helm 
of party policy sharply towards concessions to the well-to-do 
peasant at the fourteenth party conference in April 1925. Stalin, 
though he never dissented from this policy, seemed the most eager 
of the three triumvirs to recall from time to time that the peasant 
was necessarily subordinate to the proletariat in the eyes of the 
Marxist. In the spring of 1924, Stalin had resisted the plausible 
suggestion to include " peasants from the plough " as well as 
" workers from the bench " in the " Lenin enrolment ", and three 
months later had rejected the view that the peasant question was 
"the fundamental in Leninism ".4 In a speech of January 1925 
he had shown himself a less than whole-hearted supporter of 
Zinoviev's " Face to the countryside " slogan.s At the time of 
the fourteenth party conference in April 1925 the triumvirate 
stood solidly united for the last time to secure party approval for 
a policy of concessions to the peasant - the reduction in the 
agricultural tax and the sanction given to the leasing of land and 
the hiring of labour. After the conference, Kamenev and Zinoviev 

' L1111inp!Uhkaya Pravda, February 5, 1925 ; Lenin's remark was made in 
one of his lut articles Better Lw but Better (Sochineniya, xxvii, 417). Zino
viev's speech was delivered at the Leningrad provincial party conference on 
January 26, 1925. • See the speech quoted in the preceding note. 

l L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xii (r926), 94· 
" See The lnteTTegnum, I9ZJ'-I9S4, pp. 340, 359· 
s See Vol. l, p. ~43· 
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both defended the line adopted with unreserved approval ; and 
it was Stalin who - if only behind closed doors - deprecated 
Bukharin's extreme interpretation of the policy.r 

These attitudes were, however, as the sequel showed, prag· 
matic and accidental ; they rested on no firm or lasting foundation 
of conviction- and least of all in the case of Zinoviev. Zinoviev 
had adopted the policy, and proclaimed the slogan, of appeasement 
of the peasant as spokesman of a party leadership united against 
Trotsky. But a rift in the leadership was now clearly impending
personal jealousies and incompatibilities had become too strong 
for unity to hold much longer ; and when, in the early summer of 
1925, Zinoviev began to discover to his dismay the strength of 
Stalin's hold over the central organization in Moscow,z and his 
own consequent dependence on the rival organization in Lenin· 
grad, the opinions of the Leningrad organization on current issues 
of policy began for the first time to acquire major importance. 
On any question of agrarian policy, the attitude of the party in 
Leningrad was never in serious doubt. The Leningraders, said 
Yaroslavsky, believed that only they had " genuine class feeling ", 
and that all other organizations in the party were " infected with 
a petty·bourgeois deviation ".3 It was Moscow which was the 
home of the peasant orientation, Moscow where even the prole
tariat had scarcely emancipated itself from its peasant background 
and affiliations. In 1918 the Petrograd Bolsheviks had come out 
strongly for the committees of poor peasants ; Zinoviev may have 
remembered the congress at which, bound by party loyalty, he 
had induced his reluctant followers to approve the muzzling of 
these committees in the interests of conciliation in the country· 
side;4 The workers' opposition, the only attempt at organized 
opposition to NEP, had its strength and its centre in Petrograd. 
The promotion of heavy industry in 1924 to the front rank of 

' For the speeches of Kamenev and Zinoviev, and for Stalin's reservations, 
see Vol. r, pp. 270·274, 283-284. 

• This was the moment when the signs of Stalin's supremacy first became 
plainly visible. An acute observer from Moscow wrote in Sotsialisticheskii 
Vestnik (Berlin), No. u-12 (Io5-1o6), June zo, 1925, p. ZI : "Judging from 
certain indications, Stalin will be the hero of the day. His portrait is .on the 
cover of illustrated joumals ; his bust is in the windows of book-shops ; his 
speeches are printed in separate editions the day after their delivery." 

3 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu:rnoi Kommunisticheslwi Partii (B) (1926), p. I97· 
4 See The Bolshevik Revolutirm, :!917-:1923, Vol. z, pp. IS8·IS9· 
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party concern was also a move for the revival of Leningrad, and 
the subsequent turn towards the peasant, culminating in the pro
kulak policy of the spring of 1925, can h:Jxc had fc,\· supporters 
in the Leningrad organization. So long as Zinoviev was at the 
head of a united triumvirate committed to support of this policy, 
the Leningraders could do little to make their voice heard. But, 
once Zinoviev became dependent on Leningrad as his sole re
maining base, the opinion of Leningrad became a paramount 
consideration, and he swung over almost automatically to the 
Leningrad line. As Trotsky afterwards put it, " the leaders of 
the opposition in their struggle for self-preservation were com
pelled to adapt themselves to the class-consciousness of the 
Leningrad proletariat ". 1 

The change was abrupt. In the second half of May 1925 
Zinoviev defended without reservation before a party audience in 
Moscow the turn towards the peasant executed on the mandate of 
the fourteenth party conference, though it is noteworthy that on 
this occasion he sought and obtained from the Politburo against 
some opposition, presumably from Bukharin, authority to char
acterize the new policy as a " retreat ".a A few days later he 
reminded a provincial trade union congress in Leningrad that 
" the question of the countryside is the central economic and 
political question of our days", and spoke of the" obligations" 
which " the present state of affairs places on the working class 
of our country ".3 Early in June 1925 came the embarrass
ing episode of Krupskaya's article attacking Bukharin, which 
a majority of the Politburo refused to publish, Zinoviev and 
Kamenev voting in the minority.4 This was the first direct split 
between Zinoviev and Bukharin, and the first occasion on which 
Zinoviev and Kamenev ranged themselves with Krupskaya against 
a majority of their colleagues in the Politburo. Before the end of 
the same month, Zinoviev made and published a speech which 

1 UnpublishedmemorandumofDecember22, l925(seep.r68below). Zino
viev himself recognized the sn.me truth in an inverted form : "This attempt to 
smash the Leningrad organization ... is bound up in the closest way with 
the whole social set-up in the country" (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisti
cheskai Partii (B) (19~6), pp. 451-452). 

• See Vol. I, p. 28J ; for the significance of the term "retreat" in this 
context see pp. 68-69 below. 

3 Leningradskaya Prmxia, May JI, 192.5. 
• See Vol. I, p. 285. 
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proclaimed in unmistakable terms that the policy of concessions 
to the peasant had gone to dangerous lengths, 1 and for the rest of 
the year continued to propound this view with growing emphasis 
and consistency. Within a few weeks Zinoviev was transformed 
from the principal promoter into the principal opponent of the 
peasant policy, and a few months later went down to defeat 
denouncing concessions to the kulaks which he had ardently sup
ported less than a year before. The violence of the change could 
only confirm his reputation for shiftiness and instability, while 
Stalin, who had carefully steered clear of extreme commitments, 
could readjust himself without apparent effort to meet the chal
lenge, moving almost imperceptibly between positions a little to 
the Left and a little to the Right of centre as day-to-day tactics 
required. 

Throughout these proceedings Trotsky, whose action in the 
previous autumn had put the spark to the train, remained in
active and almost silent. He was still convalescent in Sukhum, 
the capital of the miniature Abkhazian autonomous SSR on the 
shores of the Black Sea, when VTsiK held its session of March 
1925 in Tiflis.z When the session was over, Myasnikov, deputy 
president of the Sovnarkom of the Transcaucasian SFSR, and 
two other important officials of the republic, set out on March 22, 
1925, for Sukhum to attend- or perhaps to organize- a congress 
of Soviets of the Abkhazian republic. The aeroplane in which 
they were travelling crashed, and all were killed. J Trotsky after
wards came to believe that they had been sent by Stalin to Sukhum 
to establish contact with him. But, apart from other difficulties 
about this story, these were hardly the men whom Stalin would 

1 See Vol. r, pp. z86-z87. A speech of June tgzs in which Zinoviev drew 
attention to current unrest in Morocco and in China and concluded that "a 
genuine world revolution, and not merely a European revolution, is being 
kindled before our eyes" (lzvestiya, June t6, 1925), and an article on the same 
theme entitled The Epoch of Wars and Revolutions (ibid. June 28, 1925) may be 
thought to mark a growing revulsion against " socialism in one country " ; but 
the peasant orientation seems to have been the major factor in Zinoviev's change 
of front. • For this session seep. 240 below. 

' The accident was reported, with obituary notices of the victims, in Pravda, 
March 24, 1925; for Myasnikov see The Bolshwik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vol. x, 
p. 308, note 4· 
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have chosen for a delicate mission. Later, Trotsky was visited 
by Rakovsky and I. N. Smirnov : according to Trotsky, though 
they made no overtures to him, they too had been sent to visit 
him by Stalin in order to frighten Zinovicv. 1 Beyond doubt 
Trotsky knew that Stalin had been less implacably hostile to him 
in the debates of the central committee than Kamcncv and 
Zinoviev ; and Stalin counted on this knmvledgc to prevent any 
danger that Trotsky would throw his weight on the side of 
Kamenev and Zinoviev in the impending break-up of the trium
virate. Stalin left little to chance, and would certainly have missed 
no opportunity of keeping himself informed of Trotsky's state of 
mind and intentions. But that he attempted or desired to make 
any direct approach to Trotsky at this time is improbable. In 
May 1925 Trotsky, having returned to Moscow, ·was appointed to 
three separate posts -president of the chief concessions com
mittee, president of Glavelektro, the administration of the electrical 
industry, and president of the scientific-technical council, the last
named being a body concerned with the application of science 
and scientific research to industry.z During the summer he made 
a number of non-political speeches on secondary occasions, main
taining the pose of a technical worker in uncontroversial fields.J 
His most important article of the period was Towards Capitalism 
or Socialism? inspired by Gosplan's first control figures.4 

An embarrassing incident occurred at this time in connexion 
with a small volume by Max Eastman, Since Lenin Died, published 
in New York at the beginning of 1925 and in a French translation 

' Trotsky's aC>:ount is in Byulleten' Oppozitsii (Pads), No. 73, Junuary 1939, 
pp. II-IZ; by this time imagination had begun to play a substantial part in 
Trotsky's reconstructions of the past. 

• L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, IQJO), ii, 261. The second of these 
appointments gave him an early interest in the Dnieprostroi project (see Vol. r, 
p. 355); for the third seeN. Ipatiev, The Life Dj a Chemist (Stanford, 1946), 
pp. 4IZ, 423-424, according to which Trotsky refused to "accept any responsi
bility " for _its work and soon ceased to attend meetings. Tmtsky was relieved 
of the presidency of Glavelektro in January 1926 "at his own request" (Eko
nomicheskaya Zhbm', January 28, 1926); the routine phrase was probably for 
once accurate. 

3 Amr;ng these were a commemorative speech on his former collaborator 
Sklyansky (Izveftiya, September 23, 1925; Sklyansky's death in America had 
been announced, ibid. August 29, l925, with an obituary notice by Trotsky
for S~yansky see p. 397 below), and a speech in honour of Mendelecv at a 
ch~cal congress (N. Ipatiev, The Life of a Chemist (Stanford, 1946), p. 417). 

See Vol. I, p. 505. 
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a few months later. Eastman began by recalling Trotsky's 
intimate association with Lenin since 1917; mentioned a letter 
received by Trotsky from Krupskaya a few days after Lenin's 
death in which she assured him that Lenin's attitude towards him 
had not changed from the time of their first meeting till the day of 
his death ; 1 related the attempt of certain members of the Politburo 
to suppress Lenin's last article; z described and quoted Lenin's 
" testament " ; and then plunged into a detailed account, from a 
frankly Trotskyite point of view, of the struggle of the triumvirate 
against Trotsky, beginning in December 1923 and ending with 
Trotsky's resignation of his office in January 1925. The com. 
promising feature of the book was that Eastman had been in 
Moscow from the autumn of 1923 to June 1924, and was known 
as an American supporter of Trotsky; and, while he stated that 
he had seen Trotsky only twice for brief periods while the dispute 
was raging, and had received no documents from him, much of the 
information in the book was of a kind which could have come only 
from circles close to Trotsky and, it was felt, with his tacit approval 
or connivance. On returning to Moscow at the end of April 
1925 Trotsky found awaiting him a telegram from Jackson, the 
editor of the British Left-wing paper Sunday Worker, asking 
for a statement for publication regarding the authenticity of 
Eastman's story. Trotsky at once issued a statement that he had 
not seen the book, and that he rejected " in advance and cate
gorically " any attacks on the party which it might contain. 3 

Thereupon Inkpin, the secretary of the Communist Party of 
Great Britain, sent him a copy of the book, and other copies soon 
reached Moscow. Trotsky was now under pressure, no longer 
from British communists whom he could easily put off, but from 
his colleagues in the central committee, to give the lie to Eastman's 
indictment. 

Trotsky was once again faced with the familiar dilemma of 
having either to give battle on a secondary issue and on ground 

• The tut of the letter is in L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 25!· 
252. The accuracy of Eastman's reference to it makes it probable that he had 
seen the letter ; this was apparently the first mention of it in print. 

• See The Interregnum, I923-I924, p. 265. 
• Jackson's telegram and Trotsky's statement were published in Pravda, 

May 9, 1925; the statement appeared in the Sunday Worker, May 10, 1925, 
where it was accompanied by a hostile review of Eastman's book by Jackson 
headed Poor Trotsky. 
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unfavourable to himself, or to submit and disown his supporters. 
Once again he chose the second altcrnatiYe. On July I, 1925, 
he signed a statement which was, as he wrote three years later, 
"forced on me by a majority of the Politburo ". 1 After correcting 
a few minor errors in Eastman's account, he came to the main 
point: 

In certain passages of the book Eastman speaks of the fact 
that the central committee " concealed " from the party a 
number of extremely important documents written by Lenin 
in the last period of his life (this concerns letters on the national 
question, the so-called "testament", etc.); this can only be 
called a slander on the central committee of our party. From 
the words of Eastman it might be deduced that Vladimir Ilich 
intended these letters, which had the character of advice on 
internal organization, for the press. In fact this is absolutely 
untrue. Vladimir Ilich after he fell ill several times addressed 
himself to leading institutions of the party or to his colleagues 
with proposals, letters etc. All these letters and proposals were, 
it goes without saying, always delivered to their destinations, 
were brought to the knowledge of the delegates to the twelfth 
and thirteenth congresses of the party, and always, of course, 
had their proper influence on the decisions of the party ; and, 
if not all these letters were printed, this was because they \Vere 
not intended by their author for the press. Vladimir Ilich left 
no " testament" ; the very character of his relations with the 
party, and of the party itself, precluded the possibility of such 
a " testament ". In the guise of a " test:l.Illcnt " mention is 
frequendy made in the bnigri and foreign bourgeois and Men
shevik press (in a form distorted to the point of being un
recognizable) of one of Vladimir Ilich's letters containing advice 
of an or~anizational character. The thirteenth congress of the 
party pmd the greatest attention to this letter as to the others, 
and drew conclusions from it in accordance with the conditions 
and circumstances of the time. All talk of a concealed or 

' The authorities for this incident are Trotsky's statement of July I, 1925 
published in the Sunday Worker, July 19, 1925, and in Bol'shevik, No. 16: 
September x, 1925, pp. 67-70, and his letter from Alma-Ata of September 11, 
1928, published in Byulleten' Oppozitsii (Paris), No. 19, March 1931, pp. 38-39. 
Trotsky's attempt, in his letter of 1928, to share the responsibility for his 
deci~ion to sign with " the leading group of the opposition " was a pathetic 
evas10n ; nor was the excuse that the statement " did not cast any kind of 
aspersion, personal or political, on comrade Eastman " strictly correct. This 
was one of the actions in his career on which Trotsky must have looked back 
with least satisfaction. 
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destroyed " testament " represents a malicious invention, and 
is entirely at variance with the real will of Vladimir Ilich and 
with the interests of the party created by him. 

Trotsky then attempted to refute the scandalous story of the 
attempt to suppress Lenin's last article. 1 He quoted a declaration 
signed by all members of the Politburo and Orgburo on January 
27, 1923, to the effect that" in the internal work of the central 
committee there are no circumstances which might give rise to 
fear of a' split'". Unfortunately Trotsky had confused Lenin's 
two articles on Rabkrin. The declaration referred to the first, 
which was written in January 1923 and which ended with some 
refiexions on the danger of a " split " between worker and peasant ; 
this was promptly published in Pravda of January 25. It was the 
second article which some members of the Politburo had wished 
to suppress; and this was not written before February 6, 1923. 
Trotsky's memory on points of fact was generally exact. It is 
difficult to say whether it betrayed him on this occasion, or 
whether he contemptuously put his signature to a document 
drafted for him by others without caring about the truth or false
hood of what it contained. Finally he denied the reports that the 
central committee had " confiscated or held up in one way or 
another pamphlets or articles of mine in 1923 or 1924 or at any 
other time ". Trotsky's statement was published in the Sunday 
Worker of July 19, 1925, and then, with some delay, in the issue 
of the party journal Bol'shevik for September 1, 1925.z 

Krupskaya was also inveigled into making her contribution to 
the discrediting of Eastman and, at the same time, of Trotsky. A 
discursive letter which bore clear marks of her own composition 
appeared in the Sunday Worker of August 2, 1925. It began by 
denouncing Eastman's book as" a collection of all sorts of conunon 
slanders ". Krupskaya then explained the letter which she had 
written to Trotsky after Lenin's death : it had been written 
because her husband " thought comrade Trotsky a talented 
worker devoted to the cause of the revolution", not because he 

' For the story see The Interregnum, I92J-I924, p. z6s ; Trotsky himself 
narrated it in his letter to his colleagues in the Politburo of October 24, 1923. 

z Since the Russian texts of this statement and of Krupskaya's letter (see 
below) must be the originals, I have made my own translation of them in 
preference to using the clumsy, though not substantially inaccurate, English 
versions of the Sunday Worker. 
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always agreed with Trotsky or rcg<~.rdcd Trotsky as his successor. 
She went on to speak of Lenin's" !etters to the party cong-ress": 

Max Eastman relates all sorts of fables about these letters 
(calling them a "testament"). M. Eastman completely mis· 
understands the spirit of our party ... (l_..,cnin 'sJ speeches at 
congresses were always marked by spcctal senousncss and 
thoughtfulness. His letters on internal party relations (the 
"testament ") were also written for the party congress .... 
The letter contained among other things character-sketches of 
some of the most respected party comrades. The letters imply 
no kind of lack of confidence in those comrades to whom Lenin 
was bound by long years of common work .... The letters 
were intended to help the comrades who remained to direct the 
work along the right line, and for this reason the shortcomings 
of these comrades, including Trotsky, were noted, side by side 
with their merits, since these had to be taken into account in 
order to organize the work of the leading group of the party. 
All the members of the congress were acquainted with the 
letters, as V. I. desired. 

Krupskaya ended rather abruptly by recalling her own past differ~ 
ences with Trotsky : she had been against him, and for the central 
committee, in the controversy started by Lessons of October, and 
had written an article in Pravda about it at the time. A Russian 
text of K.rupskaya's letter appeared in the issue of Bol'she•vik of 
September I, 1925, immediately after Trotsky's statement. 

The successful pressure placed on Trotsky to disown Eastman, 
and on Krupskaya to disown both Eastman and Trotsky, was the 
last, and not least remarkable, achievement of the united ttium~ 
virate. The double coup could have been carried out only by the 
joint efforts of Stalin, Zinoviev and Kamenev, and proves that in 
July and August 1925, whatever divisions of policy had begun to 
appear, Zinoviev and Kamenev were still more afraid of Trotsky 
than of Stalin. Nearly four months had still to elapse before the 
final and open disruption of the triumvirate. But within a few 
days of the delayed publication in Bol'shevik of Trotsky's statement 
and Krupskaya's letter a new grouping had taken shape directed 
primarily and undisguisedly against Stalin. On September 5, 
1925, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Sokolnikov and Krupskaya met to sign 
a document afterwards known as " the platform of the four ". 

The platform of the four was not published and no clear 
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account of its contents has ever appeared in print.t Given the 
character and opinions of the signatories, it is unlikely to have 
been an original or constructive document. Fear and detestation 
of Stalin was the one link which united the four. Zinoviev, 
alarmed by the signs of Stalin's growing strength and truculence, 
had become conscious of his dependence on his own Leningrad 
supporters, and under pressure from them had turned sharply 
away from the pro-peasant, pro-kulak policy of the winter and 
spring of 1924-1925. Kamenev, lacking any independent base of 
his own, and keenly mistrustful of Stalin, who had taken the 
control of the Moscow organization out of his hands, followed in 
Zinoviev's wake. Krupskaya, mindful of her husband's early 
association with Kamenev and Zinoviev, always seems to have 
had kindly feelings towards them. She had taken strong excep
tion to recent manifestations of the pro-peasant policy, and found 
it easy to come to terms with Zinoviev at the moment when he 
was turning his back on it. But, above all, Krupskaya was moved 
by a strong antipathy to Stalin arising out of the incidents that 
had occurred during Lenin's illness.~ Any combination directed 
against Stalin was likely to have her support. The most enigmatic 
figure of the four was Sokolnikov. Ever since the introduction 
of NEP he had stood on the extreme Right of the party, upholding 
the principles of sound finance, the maximum freedom of the 
market, and respect for the interests of the peasant. He seemed 
the embodiment of that " dictatorship of finance " which was 
anathema to Trotsky and to the champions of industrialization 
and planning. To these he was firmly opposed; and he had 
played a consistent, if minor, part in the campaign against Trotsky. 
His present rapprochement with Zinoviev and Kamenev para
doxically came at a moment when they were abandoning the 
policies which he supported. But here too antipathy to Stalin 
was the dominant factor. The ambitions of Kuibyshev to inter
vene in financial policy had evidently been encouraged by Stalin, 
and had already resulted in a curbing of Sokolnikov's hitherto 

' It was circulated to the delegates at the fourteenth party congress "with 
the permission of the presidium" (XIV S"ezd Vsesoymmoi KommunisticMskoi 
Partii (B) (19~6}, p. 5~7); it was somewhat melodramatically described by 
Andreev as " an ultimatum to the majority of the central conunittee in the 
guise of a platform" (Leningradskaya Organizatsiya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd 
(19~6), p. 72). 2 See The Interregnum, z923-I924, p. a66. 
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undisputed authority. 1 This cannot han! been agreeable to 
Sokolnikov's pride, even though he can scarcely have foreseen 
that it would be a prelude to Stalin's c\·cntual owrthrow of every
thing for which he had stood. SokolnikoY was a sophisticated 
intellectual of western background, whose outlook almost inevit
ably ranged him with Kamenev against Stalin. In June 1925 he 
had unexpectedly come out in favour of wage increases for the 
workers- an apparent attempt to win popularity in a new 
quarter ; and this may have paved the way to the present move, 
But, as the sequel was to show, the differences between Sokolnikov 
on the one hand and Kamenev and Zinovicv on the other on 
questions of economic policy were profound ; and this cleavage 
was one of the basic weaknesses of the opposition of 1925. The 
platform of the four, which cannot have had any very solid eco~ 
nomic foundation, probably consisted in the main of pleas for free 
discussion and " party democracy"- the staple, but unsub
stantial, diet of all oppositions. 

Like all disputes in the party, however, the rift in the trium
virate in the summer of 1925 quickly found expression, not only 
in differences of policy, but in differences of doctrine. It revived 
the unsettled controversy, which had been latent, though never 
far beneath the surface, since 1921, about the character of NEP. 
Was NEP a forced retreat from positions which had been in
correctly taken up only in the sense that it had proved impossible 
to hold them, and which would one day have to be reoccupied ? 
Or was it a retreat from positions which were in themselves in~ 
correct, and at the same time a regrouping of forces for an 
advance on a different and more promising path ? Was NEP a 
temporary withdrawal from socialism into capitalism ? Or was it 
a fresh advance towards socialism ? 2 Couched in these terms, 
the argument appeared scholastic, and had only a certain historical 
interest. But, like all questions of doctrine, it masked an argu
ment about policy. If the first hypothesis were accepted, then 
the aim must be to terminate as soon as possible the concessions 

' See Vol. I, pp. 46I·462. 
1 For these questions see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. 2, 

pp. 274~279· 
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made to the peasantry under NEP (the ending of the retreat). If 
the second hypothesis were right, then the extension and develop~ 
ment of NEP through fresh concessions to the peasantry was the 
logical conclusion. 1 A perfectly concrete debate about policy was 
conducted in the language of doctrine. 

So long as the triumvirate remained united behind the slogan 
" Face to the countryside ", the view of NEP as a step on the 
road to socialism was the orthodox doctrine. It was challenged 
only by Trotsky, whO now openly regarded NEP as a distasteful 
but transient episode, and described it as " a diversion in the 
revolutionary trajectory ", denouncing those for whom "the 
diversion in fact determines the whole direction of the trajectory ", 2 

It was logical that, when in the summer of 1925 Bukharin emerged 
as the leading apologist of the peasant policy, he should have 
announced that the aim of that policy was to develop NEP " far 
more widely in the countryside than hitherto ", J and that his 
disciple Slepkov should have defended the policy as a" broadening 
of NEP ", 4 It was logical that, when Zinoviev in the same period 
went into opposition and denounced the policy of concessions to 
the peasant, he should also have begun to insist that NEP was 
primarily a retreat - " a retreat movement of Leninism on the 
broadest front " : this was the burden of a long chapter in Zino
viev's Leninism published in September 1925.s A fierce battle was 
fought on this doctrinal issue both before and during the fourteenth 
party congress, the principal weapons on both sides being an array 
of quotations from Lenin, who had notoriously taken divergent, if 
not contradictory, views of NEP. 

Behind the question whether NEP was to be regarded primarily 
as a retreat or as a prelude to a fresh advance lay, however, another 
question about the character of NEP which assumed even greater 

' It is interesting to note that, when the policy which ultimately took shape 
as NEP first began to be canvassed in 192.0, Osinsky, later asso<:iated with the 
workers' opposition, at once attacked it as a " pro-kulak policy " (see The 
Bolshevik Revolution, :I9X7-I9JJ3, Vol. 2, p. 171, note 5). 

a L. Trotsky, Literatura i Revolyutsiya (1923), pp. 73, So. 
3 Leningradskaya Pravda, June 18, 1925; the speech was delivered at the 

all-union Komsomol conference in Moscow. 
4 Zinoviev at the fourteenth party congress (XIV S"ezd Vsesoywmoi 

Korr=nisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. II7) quoted and attacked this phrase 
from an article by Slepkov, which has not been traced. 

s G. Zinoviev, Leninizm (1925), pp. 223, 226, 255· 
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prominence in the party contron·rsy. The two questions were 
closely linked. Those who insisted on the character of 1\EP as 
a retreat also described it as a. form of state capitalism. Those 
who regarded NEP as a step on the road to socialism denied or 
minimized the capitalist taint and considered that NEP was a 
form, even though an imperfect form, of socialism. The issue 
had a complicated history. In the autumn of 1917 Lenin, in 
The Impending Catastrophe and Ilow to C~mbat It and again in 
State and Revolution, had used the term " state monopoly 
capitalism " for the latest stage in the evolution of capitalism, the 
last stage before capitalism was transformed by the re\·o!utionary 
process into socialism. To call this state capitalism " state 
socialism" was heresy ; but it was " a step on the road to 
socialism ".I It was under the heading of " state capitalism " 
that Lenin advocated collaboration with, and concessions to, 
capitalists in order to set industry on its feet again ; and when, in 
the spring of 1918, the Left opposition assailed this policy as un
becoming for a workers' government, and Bukharin developed 
the argument that " state capitalism " '\.Vas inconceivable under 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, Lenin replied in his pamphlet 
On "Left " Infantilism and the Petty Bourgeois Spirit that state 
capitalism was a real advance over earlier forms, and that " if we 
in Russia in a short space of time could get state capitalism, that 
would be a victory ". ~ With the development of war communism 
the issue lost its practical importance. But Bukharin, in his major 
theoretical work The Economics of the Transition Period, continued 
to maintain the incompatibility of the conception of state capitalism 
with the existence of a workers' state. 

The introduction of NEP momentarily revived the controversy 
in a new setting. Lenin in his pamphlet of May 1921 On the Food 
Tax quoted in defence of NEP his argument of 1918 on the 
progressive quality of state capitalism ; NEP, which embodied 
various forms of capitalism, was none the less a step on the road 
to socialism.3 Lenin enumerated four specific forms of state 
capitalism under NEP - concessions, the cooperatives, the sale 

1 Lenin, Sochineniya,lOti, t86-187, 416. 
"" For thi~ dillpute see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I9:!3, Vol. 2, pp. 89-

93 ; Bukharin's attack on " state capitalism" was published in Kommunist, 
No.3, :May 16, 1918, pp. 8-n. 

~ See The Bolshl!f)l"k Revolution, I9I7-1923, Vol. 2, p. 276. 
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by private traders of products of state industry, and the leasing of 
industrial enterprises, forests, land, etc.1 Bukharin, though he 
fully accepted NEP, did not abandon the argument. When Lenin 
wrote that NEP was a blend of capitalism and socialism, Bukharin 
sent him a private note arguing that the description was wrong 
and that " you misuse the word ' capitalism ' ". 2 In an article in 
Pravda Bukharin, while admitting that the term was commonly 
used, publicly re-stated his objections to it ; 3 and Lenin at the 
eleventh party congress, in Bukharin's absence, once more 
defended it. 4 Other purists besides Bukharin continued to main
tain that, since the essence of capitalism was production for the 
sake of extracting surplus profit, any kind of capitalism was in
compatible with socialism.s Trotsky in his speech at the fourth 
congress of Comintern in November 1922 declined to use the 
phrase "state capitalism", and thought it seriously misleading; 6 

and after Lenin's death he claimed that Lenin had always used 
the phrase " in inverted commas " or called it " state capitalism 
of a special kind" (as he had done in his last article on the 
cooperatives).7 Preobrazhensky in 1922 described the Soviet 
economy as pursuing socialist ends by capitalist means, and refused 
to call this " state capitalism " ; in the following year he thought 
that the term could be properly used only of mixed companies and 
concessions, a On the other hand, a report of Narkomzem of 1924 

applied the term without question to the current Soviet economy.9 
With the general acceptance of NEP, the controversy ceased to 
have any practical significance and again faded quietly out. 

It was no accident that the argument about state capitalism 

' Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvi, 334~337. 
z Leniniskii Sbornik, iv (1925), 383~384. 
3 Pravda, February 8, 1922. • Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvii, 236-237· 
• See, for example, the substantial article in NwodtuJe Khozyaistvo, No. 6-7 

(June-July), 1921, pp. 20·42-
6 Protokoll des Vi"ten Kongresses der Kommtmistischen Internationale (Ham· 

burg, 1923), p. :n6. 
1 L. Trotsky, Sochineniya, :lOci, rs8·I59; in the article referred to Lenin 

mentioned the doubts which some " young comrades " had felt about his 
views on state capitalism, and used some studiously vague phrases which could 
be taken to imply that state capitalism was now practically confined to con
cessions (Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvii, 395). 

8 Vestnik Sotsia/isticheskoi Akademii, ii (1922), z82; vi (1923), 304. 
9 Omovy Perspehtivnogo Plana Razvitiya Sel'skogo i Lemogo Khozyaistva 

(1924), p. 5-
VOL. U F 
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should have flared up afresh when, in the spring of 1925, the 
developments of agrarian policy once more raised the question 
of the character and duration of NEP. It was no accident that 
Bukharin, the most ardent supporter of the peasant orientation, 
should have returned to his refutation of the description of the 
NEP economy as state capitalism ; for it was only by vindicating 
the socialist character of NEP that its present extension by further 
concessions to the peasantry could be justified. When Bukharin 
undertook this theoretical task in an article in Krasnaya Nov' of 
May 1925, he showed the same frankness, and the same lack of 
discretion, as had been manifested in his appeal to the well·to-do 
peasants to enrich themselves. He openly admitted that he had 
disagreed in this question with Lenin who, at the time of the 
introduction of NEP, had talked as if there was no socialism, or 
only" a tiny island of socialism", in the Soviet economy, and" all 
the rest is state capitalism ". But he claimed that Lenin had sub
sequently " elucidated " his position in his last article on the co
operatives.1 Krasnaya Nov' was a literary journal, and Bukharin's 
essay provoked no immediate reaction. But to proclaim one's 
dissent from Lenin, and to hint that Lenin had eventually come 
round to one's view, was a foolhardy enterprise, as the experience 
of Trotsky had demonstrated. Stalin of all people had no desire to 
be associated with an argument tending to prove that Lenin had 
after all been wrong. Bukharin had played into the hands of the 
opposition; and, when Zinoviev published his treatise on Leninism 
in September 1925, he triumphantly proved, without mentioning 
Bukharin's name, that the party leadership was committed to an 
anti-Leninist view of NEP and of state capitalism. NEP he 
defined, in the words of Lenin, as " state capitalism in a pro
letarian state " : 

When we are asked " from what " we retreated when we 
intr<!duced the new economic policy, we reply in the words of 
Lenm: " We gave up the direct transition to purely socialist 
forms, to furely socialist distribution ". When we are asked 
" to what ' we retreated, we reply in the words of Lenin : 
" To state capitalism in a proletarian state ". 

The " excellent, stable, Soviet chervonets " was the perfect 
example of this state capitalism : nobody would pretend that a 

' Kra:snaya NO'IJ', No.4, May I92S, pp. 265-266. 
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stable currency was an index of socialism. The state trusts and 
the cooperatives contained undeniable elements of capitalism ; the 
workers would quickly perceive the hollowness of the leaders' pre
tensions " if we offer them sugary phrases about this being 
socialism ". 

No illusions ! No self-deceit 1 [exclaimed Zinoviev in con-
clusion]. Let us call state capitalism state capitalism. 1 

The defenders of the official line countered with a passage from 
a late article in which Lenin had referred to Soviet state enter
prises as being" of a consistently socialist type ",2 But, so long 
as the argument revolved round quotations from Lenin, the 
opposition seemed to have the best of it. 

This advantage was, however, outweighed by serious handi
caps. The adhesion of Sokolnikov was not an asset of unalloyed 
value. Sokolnikov's opinions did not fit easily into the platform 
which Zinoviev was trying to construct for the new opposition to 
Stalin. When Zinoviev now identified NEP with state capitalism, 
this was intended not as a compliment, but as a reproach. His 
criticism of Bukharin and Stalin was that they treated NEP as the 
high-road to socialism, and complacently pretended that the state 
capitalist economy of NEP was already socialist in character : the 
argument about the possibility of socialism in one country fitted 
into this framework. When Sokolnikov, on the other hand, spoke 
of NEP as state capitalism, he complacently accepted it as some
thing that had come to stay for a long time ; and as a practical 
man he was not very much concerned about the eventual road to 
socialism. His criticism of the party leadership turned on its 
failure to make a system of state capitalism work efficiently ; and 
this failure he attributed to its refusal to recognize consistently the 
primacy of finance and its tendency to make too many concessions 
to industry and to the planners. If therefore Sokolnikov could 
combine with Zinoviev and Kamenev in opposing Stalin, his 
positive aims differed widely from theirs, and gave an incongruous 
twist to the opposition programme. In the first place, Sokolnikov 
believed that an expansion of agricultural production must precede 
the expansion of industry ; and this belief, which he shared with 

' .G. Zinoviev, Leniniliml (1925), pp. 234, 236, 251·258. 
• Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv:ii, 395· 
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Bukharin, was difficult to reconcile with his belief in the necessity 
of a" class policy " directed against the kulah in the countryside, 
which he now shared with Zinovicv nod KamencY. 1 Secondly, 
Sokolnikov induced Kamencv to adopt his mm sceptical and un
friendly attitude to the first control figures of Gosplan, and, by 
setting the opposition against planning, deprived it of what should 
logically have been the main constructive plank in its platform. 
Thirdly, Sokolnikov advocated a policy of imports of consumer 
goods to stimulate the production of grain for the market, and 
wished to give such imports precedence over imports of capital 
goods for the development of industry ; and, though this policy 
was never really endorsed by Zinoviev or by Kamcnev, it exposed 
the opposition to the charge of wanting to surrender to foreign 
capitalists and to make the Soviet Union an agricultural colony 
of the west. 

But the platform of the opposition suffered not only from 
these internal inconsistencies, but from the graver handicap of its 
negative character. The arguments of Zinoviev and Kamenev 
about NEP and state capitalism exposed them to a damning retort 
in the form of a counter-charge of pessimism and lack of faith. 2 

To claim that NEP was merely a retreat, to describe the existing 
Soviet economy as state capitalism, was to deny that any advance 
towards socialism had been made, was being made, or could be 

1 For Sokolnikov's anti-kulak line see Vol. 1, p. 308. Sokolnikov accurately 
defined his position in the autumn of I9Z5 in the following terms : " I defended 
the point of view of the necessity, side by side with a guarantee of the rapid 
recovery of agriculture as the basis of a powerful industry, of a calculated class 
policy in the countryside " (Entsiklcpedicheskii Slovar' Rzmkogo Biblio
gra_fidleskogo Imtituta Granat, xli, iii (n.d. [r9.a8], Prilozhenic, col. 87); but 
he did not explain how these two apparently incompatible aims could be 
reconciled. 

• By one of the msny paradoxes of this story, the charge had first been 
brought by the triumvirate against the opposition of 1923 at the time of the 
scissors crisis. "What have they in common?" asked Kamenev nt the thirteenth 
party conference in January l92<h bracketing Preobrazhensky and Krasin, and 
answered ; "What they have in common is panic, a lack of belief that the 
elements of a socialist el:onomy are really growing in our poor, beggared, 
plun~ered Russia " ; and Mikoyan took up the same theme : " This panic 
:one m th; speeches of our opposition, especially in comrade Pyatakov's, has 
1ts roots m the temporary set-backa of the German revolution ... in the 
absenc; of faith among these romrades in our strength " ( Trinadtsataya Kon~ 
ferenb•Y.a Rossiislw~ Kommunisticheskoi Panii Bol'shevikov) (1924), pp. 55, 77); 
Bukharm wrote a little later of" concealed sceptics "who " thought it n mark of 
bad fonn to speak of our forward advance" (Bal'shevik, No. z, 1924, p. 8). 
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made, without aid from the outside world. This was pessimism, 
this was blind refusal to believe in the constructive capacities of 
the people of the Soviet Union. This was the demon of despair 
which the new faith in socialism in one country was destined to 
exorcize. Socialism in one country seemed at the outset still 
economically ambivalent: it could equally well be harnessed to 
a campaign to develop peasant production as to a campaign of 
intensive industrialization. Whatever its precise economic con
tent, however, it was a declaration of faith that NEP did not 
mean a mere retreat into a dead end, that capitalism had been 
vanquished, and that, by its own efforts and under the leadership 
of the party, the Soviet Union had advanced, was advancing and 
would advance with ever-growing confidence to the goal of 
socialism. In the debates which preceded the fourteenth party 
congress, and again at the congress itself, the emotional effect of 
this appeal was more and more powerfully felt, and tipped the 
scale which the weight of quotations from Lenin had loaded in 
favour of the opposition. 

But, before describing the prelude to the congress and the 
events of the congress itself, it is necessary to discuss two minor 
episodes which played some part in the struggle : the debate 
about literary policy, and the controversy in the Komsomol. 



CHAPTER I 4 

THE DEBATE ABOUT LITERATURE 

T
HE Soviet literary scene in 1923, when literary controversies 
first began to take on a political colour, was one of fruitful 
diversity. Krasnaya Nov' enjoyed pre-eminence as the 

leading literary journal and was the organ of the " fellow
travellers", who alone attracted an extensive reading public. 
The advanced " October " group, which had broken away from 
the Smithy/ published a rival journal Oktyabr', and the Smithy 
had its own Rabochii Zhumal, which, while professing proletarian 
principles, was tolerant of fellow-travellers. Independent literary 
groups still fl.ourished. The most powerful of these, thanks mainly 
to the influence of Mayakovsky, were the Futurists, whose journal 
Lef was published by Gosizdat. 2 The name was significant. The 
Futurists continued to identify literary innovation with" Leftism ", 
and sought to establish their dubious proletarian credentials by 
att:lcking the fellow-travellers. In June 1923 the "October" 
group founded a new critical journal under the title Na Postu, 
which was designed to provide an ideological counterblast to 
the heresies of the fellow-travellers. The titular leader of the 
Napostovtsy (as they came to be called) was Rodov, one of the 
original founders of the Smithy ; and among its prominent 
members were the poet Bezymensky, the political versifier 
Demyan Bedny, the novelist Libedinsky and a young man of 19 
named Averbakh, who had good party connexions (he was a 
nephew of Sverdlov and a relative of Yaroslavsky) and was editor 
of the Komsomol journal, Molodaya Gvardiya,3 The editorial 

' For these groups see Vol. 1, p. 64. 
• An account of this journal, by one of the participants, is in Izvestiya 

Akademii Narik. SSR: Otdelenie Literatury i Yazika, xili (1954), 339-358: 
seven n~bers mall appeared between March. I9Z3 and March. 19Z5. 

' L<teraturnaya Entsiklopediya, i (1930}, zS-zg. Averbakh was evidently 
th.e promising young man of th.e patty ; Trotsky wrote a preface to a volwne 
pub~h.ed by him in 19z3 under th.e title Vopro.sy Y~mosheskogo Dvizheniya i 
Lemn (Trotsky, Sochineniya, :ni, 354-355, 507, note tz.j.). ,, 
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manifesto which appeared in the first issue of Na Postu unequivo
cally demanded a break with the past: 

We shall stand firmly on guard over a strong and clear com· 
munist ideology in proletarian literature. In view of the revival 
ever since the beginning of NEP of the activity of bourgeois 
literary groups, all ideological doubts are absolutely inadmissible, 
and we shall make a point of bringing them to light. 

We shall fight those Manilovs who distort and slander our 
revolution by the attention they pay to the rotten fabric of the 
fellow·trave\lers' literary creation in their attempt to build an 
aesthetic bridge between the past and the present. 1 

The new group was not the first to treat literature as a battle· 
ground of social and political opinions, or to denounce its op· 
ponents as reactionaries and enemies of society : this was an 
old-standing tradition of Russian literary criticism. But N a Postu 
introduced a new and shriller note of intolerance into its expres· 
sions of animosity against the" petty bourgeois "fellow-travellers, 
and plainly hinted that measures of repression used against class 
enemies were properly applicable to them. Among the " list of 
contributors ", in the second issue of the journal, appeared the 
names of Kamenev, Radek and Yarovslavsky. This was perhaps 
less significant than it seemed, since party leaders often lent their 
names to new journals without any serious intention of writing 
for them. But it showed that the new venture had support in 
party circles. Literary policy was subject to the same compromise 
which was inherent in all the policies of NEP. The party had 
decided to encourage the fellowRtravellers. But it had not decided 
to discourage the so·called proletarian writers who were their 
bitter rivals and adversaries. 

The clash of opposing opinions was therefore sharp and well· 
defined when Trotsky took the field in the summer of 1923. On 
the Left, a number of literary groups and movements claimed to 
speak in the name of the revolution and to be the protagonists of 
new forms of literature and art, which rejected the heritage of 
the bourgeois past. On the opposite wing, the so-called fellow· 
travellers accepted the Russian literary and artistic tradition as a 

' Quoted in tmnslation in G. Reavey and M. Slonim, Stnriet Literature: 
An Anthology {I9JJ), p. 405; Manilov is the complacent land-owner in Gogol's 
Dead Sou~. 
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valid foundation on which a neiY Sm·ict literature could be 
created; and the reading public followed the fe\low-traYetlt::rs or 
read the old Russian classics. In a speech of July 1923 Trotsky 
repeated Lenin's argument of the previous autumn against 
Pletnev, and maintained that Pushkin and Tolstoy \\"ere just as 
necessary to the victory of socialism as bourgeois technicians.' In 
September 1923 he published, under the title Literature and 
Revolution, a series of essays written at intervals during the past 
two years. The preface returned to the case against proletarian 
literature : 

It is fundamentally incorrect to set in opposition to bourgeois 
culture and bourgeois art a proletarian culture and proletarian 
art. These will never exist, since the proletarian rtgimc is 
temporary and transitional.2 

Trotsky in an essay on Futurism gave a very qualified approval to 
the efforts of the Futurists; 3 and in an essay on Party Policy in 
Art, which incidentally described the approach of the Formalists 
as " superficial " and " reactionary ", he argued that just as the 
Soviet state under NEP tolerated the parallel existence of different 
forms of economic production, by no means all of them socialist, 
so it must tolerate different forms of literary and artistic produc
tion.4 In effect, Trotsky, like Lenin, was on the side of the fellow
travellers. 

The time had not yet arrived when the support of Trotsky 
was calculated to damn any cause. His influence with the young 
intelligentsia was particularly strong ; and there is no reason to 
doubt that his defence of the fellow-travellers carried weight, 
especially in those " advanced" circles where they were most 
likely to be attacked. The only direct public retort to Trotsky's 
article on party policy in art seems to have come from Demyan 
Bedny, one of the first to discover that a modest career might be 
made out of sly denigration of Trotsky. In a poem published in 
Pravda under the title Insult he described " Lev Davidovich's 
article " as " an undeserved insult " to the young proletarian 
writers, denounced the " stinking " Pilnyak and " the horde of 

' Trotsky, Sochineniya, xxi, 157·!59; fot Pletnev see Vol. r, p. 63. 
: L .. Trotsky, Literatura i Revolyutsiya (1923), p. 9. 

lbld. pp. 159·168. 4 Ibid. pp. 9I-II6. 
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clueless felltmAran~llers ", and looked forward to a" proletarian 
nemesis ". 1 In October 1923 the "society of old Bolsheviks" 
in Moscow is~med a dech1ration on "our literary policy" which 
appeared in a 1\Ioscow party ne\\·spaper, but failed to find a 
place in Prm•da. The declaration drew attention to the danger 
of " a resurrection of bourgeoi::l and petty bourgeois ideology at 
the side of NEP ". Bdles-/ettrcs could not fail to be" a powerful 
instrument for educating the masses in one direction or another " ; 
and " all this dictates to party <lnd Soviet organs the indispensable 
necessity of laying dO\m and strictly follo\ving a firm and con
sistent literary policy". Meanwhile the fellow-travellers were 
being freely published in literary journals and received the praise 
of Trotsky, Bukharin and other party leaders, while young 
proletarian writers "find no outlet". The declaration ended 
with a call for a" decisive review" of literary policy.2 It seems 
to have made little immediate impression. At the height of the 
first campaign against Trotsky in the winter of r923-I924, the 
party leaders had no time for literary debates. But the issue 
continued to simmer in literary circles, and in February 1924 
the " October " group came out with a policy manifesto. On 
questions of literary form and languagt', it declared, the party 
could remain neutral. But, in so far as literature was a means of 
" acting on the will and consciousness of the reader ", the party 
must have" a firm policy". So-called" non-party" and" non
political " literature was as dangerous as counter-revolutionary 
literature, which could be dealt with by the censorship. The 
manifesto attacked the leading fellow-travellers by name, and 
raised the banner of proletarian literature which " organizes the 
psychology and consciousness of the working class and of the 
broad working masses on the side of the final aims of the pro· 
letariat as the transformer of the world and the creator of com
munist society". It concluded by calling on the party to disown 
the fellow-travellers and support proletarian literature) The 

1 Prwda, October r6, 1923. 
• Quoted from Rabochaya Moskva in a Proletkult publication, N. Chukhazh, 

"LiteratUJ"a" (1924), pp. 7+-76; Bukharin was, at this time, not generally 
associated with the fellow-travellers, but wrote a preface to the novel Khulio 
Khurenito by I. Erenburg, who was an old associate of his youth (see Vol. I, 

p. r6z). 
3 Pravda, February 19, 1924. The eight signatories were Averbakh, 

Bezymensky, Vardin, Volin, lngulov, Lelevich, Libedinsky and Rodov. 
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principal fellow~travellers replied in a joint letter to the I 
section of the party central committee that '' the paths of 
temporary Russian literature and, therefore, our paths are ur 
with the paths of Soviet post-October Russia", and that" litera 
should be the reflector of this new life that surrounds us ". 1 

The party leaders could no longer evade the challenge ; 
a conference was summoned by the pre:;s section of the eel 
committee for May 9, 1924, in advance of the thirteenth f 
congress. Voronsky, the editor of Krasn.aya Nov' and prin1 
patron of the fellow-travellers, opened the proceedings z 
defining the party attitude as one of support for any group w 
" works and takes its stand on the point of view of the Oct· 
revolution ", and condemned the contrary view as " anti-specil 
the same which has been outlived in other departments of 
life ", Vardin 3 spoke first for the dissidents and contrive' 
give his speech a political flavour. He ostentatiously quot~ 
passage from a report by Molotov on the rise of the lmlak 
connected this with the development of anti-proletarian tender 
in literature. He professed to detect a mood of" retreat, weari 
and scepticism " in a recent article of Bukharin, attacked 
fellow-travellers in general and Pilnyak in particular, and cou 
Trotsky and Voronsky in an evident attempt to discredit 
latter. Finally he put forward the claims of the All-Rus 
Association of Proletarian Writers (V APP) to become the ins 
ment of the party for carrying out its literary policy. 

A confused and heated debate followed these opening st 
ments. Bukharin described his position as " very radical ", 
thought that the party should have its specific line " in all fi 
of ideological and scientific life, even in mathematics ". B1 
would be wrong to " crush peasant literature " or to elimi 

1 K Voprosu o Politikt RKP(B) v Khudozhestvtnnoi Literature (r 
pp. to6-107. 

~ A report of the speeches was published inK Voprosu o Politike RKP1 
Khudozhestvemwi Literature (1924) and reprinted in Voprosy Kul'turj 
Diktatllre Prolttariata (1925), pp. 56-139· 

3
• Vardi~ w~_of Georgian birth, his real name being Mgeladze (Literatur 

Entsiklopel1ya, II (1930), 105, contained an entry "Vardin see Mgelad; 
but, ~Y. the time the appropriate volume was reached in 1934, membe 
oppostttons were taboo, and the entry did not appear). He was a memb 
the J,pft nnn<">~itinn ;,.. •n•S! ~-..1 ""--- ---- •- --- ..... ~' ..• '·' 
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" the writer from the Soviet intelligentsia " in the suppost 
interests of the proletarian writer : 

If we take our stand for a literature which must be regulatt 
by the state power and enjoy all sorts of privileges, we do n 
doubt that by this means we shall destroy proletarian literatur 

Averbakh attacked Voronsky and the fellow-travellers, but clever 
separated himself from Vardin and manceuvred himself into 
middle position by professing to agree with Bukharin. Trotsk 
in what was apparently the longest and best reasoned speech 1 

the conference, repeated the defence of the fellow-travellers at1 
the exposure of the illusory character of proletarian art whi< 
were already familiar from his articles. But Trotsky's positic 
in the party, since his condemnation by the thirteenth par1 
conference in January 1924, was seriously compromised ; an 
nobody was anxious to agree with Trotsky. Lunacharsky aske 
why, if there was a transitional proletarian state, there should n1 
be a transitional proletarian literature. Bezymensky accuse 
Trotsky and Voronsky of " preferring strangers to our own ' 
An interesting contribution came from Meshcheryakov, H 
director of Gosizdat, who explained that " not one of our cor 
temporary proletarian writers is in demand", and that their bool 
were unsaleable. As regards journals, Gosizdat had no criter 
for discriminating between them : 

We give an equal number of sheets to all groups. W 
watch to see that there is nothing counter-revolutionary in th 
literature, but we cannot enter into their mutual arguments. 

Vardin in a concluding speech summed up the programme of th 
malcontents : 

Our slogan is not the dictatorship of V APP, but the dictato1 
ship of the party in the field of literature : V APP may becom 
the instrument of this dictatorship. 

The resolution adopted by a majority, at the end of the conferenc( 
showed some marks of a compromise, but was in substance a re 
~matio_n of th: party line. __ Wh~l~ ~raising worker and peasar 
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that " no single movement, school or group can or should act in 
the name of the party ". At the same time it promised " more 
systematic leadership " from the party in the field of bclles
lettres.1 

The conference of May 1924 had given little clear guidance to 
the thirteenth party congress v:hich met a fe\v days later. Bukharin 
at the congress described the situation with his usual disarming 
frankness: 

Are our central institutions qualified to pursue this ques
tion? No. Our party institutions are also not qualified. We 
have no party line laid down.2 

The results of the conference were, however, reflected in a resolu
tion of the congress " On the Press ". The greater part of the 
resolution was devoted to the work of the press and of publishing
houses in bringing political and cultural enlightenment to workers 
and peasants. But, in its final section, it observed, with no great 
apparent relevance to what had gone before, that " the funda
mental condition of a growth of worker-peasant writers is a process 
of more serious artistic and political self-improvement, and 
liberation from the narrow spirit of the clique '', and recommended 
a continuance of " systematic support of the most gifted of the 
so-called fellow-travellers", who should be helped by" sustained 
party criticism " to correct " mistakes resulting from insufficient 
understanding by these writers of the character of the Soviet 
order " and to overcome their " bourgeois prejudices ". The 
conclusion was summed up in a two-edged paragraph : 

Considering that no one literary trend, school or group can, 
or should be allowed to, speak in the name of the party, the 
con~ess em:p~~sizes the importance of regulating the question 
of hterary cntlctsm and of throwing the fullest possible light on 
patterns of belles-lettres in the pages of the Soviet-party press.3 

It was the first time that non-political literature had been the 
subject of a resolution at a party congress. It was the last time 
that the party formally reserved its neutrality between different 

1 It was published in Kra.maya Nov', No.3 (zo), April-May 1924, pp. 306-
307, with a note by Voronsky that it had been passed "by an overwhelming 
majority". 

~ TritU~dtsatyi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kammunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) 
(I9a4), p. 540. 3 VKP(B) v Rel'lolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 6oz. 
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literary " trends, schools and groups " ; and this neutrality could 
in the long run scarcdy pnn·e compatible with the necessity of 
scrutinizing literary productions in a party light. 

The proceedings nf l\lay 1924 were followed by a lull on the 
literary front. But, when in the autumn the struggle between 
Trotsky and the triumvirate broke out again with fresh ferocity, 
no issue in the party could remain independent of it. The sup
porters of VAPP eagerly seized the opportunity to smear Voronsky 
and the fellow-travellers as associates of Trotsky, and as the literary 
wing of the political opposition. This was the main theme of a 
first All-Union Conference of Proletarian Writers in January 1925, 
at \vhich the ambitious Vardin appeared as a protagonist, and once 
more pressed the claims of V APP to become the organ of a party 
dictatorship in literahJre. Demyan Bedny also spoke at the con
ference, bringing; his prestige as a popular versifier to the support 
of the proletarian cause. 1 On a report by Vardin the conference 
adopted a set of theses declaring that " the supremacy of the 
proletariat is incompatible with the supremacy of a non-proletarian 
ideology and, consequently, of a non-proletarian literature", and 
that what was required was " a seizure of power by the proletariat 
in the field of art ".:: 

This offensive was distasteful to the party leadership, which 
was in no hurry to carry the crusade against Trotsky into the 
dubious by-ways of literary policy. Bukharin, \.vho was at this 
moment leading the campaign against Trotsky on the economic 
front and could not be accused of any taint of Trotskyism, stepped 
into the breach. At the conference in May I 924 he had already 
qualified his earlier support of proletarian literature and moved 
into a central position. He had now become the most active 
champion of the peasant in the councils of the party ; and this 
logically aligned him ~ in so far as these literary rivalries had a 
political background~ with the fellow-travellers in literature. 

• His speech, though not the other speeches delivered at the conference, was 
inconspicuously reported in Pravda, January 15, 1925, with a note of dissent 
from some of his views. 

~ The resolution was published "for information" in Pravda, February I, 

1925 ; it is also in V. Polonsky, Ocherki Literaturnogo Dvizheniya Revolyutsiomwi 
Epokhi (:md ed. roao). pp. J71-I74-
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At the end of February 1925 the party central committee organized 
a discussion on literary questions at which Bukharin was the 
principal speaker. 1 He opened with the remark that the Marxist 
" walks on a razor-edge " in such debates, and proceeded to 
extricate himself from the dilemma with skill and with some 
frankness. After the routine attack on Trotsky for under
estimating the duration of the transitional stage of the proletarian 
dictatorship, Bukharin declared his belief in a specifically pro
letarian culture. He admitted that he had differed in this respect 
from Lenin, and claimed to have been responsible for softening 
the attack made by Y aklovev on Pletnev on Lenin's instructions. 2 

Having thus established his credentials as a sympathiser with 
proletarian writers, he went on to the main business of his speech : 
an attack on V ardin and his theses. He argued, in terms which 
reflected his current political attitude, that " our policy does not 
follow the line of inflaming the class struggle, but conversely, 
from a certain standpoint, of moderating it". He accused V APP 
of wanting to establish a monopoly, and explained that " our 
relation to the fellow-travellers is determined by our general 
relation to social-political forms sympathetic to us". Vardin and 
his supporters- this was the final cut-" occupy the same 
position in literary policy as Preobrazhensky occupies in economic 
policy ". Bukharin 's concluding appeal for toleration all round 
showed how little the party leaders wanted to be compelled to take 
sides in this thorny question : 

Let there be 1000 organizations, let there be 2000 organiza
tions. Let there be side by side with MAPP and V APP 3 as 
many groups and organizations as you please. 

The other principal speaker was Frunze, who, as Lenin himself 
had .done, compa~ed Lenin's opposition to a specifically pro
letanan. art a~~ hteratur~ with his opposition to a specifically 
proletanan nulitary doctrtne. He argued that " the necessity of 

'The spee~h was.publiahed inKrasnaya NO'I!', No.4, May t925, pp . .263~ 
272, and repnnted w Voprosy Kul'tur;y pri Diktature Proletariata (r925), 
PP·,S4o~152. 1 For this incident see Vol. r, p. 63 . 

. The conference of January 1925 had resulted in the creation of a new 
Ruman Associati~n of Proletarian Writers (RAPP) which took the place of the 
mor~ <;r.less moribund VAPP; MAPP was its Moscow branch. After 1928 
the lm~als V~P reappear as the title of a new All-Union Association of 
Proletanan Wnters (Literatttrnaya Ent~iklopediya, ix (1935), 519-521). 
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allowing within certain limits capitalist accumulation m the 
countryside " pointed to the toleration of similar non-party 
elements in literature. The injunction " Face to the countryside " 
carried \vith it an obligation for the Na Postu group to " turn 
their face to the fellow-travellers ". 1 

The discussion of February 1925 had no binding character, 
and no resolution seems to have been passed, It was not till 
four months later that the central committee made a formal 
pronouncement- the first since the thirteenth party congress a 
year earlier- which showed once more how reluctant the party 
was to commit itself on issues of literary policy. The resolution 
of the central committee of June r8, 1925, proclaimed that" in a 
class society there is, and can be, no neutral art", but that, 
" though the class struggle does not cease, it changes its form under 
the dictatorship of the proletariat"; that, while" the leadership in 
the field of literature belongs to the working class as a whole ", 
there was as yet " no hegemony of proletarian writers " ; that, 
" while struggling against the new bourgeois ideology which is 
developing among a section of the' fellow-travellers 'of smenovekh 
stamp, the party should be tolerant of intermediate ideological 
forms " ; that " a tactful and careful attitude " should be adopted 
to the fellow-travellers, who were " qualified specialists in literary 
technique " ; and that " Marxist criticism " decisively rejected 
"all pretentious semi-literate self-satisfied communist boasting ".2 

This indecisive pronouncement served only to reopen the contro
versy. The party journal Bol'shevik published an article by 
Yakovlev convicting Vardin of a return to all the errors of Bog
danov and Proletkult.3 But it also published, two months later, 
a sharp retort from the editors of Na Postu, which accused 
Y akovlev of " a revision of Leninism " ; and this in turn was 
answered by Bukharin's disciple Slepkov, who divided his shafts 
impartially between Trotsky on one side and the supporters of 
RAPP on the other.4 The literary debate had now, mainly 

' M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, iii (1927), zso-rss. 
z Pravda, July r, 1925; it is also in Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotnika, v, 

1925 (1926), pp. 349-352. 
l Bol'shevik, No. u-u, ]Wle 30, 1925, pp. 9-19; for Proletkult see Vol. 1, 

pp. 48-so. 
4 Bol'shevik, No. 15, August rs, 1925, pp. 66-77; No. r6, September I, 

1925, pp. sS-6s. 
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through the fault of the participants, become inextricably in\·olved 
in the party struggle. The official line of qualified support for the 
fellow-travellers, purged of its association with Trotskyism, found 
a champion in Bukharin and fitted in conveniently with the pro
peasant policy, r The enthusiasts for proletarian literature -
notably Vardin, Lelevich and Rodov -logically joined Zinovicv's 
Leningrad opposition, and attacked Bukharin's peasant orientation. 
But these new alignments also produced a split in RAPP . ..: The 
supple Averbakh, who as long ago as May 1924 had shown an 
inclination for diplomatic compromise, read the political signs of 
the times and broke with his proletarian associates on the cardinal 
issue of toleration for the fellow-travellers ; and, since he managed, 
perhaps with official backing, to keep the journal Na Postu
henceforth re~named Na Literaturnom Postu- in his hands, his 
former colleagues could be made to appear, like Zinoviev in the 
party struggle, as the factious dissidents who had broken party 
unity. 

The issue of the party struggle was up to a certain point 
decisive for the literary controversy. Vardin and his followers 
had committed themselves to the political opposition ; he and 
Lelevich, in particular, wrote fervent political articles in Leuin
gradskaya Pravda attacking the Moscow party organization and 
the central committee) By this miscalculation they sealed their 
own defeat. Averbakh emerged as the rising star in the literary 
constellation, having contrived to dissociate himself from both the 
fellow-travellers of the Right and the proletarian extremists of 
the Left- the same tactics which Stalin so brilliantly applied in 

1 Slepkov, in the article quoted above, discussed the attitude to be adopted 
to the fellow-travellers in language which clearly suggested the analogy with the 
well-to-do peasant: "Not a policy of 'squeeze and crush' but consistent 
systematic criticism, comradely work to attract to our position; our views our 
aims, our ideals, those elements of the non-proletarian part of o~r society ~hich 
are being drawn towards us ". 

> Literatw:=ya Entsiklopediya, ix (1935), 521, attributes the split directly 
to the resolution of June r8, 1925 ; but it came somewhat later, and seems to 
have reflected the developments of the party struggle. Averbakh later said that 
his ?iffer_ences with the. Left began six months before the party congress 
(Bol Jhevik, No. 7-8, Apr!l 30, 1926, p. u2); but he was by this time amdous 
to push them back as far as possible. After the split Lelevich claimed, no 
doubt correctly, that he, Vardin and Rodov commanded a majority in the 
Leningrad section of RAPP (ibid. No. 9-ro, May 30, 1926, p. 91). 

3 For these seep. 130 below. 
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the party struggle. But he achie\·cd his victory by accepting the 
compromise of an All-Russian Union of \Vriters to which pro
letarian writers and fellow-travellers \VOuld be equally admitted ; 
and the literary controversy was allowed to continue unchecked in 
the party press. A collection of essays published by Averbakh 
early in 1926 under the title For Proletarian Literature was 
violently attacked in Bol'she'vil< by a critic of the Right, who 
declared that Averbakh's views were indistinguishable from those 
of Vardin and were the literary ndlexion of the new opposition, 
and insidiously praised by Lclevich, 'vho complained that Aver
bakh had executed " a turn of 120, if not x8o, degrees " since 
writing these essays. 1 One significant fact was clearly revealed by 
this interchange. The party leadership was as reluctant as ever to 
take sides in these literary disputes, and desired nothing better 
than to tolerate all the conflicting groups and schools, subject only 
to the condition of loyalty to the revolution and to the regime. It 
was the young and ambitious writers of the proletarian group 
who, by representing the literary issue as essentially political and 
ideological, and by branding their literary opponents as associates 
of the political opposition, sought to persuade or compel the party 
to extend its exclusive patronage to them and to entrust to them 
the functions of a literary dictatorship. This aim was pursued in 
turn by Vardin and by Averbakh: Averbakh was merely the more 
skilful or more fortunate of the two. For the moment Averbakh's 
success was limited. The party, while it recognized him as leader 
of the proletarian writers so long as he accepted the policy of 
toleration for the fellow-travellers, was not prepared to protect 
him from the criticism of his rivals or to establish any form of 
literary dictatorship. But something had been achieved. The 
party had been obliged, in spite of itself, to renounce an attitude 
of neutrality in literary affairs and to take decisions about them. 
This was already a step in the direction desired by the literary 
Left and a victory for the view that art and literature were in
separable from politics. It would bear fruit in the ensuing period. 

1 Bol'shevik, No. 3, February 15, 19z6, pp. 88-95; No. 4, February z8, 
192;6, pp. 37-48; No. 9-10, May 30, 192<6, pp. 86-93· Averbakh wrote an article 
in defence of his position, ibid. No. 7-8, April 30, 1926, pp. IOI-1!4; his 
trump·card was the argument that "the ultra-Left theses developed by Vardin 
were begotten by the political theories of the opposition ". 
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CHAPTER I 5 

THE KOMSOMOL 

T
HE Russian Communist League of Youth (Komsomol) was 
foun'ded at a congress held in Moscow at the end of October 
rg18. The congress seems to have been representative of a 

large and rather miscellaneous collection of youth organizations 
and groups throughout the country. Though Krupskaya is said 
to have given " great help " in organizing it, it was in no sense a 
party creation. The party central committee held aloof, and was 
not represented at the congress. 1 The new league described itself 
as " an independent organization ", but proclaimed its " solidarity 
with the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks)", its aim being 
" to spread the ideas of communism and to draw the worker and 
peasant youth into active participation in the building of Soviet 
Russia ".2 Its aspirations received the blessing of the eighth 
party congress in March 1919 which expressed the view that 
" communist work among the youth can be successfully conducted 
only through independent organizations marching under the 
banner of communism, in which youth can display the maximum 
of independence ", and promised " ideological and material aid " 
to the Komsomo1.1 Notwithstanding these assurances, however, 
statements at the congress pointed to friction occurring between 
party and Komsomol organs ; 4 and this must have been intensified 
by extravagant claims of the Komsomol to rank not merely as the 
equal partner of the party, but as the" vanguard" of the party.s 
This state of affairs was plainly unacceptable to the party leader
ship. In August l9I9 an" instruction" was issued jointly by the 

' Devyatyi S"eJd RKP(B) (1934), p. 487. 
' VLKSM v Rezolyutsiyakh (1929), p. ro. 
' VKP(B) V Rezolyutsiyakh (I94I), i, JII. 
• A Komsomol delegate complained that many party members treated 

me~bers of the Komsomol u " children who are busy with their toys and 
get m. the way of the grown-ups" (Vas'moi S"ezd RK.P(B) (1933) pp. JOO-JOI)· 

l Peroyj Vserossiiskii S"ezd RKSM (3rd ed. 1926), p. 40· ' 
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party central committee and the central committee of the Kom~ 
somal which brought order into relations between the two 
organizations. This declared the Komsomol to be" an autonom~ 
ous organization with its own statutes", which, however," works 
under the control of the party ", its central committee being 
subordinate to the party central committee and its local organs to 
local party committees. 1 Since the Komsomol was financially 
dependent on the party,z it was clearly destined to enjoy such 
autonomy as the party judged expedient. 

At the second Komsomol congress in October 1919, two~ 
thirds of the delegates with right of vote were already party 
members.J The congress was held under the shadow of Denikin's 
march on Moscow, and Yudenich's threat to Petrograd, and, 
after a report by Trotsky on the military situation, a resolution 
ordering the mobilization of all Komsomol members over the age 
of r6 in threatened areas was unanimously adopted.4 This did 
not, however, prevent a member of the Komsomol central com~ 
mittee, Dunaevsky by name, from putting forward a proposal to 
establish direct relations between the Komsomol and the trade 
unions an9- to set up in the trade unions special youth sections s -
a proposal which was emphatically rejected by the party leader~ 
ship. Once the military crisis was over, friction between party 
and Komsomol organs recurred in many places ; 6 and the third 
Komsomol congress of October 1920 was a battle~ground for 
several disputes. In preparation for the congress the group led 

' Pravda, August z4, 1919; Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotm'ka, [i] (I9ZI), 
141~142. 

• The first Komsomol congress passed a resolution in which it" demanded " 
subsidies from Narkompros for the organization of the League (VLKSM tJ 

Rezolyursiyaklz (r929), p. u); a delegate tQ the congress afterwaJOds related a 
visit of some of the delegates to Lenin, at the end of which Lenin wrote a note 
to Sverdlov, then secretary of the party, asking for an allocation of ro,ooo rubles 
to the Komsomol central committee (A. Kirov and V. Dalin, Yunosheskoe 
Dvir:henie v Rossii (1925), pp. 244-245). Later, party control became tighter, 
regional agencies of the Komsomol being financed through the regional party 
committees (I:westiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta RKSM, No. r, March z6, 1920, 
p. r). 

3 Vtoroi Vserossiiskii S"ezd RK.SM (Jrd ed. 1926), p. 7· 
"" VLKSM v Rezolyutsiyakh (1929), pp. 15-16. 
s Vtoroi Vserossiiskii S"ezd RK.SM (3rd ed. r9z6), p. 109. 
6 It was referred. to by a Komsomol delegate at the ninth party congress of 

Match 1920 (Devyatyi S"ezd RK.P(B) (r934), pp. 368-369), which, however, 
passed no resolution on the Komsomol. 
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by Dunaevsky, which now de~and_e~ separate yo~lth secti01.1s_ in 
the trade unions and in the Soviets, JOmed hands wtth a Uknuman 
group, which apparently had affiliations with the \\"orkers' opposi
tion in the party, wished to make the Komsomol an exclusively 
or predominantly proletarian organization (hence i_ts na:nc or 
nickname of klassoviki), and demanded freedom of dtscusston for 
workers (though not for other classes).' The party central com
mittee treated seriously the threat to party authority. At the end 
of September I 920, it expelled Dunaevsky from the party for six 
months " in the hope of his reformation ", and declared once more 
that the Komsomol was " an organization subsidiary to the 
Russian Communist Party, a school of communism in which our 
proletarian and semi-proletarian youth builds its character in a 
communist spirit ". 2 On the eve of the congress Dukharin 
addressed the communist fraction, which comprised a " signifi
cant majority"J of the delegates: an article in Prm..'da, which 
may be presumed to contain as much of the substance of the 
speech as was suitable for publication, attacked Dunaevsky as 
" an unbalanced leader " and proclaimed the duties of party 
loyalty.4 

The congress itself was evidently a ticklish affair. Lenin, 
appearing for the only time at a Komsomol congress, delivered a 
somewhat academic address on the need of youth to learn and on 
the nature of communist morality.5 After this, the communist 
fraction kept the congress well in hand against occasionally vocal 
opposition. A list of seventeen names for election to the central 
committee was put forward in the name of the fraction, requests 
for discussion were rejected, and a demand for the inclusion of 
Dunaevsky and two of his supporters was ruled out of order by 
the president. The list was then voted en bWc with a few absten-

' A. Shokhin, Kratkaya Istoriya VLKSM (:znd ed. 192.8), pp. 89, 92-9-4. 
• VKP(B) a Komsomole (1938), pp. 8o-8:z. 
' Tretii VserossiP!kii S"ezd Rossiiskoga Kommunisticheskogo Soyuza Maladezhi 

(xg:z6), p. 89. 4 Pravda, October 3, 192.0. 
l Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, 384-397. The speech. was not very well received; 

Lenin's replies to the" many notes" sent up to the platform were apparently 
not recorded (i~id. x;xv, 636, note 192). According to an official history, the 
Komsomol audience, "just back from the glories of the civil war and standing 
a~ a .low level of political expetience, was not prepared to understand the full 
s1gmficance of Lenin's address" (A. Shokhin, Kratkaya Istoriya VLKSM 
(:znd ed. 1928), pp. 87-88). 
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tions. 1 An attempt to make the Komsomol more effectively 
proletarian by banning students and intellectuals was defeated.2 

The congress adopted a programme, which duly emphasized the 
subordination of the Komsomol to party organs, and a statute, 
which fixed the lower and upper age-limits for membership at 
14 and 23. " Passive " (i.e. non-voting) membership might be 
retained beyond the age of 23 ; and passive members, if elected to 
membership of Komsomol organs, regained the right to vote.J 
The third Komsomol congress marked a turning-point in the 
process which overtook all party and Soviet organizations. 
Effective control passed from the congress to the central com
mittee, and eventually from the central committee to an inner 
bureau or secretariat, where vital decisions came to be taken. The 
purge of 1921, which was applied to the Komsomol as vigorously 
as to the party itself, had the same effect of eliminating potential 
trouble-makers. But those who sought to manage and direct the 
Komsomol faced two characteristic obstacles : the recalcitrance of 
youth to discipline, and the continuous and rapid turn-over of 
membership. During the party struggles of the middle nineteen
twenties, it was a constant anxiety of the party leadership to 
prevent the Komsomol from becoming a focus of opposition. 

The new phase, marked by the involvement of the Komsomol 
in disputes originating in the party, began in the crisis over the 
platform of the 46 and the publication of Trotsky's series of letters 
and articles, afterwards collected under the title The New Course, 
in December 1923. The fourth and fifth congresses of the 
Komsomol had passed off without incident in 1921 and 1922 ; 
the year 1923 was the first in which no congress was held, its 
place being taken by a conference. Trotsky had addressed three 
Komsomol congresses- the second in 1919, the fourth in 1921 
and the fifth in 1922 ; and his prestige as a leader in the revolu
tion and in the civil war, combined with his vivid and flamboyant 

' Tretii Vserossiiskii S"ezd Rossiiskago Kommunisticheskogo Soyz~a Molodezhi 
(1926), p. 235; Dunaevsky was later amnestied, and reappeared at Komsomol 
conferences and congresses, but was not again elected to the central committee . 

• Ibid. pp. 257-:!.61. 
3 VLKSM ~ Rezolyutsiyakh (1929), pp. 4:1.-51 ; Ryazanov at th.e tenth 

party congress in March 1921 wished to .reduce the upper age·limit to t8, but 
failed to win support (Desya0>i S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommuni;ticheskoi Partii. (l9:!.I), 
p. 6s). 
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personality, readily made him a hero in the eyet> of the young. 1 

The theme of Trotsky's campaign, an attack on party burl·aucracy 
in the name of revolutionary ardour and enthusiasm, had an 
obvious appeal to the young, which he did not hesitate to exploit.Z 
Whatever may have been true of the young industrial worker, the 
student, both inside and outside the Komsomol, \Vas oYerwhclm
ingly on Trotsky's side. The opposition leaders believed, as 
Zinoviev noted six months later, " that support for the opposition 
from the Komsomol was assured, and that the RLKSM was 
virtually in their pocket ",J The anxiety of the leadership over 
this situation was shown by two measures taken at the turn of the 
year. On December 29, 1923, the Komsomol central committee 
issued a new regulation restricting the admission of students to 
the Komsomol. Students, even if they ·were the children of 
workers (and therefore entitled to " worker " status under the 
usual party rules 4), were required to go through a probationary 
period, which might extend to eighteen months, as '' candidates " 
before admission to the Komsomol as full members ; and for 
transfer from candidate to member status the recommendation of 
three party or Komsomol members, each of at least two years' 
standing, was necessary.5 On January I, 1924, Pravda published 
a statement by nine members of the central committees of the 
Komsomol and the Communist Youth International condemning 
Trotsky.6 But this only served to draw attention to the deep
seated divisions in the Kornsomol, being answered by a declaration 
of eight leading Komsomol members, including two members of 
the central committee, which was sent to Trotsky and published 
by him.7 The revolt in the Komsomol at this time was evidently 
too widespread to be dealt with by ordinary measures of dis-

1 A party pamphlet, Trol$ki::m i Molodezh (1924), pp. 4-5, refers deprecat· 
ingly to "the vecy widespread legend of Trotsky as ' leader of the youth ' ". 

• For a typical passage from The New Coursd see The Interregnum, I923-
I924, 325-326. 

' Shestoi S"ezd RDssiisMgo Lenimkogo Kommunistichcokogo Soyw:a 2Vlolodczhi 
(1924), p. 53· 4 See Vol. r, pp. 91-92. 

' Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotnika, iv (1914), 155~257· 
1 See The Interregnum, r923-r924, p. 326. 
' L. Trotsky, Novyi Kurs (I924), pp. IOo-104: the signatories were V. Dalin 

and Fedorov, m~mbers of the central committee, Bezymensky, Penkov and 
Du~chev, descnbed as founding members of the Komsomol, Delyusin and 
Tretvas, former seeJ:etaries of the Moscow committee and Shokhin an official 
of the central committee (and future historian of the Komsomol). ' 
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cipline. A year later, the eight signatories of the protest, together 
with Averbakh, the editor of the Komsomol journal, made a state
ment in which they referred penitently to their Trotskyite attitude 
at this time.' It does not appear that any of them had been 
penalized for it. 

The condemnation of Trotsky by the party central com
mittee in January 1924, and Trotsky's retreat from the arena, 
made it fairly easy to re-establish order in the Komsomol in the 
first months of 1924. The opposition leaders in the Komsomol 
had veiled their sympathy for Trotsky in a" theory of neutrality ". 
If the Komsomol was not permitted to follow a political line of 
its own, then it was better to keep out of politics altogether and 
take no side in current controversies. In January 1924, the 
Komsomol central committee, with only two dissentients (presum
ably Dalin and Fedorov), denounced neutrality and proclaimed its 
support of the party line.z The Leningrad Komsomol organiza
tion also came out strongly against the heresy of neutrality, which 
was once again condemned by the thirteenth party congress in 
May 1924.3 The trouble appears to have been most persistent in 
the Ukrainian and White Russian Komsomols. Efforts to bring 
the White Russian Komsomol into line on the Trotsky controversy 
included two summons of White Russian Komsomol leaders to 
Moscow and two visits by headquarters representatives to Minsk.4 

But, when Stalin addressed a conference of party and Komsomol 
workers on youth questions in April 1924, he contrived to play 
down the difficulties and to convey the impression that things 
were working smoothly again. It was true that the Komsomol 
central committee had kept silence in the party controversy when 
it should have spoken out. But this was a case not of'' neutrality'', 
but of over-cautiousness.s Zinoviev at the thirteenth party con
gress in the following month observed no such restraint, and 
trounced Trotsky's attempt to incite the younger generation to 

1 Prm•da, December :Zl, 1924. 
• A. Shokhin, Kratkaya Istoriya VLKSM (:and ed. 1928), pp. IJO-lJI. 

' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 613 ; an account of the heresy was 
given at the sixth Komsomol congress of July 1924, where it was called an 
"ostrich policy" (Shestoi S"e:;:d Rossiiskogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo 
Soywra Molode.zhi (1924), pp. 144, 349). 

4 Ibid. p. 177, where n "White Russian delegate complained of the incessant 
harrying of the local organization. ' Stalin, Sochintniya, vi, 65-68. 
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war against the older-an attitude which \Y<lS ''radically and 
decisively incorrect ".r The sixth Komsomol congress of July 
1924 proved more docile than its predecessors. It li,;tcncd to a 
further warning from Zinoviev against Trotsky's <1ppcal to youth, 
and promised support to " the old Bolshevik core of the party " 
against the opposition.2 More significant still, the congress saw 
the emergence of a new leader in the person of Chaplin, the 
secretary of the Komsomol central committee, who was m·idcntly 
prepared to organize and lead the Komsomol on lines of strict 
:fidelity to the party. "Never", said Chaplin in hi::; speech to the 
congress, " has the Komsomol been so conscious of leadership 
from the party as at present." 3 Chaplin's scrviceg "·ere promptly 
recognized by his appointment as a candidate member of the 
Orgburo.4 

The progressive increase in the membership of the Koms.omol 
during these years, and especially in 1924, had the same para
doxical effect as the corresponding increase in party membership 
of making the organization more amenable to control. Starting 
with a membership of 2z,ooo at its first congress in October 1918, 
the Komsomol two years later boasted a total of 48o,ooo members. 
Two years later still, in October 1922, the purge policy of the 
NEP period had reduced the total to 26o,ooo members and 13,000 
candidates. From this low point membership began once more to 
climb steadily. In January 1924 a claim was made of 406,ooo 
members and 94,000 candidates, and six months later of 6Jo,ooo 
members and 1 ro,ooo candidates, a recruitment of I7o,ooo being 
attributed to an extension to the Komsomol of the Lenin enrol
ment. In January 1925 the membership had topped a million, 
and two years later approached two millions.s In a mass organiza
tion expanding at this rate, quantity had inevitably to some extent 
replaced quality. Membership became for many a matter of 
routine and, as in the party, an avenue to promotion and to 
material advantages. In the broad rank and file of the Komsomol, 

' Trinadtsatyi S"ezd Rouiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) 
(1924), pp, 157•!59· 

3 Shestoi S" ezd Rmsiiskogo Lenimkogo Komtmmidicheskogo Soyuza Molode;;hi 
(1924), PP· 49~5<:>, 349. 

: Ibid. p. If3· 4 Pravda, June 3, 1924. 
A. Shokhin, Kratkaya Istoriya VLKSM (:md ed. I9~8), p. us · Shestoi 

S"ezd Rossiiskogo I:eninskogo Kommunisti~heskogo Soyuza Molodezhi (l9Z4), 
p. 38. For the Lerun enrolment see The Interregnum, I923-1924, pp. 352·356. 
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independence, whether the independence of individual opinion 
or the independence of the Komsomol from the party, seemed not 
merely a lost, but a forgotten, cause. 

When, therefore, in November 1924 Lessons of October broke 
like a bombshell over the party, the Korn.somol was already tamed 
and ready to follow the party lead. But, once the party leadership 
was split, docility in the Komsomol had the paradoxical effect of 
reproducing within it the lines of the party struggle and once 
more threatening to tear the organization asunder. In the 
Korn.somol, more than in the party, the tradition of the priority 
and supremacy of Petrograd in the great days of the revolution 
had survived as a living force : the power and prestige of the 
Leningrad organization were relatively greater in the Komsomol 
than in the party, of the central authority in Moscow relatively 
less. Thus, in the party struggle of 1925, the Komsomol tended 
to follow the Leningrad line just as in 1923 it had tended to follow 
the Trotskyite line, though for different reasons. In both cases 
strong intervention from Moscow was required to bring it to 
order. 

The initial stage raised no difficulty. On November 6, 1924, 
at the very outset of the campaign against Lessons of October, the 
Komsomol central committee sent out a detailed instruction on 
the propaganda line to be adopted against Trotskyism. 1 The 
Komsomol played its full part in agitation and in organizing 
meetings to denounce Trotsky : this time no word of sympathy 
with Trotsky was heard in its ranks. A statement signed on 
behalf of the central committee and of the Moscow and Leningrad 
committees of the Komsomol, and published in the press on 
November 12, 1924, denounced Trotsky and defended Zinoviev 
and Kamenev, whose past errors had been " recognized and cor
rected ". ~ But the result of this enthusiasm was to create in the 
Komsomol widespread support for Zinoviev's proposal to expel 
Trotsky from the party. M early as November 21, 1924, a 
meeting of the Leningrad Komsomol organization, fQllowing the 
lead of the provincial party conunittee, voiced a demand " to tear 

' Trot~kizm i Molodezh (1924), pp . .f.I·47· 
• Leningradrkaya Pravda, November r:z, I9Z4-· 
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out Trotskyism by the roots ". 1 When the party central com
mittee decided, against the minority votes of Zinoviev and 
Kamenev, to take no disciplinary action against Trotsky,: Zinoviev 
encouraged an agitation in the ranks of the Koms~m~l ap;ainst 
this "compromising" decision, and won over_ a nuJonty. of the 
Komsomol central committee.3 The comnuttce, mectmg on 
January 27, 1925, prudently refrained from pronouncing on the 
issue of substance. But the split in the committee was revealed 
when the Leningrad delegates proposed to add to the bureau two 
additional representatives from Leningrad and the Urals, where 
the Komsomol organizations were known to be hostile to the 
party decision. The proposal was carried by a mnjority of 25 to 
rs, an amendment to refer it in the first im.tancc to the party 
central committee being rejected by the same nu~ority:1 This 
act of insubordination provoked a direct intervention by the 
Politburo of the party which on February 12, 1925, warned the 
Komsomol central committee that " narrow group politics " of 
this kind would lead to" all possible organizational conclusions ".s 

The Leningrad committee of the Komsomol remained, hO\v
ever, in a defiant mood. A conference of the Leningrad Komsomol 
was due to take place in February 1925 : and the committee 
decided to invite to it delegates from 15 provincial Komsomol 

' Trotskizm i Molode~~:h (1924), p. 48. 
~ See p. 31 above. 
' Chaplin at the fourteenth party congress at first s~id that " some members 

of the Politbw:o " incited the Komsomol, and, when challenged to mention 
names, named Zi:noviev; Zinoviev virtually admitted the charge (XIV S"a:::d 
Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 376, 46o). Gorlov at the 
seventh Komsomol congress in March 1926 said that the opposition in the 
Komsomol was set in motion by the opposition in the party : it was " the first 
elqlloratory detachment of our party opposition" (VII S"c:::d Vsesoyu:::twgo 
Leninskogo Kommunistichtskogo Sayuza Molod<!Zhi (1926), p. 140). 

~ XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu:moi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 8.J.5· 
' N. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppozitsiya i Komsomol (1926), p. 14. A strong 

move was made at this time, probably under the direction of Bukharin, to 
impart a Stalinist flavour to the monthly Komsomoljourna.l Molodaya Gvardiya, 
w~ich ~ad existed since 1922. From No. 2·J, February-March 1925, the 
editor5hip was taken over by Vareiltis, the head of the press section of the party 
~tral committee and a follower of Bukharin. No. 4, April 1925, came out 
WI'?~ photograph of Stalin as a frontispiece (No. r, January 1925, bad carried 
a Sl1U.llar photograph of Lenin in commemoration of the first anniversary of his 
dea~).; an article in No. 6, June 1925, pp. 64-77 (by Lominadze, a strong 
Stalinist and also 01"!- the editorial board), on the results of the fourteenth party 
conference, was mamly devoted to the theme of aocialism in one country. 
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organizations throughout the Soviet Union, as well as" observers " 
from the Uzbek and Kazakh organizations. 1 This was a barely 
disguised attempt to mobilize Komsomol opinion against the party 
decision and to establish a rival centre in Leningrad. Such a 
step would hardly have been taken except with the backing of 
Zinovicv and in the belief that his backing would be strong enough 
to protect those responsible against reprisals. The conference 
was duly held, and the hall rang with denunciations of Trotsky.z 
The invited visitors apparently failed to appear. This did not, 
however, dimini·;h the wrath of the party leaders, whose veto on 
"group politics,. h~1d been flouted; and an endorsement of the 
Leningrad action by a majority of the bureau of the Komsomol 
central committee 3 showed that the whole Komsomol organiza~ 
tion was out of hand. Zinoviev evidently attempted to defend his 
proteges. He spoke afterwards with feeling of the "incredible 
campaign" directed against him and Kamc.1ev on the charge that 
they had " dragged the Komsomol into this :1ihir " ; and Bukharin 
referred to the discussion as " one of the bigg,'st conflicts which 
have occurred in our central committee ".4 Zinovitv had, how
ever, a poor case. The breach of discipline was undeniable; he 
could only plead the youth and inexperience of those ostensibly 
responsible. On March 5, 1925, the party central committee 
decided to send a commission to Leningrad to investiGate the 
Komsomol organization.s When, however, the commission, con~ 
sisting of Yaroslavsky, Kaganovich, Uglanov, Ilin and Chaplin, 
reached Leningrad, the local party leaders professed complete 
ignorance of what had occurred, and Komsomol leaders d.:nicd 
any ulterior motive in the invitations sent to outside deleg;ltes. 
Back in Moscow, the commission summoned the bureau of the 
Komsomol central conunittee, which appears to have stuck to its 
guns. The divisions were now too deep to be cured without a 
surgical operation. The secretary of the Leningrad provincial 

' XIV S"e:::d Vsesoyu:::noi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 377, 
845 ; the list of those invited is in N. Chaplin, Pm tiinaya Oppozitsi:;a i Korn
somol (1926), p. 15. 

1 Leningradska:;a Pravda, Februacy 24, 19::=5. 
3 N. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppo:::itsiya i Komsomol (zgz6), pp. rs-r6. 
4 XIV S"e::d Vsesoyuznoi Kom.munisticheskoi Part£i (B) (19.<:6), p. 460; 

Leningradskaya Organi:::atriya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ad (1926), p. 88. 
• The teJrt of the resolution is in N. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppozitsi.ya i 

Komsomol (1926), pp. r6-r7. 
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Komsomol committee Tolmazov was removed and replaced hy 
Rumyantsev: half the members of the committee arc said to have 
been replaced. Safarov, who represented the Leningrad pro
vincial party committee on the Komsomol committee, ·was also 
removed. Zalutsky, the secretary of the Leningrad party org<tniza
tion was censured for his failure to intervene. 'I 'he Komf\omol 
cen~al committee was severely purged ; fisc members were im
mediately transferred elsewhere, and the number of dismissals 
eventually rose to 15.1 The purged central committee met on 
March 16-17, r925, and was addressed by Dukharin and Andreev 
on behalf of the Politburo. But, though the revolt was over, 
restiveness was still in the air. A long resolution sharply condemn
ing the past actions of the bureau was passed hy the narrow 
majority of 21 to r8, the minority voting for an alternatiYc resolu
tion which simply accepted the decisions of the Politburo an
nounced by Bukharin and Andreev and ignored the past altogether. 2 

After this dash, however, counsels of prudence seem to have 
prevailed on both sides ; peace was restored, and some degree of 
reconciliation achieved. The old bureau, having been formally 
condemned for its errors, was none the less re-elected ; and" even 
the Leningraders " swore that they " would work in a friendly 
and united spirit and carry out the decisions of the party ".l 

The next crisis in the chequered affairs of the Komsomol 
related to the composition of the organization. Though, like the 
party, it was in principle a proletarian organization, considerable 
emphasis had been laid from the start on work in the countryside. 
A speaker at its first congress in October rgr8 had advocated the 
recruitment of " groups of village youth " whose function \.Vould 
be to " rally the village poor in support of the new order ". + 

' Accounts of this p~e are inN. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppozitsiya i Kom
somol (r926), P• 18, and m an unpublished report in the Smolensk archives 
(WKP 522, p. 6). Chaplin names the£vewho wueremoved from the Komsomol 
cent~! committee; Zinoviev in his speech at the fourteenth party congress 

·mentioned a total of 15 who had ''been sent all over the place" (XIV S"ezd 
Vresoyu.moi ~omm~nis#cheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 459), but did not specify 
to what prectse penod he was referring ; there was also a technical argument 
whether th~y had been " removed " or had voluntarily resigned or accepted 
other appomtments (VII S"ezd VsesoyllZ1!ogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo 
Soyuza MoWezhi (1926), p. t66). 

' N. Chaplin, Pcmiinaya Oppo::itsiya i Komsornol (1926) pp 19-2r 
: XIV ~"ell!d V~~o~ Kommu:nis#cheskoi Pa7tii (B) (1926), p. 378. 

Perv,n Vrerossu.skit S ezd RKSM (3rd ed. 1926), pp. 97-99. 
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The Ukrainian group which sought to make the Komsomol 
exclusively proletarian came out against the membership of 
peasants as well as of intellectuals. 1 But this was never the 
majority view, though it continued to be heard at all the earlier 
congresses. According to the new programme adopted by the 
fourth Komsomol congress in October I92I, the Komsomol 
" relies in the countryside on the poorest peasant and batrak 
youth, while also admitting to its ranks the best elements of the 
middle peasant youth which are making the transition to com
munism ".2. When, however, after the scissors crisis, party policy 
turned towards further conciliation of the peasant, trouble 
recurred in the Komsomol. The report of the party central com
mittee to the thirteenth party congress of May I924 drew atten
tion to the " incorrect " attitude of some Komsomol organizations 
in" holding up the influx of peasants "into the Komsomol.J The 
resolution of the congress " On Work in the Countryside " echoed 
this criticism. It referred to the " exceptional importance" of 
the Komsomol in the countryside, and thought that the Komsomol 
should seek to recruit " batraks and poor peasants (first of all), 
and the best part of the middle peasants ". 4 Under this impetus, 
the membership of the Komsomol in rural areas advanced even 
more rapidly than in the towns, and it began to lose its character 
as a predominantly urban organization. The Komsomol central 
committee in October 1924 devoted a long resolution to the tasks 
of the Komsomol in the countryside ; and a few weeks later the 
Orgburo of the party once more condemned attempts to restrict 
the admission of peasants.5 On January I, 1924, when the 
membership of the Komsomol had recovered from the post-NEP 
purges and exceeded soo,ooo, the proportion of rural members 
had reached 39·9 per cent. The total rose to l,J40,ooo with 46·9 
per cent of rural members on January I, 1925, and to r,J7o,ooo 
with 58·8 per cent of rural members a year later : this proved to 

1 Seep. 90 above. 
2 IV S"ezd RKSM (1925), pp. z66~267, 321~322; VLKSM v Rezolyutsi

yakh (1929), p. 88. 
J lzv~stiya Tsen.tral'Mgo Komiteta RossiisMi Kommunistich~skoi Partii 

(Bol'shevikov), No.5 (63), May 1924, p. 30. 
~ VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 593· 
s I=estiya Tsen.tral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunistiche.skoi Partii 

(Bol'shevikov), No.4 (9), October 27, 1924, pp. 8-ro; No. II (16), December 
15, 1924, PP· 3~4. 
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be the highest percentage of rural members c\·cr attaincd. 1 A 
peculiarity of the rural membership of the Kom;:;:mwl "·as that 
over-age membership was more freely tolerated lll the country 
than in the town, for the reason that young workers were more 
freely admitted to the party than young peasants, who tended 
to remain in the Komsomol. According to one obs:.crvcr, the 
Komsomol in rural areas at this period consisted, " not of children 
of r6, but for the most part of fathers and mothers of families ".2 

This state of affairs helped to make the rural Komsomols more 
influential and more vocal. 

The change of balance between town and country soon led to 
frictions and embarrassments. The rural Komsomol org:miza
tions began to ask why, when they represented so large and so 
rapidly growing a part of the whole, they should be regarded as 
subject to leadership from the towns. A Komsomol conference 
in the Kiev province claimed that since 55 per cent of the member
ship in the province was peasant, the same proportion should be 
observed in electing the central committee.~ In the autumn of 
l924 a group of rural Komsomols went so far as to propose a re
organization of the party itself as a "Russian Worker-Peasant 
Party (Bolsheviks) " with equal rights for workers and peasants.4 
These signs of independence in the countryside provoked a 
reaction at headquarters in the form of an attempt to reduce 
admissions to the Komsomol in rural areas. But this was strongly 
condemned in the resolution of the thirteenth party congress of 
May 1924,5 and again in a resolution of the Orgburo of the party 
of December I, 1924, which reminded the Komsomol of "the 
fundamental question of Lenin's teaching- the un£on of workers 
and peasants and the leading role of the proletariat in our country ", 
and called on rural members of the Komsomol to recognize its 
task as" the first assistant of the party in the countryside ".6 

. The Komsomol was now so closely attached to the party that 
1t could no longer hope to avoid involvement in any major party 
dispute. In the winter of 1924-1925 it had been Zinoviev who 

' VLKSM 11<a Desyat' Ut v T~ifrakh, ed. Balashov and Nelepin (r928), 
P· 32. ~ Yu. Larin, Rost Kre~t'yamkoi Obshchestvennosti (1925), p. 68. 

3 F7avda, Decembet 3r, 1924. 
4 L. Knmenev, Stat'i i Rechi; xi (r929), 205. 
' See p. 99 above. 
6 

Sproowhnik Partilr/llgo Rahotnika, v, 1925 (1926), 395·397· 
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sought to mobilize the Komsomol in support of his demand to 
exclude Trotsky. In the spring of 1925 it was the sponsors of a 
peasant orientation in the party ·who sought to reinforce this view 
by imposing it on the Komsomol. In April 1925, at the critical 
moment of the fourteenth party conference, an article on the 
Komsomol by Gorlov, a member of the Komsomol central comw 
mittee, appeared in the party journal Bol'shevik. The journal 
had received '' a series of complaints from members of the 
Komsomol " to the effect that " the RKP is setting its course on the 
kulak, and the conquests of the proletan·at and the poor peasantry 
are being surrendered to the kulak ". Gorlov replied, in accord
ance with the current party line, that the duty of the Komsomol 
was not to " fan class conflicts in the countryside, but on the 
contrary to alleviate them, to make them die away ". He attacked 
a claim said to have been made by a Komsomol journal in Lenin
grad that the Komsomol was "the most Bolshevistically-inclined 
organization", and rejected a demand for the " Bolshevization" 
of the Komsomol, if this meant that the Komsomol was to imitate 
all the functions of the party. What was needed was stronger 
party leadership. The article ended with a sentence which led to 
sharp controversy : 

It is indispensable to explain to the whole mass of Kom
somols, especially to its urban sector, that the Komsomol is in 
its essence not predominantly a proletarian organization, like 
our party, but an organization which is in its broad mass 
peasant and should so remain. 1 

Like Bukharin, who had just uttered the fatal words " Enrich 
yourselves", Gorlov had gone too far; his position was made 
worse by the appearance in the Komsomol newspaper of an article 
endorsing Bukharin's slogan.2 Chaplin was allowed to write an 
article in Pravda which, without referring to Gorlov's indiscretion, 
declared that " the Komsomol, though in composition a worker~ 
peasant organization, is in its class essence a proletarian organiza
tion in which the leading role belongs to the worker youth ".3 

In June 1925 Gorlov himself retraced his steps in an article in a 
Komsomol journal in which he described the Komsomol as being 

1 Bol'shevik, No. 8, April JO, 19~5. pp. 35·45· 
~ For this article and the reaction of the secretariat to it see Vol. r, p. 284. 
l Pr=da, May 8, 1925. 
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" by its essence, its significance, its ro~c. a pr?lctari~n organiza
tion".' But this did not prevent the amng of the d1:>pute at the 
fourth all-union Komsomol conference, which met in the same 
month, covert attacks on the alleged " peasant leanings '' of the 
Komsomol central committee being made by Rumyantsev, the 
secretary of the Leningrad provincial committee . .: The confer
ence in its resolution, while refusing to fix a quota for different 
social groups within the Komsomol, adopted Chaplin's formula: 

The RLKSM, being in membership a worker-peasant 
organization, is by the essence of its class tasks a proletarian, 
communist organization, in which the leading role belongs to 
the worker youth.3 

On the other hand, the resolution of the conference on organiza
tion removed the restriction by which " middle peasant " youth 
seeking admission to the Komsomol was required, like students, 
to pass through a" candidate" stage; 4 and this concession to the 
middle peasant, which fully accorded with party policy at the time, 
probably had more practical consequences than the formal re
cognition of the Komsomol's proletarian essence.s 

The alleged danger of a peasant deviation in the Komsomol 
continued to play a minor part in the great party controversy ; 
and the Leningraders, in drawing attention to this deviation in the 
Komsomol, as in the party, contrived to depict themselves as 
custodians of true proletarian principles. In August 1925 the 
central Kom.somol journal Molodaya Gvardiya carried an article 
insisting on the importance of the work of the Komsomol in the 
countryside.6 Zalutsky responded in Leningradskaya Pravda with 
an article on the dangerous predominance of petty bourgeois 

1 Quoted in VII S"ezd Vsesoyuznogo Leninslwgo Kommunisticheskogo 
Soyu%a Molodezhi (19z6), pp. IJ7•IJ8. 

• N. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppozitsiya i Komsomol (1926), pp. 25-26. The 
reeords of the proceedings of this conference have not been available but it 
was briefly reported in Pravda, June r8, 19, 1925. ' 

1 VLKSM 'II Res:olyutsiyakh (1929), p. 196. 
• Spravachnik Partii11;ogo Ralmtnika, v, 1925 (1926), pp. 446·447· 
1 The munber of nu.ddle peasants in the Komsomol increased in 1925 at 

the expense of the poor peasants, though no exact figures were given (VII S"czd 
Vsesoy'?'noga Lern"n.skogo Krmmumisticheskogo Soyuza Maladezhi (1926), p. 395) ; 
compkunts began to be heard that, owing to the low degree of education of the 
poor peasants, "the middle peasants take the leadership into their hands " 
(ibid. p. 42J). 

6 Molodaya Gvardiya, No.8, August 1925, pp. IOI-nz. 
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elements-" cn·n pri .. ·sts' ~nn>; "-·in the Komwmol, and on 
the need to give " proletolrian-ren>lutinnary Leninist clarity and 
definition" to the principk nf pruldari.mleadcrship. 1 Tarkhanov, 
a Leningrad member of the Kom~omol central committee, pub
lished an article in a Lt·ningrad party journal in which he ex
pressed the fear that the Komsomol would become " the tail-end 
of peasant democracy". In a eulogy of the proletarian qualities 
of the Komsomol he rcn:rted to the old claim that it was " more 
revolutionary than the party " and " the vanguard of the van
guard ".z This W;L'> too much for the party central committee in 
Moscow, which ot1icially condemned Tarkhanov's article and 
requested th<tt a correction of the '' mistake " should be inserted 
in a later issue of the journaL·1 

At this point the publication of Zinoviev\:; Leninism drew a 
red herring across the path. The chapter on the K?msomol, 
which apparently belonged to the part of the book ·written before 
Zinoviev had been weaned from the peasant orientation, was 
found to contain a pasl:lagc favouring the development in the 
countryside of " all possible au.Yiliury organizations, perhaps a 
system of 'delegates' etc." 4 Rumyantscv, anxious to propitiate 
his party chief, at once obediently endorsed the proposal in 
a report to a regional Komsomol conference which was pub
lished in the local Komsomol press.s These moves called for 
corresponding counter-moves. Stalin, in an arranged interview 
published in Komsomol'slwya Prm.'da, at once rebutted the sug
gestion: a special peasant union organized within the Komsomol 
would inevitably " set itself against the existing union between 
the youth and its leader, the RKP(B) ", and create "the danger 
of a split of the Komsomol into two unions- a union of worker 
youth and a union of peasant youth ".6 Some peasant youth 

' Leningradsko.ya Prat·da, August 30, 1925. 
~ These quotations ar-e taken from Chaplin's report at the seventh Kom

sornol congr-ess in March 1926 (VII S"ezd Vsesoyuznogo Lenimlwgo Kom-
mrmisticheslwgo Soyu::a MoWde::hi (19:2.6), pp. so, 52-53); the article has not 
been available. 

3 lzvestiya Tsentral'noJ<o Komiteta Rouiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shevikov), No. 39 (n4), October- 12, 1925, p. 3· 

4 G. Zinoviev, Le11ini::m (1925), p. 358. 
5 N. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppo::ritsiya i Komsomol (1926), p. 34; Rumyo.n

tsev's report appeared in Sm~ma, October 16, 1925. 
6 Stalin, Sochineniya, vii, 245. 
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meetings were said to have been held, and to han! become 
"a mouthpiece of anti-proletarian moods".' Zinm·icv himself 
hastened to retreat from an untenable position, and in an article 
published at the same time as Stalin's interview declared that poor 
and middle peasants should be admitted to the Kom~OIMl " only 
within the limits of the possibility of dealing practico11ly with 
them, i.e. guaranteeing the leadership of the proletarian clement ".2 

Meanwhile Rumyantsev was dealt with in a resolution of the bureau 
endorsed by the Komsomol central committee on November ro, 
1925. This censured Rumyantsev for giving utterance to personal 
views on controversial questions without consulting the central 
committee, rejected the proposals made by him, and finally took 
note of a " declaration by the Leningrad comrades of their 
abandonment of their proposal for delegate conferences ".3 

Throughput this time Gorlov remained, like Bukharin at a higher 
level, a favourite whipping-boy for those who denounced the 
peasant deviation. Two members of the bureau of the Komsomol 
central committee attempted to introduce this question into the 
Komsomol report to the fourteenth party congress, connecting 
Gorlov's unfortunate article with the current " underestimate of 
the kulak danger ". But these proposals were rejected by a 
majority of the bureau, though twelve members of the Komsomol 
central committee protested against the failure of the report to 
deal firmly with the peasant deviation. 4 Attacks on Gorlov's 
article continued to be heard from the opposition both at the 
fourteenth party congress in December 1925 and at the seventh 
Komsomol congress in the following March. 

A further incident illustrating the extent to which the Lenin~ 
1 XIV S"ez1 Vses<1yuznoi K<1mmuni.ttichesk<1i Partii (B) (1926), pp. 378-

379 j Sp~avi'Jd<mk Partii1Wgo Ralx>tnika, v, 1925 (1926), 457-458, 46J..47I. 
L~!npadska:ya Pravda, October 29, 1925; the same article advocated 

the admissum to the Komsomol of" a full 100 per cent of the worker youth ", 
100 PC: cent of batraks and "the best part of the middle peasant youth". 
~cor:Jing to a later stat:;nent of Zinoviev (ibid. December 9, 1925), the article 

fe(:e:!Ved the approval of the party central committee. The issue of Lenin
gr~~y~ Prtf!Jrla in which it was published on the front page also carried 
~t:alin_s mtervJew on a later page; Pravda, October 29, 1925, carried Stalin's 
mtervJ.ew on the front page, and did not print Zinoviev's article at all. 

: Sp~ocJ:nik Partiinogo Rabotnika, v, 1~5 (1926), pp. 457-458. 
This epl.l!ode was described by Tarasov, one of the two ringleaders, at 

the ~"'!entb. Komsomol congress (VII S"ezd Vsesoywmogo Leninslwg<1 Kom
mumstuherlwgo Soyu;:a MolDdezhi (t9:1.6), pp. 72·74). 
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grad Komsomol organization was invoh·ed in the party stJ:tlg~e 
occurred after the session of the party central committe~ 
October 1925. Rumyantscv compiled a dossier (referred to 
as the" blue dossier") of rcccnt'utterances on the peasant ques
tion by Bukharin and his follmYers, beginning with Bukharin's 
" Enrich yourselves " speech and designed to demonstrate the 
existence of a p~asant deviation. Some of the documents were 
annotated with critical remarks (including one to the effect that 
" Bukharin rejects Lenin ") by Barbashev, a Leningrad Kom
somol journalist. The collection bore the title Materials on the 
Question of the Class Line of the Pm·ty £u the Countryside; it 
was said to have been duplicated in 40 copies, and distributed to 
local Komsomol committees in the Leningrad province. The copy 
which eventually reached the party central committee carried the 
label" Highly Secret " ; but it was alleged that this was added by 
the clerk in the office of the Leningrad Komsomol who betrayed 
it to Moscow. When the party central control commission in
vestigated the affair, the Leningrad party organization professed 
to know nothing about it. Members of the control commission 
believed, or affected to believe, that the " blue dossier " was the 
product of a secret " seminar " conducted by Zinoviev for young 
party and Komsomol members. The incident ended in an 
increase of exasperation on both sides. The central control com
mission recalled Rumyantsev from his position on the Leningrad 
Komsomol committee, and censured Naumov, the member of the 
Leningrad party committee in charge of Komsomol affairs.' 

As the fourteenth party congress approached, it was clear that 
the split in the party between Moscow and Leningrad was repro
duced in the Komsomol, and that both sides were prepared to use 
their Komsomol followers as auxiliaries in the struggle, But the 
superior fighting strength of the central organization in Moscow 
was revealed at the critical moment. A meeting of the Komsomol 
central committee was convened on December r7, r925, the eve 
of the party congress ; and the majority submitted to the meeting, 
apparently without notice, a resolution approving the line of the 
party central committee and condemning the attitude of the 

1 XIV S"ezd Vsasoyu.."'noi Kommunistich.eskoi Part# (B) (1926), pp, z8o-281, 
846-848; VII S"ezd Vsesoy1tznogo Leninskogo KommunUticheskogo Sayuza 
Molodezhi (1926), p. 123. 
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Leningrad opposition, Zalutsky, Sarkis and Safarov being attacked 
by name. The Leningrad delegates, caught unawares, resorted to 
delaying tactics, demanding a formal r~port and documents in 
support of the resolution. This was refused, and the resolution 
was put to the vote and carried by a majority, tweln:: delegates 
voting against it.1 Since divisions in the Komsomol now auto~ 
matically and accurately reflected the divisions in the party, the 
vote was an omen for the results of the party congress. It is 
difficult to discover any other purpose served by it. 

While, however, recriminations about Komsomol activities 
figured extensively in the debates of the fourteenth party con~ 
gress, no issue specifically affecting the Komsomol arose, and the 
formal pronouncements of the congress on it follO\ved routine 
lines. Molotov defined it in now familiar terms as '' a worker
peasant organization in composition ", but " a proletarian com
munist organization in essence ''. He recorded a total of 1 ,6oo,ooo 
members. The percentage of workers in its membership had 
fallen in the past year from 39 to 36, but the percentage of batraks 
had risen from 5 to 8, so that the proportion of " proletarians " 
was still44 per cent.2 The theses presented by Bukharin claimed 
that the Komsomol now covered so per cent of young workers. 
Note was taken of " a weakening of discipline and an increased 
tum-over of membership", or, more specifically, of" the pheno
menon of an exit of considerable dimensions from the ranks ", 
Failure of discipline had been aggravated " by the presence of 
unemployment in the towns and immense agrarian over-popula
tion ". The familiar dilenunas were pointed out. It was necessary 
to win the confidence of backward elements in country and town 
without renouncing the task of leadership, to give the Komsomol 
a character of its own without asserting its independence of the 
party in matters of doctrine. At the same time " neutralism " was 
once more condemned.3 Neither the theses nor the discussion on 
them contained anything new or significant. The fourteenth party 
congress was a landmark in the history of the Komsomol not 
because it took any important decisions, but because it witnessed 

' JUV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Komrnunistichesktn Partii (B) (192.6) pp. 375, 
830; the resolution was published in Pravda, December 18, 1925. ' 

• XIV S"ezd Vses~oi Kommunisticlulskoi Partii (B) (192.6), p. 6z. 3 YKP(B) v Rezol;;uts:.yakh (l9•P), ii, 71-80. 
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the culmination of the long and gradual process by which the 
Komsomol had been \Yclded into the structure of the party. The 
conception of a communist youth organization independent of 
the communist party had never really made sense. Its independ
ence was placed in doubt at an early stage when it began to draw 
its finance from the party : this meant that it ceased to control 
its own .appointments. It soon lost the right to hold opinions 
different from those of the party leadership, or even to remain 
neutral on issues which divided the party. Its fate was sealed 
when it became a happy hunting-ground for oppositions seeking 
to challenge the party leadership. It was natural and inevitable 
that successive oppositions should have exploited the turbulence 
and restiveness of youth. But it would be rash to claim that they 
were any more interested than the leadership in an independent 
Komsomol ; both wanted to usc it as a minor adjunct and rein
forcement in their respective campaigns. The fourteenth party 
congress marked the end of an illusion which, perhaps, had already 
ceased to be an illusion and become a pretence. Henceforth the 
Komsomol was a junior branch of the party, echoing its doctrines 
and practices, and following its fortunes, in every detaiL 



CHAPTER 16 

MANCEUVRING FOR POSITION 

T
HE drawing up of" the platform of the four " by Zinoviev, 
Kamenev, Krupskaya and Sokolnikov on September 5, 
1925,' was the first formal act of a concerted opposition, 

There is no evidence to show how soon Stalin became aware of its 
existence and content. But he must have guessed that something 
was on foot, Zinoviev's article The Philosophy of an Epoch, first 
submitted within a few days of the drawing up of the platform, 
could well be treated as the first manifesto of a new group. Stalin 
clearly regarded it as such, and humiliated Zinoviev by having it 
submitted for revision to the central committee.~ This incident 
was quickly followed by the publication of Zinoviev's f,eninism, 
which was a declaration of war on a broad front. 3 The sequel 
showed, however, that, though relations between Zinovicv and 
Stalin were now irretrievably embittered, the leaders on both sides 
still hesitated to attack one another openly and publicly. While 
much of the latter half of Zinoviev's Leninism was devoted to a 
covert attack on Bukharin, and to a lesser degree on Stalin, neither 
of them was named ; and Bukharin and Stalin in return neither 
criticized Zinoviev openly nor allowed their subordinates to 
launch an attack on him. This convention of formal restraint 
held good on both sides when the party central committee held its 

' See pp. 66-68 above. 
• Fot this inddent see Vol. 1, pp. 300-302. The first part of the article in 

Leningradskaya Pravda, September 19, 1925, contained two misprints, cor
rected in a note on the following day. The first, by an extraordinary coincid
ence, was the same mistake in a quotation from Lenin (" nepman Russia " for 
"NEP Russia") for which Sta.lin had already criticized Kamenev (see p. 4 
above) ; the second, in a quotation from Dan, substituted " the gospel of 
Leningrad" for" the gospel of Lenin". Neither misprint occurred in the 
~ersion published simultaneously in Pravda, though the spreading of the type 
m both passages is consistent with the conjecture that corrections were made 
at the last moment; if this supposition is correct the errors were in Zinoviev's 
manuscript. 3 See Vol: r, pp. 303·305. 

,os 
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session in Octoht:r 1925 and unanimously passed a number of 
resolutions on economic policy. 1 But it required four meetings 
of hard bargaining to achie\·c this result," and among the proposals 
made, but ;tbandoneJ, on this occasion \\"as one to appoint Stalin 
and KuibyshcY to STO ·~an open declaration of non-confidence 
in Kamenc,·.·1 It was Stalin and the secretariat in Moscow, rather 
than Zinoyic\· ami the opposition in Leningrad, who now held the 
initiative, and could slacken or force the pace in order to bring 
the issue to a head at a tactically favourable moment. At the 
October session Stalin nwYcd just far enough towards the Left 
to make a compromise possible ,,·ith the opposition, and stave off 
a public rupture for ;tnother indeterminate period. The break
down of the trium,·irate was now certain; in a sense, it had 
already taktm place. But the moment when it would be brought 
into the open depended on a number of imponderables, and, most 
of all, on Stalin's patient determination to wait for the moment 
when the opposition could be: goaded into placing itself patently 
in the wrong. Stalin's control nf the central party organization 
was now complete. lt was noticeable that, in the usual anniversary 
issue of Pra'l.)(/a for NoYcmber 7, 1925, the first signed article was 
by Stalin and appeared on page 2 (the first page being entirely 
devoted to a photograph and to pronouncements of the dead 
leader) together with articles of Rykov and Kalinin; Zinoviev 
followed on page 3· o~-

At the end of October 1925 an event occurred which was in all 
probability a pure accident, but which in the heated atmosphere of 
party recriminations subsequently lent itself to rumour and sus
picion : the death of Frunzc, v,.·ho had succeeded Trotsky as 
People's Commissar for \Var in the previous January.s Frunze, 
though known for many years as a stubborn opponent of Trotsky 
on military questions, rarely spoke or ·wrote on other matters and 
does not appear to have committed himself one way or the other 
in the breach now opening between Zinoviev and Stalin.6 In the 

' See VoL I, pp. 305-308. 
• XIV S"c:::d Vscsoyu:mui Ko11mnmisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 401. 
3 Ibid. p. 3-fO. 
-+ In the correspom.ling issue of 191-1- Zinoviev's article had appca-ed alone 

on the front page with articl~s by Trotsky and Rykov on page 2 ; Stai:n did 
not appear at all. s See p. 33 above. 

'' In a speech of Januarv I<)2'i, on the anniversary of Lenin's death, Frunze 
went out of his way to rcfc:r to Zino\i~v's and Kamenev's opposition to Lenin 
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autumn of r925 he suffered from an internal malady, 1 and received 
conflicting or uncertain medical advice on the desirability of an 
operation. The question was referred to the P~llithuro, the final 
arbiter of the destinies of important servants of the party, which 
decided, after reading the medical reports, that the operation 
should take place: none of the accounts represents the decision 
as contested or not unanimous. Frunze undcnn·nt the operation 
on October z8, 1925, died three days lo.ter, and ·was buried with full 
honours to the accompaniment of many laudatory articles in the 
press. In the current situation any appointment to an important 
post was politically significant, and was an index to the balance 
of power in the party. Voroshilov, a friend and supporter of 
Stalin, was appointed to succeed Frunzc, with Lashevich, an 
adherent of Zinoviev, as his deputy. 2 The decision accurately 
reflected both Stalin's superior strength and his unwillingness, at 
this time, to break absolutely with Zinovicv. 

Frunze's death might have passed without further comment 
if the literary journal N!n;yi Mir had not published, six months 
later, a story by the novelist fellow~traveller Pilnyak with the 
fanciful title A Tale of the Unextingu£shed Moon. The hero of the 
tale is an army commander ordered by his political superiors to 
undergo an operation: he submits to it reluctantly and \Vith 
premonitions of disaster, and in fact dies, the implication clearly 
being that his death was desired and actively promoted by some 
higher authority. To make matters worse, Pilnyak prefaced the 
tale with a note, dated January 28, 1926, stating that he scarcely 
knew Frunze and was ignorant of the circumstances of his death, 
and warning the reader not to seek " genuine facts and living 
persons" in the story. This publication evidently infuriated the 
authorities. The issue of Novyi Mir was withdrawn, and another 
issue substituted for it, in which the Pilnyak item was replaced by 

in October 1917, though without naming them (M. Frunze Sobranie Sod1inenii 
ill (19~7), z~); in the following month, he quoted with ~pproval a speech b; 
Stalin on the four allies of the proletariat (ibid. ill, 75). These are straws in the 
wind, but do not suggegt that Frunze inclined at this time towards Zinoviev 
rather than towards Stalin . 

. ' According to. K. Voroshilov, Stat'i i Rechi (1937), pp. 7-8, injuries sus~ 
tamed by Frunze m a motor accident some months earlier had led to internal 
haemorrhage; but no contemporary evidence is available to confum this. 

• T~e~ appo~tments were announced in the press of November 7, I9ZS; 
Voroshilov s appomttnent was also in Sobranie Zakonov, 1925, ii, No. 86, art. zz6. 
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another story. This withdrawal did not prevent the publication 
in the following number of Novyi Mir of a letter from Voronsky, 
to whom Pilnyak had dedicated his tale, indignantly repudiating 
the dedication, and of a note of apology from the editors describing 
the publication of the tale as" a flagrant and gross error". Six 
months later Pilnyak, who had been abroad when the scandal 
broke, himself wrote a letter, which was also printed in Novyi Mir, 
denying any intention to write a" malicious slander ''on the party, 
but declaring that he now regretted his " grievous errors " and 
recognized that " much written by me in this tale consists of 
slanderous inventions ". 1 These successive disclaimers merely 
helped to crystallize the legend of Frunze as a man hounded by 
Stalin to his death, and gave it a lasting place in party recrimina
tions. Evidence is lacking to convict Stalin, in this affair, of any
thing more sinister than his usual astuteness in taking advantage 
of every accident to strengthen his own position. 

The agreement embodied in the October resolution of the 
party central committee was not a treaty of peace between the two 
factions. It was a temporary truce, concluded because neither side 
was prepared to force the issue at this stage ; but both sides un
doubtedly intended the truce to continue long enough to cover 
the proceedings of the forthcoming fourteenth party congress. 2 

No truce, however, can oblige the parties to remain altogether 
inactive and to refrain from attempts to improve their respective 
positions. No such obligation was accepted in the interval 
between the October committee and the December congress 
either by the group which controlled the central machine or by 
the group centring round Zinoviev and Kamenev, Zinoviev did 
not repeat the mistake which Trotsky had made a year earlier of 
restricting his attack on the official policy to spoken and written 
argument. He recognized that argument must be reinforced by 
organization, and he pitted the Leningrad party machine against 
the central party machine in Moscow. The prestige of the 
Leningrad proletariat, and its specific weight in the party, made 

1 A detailed account of the two issues of Novyi Mir, No. 5, May 1926, 
and of the subsequent disclaimers (ibid. No.6, June 1926, pp. 184·185; No.1, 
January 1927, p. 256) is given in Soviet Studief, JJ:, No. 2 (October 1958), 
pp. I6z-r64. 

• This was confirmed by both parties at the congress (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuz
noi Komvumisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 294, 361). 
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the enterprise seem not at all hopt::ksg, But the Lcningraders 
failed to realize the ovenvhclming strength now concentrated 
in the central party organization, or the tactical ''-..:akncsg of a 
position in which they were compelled constantly to appear 
as challengers of party unity. It was a situation calling for 
skilful and firm leadership if disaster was to be an1idl·d. This 
Zinoviev was ill equipped to supply. He f.Jilcd to restrain his 
followers from rash enterprises which he could neither whole
heartedly support nor effectively disown ; and the same ir
resoluteness paralysed him when the moment demanded a decisive 
stroke. 

The first incident, which coincided with the Octohcr session, 
related to Zalutsky, the secretary of the Leningrad provincial party 
committee. Zalutsky's post made him a key figure in the Lenin
grad organization; and he was particularly penc;istent and out
spoken in his criticisms of the official Moscow line. His downfall 
was the work of one Leonov. Whether Leonov was an agent 
deliberately used by Moscow to entrap Zalutsky, or a loyal party 
member who was shocked by what he heard and thought right 
to report it, is still not clear. What is certain is that about the 
time of the October session Leonov wrote a letter to party head
quarters in Moscow describing an alleged conversation with 
Zalutsky. Zalutsky had said that the party leaders were" creating 
a bourgeois state- what Lenin called a ' kingdom of peasant 
narrow-mindedness', but what they call 'the building of socialism''', 
and that " they do not reckon with Leningrad, they treat it as a 
province ". He accused them of " degeneration " and of seeking 
to bring about a " thermidor "-words which were apparently 
often on Zalutsky's lips- and compared Stalin's personal position 
with that of Bebel, who had attempted to stand midway between 
the orthodox and the " opportunists " in the German Social
Democratic Party. 1 The central control commission. set up a 

' The text of Leonov's letter, as read to the fourteenth party congress, is in 
XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 358-36o; 
cf. Bukharin's account, ibid. p. 140. According to a later version (Bol'shroik, 
No. 19-20, October 31, 1926, p. 4), Zalutsky also accused the central committee 
of" prote~ng comrade Trotsky"- an echo of the dispute of January 1925. 
Zalutsky's nght-about-turn was as complete as that of Zinoviev · at the L<.:nin
grad provincial party conference of May 1924 he had described the v:iew that 
NEP meant" degeneration '' as a "Menshevik thesis " (Leningrad$kaya Pr(l'l)(fu, 
May 8, 1924). But nobody seems to have bothered to point this out. 
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committee to investigate the affair, and Zalutsky was summoned 
to appear before it. Zalutsky seems to have made the task of the 
committee easier by declaring that he subscribed to Leonov's 
report " with both hands ", and that it saved him from the 
necessity of making a speech since it said all that he wanted to say. 
But he qualified this admission, then or later, by excluding from it 
the remarks about " degeneration " and " thermidor" : such 
charges he had never made against the central committee, though 
he had expressed lack of confidence in Bukharin, Molotov and 
Bubnov. 1 Apprised of these facts, the central control commission 
requested the Leningrad provincial committee to change its 
secretary. By a majority vote, with nine dissentients, the pro¥ 
vincial committee decided to accede to the request ; at a later 
meeting, at which members of regional organizations were present, 
the same motion was carried by the still narrower majority of 19 
to 16.2 Zalutsky was then removed from office by a unanimous 
decision of the bureau of the provincial committee. It was, how
ever, alleged that the Leningrad organization took no trouble to 
explain to its members the reason for Zalutsky's removal, and 
allowed the impression to gain ground that this was due to un
warranted interference from headquarters in Moscow. Komarov, 
to whom Zalutsky's post was offered, declined it, according to his 
own account, on the ground that " the results of the voting con¥ 
vinced me that the dispute with the central committee would 
not come to an end ". 3 

Whatever the formal rights and wrongs of the Zalutsky affair, 
it clearly aroused new resentment among the Leningrad leaders. 
At an anniversary meeting on November 7, r925, which occurred 
immediately after Zalutsky's dismissal, Zalutsky, Safarov and 
Zinoviev appeared on the same platform. Zalutsky and Safarov 

1 The story has to be pieced together from accounts given at the fourteenth 
party congress by Petrovsky, Voroshilov (both members of the investigating com· 
mittee), Rykov and Zalutsky himself(XIV S"ezd Vmoyuznoi Kommu:rristicheskoi 
Parti (B) (1926), pp. 169, 230, 393, 414); according to Rykov, Zalutsky at one 
moment pretended that his remarks had been made deliberately in order to 
mislead Molotov, whose emissary he believed Leonov to be. 

z It was evidently at one of these meetings that Rumyantsev, secretary of 
the Leningrad Komsomol committee, exclaimed that " the centtal committee 
is hammering us because we carry on the correct Leninist line " ; the remark 
was kept off the record (ibid. p. ;u8), but probably represented the view of 
most of those present. I Ibid. pp. :uB-219, 361. 
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spoke of the kulak deviation; and Zalut8ky added that the 
Leningrad organization needed to ha\·c '" a strong fist " 1 in order 
to deal with it. Zinoviev remarked that rs,ooo bureaucrats had 
betrayed the German Social~Democratic Party and pointedly 
asked whether there were more or fewer bureaucrat~ in the 
Russian party. Another speaker expressed the conviction that 
" Leningrad 'Will win ". 2 By this time relations between the 
Leningrad provincial committee and the central committee in 

. Moscow were a burning issue. The central committee, anxious 
to avert further incidents and to strengthen its hold in Leningrad, 
proposed to send a permanent delegate to sit with the Leningrad 
provincial committee. The proposal was accepted, and Shvcrnik 
was despatched to Leningrad, though friction occurred between 
Stalin and Zinoviev about the precise work on which he was to 
be employed.J A nine~ hour session of the bureau of the Leningrad 
committee on November 12, 1925, was remembered by all the 
participants as particularly stormy and difficult. It ended with 
a resolution promising support to the central committee. On 
the next day Zinoviev wrote to Komarov expressing regret for 
past misunderstandings, and undertaking to do everything pos~ 
sible" to work 'With the majority ".4 But this olive branch merely 
meant that the Leningrad malcontents still recoiled from any 
irrevocable step. Covert agitation against the policy of the central 
committee continued at district party meetings in Leningrad. A 
worker delegate thought it strange " to read that we have a whole 
series of shortcomings ", and that " our organization is put on the 
same footing as some county organization ".s The attempt to 
maintain the proprieties was beginning to break down : 

1 Kulak means " fist" : hence the untranslatable pun. 
• No fonnal record of the speeches was made, and this perhaps exaggerated 

account depends on the recollection of a hostile witness six weeks later (XIV 
S"~zd Vstooyuznoi Kommunilticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 922-923). An 
article by Yaroslavsky in Bol'shevik, No. 19-20, October 31, 1926, p. 4, recalled 
the agitation in factories by Leningrad party spokesmen at this time against the 
central committee and in support of " the platform of the four ". 

1 The f;lllest account of this episode comes from Komarov (XIV S"czd 
Vst:O)Iu:moJ KommunUtichukoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 218-219}. 

• Ibid. pp. 219-22o, 361 . 
.' Len.ingradskay~ Praf!da, November 17, 1925; Tomsky caricatured this 

attitude of the Lerungrad party organization: "We are not some Kaluga or 
Tula to make reports in the ordinary way" (XIV S"ezd VsesoyuVJoi Kom
munisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926}, p. z83}. 
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. Everyone said : " We are for the central committee, for its 

hne ", and so forth ; but the policy of the central committee 
i~ the peasant. question, in the question of the press, and in 
drfferent questiOns of our party life, was explained in such a 
way that the leadership of the central committee was, to put it 
mildly, not approved of.l 

MAN<EUVRING FOR POSITION 

In the battle of words which developed between Leningradskaya 
Pravda and the Pravda of Moscow, the publicists of Leningrad far 
outdid their rivals in pungency and aggressiveness. Two articles 
by Safarov of November 15 and 22, 1925, the first bearing the 
title, ironically borrowed from a Moscow party publicist, But 
Socialism is Soviet Power plus the "Link", and the second 
Leninism with Reservations, 2 set a new standard of controversial 
bitterness which was to reach a crescendo in the ensuing weeks. 

An example of this envenomed journalistic controversy was 
provided by a campaign waged almost single-handed by Sarkis, 
who had already crossed swords with Bukharin over the question 
of the rabkors.3 The proletarianization of the party was a cause 
which no good Marxist could reject, and which lay near to the 
heart of the Leningraders, being associated with the time-honoured 
claim that the Leningrad organization contained a larger propor
tion of workers than any other, and that the industrial workers of 
Leningrad were more party-conscious and more highly organized 
than any other large industrial group in the Soviet Union."" The 
admission of workers to the party had been a constant topic of 
discussion since the days of the Lenin enrolment, though not 
much practical effect had been given to it. Two cognate issues 
were involved and were sometimes confused, In the first place, 
it seemed desirable that as large a proportion as possible of 
authentic industrial workers should be drawn into the party ; 
secondly, that as high a proportion as possible of the party member
ship should consist of industrial workers. Both these desiderata 
had been officially expressed at the thirteenth party congress in 
May 1924 on the occasion of the Lenin enrolment, 

The time is approaching [declared the main congress resolu
tion J when the whole basic mass of the proletariat of our union 

I Ibid. PP· J6I-J62. 
~ Both were reprinted in Novaya Oppozitriya (1926), pp. ll9-l25, IJo-134· 
3 Seep. 5+ above. -1- See pp. 56-57 above. 
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will enter the party. The congress instructs the ~cntral com
mittee to conduct its work in the sense of cnsunng that the 
immense majority of members ~f the party in. the very .near 
future should consist of workers dtrcctly engaged tn prodnctwn. 1 

As regards the proportion of workers in the party, l\'lolotov in his 
report at the same congress set it as an aim " to raise the propor
tion of workers in the party to 90 per cent ". The special congress 
resolution on party organization more modestly but more pre
cisely spoke of the hope that " in the course of the next year more 
than half the membership of the party may consist of workers 
from the bench ".z The fourteenth party conference in April 
1925 recalled, though without particular emphasis, " the decision 
that our party should contain not less than so per cent of \YOrkers 
directly engaged in production ".3 

The twin desiderata of the admission of a majority of workers 
to the party and of the proletarianization of the party were thus 
firmly embedded in party doctrine, Nobody contested them, but 
in ordinary times not much attention was paid to them. In the 
autumn of 1925, at the height of the party controversy, the in
genious Sarkis discovered in them a fresh talking-point for use by 
the Leningraders against the central party organization in Moscow, 
which could be convicted of lukewarmness towards proletarian 
claims. In the middle of November 1925 Sarkis submitted to 
Pravda in Moscow an article on the admission of workers to the 
party, in which he quoted Molotov's proposal at the thirteenth 
party congress " to raise the proportion of workers in the party 
to 90 per cent", adding as his own view that 50 or 6o per cent of 
all industrial workers ought to be in the party, and that 90 per 
cent of the party ought to consist of " workers from the bench " 
by the time of the fifteenth congress (now presumably rather more 

' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakli (1941), i, 567. 
2 Trinadtsatyi S"ezd Rosdiskoi Kommunisricheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) 

(I92f), p. 533; VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 570. Molotov after
wards el<J)Jained that in quoting a figure of 90 per cent he had not been thinking 
of ".:vorken from the bench" (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Komm!mistiche£koi 
Partu. (B) (1926), p. 78; for the distinction between" workers" and" workers 
from the be~ch" see Vol. 1, p. 92). It should also be said that he was speaking 
of the Ukrame, where the proportion of workers in the party was unusually high 
(see The Interregnum, 1923-1924, p. 355, note 1) · but his words were given a 
general application. ' 

3 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (t94l), ii, u. 



CH. XVI MANCEUVRING FOR POSITION "' than a year ahead). 1 Bukharin, as editor of Pravda, found the 
quotation from Molotov embarrassing and Sarkis's glosses on it 
unacceptable, and returned the article to Sarkis, through Zinoviev, 
with criticisms and suggested corrections, apparently on the 
assumption that, if these were made, the article would be pub
lished in Pravda. 2 Sarkis amended the article by including " rural 
workers" (meaning batraks) and by omitting the phrase" workers 
from the bench " and the reference to the fifteenth congress ; 
and the article appeared in this modified form- not, however, 
in Pravda, but in Leningradskaya Pravda, on December 3, 1925. 
It urged that in the years immediately ahead the aim should be to 
draw so to 6o per cent of all industrial workers into the party, and 
to raise the proportion of " industrial and rural workers " in the 
party to 90 per cent of the total membership. 

By this time, the dispute had spread and tempers were heated. 
Before Sarkis's article appeared, Uglanov wrote an article in 
Pravda deprecating any mass entry of workers into the party ; 
and another article in Pravda explained that 13 per cent of the 
industrial workers of Moscow belonged to the party, and that the 
immediate task was " not so much an increase of quantity as of 
quality ".3 Uglanov's sally provoked a leading article in Lenin
gradskaya Pravda by its editor Gladnev, entitled The Pro
letarianization of the Party- the Pledge of Inner-Party Democracy, 
which reproached Uglanov with" panic fear of the masses", and 
hinted at a connexion between unwillingness to admit workers 
to the party and repressive measures against the opposition. 4 

Pravda retaliated with an article also headed The Proletarianization 
of Our Pcrrty, which recalled a Menshevik proposal of 1908 for a 
workers' party, and denounced Sarkis for wanting " a broad 
workers' party in the spirit of the Menshevik Axelrod or a reformist 
party of the MacDonald type ".5 Finally, Sarkis had the last 

' The original article is not extant, but its tenor can be judged from the 
account of it given by Sarkis himself at the fourteenth party congress (XIV 
S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Komrmmisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 346) and from an 
article published by him at the same time in the Leningrad party journal Pod 
Znamenem Kommunizma and quoted in N()'l)aya Oppozitsiya (1926), p. 196). 

• XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Komm:misticheolwi Partii {B) (1926), p. 132. 
l PrWI.!da, November 29, December 3, 1925. 
~ Leningradskaya Pravda, December a, 192.5. 
5 Pravda, December s, 1925; a reply from Sarkis was printed with an 

editorial rejoinder, ibid. December 9, 1925. 
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word with an article One Step FonMrd, .Not Two Steps Back, 
which, by giving a twist to the title of Lenin's famous pamphlet 
of 1904, rebutted the charge of Menshevism and turned it back 
on the beads of the Muscovites. 1 The controversy provided minor 
ammunition for the Leningrad and Moscow prodncial party con
ferences that preceded the fourteenth party congress. Zinm·iev 
in his speech at the former endorsed Sarkis's demand, and the 
resolution of the Moscow conference spoke of " ostentatious 
attempts immediately to introduce 50 per cent or more of all 
workers into the party " and reverted to the comparison with 
Axelrod. The issue even figured in the debates of the congress 
itself.2 But it had no real substance except as an outlet for em
bittered feelings in Leningrad and Moscow. 

These public recriminations were indicative of the acute 
animosity now prevailing between the two largest and most im
portant party organizations. But there was little sign that the 
divisions had spread to the rest of the party. Local party con
ferences, held, as usual, all over the Soviet Union in preparation 
for the party congress, obediently took note of the two deviations 
recorded in the October resolution of the central committee, but 
showed no tendency to take sides. Control commissions were 
sometimes reproached at these conferences with " weakness and 
excessive leniency", not, however, towards opposition or frac
tionalism, but towards the moral delinquencies of party members, 
"especially towards drunkenness ".J It was also significant that 
the leaders, though they cannot be acquitted of some degree of 
complicity in the indiscretions of their henchmen on both sides, 
did not openly participate in the campaign ; Zinoviev is said to 
have " poured cold water " on the " Leftists " among his fol
lowers who were spoiling for a fight. 4 The appearance of unity 
at ~e summit of the party was preserved, and it still seemed 
possible that the compromise patched up at the October session 
of the central committee might equally hold good at the December 
congress. Preparations went forward for the congress on this 

1 L~ingradskaya Pravrkl, Deeember 15, 1925. 
~ .!h1d. Deeember 8, 1925; XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunistiduskoi 

Partn (B) (1926), p. I7I· 
' Izvestiya Tsentral:nogo Komiteta Vsesoyuznoi Komm~Ur.isticheskoi Partii (B) 

No.9 (130), Mareh 8, 1926, pp. 3-4. ' 
4 

XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu;moi Kommuni:;ticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 220. 
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assumption. In November Lashevich assured Mikoyan that the 
Leningraders did not intend to fight at the congress, and that " a 
single front " would be maintained. 1 Party leaders of both 
factions spoke in different parts of the country without em
phasizing differences or hinting at the danger of a split. Kamenev 
and Mikoyan spoke from the same platform in Rostov, Sokolnikov 
in Kazan.2 Draft resolutions prepared for submission to the 
congress by Kamenev on the economic situation, by Bukharin on 
the Komsomol and by Tomsky on the trade unions, and the draft 
of a revised party statute, were duly approved by the Politburo, 
and published in the usual manner, two or three weeks in advance 
of the congress. Bukharin 's theses on the Komsomol contained 
two incidental passages which were to be frequently quoted in the 
subsequent debates. He denounced those" remnants of defeated 
revolutionary parties, SRs and especially Mensheviks ", who 
" depict our state enterprises of socialist type as simply capitalism 
or as this or that form of state capitalism", thus implicitly re
affirming his own gloss on Lenin's view of" state capitalism " ; 3 

and in a later passage he balanced a criticism of " communist 
boasting and excessive optimism " with an attack on "pessimism and 
liquidationist lack of faith in the socialist paths of our development ".4 

The spark which ignited this inflammable material was 
generated at the conferences of the Leningrad and Moscow pro
vincial party organizations which preceded the party congress. 
It was generated by a process of friction between them ; and 
nothing is gained by attempting to blame or exonerate one rather 
than-the other. When the Leningrad conference opened on the 
last day of November, feelings already ran high, and tempers 

' Ibid. p. 186. z Ibid. pp. 247, 302. ' See pp. 70-72 above. 
4 VKP(B) v Re::tolyutldyakh (1941), ii, 71., 75· According to a statement by 

Rykov and Molotov which appeared in Pravda, December 15, 1925, and in 
Leningradskaya Pravda two days later, Bukharin's theses were "approved by 
the Politburo not unanimously, but by a majotity vote ". Possibly Zinoviev 
1U1d Kam.enev objected to one or othe.r of these two passages, though it would 
be equally plausible to suppose that they slipped unnoticed into a very long 
document ; special attention was drawn to them in a leading article in Pravda, 
Deeerober 5, 1925 -the day on which the Moscow provincial party conference 
met. Bukharin's theses were originally printed in Leningradskaya Pravda, 
November 29, 1925, in small type- perhaps merely because nobody thought 
them very important. 

VOL. II 
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ere short. Zinoviev appears to have been genuinely anxious to 
•strain his more aggressive followers. 1 On the second day of the 
mference he presented a report on the work of the central com
tittee which contained a conventionally balanced account of the 
vo deviations, and ended with a typical flight of rhetoric : 

I think, comrades, that I have received moral full powers 
from one and all of the members of this conference, from one 
and all of the members of our Leningrad provincial party 
organization, from every communist working man or woman, 
from every Komsomol, from every member of our great family, 
to say, wherever and whenever it may be necessary, that our 
Leningrad organization stands as one man for the central com
mittee, for a single Leninist line, for Leninism.2 

ut other orators were less discreet. Sarkis asserted that there 
·as no difference between Bukharin and Bogushevsky ~ " both 
ames begin with B "-and that Bukharin was the first important 
arty member, since Trotsky, to undertake a revision ofLeninism.3 
afarov dwelt on " the incorrectness of the views of comrades 
'areikis, Bogushevsky and others on the question of class differ
ntiation in the countryside ", attacked U glanov and stressed the 
nportance of proletarian leadership. Boastful appeals were made 
) the proletarian pre-eminence of Leningrad. 4 Safarov, in a 
assage which was particularly resented in Moscow, described 
:1e Leningrad workers as " the salt of the proletarian earth, who 
ave carried on their shoulders the burden of three great revolu
ions ", and declared that it was the Leningrad proletariat which 
lad" produced such a leader as Vladimir Ilich Lenin ".s Yaro-

' Tomsky admitted that Zinoviev and Kamenev " tried to put a brake on 
be radicalism of the Leningrad organization"- when it wa.s already too late 
XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 292). 

~ The speech was published in successive issues of Leningradskaya Pravda 
rom December 4 to 8, and in an abbreviated form in Pravda and Izvestiya, 
)ecember 8, 9, 1925, and reprinted in part in NO'/Jaya Oppozitsiya (1926), 
>p. 2J-25· 

• XIV S"e:~~d Vsesoyuznoi Kommuni.sticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 227, 
;87; owing to its provocative character, the speech was not published, and wa.s 
>mitted from the official record of the conference (ibid. p. 45l). 

4 See pp. 55~57 above. 
5 This passage was quoted with indignation by Lomov, one of the few 

lefenders of the central committee, at the conference itself (Leningradskaya 
"ravda, December ro, I92S), by Rudwtak at the fourteenth party congress 
XIV S"ezd Vseso:vuznoi Kammunhticheskoi Ptutii (B) (t926), p. 342), and later 
n I. Skvortsov-Stepanov, l:tln-annye Proizvedeniya, ii (l9Jl), 345, 
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slavsky, who was present at the conference as delegate of the 
central committee, paid a rather grudging tribute to Zinoviev's im
partiality in dealing with both the deviations cited in the October 
resolution of the central committee, but accused other speakers 
of concentrating exclusively on the so-called kulak deviation. 

I should not have spoken here on this question [he went on], 
had not there been a false emphasis on the side of one deviation 
and a forgetfulness of other dangers. 

He would not defend those whose views he did not share -
Bogushevsky and Vareikis for example; but some of the com
parisons made and loudly applauded at the conference were un
seemly.1 Nobody took up the challenge. On December 3, 1925, 
Zinoviev wound up the debate in another wordy, but conciliatory, 
speech ; 2 and a resolution was unanimously adopted which re
corded full and complete approval of" the political and organiza
tional line of the central committee ", repeated the ritual phrases 
about the two deviations, and ended with a declaration of confid
ence in the " Leninist unity" of the party.3 It was submitted to 
the party central committee in Moscow, which formally endorsed 
it. 4 Having cleared this hurdle, the conference passed on to un
eventful discussions of the work of the provincial party com
mittee and provincial control commission. 

While the Leningrad conference was thus occupied, the corre
sponding conference of the Moscow provincial party organiza
tion met in Moscow on December 5, 1925. Stalin, implicitly 
promoted to a place high above all local organizations, did not 
attend. Mter Uglanov had formally opened the proceedings,s 

' These speeches were reported in Leni.ngradskaya Pravda, December 2, 3, 4, 
1925, and more briefly in Pravda, December 6, 1925, 

• This was published in Leningrad~kaya Pravda, December g, 1925, and 
belatedly in Pravda and brvestiya, December 17, 1925. 

l The resolution, which appeared in Leningradskaya Pravda, December 4, 
1925, does nat seem to have been published in the Moscow press, but was 
printed in Novaya Oppo11itsiya (1926), pp. 25~27. 

4 XIV Vsesoyw:noi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 349-350. 
J Uglanov's spee<:h contained only one allusion which sounded like a 

refiexion on the Leningrad proceedings, but this was printed in heavy type in 
Pravda : " Perhaps we may be reproached with making little noise about Leninism, 
but we try to act in accordance WI'th Lenin ; do not shout, but act- that is our 
fundamental principle" (Pravda, December 6, 1925). Uglanov later claimed 
that "not one word, not one phrase '' had been uttered at the conference 
against the Leningrad organization or its leaders (XIV S"e11d Vse.soyu.rnoi 
Kommunisticheskoi PaTtii (B) (1926), p. 193). 
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Rykov presented the report on the work of the central committee. 
While he refrained from any direct attack on the Leningrad posi. 
tions he was less careful than Zinoviev had been to hold the 
balar:ce even between the two incriminating deviations. He 
repeated the familiar arguments about state capitalism, quoting 
an article of Safarov as an instance of prevailing heresies, and 
thought that, while the kulak danger was of course real, the 
current " panic " about it could not be justified. 1 A number of 
minor speakers made harmless contributions to the debate. Then 
Bukharin took a hand. He opened with a sly passage deprecating 
attacks on " the Leningrad organization of our party ". Though 
there had been " mistakes on the part of some leaders of the 
Leningrad proletariat ", that proletariat was " really the best 
part of our working class " ; and Bukharin expressed confidence 
that " the Leningrad comrades will march with the central com
mittee of our party, with the party, and not against the central 
committee and against the party ". The rest of his speech mixed 
arguments on the issues of principle with envenomed shafts 
against Zinoviev, discharged without mentioning his name. The 
problem of the peasantry and of private capital would not be 
solved by general all-embracing "prattle" (boltologiya) about the 
kulak ; and the point was driven home with another reference to 
" prattling phrases ". Bukharin developed at some length his 
theory of the two stages in Lenin's attitude to the cooperatives,~ 
and returned once more to pour scorn on the absent Zinoviev : 

Hysterical young ladies in our party cry : Perhaps some 
sin has been committed ; ought we not perhaps to tum back ? 

What the party wanted from the central committee was " not 
hysteria, but a policy ".3 Bukharin ended with some curious 
reflexions on leadership : 

We can at present have only a collective authority. We 
have no man who could say: I am without sin, and can inter-

. 
1 

Tr:e speech was_ reported~ Pr=da and Izvestiya, December 8, 1925, and 
prmted m ~abbreviated form m Novaya Oppozitsiya (1926), pp. 28-35· 

1 For this see Vol. I, p. 259. 
3 Lenin jn the peroration of Current Tasks of the Soviet Power in April 

19;_8 had wn.tten: "We do not need hysterical outbursts" (Lenin, Sochineniya, 
nu, 468) ; every Bolahevik understood these allusions. Stalin at the fourteenth 
~?gress also accused Zinoviev of" hysteria, not a policy " (Stalin, Sochinen"i"ya, 
Vll, 378). 
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pret Lenin's teaching absolutely to a full too per cent. Every
one tries, but he who puts up a claim to roo per cent attributes 
too large a rOle to his own person. 

The party congress was the expression of this collective authority, 
and would call to order anyone who stood out against it. r 

Bukharin's speech, which breathed an intense personal dislike 
of Zinoviev, was provocative, and was meant to be provocative. 
Kamenev replied on the same day in milder terms, but turned 
the edge of his criticism against Bukharin, referring to the article 
of May 1925 in which Bukharin had recorded his dissent from 
Lenin's view of" state capitalism"/· The only difference existing 
in the central committee on the subject was " between the 
Leninist conception of state capitalism and the Bukharinist con
ception of it ", Coming nearer to the business in hand, Kamenev 
read the resolution adopted three days earlier by the Leningrad 
provincial conference: this he described as unexceptionable and 
designed to promote the party unity which the Moscow organiza
tion also had at heart. Molotov answered Kamenev. With some
what ponderous jocosity, he pointed out that, whereas Kamenev's 
economic theses for the fourteenth party congress had failed to 
deal with the problem of state capitalism at all, the party line had 
been accurately stated in the theses on the Komsomol which 
were the work of Bukharin.3 He referred to Kamenev's "very 
awkward manner" of taking all criticisms personally, and pro
ceeded, cautiously and by implication, to compare the Leningrad 
opposition with the opposition of 1923, which had also accused 
the central committee of failing to see dangers and had proposed 
to " save" the party from this blindness. He ended by quoting 
once more from Bukharin's Komsomol theses the passage about 
" pessimism and liquidationist lack of faith in the socialist paths 
of our development ", Krupskaya, explaining that illness had 

1 The debate of December 6 down to and including Bukharin's speech was 
reported in Pravda, December 10, 1925; Bukharin's speech also appeared in 
l:westiya on the same day. At a later stage in the pro<:eedings, exactly when 
and W'l.der what pressure is not clear, Bukharin made a formal declaration 
once more disowning his erroneow slogan " Enrich yourselves " : he pointed 
out that he had already done this twice- in his article in Pravda on Ustryalov 
and in a speech to the central committee of the Komsomol. The declaration 
appeared in Leningradslw.ya Pravda, December u, and in Prtroda, December 
13, 1925. z For this article seep. 72- above. • Seep. li9 above. 
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prevented her from following the whole discussion, deplored " the 
tone in which the debates are being conducted ". She had not 
been present at the Leningrad conference, but had heard that 
Zinoviev " sharply stopped one of the orators with the remark that 
the debates could not be carried on in such a tone ". Her one 
point of substance was to disagree with Bukharin's interpretation 
of Lenin's views on the cooperatives. The coming into action of 
these big guns intensified the atmosphere of mutual animosity by 
making it plain that the differences were not confined to relatively 
unimportant members of the party, but extended to the topmost 
ranks of the leadership. Rykov wound up the debate with a 
theoretical disquisition on the issues of principle, but contrived in 
his pedestrian way to lower the temperature. The resolution 
finally adopted was long enough to contain something which gave 
satisfaction to everyone ; and, while a careful reading showed the 
scales heavily tipped against the Leningraders on particular points, 
it made no direct attack on them. It was adopted unanimously, 
Kamenev voting for it with the rest. 1 

The Leningrad provincial conference was still in session when 
the resolution of the Moscow conference and some of the remarks 
made in the debate (which doubtless lost nothing in the telling) 
were reported to it. A wave of indignation swept over the con
ference, and a closed session was held at which Zinoviev gave 
vent to his feelings : 

I must say that until this morning I did not understand this 
whole set-up, this whole front; but today, having read the 
resolution passed by the Moscow provincial party conference 
on the report of the central committee, I finally see this front. 
. . . I affirm that there is here a definite political verdict, and 
n?t only on my real or imaginary errors ; here are words 
directly referring to the Leningrad organization, to the Lenin
grad workers. . .. You should clearly recognize that the affair 

' The resolution, which was adopted on December 7, wa~ printed in Pravda 
and _1/il'/)ertiya, December 8, 19:1;5; the remainder of the debate was printed in 
the msues ?f December 13, Rykov's concluding speech in Pravda, December 13, 
and l:~roesllya, December 15, 1925. The resolution is elso in Novaya Oppo::i~iya 
(1926), pp. 36-40. A short leading article in Pravda, December 8, 1925, On the 
KuWc: D~ger, summed up the position : " A careful arrangement of the planned 
lesdersh1p of our economy is one of our central tasks, among other thlngs, 
from the s~ndpoint of our struggle with the kulak " ; on the other hand, the 
struggle w1th the kulak could not be conducted by " hysterical exdamation9 ". 
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is now being conducted under the slogan " Beat the Lenin
graders ! " r 

It was apparently at the same session that Yaroslavsky made a 
particularly offensive speech which was shouted down by an in
dignant audience, and which Evdokimov described as the turning
point of the conference. Y aroslavsky accused the Leningrad 
leaders of failing to nominate Komarov and Lobov (another 
prominent Leningrad party man) to the presidium of the confer
ence because they supported the line of the central committee, 
and declared that the conference did not represent the real opinion 
of the workers in the factories.2 After this the battle was joined, 
and normal restraints abandoned. Zinoviev asked Komarov to 
make a statement at the conference that he shared all the views 
of the conference and would defend them when required, and 
threatened, if he refused, to exclude him from the provincial party 
committee and from the Leningrad delegation to the forthcoming 
party congress - a threat which was duly carried out. 3 Yaro
slavsky added further fuel to the flames by demanding to see the 
uncorrected stenographic record of the closed session, openly 
expressing the suspicion that it was intended to expunge the more 
incriminating passages. 4 

The Leningrad conference ended on December 10, 1925, on a 
note of defiance. By a unanimous vote with three abstentions 
(presumably Y aroslavsky, Komarov and Lobov), it decided to 
address a letter of protest to the Moscow provincial conference. 
" A whole series of speeches directed against our organization ", 
as well as the resolution of the conference, threatened the unity 
of the party by setting its two major organizations in opposition to 

' Quoted in XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), 
p. I72 (cf. ibid. p. 292) ; Zinoviev aftenvat"ds suid that the Leningrad conference 
fell into two parta- before and after the Moscow resolution (ibid. p. 451). 
Sokolnikov also treated this resolution as the factor which forced the break 
(ibid. p. 3a2). 

~ For references to this speech, which was evidently a major incident, see 
ibid. pp. zoo, 217, 351. 

3 Ibid. pp. z20-22z ; according to Safarov, Komarov and Lobov, both 
members of the bureau of the provincial party committee, indicated for the 
first time on the eve of the conference that they were not in agreement with 
Zinoviev "on certain organb:ational measures" (ibid. p. 382). 

4 Ibid. p. 587; at the fourteenth party congress, Yaroslavsky asserted that 
provocative passages from Zinoviev's speech had been omitted, but later with
drew the charge (ibid. pp. 587, 604). 
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one another, and called for a reply. The charges made in Moscow 
were refuted under the five heads of'' liquidationist lack of faith '', 
state capitalism, the attitude to the peasantry, " Axelrodism " and 
pessimism. No names (other than the inevitable Bogushevsky 
and Slepkov) were mentioned. But the defence constituted a 
vigorous challenge to the standpoint of the Moscow organization.' 
Though the text of the letter was not immediately published, the 
gist was widely known. On the day after the conference ended, 
a leading article in Leningradskaya Pravda protested against the 
attacks from Moscow, expressed the hope that " the fourteenth 
congress of our party will take its decisions with sufficient un
animity ", but explained that none the less the Leningraders were 
"not Tolstoyans, but Bolshevik-Leninists ".z 

While the Leningrad leaders were thus burning their boats, 
the Moscow conference continued its debates. The most im
portant event of the last days of the conference was a report 
on the work of the central control commission by Kuibyshev. 
Hitherto the two deviations had been balanced, and treated as 
equal, in official party pronouncements. Now Kuibyshev openly 
maintained that the deviation which consisted of " panic fear of 
the kulak " and " exaggeration of differentiation in the country
side " was more dangerous than the opposite deviation of " glossing 
over the growing differentiation and denying the existence of the 
kulak" .3 The sin of Bogushevsky was thus pronounced more 
venial than the sin of Safarov, the charge that lay against Bukharin 
less heinous than that to which Zinoviev had exposed himself. 
The letter of protest from Leningrad arrived in time to be read 
at the last session of the Moscow conference on December 13, 
1925. The drafting of a reply was left to the Moscow provincial 
party committee. The text was quickly completed, and lacked 
nothing in vigour and outspokenness. It answered the Leningrad 
indictment under the same five headings, adding a sixth on the 
cooperatives. It did not, like the Leningrad letter, ostensibly 

1 Pravda, December 20, 1925, reprinted in Novaya Oppozitriya (1926), 
pp. +0-+4· 

~ Leningradska:;a Pravda, December II, 1925; the article was signed by 
the editor, Gladnev. 

'.Kuibyshev's report WBS published in Pr=da, December u, 1925; the 
cruc1al passage WB5 quoted in an article Where is the Chief Danger ? in Lenin
gradrkaya Pravda, December 18, 1925 (seep. 130 below). 



CH. XVI MANCEUVRING FOR POSITION "' restrict its attacks to minor figures. It took to task both Kamenev 
and Zinoviev, who had upheld in the Politburo the pessimistic 
view that " we shall be unable to cope with our internal difficulties 
owing to our technical and economic backwardness unless we are 
saved by international revolution". It continued with a passage 
which was to be the keynote of innumerable speeches and articles 
in the next twelve months : 

We, together with the majority of the central committee, 
think that we can build, and go on building, socialism not
withstanding our technical backwardness and in spite of it. We 
think that this building will proceed, of course, far more slowly 
than in conditions of a world-wide victory, but none the less 
we are going forward and shall go forward. We also believe 
that the point of view of comrades Kamenev and Zinoviev 
expresses lack of faith in the internal strength of our working 
class and of the peasant masses which follow it. We believe 
that this is a departure from the Leninist position. 

The attack was pressed home on points of detail. Zinoviev, in 
his book on Leninism, had shared the error of Evdokimov, Sarkis 
and Safarov on the issue of state capitalism, and had sometimes 
failed (the comparison with Trotsky remained implicit) to" notice 
the peasant ". The conclusion was an appeal to the verdict of 
the congress : 

At the present time, when comrade Lenin is no longer with 
us, the pretension of individual persons, however much noise 
they may make, to a monopoly of 100 per cent Leninism is in 
truth ridiculous. In the place of persons stands the collectivity. 
The supreme interpreter of the Leninist line can only be the 
central committee and the party congress. 1 

The contingency which the October agreement in the central 
committee had been designed to avert, and which for so long 
seemed unthinkable - an open breach between the leaders on the 
floor of the party congress - was now imminent. Only five days 
separated the ending of the Moscow conference from the opening 
of the fourteenth party congress which was fixed for December t8, 
1925. The interval was occupied in preparations and manceuvres, 
in which the Leningraders found themselves out~gunned and out~ 
classed. The majority leaders were confident of victory and were 

1 Pravda, December ~. 1925, reprinted in Novaya Oppo!llitsiya (t926), 
pp. 44-so. 
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prepared to fight, provided only that the responsibilit~ for the 
breach of party unity should not fall on them. The Lenmgraders 
vacillated on the question whether to fight or not and on what 
issues to fight. On December 15 the party central committee met 
to give formal approval to the draft resolutions already endorsed 
by the Politburo.1 The vote was unanimous. On the same 
evening eight of the majority leaders- Kalinin, Stalin, Bukharin, 
Rykov, Rudzutak, Tomsky, Molotov, Dzerzhinsky ~after what 
Kuibyshev called " lengthy consultations, exhortations, conversa
tions and night vigils", made written proposals for a truce to the 
Leningrad delegation. The terms which they offered were, in 
brief, (1) to adopt the Moscow resolution of December ], 1925, 
as the basis of the main congress resolution, " softening particular 
formulations"; (2) not to publish the letter from the Leningrad 
conference to the Moscow conference or the Moscow reply ; (3) 
to agree that members of the Politburo should not speak against 
one another at the congress ; {4) to disown the articles of Sarkis 
on the composition of the party and of Safarov on state capitalism ; 
(5) to reinstate Komarov, Lobov and Moskvin (who had been 
evicted from posts in the Leningrad organization owing to their 
support of the majority of the central committee) ; (6) to introduce 
a Leningrad representative into the secretariat; (7) to add a 
Leningrad representative to the editorial board of Pravda ; and 
(8) to replace the present editor of Leningradskaya Pravda by 
a " stronger " editor chosen by agreement with the central 
committee. z 

The terms were stiff, and the Leningrad delegation, apparently 
after some hesitation, rejected them. According to Rykov, the 
decisive point was the insistence of the majority on a " single 
centre " : the Leningraders regarded it as a sine qua non that 
" Leningrad should remain an independent, competing centre 

1 XIV S"ezd Vsesayuznoi Kommrmirtieheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 197. 
• Stalin, Sochineniya, vii, 389 ; in this version the names of Bukharin, 

Ry~ov,. Ru.dzut~ and :romsky have been removed from the list of signatories, 
which ts gtven m full m XlV S"ezd Vsesoyu.woi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) 
(19z6), p. SO?· The tone of the offer was reflected in a leading article in the 
Party journal_ Bol'$hevik, No. 23"24' December 30, 19Z5, pp. 3-6, which was 
obVIously wnrten on the eve of the congress. It dwelt on current" moods of 
panic_ tmd ~essimism" in the party, but attributed them to "individual 
~e~tJ.cally dtsposed comrades (such, unfortunately, exist, Sa.farov, Sarkis etc.)"; 
It dtd not suggest that these "moods " were shared by the Leningrad leadeu. 



CH. XVI MANffiUVRING FOR POSITION "' with its own press organ etc." 1 Zinoviev described the offer as 
" a demand for our capitulation without any guarantees for the 
future " ; Zinoviev and Kamenev are said to have asked for a 
guarantee of freedom for the expression of their opinions in 
speeches and articles- meaning, presumably, an independent 
press organ - which was refused. 2 The few hours that now 
remained before the congress began were spent by the leaders 
in reinforcing their positions and testing their strength. On 
December 17, the eve of the congress, a meeting of the central 
control commission passed a resolution endorsing the line of the 
party central committee as " wholly and fully correct ", and 
instructing its president to make on its behalf at the congress " any 
necessary declarations for the maintenance of Leninist unity ". 
In a body of some 150 members only one member of the presidium 
(no doubt, Krupskaya) and four other members recorded their 
dissent, and four abstained.3 On the same day a hastily convened 
meeting of the central committee of the Komsomol passed its 
resolution, with IZ dissentients, supporting the party central com
mittee and condemning the attitude of the Leningraders. 4 The 
Leningrad delegation drew the logical conclusion from the stand 
it had taken by deciding to put up Zinoviev with a " co-report " 
(sodoklad) to Stalin's report on the work of the central conunittee. 
This procedure had never before been invoked on the main 
report at a party congress. But congress rules authorized it on 
the written request of 40 delegates. It was the formal declaration 
of hostilities by the opposition on the party leadership. 

The last days before the congress witnessed an intensification 
of the press campaign, in which the fiercest and most telling blows 
were still being dealt from the side of Leningrad. In Leningrad
skaya Pravda of December 13, 1925, Zalutsky admitted that 
certain of his " formulations " about state capitalism had been 
incorrect. But he made no reference to his more serious mis
demeanours ; and, as the admission occurred in the course of an 
attack on the minor Moscow leader Lominadze entitled On Official 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 4IJ. 
• Ibid. p. 297, +2J. 
1 Ibid. p. 53Z; for the text of the resolution see ibid. p. 590· It was pre· 

sumably on this occasion that a last vain attempt was made to persuade Krup· 
skBya to withdraw her signature from ''the platform of the four'' (ib:id. p. 528). 

~ See pp. IOS-Io6 above. 
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" Orthodoxy " and the Falsification of Other People's Views, the 
retractation was lost in the cloud of fresh insults. Two days 
later Sarkis, in his article rebutting the charge of Menshevism, 1 

contrasted the proletarian line of" our whole Leningrad organiza
tion " with what he called the " Moscow-Urals-Tula line " of the 
central committee. z In the same issue Safarov once more 
attempted to refute the imputation of pessimism, and attacked the 
" liquidationist optimism" of Moscow; this article was triumph
antly reprinted in Pravda on December 17, 1925, with a retort by 
the Moscow publicist Astrov. On the same day an article in 
Leningradskaya Pravda by the VAPP writer Lelevich (it was dated 
from Moscow by way of showing that the Leningrad opposition 
had its supporters even in the capital) contained personal attacks 
on Bukharin and on Uglanov, who was described as" one of the 
clearest exponents of the degeneration of the party ". Finally, on 
December 18, 1925, the morning of the day on which the congress 
met, Leningradskaya Pravda featured an article by Lelevich's 
colleague Vardin under the heading Where is the Chief Danger ? 
which surpassed anything hitherto printed in the virulence of its 
attack on Bukharin and his followers. It struck first at Bukharin's 
record without mentioning his name : 

The old " Left communism ", which was akin to the Left 
SRs, has in fact survived in the ranks of our party ; it has at 
its head the old leaders, and against them the old Leninist
Bolshevik struggle is imperative. 

Vardin then proceeded to attack Bukharin, Kuibyshev, Uglanov 
and Kaganovich, as well as lesser Moscow figures, by name, and 
ended with a call" to eradicate the current phenomenon of a Right 
deviation armed with Left SR phrases ".3 How far this campaign 
was deliberately encouraged by the leaders on either side, it is 
difficult to say. But it helped to account for the mood of em
bittered exasperation in which the congress finally met. Zalutsky, 
Safarov and Sarkis, though not Lelevich and Vardin, were members 
of the Leningrad delegation. 

1 See p. uS above. 
z This phrase was particularly resented at the congress (XIV S" ezd Vseso

;vw:moi ~ommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) (1926), p. 240); Sarkis had 
unconsCiously echoed an old taunt of Trotsky against the Bolsheviks (see 
Vol. I, p. l7). 

3 The anic!e was reprinted in Novaya Oppozitsiya (1926), pp. 62-67. 



CHAPTER I 7 

THE FOURTEENTH CONGRESS 

THE fourteenth party congress formally opened on the even
ing of December 18, 1925. After Rykov's brief speech of 
welcome from the chair, two minor wrangles gave a fore

taste of what was to come. The first concerned the election of 
the presidium, the honorific group of forty or fifty prominent 
party men who occupied the platform throughout the proceedings. 
The council of senior party leaders, who acted as the steering 
committee of the congress, had met in advance to draw up a list 
for submission to the congress. The usual practice was to elect 
to the presidium one delegate from each of the major local party 
organizations, with two each from Moscow and Leningrad. On 
this occasion the Leningrad delegation put forward its two 
candidates. The council accepted the first of them, Evdokimov, 
but for the second, by a majority vote, substituted Komarov who, 
when excluded from the Leningrad delegation for his support of 
the central committee line, had been conveniently provided with 
another mandate. An attempt of the Leningrad delegation to re
open the question on the floor of the congress was voted down by 
a show of hands, and the list was formally adopted with sixteen 
abstentions. 1 The second incident turned on the place of meeting 
of the congress. The thirteenth party congress, perhaps influenced 
by the recent renaming of the city in honour of Lenin, or perhaps 
by a desire to pay a compliment to Zinoviev, had decided to 
hold the next congress in Leningrad. It was not even at the time 
a sensible decision ; for a party congress was now a highly 
organized affair requiring a vast apparatus of secretaries and docu
ments which could not easily be transplanted from Moscow. But 

' XIV S"'ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 4-6; 
the decision to exclude Komarov from the delegation was taken by the Leningrad 
party provincial committee (iiJid. p. 343). ,,, 
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the circumstances in which the fourteenth congress was to meet 
made its removal to Leningrad not only practically inconvenient, 
but politically inopportune. The central committee, apparently 
unanimously, agreed to convene the congress in Moscow and to 
propose that it should annul the rash decision of its predecessor. 
Even the Leningrad delegation, conscious of the weak position in 
which it found itself, did not openly challenge the decision, only 
asking that the congress should visit Leningrad and hold one or 
two formal sessions there. This was rejected, and the decision to 
sit in Moscow was taken with only three abstentions. 1 

Stalin then made his report on the political work of the central 
committee. He opened, as usual, in terms of studied moderation, 
attacking nobody and contenting himself for the most part with 
a lengthy and deliberately prosaic factual review of the period 
since the thirteenth congress nineteen months earlier. Since the 
opposition was now committed to a co-report, he could leave it to 
bear the onus of breaking party unity. Only two remarks towards 
the end of his speech were potentially provocative. He took up 
the distinction which Kuibyshev had made at the Moscow confer
ence between the two deviations on the peasant question. He 
refused to admit that one was " worse ", or even more dangerous, 
than the other. But, while the party was ready and eager to 
restrain the kulak, it was less well equipped to deal with those 
who underestimated the importance of the alliance with the 
middle peasant ; and for this reason the party should " con
centrate its fire on the struggle with the second deviation ". z The 
other significant remark referred to the prospective victory of 
socialist over capitalist elements in the Soviet Union- the cause 
of socialism in one country : 

He who does not believe in this cause is a liquidator and 
does not believe in socialist construction .... He who is 
tired, who is afraid of difficulties, who loses his head - let him 
give way to those who have kept their courage and resolution.l 

The exhortation was general and even platitudinous. But nobody 
could pretend not to know who was meant. 

Molotov followed his chief with the report of the central com-

' XIV S"ezd Vmoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (I926), pp. 7-8. 
2 Stalin, Sochimmiya, vii, 337· • Ibid. vii, 349-350. 
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mittee on organizational questions, He, too, was in a matter-of
fact and benign mood. He spoke in general terms of the need for 
" immense work in the struggle with deviations from Leninism ", 
noted with satisfaction that the output of " Leninist literature " 
had increased thirteenfold since the last congress, and poked mild 
fun at Sarkis, who had unearthed no less than nine deviations from 
Leninism.1 On the second day, Zinoviev delivered his co-report. 
Considering the nature of the occasion, his tone was surprisingly 
restrained, and he was heard politely and without serious interrup
tion, though the only applause seems to have come from the 
Leningrad delegation. He offered theoretical disquisitions, first 
on NEP and on state capitalism, then on the party attitude to 
the peasant : the latter involved the usual denunciation of the 
slogan " Enrich yourselves ", and an attack on Bukharin by name. 
He refuted the thesis of the greater danger of the " Leftist " 
deviation, attributing it to Kuibyshev, who had first propounded 
it at the Moscow conference. His only reference to Stalin's 
endorsement of it was a phrase which echoed that used by Stalin : 
" It is necessary to open fire in the other direction ", He similarly 
rebutted the charge of" tiredness "without mentioning its author. 
The name of Stalin did not occur throughout his speech.2 It was 
less discursive and less rhetorical than most of Zinoviev's utter
ances, but seems to have made a mediocre impression. More 
plaintive than challenging, it did not sound like a call to action 
from a potential leader. 

Bukharin began his reply by expressing satisfaction that Zino
viev had spoken " not in the shrill tone which we hear daily from 
the pages of Lent'ngradskaya Pravda, but in the quiet tone in 
which it is becoming to speak at a party congress ", But it was 
Bukharin who introduced the first note of personal acrimony into 
the debate. Zinoviev's co-report showed that he had set himself 
against the majority of the central committee, and constituted " a 
phenomenon of immense political importance " - a theme taken 
up by almost every subsequent speaker for the majority line. 
Bukharin taunted the opposition with having no concrete alter~ 
native proposals to make : this not unreasonable charge was also 
a favourite theme of later speakers. Having insisted that " the 

XIV S"e:Jd Vsesoyur.rnoi Kt.nnmUnisticheskoi PaTtii (B) (1926), pp. 83-8.4· 
2 Ibid. pp. 97-129. 
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relation between the working class a:nd the peasantry " was the key 
to the whole discussion, Bukharin traversed once again the familiar 
issues of socialism in one country, NEP, state capitalism and the 
cooperatives. A repetition of his threefold withdrawal of the 
slogan " Enrich yourselves " enabled him to turn on the opposition 
in an effective peroration : 

You are taking advantage of the fact that we do not apply 
to our opponents the policy which you apply, since we have 
never demanded of Zinoviev that he should publicly renounce 
his error.' 

Everyone who heard these words must have been reminded not 
only of Bukharin's own recent recantation, but of Zinoviev's 
eloquent appeal to Trotsky at the previous party congress to con~ 
fess the error of his opinions. 2 

At the next session Krupskaya answered Bukharin in a moving 
speech. His slogan had done immense harm before it was with
drawn ; and the danger was increased by the number of his dis~ 
ciples, since " the Red professorate grouped round comrade 
Bukharin 3 is a succession which is being prepared, a school of 
the theorists who will determine our line ". Krupskaya repeated 
her dissent, already expressed at the Moscow conference, from 
Bukharin's version of Lenin's divergent views on cooperatives, 
She incautiously courted the charge of " lack of faith " by suggest
ing that" the successes of our industry have a little bit turned our 
heads " ; the over-optimistic estimate of harvest prospects in the 
autumn indicated the loss of some of the " sobriety " recom
mended in the past by Lenin. But the most important part of her 
speech had a more general character. She deplored the sup
pression of free discussion in advance of the congress : 

Individual opinions were not expressed in the pages of our 
central organ, and, thanks to this omission, the party was not 
prepared for the discussion which descended on it like a bolt 
from the blue two weeks before the congress. 

The attack on Zinoviev for having expressed his personal opinion 
was not justified. The decisions of a party congress were binding ; 

' XIV S"ezd Vsewyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Parti (B) (1926), pp. IJO·l53· 
• See The Interregnum, I9Z3-I9Z4, p. 362. 
' For the Institute of Red Professors see pp. 188-rSg below. 
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but the congress was not omnipotent, as the English House of 
Commons claimed to be. 

For us Marxists [Krupskaya went on] truth is what corre~ 
sponds to reality. Vladimir Ilich used to say : the teaching 
of Marx is invincible because it is true. And it must be the 
business of our congress to seek and find the right line. That 
is its task. One must not lull oneself into the belief that the 
majority is always right. 

In a passage which gave much offence Krupskaya recalled the 
party congress of 1906 in Stockholm, the majority at which had 
been formed by the Mensheviks, and the main decisions of which 
had been later reversed. The conclusion that, at the fourteenth 
congress, a Bolshevik nucleus round Zinoviev, Kamenev and 
Krupskaya was confronted with a Menshevik majority in temporary 
control of the party was not explicitly drawn, or perhaps intended. 
But the analogy lay not far beneath the surface, and was seen by 
all. Krupskaya ended with one of her favourite quotations from 
Lenin: 

There have been occasions in history when the teaching of 
great revolutionaries has been distorted after their death. Men 
have made them into harmless ikons, and, while honouring 
their name, have blunted the revolutionary edge of their 
teaching. 1 

It was a formidable and somewhat unexpected line of attack ; 
and Petrovsky was put up to give the official reply : 

In our Bolshevik view truth consists in the fact that the whole 
body, the representatives of the whole party, come together 
here and say : This is truth. Truth consists, in accordance with 
another principle often enunciated by Vladimir Ilich, in sub
mission to the majority when the issue is decided. Nadezhda 
Konstantinovna here, at a communist congress, made a remark 
about a bourgeois parliament, the sense of which was the 
following : Even though decisions may be taken by a huge 
majority, yet, if someone disagrees, then perhaps this will not 
be the truth. This is not in the Bolshevik tradition.l 
' XIV S"ezd Vresoyuznoi Kommunisticherkoi Partii (B) (I9l6), pp. rsS-166 ; 

Kntpskaya had already quoted the simile at the Komsomol congress eighteen 
months earlier (seep. 3 above). 

2 Ibid. p. 167. Krupskaya's digression on the nature of truth had many 
e<:hoes during the congress and after. "Comrade Krupskaya ", observed 
Tomsky, "said that the concept of what is true and what untrue is a subjective 

VOL. II K 
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A 9.elegate of Uzbekistan (few delegates from the remoter regions 
were heard in the debate) supported the official line, and added a 
personal note. When the land reform in Central Asia was under 
discussion, some members of the Politburo - he would name no 
names - " did not interest themselves at all in this question ". 
The most active support and sympathy came from Stalin and 
Kalinin.1 

By this time the congress was in its third day, and the atmo~ 
sphere had visibly deteriorated. Lashevich was the first opposiM 
tion speaker to be forced on to the defensive by constant jeers 
and interruptions. To a noisily unsympathetic audience he pro
tested against the " cutting off " of Zinoviev and Kamenev from 
the leadership of the party ; and his plea that " the minority 
should not have its mouth shut " was greeted with ironical calls 
of " freedom of groupings ". 2 After Mikoyan had retorted that 
nobody thought of " cutting off" Kamenev or Zinoviev, but 
only of requiring them to "submit to the iron will of the majority 
of the central committee ", Uglanov launched a personal attack 
on Kamenev, his predecessor in the Moscow organization. A 
noisy session closed with a speech from Yaroslavsky, who did 
everythin"g to rub salt into the wounds of the opposition, and 
concept. We have one measure. For the working class, led by its party, 
there can be only one meaaute- the will of the majority of the Leninist party " 
(ibid. p. z88). Kalinin got into deeper water ; " Who will be the judge, the 
arbitu? Who will decide where truth lies 1 It seems to me that the judge can 
only be time." And, when interrupters exdaimed "The congress l ", he 
retired to more practical ground : " The idea that truth is truth is permissible 
in a philosophical club, but in the party the decisions of a congress are binding 
even on those who doubt the correctness of the decision" (ibid. p. 321). The 
more sophisticated Bukbarin did not speak on the issue at the congress, but 
dealt with it in his report on the congress to the Moscow party organization a 
few days later. He admitted the enstence of" objective reality", and continued: 
" Of course, it goes without saying that the party as a whole may make a mis
take, and the whole congress and individual leaders of the party may make a 
mistake. Even Lenin made mistakes, as Marx too more than once made 
mistakes. But why all this talk about it? Did we not know this already 1 
Of course, we did. What then is the meaning of this talk? What does it mean 
when, not in a philosophical dub but in a political coDgress, the argument is 
used that truth consists not in what the majority votes but in conformity with 
reality?. _It is not difficult to imagine what is being go~ at. If we are to reject 
the declSlon of the majority and say that truth consists in conformity with 
reality- which is in itself true- the question at once arises : Who decides 
what is or is not in crmformity with teality?" (PTavda, January 10, 19~6). 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu.moi Kommunirticheskoi Partii (B) (19:t6), p. I7S· 
0 ]])jd, pp. I8S-J86. 
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raised a new issue by quoting, to the accompaniment of indignant 
shouts from the Leningraders, alleged resolutions from Leningrad 
party groups dissociating themselves from the attitude of the 
Leningrad delegation. 1 

The morning session of December 21, 1925, was devoted 
almost exclusively to a long speech by Kamenev, which was by 
common consent the ablest and most effective contribution from the 
opposition side.2 He shamed early interrupters into momentary 
silence with the challenge : " If you have instructions to interrupt 
me, say so openly " - a charge, probably well founded, that the 
demonstrations against opposition speakers were organized. He 
covered the same issues of principle as other leading speakers, but 
carried his analysis further. He quoted Stalin's claim that the 
pro-kulak deviation was less dangerous than its opposite, and 
proceeded to refute it : 

The whole social environment, the whole relation of classes 
in our country, the whole international situation, support and 
nourish the roots of that tendency which is disposed to paint 
NEP in rosy colours, not to overthrow it. 

He then proceeded to a telling attack on Stalin's personal attitude: 

I have reproached comrade Stalin at a number of confer
ences, and I repeat it at the congress : " You do not really 
agree with this hne, but you protect it, and this is where you are 
at fault as a leader of the party. You are a strong man, but you 
do not allow the party strongly to reject this line, which a 
majority of the party thinks incorrect." I said to comrade 
Stalin : " If the slogan ' Enrich yourselves ' has travelled 
round the party for half a year, who is to blame? Comrade 
Stalin is to blame." I asked him : " Are you in agreement 

' Ibid. pp. 197-206. Yaroslavsky showed that he spoke with Stalin's 
authority by reading extracts from the unpublished letter f•om the party 
secretariat to the editors of Komsomol.skaya Pravda on the kulak deviation 
(see Vol. 1, p. 284); an extract was also read by Stalin later in the debate 
(Sochineniya, vii, 383-384). 

z XIV S"ezd Vusoyuznoi Kommwristicheskoi Pr.ntii (B), pp. 244-275. 
Kirov paid tribute to Kamenev as having " made the greatest impression of 
all the speeches here from the opposition" (ibid. p. 365); and Molotov described 
his speech as the "most systematic " exposition of the opposition case (ibid. 
p. 473). According to Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik (Berlin), No.1 (u9), January 16, 
1926, p. 16, it lasted five hours (if this is correct, it must have been substantially 
abbreviated in the official report) and was "the most successful speech at the 
congress in the judgment of the participants ". · 
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with this slogan ? " No, not in agreement. " Then why do 
you prevent the party from clearly and decisively rejecting this 
slogan?" Now I see, comrades, that comrade Stalin has become 
a total prisoner of this incorrect line, the author and genuine 
representative of which is comrade Bukharin. 

In a moment of exasperation he accused the majority of the 
central committee of a policy of " deceit "-a charge which he 
later withdrew with an apology, though it remained in the official 
record.' But the part of Kamenev's speech which created a 
sensation was the concluding passage, in which Stalin's leadership 
was directly challenged : 

We are against creating the theory of a " leader " ; we are 
against making a leader. We are against having the secretariat 
combine in practice both politics and organization and place 
itself above the political organ. . . . We cannot regard it as 
normal, and we think it harmful to the party, to prolong a 
situation in which the secretariat combines politics and organiza
tion, and in fact decides policy in advance. 

At this point there were some interruptions. Kamenev went on 
undaunted: 

I must say what I have to say to the end. Because I have 
more than once said it to comrade Stalin personally, because I 
have more than once said it to a group of party delegates, I 
repeat it to the congress : I have reached the conviction that 
comrade Stalin cannot perform the function of uniting the Bolshevik 
general staff. 

Such words, brusquely tearing asunder the fiction of collective 
leadership in which Stalin's personal power was still coyly veiled, 
had not yet been publicly uttered in the Soviet Union. They 
provoked a storm of protest from the majority, demonstrations of 
approval from the Leningrad delegates, and counter-demonstra
tions of applause for Stalin. 'When the noise subsided, apparently 
after several minutes, Kamenev concluded his speech : 

I began this part of my speech with the following words : 
We are against the theory of mdividual control, we are against 
the creation of a leader. With these words I end my speech. 
Kamenev's bombshell changed the face of the congress. He 

had blurted out what some, perhaps many, had thought, but 
nobody hitherto had dared to say. But he had also exposed the 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu%no:n Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 875. 



CH. XVII THE FOURTEENTH CONGRESS '" opposition to a fresh charge, made by nearly every subsequent 
official speaker in the debate : Kamenev had unmasked the real 
motive of the opposition platform- personal jealousy and 
animosity against Stalin - and revealed the hollolNlless of the 
alleged arguments of principle on which it was suppGrted. Even 
now it is dGubtful whether the apprehensions voiced by Kamenev 
of Stalin's personal power were widely shared by the rank and file 
of the party. The immediate retort of Tomsky, the next orator 
on the list, was a rough-and-ready denial : 

It is ridiculous to speak as some comrades have spoken here, 
attempting to represent someone as having concentrated power 
in his hands, while the rest of the majority of the central com
mittee back him up. 

How could that happen ? No, comrade Kamenev, if you 
put the question that a system of individual leaders must not 
exist, we say : We have all the time struggled against it ; a 
system of individual leaders cannot exist, and will not, no, will 
not. 

And Tomsky ended with what was rapidly becoming a staple 
argument of the official line, begging Kamenev and Zinoviev to 
" apply to yourselves the lesson which you taught comrade 
Trotsky " and " bow your heads before the will of the party ". 1 

Sokolnikov neXt intervened with a long and well-reasoned 
speech which threw into relief both his points of contact with the 
other opposition leaders and his divergences from them. He, 
too, issued a warning against " overestimating the ripeness of 
the socialist elements in our economy ", but drew a conclusion 
which was not shared by the Leningrad opposition, and smacked 
rather of the " Right " deviation, that peasant production should 
be developed in order to encourage agricultural exports. The 
anomaly of his position was illustrated by the fact that, while 
the rest of the opposition regarded Bukharin as standing far to 
the Right, Sokolnikov accused him of reviving the " Left-wing 
infantilism" of which he had once been accused by Lenin.2 On 
the question of Stalin's personal position, however, he strongly 
supported Kamenev : 

In so far as the general secretary is on the one hand a 
member of the Politburo, and on the other the director of the 

I Jbjd, pp. 289-292. ~ Ibid. p. 327. 
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secretariat, a situation is created, quite independently of com
rade Stalin's personality, in which any difference of opinion 
arising in the Politburo on any political question is reflected in 
organizational operations, since in reality one of the members 
of the Politburo, who is general secretary, i.e. director of all 
organizational work, is in such a position that any difference 
of opinion on any question in the Politburo can be immediately 
reflected in one way or another in organizational measures. 1 

The debate had now reached its fifth day, and everything 
that could be said seemed to have been said. The opposition 
leaders created a diversion by circulating to the delegates for 
their information, though not for publication, a Collection of 
Materials on D£sputed Questions. Among other documents, it 
contained- to Stalin's annoyance- the text of his interview in 
Bednota, which appeared to canvass a return to private tenure of 
land, and the authenticity of which he had denied; Krupskaya's 
article which the central committee had refused to publish ; and 
Bukharin's also unpublished reply.z Rudzutak accused Kamenev 
of having sounded him during the congress itself about joint 
action to overthrow Stalin. An obscure delegate from Tula read 
the text of Leonov's letter to the central committee about his 
conversation with Zalutsky.3 Voroshilov entere;d the lists with the 
first positive, but still cautious, eulogy of Stalin. Kamenev was 
president of the Politburo, yet he complained of the undue 
authority exercised by Stalin : 

Comrades, all this happens for a very simple reason. 
Comrade Stalin is evidently destined by nature or by fate to 
formulate propositions rather more successfully than any other 
member of the Politburo. Comrade Stalin is, I affirm, the 
leading member of the Politburo, without however, ever claim
ing priority ; he takes the most active p~t in the settlement of 
questions; his proposals are carried more often than anyone's. 
And these proposals are carried unanimously:~ 

' XIV S"ezd. Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 335· 
2 The collectl.on was aevetal times referred to in the course of the debate 

~ibid. flP· 368-369, 37z, 388; Stalin, Sochinsniya, vii, 362). For the Bednota 
mtemew see Vol. 1, pp. 183, 247-2+8; for the Krupskaya article and Bukharin's 
reply see Vol. 1, p. z8s. 

' XIV S"e:rd Vsesoyu:moi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 344, 358-
360; for Leonov's letter seep. II2 above. 4 Ibid. p. 397• 
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Rykov wound up the debate from the floor by taunting the opposi
tion with its lack of unity. "Nadezhda Konstantinovna supports 
comrades Kamenev and Zinoviev from the point of view of 
sympathy with the ' poor and oppressed ', comrade Sokolnikov 
supports them 'from the Right'", i.e. by advocating further 
concessions to capitalist elements. "Nadezhda Konstantinovna 
says that the slogan ' Enrich yourselves ' led to a plan to liquidate 
the monopoly of foreign trade, the author of which was comrade 
Sokolnikov." Everything came back to the personal issue: 
" The party has never fallen on its knees, and never will fall on its 
knees, before anyone, before Stalin, before Kamenev or before 
anyone else". Rykov ended effectively by quoting Zinoviev's 
tirades against Trotsky's " fractionalism " at and after the thir
teenth congress. The moral did not need to be drawn. 1 

The way was now clear for the concluding speeches of the 
three rapporteurs, Zinoviev, Molotov and Stalin, delivered in that 
order. The first half of Zinoviev's immensely long speech 2 was 
devoted to the well-known theoretical disputes : the only new 
point made by Zinoviev here was to draw attention to the passage 
in the first edition of Stalin's Foundations of Leninism which had 
appeared to reject the possibility of" socialism in one country ".3 

Then Zinoviev turned to questions of party organization. " For 
a whole year ", he exclaimed, " the Leningrad organization has 
lived in an atmosphere of rumours, in a state of semi-siege." 
From this point onwards he was subjected to continuous and 
noisy interruption. Every complaint of the unfairness of the 
treatment meted out to the Leningrad organization and of the 
charges brought against its leader was met by shouts of " What 
about Trotsky? " At last he attempted to refute the damning 
parallel. In 1923, he explained, conditions were not ripe for full 
democracy in the party. But " the year 1926 is not 1921 and not 

I Ibid. pp. 406·420. 
2 Ibid. pp. 4z2-469. According to Sotrialirtichukii Veunik (Berlin), No. I 

(u9), January 16, Igz6, p. I6, it lasted four and a half hours, being exceeded 
only by Kamenev's five-hour speech: it occupies, however, far more space than 
Knmenev's in the official record. 

' For this passage see The Interregnum, I9ZJ-I9Z4, pp. 358-359· Stalin 
had implicitly modified his view in his article of December 1924 (see pp. 39· 
42 above) ; and the passage in Foundations of Leninism was revised in editions 
appearing in 1925. But it was not till after the fourteenth party congress that 
Stalin formally admitted and explained his change of attitude (seep. I64 below). 
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1923 ; today we have different workers, greater activity in the 
masses, other slogans .... In 1926 we must proceed otherwise 
than in 1923." But even this ingenuous juggling with dates (only 
a year in fact separated the two episodes) did not make a feeble 
argument sound effective. Then Zinoviev made a declaration 
which for a moment reduced his audience to an astonished silence, 
and, when challenged, repeated it in identical terms : 

While permitting no fractions, and in the question of 
fractions maintaining our previous positions, we should at the 
same time instruct the central committee to draw into party 
work all the forces of all former groups in our party, and offer 
them the possibility to work under the leadership of the central 
committee. 

The repetition was greeted with a cry of "What's your little 
game ? " which Zinoviev ignored. He ended by proposing to 
reorganize the organs of the central committee " from the angle 
of a Politburo with full powers and a secretariat of functionaries 
subordinate to it". The secretariat, he remarked, " has now 
incomparably greater powers than it had under Vladimir Ilich " -
his only specific allusion to Stalin's personal position. 

Molotov and Stalin had an easy task in their replies, and could 
afford to maintain the posture of reasonableness and moderation 
which had served them so well. Molotov dwelt on the vagueness 
and lack of unity of the opposition ; poked fun at " Grigory the 
Bountiful " for offering to extend his grace to all groups and 
tendencies in the party ; and observed in conclusion that the 
" Politburo with full powers " for which Kamenev and Zinoviev 
asked meant a Politburo where" comrades Zinoviev and Kamenev 
will be in a majority ".1 Stalin spoke at less than half the length 
of Zinoviev. He replied crisply to four specific points. It was 
significant that three of them had been made by Sokolnikov, 
the member of the opposition from whose policies - apart from 
any personal considerations - Stalin most sincerely and whole
heartedly dissented. He discussed once more the so-called issues 
of principle, briefly but with far more asperity than in his earlier 
speech. Krupskaya had talked <~ sheer nonsense " by identifying 
NEP with capitalism ; Zinoviev had been guilty of " incessant 
wobbling " over the peasant question. Stalin borrowed a phrase 

1 
XIV S"ezd Vsesoywmoi Kommwtisticheskoi Partii (B) {1926), pp. 470-486. 
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which Bukharin had used of Zinoviev at the Moscow conference : 
"this is hysteria, not policy". A few minutes later, he indulged 
in one of his rare purple patches by taking up and embroidering a 
remark which Kalinin had aimed at the opposition earlier in the 
congress : " You want the blood of Bukharin ", 

What in fact [Stalin now asked] do they want of Bukharin ? 
They demand the blood of comrade Bukharin. That is what 
comrade Zinoviev demands when in his concluding speech he 
sharpens the issue of Bukharin. You demand the blood of 
Bukharin ? We shall not give you that blood, be sure of 
that. 1 

He devoted some time to the history of the dispute before finally 
reaching his peroration. He was against any " cutting off " of 
leaders. But the party would insist on unity " with comrades 
Kamenev and Zinoviev if they want it, without them if they do not 
want it", 

The six-day oratorical tourney was over, and it remained to 
record a decision. Uglanov presented a draft resolution. It 
dotted the i's and crossed the t's of the official line, and thus 
implicitly condemned the standpoint of the Leningraders, but 
without openly attacking them and v;rithout repeating the charges 
of defeatism, liquidationism and Axelrodism. In short, it repre
sented the compromise offered by the majority to the opposition 
on the eve of the congress- a resolution based on the resolution 
of the Moscow conference, but " softening particular formula
tions ".2 Its moderation was embarrassing to the opposition, 
which found it more difficult than ever to take a clear-cut stand. 
In the end Kamenev, in the name of the opposition, declared its 
acceptance in principle of the resolution, but immediately nullified 
this by proposing a series of amendments which included a specific 

1 For this passage see Vol. I, p. 171. In a previous passage of the speech 
Stalin had used the phrase; "We stand, and shall stand, for Bukharin"; in 
the later version (Stalin, Sochinentya, vii, 365) the words "and shall stand" 
are omitted. 

~ That the resolution represented, from the Leningrad standpoint, an 
improvement on the Moscow resolution was shown by the claim of Leningrad
skaya Pravda on the following day (see p. 144 below) and by the subsequent 
remark of a Leningrad delegate that the " famous " Moscow resolution had 
been "half, though unfortunately only half, buried, but still buried" by the 
congress resolution (XIV S"ezd Vse$oyuznoi Kommunisticheslroi Partii (B) 
(r9:z6), p. sB~). 
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withdrawal of the charges against the opposition and an endorse
ment of some at least of its theses. Stalin, on behalf of " the 
delegations which proposed the draft resolution read by comrade 
Uglanov ", made it clear in a few words that the majority had 
offered its maximum concession and that the resolution must be 
taken or left as it stood. After a proposal to refer the draft and 
the amendments to a commission had been rejected, the resolution 
was carried on a roll-call by 559 votes to 65 -the full voting 
strength of the opposition.l It was late on the evening of December 
23, 1925. The congress decided to rest from its labours on the 
following day, 

The decisive vote of December 23, 1925, shifted the centre of 
interest from Moscow to Leningrad, where the attitude of local 
party groups was now of cardinal importance. Throughout the 
debate, Leningradskaya Pravda had continued to denounce the 
majority line in bitter terms, Safarov again attacking Bukharin in a 
leading article of December 20 ; several of its articles were quoted 
with indignation by majority speakers at the congress. 2 On 
December 22, while the debate was still in progress, the provincial 
party committee in Leningrad issued an instruction to all party 
organizations in the province to refrain from discussion of the 
issues at stake before the end of the congress. On the same day 
the committee of the Vyborg district of Leningrad, while formally 
bowing to the veto, decided by a majority vote to protest against 
it to the party congress and to send a message of greeting to the 
congress ; and it was censured for this breach of discipline by the 
provincial committee. 3 Leningradskaya Pravda duly printed in its 
issue of December 24, 1925, the resolution adopted on the previous 
evening by the congress, noting that it had " not been carried 
unanimously", but failing to report the figures of the voting. It 
implied that the Leningraders had voted against it only because 
their proposals to amend it had been rejected without discussion, 
and claimed that it " differs very substantially from the resolution 
of the Moscow provincial conference". It declared that the 
resolution must be carried out, but warned its readers against " a 

1 XIV S"ezd VsesoyUZ?iOi Kommunisticheskoi Pwtii (B) (1926), pp. 52l·524· 
' Ibid. PP· 158, 192. 3 Ibid. pp. 591·592. 
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capriciously extended interpretation ", and ended with an appeal 
for " Leninist unity ". The situation was delicate when, after 
the adoption of the resolution, Zinoviev and most of the other 
leading members of the Leningrad delegation returned to Lenin
grad, leaving only a skeleton force to hold the fort in Moscow. 
From the other camp, Uglanov, Mikoyan and Orjonikidze also 
made the journey to Leningrad. The battle for the allegiance of 
the Leningrad party and of the Leningrad proletariat was soon 
in full swing.' Leningradskaya Pravda continued to protest its 
devotion to party unity, but found this theme difficult to reconcile 
with the vote of the Leningrad delegation against the congress 
resolution. 

Meanwhile the congress had resumed its sessions in Moscow 
on December 25 before a depleted audience and in the absence of 
many of the principals. The debate on the report of the central 
control commission, introduced by Kuibyshev, was noteworthy 
for some frank speaking on the vexed question of " informing ", 
which had been raised in an acute form by Leonov's letter about 
Zalutsky. z Krupskaya, who began by saying that she had 
" watched the destinies of our party with extreme emotion ", 
called in question the contribution of the control commission to 
"the defence of the unity of the party", and attacked the un
limited power of the Orgburo and the secretariat to transfer or 
remove party members. The central control commission was re
quired to have " independence and objectivity of thought " (" in
dependence of what? " asked someone) : this was the reason for 
the rule that a member of the central committee could not also 
be a member of the commission. Krupskaya rashly objected to 
the action of Kuibyshev, as president of the commission, in helping 
to draft the declaration of the Moscow conference against the 
Leningrad opposition, and was reminded that she had signed " the 
platform of the four''. She spoke amid frequent interruptions, and 
ended with a belated and pathetically ineffectual plea for unity.3 

1 Ibid. pp. 6r8, 920; Orjonik:id.ze was reported as addressing the Leningrad. 
garrison (ibid. p. 92<2). For a particularly hostile speech for the opposition by 
the trade union delegate Glebov-Avilov seep. 213 below. 

~ For this discussion see pp. 2zo-zzt below. 
3 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 571-575; 

for the passage about the powers of the Orgburo and the secretariat seep. 213 
below. 
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Yaroslavsky once again quoted Zinoviev's summons to Trotsky 
at the thirteenth congress to confess his error, and struck an 
ominous note for the future : " I am convinced that at the 
fifteenth congress we shall have no such shameful spectacle as we 
have had here ", r Kuibyshev in his concluding speech produced 
the most outspoken eulogy of Stalin yet heard by the congress : 

In the name of the whole central control commission I 
declare that comrade Stalin, as general secretary of our party, 
is precisely the person who has been able, to&ether with the 
majority of the central committee and with rts support, to 
gather round him all the best forces in the party and to put them 
to work. It is absolutely incontestable that the present leader
ship of the central committee between the thirteenth and 
fourteenth congresses has been the best of any of the hitherto 
existing central committees in the way of an improvement in 
leadership and in contact with local organizations. . . . On the 
basis of real experience, of a real knowledge of our leadership, 
I declare in the name of the central control commission that 
this leadership and this general secretary are what is needed 
for the party in order to go on from victory to victory. 

Yet Stalin could still be portrayed as the man of moderation and 
restraint. Kuibyshev himself had wished to go to Leningrad with 
other members of the commission at the time of the provincial 
party conference in order to intervene in the proceedings. It was 
Stalin who had deterred them from this course " because there 
was still hope that things would not go so far ". 2 The report of the 
commission was approved by the congress with forty abstentions : 
the reduced Leningrad delegation had not the spirit to vote 
against it.l 

The congress dragged painfully and rather pointlessly through 
its second week - an inevitable anticlimax after the tumultuous 
excitements of the first. On December 28 Zinoviev returned to 
Moscow to make the report on the work of Comintern. This was 
uncontroversial and received some polite applause, though Manuil
sky and Lominadze could not refrain from drawing attention to 
the unfortunate effect on Comintern of the attitude adopted by its 
president in the party dispute. On this occasion 101 stalwart 

1 XIV S"e:;d Vs~oyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 593· 
• Ibid. pp. 628·6Z9. 3 Ibid. p. 6JO. 
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supporters of the majority demonstrated their dislike of the 
rapporteur by registering abstention from the vote.' On the same 
day the congress took three decisions of some consequence. The 
first was the adoption, on a motion of Kalinin, of an " Appeal to 
the Leningrad Organization of the RKP(B) ", which denounced 
the Leningrad leaders for threatening to break the unity of the 
party and begged the Leningrad organization " to correct the errors 
committed by the Leningrad delegation". It was an appeal to 
party members in Leningrad against their leaders, and was carried 
by an overwhelming majority against 36 Leningrad votes.2 The 
second was a more practical decision to take over control of the 
Leningrad party press. It drew its immediate inspiration from two 
articles in Leningradskaya Pra·vda of December 27, 1925. The 
first, unsigned and entitled 111e Tmt!t About Our Position, reiterated 
the points of principle asserted by the Leningrad delegation at the 
congress and attempted to represent them as compatible with the 
congress resolution ; the second, signed by Safarov, declared that 
the " new school " sought to " argue with people by trying to 
cover their eyes and shut their mouth ", called Zinoviev and 
Kamenev "Lenin's closest disciples", and announced that the 
Leningrad organization would remain " unalterably faithful " to 
the banner of Leninism. 3 This could plainly not be tolerated. 
The party central committee was instructed " to take immediate 
measures to alter and improve the editorial board of Leningradskaya 
Pravda ". The third decision, prompted partly by desire to snub 
Kamenev, and partly by unwillingness to prolong the congress any 
further, was to abandon altogether Kamenev's report on economic 
policy and the proposed debate on it. 4 

The next day was occupied by Tomsky's report on the trade 
unions,s and by Bukharin's on the Komsomol. The discussions 
on both questions were occasionally acrimonious, but on the whole 
lifeless. Nobody had anything new to say. Bukharin, in his 
reply to the debate on the Komsomol, turned aside to make fun 
of Zinoviev's dramatic appeal to bring back members of " former 
groups " into the party, and to point the moral of the continuity 

I Ibid. p. 72I. 3 Ibid. pp. 7I0-7ll· 
3 Safarov's article was reprinted in Nooaya Oppoziuiya (1926), pp. 7-12. 
~ XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Krnnmunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 716; 

the voting strength of the Leningrad delegation against both the last decisions 
was 38. 5 See Vol. 1, pp. 399-402. 
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of the present opposition with former oppositions. Zinoviev was 
paraphrased as saying: " I'm dro'.Vlling, drowning ! Save me, 
rescue me, comrade Shlyapnikov, comrade Sapronov, comrade 
Drobnis ! " 1 Finally, and still more briefly, the congress debated 
a report by Andreev on the revision of the party statute. The 
most difficult question here was the proposal to change the name 
of the party from Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks), which 
it had borne since 1919, to All·Union Communist Party (Bol· 
sheviks ). The demand for the change, which came from all the 
non-Russian sections of the party headed by the Ukrainians, was 
logically irresistible. But it encountered keen objections at the 
session of the party central committee which preceded the con
gress from conservatives who wanted to keep the traditional tide. 
After a short debate, the objections were overruled, and the new 
tide adopted.z Changes in the rules for admission to the party 
were also approved. 3 The final text of the statute was not yet 
ready, and a resolution was passed authorizing the party central 
committee to complete it: it was finally approved by the com· 
mittee in the following }une.4 

No delay occurred in putting into effect the decision to call 
Leningradskaya Pravda to order. On the evening of the day on 
which the decision was taken- December 28, 192 5 - the central 
committee met to consider a proposal endorsed by a majority 
of the Politburo to appoint Skvortsov-Stepanov, the editor of 
lzvestiya,s to replace Gladnev as editor of Leningradskaya Pravda. 
Zinoviev invited the committee to ask the congress to reconsider 
its decision, which would mean the complete disruption of the 

1 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Ptutii (B) (1926), p. 957; 
Bukharin was so pleased with this sally that he repeated it in a speech in Lenin
grad a month later (seep. 157 below). Shlyapnikov was a leader of the workers' 
opposition ; Sapronov and Drobnis were democt'atic centralists. 

• Ibid. pp. 876-894; for some details of the discussion see pp. 251-252 
below. ' See pp. I8J-l84 below. 
. ~ VKP(B) v Re::mlyutsiyakh (1941), ii, 6o; the final text was, however, 
mcluded among the resolutions of the congress (ibid. ii, So-90). 

5 Skvortsov-Stepanov (the first was his real name, the second a pen-name) 
was the author of the current Russian translation of Marx's Capital. He had 
succeeded Steklov as editor of I=estiya in June 1925 ; after editing Leningrad
skaya Pravda for a short period, he returned to his post in Moscow which be 
co.nt~ued to occupy till his death in 192& (Entsiklopedicheskii Slooa;' R:usslwgo 
BlbliografichesMgo lnstiluta Granat, xli, iii (n.d. 1928), Prilocllenie, cols. 44, 127; 
I. Skvortsov-Stepanov, lzbrannyePro~edeniya, i (1930), pp. xxx-=ii). 



CH. XVII THE FOURTEENTH CONGRESS '" Leningrad provincial party committee. Dzerzhinsky, the spokes
man of the majority, argued that "a revolt ... against the 
decisions of the party congress " could not be condoned in the 
name of" party democracy ". 1 Trotsky, Pyatakov and Rakovsky 
-the leaders of the Trotskyite group which had remained silent 
at the congress itself- all spoke against the proposal on the 
ground that local editors should not be nominated by the central 
organs of the party, and suggested that discussions should take 
place with the Leningrad provincial committee on how to carry 
out the congress decision. The central committee overruled all 
these objections, and carried the appointment of Skvortsov
Stepanov by a majority vote. 2 The new editor at once went to 
Leningrad to take charge. According to his own account, delegates 
from all sorts of local party organizations visited him with threats 
of violence if the paper came out with a " Moscow deviation " ; 
members of the staff walked out and denounced those who 
remained as spies and provocateurs ; and members of the Kom
somol were particularly hostile. Notwithstanding these obstruc
tions the first " really Leninist " Leningradskaya Pravda appeared 
on December 30, 1925.3 

The change in the complexion of Leningradskaya Pravda 
appeared to coincide with an equally abrupt reversal of opinion 
among the rank and file. The last issue to appear under the old 
editorship, on December 29, 1925, carried reports purporting to 
show that a vast majority of district party organizations in Lenin
grad endorsed the attitude of the delegation at the congress. The 
issue of December 30, the first under the new editorship, reported 
a meeting in the Vyborg district of Leningrad addressed by 
Krupskaya, Komarov, Mikoyan and Kirov, at which 85o votes 
were cast for a resolution condemning the attitude of the delegation 
and only 50 against ; and similar resolutions were said to have 
been carried by majorities in the Petrograd district and in some 
other d.istricts.-4- The extent to which the opposition citadel had 

1 F. Dzerzhinsky, Izlmvmye Proi=edeniya, ii (1957), 233-234o 
• E. Yaroslavsky, Kratkie Ocherki po lstarii VKP(B) (1928), pp. 361-362, 
3 XIV S"ezd Vsesayuznoi Kommunistic/mkoi Partii (B) {1926), pp. 926, 935· 
4 Four resolutions of local Leningrad organizations at this time supporting 

the attitude of the delegation, and a far larger numb« condemning it, are in 
Leningradskaya Oppozitsiya i Chet.yrnadtso.tyi S"ezd (1926), pp. 32-36, 4I-5•f., 
57-58 ; some of the latter retracted previoua resolutions of support. 
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been permeated by the superior resources and tactics of the 
central committee was revealed on the last day of the party con· 
gress in Moscow, Almost the whole session - the date was 
December 31, 1925- was occupied by the appearance on the 
platform of successive delegations of various party organizations 
and groups brought from Leningrad for the purpose. One or two 
of these protested their solidarity with the opposition. But the 
overwhelming majority proclaimed their allegiance to the decisions 
of the congress, and denounced in stereotyped invective the 
factious and anti·Leninist attitude of the Leningrad leaders. The 
proceedings degenerated into a series of noisy demonstrations 
and counter·demonstrations. But they served their purpose 
by enabling the victors to proclaim, as the congress closed, 
that the opposition had been not only decisively defeated, but 
disowned by the constituents in whose name it professed to 
speak. 

Stalin and the other leaders of the majority had repeatedly 
declared that they did not seek the " cutting off " of the leaders 
of the opposition. The elections to party offices showed that, for 
the present and for whatever motive, they meant what they said. 
The elections to the party central committee and to the central 
control commission were traditionally the last act of the congress. 
All the opposition leaden were re-elected to the central com
mittee. But Zinoviev's supporters suffered heavily. Of members 
of the central committee who spoke for the opposition at the 
congress, Zalutsky and Kharitonov disappeared altogether from 
the list, together with Kuklin, who had said at a party meeting in 
Leningrad that the central committee " winked at the kulak 
deviation " ; Nikolaeva and Lashevich were reduced from 
member to candidate status. Of former candidate members, 
Safarov and Glebov-Avilov were dropped.1 Krupskaya was re-

' The lists of members and candidates elected by the thirteenth and 
fourteenth congresses are in the respective records of the congresses and in 
VKP(B) v Re:.olyutsiyakh (5th ed. 1936), i, 635-636, ii, So-81 (they are 
omitted _in later editions). The members are arranged in alphabetical order, 
the candidates (apParently) in order of votes received: Nikolaeva and Lashevich 
occupied two of the last three places. For Kuklin see XIV S"e111d Vsesoyu.:moi 
Kol1lltlWl~ticheslu.Ji Partii (B) (1926), p. 221 ; for Glebov-Avilov, a Leningrad 
trade umon worker who had been the first People's Conunissar for Posts and 
Telegraphs in I9I7, see ibid. pp. 784~789, 896, 952; for Nikolaeva seep. 221 
below. 
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elected to the central control commission, but lost her place in 
the presidium. On January 1, 1926, the new central committee 
met to appoint its subordinate organs. The number of the 
Politburo was raised from seven to nine. Of its existing members, 
Bukharin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Rykov, Stalin, Tomsky and 
Trotsky, all were re~elected except Kamenev, who was reduced 
to the rank of a candidate ; three new members were added -
Voroshilov, Molotov and Kalinin {the two last had been candidate 
members since the previous congress). Of existing candidate 
members Dzerzhinsky and Rudzutak were retained, and were 
joined by Kamenev, Petrovsky and Uglanov; Sokolnikov lost his 
status as candidate. Minor changes of no political significance 
were made in the membership of the Orgburo and the secretariat. 
The five members of the secretariat were now Stalin, Molotov, 
Uglanov, Kosior and Evdokimov.1 An offer had been made to the 
opposition on the eve of the congress to add a Leningrad repre~ 
sentative to the secretariat. Notwithstanding the rejection of the 
offer by the opposition, effect was now given to it by the inclusion 
of Evdokimov. It was evidently an attempt, which did not prove 
successful, to win over a Leningrad leader of the second rank. 
Bukharin was confirmed in his post as editor of Pravda with 
Manuilsky as his deputy. 

Later in the month extensive governmental changes were 
announced. Zinoviev, holding no government post, was not 
affected. But Kamenev and Sokolnikov were both down-graded. 
Kamenev was succeeded as president of STO by Rykov- a 
purely formal appointment, since Rykov was already president 
of Sovnarkom. He also ceased to be a deputy president of 
Sovnarkom ; in his place two new deputies were appointed, 
Kuibyshev, who held the combined post of People's Commissar 
for Workers' and Peasants' Inspection and president of the party 
control commission, and Rudzutak, who was People's Commissar 
for Communications. Kamenev succeeded Tsyurupa as People's 
Commissar for Trade. Sokolnikov was replaced as People's Com~ 
missar for Finance by Bryukhanov, and received the minor post of 
deputy president of Gosplan. Frumkin became Kamenev's deputy 
at Narkomtorg in succession to Sheinman, who secured the dual 
appointment of deputy People's Commissar for Finance and 

' These appointments were announced in Pravda, january 8, 19~6. 
VOL. II L 
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president of the State Bank.1 All in all, it could not be said that 
the victors had displayed undue vindictiveness towards their lead
ing opponents. But this restraint had its reverse side. Its price 
was absolute submission, and abstention from any form of 
criticism or self-justification. This was demanded by the rigid 
pattern of party discipline. 

' These appointments were announced in the press on January 17, 1926; 
the major appointments were made by formal decree (Sobranie ZakoMV, z926, 
ii, No.3, arts. IJ, 14, r6; No.5, art. 29). For the career of Bryukhanov, an 
old party member of no particular distinction, see Deyateli Revolyutsionnogo 
Dt!izheniya, v (I9JI), 514·517. 



CHAPTER 18 

NEW ALIGNMENTS 

S
TALIN's sweeping victory at the fourteenth congress was in
complete only at one point : the defeated minority under 
Zinoviev was still in formal control of the Leningrad party 

organization. The last stage in the consolidation of the victory 
was a cleaning-up operation in Leningrad. The local party organ, 
Leningradskaya Pravda, had successfully been taken over. It 
remained to transform the Leningrad party provincial committee 
into a loyal bulwark and outpost of the central committee in 
Moscow. No time was lost. The party central committee, meet
ing on January I, 1926, declared against " personal attacks on re
presentatives of the minority ", but also insisted" on the necessity 
of criticizing the conduct of the minority at the congress and 
explaining the mistakes of the Leningrad delegation ". 1 At the 
same time, in the name of" Bolshevik unity ", it forbade members 
of the Leningrad opposition to speak on party platforms against 
the resolutions of the congress.2 On January 5, 1926, a powerful 
delegation from the central committee, headed by Molotov,3 

descended on Leningrad to report to the Leningrad workers on 
the results of the congress. Zinoviev wrote a bitter letter to the 
members of the visiting delegation expressing the hope that they 
would be " correct enough " to explain to the Leningrad workers 
the reason for his silence. 4 There is no evidence that any of them 

' I. Skvortsov-Stepanov, Izbrannye Proizvedeniya, ii (1931}, 329. 
z A brief report of llierzhinsky's speech in support of this decision is in 

F. Dzerzhinsky, Izbrannye Proizvedeniya, ii (1957}, 235·236. 
1 The precise membership of the delegation is uncertain. Tomsky names 

Voroshilov, Kalinin, Kirov and Molotov in addition to hinuelf (Leningradskaya 
Organizatsiya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"e;;;d (1926), p. 65); Andreev also appeared 
among the speech.makers (ibid. pp. 69~77}. An interview with Petrovsky in 
Pravda, January 22, 1926, shows that he, too, waa a member. 

4 Leningradskaya Orgatlizatsiya i Chetyrnadtfatyi S"ezd (1926), pp. 6s·66. 
An immense number of pamphlets relating to the party controversy were 
publish.ed in the weeks after the congress (for a bibliography of them see 

'53 
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thought it necessary to do so. Tomsky sarcastically recalled that, 
in the days when he " took a beating ", it had not occurred to him 
to " write declarations ". 1 

Though the field had thus been cleared for them, the visitors 
to Leningrad found their task sufficiently delicate. They were 
greeted on their arrival with the news that the bureau of the 
Leningrad provincial party committee had arranged a meeting of 
leading party members on that very day to hear the report of the 
distinguished guests. Molotov thought that such a gathering 
would be " a far from true reflexion of the organization ", and 
quoted a resolution of the north-western regional party bureau
a higher organ in the party hierarchy - that the delegates should 
" begin from the lower ranks of party groups ". 2 In conformity 
with this instruction the delegates decided to speak directly to 
party groups of workers in the factories. It was a hard-fought 
campaign. Leningradskaya Pravda admitted that the atmosphere 
in some factories was " unhealthy ", and that the opposition 
" defends itself desperately ", and " shifts its forces from district 
to district, from factory to factory ". 3 Molotov in an interim 
report in Provda on the first week's work, recorded 48 meetings 
addressed by members of the delegation and attended by 28,ooo 
workers. In general, unanimity or " huge majorities " had been 
secured, But in one district the opposition had been particularly 
active ; and elsewhere " in separate enterprises a few dozens of 
people were found to vote against resolutions on which we had 
agreed ".4 Kirov addressed IS meetings at factories in a month,5 
Opposition was occasionally encountered, and " non-party 
workers or backward workers, under some influence or other, 
sometimes let out remarks against our government and our 
party ".6 At a meeting in the Putilov factory on January 20, 

Leningradskaya Organizatsiya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd (1926), pp. t8S·J88): all 
of them supported the official line, except that the speeches of Zinoviev and 
Kamenev at the congress were reprinted as pamphlets. 

' Ibid. p. 66 ; for th.e " beating" of Tomsky see The Bolshroik Rroolution, 
19;r7-I923, Vol. 2, pp. 324-•325. 

2 Leningradskaya Organizatsiya i Chetyrnaduatyi S"ezd (1926), p. 138. 
3 Leningradskaya Pr(Wda, January 7, 12, 1926, quoted in I. Skvortsov· 

Stepanov, lzbrannye Proiz"Vedeniya, ii (I93I), 327, 335· 
~ Pra'IJda, January 19, 1926. 
: S .. Kirov, b:brwmye Stat'i i Rechi, I9J"2-I934 (1939), p. 69. 

Ibid. pp. 187, I93· 
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1926, to which special importance was evidently attached, Tom.sky 
made the principal speech and was supported by Kalin in, Molotov, 
Voroshilov and Petrovsky: Glebov-Avilov, Minin and Kuklin 
spoke for the opposition. The resolution approving the policy 
Gf the central committee and condemning the Leningrad opposi
tion was carried by an " immense majority ". 1 When on the 
following day Molotov drew up a balance-sheet of the whole 
campaign, he reported that 652 out of 717 workers' groups in 
Leningrad had been addressed by one or other of the delegates. 
The meetings were attended by 6J,OOO workers, or 82 per cent 
of the party membership in the city. Each in turn passed resolu
tions appmving the decisions of the party congress and condemn
ing the factious attitude of the opposition, more than 6o,ooo votes 
being cast for the majority and rather more than 2,ooo against. 
In the district where the opposition had enjoyed most support it 
had mustered only ro per cent of the votes. In party cells in the 
Red Army and Fleet 89 per cent of members had attended meetings 
and 99 per cent of those present voted for the central committee. 2 

What other measures may have been necessary to prise the 
Leningrad workers from the grip of Zinoviev and his immediate 
followers are not recorded. The suddenness with which com
paratively large groups of party members could be swung over in 
the space of a few days from quasi-unanimous support of the 
opposition to quasi-unanimous acceptance of t.lte party line sug
gests neither a genuine ideological conversion nor specific measures 
of pressure (which would scarcely have been practicable on so 
large a scale), but a widespread readiness to follow the dominant 
opinion. To attempt to analyse this readiness into its constituent 
parts, to determine how much of it was due to sheer indifference, 
how much to the belief that conformity paid, and how much to the 
familiar psychological impulse to be on the winning side, would 
be an unrealistic task. 

While, however, the rank and file was thus easily won over, 
and while the top leaders had been silenced, the most stubborn 
resistance appears to have come from the middle ranks of party 
officials and leaders. Molotov's report admitted that those who 

' Pravda, January 22, 1926. 
a Ibid. January 22, 1926, partly reprinted in Novaya Oppozitsiya (1926), 

pp. 271-274· 
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had voted against the resolutions comprised " a significant per
centage of party activists ". Of the 61 members of the Leningrad 
delegation to the fourteenth congress, only 3 took prompt steps 
to dissociate themselves from the defeated opposition, 1 Five 
members of the Leningrad provincial party committee are said 
to have protested against the attitude of the Leningrad delegation 
at the congress; z and Pravda of January 15, 1926, carried a 
declaration from another member of the committee : 

I separate myself from the opposition, not through cowardice 
(since an honest communist cannot be suspected of this), and 
call on other members of the provincial committee of the 
VKP(B) to follow my example. 

Other defectors from the Leningrad opposition registered their 
change of heart in the columns of Pravda in January 1926.3 But 
the number was small enough to suggest that they were the 
exception rather than the rule. Meanwhile a resolution of the 
north-western regional party bureau accused "certain sections of 
the party bureaucracy" in Leningrad of trying to stifle rank-and
file opinion and to prohibit meetings favourable to the party line. 4 

The initial decision of the visitors from Moscow to avoid a 
meeting of leading party members and to appeal directly to the 
" lower ranks " seems to have been amply justified. After a 
fortnight of intensive propaganda in the factories, the delegates 
from Moscow were confident enough of their success to move out 
into the open. A majority had been secured in the Leningrad 
provincial party committee, which decided to summon the 
twenty-third Leningrad provincial party conference for February 
10, 1926, with district and county conferences to be held in the 
preceding week. The decision was confirmed by the north
western regional bureau on January 25 and by the party central 
committee on January 27.s 

All preparations were now made to overwhelm the defeated 
1 Leningradskaya Oppo~titriya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd (r9~6), p. 55· 
' Pravda, December ~9, 19~5. 
3 The file of Leningradskaya Pravda for the period, whlch would probably 

contain more evidence on this point, has not been available. 
4 Leninp-a~lwya Organizatriya i Chetyrnadtsatyi S"ezd (x926), pp. 59-60; 

the r~olution lS not dated, but evidently falls within the period of the factory 
campmgn. 

' Ibid. pp. 83-B.j.; the announcement appeared in Pravda, January 29, 1926. 
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opposition at the forthcoming provincial party conference. The 
preliminary district and county conferences were the occasion for 
further displays of oratory by the visitors from Moscow. Bukharin 
arrived to reinforce the delegation, and delivered the principal 
speech at the conference of the Vyborg district, the main strong~ 
hold of the metal workers. He began by claiming that the party 
central committee had appealed " to the lower ranks of the Lenin~ 
grad organization " as " the most democratic way " of liquidating 
the conflict. The main theme of the speech was to connect the 
" new opposition " with earlier oppositions, the opposition of 
Trotsky, the " workers' truth " group, and the workers' opposi
tion. Zinoviev was again depicted as turning in desperation to 
the former leader of the workers' opposition : " I'm drowning, 
Shlyapnikov, save me 1 ". Mindful that he was addressing a 
proletarian audience, Bukharin once more retracted the erroneous 
slogan "Enrich yourselves", the effect of which had been to 
"spoil a barrel of honey with a spoonful of tar ".r Kirov, who 
spoke in the Petrograd district, complained that in the first nine 
months of 1925 only nine " peasants from the plough " had been 
admitted to the party as candidates by the Leningrad organi2ation, 
and only three of them had become full members : the charge of 
neglecting the peasantry was not yet dead.2 Molotov, speaking 
in the Volodarksy district, struck a subtler note. He thought 
it mistaken to suppose that " these differences are explained by 
some personal disagreements of individual comrades or by their 
personal shortcomings ". He asked what social strata were repre
sented by the opposition, and found the answer in" new elements " 
of the proletariat, " especially from the countryside ", who had 
no faith in socialism, as well as in those elements among the 
workers " for whom the obligations of the working class to the 
countryside are not sufficiently clear ".3 

The main conference, which sat from February 10 to 12, 

' Lenlngradskaya Organlzatsiya i Chetyrnadtsazyi S"ezd (rgz6), pp. 84-115. 
' Ibid. pp. us~ur. 
' Ibid. pp. 122, IJ2~IJJ. A speaker at the Komsomol congress in March 

1926 was still more precise on this point: "The party opposition was object
ively the expression of those moods, those experiences, which are being brought 
into our factories, into our working class, by new strata of workers arriving from 
the countryside" (VII S"ezd Vsesoyu:rnogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo 
Soyuza Molodezhi (rg26), p. 140). 
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1926, provided no surprises. The c~ief ~peaker was once more 
Bukharin, who reverted to the theoret!Calrssues of NEP and state 
capitalism, and reproached the opposition, though in comparatively 
polite terms, for its failure to recognize the characteristics of the 
period- the possibility of building socialism " even in one 
country " and the need for conciliation of the peasant. He ended 
with a plea for " not sham, but real inner·party democracy ", 
leading up to the most pungent passage in the speech : 

It seems to me- and some comrades who are among the 
former leaders of the Leningrad organization will forgive me -
that the former regime here can be described as a mixture of 
demagogy with sergeant-major methods of party administra
tion .... 

Let there be fewer parades, less verbal sparkle, let there be 
less show, let there be less external brilliance, let there be less 
external effects, but more work of substance, and work carried 
on in a more democratic way. Everyone will readily understand 
why a directing apparatus of the old style in Leningrad so 
quickly lost its authority : not only because a number of 
members of the central committee descended on Leningrad (of 
course, this had its importance), but because the central com
mittee found support here in the democratic discontent of the 
lower party ranks with the bureaucratic apparatus of the 
Leningrad organizers.1 

It was a clear announcement that no quarter would be given to 
Zinoviev, but that any of his followers who were prepared to 
desert and disown him would be welcome in the fold. A large 
majority evidently chose to follow that path. Kirov, Molotov 
and Voroshilov all spoke at the conference, Voroshilov declaring 
that an end must be put to the system of " feudal principalities 

' N. Bukharin, Doklad na XXIII ChreZ'IJ)Ichainoi Lerti.ngradskoi Gubernskoi 
KonJ.erentn'i VKP(B) (1926), pp. 42-43. Stalin, two months later, dwelt with 
considerable unction on the same theme ; " If members of our central com
mittee with the help of Lerllngntd party workers succeeded in two weeks in 
dri'?ng out and isolating the opposition which was conducting a struggle 
agamst the decisions of the fourteenth congress, this was because the campaign 
to ~1~ the de~sions of th~ congress coincided with the democratic impulse 
which ~ted, which. was trying t? break through, and which finally did break 
through, m the Lemngrad orgaruzation" (Stalin, Sochineniya viii 144·145). 
Trotsky in his unpublished memorandum of December 22 19~5 sPoke of the 
"commissar tone" of the Zinoviev r6gime in the Leningr~d pa~ (seep. 168 
below), though he would not have regarded the charge as any less applicable 
to the regime in Mosww. 
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in the framework of our party ".1 Only one speaker openly 
defended the opposition, though the mood of many delegates was 
certainly critical : Bukharin in his concluding remarks admitted 
that " an extraordinary number of notes " had been sent up to 
the platform after his speech.z The resolution of the conference 
condemned the errors of the opposition, including its" scepticism 
and lack of faith in the inner resources of the working class of our 
country, and consequent lack of faith in the victorious and suc
cessful building of socialism " ; denounced the " localism and 
separatism " of the old Leningrad party apparatus ; and ended 
with an expression of confidence in party unity and in the central 
committee. Subsidiary resolutions, designed to stress the new 
loyalty of the Leningrad party to headquarters in Moscow, 
carried messages of greeting from the conference to the party 
central committee, to Pravda, the central organ of the party, to 
the Moscow party organization, and to the enlarged plenum of 
IKKI at the moment in session in Moscow. A list of 154 persons 
elected to the Leningrad provincial party committee was headed 
by Stalin, Kalinin, Molotov and Kirov. Yaroslavsky was named 
a member of the Leningrad control commission. 3 All resolutions 
were carried unanimously. After the conference Kirov was 
appointed first secretary of the Leningrad provincial party com
mittee, and secretary of the north-western regional bureau:~· The 
Leningrad opposition had been liquidated. More than once 
again opposition would rear its head in the party. But never 
again would it have a local base, or set one section of the party 
apparatus against another. Nowhere outside Leningrad had any 
serious opposition to the decisions of the congress been en
countered.s Henceforth the party machine would work as a 

1 N. Bukharin, Doklad na XXlll Chrezvychainoi Leningradskoi Gubemskoi 
K011jerentsii VKP(B) (19z6), p. 53· ~ Ibid. pp. 44, 45· 

3 The resolutions were published in Pravda, February IJ, 14, 1926; the 
main resolution is also in Novaya Oppozitsiya (1926), pp. 302·304. 

4 S. Kirov, !zbrannye Stat'i i Rechi, I9IZ-I934 (1939), p. 69; for his 
C<lncluding spee<:h at the conference see ibid. pp. 2JI-Z33· 

~ A general report on party meetings throughout the country to explain 
the results of the congrt".ss was complacent : " Opposition speeches at meetings 
are isolated occurrences ; the context of these speeches is eithe.r of a plainly 
demagogic character or reveals a lack of understanding, an insufficient study 
of the question " (lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo KomiUta Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisti
cheskoi Partii (B), No. 8 (129), March 1, 1926, p. z). The Smolensk archives 
(WKP szz) contain a detailed report from the secretariat in Moscow on the 
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single indivisible unit under the firm directing hand of Moscow. 
Corresponding measures to those taken in the Leningrad party 

organization were also applied to the Komsomol. According to a 
later source, " the central committee of the Komsomol, led by 
the Bolshevik party central committee, despatched a large number 
of comrades to the Leningrad organization " : among the group 
was one Kosarev,I afterwards to become an important Komsomol 
boss. Komsomol leaders demonstrated their allegiance to the 
party line. Averbakh loudly denounced Vardin in the Komsomol 
journal which he edited as" one of the most consistent' theorists' 
of the opposition ". z But the Leningrad Komsomol proved less 
docile than the Leningrad party, and it was admitted that " a 
majority of Leningrad Komsomols followed the opposition ".3 At 
a meeting of the Leningrad Komsomol committee on January 14, 
1926, the majority was willing to accept a motion declaring that 
the decisions of the fourteenth party congress were binding ; but 
an amendment proposing to recognize them as correct was rejected 
by r6 votes to 8:t- The Leningrad Komsomol journal Smena, 
which had supported the opposition during the party congress, 
took refuge after the congress in an attitude of neutrality. The 
revolt was quelled only when the Komsomol central committee 
appointed a new regional bureau for the north-western region, 
and when the leaders of the Leningrad provincial committee had 
been replaced by more pliant successors.s In Moscow Chaplin 
made a long report to the Komsomol provincial committee on 
January 7, 1926, which was a review of the whole dispute as it 
had affected the Komsomol.6 Here no special difficulties were 
experienced, though Uglanov complained of a lack of clarity in 
Komsomol organizations " on a large number of questions result
ing from the resolutions of the party congress ".1 

congress for use in explaining its decisions to the Smolensk provincial party 
conference, 

' Komsomol'skaya Pravda, Dfcember 22, 1934· 
1 Mo/.odaya Gvardiya, No. 1, January 1926, p. 139. 
3 LeningTiulskaya Pravda, January 8, 1926, quoted in I. Skvortsov-Stepanov, 

Izbra-nnye Proizvtdeniya, ii (I9JI), 329. 
~ Leningradskaya Organizatsiya i Chetymadtsatyi S"ezd (1926), p. 140; 

VII S"ezd Vs-esoywmogo Leninskogo Komnrunisticheskogo Soyuza Moladezhi 
(1926), p. 54· I Pravda, january 30, 19z6. 

6 This was printed inN. Chaplin, Partiinaya Oppoziuiya i KD171!iomol (1926) . 
., Pravda, February 28, Igz6. 
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The seventh Komsomol congress in March 1926 was remark
able as the last occasion on which, as at the fourteenth party 
congress, the opposition leaders were given the floor and allowed 
to speak at length, though amid frequent interruptions. 1 Chaplin 
made the main report, accusing the opposition of attempting 
to set the Komsomol against the party. Tarasov, one of the ex
pelled members of the provincial committee, who appeared 
as chief opposition spokesman, once more protested against 
"the transformation of our league into a peasant league". 
Katalynov, another opposition leader, described the prevailing 
psychology : 

For whom are you? A Stalinist or not a Stalinist? If the 
man is not a Stalinist, crush him, throttle him, throw him out, 
do everything short of kicking him. z 

Bukharin, Rykov and Voroshilov all spoke in defence of the 
official line. Bukharin does not seem to have relished his task. 
For four months now he had borne the brunt of the oratorical 
campaign against Zinoviev. He complained that he was " utterly 
tired out", and that his " nose, throat, ears and other organs " 
were no longer functioning properly.s The main resolution con
demned " the disorganizing behaviour of a minority of the central 
committee of the RLKSM and of the former opposition leaders 
of the Leningrad organization of the league". Tarasov, on 
behalf of six opposition leaders, announced that they accepted any 
resolution of the congress as " unconditionally binding ", but con
sidered the charges brought against them in the resolution as 
"incorrect". The congress refused to receive this" lying" and 
" hypocritical " declaration, and carried the resolution unani
mously:40 Following the example of the party congress, the 
congress substituted "All-Union" for "Russian" in the title 
of the Komsomol, which henceforth became the All-Union 
Leninist Communist League of Youth (VLKSM). In things both 

1 Pravda, April 2, 1926, complained bitterly that, though the opposition 
had not a single voting delegate at the congress, ita representatives " none the 
less tried to oppose to the Bolshevik line of the whole congress their own anti· 
Leninist line already condemned by the party". 

2 VII S"e:;rd Vsesoywmogo Lenimlu;go Kommunisticheskogo Soyu111a MolQdelllhi 
(1926), pp. 69, 1o8. 

• Ibid. p. 2+3· • Ibid. pp. 502, so6-5o7. 
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great and small the VLKSM was firmly integrated into the pattern 
of a monolithic party leadership. 

While the former stronghold of the opposition was thus being 
brought under the control of the central authority of the party, 
Stalin consolidated his victory on the ideological plane through 
the development and popularization of the doctrine of socialism 
in one country. Considering the importance which it was later 
to assume, socialism in one country played surprisingly little part 
in the controversial exchanges before and during the fourteenth 
congress. In September 1925 Vareikis, the head of the press 
section of the party secretariat, published a pamphlet entitled 
Is the Victory of Socialism in one Country Possible?, in which he 
answered his question in the affirmative and praised Stalin's 
article of December 1924 as the only serious contribution to 
Leninist theory since the death of Lenin, A review by a minor 
Komsomolleader, Barbashev, in Leningradskaya Pravda, headed 
" On Communist Lomonosovs ", 1 criticized V areikis, who was a 
disciple of Bukharin, for believing that the USSR had already 
reached the first stage of socialism, and for preaching a peasant 
socialism in the guise of NEP. z A few weeks later Zinoviev 
attacked socialism in one country in Leninism.l But it was not 
one of his main targets. In the flow of angry articles in Leningrad
skaya Pravda during November and December, only one- by 
an obscure writer named Soloviev- was devoted to an offensive 
against the new bulwark of party orthodoxy : this, by accident, 
appeared on the morning of the first meeting of the congress.4 
At the congress itself Bukharin approached the question by way 
of a rejection of permanent revolution, which, he said, contained 
" the seeds of doubt about the possibility of building socialism 
in one country". ''Among us," he added, leaving the pronoun 

I The reference wa~ to a passage in What is to be Done ? (Lenin, Sochineniya, 
iv, 413) in which Lenin ironically referred to Martynov as" our Lomonosov", 
implying that under the pretext of making profound discoveries he had merely 
confused elementary truths. 

z Leningradskaya Pravda, September q. 1925. 
J See Vol. r, pp. 304-305. 
4 Leningradskaya Pravda, Deeember r8, I9Z5; Pravda, December 29, 

l9Z5, identified Soloviev as a student at the Institute of Red Professors. 
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undefined, socialism in one country had always been considered 
" a fundamental question ", He then confused the issue of 
building socialism with the issue of making a revolution in a 
backward country by connecting it with the defection of Zinoviev 
and Kamenev in 1917.1 Kamenev, ignoring this provocation, 
enquired " whether we shall succeed in building socialism in this 
country in spite of the delay in world revolution ", and answered 
in the following terms : 

Yes, this is theoretically possible, and has been demon
strated by Lenin, and can be carried out in practice to the 
extent that we can correctly perceive aU the difficulties, and 
correctly aim our fire at the target which is really dangerous, to 
the extent that we do not allow ideological differences to grow 
into an organizational struggle. z 

Zinoviev, who had avoided the question in his opening speech, 
touched on it in his reply in order to point out the inconsistency 
of Stalin's present position with his pronouncement of 1924.3 He 
then quoted a somewhat flamboyant passage from an article in a 
provincial journal, and enquired whether this " does not give off 
a whiff of national narrow-mindedness ". But his only conclusion 
was that the question was " unclear for the broad masses of the 
party".+ Stalin did not attempt to answer Zinoviev on this 
point. Few of the other speakers mentioned it at all. The resolu
tion of the congress spoke of " the struggle for the victory of 
socialist construction in the USSR " and of the need " to guarantee 
to the USSR economic independence " by developing " the pro
duction of the means of production ". But the phrase " socialism 
in one country " did not appear in it. 

Stalin had, however, by this time perceived something of the 
value and popular appeal of the new slogan. At the end of 
January 1926 he wrote a substantial essay On Questions of Leninism 
which was his considered reply to the doctrinal debates of the 
fourteenth party congress. Dedicated " To the Leningrad 
Organization of the VKP(B) ", it was published in the party 
journal Bol'shevik on February 15, 1926, and appeared im
mediately afterwards as the first item in a volume of Stalin's 

1 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommuni.$ticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 135·137· 
z Ibid. p. 273. ' Seep. 141 above. 
4 XIV S"e;;rd Vsesoyuznoi Kommuni.sticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 429-431. 
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collected essays with the general title Questions of Leninism, which 
also contained Foundations of Leninism originally published in 
April 1924 and Stalin's intervening articles and speeches on 
socialism in one country. 1 The greater part of the new essay 
On Questions of Leninism 2 was devoted to an embittered polemic 
against Zinoviev on the issues on which they had crossed swords 
at the congress or earlier- the attitude towards the peasantry, 
the character of NEP, the dictatorship of the party. But it was 
chiefly remarkable for its renewed emphasis on the distinction 
between the two alleged obstacles to the building of socialism in 
the Soviet Union. 3 The first -the technical backwardness of the 
economy -was once more firmly rejected : to insist on this as 
an insuperable obstacle was the cardinal sin of the opposition. 
The second- the threat from the capitalist world outside - was 
accepted as the, and by implication the sole, obstacle to the final 
victory of socialism. The distinction was now used - this also 
by way of reply to Zinoviev's taunt of inconsistency - to explain 
the " incomplete " and " incorrect " formulation of the question 
in The Foundations of Leninism which had been corrected in 
editions of that work subsequent to December 1924. The original 
version + had been written at a time when the relation of the 
victorious revolution to the capitalist world had been the dominant 
issue ; the emergence of the new issue of building a socialist 
economy in the Soviet Union had made a new and more correct 
formulation imperative. Stalin offered a new exposition of 
the doctrine, couched in his usual flat, lucid and antithetical 
style : 

What is the possibility of the victory of socialism in one 
country? 

It is the possibility of resolving the contradictions between 

' For the original publication of Formdb.tions of Leninism see The Interregnum, 
I923-1924, p. 358. The title Voprosy Leninizma was appropriate for the first 
edition of the collected volume published in March l1)26; but the numerous 
subsequent editions down to 1941 were swollen by the inclusion of Stalin's 
major current political pronouncements, so that the sense of the original title 
was forgotten. " Stalin, Sochineniya, viii, 13-90· 

• For the first appearance of this distinction see pp. 44-45 above. 
4 For the text see The Interregnum, T9i!J-IQ24, pp. 358-359. As Trotsky 

did not fail to point out (XV Konferentsiya Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi 
Part~i. (B) (1927), p. 529), the explanation was lame ; the original text had 
exphcttly referred to " the organization of socialist production". 
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the proletariat and the peasantry by the internal forces of our 
country, the possibility of the taking of power by the proletariat 
and of the utilization of this power for the building of a full 
socialist society in our country, with the sympathy and support 
of the proletariat of other countries, but without the previous 
victory of the proletarian revolution in other countries. 

Without such a possibility, to build socialism is to build 
without any prospect, to build without the conviction that 
socialism can be built. It is impossible to go on building 
socialism unless one is convinced that it is possible to build 
it, unless one is convinced that the technical backwardness of 
our country is not an insuperable obstacle to the building of a full 
socialist society. To deny such a possibility is to lack faith in 
the cause of the building of socialism, to desert Leninism. 

What is the impossibility of a complete final victory of 
socialism in one country without a victory of the revolution 
in other countries ? 

It is the impossibility of a complete guarantee against inter
vention, and therefore against a restoration of bourgeois condi
tions, without a victory of the revolution in, at any rate, a 
number of countries. To deny this incontestable proposition 
is to desert internationalism, to desert Leninism. 1 

Little of substance was afterwards added to, or subtracted from, 
the doctrine thus proclaimed. With the publication of the first 
edition of Questions of Leninism, socialism in one country was 
established as the mainstay of Soviet orthodoxy. 

Once the doctrine was established, Stalin tended, in accordance 
with his usual practice, to recede into the background and to leave 
it to his supporters to make the running. From the time of the 
fourteenth congress, it was Bukharin who appeared as the most 
persistent propagandist of socialism in one country, In his report 
of January 5, 1926, on the results of the congress to the Moscow 
party organization, he recounted the questions put to him by a 
group of workers at the Dynamo factory : 

If we know in advance that we are not equal to the task, 
then why the devil did we have to make the October revolution? 
If we have managed for eight years, why should we not manage 
in the ninth, tenth or fortieth year ? 2 

• Stalin, Sochineniya, viii, 6s·66. 
• Izvestiya, January lO, 1926. 
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In his speech a month later at the Leningrad provincial party 
conference, he dwelt on the effect of divergent national char
acteristics in the growth of socialism : 

Our socialism develops in a certain sense on a different 
foundation from that on which socialism will develop in 
America. With us it develops in other, in Russian, conditions, 
not in American or French conditions. This is completely 
natural because, just as capitalism had its different features in 
different countries, so socialism in these countries will at first 
have its special features, which only in the end, when the whole 
world economy is united on an advanced socialist foundation, 
will be effaced and levelled out. 

He returned triumphantly to his earlier argument. What were 
the consequences if one did not believe that it was possible to 
build socialism in Soviet Russia ? 

Then there was no reason for us to go to the barricades in 
October, then the Mensheviks would have been right when 
they said that in so backward a country as Russia it was pointless 
to plan a socialist revolution, then Trotsky would have been 
right in affirming that without state aid from a victorious 
western European proletariat we shall necessarily come into 
collision with the peasant, who will necessarily overthrow us. 1 

Kirov, at a ·party meeting in Leningrad, described socialism in 
one country as " the fundamental point in the differences between 
the majority and the minority of the party and of our congress ",z 
and devoted a good half of his address to a Leningrad Komsomol 
conference to the theme of building socialism in the USSR - a 
theme which could easily be made attractive to the rising genera
tion.3 It was left to Rykov at the session of VTsiK in April19.26 
to give the new doctrine its most frankly patriotic expression : 

' N. Bukharin, Doklad 114 XXIII Chrezvychainoi Leningradskoi Gubermkoi 
Konjerentsii VKP(B) (r926), pp. 17, 37· The same argument was used in 
Stalin's On QuestiDTIS of Leninism :" It was wrung to take power in October I9I7 -
that is the conclusion to which the internal logic of Zinoviev's argument leads " 
(Stalin, Sochineniya, viii, 70). Trotsky appeared in his article Towards Capitalism 
or Sociolism ? to leave the issue undecided : " If it should tum out that capitalism 
is still capable of fulfilling a progressive historical r6le ... that would mean 
that we, the communist party of the Soviet Union, were too early in saying 
masses for it, in other words, that we took power into our hands too early for 
the building of socialism" (Pravda, September zo, I925). 

1 Leningrmhkaya Oppozitsiya i Chetymadt$atyi S"ezd (1926), p. u8. 
' S. Kirov, l:itbrannye Stat'i i Rechi, 1912-1934 (1939), pp. l90-I95· 
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We achieved these successes in the sphere of our whole 
national economy without any help from outside. Our state is 
apparently the only one which was capable of recovering from 
unheard of destruction without recourse to foreign loans. . . . 
The workers and peasants know how to build their economy, 
organizing it better than under the bourgeois~feudal and 
capitalist order. 

And he found in these achievements " a gigantic moral victory in 
the sense of a proof of the superiority of our system over the 
bourgeois-capitalist system ". 1 

The split in the triumvirate at the fourteenth party congress 
left behind it one puzzling enigma : the position of Trotsky. 
Hostility to Trotsky was the main foundation on which the 
triumvirate had stood. It seemed unlikely that the relation of 
both camps to Trotsky, or of Trotsky to them, could long remain 
unaffected by the new alignment of forces. Could Trotsky con~ 
tinue indefinitely to profess an indifferent neutrality in the clash 
between Zinoviev and Stalin? Could Stalin and Zinoviev, now 
united in nothing else, continue to nourish the same equal and 
undeviating animosity towards Trotsky? To expect so much 
rigidity in a changing world was to fly in the face of all political 
experience. The only questions were who would move first, how 
soon, and in what direction ? 

Trostky's position seemed the most rigid. Though a delegate 
at the congress, he had sat haughtily through the proceedings, 
while the two new factions tore one another to pieces, without 
rising to speak. He is said, on somewhat doubtful authority, to 
have intended to come out at the congress against Zinoviev and 
Kamenev, but to have been dissuaded by some of his political 
associates. 2 He once broke silence, when Zinoviev was laboriously 
explaining that he had proposed Trotsky's expulsion from the 

1 SSSR ; Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva: z Smiya (1926), 
PP· s-6. 

~ This statement rests on a letter written in 1927 by Antonov-Ovseenko 
and quoted by Rykov (Prll'l!da, November 27, 1927); the memorandum of 
December 22, 1925 (see below), shows that Trotsky felt greater hostility at this 
time to Zinoviev than to Stalin. 

VOL. II M 
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Politburo because that was the logical conclusion of his con~ 
demnation by the central committee, to exclaim : '' Quite right ''. 1 

A contemptuous aside about Bukharin did not reach the official 
record. z These were his only public comments on the debate. 
His private comments were made in an illuminating unpublished 
memorandum of December 22, 1925, while the main debate of 
the congress was in full spate. The current issue between the 
peasantry and industry reminded him of the old struggle of the 
Marxists against the narodniks. Delay in the international revolu
tion had encouraged the growth in the younger generation of the 
party of " elements of Soviet narodnichestvo ", of which Bukharin 
was the theoretical exponent. But Zinoviev had also helped 
" the tendencies towards national-rural narrow-mindedness to 
develop and attain an already fairly sharp expression". It was a 
paradox that the Leningrad leaders, whose position depended on 
" the class-consciousness of the Leningrad proletariat ", should 
have been accomplices in this deviation. (Trotsky here interjected 
a contemptuous mention of " the promotion of the idea of a closed 
national economy, a closed building of socialism " - his only 
reference to socialism in one country.) "The Leningraders ",he 
concluded, " are now calling by its right name the very danger 
in the ideological preparation of which their leaders played a 
principal part." He attacked the party regime established in 
Leningrad, and considered that " a replacement of the Leningrad 
leadership and the adoption by the Leningrad organization of less 
of a commissar tone in relation to the whole party " would be 
"incontestably factors of positive significance ". But the essence 
of the proceedings was the setting of the countryside against the 
town : " we have here only the first premonitions of a process 
which can, as it develops, become fatal to the rOle of the prole
tariat ". And finally : " The democratization of the inner life of 
these [i.e. the Moscow and Leningrad] organizations is an indis
pensable condition of their active and successful resistance to 
peasant deviations ".3 

As often in Trotsky's writings, the analysis was exceedingly 

1 XIV S"u:d Vsesoyu:nwi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (19~6), p. 459· 
• For this see Vol. I, p. 173. 
3 Typewritten memorandum, with Trotsky's signature, in the Trotsky 

archives. 
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acute, the posrtlve prescriptions theoretical and unrealistic, It 
was significant that, in a document which revealed his inmost 
thoughts, Trotsky still treated Zinoviev rather than Stalin as the 
principal target. But it contained not the faintest hint of any shift 
in his own position to take account of new alignments. If Trotsky 
had" come to Lenin fighting" in 1917, and only because he was 
convinced that the April theses marked a substantial identity with 
the views long held by himself, he was not likely to prove more 
amenable now, Nor was this rigidity merely a question of personal 
pride or inflexibility. In the crisis of 1925 Zinoviev- and 
Kamenev after him- had swung from one extreme opinion to 
its opposite; Sokolnikov's adhesion to the opposition was, as 
Trotsky noted in passing in his memorandum, " an example of 
purely personal unprincipledness " ; Bukharin was a weakling ; 
Stalin took up a position so firmly in the centre that he sometimes 
seemed to have no opinions of his own, and to adjust his attitude 
from time to time to meet the requirements of his position as 
supreme party boss. Of Trotsky alone could it be said that his 
attitude would be determined, and his actions directed, by a 
profound and unchanging conviction of the correct course to 
pursue and by an indifference to personal factors if they seemed 
irrelevant to this conviction. This quality was a source of political 
weakness as well as of strength. But it won respect, and gave 
him a unique position, How eagerly he longed to return to 
public life is shown by his readiness to accept invitations to speak 
on non-political occasions. While the fourteenth congress was in 
session, on December z6, 1925, he found time to address the 
Society of Political Prisoners on the anniversary of the 1905 
revolution, concluding his speech with a hymn of praise to the 
coming world revolution, which would find him and his hearers 
in their places to greet it.1 But he had no programme in terms of 
current party tactics. He would approach nobody. If anybody 

' l:roe:;tiya, January 8, 19:t6. Among his other recorded utterances of this 
period were speec:bes to a conference on the protection of mother and child 
(December 7, 1925), to a conference of doctors (December 8, 1925), to a con
ference of rabkors (Jmuary IJ, 1926) and to the" sodety of friends of radio" 
(March I, 1926). All these were reprinted in hls collected works (Sochintniya, 
xxi, 44-55, 384-396, 397-405, .po-423) ; none of them touched on controversial 
issues. Trotsky also delivered e speec:h on February 25, 1926, celebrating the 
fifth annivel"Sary of the creation of the Georgian SSR (ibid. xxi, 405-409). 
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approached him, it would have to be on his own conditions. 
On the other hand, both the new rival groups were, from the 

first moment of the split, keenly conscious of the problem of their 
future relations with Trotsky, though both fluctuated in their 
approach to it. At the fourteenth congress, the temptation to 
tar the opposition with the brush of " Trotskyism " was over
whelmingly strong ; and this course was followed by nearly every 
defender of the official line. Bukharin dragged up an old quota
tion from Zinoviev's writings to prove that, like Trotsky, he had 
ignored the rOle of the peasantry in the 1905 revolution. When 
Krupskaya was speaking, someone called out : " Lev Davidovich, 
you have new allies ". Polonsky declared that Trotsky had put 
his Right foot, Zinoviev his Left foot, into " the bourgeois sack " : 
that was the only difference between them.' Pravda of December 
22, 1925, in a leader designed to establish a line of succession from 
the workers' opposition through Trotsky to Zinoviev, dubbed the 
Leningraders " the new opposition". Rykov repeated the phrase 
on the same day at the congress ; 2 and it passed into current 
usage. The leader on the congress in the party journal Bol'shevik 
was built round the theme that the new opposition was infected 
with the same pessimism as Trotsky and disbelieved in the pos
sibility of building socialism in the Soviet Union without world 
revolution.3 The opposition, unable to escape the fatal brand of 
Trotskyism, ended by accepting it. At the congress Lashevich, 
provoked by charges of Trotskyism from interrupters, turned on 
them with the retort that " Trotsky said not only untrue, but also 
true, things " ; 4 and, when Zinoviev made his proposals to bring 
back "former groups " into party work,s the will to bury the 
hatchet with Trotsky was unmistakable. At such moments a 
new alliance must have seemed already in sight. 

Certain gestures, however, also came from the other side. It 
was not surprising that at the congress official spokesmen had 
directed their keenest shafts at the new opposition, and had left 
Trotsky comparatively unscathed. Tomsky, in replying to 
Kamenev's attack on Stalin, reminded the congress that it was 

' XJV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kom'ff~Ut~Uticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 138, 166, 
I71-I72. z lltid. p .• go. 

• Bol'shevik, No. "I, January 15, 1926, pp. 3-13. 
~ XIV S"elld VsesoyuR:tloi Kommuniuicheskoi Pcutii (B) (I926), p. 183. 
• See p. f4<~ above. 
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Zinoviev and Kamenev who had called a year earlier for the most 
ruthless reprisals against Trotsky : 

Some thought that, if somebody had erred- well, that's 
enough, beat him and kick him. Others thought that our party 
is not so rich in resources that it can afford, in the case of 
everyone who errs - and many of us have erred on various 
questions - instead of letting him enter the channel of normal 
work, to put forward the proposition : Finish him off. Such 
a proceeding was thought incorrect. 

And Tomsky went on to compare Kamenev unfavourably with 
Trotsky, who always had concrete proposals to make. 1 Stalin in 
his second speech at the congress was careful to mention that he 
and his supporters had resisted Zinoviev's and Kamenev's demands 
to expel Trotsky from the party or from the Politburo. After the 
congress both Tomsky and Bukharin struck a human note such 
as had not been heard in dealing with Trotsky for more than two 
years. 

It is not necessary to kick a man [Tomsky was reported as 
saying], not necessary to cut him off, as they wanted to do with 
Trotsky. But think of doing even a quarter of what was done 
to Trotsky l Even an Indian elephant would not have endured 
what was done to Trotsky, 2 

And Bukharin a few weeks later was more positive : 

Trotsky never said that our industry was state capitalist. 
No, he recognized our industry as socialist. , , . In the dis
cussions with Trotsky I was always against putting the issue in 
the form of saying that Trotsky was a Menshevik. Of course, 
Trotsky is not a Menshevik. He fought for the October revolu
tion, he achieved a large number of things for which the party 
is much indebted to him. a 

Words like these, spoken by Tomsky and Bukharin, suggested 
passing flashes of genuine remorse, though on the lips of others 

1 XIV S"ezd VsefoyuznoiKommunistichukoiPartii (B) (1926), pp. 276,290. 
• Quoted from a speech made at the Putilov factory (for the occasion see 

pp. 154-~55 above) on January 20, 1926, in Byulleten' Oppozit~ii (Paris), No. 29-
30, September 1932, p. JI. The speech was mentioned in Pravda, January 22, 
1926 ; no report giving the text has been traced, but the quotation is probably 
authentic. 

' Leningradskayo. Organizatsiya i Chetyrno.dtsatyi S"ezd (1926), pp. 96, 108 ; 
that Bukharin felt scruples about past treatment of Trotsky is suggested by the 
correspondence between them at this time (see Vol. r, p. 173). 
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they might have sounded like cold calculation. But such feelings 
probably did not go far. If some sections of the party would have 
liked to mitigate the severity of its past verdicts on Trotsky, others 
were indignant at the faintest indication that " the party has 
changed its attitude to Trotskyism ". t The only prominent 
Bolshevik who at this time actually tried to engineer a truce 
between Trotsky and Stalin was the ingenious Radek, who had 
special reason to detest Zinoviev as the author of his downfall, 
and was eager to emerge from the secondary position to which 
he had been relegated for the past t\1.'0 years. But nobody seems 
to have taken his effort seriously.z Trotsky would not move ; 
and Stalin, while he would no doubt have been glad to prevent 
or delay a prospective rapprochement of Trotsky with Zinoviev 
and K.amenev, was unlikely to court an alliance in which he 
would have been matched by an equal, or perhaps more masterful, 
partner. 

The cards were, however, already stacked. Stalin's position 
was now so overwhelmingly strong that his opponents were bound 
to unite against him, and to compose whatever personal or ideo
logical differences still separated them. What is perhaps surprising 
is not that it happened, but that it took so long to happen. The 

' Apprehensions on this point were noted in an article in Izvestiya Tsentral'
nogo Komiteta V$esoyuznoi Kommunistiche$koi Partii (B), No. ro-u (IJl-lJ2), 
March 22, 1926, p. 9· A curiow example of current attitudes towards Trotsky 
is provided by an unpublished speeclt of Lunacharsky in the Bol'shoi Theatre 
on January 21, t926, at the anniversary commemoration of Lenin's death (a few 
insignificant lines were devoted to the speech in Pravda, January 22, 1926). 
Lunacharsky, always naive in politics, was led to discuss the possibility that 
"some man who has acquired popularity and enjoys influence in the country " 
might attempt to " overthrow our hegemony" by enlisting the support of 
capitalist or petty bourgeois elements. He went on : " Do not suppose, please, 
that I am alluding hen to L. D. Trotsky ; I ought to say that comrade Trotsky 
never thought of this, and is perhaps further from it than any of us ". Never
theless, when Trotsky went into opposition, " they " (not further defined) were 
willing to offer him " a crown on a velvet cushion " and " hail him as Lev I ". 
But, when Trotsky returned to a " nonnal position ", they " ceased to love him 
and said that he was ' a communist like all the rest ' ". Uglanov later told 
Lunacharsky that Trotsky was displeased by this speech, and Lunacharsky 
sent Trotsky a letter of explanation on March 3, 1926, in which he wrote: "I 
do not at all wish you to have the impression that I am numbered among your 
enemies ". The letter and extracts from the speech are in the Trotsky archives. 

a Trotsky reported it many years later in Byulleten' Oppozitsii (Paris), 
No. 54-55, March 1937, p. u, adding: "It was at this moment that the un
fortunate Mrachkovsky ... uttered the winged phrase : ' Neither with Stalin 
nor with Zinoviev ; Stalin will cheat, and Zinoviev will rat ' ". 
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prime mover was Kamenev. It was probably late in March, or 
early in April, 1926, that he had a conversation with Trotsky: it 
was their first private meeting since March 6, 1923. The only 
record of it is a short passage in Trotsky's autobiography. 
Kamenev said to him: " It is enough for you and Zinoviev to 
appear on the same platform, and the party will find its true 
central committee ". Trotsky describes himself as having 
" laughed at this bureaucratic optimism ". He spoke of the dis· 
integration of the party during the past three years and of the 
present domination of the party apparatus by its " Right wing ", 
and foresaw " a long and serious struggle ". 1 It is not certain how 
soon this conversation was followed by others, or when Zinoviev 
was first drawn into the discussions. But too much bad blood had 
been generated. Trotsky, who for two years had borne the con· 
centrated insults and misrepresentations of the triumvirate, stood 
aloof. Progress was slow. No common front had been estab· 
lished, and no agreement about common tactics reached, when the 
party central committee met on April 6, I 926. 

The session of the committee which lasted from April 6 to 9, 
1926, was remarkable for the active reappearance of Trotsky, after 
nearly two years' absence, in the proceedings of a major party 
organ. The rift in the triumvirate had once more made it possible 
for him to play a rOle ; once more he dominated any debate in 
which he took part. In form, the discussion revolved round the 
alternative proposed by Trotsky to Rykov's draft resolution. In 
substance it was Trotsky who kept the discussion firmly focused 
on the cardinal issue of the relation between agriculture and 
industry.2 Stalin clashed with him on what was in effect the 
question of the rate of industrialization : was the ambitious pro
ject of Dnieprostroi still premature and far-fetched? K.amenev 
emphatically agreed with Trotsky on the need for a stronger line 
against the kulak, thus giving to the party the first hint of the 
impending foundation of a new bloc. Dzerzhinsky openly accused 
Trotsky and Karnenev of seeking to create a " new platform " 
based on the exploitation of the peasant.3 Trotsky, anxious 

' L. Trotsky, Moya Zhi:tn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 265·266; for the meeting of 
1923 see The Interregnum, I92J-I924, p. 266, note 1. 

2 For the sources for this debate, and its conclusions affecting industry and 
agriculture, see Vol. I, pp. 325-328, 354-356. 

1 See Vol. I, p. 535· 
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perhaps to disclaim too dose an association, reproached Kamenev 
for failing to realize how closely the problem of the kulak was 
bound up with the policy of industrialization. Trotsky at one 
moment announced his intention to vote against the resolu
tion.1 But he did not carry out his threat, and the resolution was 
carried unanimously. In fact, no clear issue was before the com
mittee. Rykov, in his subsequent report on the session to a 
Moscow party meeting, dramatized it as a clash between the two 
extremes of maximum support for agriculture at the cost of 
postponing industrialization and intensive industrialization through 
a process of exploiting the peasant, associating the former with the 
name of Shanin and the latter with that of Preobrazhensky. 2 But 
the first of these time-honoured deviations was now a lost cause 
among the party leaders, and no longer found any open support. 
The real outstanding issue was the tempo of industrialization. 
But on this, the question of the stiffening of the agricultural tax 
having been already settled,J no further decision would be taken 
till after the harvest. One minor decision revealed Stalin's un
failing attention, at this critical moment of the struggle for power 
in the party, to party appointments. The experiment of including 
Evdokimov, a member of the Leningrad opposition, in the 
secretariat 4 had evidently not been a success or had outlived its 
purpose. Evdokimov was relieved of his post " at his own 
request", and replaced by Shvernik.s 

For the moment, however, politically as well as economically, 
nobody was eager to stir the embers of past controversies. Rykov's 
report on the session sounded a studiedly nonRcontroversial note 
and justified the eclectic character of the resolution: . 

The fourteenth congress made the principal opposition 
leaders members of the central committee and of the Politburo. 
It. ?id .so in order to preserve unity, in the interests of the 
utd!z~twn of all the forces of the party in the building of 
soc1ahsm. It did so also in order that the central committee, 

1 His statement is recorded in the Trotsky ar<:hives . 
. • Pravda, .AP_ril23, 1926; Rykov repeated the same point six months later 

Without m~nonmg names at the fifteenth party conference (XV Konferentsiya 
V~esoyuzn01 Kommuninicheskoi Partii (B} (1927), p. 122}. 

3 See Vol. I, PP· 320, 327. • Seep. 151 above. 
h ' VKP(B) v l!ezolyu.tsiyakh (1941), ii, 91; the decisions of this session of 

t e central comrmttee were p-ublished in. Pravda, April 13, 1926. 
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taking into account all differences, all opinions arising in the 
discussion of actual problems, might fix the correct policy in 
accordance with the decisions of the congress. 

He admitted that differences had arisen in the central committee, 
but he refused to speak in detail of the debates, " because I did 
not want this or that piece of information, even the most objective, 
to serve as a starting-point for a new discussion in the party ", 1 

Stalin chose to make his now customary speech on the session of 
the central committee to a party meeting in Leningrad - evidently 
a tribute to the importance and to the new-found party loyalty of 
the Leningrad organization. The speech was plainly adapted to a 
Leningrad audience. The only attack on the opposition - a 
retrospective one - occurred in the passage in which he attributed 
its defeat to the fidelity of the Leningrad party to the principle of 
inner party democracy. 2 The main emphasis of the speech was 
on the process of economic recovery and the prospects of in
dustrialization. Any polemical note was carefully avoided. 
Declaring that the work of the central committee had proceeded 
from the " basic slogan " of the industrialization of the country 
proclaimed by the fourteenth congress, Stalin devoted his perora
tion to the past achievements of the party and concluded : 

Now there stands before us a new task- the industrializa
tion of our country. The most serious difficulties have been 
left behind. Is it possible to doubt that we shall be equal to 
this new task, the industrialization of our country ? Of course 
not. On the contrary we now have all the necessary factors to 
overcome difficulties and carry into effect the tasks set before us 
by the fourteenth congress of our party.3 

It was grateful doctrine in the ears of the Leningrad Bolsheviks. 
Socialism in one country, in the guise of" the industrialization of 
our country ", became the supreme Bolshevik achievement. 

Zinoviev, Kamenev and Trotsky all remained silent on the pro
ceedings of the April session of the central committee, leaving the 
party to guess how much lay behind the partial, but not un
qualified, agreement between Trotsky and Kamenev which had 
emerged in the debate. The situation -was still obscure and 
embarrassing even to those most closely concerned. It was 

Ibid. Apri113, rg:z6. • For this passage seep. rsS, note r above. 
l Stalin, Sochineniya, viii, u6-r48. 
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Trotsky whose next move once more seemed cryptic and un
decypherable. Having taken a first step in the direction of the 
reconciliation which Kamenev and Zinoviev now ardently desired, 
he decided to seek medical advice in Berlin, and absented himself 
from Moscow for nearly two months. No recurrence is recorded 
in the winter of 1925-1926 of the "mysterious infection " which 
had attacked him during the acute political crises of the two 
previous winters, 1 and he had appeared frequently in public. 2 

But now, faced with a new call to political action, he became 
once more preoccupied with the need for treatment of his malady. 
The Politburo, fearing some incident abroad, attempted to dis
suade him from the journey, but placed no formal obstacles in his 
way. He left "about the middle of April". Kamenev and 
Zinoviev were disconcerted by the move. According to Trotsky, 
they " parted from me with an appearance of real feeling ", since 
they" did not relish being left tAte-d-tite with Stalin". In Berlin 
a succession of physicians failed to diagnose Trotsky's malady till 
a throat specialist advised the removal of his tonsils. The opera
tion was successfully performed, though it proved in the long run 
not to have touched the enigmatic causes of the disease.3 While 
Trotsky was convalescent in Berlin in May 1926, a series of crises 
broke on the world. But, while their repercussions were plainly 
felt in the sensitive climate of Moscow, the activities of the party 
opposition were perforce suspended, or conducted only at lower 
levels, till the principal actor could return to take his cue. 

See pp. 29-30 above. 1 Seep. 169, note I above. 
' L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn (Berlin, 1930), ii, 266-268. 



CHAPTER I 9 

THE MONOLITHIC PARTY 

(a) Numbers and Composition 

T
HE most conspicuous as well as the most important change 
in the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in the middle 
nineteen~twenties was its sudden and rapid growth. To 

keep the party small was Lenin's long-standing ambition; and 
during the last two years of his active life he had striven effectively 
to reduce it from the swollen dimensions (a maximum of 6so,ooo 
members) which it had reached in the civil war, But this con
ception, inherited from the tradition of the underground party 
before the revolution, was inappropriate to a party called on to 
provide the backbone of government and administration for a 
large country just emerging from the throes of war and revolution ; 
and the " Lenin enrolment " which immediately followed Lenin's 
death marked the end of it.t Henceforth the party expanded to 
keep pace with the new developments. From a total of 472,000 
(35o,ooo members and 122,ooo candidates) at the beginning of 
1924, it increased to 772,040 (420,670 members and 351,370 
candidates) at the beginning of 1925, and 1,o78,r82 (638,352 
members and 439,830 candidates) at the beginning of 1926.z In 
two years the number of party members had almost doubled, and 
the total of members and candidates together more than doubled. 
But the methods and character of the recruitment underwent a 
radical change. The Lenin enrolment was no longer the enrol
ment of individual enthusiasts for the revolutionary cause, but of 
masses of" workers from the bench " drafted into the party as the 
result of a deliberate decision of the party central committee ; and 
the same was true of the attempt to organize an enrolment of 
peasants in the following year. The composition of the party 

' For the Lenin enrolment and its first consequences see The Interregnum, 
I9f43-I924, pp. 352~356. > A. Bubnov, VKP(B) (t931), p. 6l3. 
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was determined less than heretofore by spontaneous action " from 
below", by pressure from would-be recruits to the ranks, and 
more by policy decisions " from above ", by a conscious effort to 
shape and mould the party on specific lines for specific purposes. 

The most contentious issue of these years in regard to the 
composition of the party was not the size of the membership
the necessity for a rapid expansion was now silently conceded 
almost everywhere ~ but the desirability of an increased intake of 
peasants. A certain ambivalence about the admission of peasants 
to the party of the proletariat was a legacy of its history. The 
dependence of the proletarian revolution in Russia on an alliance 
with the peasant was foreshadowed in I905, demonstrated in 1917, 
further illustrated in 1919 when, at the height of the civil war, 
the party held out the hand of friendship to the middle peasant, 
and sealed in 1921 in the famous " link" between proletariat and 
peasantry. But this did not answer the question of the eligibility 
of peasants for party membership. That batraks, or hired workers 
in agriculture, whose existence was once more legally recognized 
after 1922, were eligible, nobody denied. That kulaks were 
eligible, nobody pretended. But the mass of peasants who fell 
into neither of these categories presented an awkward conundrum. 
It was impossible to exclude them on principle, since the regime 
depended on their good will. But to admit them in numbers 
would be to change the character of the party and to deny its 
proletarian essence. 

The" Lenin enrolment" of the first months of 1924 had been 
confined to the proletariat- " workers from the bench ". Stalin 
had at that time resisted a proposal to extend it to " poor peasants 
and agricultural labourers " ; l and the resolution of the thirteenth 
congress in May 1924, while remarking that the " Lenin enrol
ment" brought into the party " substantial groups of workers 
connected with the country", significantly refrained from recom
mending any large-scale admission of peasants, and proposed " the 
transfer of communists to the countryside , , , systematically and 
by way of a combination of the voluntary principle with selec
tion ".z To bring the party to the peasant still seemed a more 
practicable enterprise than to bring the peasant into the party. 

' See The InterTegnum, I92J-I924, p. 340. 
~ VKP(B) v Rezol}'utsiyakh (1941), i, 594·596· 
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the summer of 1924 brought no immediate change in this respect. 
Party orthodoxy still resisted dilution of the " workers' party " 
with peasant elements. The resolution of the central committee 
of October 1924 merely recommended in general terms " the 
continuous transfer of communists to the country " and " the 
training and promotion of party workers from among the peasantry 
itself ", and proposed that " access to Komsomol organizations, 
as distinct from the party, should be opened on a broad basis 
not only to batraks and poor peasant strata in the countryside, 
but to the better and more conscious sector of the middle 
peasants ". 1 The recommendation to admit more peasants to the 
Komsomol read like a compromise between those who wished to 
admit more peasants to the party and those who did not wish to 
admit more peasants at all. 

This was not, however, the end of the matter. After the 
central committee had adjourned more positive counsels prevailed; 
and on November 6, 1924, a cautious instruction to admit more 
peasants to the party issued from the secretariat to rural party 
organizations. Peasants showing signs of political consciousness 
were to be directed into Soviet work ; and " the best and most 
outstanding elements, the nearest to the party and the most 
devoted to the Soviet power", were to be admitted to the party. 
No quotas of numbers to be admitted in individual provinces or 
counties were to be fixed in advance. The work of recruitment 
would be carried on " not in the form of a campaign, but in the 
course of daily routine ". 2 Notwithstanding its guarded tone, the 
results of this instruction soon became apparent. In 1924, of 
316,ooo newly admitted candidates only II·I per cent were 
peasants (and nearly all of these were admitted in the second half 

' Ibid. i, 63I-63J· 
• The circular was printed in a truncated form (accidentally omitting the 

last three paragraphs and Molotov's signature) in I=estiya Tsentra/.'nogo 
Komiteta Rouiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov), No.7 (u), Novem~ 
her 17, l9~4. p. 7, and reprinted in full, ibid. No.8 (IJ), November ~4. 1924, 
p. 7· In both cases it was printed in small type in the part of the gazette usually 
reserved for documents of secondary importance ; the instmction was phrased 
in such a way as to minimize its novelty and importance. It was admitted later 
that up to the middle of November 1924 the party attitude to the admission of 
peasants had been "very indecisive", and that this was a "turning-point" 
Cibid. No. 15-16 (90-91), April 21, 1925, p. 8). 
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of the year); of 321,ooo similarly admitted in 1925 29·5 per cent 
were peasants.1 This admission was sometimes referred to in 
later party literature as " the second Lenin enrolment ", though 
the term does not appear to have been applied to it at the 
time.2 

The attempt to strengthen the influence of the party in the 
countryside by increasing its peasant component had perhaps less 
substance than the statistics suggested. The official statistics of 
party membership for these years show that, while the Lenin 
enrolment of 1924 was successful in substantially increasing the 
proportion of workers in the party at the expense of the third 
category (employees and intellectuals), the increase in peasant 
membership as the result of the enrolment of the following year 
was scarcely sufficient to keep pace with the increase in total 
membership, so that the proportion of peasants in the party 
remained stable or even declined slightly. The following per
centages of party membership are given for the beginnings of the 
years named : 3 

~- ~- ·----- ---- ------· 
Workers Peasants Others 

1924 44"0 z8·8 Z7"Z 
1925 s6·7 z6·s r6·8 
1926 s6·8 25"9 17"3 

But such figures are less informative than they appear about the 
social composition of the party, partly because the classification 

1 A. Bubnov, VKP(B) (1931), p. 616; a more detailed analysis showed that 
of candidates admitted in the first half of 1925 62·4 per cent were workers, 22"5 
per cent peasants and 15·1 per cent officials; in the second half of 1925 the 
corresponding percentages were 43·8, 39·6 and 16·6 (Bol'shevik, No. u, June 
30, 1926, p. 64)· 

• The term. was applied in a leading article in Leni.ngradska.ya Pravda, 
Februacy 19, 1925, to an intensified enrolment of candidates in the first weeks 
of 1925 without special reference to peasants ; Molotov referred to " the re
vitalization of the Soviets" as "a continuation of the Lenin enrolment", 
but only as the next task of party policy (Chetyrnadtsataya Konjerentsiya 
RouWkoi Kommunisticheskoi Pwtii (Bol'shevikov) (1925), p. 10). 

1 A. Bubnov, VKP(B) (1931), p. 6rs. The failure of the high proportion 
of pellSant " candidates " admitted in 1925 to reftect itself in later statistics 
suggt!sts that an unusually high proportion of them failed to stay the course; 
the percentage of peasants among candidates continued to be higher than 
among full members (Sotsial'nyi i Natsional'nyi Sootav VKP(B) (1928), p. 44). 
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reflected origin and not present status, 1 and partly because, owing 
to the increasing importance of the party's r6le in administration, 
a large number of those admitted as workers or peasants soon 
found themselves engaged in whole-time or part-time adminis
trative work, and more or less quickly lost their worker or peasant 
affiliations. According to a report submitted to the fourteenth 
party conference in April 1925, the majority of peasant members 
of the party had " entirely or to some extent broken with the 
peasant economy", so that, in spite of an official peasant member
ship amounting to 25 per cent, only 8 per cent of the party 
membership consisted of persons living exclusively by agriculture.2 

Molotov complained at the fourteenth party congress of December 
1925 that" those who enter the party under the rubric of peasants 
are very often not peasant elements at all, but sometimes that very 
official group which is seeking to ease its way into the party ".3 

When, on the basis of the party census of January 1927, an 
attempt was made to classify party members and candidates 
according to present occupation, it was found that 30 per cent of 
them were at that time employed as workers, Io·r per cent as 
peasants, 38·5 per cent as officials, 8·1 per cent in the Red Army 
and the rest in other categories.4 What occurred during these 
years among party members and candidates was " an exodus from 
the working class and - in lesser degree - from the peasantry 
into the state apparatus, into economic, trade union, social and 
other work ". Of 638,ooo members and candidates registered as 
workers, and of 217,000 registered as peasants, 184,000 and 

' For the rules of classification see Vol. 1, pp. 91-92. The roles stipulating 
different conditions of admission for different categories provided a new motive 
for fictitious registrations. Vlhen, as a sequel to the All-Union Congress of 
Teachers in January 1925 (see Vol. I, p. 12r), the Orgburo directed that from 
2,ooo to 3,ooo village teachers should be admitted to the party (Spra:vochn:ik 
Partiirwgo Rabotnika, v, 1925 (1926), p. 243), an instruction from the party 
central committee laid it down that teachers " who come from the peasants 
and have not lost touch with the peasant envirorunent " should be treated as 
second category party candidates (peasants), not third category candidates 
(employees) (broestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta. Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheslroi 
Partii (Bol'shevikov), No.8 (83), February 23, I925, p. 5). 

~Ibid. No. 15-16 (90-91), April 21, 1925, p. 6; Molotov stated at the 
conference that two-thirds of the rutal members of the party were employees 
(Chetyrnaduataya Konferentsiya Rcmilikoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'
shevikov) (1925), p. :u). 

3 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu:moi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 76. 
4 Sotsial'nyi i Nat#rmal'nyi Sostav VKP(B) (1928), p. 42. 
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s6,ooo respectively were now employed as " officials or social 
workers". While only 258,ooo party members and candidates 
were registered as officials, 44o,coo were actually employed as 
such.r These figures certainly did not exaggerate the extent to 
which party members officially registered as workers and peasants 
were in fact otherwise engaged. 

Light was thrown on changing attitudes towards the composi
tion of the party in these years by periodical amendments to the 
regulations governing admission to it. Under the party statute of 
December 1919 (the first to be adopted after the revolution), 
persons were admitted as candidates on the recommendation of 
two party members of not less than six months' standing; workers 
and peasants were required to pass through a probationary period 
of two months, and others of six months, as candidates before 
admission to the party itself.2 These relatively easy conditions, 
characteristic of the civil war period, were considerably tightened 
up after the introduction of NEP .. On the eve of the eleventh 
party congress in March 1922 Zinoviev sponsored a proposal that 
the candidate stage should be prolonged for workers and peasants 
to six months, and for others to a year.3 This provoked a sharp 
reaction from Lenin, who sent to the central committee a counter
proposal that the six months' stage should be limited to genuine 
workers who had worked for at least ten years in'' large industrial 
enterprises ", and that the stage should be extended to one and a 
half years for other workers, two years for peasants and Red Army 
men, and three years for others.4 The central committee was 
evidently reluctant to make this marked discrimination and, in a 
decision of March 25, 1922, taken in Lenin's absence, com
promised on six months for workers, a year for Red Army men, 
and a year and a half for peasants and others.s Even this did not 
satisfy the pertinacious leader who insisted that the party was 
" insufficiently proletarian", and demanded once more a lengthen
ing of all stages except for workers.6 

Thus goaded, the eleventh party congress, meeting a few days 
later, drew up elaborate rules for admission to the party. It 

1 Sotsial'nyi i Nat~ional'ny{Sodav VKP(B) (1928), pp. 45, 47· 
~ VKP(B) f.t Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 318. 
3 Pravda, _r.ta.r<:h 17, 1922. 4 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvii, 209-210. 
5 Quoted 10id. xxvii, sz8-5z9. G Ibid. xxvii, zi1-212. 
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established three categories : workers and Red Army men, 
peasants and handicraft workers, and" others (employees etc.)". 
Persons belonging to the first two categories were admitted as 
candidates on the recommendation of three party members of three 
years' standing; persons in the third category required the recom
mendation of five party members of five years' standing. The 
probationary period was six months for the first category, one 
year for the second, and two years for the third ; a two-year stage 
was required for all candidates who had come over from other 
parties. 1 These rules were embodied in the new party statutes 
approved in August 1922.2 But they were soon subject to further 
revision. The twelfth party congress in April 1923 recognized, for 
the first time, a specially favoured category of " workers from the 
bench " ; these might be admitted as candidates on the recom
mendation of only two party members of two years' standing; 3 

and this concession was followed by the Lenin enrolment of 
workers from the bench in the first months of 1924. Then, in 
April 1925, when the party had executed its turn towards the 
peasant, the same concession was extended to "batraks, peasant
cultivators and Red Army men " ; and the rider was added that, 
when peasants and batraks desiring to enter the party were unable 
to find party members to recommend them, the local party organs 
should help to provide the necessary credentials,4 A party in
struction was issued to temper the rigours of party discipline for 
"peasants from the plough". Too high a standard of political 
instruction was not to be demanded of them ; and exception was 
not to be taken to the retention of personal property (presumably 
livestock and implements) or even to occasional participation in 
religious rites.S Finally, when a revised statute was approved by 
the fourteenth party congress, the special emphasis on the peasant 
had receded, and further refinements were introduced in respect 
of the number and character of the recommendations required 
for admission of candidates. The first category was split into two 
groups - " industrial workers regularly occupied in physical 
labour for wages " (two party members of one year's standing) 
and non-industrial workers, Red Army men and batraks (two 

' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 432. • Ibid. i, 45-4· 
' Ibid. i, 503. ~ Ibid. ii, 12. 
5 Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotnika, v, 1925 (rgz6), 512-514. 
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party members of two years' standing). The second category 
required recommendations from three party members of two 
years' standing, the third category from five of five years' standing. 
Further special conditions were imposed on candidates coming 
from other parties. 1 By a special dispensation of the central com
mittee which found no place in the statute, " admission without 
going through the candidate stage is allowed only in exceptional 
cases which have political significance for the party ". 2 This was 
a hint that promotion to party status was still a reward which might 
be bestowed for exceptional services. From this welter of regula
tions, however, two points clearly emerged. In the first place, 
now that the net of recruitment was more widely spread, the 
intellectual level of the party had declined. Secondly, the hetero
geneous composition of the party encouraged and necessitated the 
exercise of a strong authority from the centre : the unity of the 
party was assured no longer by the spontaneously generated sense 
of a common purpose, but by the firm leadership of the presiding 
group. 

(b) Party Education 

Of the problems resulting from the large and miscellaneous 
enrolment of new members in the middle nineteen-twenties, the 
declining intellectual calibre of the party was the most constant 
theme of preoccupation among the leaders. During the first two 
years of the regime little systematic control had been exercised 
over the qualifications of those seeking entrance into the party. 
But scarcely was the civil war over when, at the party conference 
of December 1919, Bukharin submitted a report on work among 
the new party members which was duly approved by the confer
ence. Bukharin refused to admit that the new members differed 
in quality from the old, but stressed the importance of teaching 
" illiterate communists " their letters and of setting up " funda-

' For the revised statute see p. 148 above. For a detailed analysis of the 
changes in the rules of admission see Bol'shevik, No. z3-24, December 30, 
1925, pp. 53-58; the main provisiom had been drafted by the Orgburo in the 
spring of 1925 before the fourteenth party conference (broestiya Tsentral'nogo 
Komiteta Ro$u"iskoi Kommlmisticheskoi Partii (Bol'sheuikov), No. 9 (84), Mar<:h 
2, 1925, p. 8). 

z Izvestiya Tsentral'MgG Komiteta Vsesoyuznoi KGmmWJisticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. 16-17 (t37-r38), May 3, 1926, p. s. 
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mental and elementary lectures " for them on communism and 
on the party. 1 For the next few years the issue was raised at every 
party congress. At the ninth congress in March 1920, Kamenev 
spoke of the difficulty of coping with the influx of new members, 
and another delegate said that the party was " basically unpre
pared " to carry out the necessary education of the peasants who 
had been admitted to it.2 Preobrazhensky, at the tenth congress 
a year later, spoke of" the immense gap between comrades in our 
party who have not sufficient communist education and old com
munists who have possessed this Marxist baggage from remote 
times ", and between " the communistically mature element " 
and young party members who " have not the patience to read 
Capital and other fundamental works'', while Ryazanov lamented 
that "the percentage of comrades who have had a fundamental 
Marxist schooling grows smaller every day ". 3 At the eleventh 
party congress in March 1922, Zinoviev declared that, as the 
result of " the rapid, dizzy gwwth of our party from sooo 
to 50o,ooo members ", the party contained " many illiterate 
members ", and proposed to halt further admissions in order to 
raise the standard.+ The congress resolution, while it did not 
endorse this extreme solution, registered the shortcomings of the 
existing situation : 

In the next year or years the RKP must unconditionally 
devote its attention not so much to an increase in the number 
of its members as to an improvement in its qualitative com
position. . . . The stormy years of civil war did not allow of 
sufficient attention and sufficient resources being devoted to 
raising the standard of Marxist education and the cultural level 
of rank-and-file members of the party. The next years must 
be consecrated to this task of first-class importance.s 

A year later the twelfth congress repeated that " a strengthening of 
the work of party education among the mass of party members is 
in the present conjunction of circumstances a task of first-class 
importance ".6 Active efforts were made. But successive waves of 

1 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 3Z3-3Z4. 
~ Devyatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1934), pp. 324, 355· 
3 Desyatyi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi PaTtii (1921), pp. 61, 66. 
4 Odinnadt.satyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), pp. 4l4·425· 
• VKP(B) 'l! Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 431. 6 Ibid. i, 504· 
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fresh admissions seemed to stultify them. When the thirteenth 
party congress met in May 1924, the Lenin enrolment was in full 
swing. From a sample taken in the central provinces of the 
RSFSR, Stalin put the average proportion of" political illiterates " 
in the party at 57 per cent; in some provinces it reached 70 per 
cent.I Molotov, admitting that the influx of new members made 
" party educational work" specially important, drew attention to 
the embarrassing fact that 41 per cent of responsible workers in 
party central organs engaged in this work were themselves former 
members of other parties : z too many new members and too few 
reliable teachers created an insoluble problem. The congress was 
content to conclude that " work with the Lenin enrolment must 
in the near future take precedence in the educational work of the 
party ".3 At the fourteenth congress a year and a half later, 
Stalin claimed in general terms that " the ideological level of our 
leading cadres, young and old, has risen substantially ". 4 But 
Molotov's pronouncement on the subject was more cautious ; and 
Ryazanov maintained that, while " a certain level of elementary 
party literacy has reached such masses as we had never hitherto 
dreamed of ", the qualitative level of party education as a whole 
had "declined fearfully ".s A party journalist at the same date 
observed, with special reference to the enrolment of peasants, that 
" raw material not yet sufficiently ' worked up ' from the party 
standpoint is being admitted to the party ". 6 

It was in these conditions that " political education " became 
a primary function of party policy. Institutions for education in 
the principles of communism and of party doctrine - institutions 
for educating the masses and institutions for educating the 
educators- proliferated at every level. The highest such in
stitution was the Communist Academy. Founded in 1918 (before 

1 Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, 205-206; a few weeks later Stalin put the propor
tion on th.e eve of th.e Lenin enrolment at 6o per cent, and feared that it would 
now rise to So per cent (ibid. vi, 255-256). Komsomol.figures of the same period 
classified 66·6 per cent of members as "politically illiterate ", 24·6 per cent as 
" politically partly literate ", and only 8·8 per cent as " politically literate'' 
(A. Shokhin, Kratkaya Istoriya VLKSM (U~d ed. 1928), p. n2). 

a Trinadtsatyi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommunistitheskoi Prutii (Bol'shevikov) 
(1924), p. 535· ' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 573· 

4 Stalin, Sochineniya, vii, 348. 
1 XIV S"elild Vsesoyuznoi Kommunitiicheskoi Partii (B) (l926), pp. Sz, 691. 
~ Bol'shevik, No. 23-24, December 30, 1925, p. 45· 
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the party had changed its name) as the Socialist Academy and 
reorganized in 1919, it purported from the first to have duties of 
teaching as well as of research. 1 But it seems to have remained 
inactive till the tenth party congress in March 1921 proposed not 
only to utilize the " scientific resources " of the academy in order 
to organize courses by " responsible old party workers " for 
"groups of young communist auditors", but also to establish at 
the academy " systematic courses in the theory, history and 
practice of Marxism ".2 The courses were organized with an 
initial enrolment of 48- all party members of three or four years' 
standing, not over 26 years of age and with experience of party 
work. J In the following year it was decided that 40 per cent of 
the enrolment (as against 25 per cent in the first year) should 
consist of workers.4 Stalin is said to have undertaken to conduct 
the seminar on Leninism for these courses in 1924.s But there 
appears to be no evidence that he did so. 

Next in the hierarchy of party institutions of higher education 
(komvuzy) came the Sverdlov University, which was founded in 
1919 under the title "Workers' and Peasants' Communist Uni
versity named for Y. Sverdlov" on the basis of short courses for 
propagandists organized by the party in the previous year.6 The 
Sverdlov University became the most important institution for 
the training of the higher party workers. Bukha:rin spoke at the 
first graduation ceremony in 1923 : 

For the first time we are getting a group of officials educated 
in Marxism, devoted to the party, knowledgeable and capable 

' For its early history see Ve$tn.ik Sotsialistiche$koi Akademii, i (1922), 13-39 ; 
the decree of 1919 (Sobranie U:zakonenii, 1919, No. n, art. 123) defined its 
task as " the preparation of scientific workers in socialism and responsible 
workers in socialist construction". 

' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 3lh. 
' For the history of these courses see Bol'shevik, No. 21, November 15, 

1931, pp. 78-83; Ryazanov was the first president. For the conditions of 
admission see Sprrwodmik Partiinogo Rabolnika, ii (1922), 96. 

-4- Izvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'she-vikov), No.7 (43), 1922, p. 6. 

s Vestnik Kommunisticheskoi Akademii, vili (1924), 379· 
° For its early history see V. Nevsky, Otchet &bochego-Krest'yanskogo 

Kom1llWiisticheskogo Universiteta imeni Sverdlova (1920); its foundation was 
the result of a decision of the eighth party congress in March 1919 " to organize 
a higher party school attached to the central comm..ittee " (VKP(B) v Rezolyutsi
yakh (1941), i, 305). 
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of action, who, spread all over the country, will carry on the 
task of building socialism.' 

Stalin, who delivered his original lectures The Foundations of 
Leninism at the Sverdlov University in 1924, and paid a return 
visit in 1925 to answer questions from students there, called the 
Sverdlov University " one of the most powerful instruments in 
training the party's commanding personnel to lead the masses ",a 
The year 1921 saw the foundation by the party in Petrograd of the 
Zinoviev University, modelled on the Sverdlov University in 
Moscow; l of the Communist University of Toilers of the East; 
and of the Communist University of National Minorities of the 
West. Within the next three years communist universities had 
been established in Kharkov, Kazan, Tiflis, Tashkent and other 
centres making a total of 13 in all. The Sverdlov University and 
the Universities of the East and West had more than 1000 students 
each, the Zinoviev University more than Boo ; the others were 
smaller. The total number of students at these universities in 
the middle nineteen~twenties was about 6ooo.4 

The principal embarrassment in the organization of these 
institutions was the provision of teaching staffs ; for, while by 
1924 73 per cent of the students were members of the party, and 
21 per cent of the Komsomol, leaving only 6 per cent of non
communists, 6o per cent of the teaching staff was non-party.s 
The Institute of Red Professors was founded in 1921 for the 
purpose of breaking the bourgeois monopoly of learning and 
training workers for teaching posts in higher educational institu
tions, Pokrovsky being the first president. The number of 
students was, however, small : the original decree contemplated a 

' Zapiski Kommunisticheskogo Universiteta im. SverdlQ'IJa (1924), ii, 253· 
• Stalin, Sochineniya, vii, 215·2!6. 
' I=estiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rms'iiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 

(Bol'shevikQV), No. 33, October 1921, p. 17; after 1925 it became the Leningrad 
Communist University, and was later called the Stalin University. 

• For these figures see Kommunisticheskoe Proroeshchenie, No. 3-4, 1924, 
J?P· 58-61; SSSR: God Raboty Pravitel'stva, I924-25 (1926), pp. 649-650; 
id. I925-26 (1927), p. 524· 

• Kommunisticheskoe Proroeshchenie, No. 3-4, 1924, p. 62; the Agitprop 
department of the party central committee, however, kept a list of all teachers 
at communist universities and conttolled their appointment (lzvem"ya Tsentral'· 
nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi P(lTtr."i (Bol'shevikoo), No. 1I·I2, 
November-December 1922, p. 19). 
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total of 200 in Moscow and I oo in Petrograd.1 But the Petrograd 
part of the project was not carried out, and it was many years 
before this number was attained in Moscow. Most of the first 
students were young party intellectuals. Like other students, 
they sided with Trotsky in the party dispute of the winter of 
1923-1924; 2 and the institute was subjected to a serious purge.3 

To prevent a recurrence of this error, an attempt was made to 
reduce the preponderance of intellectuals in the student body ; 
and from this time the proportion of workers admitted to the 
institute began to increase. But it now fell under the influence 
of Bukharin;1' and suffered heavily at the time of his downfall. 
In the six years from 1924 to 1929 the graduates from the institute 
numbered only 236 in all; and the effective output, owing to its 
involvement in these two deviations, was smaller stilLS This 
seems to have been the least successful of all the party's efforts to 
secure a hold over the intellectual life of the country. 

These institutions were all of a restricted character, and 
admission to them was carefully regulated both by intellectual 
and by party standards. The mass organs for higher political 
education and training were the so-called" Soviet-party schools". 
The original conception was enunciated by a delegate at the sixth 

1 Sobranie U:.rakonenii, I9ZI, No. 12, art. 79· 
• For the attitude ofthe students see The Interregnum, I92J-I924, pp. 325-

326. 
3 A confused and unconvincing account of this was given by Yaroslavsky 

to the central control commission in October 1924. He denied the allegation 
that 6o per cent of the students oftbe institute were oppositionists, but admitted 
that one-third were expelled : a high proportion of these were former " Zionists, 
Bundists, SRs or Mensheviks ". He added that the Moscow control com
mission had reinstated more than one-third of those expelled, and eventually 
So per cent of the remainder (Pravda, October 8, 1924). The students of the 
Marxism-Leninism courses at the Communist Academy, unlike those of the 
Institute of Red Professors, are said to have taken aides against Trotsky in 1923~ 
1924, though some of them supported the Leningrad opposition in 1925 
(Bol'shevik, No. :u, November 15, 1931, pp. 82-83). 

4 For Krupskaya's attack on it on this ground at the fourteenth party 
congress see p. 134 above. 

5 Partiinoe Stroitel'stvo, No. 2, 1930, p. 25. An unsatisfactory and per
functory article in Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya, xxxiv (1937), 6oo-
6ol, on the Institutes of Red Professors, puts the annual figure of graduates 
between 1921 and 19:1.9 at from 75 to 140, of whom 7 or 8 per cent were workers ; 
the total seems much too high. The title of the article refers to institutes in the 
plural, but the article itself does not suggest that any institute esisted outside 
Moscow. 
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party congress held in the summer of 1917 before the October 
revolution: 

It is necessary to make propagandists and agitators out of 
workers, who are the only a~tive people, . . . for which purpose 
it is indispensable to orgamze party schools. 1 

At the height of the civil war, in March 1919, the eighth party 
congress instructed the central committee " to prepare a general 
programme and plan of studies in local party schools ".2 Little 
had, however, been done when, a year later, the ninth party 
congress again resolved that " special attention should be paid to 
the further development of party schools (of the higher, lower 
and training types) for preparation for economic-administrative 
work ".3 In August 1920, with the civil war almost over, it was 
decided to create " an allRRussian network of communist party
Soviet schools, first in the provincial, then in the county, capitals":' 
Admission to these schools was dependent on the possession of 
minimum educational qualifications, but was not restricted to 
party members.s An elaborate system was worked out at a 
"first all-Russianconference of Soviet-party schools" in December 
I9Zl. Second-grade schools offering a nine-months course to pre
pare either for propaganda and instruction or for practical Soviet 
or party work were to be set up in the provincial capitals ; first
grade schools offering an elementary three-months course " to 
raise the political consciousness of the masses " were established in 
county capitals.6 The system thus attempted to combine higher 
education for the training of officials or propagandists with 
general courses of political education. But the main emphasis of 
the Soviet-party schools continued to rest on the former. In 
19z2 a decision of the central committee fixed the number of 
second-grade courses at 53 with 9430 students and of first-grade 
courses at rso with Io,Szs students.7 In 1923 the courses in the 

' Shemi S"e:;:d RSDRP(B) (1934), p. 183. 
• VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 305. • Ibid. i, 343· 

... Spravodmik Partii11()go Rabotnika, [i] (19Z1), s8; fot the detailed cur
nculum of these schools see ibid. fi], 59-63. 

• Ibid. ii (r911), 33· ~ Ibid. ii, 57-6o. 
' lzvestiya Tsentra:l'nogo Komiteta Rcssiis1wi Kom~nisticheslroi Ptutii 

(Bol'shellikav), No.4 (52), April 1923, p. 51; one-half of those attending the 
second-grade schools~ ~nd one-third of those attending the first-grade schools, 
were party members (ib1d. No.3 (sr), March 1913, p. 126). A claim at the eleventh 
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second-grade schools were extended to two years, and in the first
grade schools to one year .1 At the twelfth party congress in that 
year Stalin described the communist universities and the Soviet
party schools as " the apparatus with the help of which the party 
develops communist education, and creates its commanding staff 
for education, which sows among the working population the 
seeds of socialism, the seeds of communism, and thus binds the 
party by ideological ties to the working class ".2 The Soviet
party schools were the main medium through which workers were 
trained for party and Soviet work. In 1925 the conditions of 
admission to them were further tightened up by a provision that 
not more than 25 per cent of the students could be non-party, 
and that all these must be either " workers from the bench " or 
" peasants from the plough ". 3 On the other hand, doubts were 
sometimes expressed whether workers in fact made better propa
gandists than intellectuals. Some critics argued that " lack of 
theoretical learning in the end outweighs the positive, as it were 
' natural ', qualities of the worker-propagandist ". 4 

While the main preoccupation of the party authorities appeared 
to be the political education of potential leaders, the aim of mass 
indoctrination was not ignored. Lenin had spoken in 1918 of the 
need" to re-educate the whole Russian people ",s And two years 
later he added : 
party congress in March 1922 that 70 second-grade and 200 first-grade schools 
were in operation with a total of JO,OOO students (Odinnadtsatyi S"ezd RKP(B) 
(1936), p. 380) seems to have been inflated; according to Kommunisticheskoe 
Prosveshcheni£, No. 2, 1922, pp. 35-36, 102, statistics included many students 
who failed to complete the courses. Totals of 21,553 for January- t, 19.25, 
and 29,789 for January- r, 1926, were given in SSSR: God Rahoty Prcwitel'sttJa, 
i924-25 (1926), pp. 649-6so; id. r925-26 (1927), p. 524· Bukharin's Teoriya 
Istoricheskogo Materializma {1922) was written as a text-book for Soviet-party 
schools (lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shet.'ikov), No.3 (39), Match 19a:o, p. 7). 

'Komrmmisticheskoe Pros-veshchenie, No. 4-5, 1923, pp. 2JI-ZJ2. 
• Stalin, Sochineniya, v, 203. 
3 Spravoclmik Partiinogo Rabotnika, v, 1925 (1926), pp. JZZ-JZJ. 
~ Kommunisticheskoe Prosveshchenie, No.2, 1927, pp. 36·38. 
5 Lenin, Sochineniya (1st ed.), xv, 415; the version of Lenin's speech to 

an all·Russian congress on popular education from which this quotation is 
taken originally appeared in Pravdi:z, August 30, 1918, and is described as 
"a summary newspaper report". Later editions of Lenin's works (.2nd ed., 
xxiii, 197-199; 4th ed., xxviii, 66-69) contained a widely different, though 
equally brief, report of the speech, said to be taken from protocols of the 
congress published in 1919. 
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We must re-educate the masses, and only propaganda and 
agitation can re-educate them. 1 

Here, however, a paradox quickly revealed itself. Before the 
revolution, the party had been constantly hailed as the vanguard 
of the proletariat; it was the party which would lead and instruct 
the masses. Now, after the victory of the revolution, and with the 
progressive expansion of the party, the vanguard was formed not 
by the party as a whole, but by a group within the party, which 
was to lead and instruct the mass party membership and at the 
same time the masses which still remained outside the party. The 
distinction between leaders and led, between vanguard and 
masses, no longer corresponded to the distinction between party 
and non-party. As time went on, the mass of the party and the 
non-party masses might even seem to have more in common 
with one another than the mass of the party with the party elite. 
The attempt to build a socialist order in a society predominantly 
primitive and backward was taking another of its revenges on 
orthodox party doctrine. 

The confusion had its repercussions on organization. In 
November 1920 a department of Narkompros was set up by a 
decree of VTsiK under the name of the Chief Committee for 
Political Education (Glavpolitprosvet) with subordinate sections 
(Politprosvety) in the provinces, Krupskaya was its president; 
and its functions included the running of libraries and adult 
schools, the combating of illiteracy and in general the spread of 
political enlightenment in the population. 2 But what were the 
relations of Glavpolitprosvet, which was a state organ, to the 
Agitprop section of the party central committee, which was con
cerned with the dissemination of political knowledge in the name 
of the party ? This question provoked an animated debate at the 
tenth party congress in March 1921 ,J The resolution of the 
congress offered a picture of intertwined functions and organiza
tions, which was an early example of the impracticability of 
drawing a sharp frontier between party and state, between party 

' Lenin, Sochineniya, :nv, 455-456. 
, The decree of VTsiK is quoted in Kommlmisticheskoe Pros:veshchenie 

No. r, 1920, p. +9· ' 
3 Desyatyi S"ezd RossiUkt;i Kommu.nisticheskoi Partii (1921), pp. 54-75; 

the rematks of Pre<:~brazhensky and Ryazanov have already been quoted (see 
p. 185 above). 



CH. XIX THE MONOLITHIC PARTY '" and non-party. It was admitted that " the centre of gravity of 
the work of Glavpolitprosvet" lay in " work among the non
party masses "; and that the centre of gravity of the work of 
Agitprop lay in " work within the party in raising the conscious
ness of its members and promoting their communist education ". 
But the functions of the party organs included " leadership of the 
corresponding organs of the Politprosvety " ; and the organs of 
Glavpolitprosvet were to be equally available for work among 
party members. Indeed, the Soviet-party schools, which were 
primarily intended for the training of party leaders, the schools 
of politgramota which were designed to impart the elements of 
party doctrine to candidates and new members, and even the 
communist universities, were financed through the funds of 
Glavpolitprosvet; and though this may have been a matter of 
budgetary convenience rather than of principle, it showed how 
slender was the line between state and party organs of political 
education.' A year later the eleventh party congress referred to 
the frictions which had evidently occurred in carrying out this 
ambiguous resolution, and advocated " a personal union in the 
leading posts of the agitprop sections and the politprosvety ". z 
How far this solution was realized, remains uncertain. But there 
is no reason to doubt that the customary principle of the acceptance 
by state organs of party directions applied in full to the organiza
tions of mass propaganda. 

By the middle nineteen-twenties, the more advanced provinces 
of the USSR (little evidence is available for the more backward 
regions) were covered with a network of institutions for propa
ganda among the masses. It is significant that few, if any, of these 
were restricted to party or to non-party people ; to almost all 
both categories seem to have been admitted. When the polit
gramota schools were first established in I9ZI, their purpose was 
defined in terms which made no mention of party membership : 

The aim of the politgramota campaign is to draw broad 
masses of workers and peasants into socialist construction by 

1 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (I94I), i, 379-380; for the financing of the 
politgrai1Wta schools and the communist universities see also broestiya Tsentral'
nogo Komi.teta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov), No. 8 (45}, 
Septemhel: I9U, p. ZI; No. 11-r:z (47-48), November-December 1922, p. r9. 

1 VKP(B) t1 Rezolyutsiyakh (r941), i, 448. 
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spreading elementary political knowledge, which enables the 
masses to realize the meaning and significance of the com
munist revolution and to understand current political events.1 

Later the politgramota schools served primarily to provide instruc
tion for new entrants into the party. An order of the party 
central committee of January 1924 " On the Liquidation of 
Political Illiteracy among Members of the RKP " was directed 
primarily to the strengthening of these schools ; special short
course schools were set up in 1924 to cope with the Lenin enrol
ment.l The Soviet-party schools were for higher education and 
trammg. But in 1925 evening Soviet-party schools with short 
courses were set up ; 3 these appear to have been mass propaganda 
schools, and the limitation on the percentage of non-party 
students4 presumably did not apply. Workers' clubs, according 
to a resolution of the twelfth party congress in 1923, were to be 
" converted into real centres for mass propaganda and for the 
development of the creative capacities of the working class ".s 
Study groups for Marxism-Leninism were popular in towns and 
factories : they were under party control, but it is not clear how 
far they were restricted to party members. Travelling politgramota 
schools for the villages made their first appearance in 1925 when 
the" Face to the countryside" campaign was at its height.6 

The division in the party between an elite leadership which 
instructed and directed and a mass membership which received 
instruction and direction was by far the most important con
sequence of the rapid expansion in the numbers of the party. 

1 Kommu.nisticheskoe Proweshchenie, No. r, 19~, pp. ro7-ro8. 
~ Spravochnik Partiiwgo Rabotnika, iv (1924), I 52· I 54· 
' Ibid. v, 1925 (1926), pp. 325-326. ~ Seep. 191 above. 
s VKP(B) tJ Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, so6. 
6 The following table gives the number of students in institutions of mass 

political education for two years : 

Short-term politgramota schools 339,68o 2oo,ooo 
Ordinary politgrafMta schools ns,g..J.o r85,340 
Evening Soviet-party schools r,ooo g,ooo 
Study groups for Marxism-Leninism 63,500 53,000 

l!~_va.tely organi2_:d study groups-~~~~·-~- 95,000 

In additi~n,_ 1645 travelling politgro.mC>to. schools nre recorded for 1925-1926 
(K077l1TIImutlcheskoe Proroeshchenie, No. 2, 1927, pp. 31-3~). 



CH. XIX THE MONOLITHIC PARTY '" The same phenomenon was discernible in the workers' parties of 
western countries, and indeed in all political parties, But it 
appeared in an exaggerated form where the mass of workers 
lived at so primitive an economic level, and was politically so 
backward and untrained, as in Russia. When the need to instruct 
and indoctrinate members in the aims of the party became a main 
preoccupation of the leaders, the character of the party changed 
in the same way as the character of the Soviet trade unions was 
changing under the influence of the same need. I No doubt other 
factors, especially those arising from the close identification of the 
party with the state, also helped to determine the evolution of the 
Russian Communist Party. In the civil war, a party congress 
could still enunciate the time-honoured doctrine that party 
members " have no privileges over other workers, they have only 
higher obligations ". 2 In the reaction which set in with NEP, 
the burdens of party membership began to seem anomalous and 
intolerable ; 3 and, apart from the shrinkage due to the purge, a 
voluntary exodus occurred from the party.4 From the time of 
the Lenin enrolment of 1924 this attitude was reversed. The 
view of the party as a source of higher privilege rather than of 
higher obligation was firmly implanted ; s and, since equality of 
privilege is a concept always more difficult to realize than equality 
of obligation, the sense of the party as a privileged institution 
insensibly led to an extension of privilege within the party. Not 
only did party members as such feel themselves entitled to a 
privileged position in the community at large, but the party 
elite began to distinguish itself in the same way from the rank and 
file of the party. From 1923 onwards warnings constantly appeared 

1 See Vol. r, p. 41I. 
> VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 343· 
J Many examples of this attitude appeared in a discussion recorded in 

L. Trotsky, Voprosy Byta. (:md ed. r923), pp. U2-IIJ, us, 12~, 125. The 
party member was subject to direction to a job by the party authorities, while 
the non-party man was free to choose for himself. The party member had 
no time to spare for his family: even his wife was expected to "work like a 
horse " and was under pressure not to let down the prestige of her husband as 
a party man. Nobody wanted to marry a party woman, who would neglect her 
husband and family for the party. 

4 This was said to have amounted in 1922 to ~o per cent of the memberahip 
in some places (Izvestiya Tsentral'rwgo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommutmtichesko; 
Pm-tii (Bol'shevikov), No. II-l2, 1922, p. 30). 

~ See The InterTegnum, I92.J-I924, pp. 355-356. 
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against the personal enrichment of party members.l Such abuses 
occur, however, in any institution, and were not peculiar to the 
Russian Communist Party. The basic determining factors in 
its evolution were, first of all, the rapid and overwhelming rise in 
its numbers and, secondly, the relatively low political and intel
lectual calibre of the new recruits, which made instruction and 
indoctrination from above an imperative necessity. The increas
ing size, and declining quality, of the rank-and-file membership 
were the foundations on which the power of the central party 
machine insensibly grew into a vast, monolithic dictatorship. 

(c) The Party Machine 

The growing size and changing composition of the party 
provided an impregnable argument for stricter party discipline. 
Mere increase in the numbers of party members automatically 
strengthened the authority of the central organs. Concentration 
of power at the centre everywhere distinguishes modern mass 
parties from the small Blite parties of the past ; and, within the 
central authority, the elected organ meeting periodically tends to 
lose power to the permanent bureaucratic machine staffed by 
appointment. The party central committee elected by the eighth 
party congress of 1919, which created the Politburo and the 
Orgburo, consisted of 19 members and 8 candidates. When Stalin 
became general secretary in April 1922, the central committee 
consisted of 27 members and 19 candidates ; and the Politburo, 
the Orgburo and the secretariat 2 were now already well on the 
way to displace the party central committee as the effective organs 
of power. Thereafter its numbers swelled continuously, rising to 
40 members and 17 candidates in 1923, 53 members and 34 
candidates in 1924, and 63 members and 43 candidates at the 
fourteenth party congress in December 1925. Its representative 
character could also be said to have increased. In the early days, 
when the central committee was a small group directing the 
affairs of the party, it never contained more than one or two 
workers. At the fourteenth party congress Molotov was able to 
boast that the existing central committee already contained 53 per 

' See, for example, Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotniko, iv (!9Z4), us. 
' See The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923, Vol. r, pp. I9J-I95· 
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cent of workers. 1 But this rise in numbers and in representative 
quality was accompanied by an atrophy of power. Lenin in one 
of his last articles noted that the party central committee was in 
process of developing into a" supreme party conference "meeting 
once in two months, and leaving the transaction of current business 
to the Politburo, Orgburo and secretariat : he agreed that this 
development should be accepted and standardized.2 Stalin's 
efficiency, Stalin's ambition and Stalin's ruthlessness were scarcely 
required to complete the process. The only issue still outstanding 
was the distribution of power between the three ostensibly sub
ordinate organs, or rather - since the Orgburo quickly became 
little more than a presidium of the secretariat a - between the 
secretariat and the Politburo. 

Stalin began cautiously with a memorandum of " proposals of 
the secretariat for a division of functions " among the organs of 
the central committee, which was discussed by the central com
mittee at the end of January 1923. The memorandum proposed 
an increase in the numbers of the central committee to 50 (Lenin's 
" testament " of December 25, 1922, which contained a similar 
proposal, may already have been known at this time), and an 
increase in the numbers of both the Politburo and the Orgburo 
from five to seven, with four" candidates". It is difficult not to 
see in this scheme a calculated weakening of the effectiveness of 
all these organs vis-d-vis the secretariat, which alone retained its 
existing form intact. Stalin had, however, discovered a new and 
ingenious tactical device : to weaken the Politburo by professing 
to exalt the authority of the central committee. The draft placea 
on the Politburo the obligation to submit" substantially important 
political proposals " to the central committee ; and it was 
specifically noted that this " diminishes the rights of the Politburo 
in favour of the plenum of the central committee ",though whether 
it was calculated to have this result in practice is another matter. 
Most significant of all was the definition of the powers of the 

1 XIV S"ezd Vusoyuznoi Kummunisticheslwi Partii (B) (1926), p. 81. 
• Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvii, 402-403. 
1 Lenin, who regarded " the distribution of party forces " as the chief 

function of the Orgburo, expected this body to be subordinate to the Politburo, 
since organizational questions could not be independent of politics: thls view, 
first expressed in 1920 and repeated in April 1922 (Lenin, Sochinet~.iya, xxv, 
94, ll:Z•IIJ; xxvii, 264), overlooked the secretariat altogether. 
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secretariat. The secretariat was entitled to make appointments to 
all party posts " not higher than the provincial level ", that is to 
say, to posts up to and including that of secretary of a provincial 
party committee ; such decisions were to take effect unless pro
tested within 48 hours by a member of the Politburo. Appoint
ments to party posts at higher levels were to be submitted to the 
Orgburo. Decisions of the Orgburo were subject to protest by a 
member of the Politburo. Such protests had the effect of sus
pending the execution of the decision, whereas protests by 
members of the central committee against decisions of the Polit
buro had no such suspensory effect.1 

Available records do not reveal the precise fate of these pro
posals. At this stage Trotsky appears to have been the strongest 
defender of the prerogatives of the Politburo against the encroach
ments of the secretariat; 2 and this fact doubtless helped to keep 
the other members of the triumvirate faithful to Stalin. At the 
twelfth party congress in April 1923 Stalin again appeared as the 
defender of the rights of the central committee against the en
croachments of the Politburo, and earned the praise of Osinsky, 
who made a strong attack on Zinoviev,l The resolution of the 
congress included Stalin's recommendation that important pro
posals of the Politburo should in future be brought before the 
central committee. It also raised the membership of the party 
central committee to 40, with from I 5 to 20 candidates having the 
right to be present at meetings, though not to vote, and increased 
the numbers of the Politburo and Orgburo in accordance with the 
proposals of the Stalin memorandum.4 What happened to the 
proposals defining the authority of the secretariat to make party 
appointments is not clear. Once more the secretariat profited 
from the general belief in its unimportance. The functions of the 
secretariat were a routine matter not worthy of discussion by a 
patty congress. But in the summer of 1923 Zinoviev became 

1 The document is in the Trotsky archives with annotations made by 
Trotsky during the discussion on January 29, 1923 ; one of the notes reads: 
'' Nothing to be confirmed today ". 

• See Trotsky's memorandum to the central committee of February 2:2, 
1923, in the Trotsky archives. 

1 Stalin, SochineniJ~a, v, 227 ; Dvenadtratyi S"el!ld Rotsiiskoi Kommunistiches
koi Partii (Bol'shevikov) (1923), p, n2. For Osinsky's attack on Zinoviev see 
The /11Urregnum, I923-I924, p. 284. 

~ VKP(B) v Re:JolyutsiJ~akh (l94I), i, 501-502. 
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susp1c1ous of the increasing power wielded by Stalin in his 
capacity as general secretary, and at the famous cave meeting at 
Kislovodsk put forward his scheme to" politicize " the secretariat 
by effectively subordinating it to the Politburo.1 The initial out
break of friction between Stalin and Zinoviev took the institu
tional form of a struggle between the secretariat, where Stalin was 
the undisputed master, and the Politburo, where Zinoviev had 
uneasily donned the mantle of Lenin. The attempt to curb 
Stalin's authority quickly proved abortive. The crisis which 
began with the platform of the 46 in October 1923 and ended 
with the condemnation of Trotsky by the thirteenth party con
ference in January 1924 played into Stalin's hands ; and the 
dilution of the party ranks with the untried recruits of the Lenin 
enrolment strengthened the control of the central party machine 
over the new mass membership.2 The last echoes of the struggle 
were heard at the fourteenth party congress in December 1925, 
when Zinoviev once again demanded '' a Politburo with full 
powers, and a secretariat of functionaries subordinate to it ", and 
Molotov retorted that " a Politburo with full powers " meant, in 
the understanding of Zinoviev, a Politburo in which " comrades 
Zinoviev and Kamenev will be in a majority ".3 The Politburo 
had eclipsed the central committee. The party machine operated 
from the secretariat now overshadowed the Politburo. The party 
succumbed to the masterful sway of the general secretary. 

The rising power of the secretariat led to the emergence of a 
new and prominent feature in the party and Soviet landscape -
the" apparatus" and the" apparatus-man", the body of obscure 
and anonymous officials who were the cogs of the smoothly and, 
for the most part, silently working party machine. Few state
ments were made about the number of these party officials. It 
was stated that at the thirteenth party congress there had been one 
party worker for every 22 members and at the fourteenth congress 
one for every 40 ; assuming that the figures of party membership 
were the totals announced at the respective congresses (which 
included candidates), this meant 27,250 party workers in 1924, and 

' See The lnterregtWm, I9iil3-I924, pp. 290-291. 
• For the consequences of the Lenin enrolment see ibid. pp. 354-357· 
3 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Pwtii (B) (1926), pp. 468, 484; 

for this exchange see p. 142 above. 
VOL. II 0 
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25,600 at the end of 1925.1 But the category of" party workers " 
included all party members holding party appointments all over the 
country; only 767 were said to be employed in the office of the 
central party committee at the time of the fourteenth congress. z 

The growth of this apparatus marked, perhaps, the most im~ 
portant single difference between the regime of Lenin and the 
regime of Stalin. It was the chief shortcoming of Lenin as a 
statesman that he never really faced the problem of large~scale 
administration in modern society. The improvisations of the 
period of the seizure of power and of the civil war could pass as 
temporary expedients : the most important of these improvisa~ 
tions, the creation out of former Tsarist officers of an officer corps 
for the Red Army, was the work not of Lenin, but of Trotsky. 
Lenin continued to believe that the solution lay, in the words 
of the party programme of 1919, in "the simplification of the 
functions of administration accompanied by a rise in the cultural 
level of the workers " ; 3 and, if he came to realize that the rise of 
the cultural level would be a slow process, he never recognized 
the Utopian nature of the demand for a simplified administration. 
"When, after the victory in the civil war and the introduction of 
NEP, practical problems of administration began to beset him, 
Lenin had little contribution to offer to their solution except a 
series of powerful warnings against the evils of bureaucracy in the 
state and, in the last months of his life, in the party itself. But 
once Stalin had taken over the secretariat, and the restraint of 
Lenin and of the Lenin tradition had been removed, every inhibi~ 
tion disappeared. If Lenin had failed to see the inevitability of 
bureaucracy, Stalin was equally blind to its dangers and to the 
requirement of safeguards against them. The concluding chapter 
of Stalin's Foundations of Leninism, originally published in May 
1924, was entitled" Style in Work", and called for a combination 
of " Russian revolutionary enthusiasm " with " American practi~ 
cality".4 But, though Stalin, with the help of copious supporting 
quotations from Lenin, carefully maintained the balance between 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuzm:d Kommunisticheskoi PartU' (B) (1926), pp. 76, 81 ; 
for the 1924 figure see Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, 201 (the calculation in the text is 
bas~ o~ the figure of 6oo,ooo members on May I, 1924). 

Ibid. p. 89. 
' See .The Bolshevik Revolut.ian, I9X7-I923, Vol. r, p. 248. 
~ Stal!n, Sochint:niya, vi, 186~188. 
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the qualities and defects of both elements, it became clear as time 
went on that Stalin's" style in work" contained much that Lenin 
might have denounced as bureaucracy. It would, however, be 
erroneous to treat this as a personal idiosyncrasy of Stalin. Lenin's 
constructive work was done at a time when revolutionary en
thusiasm was still in the ascendant and was the primary need if 
the regime was to survive. Stalin was the product of a period 
when stable and orderly administration, the mastery of a com
plicated machine of government, was the main requirement ; and, 
given the weakness of the human material available, and the 
survival of a primitive bureaucratic tradition, the imposition of 
a rigid and oppressive conformity was the consequence. If the 
party no longer encouraged independence of thought, it provided 
safe careers for those who would serve it faithfully and efficiently. 
Stalin's " apparatus-men " were in this sense the very antithesis 
of the intellectuals whose far-ranging thought had provided the 
inspiration of the revolution. A fundamental animosity and in
compatibility of temper sharpened every clash between the party 
leadership and successive oppositions. Order and discipline, not 
revolutionary enthusiasm, were now the prime virtues of a party 
member and of a party official. It was these virtues which the 
secretariat of Stalin strove to inculcate. 

The central machine exercised its power over the party in two 
main ways : by the making of appointments which enabled it 
silently and unostentatiously to reward its supporters and to 
penalize the lukewarm and the hostile, and by the application of 
direct measures of discipline to recalcitrants. The second of 
these methods was the more dramatic and attracted more notice : 
it was on this practice that critics outside the Soviet Union con
centrated their attacks. But, in building up the enormous power 
which came to be concentrated in the central party machine and in 
the person of the general secretary, the virtually unlimited right 
to make appointments to key positions probably played a larger 
rOle. These two decisive instruments of power both require some 
examination. 

(d) The Power of Appointment 

The power of appointment in the hands of the central party 
machine dated from the moment when the section of the central 
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committee (in practice, a section of the secretariat) in charge of 
the recording of qualifications and allocation of party personnel 
(Uchraspred by its short name), transferred its attention from 
the "mass mobilizations" of the period of the civil war and war 
communism to the individual appointments to special functions, 
especially in the economic sphere, characteristic of the NEP 
period. 1 This course was confirmed when, shortly after Stalin's 
appearance in the secretariat in April 1922, a thirty-year-old party 
official named Kaganovich was placed at the head of U chraspred. 2 

The conspicuous feature of the first year of his tenure of office 
was a reduction by one-half in the number of party members 
receiving assignments through Uchraspred, partly owing to the 
decline in " mass mobilizations ", partly owing to a deliberate 
attempt to relieve the central machine of appointments to routine 
or subordinate work: of the 1o,ooo appointments made by 
Ucbraspred between April 1922 and March 1923 nearly sooo 
were to" responsible "posts.3 The twelfth party congress of April 
1923, after listening to Stalin's remarks on the importance of 
Uchraspred, passed the appropriate resolution: 

The congress instructs the central committee to take all 
measures to extend and strengthen the account and distribution 
organs of the party at the centre and in the localities, in order to 
embrace the whole mass of workers who are communists or 
symi?athizers with communism in any and every sphere of 
admmistrative and economic work.4 

The congress had given its approval to the building up of a 
powerful machine at the centre with local branches to exercise 
absolute control over appointments of party members and reliable 
supporters to " any and every" post in the party or govern-

1 See The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923, Vol. r, p. 229. Krestinsky 
gave an account of the mass mobilizations of the past year to the tenth party 
congress in March 192.t (Desyatyi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommu:nioticheskoi Pa.rtii 
(1921), pp. 22-23); the new oonception of individual appointments requiring 
special qualifications dated from a decision of December 1921 (Izvestiya 
Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskai Partii (Bol'shevi.kov), No. I 

{49), January 1923, pp. u-14). 
' For Kaganovich's career see Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya, xxx 

{1937), $14•St8. 
3 l=estiya Tsentrrd'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheslwi Partii 

(Bol'shevikcro), No.3 (51), March 1923, pp. 39-40· 
~ VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (I9•4J), i, 504· 
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mental hierarchy. In the hands of outstanding organizers like 
Stalin and Kaganovich, the opportunity would not be missed. 
The congress marked its confidence in the new regime by electing 
Kaganovich a candidate member of the party central committee ; 
he became a full member in the following year. 

The next few months were spent in creating a machine which 
would run smoothly. In July 1923 the party central committee, 
on the recommendation of Uchraspred, laid down a list of 3500 
posts in state and economic organs appointments to which were 
to be made " through the central committee ", and of a further 
1500 posts appointments to which, though made by the organs 
concerned, must be notified to U chraspred. A similar classifica
tion, the details of which were not disclosed, was established for 
leading party posts ; and " a regulation was worked out by 
Uchraspred on the forms of agreement between the central com
mittee and departmental and local party organs on nominations 
and removals of workers in local institutions ". Three months 
later " the distributary apparatus of the section was finally 
organized on the framework laid down in the July resolution of 
the secretariat ".1 A decision of the Orgburo of October 12, 

1923, established or confirmed a complete classification of posts, 
and defined the degree of authority required for the making or 
approving of different categories of appointment; it remained for 
more than two years the charter of the secretariat in the matter of 
state and party appointments. z A month later, on November 8, 
1923, a resolution of the central committee approved these arrange· 
ments. It indicated that the most important appointments to be 
made in the near future were to posts in the economic organs, in 
the countryside and in the Red Army, and dwelt on the need for 
Uchraspred to study the individual qualifications of candidates 
for appointment ; an attempt was to be made to combine " selec· 
tion carried out by the central committee and local party com· 
mittees with promotion from below, from provincial and county 

' I:roestiJ!a Tsentral'noga Rassiiskai KammunistichesluJi Partii (Bal'shevikav), 
No. 9·10 (57-58), October--November 1923, p. 33; No. 4 {62), April 1924, 
pp. 40-42; at this time Uchraspred had a modest staff of r director, 3 deputies 
and 12 assistants {ibid. No. 7-8 (55-56), August-September, 1923, p. 24). 

~ The text of the decision does not appear to have been published : it was 
referred to in the resolution of the central committee of November 8, 1923 
(see below). 
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part)"'trganizations ".1 But the political crisis arising out of the 
·platform of the 46 and the letters _of Trot.sky were i~mical t~ any 
relaxation of central controL Thts was, mdeed, dehcately hmted 
at in the report of Uchraspred: 

The inner-party tasks that confronted the party after the 
November discussion introduced into this system of work of 
Uchraspred only supplementary and partial changes, especially 
by way of making more precise the agreement about transfers 
and recalls. 2 

The pattern was now established, and subsequent changes 
were of a formal character. In 1924 Uchraspred was amalgamated 
with the former organization section 3 under the name of Orgras
pred ; this reorganization was confirmed by an order issued by 
the secretariat (it is perhaps significant that confirmation by the 
central committee seems no longer to have been required) on 
March 13, 1925.4 The scope of the work of Uchraspred and 
Orgraspred is indicated by statistics of the appointments handled 
by them between 1922 and 1925: 

I 
Responsible Subordinate Total 

I Officials Officials 

From XI to XII Congress 4738 s6rJ IO,J5I I 
From XII to XIII Congress 4569 1519 6,o88 I 
From XIII to XIV Congress 9419 zBsS I2,Z77 I ---· 

In each case, a small proportion of the totals was accounted for 
by a CQntinuance of mass mobilizations, but the majority of the 
appointments were individual. The decline in the figures for 

' Izvestiya Tsentral'nogc Komiteta Roniiskai Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shevikov), No. I (59), January 192.4, pp. 64-67; for "promotion" see 
Vol. r, pp. I07-I09. 

' lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Komm.unisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shevikov), No.4 (62), April t924, p. 42. 

3 This section was originally called the " organi2ation and instruction 
section " and handled " the relations of the central committee with Joe~~! 
organi2:ations" (Ibid. No.3 (51), March 1923, p. 3); it was now split in two, 
one t:Wf being amalgamated with Uchraspred to form Orgraspred, the other 
fo:rnung a new " information section ". 

4 K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) (1925), p. 1; Izvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta 
. Rossiiskai Konrmunirtichtskai Part# (Bol'she'!!ikoo), No. I7-t8 (92-93), May u, 

1925, pp. 7-8. 
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the middle period was due to the determination or tne~rat 
machine to relieve itself of the growing burden of routine appO'ii'rf': 
ments. Most of these were now left to the discretion of the 
organization concerned, though some may have come under local 
party controls. The rise in the figures for the third period was 
due partly to the longer interval between the thirteenth and 
fourteenth party congresses (more than 18 months instead of a 
year), but also to the increasing number of important appoint
ments in an expanding economic and political society. Most of 
the appointments were to posts in economic organs, in the co
operatives, in the trade unions and in the Soviet administrative 
machine. But the most significant figure of all showed that of 
the 9419 appointments to responsible posts made between May 
1924 and December 1925, 1876 were to responsible posts in the 
party. These were the officials who formed the key supports of 
the whole political structure. It was ultimately through them 
that the " dictatorship of the proletariat " was exercised. I 

Finally, in January 1926, the system was once more reviewed, 
and a new classification adopted for 5500 posts, nominations to 
which required the formal approval of the central committee. In 
future, appointments to 187o of these posts (category 1) would 
still be submitted for approval to the central committee, the 
Orgburo or the secretariat as a whole. Appointments to 1640 
posts (category 2) would require the sanction of one of the 
secretaries, and would be carried higher only in the event of dis
pute. A new group of 1590 "elective posts", presumably in 
party and Soviet organs, was created, appointments to which 
would be agreed with commissions set up ad hoc by the central 
conunittee : this special procedure was a recognition of the 
delicacy of the problem of reconciling the overriding authority of 
the centre with the right of election by local organs. At lower 
levels, outside these categories, local bodies made their own 
appointments, subject, however, at each level to the authority of 
the regional, provincial or lower party committee, which was 
entitled to draw up categories of posts for which its consent to 
appointments was required. A minor point of interest in the 
decision was insistence on a proper demarcation of functions 
between the party central committee and the Moscow provincial 

' K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) (1925), pp. 27-29. 
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party committee which had hitherto apparently been neglected.1 

The commanding position of Orgraspred had not been 
attained without prolonged controversy in the party. In theory, 
all posts in the party were supposed to be filled by election ; 
but this theory was difficult to reconcile with the acknowledged 
right of the party authorities to dispose of the services of party 
members in whatever way the interests of the party might require. 
In the early days, the power of the central machine was openly 
used to override or annul the results of election by the local party 
organization. As early as April 1920, even before the establish
ment of Uchraspred, the dissolution of a recalcitrant central com
mittee of the Ukrainian party was achieved by a simple order of 
the central committee in Moscow transferring its members to 
work elsewhere.2 A party conference in September 1920 re
cognized " the indispensability of nomination to elective offices 
in exceptional cases", though it preferred " recommendation" 
to " nomination ", and added the significant rider that appoint
ments should not be influenced " by considerations of any kind 
whatever, other than practical ones ", and that" repressions of any 
kind " on the ground of opinion were " inadmissible ".3 In 
March 1921, at the tenth party congress, Krestinsky (then one 
of the three members of the secretariat and in charge of Uchras
pred) spoke of an unspecified transfer of the previous August 
which had caused " surprise, dissatisfaction and suspicion whether 
there had not been repressive action, some punitive element ", 
though he did not actually admit that the suspicion was well 
founded.4 During the following year, when Molotov had re
placed Krestinsky as member of the secretariat in charge of 
Uchraspred, it became necessary to take " decisive and radical 
measures " against fractional activities in the Samara provincial 
party organization by removing " the whole upper group of party 
and Soviet workers ".s If such exhibitions of naked authority were 

' The te11.1: of the decision, with a conunentary, is in l::roi!Stiya Tsentral'nogo 
Komiteta Vsesoyu..."7loi Kommunisticheslwi Partii (B), No. I {I~z), January t8, 
19%6, pp, 2·5· 

• M. Ravich-Cherkassk:y, lrtcriya Kommunisticheskoi Parfl'i (Bol'shevikov) 
Ukraicy (19:13), appendix u. 

3 VKP(B) v Re::olyutsiyakh (1941), i, 351. 
• Desyat}•i S"ezd Rorsiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (192.1), p. r;:. 
' Odimllldtsaryi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), pp. 57-58. 
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afterwards generally avoided, this was because the lesson had 
been learned, and because the appointments machinery of Uchras
pred worked smoothly and silently to eliminate sources of friction 
and level out difficulties without allowing them to come to a head. 

The issue of principle, however, remained ; and war con
tinued to be waged on the question of nomination versus election 
of secretaries of party committees. The exercise of control by 
the central committee, or by Uchraspred acting in its name, over 
provincial appointments grew up gradually. It was described by 
Krestinsky in cautious terms at the tenth party congress in March 
1921 : 

We put comrades at the disposal of a provincial committee, 
we recommend them for this or that work, and we come to an 
agreement with the representatives of the provincial organiza
tions.' 

This was the thin end of the wedge. Once the power to remove 
the existing occupant of a post, under the guise of promotion or of 
overriding party interest, was conceded, and the right to " recom
mend " a successor taken for granted, it was only a short step to 
direct nomination. This step was taken at the party conference 
of December 192r, which proposed that secretaries of provincial 
and county committees should be " confirmed by a higher party 
authGrity ". (This meant that provincial secretaries would be 
" confirmed " by the party central committee, and county 
secretaries by the provincial authorities.) The proposal was 
endorsed by the eleventh party congress in March 1922. 2 It 
became henceforth an accepted party rule. A repGrt Gf Uchras
pred to the twelfth party congress of 1923 recorded that 37 
secretaries of provincial or regional committees (more than one
third of the total number) had been transferred or removed in the 
past year, and 42 party workers been recommended to provincial 
or regional committees for appointment as secretaries. 3 Pro
vincial and regional secretaries were the key men on whose 
capacity to organize and to direct the power of the party in the 
area primarily depended. It was important for the central 

' Decyatyi S"ezd RosSJ'iskoi Kammunisticheskoi Partii (19~:u), p. 44• 
• VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 4I2, 436. 
• Izvestiya Tsentral'nogo Kt:rmiUta Rossiiskoi Kommunist£cheskoi Partii (B), 

No.3 (51), March 1923, p. 51. 
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authorities to have in these posts men whose efficiency and loyalty 
were beyond suspicion.1 

Once effective control of key provincial and regional party 
appointments was assured, the central apparatus sought to extend 
its hold to the next level- that of county party secretaries, whose 
appointment had since 1922 required the " confirmation " of the 
provincial authorities. Here, apparently, the main difficulty had 
been to find suitable candidates for the posts. At the twelfth 
party congress in April 1923 Stalin declared that the greatest need 
in party personnel was for " a reserve of 200 or 300 county 
secretaries ".l Preobrazhensky, having paid an ironical tribute to 
Stalin's" clever " speech, complained that 30 per cent of existing 
secretaries of provincial party committees had been, " as the 
expression goes, ' recommended ' by the central committee ", and 
belatedly feared that the practice of recommendation, instead of 
being an exception, would become a system.3 No direct reply 
was made to Preobrazhensky's protest. Rykov admitted that all 
the members of the party bureaus for the newly established regions 
had hitherto been nominated by the central committee, and thought 
that it might be possible gradually to introduce a system of elec
tion, though " with the greatest caution ". 4 This pious hope 
found, however, no place in the formal decisions of the congress. 
The resolution on party organization stressed the importance of 
" measures for the improvement and selection of the leading 
cadre of party workers, from the secretary of the provincial or 
regional committee down to the secretary of the party cell ", and 
instructed the party central committee " to take all steps to 

' A table showing in percentages the social origin of secretaries of provincial 
committees at the time of the eleventh (1922), twelfth (1923) and thirteenth 
(1924) party congresses was published in 1924; 

I Workers Peasants Employees 

1922 24'7 ,., 7I'7 
1923 ,.., 0'9 54'5 
1924 48·6 0 51'4 I 

(lzvesti~a Tsentral'wgo Komiteta Rwsiiskoi &mmunist:icheskoi Partii (Bol'
shi!'Uikoo), No.4 (62), April1924, p. s). 

> Stalin, Sochineni~a, v, 217-218. 
1 Dvenadtsatyi S"ezd Rouiiskoi Kommun~ticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) 

1923), p. 133. 4 Ibid. p. 438. 
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broaden and strengthen the U chraspred organs of the party " ; 
and it proposed " to organize as a matter of urgency a school, 
attached to the central committee, for secretaries of county party 
committees, with a membership of 200-300 ". 1 In the autumn of 
1923 the school for county party secretaries was opened in Moscow. 
The declared purpose was " to form cadres of qualified county 
party secretaries " ; and the implication clearly was that the right 
qualifications, rather than election from below, would determine 
these appointments.2 Meanwhile provincial party secretaries con
tinued to be nominated from the centre. When Trotsky launched 
his first attack on the party leadership in October 1923, the charge 
that nomination to party posts was ten times as common as in 
the worst days of the civil war, and that" nomination of secretaries 
of provincial committees is now the rule", figured prominently in 
the indictment. 3 The platform of the 46, issued a few days later, 
bluntly attacked the " secretarial hierarchy " and described the 
rift opening in the party between " professional party officials 
appointed from above and the mass of the party which does not 
participate in the common life ". 4 The famous resolution of 
December 5, 1923, which registered the short-lived compromise 
between the triumvirate and Trotsky at the end of this contro
versy, recorded the need to" verify the usefulness " of the system 
of confirmation of appointments of provincial party secretaries, and 
concluded that " the right to confirm secretaries cannot be allowed 
to be converted into their virtual nomination" .s But this remained, 
and was intended by the triumvirate to remain, a dead letter. 

The increase in the authority and influence of Orgraspred was 
an automatic process which was accelerated by each succeeding 
party crisis. The autumn crisis of 1923 was a landmark in the 

1 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 504-505. 
2 Izvestiya Tsentral'TWgo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 

(Bol'shevikO'I!), No.6 (54), July 1923, p. 84 ; No. 7-8 (ss-s6), August-Septemheo: 
1923, p. 95· On June 17, 1924, Stalin made an important speech at the school, 
explaining that he had chosen this audience precisely because at this juncture 
the county had become the nodal point in relations between the party and the 
peasantry (Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, 259-26o); Trotsky made a brief speech at 
the conclusion of one of the courses on June 30, 1924, apologizing for having 
failed, through illness, to delive>: a lecture at an earlier stage of the couo:se 
(Trotsky, Sot:hineniya, xxi, 365-368). 

3 For Trotsky's letter of October 8, 1923, see The Interregnum, I9ZJ--I9Z4, 
pp. "95-297· 

4 See The Interregnum, 1923-I924, p. 298. ' Ibid. p. 3o6. 
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process. It was the first concerted attack on the party leadership 
since the central party machine had begun to function under 
Stalin's efficient management. The struggle which ensued, apart 
from its political and personal aspects, was a struggle between the 
party organization and a spontaneous and untutored party opinion 
which, as commonly occurs in such situations, tended to side with 
an opposition professing" Leftist "principles. The result, which 
also conformed to the modern pattern of experience in other 
countries, was a victory of the party organization over unorganized 
mass opinion, which failed altogether to withstand the combined 
resources of propaganda and patronage at the disposal of a large~ 
scale organization. It was significant that the opposition grew 
progressively weaker as time went on, and as the discussion moved 
from the provinces to the centre, and that it retained more of its 
hold on the intellectuals than on the workers. 1 What clearly 
emerged from the struggle was the power of the central party 
organization, professedly an instrument of the central committee 
elected by the party congress which was composed of delegates 
of local party organs, to dominate its ostensible masters by con
trolling their votes. The control was exercised through mass 
propaganda, through the power of appointment and through the 
threat of reprisals : it would be unrealistic to attempt to assess 
the relative weight of the three pressures. Nor were the controls 
and pressures purely negative. If opposition was curbed by 
fear of penalties, conformity was encouraged by hope of rewards. 
As always happens, careerism was the counterpart of intimida
tion. Though nothing suspicious had actually transpired at the 
twelfth party congress of April 1923, Trotsky in his letter of 
October 8, 1923, six months after the event, expressed " alarm 
at the methods and procedures by dint of which the twelfth party 
congress was constituted " ; and the " platform of the 46 " 
bluntly asserted that " the secretarial hierarchy of the party to an 
ever greater extent recruits the membership of conferences and 
congresses, which are becoming to an ever greater extent the 
executive assemblies of this hierarchy ". z Protests against 
"b "h" f ureaucracy , t e party apparatus " and the system o 
nomination formed the staple of the opposition campaign ; and 

1 See the account in The Inurregnum, :C9!lJ-24, ch. xili passim . 
• Ibid. pp. %95. 369. 
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allegations of " pressure from the party apparatus " on the elec~ 
tion of delegates to the thirteenth party conference in January 

1924 were freely bandied about at the conference itself.1 The 
overwhelming majority secured by the leadership at the confer~ 
ence on issues on which the opposition had a few weeks earlier 
appeared to enjoy widespread support in the party was the best 
evidence that these allegations had some foundation. 

From 1924 onwards the machinery of Orgraspred operated 
smoothly and efficiently. Like the appointments department of 
any large organization, Orgraspred went about its work with dis~ 
cretion and with a minimum of publicity. Personal ambitions 
and personal incompatibilities had to be taken into account ; 
awkward and restive individuals had to be quietly got rid of or 
placed in posts where they could do no harm ; the real reasons 
for appointments or dismissals could not always be openly stated. 
In these circumstances it is not surprising that the extent of the 
political pressures exerted through Orgraspred is largely a matter 
of conjecture and must be inferred from hints that emerged from 
time to time. The process was inevitable and, in many cases, 
defensible on any standard of judgment. No well~run organiza. 
tion favours hardened dissenters. As Orgraspred grew more 
powerful and mote self~assured, it could even afford to appease 
objectors by a certain outward relaxation in the exercise of its 
power. Early in 1924 the central committee directed Uchraspred 
to adopt " a cautious approach " to " removals and transfers of 
workers in elective organs ", and " the course was set for a 
renunciation of direct nominations to responsible elective posts 
in party, trade union etc. organs ".2 In the summer of 1925 it 
was announced that party workers elected to trade union posts 
would not be transferred before the expiration of the period fat 
which they had been elected, and that presidents and secretarie~ 
of provincial or regional trade union councils would not be trans
ferred without explicit approval of the party central committee.' 
In October of the same year the party central committee, in aiJ 
appeal to all party organizations and members of the party, urged 

' Ibid. p. 333· 
• lzvestiya Tsentral'7Wgo Komiteta Rossii.skoi Kommunisticheskoi Parti: 

(Bol'sheuikov), No.4 (6z), April1924, pp. 42, 77· 
3 Ibid. No. 3I·32 (Io6-Io7), August 24, I925, p. 6. 
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that " elections to local leading party organs and elections to the 
[party] congress should proceed without any imposition of par
ticular candidates ". 1 As the system was standardized, a face
saving formula was devised to cover the nomination by Orgraspred 
of secretaries of provincial or regional party committees ; the 
appointment was " proposed " by the local organization and 
" confirmed " by the central authority. 2 Strong efforts were 
made to pacify opposition by keeping up appearances. At the 
Orgburo in March 1926, Molotov protested against cases in which 
lists of candidates for leading posts had been settled behind the 
scenes at party conferences, so that everything on the surface 
might have a correct appearance, and Stalin indignantly ex
claimed : " Parade ! " 3 Two months later an order was issued 
denouncing provincial party committees which handed down to 
county party conferences lists of those who were to be elected to 
county party committees.4 But, whatever attempts were made 
to preserve the decencies of formal election, nothing was likely 
to shake the right of the higher party authorities to the last word 
on key party appointments. 

In practice the authority of Orgraspred continued to expand. 
Rykov had expressed the hope at the twelfth party congress s that, 
as " regionalization " spread over the Soviet Union, and the 
larger and more important " regions " took the place of " pro
vinces", the right of the party central committee, acting through 
Orgraspred, to nominate not only the secretary of the regional 
party committee, but its whole presidium or bureau, would be 
abrogated in favour of election. This hope was not realized. 
The practice of nomination by the centre became stereotyped. 
A provision for " confirmation " of such appointments was 
fonnally included in the revised party statute approved by the 
fourteenth party congress in December 1925 ; and, when an 

' VKP(B) v Re:rolyutsiyakh (1941), ii, 45· 
• The following was a typical announcement of the spring of 19:1.6: "In 

connexion with the selection of comrade Antipov liS member of the secretariat 
and bureau of the Leningtad provincial committee the central committee 
agreed with the proposal of the bureau of the Ur;l regional committee to 
confirm comrade Sulimov as fiat secretary of the Ural regional committee " 
(l:zve&tiya Tsen~ai'oogo Komiteta Vseso:yu:moi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. J:O·U (IJI-IJ2), March :n, 1926, p. 6). l Ibid. pp. 3·4· 

• Ibid. No. l9·:to (I4G-Ifi), May 24, 1926, p. 1. 
1 See p. :1.08 above. 
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opposition delegate protested against this retrogression from an 
elective system, he received the reply that, on the contrary, it 
represented an advance in party democracy, since, when the 
regions were first created, the whole of a regional committee had 
been nominated by the central authority. In any case, added the 
rapporteur, " the interests of the party must rate higher than the 
interests of formal democracy ". 1 By the time the fourteenth 
congress met, nobody could ignore the immense power which the 
right of appointment, dismissal and transfer conferred on the 
central party machine, or the way in which it was used to control 
and organize votes. Krupskaya, who wished to limit the powers 
of the Orgburo and the secretariat to transfer· and remove party 
members, argued that " these transfers, these removals from 
work . , . frequently create in the party an inability to speak out 
sincerely and openly", and that this was incompatible with'' inner
party democracy ". 2 Glebov-Avilov, the Leningrad trade union 
leader, reported to a meeting of party trade unionists, while the 
congress was still in progress, that " the mass of delegates were 
in agreement with us " ; that many delegates " came to us, saying 
that they were in agreement with us, and explaining why they 
did not vote for us " ; and that " the atmosphere of the con
gress " was such that " not everyone will hold up his hand in 
opposition in order to be sent as a result to Murmansk or Turke
stan ".3 It had by this time become difficult to distinguish between 
what was abuse and what was legitimate and recognized pro
cedure. The task of the central control commission, declared the 
resolution of the congress, " should consist, in a greater measure 
than has been realized in the past, in actively assisting the appro
priate party and Soviet organs in the selection of workers for 
economic and state posts " ; 4 and everyone knew that one of the 
qualifications most prized by the control commission was orthodoxy 

1 VKP(B) iJ Re!!iolyutsiyakh (1941), ii, 83; XIV S"e!lld Vsesoywmoi Kom
munisticheskoi Partii (B) (r926), pp. 883, SSs-886, Sgz-893· 

• XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu11t11oi Kommunisticheslud Part.ii (B), p. 572; for a 
quotation from Krupskaya's speech see The Interregnum, :C923-:x924, p, 333, 
note t. 

1 Pravda, December 29, 1925. Glebov-Avilov complained in a written 
declaration to the congress (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu:moi Kommunisticheskoi Po.rtii 
(I92fl), p. 952) that he had been misrepresented ; but the denial apparently 
covered only the concluding remark . 

.,. VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (~941), ii, 54· 
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of opinion. Such pressures were sometimes felt even beyond the 
sphere of party appointments. At the seventh Komsomol con~ 
gress in March 1926 the allegation was heard that, besides members 
of the opposition dismissed or transferred to distant posts, workers 
who were supporters of the opposition had been dismissed from 
factory jobs, so that they " go about unemployed for months and 
stand at the labour exchange ". 1 

(e) Unity and Discipline 

The indirect control exercised through the power of appoint~ 
ment and dismissal was so strong and effective that it might have 
sufficed by itself to make the central party machine the dominant 
and directing force in the party. But it was reinforced, though in 
this period cautiously and sparingly, by direct disciplinary action 
against dissidents ; and the fear of reprisals was undoubtedly a 
substantial factor in imposing conformity on those who were out~ 
side the scope of party appointments. The central control com~ 
mission with its subordinate network of local commissions was the 
organ of party discipline, The control commission was first in~ 
stituted in September 1920 as a concession to growing opposition 
within the party. Its primary function was to investigate com~ 
plaints against party officials, including even members of the 
central committee ; this was the point of the proviso that no 
member of the central committee could also be a member of the 
central control commission. 2 But the tenth party congress in 
March 1921, by its condemnation of "fractionalism ", made 
organized opposition a major party offence ; and it was in this 
atmosphere that the control commission took shape in the years 
from 1921 to 1923. The first recorded joint meeting of the party 
central committee with the central control commission - a pro~ 
cedure often to be repeated in dealing with later oppositions -

' VII S"e!l!d Vsesoyu.mogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo Soyuz a Molodezhi 
(1926), p. II3; another delegate at the congress cynically commented on these 
allegations in the words of a familial" proverb : " When trees are felled, chips 
fl.y" (ibid. p. 130). 

~ See Tht Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. r, p, r96. Dzerzhinsky 
11nd Preobrazhensky, who were also members of the party central committee, 
left the eommission some time before the tenth party congress in March 1921 
(Desyatyi S"e!l!d Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (1928), p. 28); and the 
congress elected an entirely new central commission of seven. 
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was convened by Lenin in August 1921 to consider disciplinary 
measures against Shlyapnikov. 1 At this time, however, dis
ciplinary action was not necessarily taken through the control com
missions. Kosior complained at the eleventh party congress in 
March 1922 that he, Sapronov and Mrachkovsky had been 
removed from the Urals " for considerations of an absolutely non
service character ", apparently by direct action of the central 
committee or the secretariat : 

If anyone had the audacity, or thought it necessary, to come 
out with a criticism or to point out this or that defect in the 
sphere of party. ?r Sov~et construction, h~ was at once counted 
with the opposttwn, thts was at once notrfied to the competent 
authority, and he was removed. 

And he recalled that the Politburo had taken similar action against 
members of the presidium of the trade union central council who 
had been on Trotsky's side in the trade union controversy of the 
previous year.2 The same party congress to which these com
plaints were made gave the control commissions their first formal 
statute, and drew attention to their particular importance " in the 
conditions of the new economic policy, in connexion with which 
there is a growing threat of the degeneration of the least reliable 
and disciplined members of the party ".3 It reduced the number 
of members of the central control commission from seven to five, 
and once more changed its personnel ; Salts, who had reported 
on the work of the central commission at the tenth congress, was 
the only member to be reappointed by the eleventh congress
an honour which foreshadowed his future importance in the corn
m.ission.4 When the twelfth party congress in April 19.23 increased 
the number of the central control commission to 50, amalgamated 
Rabkrin with it,s and put Kuibyshev at the head of the enlarged 
institution, the central control commission was launched on its 

1 See The Bolshevik Revoluti071, I9!7-X923, Vol. I, p. 208. 
' Odinnadtsa!j>i S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), pp. 133-134; the reference to the 

trade union leaders may be :~. confused recollection of the action taken in May 
1921 against Tomsky, Rudzutak and Ryazanov (see The Bolrhevik Revolution, 
!9!J-I92J, Vol. 2, pp. 324--325). 

3 VKP(B) ~ Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 441-4-42. 
• The names of those elected at the tenth and eleventh congresses are listed 

ibid. (sth ed. 1936), i, 404, 462; they are omitted in latei editions. 
' See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. I, pp. 227-:1:18. 
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career as a major party organ- the party inquisition and the 
scourge of offenders against the party code of behaviour or against 
party orthodoxy. 

It would be misleading to suggest that the disciplinary authority 
of the central control commission and its subordinate organs over 
party members was at this time applied primarily to the sup
pression of dissentient opinion. The more avowable purpose of 
maintaining a high standard of conduct among party members 
and punishing infractions of the party ethical code accounted for 
the greater part of its work. For several years, in accordance with 
a provision in the party statute, lists of persons expelled from the 
party were regularly published in the party gazette together with 
the grounds of the expulsion. These were extremely various. 
Sometimes the description of the offence was limited to " con
duct discreditable to the party " or " infractions of party dis
cipline ". But as a rule particulars were given. Drunkenness was 
the most frequent single cause, sometimes with aggravating cir
cumstances such as " persistent drunkenness and brawling with 
prostitutes ". Official offences were often alleged. One official 
was expelled for collecting a tax without giving a receipt, another 
for" misuse of official position and exploitation of subordinates ", 
a third for " giving a recommendation to a total stranger for 
private gain ". A party official was expelled for " exceeding the 
powers of the Penza provincial committee ", though it was stated 
that he might be employed in Soviet work. Ideological grounds 
were often quoted. One member was expelled as " a person with 
an obscure past", another as "a dubious and ideologically cor
rupt element ". A " former officer of the army " had evidently 
turned nepman, and was expelled from the party for having 
" concluded contracts with private firms for personal profit ". 1 It 

1 The grounds of 238z expulsions of party members (1766 candidates were 
also excluded) in the fkst quarter of 1925 were classified in percentages as 
follows: offences against communist ethics, n·9; official misdemeanours, 
18·3; drunkenness, 16·3 ; criminal offences, 15·4; incompatibility, 8·9; 
~rac.ti?ns of party discipline, 8·8; abandonment of party, s·S; participation 
m religious obseJ:Vances, 3·3. Of those expelled, 57 per cent were admitted in 
1919 and 19:ro {when admissions were widely granted) ; only r5 per cent had 
been members before 1917 (l:roestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rlmiiskoi Ko'/11-o 
munUti,heskoi Pa:rtii (Bo.!'shevikov), No. 34 (109), September 7, 1925, p. 5). 
-46,6oo party members were called on to answer charges of offences against the 
party between July 1924 and July 1925, and 31 per cent of these were expelled; 
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is, of course, possible, as Preobrazhensky once alleged, 1 that 
charges of moral turpitude were sometimes fastened on those 
whom it was desired to discredit on political grounds. But 
the amount of publicity given to cases of disciplinary action by the 
central control commission against the party opposition, and the 
care taken to justify them on the ground of formal infringement of 
party rules, indicates that such interventions were still fairly rare. 
Meanwhile the organization began to extend its tentacles all over 
the Soviet Union. According to figures given by Kuibyshev to 
the central control commission at its session in October 1924, 
II6 control commissions were then functioning in different 
centres.2 The membership of the 76 commissions for which 
detailed figures were available was 832, as against 536 six months 
earlier.3 

The scope of the functions and authority of the central control 
commission also grew apace. Its first prominent appearance as 
the custodian of doctrinal orthodoxy was in October 1923, when 
a joint session of the party central committee and the central 
control commission condemned Trotsky's letter of October 8 as a 
" profound political error " and the platform of the 46 as a 
" fractional grouping ". 4 The central control commission passed 
an important resolution on irregular opposition activities on the 
eve of the thirteenth party conference in January 1924, and played 
its part in the purge of opposition supporters after the confer
ence.s The year 1924, which opened with the death of Lenin, 
followed by the Lenin enrolment and the beginnings of the cult 
of Leninism, was one of progressive loss of independence within 
a majority of the accused were classified as " employees ". Drunkenness was 
the most frequent offence, followed by breaches of party discipline (XIV S"ezd 
Vmoyuznoi KommunistichesMi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 534-535). 

1 See The Intenegnum, I92J-I9Z4, pp. 356-357. 
• At this time control commissions seem to have been attached mainly to 

ptovincial or regional party committees : the party statute approved by the 
fourteenth party congress of De<:ember 1925 made provision for control com
missions at the department (okrug) level (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kom
muniszicheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 88o; VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyo.kh (1941), 
ii, 87). 

> Leningro.dska;yo. Pravda, October 8, 1924; of the 832 members, rsS were 
employed on Rabkrin work, i.e. the control and inspe<:tion of Soviet institutions 
-an interesting indication that this side of the work of the control commissions 
wa.s quite overshadowed by their party work. 

4 See The Interregnum, I92J-I9Z4, pp. 300-JOI. 
5 See ibid. pp. 329-330, 356-357• 
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the party. It was marked both Py the final organization of 
Orgraspred and by the elaboration of the system of control com
missions. It was marked also by a wave of suicides of party 
members sufficiently large to cause anxiety to the party author
ities: 1 the most notorious of these- Lutovinov, Evgeniya Bosh, 
and TrOtsky's secretary, Glazman 2

- were known or suspected 
to be the direct result of the new regime in the party. Inquisitorial 
action by the central control commission soon became a familiar 
and recognized procedure. In the aftermath of the first campaign 
against Trotsky, in February 1924, the commission expelled two 
party members for distributing banned documents. 3 The most 
serious case of underground opposition unearthed by the com. 
mission in the period between the thirteenth and fourteenth party 
congresses was the so-called " Pililenko affair ". 4 At the end of 
1924, at the height of the Trotsky controversy, a party member in 
Moscow named Khorechko, a signatory of the platform of the 46 
and a former member of the democratic centralism group, wrote 
to a certain Pililenko, who held a party post in Kharkov, urging 
him to come to Moscow for a discussion of " many questions of 
principle". Pililenko sent a letter in reply by a party member 
named Kotsyubinsky who, he wrote, shared his views and would 
be able to explain them in detail. The letter is said to have 
openly looked forward to a split in the party. Pililenko proposed 
to canvass the new recruits of the Lenin enrolment and also non
party workers, and " by way of mass demonstrations of the rank 
and file, though not beginning in Moscow, to mobilize the 
sympathies of broad strata of the party ''.s The letter was brought 

1 See Vol. 1, p. zs. 
2 For Lutovinov see Th~ Interregnum, 1923-1924, p. IZ9, note 1 ; Bosh 

was the wife of Pyatakov, the spokesman of the opposition at the party con· 
ference of January I9Z4 (her death was reported without comment in Prm;da, 
January 6, 191.5); for Glaxman seep. 7 above. 

' See The Interregnum, 1923-1924, p. 357· 
4 Th.is was the only such affair mentioned by the central control com

mission in its report to the fourteenth congress (K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) 
(1925), p. vii). Medvedev's "lettet to Baku'', written in January 1924, seems 
t~ have be.en discovered by the commission some time in 1925, but was not 
diSclosed till the summer of 1926, presumably because investigations were still 
on foot; it will be discussed in a subsequent volume. 

' Knowledge of the text of the letter is derived from quotations read by 
Yarosla\"5ky, not a very reliable witness at the Leningrad provincial psrty 
oonferen<::e in D~embet 19z5 (Leningrad.!ko.;ya Pravda, December 6, 1925). 
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not to Khorechko, but to Drobnis, who showed it to V. M. 
Smirnov, both Drobnis and Smirnov being democratic centralists 
and signatories of the platform of the 46. At some time during 

19:zs, by unknown means, the letter fell into the hands of the 
central control commission, which interrogated all those im
plicated. In November 1925 the presidium of the central control 
commission issued its decision. Pililenko was expelled from the 
party; Drobnis and Khorechko were severely reprimanded and 
warned that any further infraction of party discipline would lead 
to their immediate expulsion ; and V. M. Smirnov and Kotsyubin
sky were severely reprimanded. 1 Expulsion from the party was 
the supreme sanction, and was applied with reluctance to promin
ent party members. 

While, however, overt reprisals against the opposition were 
still kept within the bounds of moderation, the new concentration 
of power of which the central control commission was a symptom 
and symbol bred new attitudes towards the expression of dis
sentient opinion in the party. Already in 1921 Lenin had treated 
opposition as a luxury too dangerous to be tolerated in time of 
crtSIS, Since the fact, or the pretext, of crisis could always be 
invoked, this attitude became permanent. As the institutions of 
the state were more and more closely integrated with those of the 
party, disloyalty to the party was indistinguishable from dis
loyalty to the state. The maintenance of a formal and institutional 
separation of party and state did not affect the substantial identity 
between them in purpose, in policy, in doctrine and in directing 
personnel. The absence of other recognized parties playing a 
subsidiary rOle, or advocating alternative policies, in public affairs 
contributed to the same result. Liberal democracy had established 
a distinction between the concepts of loyalty to a party and loyalty 
to the state, and found a place for both. This distinction dis
appeared in the one-party state with significant consequences. 
On the one hand, loyalty to the state came to require acceptance 
of specific doctrinal conformities hitherto associated with party. 
On the other hand, dissent from party doctrine or prescriptions 

1 Pravda, November .u, r925. It is significant that at this rime party 
o;ensure did not automatically involve exclusion from Soviet work: Vlast' 
S(Jf)etov, Nos. 3 and 4, January 17, 24, 1926, carried an article by Drobnis on 
the problem of homeless children. 
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incurred the moral stigma, and later the physical sanctions, hitherto 
reserved for disloyalty to the state. These implications of the 
identity of party and state, already apparent when Lenin died, 
developed to the full with the growing power of the party central 
organs. The mere existence of an efficient machinery of repres· 
sian invited the use of it. Opposition became a crime because the 
means were now available to track it down and punish it. Theses 
submitted by Kuibyshev to the central control commission in 
October 1924 included among the functions of the commission 
" the final eradication of the differences which occurred in the 
party before the thirteenth party congress ". 1 

The change of attitude associated with the rise of the control 
commission was visible in two main ways. In the first place, it 
encouraged the practice of informing, which in the realm of public 
law had already received approbation in the new criminal code.z 
The crowning offence of the two members expelled from the party 
for distribution of banned documents in February 1924 was that 
they refused to name those from whom they had obtained the 
documents.l In the Pililenko affair, the offence alleged against 
Drobnis and Smirnov was that, after reading Pililenko's letter, 
they had not reported it to the commission. At the fourteenth 
congress in December 1925 the " system of informing" was 
attacked by opposition delegates and defended by official spokes
men. Bakaev, a Leningrad delegate, protested that the practice 
of informing " is taking such forms and such a character that 
friend cannot tell friend his sincere thought ". Several delegates 
pointed out that a party member who knew that other members 
were attempting to form " ideological groupings", and failed to 
report it, was falling short in his obligations to the party. Gusev 
put this doctrine in its extreme form: 

Lenin once taught us that every member of the party ought 
to be an agent of the Cheka, i.e. to watch and inform. I do 
not propose to set up a Cheka in the party. We have the 
central control commission, we have the central committee, 
but I think that every member of the party should inform. If 
' Pravda, October 5, 192.4. 
• Under art. 89 of the criminal code of the RSFSR of 192.2. " failure to give 

in~ormation " of counter-revolutionary crimes " known to have been com
nutted or to be impending" was punishable by imprisonment for a maJtiroum 
of one year. l See The lnUrregnum, I9113-r924, p. 357· 
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we suffer from anything, it is not from too much informing, 
but from too little. 

" If two people speak sincerely together about questions of party 
life or about politics in general," said Nikolaeva, a woman dele
gate from Leningrad, " one of them invariably writes to the 
central control commission " ; and Solts, the spokesman of the 
commission, interjected : " It depends what they are speaking 
about", And when Nikolaeva went on to protest that the Cheka 
(the popular synonym for the OGPU was used throughout the 
discussion) was " an instrument directed ... against our class 
enemy , . , against the bourgeoisie ", she was greeted with cries 
of " Not always l " 1 The long-prepared coalescence of the 
functions of the OGPU and of the central control commission 
was now an established fact. 

The other new development had been inaugurated by Zino
viev at the thirteenth party congress, when he appealed to Trotsky 
to confess from the tribune of the congress that he " had made a 
mistake, and the party was right". z But this innovation en
countered resistance, and no such demand was made by the 
cautious Stalin on the opposition at the fourteenth congress. 3 

Nevertheless, whatever tactics may have been followed in public 
and in regard to the leaders, it was clear by this time that a party 
member penalized, whether through the appointments procedure 
of Orgraspred or through direct disciplinary action by a control 
commission, for opposition associations or activities could not 
hope to find his way back to favour without renouncing his past 
opinions and joining in the condemnation and persecution of 
those who continued to hold them. The now accepted doctrine 
was enunciated without comment, but with evident reference to 
the continued holding by the defeated opposition leaders of party 
and governmental posts, at the seventh Komsomol congress in 
March 1926: 

If this or that comrade has not recognized his error, and if 
he is appointed to this or that leading work, that does not mean 

I XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (192.6), pp. 566, 
570, 595-596, 6oo-6o1, 6u-6IJ. 

' See The Interregnum, J:923-I924, p. 362. 
' This restraint enabled Bukharin to score a point against Zinoviev (see p. 

134 above). 
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that we have given him an amnesty. There can be an amnesty 
. , , only when the comrade recognizes his error. 1 

It was not long before a demand for a recantation of past errors 
became one of the regular instruments in the enforcement of 
confonnity by the central party machine. A new regulation made 
at this time stipulated that a former party member, whether he 
had been expelled from the party or had left it of his own volition, 
could be re-admitted only by decision of the central control 
commission.~ 

(f) The Lender 

The concentration of power in the central apparatus in the 
name of party unity and the enforcement of party discipline is 
commonly associated with. the name of Stalin, who was the 
ultimate beneficiary of the process. It would, however, be mis
leading to regard it as the work of one man. The process was not 
perhaps consciously planned by anyone ; but it was also not 
consistently resisted by anyone. Leaders of the opposition pro
tested when measures of party discipline were applied to them. 
But they had themselves previously acclaimed the principle of 
such measures. The beginning of the process may be found in 
Lenin's impassioned pleas for unity, and in the resolution banning 
fractions and groupings, at the tenth party congress in March 
1921. In the immediately following years, the event which did 
most to further it was the campaign against Trotsky in the winter 
of 1923-1924, when dissentients within the party were for the 
first time penalized on an extensive scale. The first appearance 
of the epithet " monolithic " as applied to the party was in the 
resolution of the thirteenth party conference of January 1924 
which condemned Trotsky, and contrasted the alleged opposition 
view of the party " as a sum of all kinds of tendencies and frac~ 
tions" with the Bolshevik view of it" as a monolithic whole ",3 

In May at the thirteenth party congress Zinoviev proclaimed the 
need for " a monolithism a thousand times greater than what we 

' VII S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Leninskogo Ko'17111!Wlisticheskogo Soym:a Molodezhi 
(1926), p. 96. 

• Iwestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Vsesoywmoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. 16~17 (137~138), May 3, 1926, p. 5· 

l VKP(B) v R.ezol;yutsiyakh (1941), i, 542. 
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have now ".r But Trotsky, though he did not use the word, 
was not behindhand in protestations of fidelity to the principle : 

In no circumstances does inner-party democracy presuppose 
fractional groupings. . . . I never recognized and do not re
cognize freedom of party groupings, because in present historical 
conditions a grouping is only another name for a fraction. 2 

Of those who six months later were to become leading publicists 
of the Leningrad opposition, Zalutsky at this time declared him
self emphatically against groupings and fractions in the party and 
for " unity of will, unity of political line, unity of political plat
form " ; and Safarov announced that " the party from the very 
bottom to the very top is a steel ingot ".3 Not only Zinoviev, but 
his principal followers, were exposed to the charge of both preach
ing and practising an intolerance of dissent which they resented 
only when they themselves became dissenters. Stalin was at this 
time publicly less committed to the demand for a monolithic 
party than most of his future opponents. 

Nor can any difference of attitude be traced between the 
leaders on the practical conclusions of" monolithism ". Zinoviev 
and Kamenev outdid Stalin in January 1925 in their insistence on 
the application of disciplinary penalties to Trotsky ; and there is 
no reason to suppose that they were any more backward in the 
victimization of Trotsky's followers. Uglanov's clean-up of the 
Moscow organization was apparently undertaken at the instance 
of Zinoviev and Kamenev ; 4 and, under Zinoviev's uncontested 
rule, " hundreds and hundreds of workers " had, according to 
Trotsky's private memorandum of December 22, 1925, been 
"expelled from Leningrad and scattered all over the country ".s 
If the selection of delegates to party congresses was now habitually 
" managed " by the local party bosses at the dictation of the 
central machine, circumstantial evidence was not lacking of such 
management by the Leningrad leaders in the recruitment of the 

1 Trinadtsatyi S"efkd Rossiislwi Kommunisticheskoi P(D'ti£ (Bol'shevilwv) 
(1924), p, tl2. 

z Ibid. pp. 159-160. 
3 Leningradskaya Pravda, May 8, 28, 1924. 
• See p. 22 above ; it resulted in the dismissal or transfer of " tens and 

perhaps hnndreds" of Moscow party workers (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kom
mWiisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 384). 

1 For Trotsky's memotandum seep. 168 above. 
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Leningrad delegation to the fourteenth party congress. r A hostile 
critic put the situation clearly and succinctly : 

Neither in Moscow nor in Leningrad were the masses in
formed of the substance of the disputes. It was the apparatus 
that voted. z 

Whatever was at stake at the fourteenth congress, it would be 
erroneous to see in it a struggle of champions of " inner-party 
democracy " on behalf of freedom of opinion and freedom of 
election against the defenders of a monolithic conformity in 
opinion and organization. But a new and sinister stage in the 
development was none the less marked by this congress. The 
procedure which had made its appearance at the thirteenth party 
conference in January 1924, at the culmination of the first campaign 
against Trotsky, of jeering at opposition speakers and shouting 
them down 3 emerged at the fourteenth congress in December 
1925 as a regular system, deliberately organized on the side of the 
majority and perhaps even on that of the minority. What were 
now heard on the floor of the congress were not the arguments 
of rational and spontaneous dissent, but the shouts of well-drilled 
factions contending for mastery. That so much of the debate was 
still conducted in the esoteric language of party doctrine or 
economic theory seemed a tribute to the habits of the past rather 
than a reality of the present: the familiar arguments themselves 
began to take on a scholastic and unsubstantial form. More plainly 
than ever before in the history of the party, the decisions of the 
fourteenth congress were the product of naked power. The victory 
of Stalin D"ver his former partners in the triumvirate was a triumph, 
not of reason, but of organization. 

The concentration of power in the party at the centre, whether 
in the secretariat or in the central control commission, did not at 
the outset seem to portend a drift towards personal dictatorship, 
towards the greater prestige and influence of an individual leader. 
This phenomenon first emerged in local organizations, and its 
cumulative effect was plural rather than singular. From the 
moment when the capital and the party headquarters were moved 

' For the exclusion of Komarov see p. 135 above; similar tactics were 
doubtless pursued by both sides, 

• Bol'shevik, No. 14, July 31, 19z6, p. 59· 
3 See The. lt~te"egnum, I92J-I924, p. 336. 
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to Moscow in March 1918, Zinoviev remained the outstanding 
figure in Petrograd, and came automatically to dominate the 
Petrograd party organization. Accident and his personal char
acter combined to make him the first conspicuous party boss. 
Partly by way of imitation, Kamenev occupied a similar position 
in the Moscow party organization, though this was overshadowed 
by the continuous presence in Moscow of the other leaders and of 
the central organs of party and state. Other local party organiza
tions had their recognized bosses : Orjonikidze in Tillis and 
Kirov in Baku were noteworthy examples. Weak party organiza
tions in backward regions were commonly run by bosses sent 
from Moscow : Yaroslavsky, and later Lashevich, functioned in 
this capacity in Siberia, Goloshchekin in Kazakhstan. This system 
of " fiefs " or " principalities ", as it afterwards came to be 
called, was for a long time generally accepted, and few members 
of the party noticed that behind the power of the local bosses 
the over-riding power of a central boss was being built up round 
the secretariat and the central control commission. Before 
the beginning of 1925 Zinoviev and Kamenev, as controllers 
of the Leningrad and Moscow organizations, were assumed by 
most people to wield more power than the general secretary, 
Stalin. 

The rift in the triumvirate and the controversies that led up to 
the fourteenth congress revealed for the first time the under
lying realities of the situation. It became apparent that Kamenev, 
having yielded up to U glanov the effective control of the Moscow 
organization, had forfeited his local base, and had become a 
politically dependent hanger-on of the Leningrad group. On 
the other hand, the challenge of the Leningrad opposition to the 
central party leadership threw a lurid light on the potential danger 
of the system of'' principalities '', which came under attack at the 
congress from Komarov, the main Leningrad supporter of the 
central committee. It is significant that the system was criticized 
on the ground not that it made the local boss a dictator over the 
local party organization, but that it weakened the unitary structure 
of the party, which seemed less secure than it had been in the 
days of Lenin. " To give Moscow to one, Leningrad to another, 
Donbass to a third, and so on", said Komarov, might have been 
all right under Lenin ; but nowadays it would turn the party 
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central committee into a League of Nations. 1 Uglanov won 
applause by claiming that he worked in Moscow " in such a way 
as not to allow the possibility of dividing our party into spheres 
of influence of separate leaders " ; and Voroshilov expressed 
satisfaction that Moscow under U glanov had ceased to be any~ 
one's "fief ",l The argument seemed irresistible. Nobody 
wanted a repetition of the clash between the party central com
mittee and a powerful local party organization. The Leningrad 
delegation proclaimed more loudly than anyone its devotion to 
the " Leninist unity " of the party ; had it won, it would have 
taken over control of the central committee and the central party 
apparatus. The struggle which culminated at the fourteenth 
congress was bound, whichever side proved victorious, to end in 
the disappearance of conflicting centres of authority dominated 
by local bosses. 

But, though this development was clearly foreseen and wei~ 
corned by the congress as a whole, the conclusion was not drawn 
that the elimination of the local boss as an independent figure 
would be achieved at the cost of elevating one man to the central 
seat of power and authority, of creating a unique party boss. 
The congress again and again acclaimed with evident sincerity the 
ideal of collective leadership. It counted heavily against Zinoviev 
that he had seen himself so easily as Lenin's successor. One 
delegate quoted, amid applause, what he described as the opinion 
of a typical party member from the provinces : 

Lenin left behind him a trunk full of relics of all kinds ; 
but individual representatives, individual members of the 
central committee, are beginning to try on his mantle. This 
mantle does not fit anyone, it does not fit our co-reporter from 
the central committee. This legacy should be the legacy of our 
whole party and of the whole central committee. 

" Now that the central committee is collectively led", remarked 
another delegate, " I think we should abandon the idea of suc
cession and successors " : this, too, was greeted with " stormy 
applause" .3 Kamenev's personal attack on Stalin was answered 
by Tomsky's passionate assurance that " a system of individual 

1 X~V S"ezd Vsesoyuznci Ko11m1U71isticheskoi Partii (B) (I9l6), p. 221. 
~. lbrd. pp. 193, 394; it was an opposition speaker who called Moscow "the 

emptre of comrade Uglanov" (ibid. p. 384). ' Ibid. pp. 173, 179· 
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leaders cannot exist, and will not, no, will not ", as well as by 
Voroshilov's explanation that, if Stalin was " the leading member 
of the Politburo", he never claimed priority there. 1 These pro· 
testations were, in part, sincere and were believed by many. It 
was not yet understood that U glanov now ruled Moscow in sue· 
cession to Kamenev as an agent of Stalin, and that this had 
enabled Stalin to confront the Leningrad opposition with the 
dual strength and authority of the Moscow organization and of 
the central party machine. When Zinoviev, after his defeat at the 
fourteenth congress, was finally ousted from his control of the 
Leningrad machine, and Kirov, a faithful Stalinist, transferred 
from Baku to Leningrad to replace him, no local party organiza
tion was any longer strong enough to resist the central authority 
in Moscow. By the same token, no other party leader could 
stand up against Stalin. The concentration of power in the 
central organization also meant the concentration of power in the 
hands of one man. 

' For these passages see pp. 139·140 above. 







CHAPTER 20 

THE UNION AND THE REPUBLICS 

T
HE year 1924 saw the constitution of the USSR in full 
operation on lines which were to remain substantially un
changed till 1936. The USSR included in its federal em

brace the four original constituent republics, the RSFSR, the 
Ukrainian SSR, the White Russian SSR and the Transcaucasian 
SFSR, to which were to be added in the following year the Uzbek 
and Turkmen SSRs. The constitutional structure of each of these 
republics with its pyramid of Soviets was patterned on that of 
the USSR itself; the constitution of the USSR had followed 
the model of the original constitution of the RSFSR.1 Since the 
RSFSR accounted for two-thirds of the total population of the 
USSR 2 and occupied 95 per cent of its total area, it was not 
surprising that the USSR should sometimes have seemed not so 
much a federal union of equal republics as a device to enable the 
RSFSR to assert and legitimize its ascendancy over the other 
republics. In form the principle of equality was observed. In 
practice the USSR inevitably appeared as the heir of the old 
RSFSR rather than as the joint creation of all the republics. 
The main central organs of the union- the Congress of Soviets, 
the All-Union Central Executive Committee (VTsiK) and 
Sovnarkom- were direct successors of the corresponding organs 

1 For an aCCOWlt of the constitution of the USSR see The Bolshevik Revolu
tion, I9I7-I923, Vol. I, pp. 399-409. 

• The figures of population as given in the census of December 1926 were 
as follows: 

VOL. II 
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of the RSFSR, while the RSFSR and the other constituent 
republics adopted, at a subordinate level and within the frame
work of the USSR, similar constitutions, and set up similar 
organs. The pyramidal structure of the Soviet system was re
tained and perfected. The whole USSR was now organized as a 
single pyramid with the Congress of Soviets of the USSR as its 
apex. 

(a) The Organs of the Union 

The constitution of the USSR recognized its Congress of 
Soviets as " the supreme organ of power ". The definition was 
from the outset purely formal. The Congress of Soviets of the 
USSR inherited from its predecessor, the AU-Russian Congress 
of Soviets, not only its constitutional status, but the virtual 
atrophy which had paralysed that body even before the formation 
of the Union. 1 The first Congress of Soviets of the USSR in 
December 19z2 had signed the treaty of union ; the second in 
January 1924 had ratified its constitution, After the third con
gress, which took place in May I9Z5, congresses met only in 
alternate years. a They took the form of mass demonstrations, 
attended by more than zooo delegates, in the Bol'shoi Theatre in 
Moscow, at which reports were read by one or more members of 
Sovnarkom, speeches delivered by selected delegates, acts of 
lower organs ratified, and prepared resolutions passed by acclama
tion. Proposals for legislation were rarely or never introduced at 
a congress, and no business, except of a formal character, was 
transacted. The atmosphere of solemnity and publicity surround
ing the Congress of Soviets made it a convenient occasional forum 
for debates on foreign affairs, the motive being to instruct opinion 
at home and to impress opinion abroad rather than to influence 
the policy of the Soviet Government.3 It was sometimes called 

' See The Bolmevik Revolution, I917-I9Z3, Vol. r, pp. 2I4-2l5· 
• Art. u of the constitution which prescribed a meeting " once a year " 

was amended by the fourth congress in April 1927 to " once every two years ". 
Even this was not maintained: no congress met between 1931 and I9JS· 

' At the thirteenth party congress in May 1924, Zinoviev had insisted that 
"no provincial congress of Soviets, or even a rural district congress of Soviets, 
!ih?uld pass without a detailed report on the work of Narkomi.ndel ", the aim 
bemg to popularize foreign policy among the peasants (Trinadtsatyi S"ezd 
Rossiiskoi KommunisticheskrX Partii (Bol'shevikov) (1924), p. so). At the third 
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on to confirm the budget, though, since it did not meet every 
year, this was an incidental and intermittent function. When it 
adjourned after a session which rarely lasted longer than a week, 
its powers devolved on the VTsiK elected to replace it till the 
next congress should meet. 

Since the ostensible purpose of the constitution was to re~ 
concile the necessities of strong central government with the 
demand for some measure of independence or autonomy for 
the constituent units, its main theoretical interest centred on the 
novel organ designed to fulfil this purpose - the bicameral 
VTsiK, consisting of the Council of the Union elected by the 
Congress of Soviets and the Council of Nationalities elected by 
the central executive committees of the republics, autonomous 
republics and autonomous regions.r While the authority of the 
Congress of Soviets progressively declined, VTsiK seemed at 
first sight to take a fresh lease of life from its bicameral structure, 
which enhanced its importance as the much publicized counter
part of western " parliaments ". But even VTsiK soon became 
uncomfortably large. In 1925, after the admission of the Uzbek 
and Turkmen SSRs to the union, the Council of the Union was 
increased in numbers from 414 with 220 candidates to 450 with 
199 candidates, the Council of Nationalities from 100 to 131 with 
53 candidates. The 450 members of the Council of the Union, 
of whom more than 300 were representatives of the RSFSR, 
included ex officio the ten People's Commissars of the union and 
-incongruously- the Soviet diplomatic envoys in London and 
Berlin. The composition of the Council of Nationalities, heavily 

Union Congress of Soviets in May I925 a number of delegates made speeches 
demanding a stiffer and more vigorous foreign policy, and Chicherin returned 
a reassuring answer on the intentions of the government (Tretii S"ezd Sovetov 
SSSR (1925), pp. 66-too, II4-II7, lJO-IJI, I45-I47). Though it would 
be rash to deny any spontaneous character to these speeches, it was clear that 
they were calculated to strengthen the hand of the Soviet Government in 
negotiations with foreign Powers ; one of the critics referred to the presence of 
foreign diplomatic representatives in the audience (ibid. p. 147). The precedent 
of critical speeches on foreign policy was followed at later congresses, at which 
Litvinov replaced Chicherin; speeches on domestic policy, following the 
traditional report by the president of Sovnarkom, were almost e:Jeclusively 
laudatory, and rarely touched controversial issues. 

• The statute of VTsiK, drawn up in November I923, is in Po$tanovleniya. 
Tret'ei Sessii Tsentral'nogo Jspolnitel'nogo Komiteta SSSR (I92J), pp. J·II, 
and in Sobranie Uza.konenii, ;r9z3, No. ro6, art. IoJO. 
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weighted in favour of the s~aller, and especially of t?e n~n
Russian, units (union repubhcs and autonomous republics ahke 
had five delegates each irrespective of population, and autonomous 
regions one), seemed to make it the licensed custodian of the 
federal character of the union. But, owing to the large number of 
autonomous republics and regions comprised in the RSFSR, 68 
of the IJI members of the Council of Nationalities came from 
that republic. 1 

The first VTsiK of the USSR had, by a constitutional anomaly, 
met in December 1922, before the constitution of the union was 
ratified, or even drafted : z it had not then acquired its bicameral 
form. The second VTsiK had held its first session in February 
1924 immediately after the ratification of the constitution. But 
its business had been mainly formal. 3 The two chambers did not 
meet separately and questions of procedure were not discussed. 
These first arose when the second VTsiK assembled for its 
second session in October 1924. The session lasted a full fort
night- from October 17 to 29, 1924; and it was the only 
occasion on which broad constitutional issues involving the 
respective rights of the union and of the constituent republics 
were seriously debated. As Enukidze said, Soviet legislators had 
no experience of working in two chambers ; and it was decided 
when the session opened that, as a general rule, the two chambers 
should sit together to hear the reports of government spokesmen 
and then debate them separately.4 This procedure was followed 
for the reports on the harvest, on internal trade and on finance. 
But Chicherin's report on foreign affairs was debated in joint 
session; and the debate on the organization of the judiciary and 
on the principles of criminal law was begun in joint session, and 
continued in separate sessions. No explanation was offered of 
these variations in procedure. The reports on the harvest, on 
trade and on foreign affairs were non-contentious. Sokolnikov's 
report on finance covered much important ground.s But the 
debate, apart from a few complaints of the financial impotence 
of the republics, which were pleas for a lost cause, raised no 

' T,etii S"e::d SovetO'IJ SSSR {1925), pp. 541·545· 
• See Tlw Bolsht'vik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. I, p. 398. 
1 See The Interregnum, I923-I924, p. 351. 
~ SSSR: T$entral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (1924), 

P· 5· ' See Vol. 1, pp. 458-459. 
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contentious issues. It was the reports on the constitution of the 
judiciary and on the principles of criminal law which, being by 
nature concerned with legal niceties, provided the occasion for 
keen and sometimes acrimonious argument. 

The question of legislative competence was one of the most 
confused and obscure in relations between the central authorities 
and the union republics. Before the creation of the USSR, the 
RSFSR had been the only one of the Soviet republics to possess 
the technical equipment and trained personnel required for the 
drafting of legislation on any important scale. Hence the habit 
grew up in the other republics of adopting as their own the laws 
and decrees of the RSFSR, sometimes tacitly, sometimes by 
identical enactment, sometimes by enactment with amendments 
designed to take account of local conditions. Attention was 
drawn to this anomalous situation when the RSFSR enacted its 
series of codes in 1922. The earliest of these, the criminal code of 
May 1922, was adopted by the Ukrainian and Transcaucasian 
republics with minor amendments, and by the White Russian 
republic without amendment. 1 When the agrarian, labour, civil 
and judicial codes were passed by the TsiK of the RSFSR in 
October 1922, it seems to have been assumed that they would 
be automatically extended to the other republics.2 The assump
tion in this crude form might have been wounding to national 
susceptibilities. But the Ukrainian delegate {by one of those 
anomalies so frequent in Soviet constitutional practice, delegates 
from the Ukrainian, White Russian and Transcaucasian republics 
took part in the proceedings) found the perfect way out. He 
announced that the Ukrainian TsiK had authorized the Ukrainian 
government to enter into a " legal union " with the RSFSR and 
the other republics, and suggested that the TsiK of the RSFSR 
should instruct its presidium to make to the other republics " a 
friendly proposal to introduce also in the other republics the codes 
adopted by the fourth session of the all-Russian TsiK ". This 

' SSSR: Trentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva : 2 Se$$iya (19:1.6), 
p. 615; the Ukrainian criminal code came into force on September IS, 19:1.2 
(Zbirnik Uzakcnen' ta Rorporyadzhen ', I922, No. 36, art. 554). 

~ According to M. Reikhel, Soyuz Soveukikh Sotrialistichestikh Respublik 
(Kharkov, 1925), i, 47, the preambles to the codes as originally drafted con· 
tained a provision for their extension to the other republics ; if this is correct, 
any reference to this tactless formula has been expunged from the records of 
the session. 
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suggestion was unanimously agreed to without discussion,1 and 
,vas doubtless carried out, sometimes perhaps tacitly, sometimes 
by specific enactment. z The situation was described at the 
session of VTsiK in October 1924 with little exaggeration by an 
official of the RSFSR : 

The only legislation for the whole union, for all the republics, 
was the legislation of the RSFSR. So it _was in pr~ctice, and 
this legislation was adopted by all the umon repubhcs, so that 
de facto community was secured. 3 

It was with this background of unity in mind that the framers 
of the constitution of the USSR had reserved to the union the 
right to lay down the " bases " of a common judicial structure 
and a common civil and criminal legislation.4 It was with this 
background in mind that the newly fledged VTsiK set out in 
October 1924 to debate the reports on judicial organization and on 
the principles of criminal law. 

The two reports were debated together. But the most serious 
contretemps occurred on the first of them. Under the constitution 
a Supreme Court " attached to the Central Executive Com
mittee of the USSR " was to be established for the purpose of 
" strengthening revolutionary legality and coordinating the efforts 
of the union republics in the struggle against counter-revolution". 
The question of the organization of the courts was to be regulated 
in a special decree ; and a draft decree "on the foundations of the 
judiciary of the USSR and of the union republics", which had 
already been approved by Sovnarkom, was now submitted to 
VTsiK for confirmation. Unexpectedly, and disconcertingly, 
however, a violent attack on it was launched by Krylenko, who 
was deputy People's Commissar for Justice of the RSFSR. 
Krylenko's indictment rested on two arguments. In the first 

1 IV Sessiya Vserossiiskogo Tsentral'rrogo Ispolnitel'nogo Komiteta IX 
Sozyva: Byulleten', No.8, November I, 1922, p. 2t. 

2 The civil code was adopted by the Ukninian SSR on February r, 1923, 
by the Armenian SSR on April 10, 1923, and by the Georgian SSR (with 
amer,tdments in the chapter on. inheritance) on September 1, 1923 (Das Recht 
SowJetruuiands, ed. A. Maklezow (1925), pp. 253-354); the agrarian code was 
adopted '";ith amendments, by the Ukrainian SSR on November 29, 1922, by 
the Ge<:>rg~an SSRon May 15, 1924, and by the "White Russian SSR on February 
24, 1925 (V. Gsovski, Sooiet Civil L~m~, i {Michigan., 1948) 66o quoting a 
Soviet text-book Zemel'noe Pravo (1940)). ' ' 

3 SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet z SoZj/1!a: 2 Sessiya {1924), 
P· 454· 4 See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-:C9Z3, Vol. 1, p. 404. 
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place the draft purported to set up " a single system of courts " 
for the USSR, the courts of the constituent republics, including 
their supreme courts, being explicitly subordinated to the Supreme 
Court of the union ; and this " centralization " was a breach of 
the constitution, which had left the People's Commissariats of 
Justice, as republican commissariats, under the exclusive control 
of the constituent republics. Secondly, the draft accorded to the 
Supreme Court of the USSR a right of" review and annulment 
of decisions of the supreme courts [of the republics] on grounds of 
incompatibility with the constitution". This, Krylenko declared, 
was " constitutional control, not judicial policy ". The Soviet 
authorities had always" rejected the fiction of the independence of 
the judicial power ". The draft overthrew this basic principle, and 
attempted to introduce " the old theory of the separation of powers 
and the supremacy of the judicial organs over the administrative 
officers who represent the sovereign power ". Krylenko summed 
up both arguments in the demand that the respective People's 
Commissariats of Justice of the Republics, not the Supreme 
Court of the USSR, should constitute the highest judicial power. 1 

In the debate which followed, the first speaker, Antonov
Saratovsky, accused Krylenko of seeking to destroy the union by 
clinging to the letter of the constitution. Kursky, the People's 
Commissar for Justice of the RSFSR, tactfully sat on the fence, 
not contesting the legal validity of Krylenko's arguments, but 
holding that uniform legislation and uniform provisions for 
judicial organization were indispensable throughout the union. 
Skrypnik, the delegate from the Ukraine, alone whole-heartedly 
supported Krylenko : z 

With profound hatred, with contempt, we remember the 
old times of the Tsarist empire, the single indivisible state. 
We have no single indivisible state. 

But even Skrypnik rejected the idea that the USSR could be" a 
mere confederation ". Kalinin defended the Sovnarkom draft, 
but m.ainly on the ingenuous ground that the issue was too 

' SSSR : Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva : 2 Se$riya (1924), 
pp. 404•414. 

2 Piquancy was added to this alliance by the fact that Krylenko and Skrypnik 
had been protagonists on opposite sides when the office of procurator was 
created in May 19::1:;>, (see Vol. '• p. 8z); it was Krylenk.o who had altered his 
tune. 
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technical to be understood by plain men. Larin confused it still 
further by an attempt to return to the legal philosophy of the 
first days of the revolution. The Sovnarkom draft, he declared, 
represented " a penetration of petty bourgeois tendencies into our 
concepts ". What was wanted was not constitutional regulation 
or a code of law- all this was merely a" transitional weapon "
but complete freedom for courts to pronounce verdicts according to 
their conscience~ a view which Krylenko described as "decenR 
tralist, anarchist and federalist (in the worst sense of the term) ".r 

At this point the Council of the Union and the Council of 
Nationalities, on the demand of the latter, divided, and continued 
the debate in separate sessions. It now drifted away from the 
question of judicial organization to the draft " principles of 
criminal legislation ". 2 These incurred criticism in the Council 
of Nationalities from jealous representatives of the republics who 
detected an inroad on their prerogatives. Delegates from Kazakh
stan and Uzbekistan plausibly opined that principles of criminal 
law drav.m up in Moscow would prove inapplicable in Central 
Asia, where blood-feuds and polygamy were still endemic. 
Skrypnik, with less practical arguments to support him, pointed 
out that the original treaty of union signed in December 1922 

had reserved civil and criminal legislation for the central authority, 
and that the revised formula in the final constitution had been 
intended as a concession to the republics, which was now being 
whittled away, 3 At the end of these inconclusive and bewildering 
discussions, both the Council of the Union and the Council of 
Nationalities were glad to refer the issues to drafting commissions, 
which had the unenviable task of working out verbal com
promises. These were announced at a later stage of the session. 
In the matter of judicial organization the principle of " a single 
system of judicial institutions " was maintained ; and " unity of 
judicial policy " was to be assured both by the Supreme Court 
of the USSR and by the People's Commissariats of Justice and 
supreme courts of the constituent republics.4 In practice, like 

I SSSR : Tsentral'nyi Isp()lnitel'nyi Komitet 2 So111yva : z Sessiya ( 1924), 
pp. 439-440, +P· z For the " principles " see pp. 433-434 below. 

I SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 So111yva: z Sessiya (1924), 
pp. 465-466, 469-470. 

~ Ibid. pp. 589-590; Pottarwvleniya Tsik'a Soyuza SSR: 2 Sessiya (1924), 
pp. 93·99· 
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a firmly centralized control ; but the victory was due to factors 
that lay altogether outside the constitutional field. A similar 
compromise was recorded in the field of criminal law. The draft 
principles were approved with a few minor amendments. The 
elaboration of criminal codes remained the prerogative of the 
union republics. But " the presidium of VTsiK has the right to 
indicate to the union republics in indispensable cases the kinds 
and forms of crime for which the USSR deems it indispensable to 
apply the definite line of a single penal policy ". 1 Security -
the main field in which the USSR would assert its " indispens
able " authority in criminal legislation and administration - pro
vided a powerful impetus to centralization." 

Although the questions of judicial organization and criminal 
law were the only ones on which an open clash occurred - and 
even then in a confused and muted form - an undercurrent of 
jealous rivalry between the power of the union and the rights 
of the republics ran through all the proceedings of the session of 
October 1924. It was Skrypnik, the Ukrainian, who persistently 
sounded the note of republican intransigence, asserting it even in 
the field of military affairs : 

We are changing over our Red Army to the Ukrainian 
language, and in Georgia, from the very beginning of the 
organization of the Red Army, orders of the day and the word 
of command have been given in the Georgian language. 

On the other hand, Chicherin, speaking for the commissariat 
whose centralized authority was least contested and most easily 
taken for granted, firmly explained, in a report on the legal char
acter of Soviet citizenship, that " our federal Soviet state is not at 
all a union of states, but a single state ". 3 It was left to Enukidze 
to provide an official summing-up : 

If we speak of the unity of the state, then of course our 
union of republics is the most unitary state in this sense of the 
word, and our unity exceeds a thousandfold the unity which 

' SSSR: Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 So;ryva : 2 Sessiya (I9l4), 
pp. 616-624. 

• For a further discussion of this issue see pp. 441-442 below. 
3 SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Jspolnitel'nyi Kamitet 2 Sozyva : 2 Sessiya (192.4), 

pp. 468, 491. 
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existed under the Tsarist autocracy .... Our unity is sealed 
not by constitutional laws, not by this or that paragrafh, but 
by the common interests of the workers and peasants o all the 
union of republics. 

Yet the nationalities of the union now for the first time enjoyed 
" the full development of their language and of their national 
culture", and the central authority had never extended any pre
ference or privilege to " the great Power nation in our union ", i.e. 
to the Great Russians.r The claim was not unfounded. But these 
issues had little relation to the somewhat unreal framework of the 
constitution, and were governed by considerations other than 
those of constitutional propriety. 

The session of October 192-4 was the last, as well as the first, 
occasion on which VTsiK provided a forum for serious contro
versies on the respective rights of the USSR and of the con
stituent republics, or on which its bicameral status seemed to have 
more than a historical interest. Article 8 of the constitution 
prescribed that sessions both of the Congress of Soviets and of 
VTsiK should take place at the capitals of the constituent re
publics in rotation. In accordance with this rule, the session of 
VTsiK in March 1925 was duly held in Tiflis. Thereafter, the 
rule was quietly forgotten, and all subsequent meetings held in 
Moscow. According to article 21 of the constitution VTsiK was 
to meet three times a year. In fact it was convened at irregular 
intervals as the exigencies or conveniences of policy dictated, but 
rarely more often than once a year. z At first an attempt was 
made to establish a practice of holding a general debate at each 
session on the affairs of one of the constituent republics : thus 
Transcaucasian affairs were debated at the session of March 
1925, Ukrainian affairs in 1926, and White Russian affairs in 1927. 
Thereafter this practice seems to have lapsed. Even the division 
of VTsiK into two chambers, which was the essential novelty of 
the constitution and the great concession to the rights of the 
constituent republics, was in danger of becoming blurred. At the 

1 SSSR: Tsentral'nyi IspfJlnitel'nyi KQtllitet ~ Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (1924), 
pp. 507-509· 

' Particulars of the frequency and duration of its meetings are collected in r TfJwste.r, PfJlitical PO'lJJer in the USSR, I9I7-I947 (N.Y., 1948), pp. zz9-230; 
m the penod from I9Z3 to 1936 it sat on an average for less than ten days a year. 
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beginning of the session of March 1925 it was proposed that, 
following the precedent of the previous session, the two chambers 
should sit together to hear the report of Rykov as president of 
Sovnarkom. For the rest of the session, the chambers sat together 
without further comment, though votes, delivered by show of 
hands, continued to be counted separately ; and, in spite of an 
energetic protest by Skrypnik against the illegality of the pro
cedure, a joint commission of the two chambers was appointed 
to examine the question of the agricultural tax. 1 There can be 
little doubt that the practice of separate sessions would have been 
allowed to lapse altogether but for a further protest from the 
indefatigable Skrypnik at the outset of the next meeting of VTsiK 
in April 1926; this elicited a ruling from the chair that separate 
sessions were required unless there was unanimous consent to 
dispense with them.z At subsequent meetings, separate and joint 
sessions alternated. But, since important controversial issues 
were rarely raised, the elaborate constitutional machinery served 
no apparent purpose, and the debates of the two chambers need
lessly duplicated each other. The device of the bicameral VTsiK, 
though upheld in theory, had proved abortive and meaningless in 
practice. 

The rapid decline in the prestige and authority of the VTsiK 
of the USSR, while it had symptoms and characteristics peculiar 
to it, was also a direct continuation of the decline which had over
taken the corresponding organ of the RSFSR before the formation 
of the union, when the large, unwieldy and intermittent repre
sentative assembly was gradually replaced for all r~qctical purposes 
by its own presidium. This process, originally set in motion by 
successive amendments to the constitution of the RSFSR, 3 was 
irreversible ; and the original draft of the constitution of the 
USSR, dating from December 1922, contained an article recogniz
ing the presidium as " the supreme organ of power " between 
the sessions of VTsiK. From the outset, therefore, the presidium 

' SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Jspolnitel'nyi Kamitet 2 Sozyva : 3 Smiya (19z5), 
pp. 8, lOI-IOZ. 

• SSSR : Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 So:ryva : 2 Sessiya (r9z6), 
pp. s68-57o. 

3 See The Bo/she'l!ik Revolution, :!917-1923, Vol. I, pp. zzs-zr6; for the 
various powers exet'cised by the presidium see J. Towster, PoUtical Power in 
the USSR, I917-1947 (N.Y., zgfl!), p. z44. 
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established itself as the effective organ of VTsiK empowered to 
take action in its name; and even its formal responsibility to the 
body from which it emanated became shadowy and unreal. At 
the session of VTsiK in October 1924, Enukidze referred rather 
apologetically, though without explanation, to the long delay in 
convening the session and promised to make a full report on the 
activities of the presidium to the next session of VTsiK or to .the 
forthcoming Union Congress of Soviets. To the present session 
the presidium had nothing to offer but a list of laws and decrees 
passed and put into operation, and now submitted for the formal 
endorsement of VTsiK. This, in conformity with precedent, 
was accorded without discussion. 1 In view of the symbolical im
portance of the budget, it was a significant symptom when the 
third Union Congress of Soviets in May 1925 specifically 
conferred on the presidium of VTsiK the right to introduce 
changes in the budget " during the period that remains till the 
close of the budget year ", reporting any such changes to the 
next session of VTsiK. z 

The substitution of the presidium of VTsiK for the plenary 
body as the legislative organ was therefore virtually complete from 
the first. In the summer of 1923, when the establishment of a 
bicameral VTsiK was decided on, Skrypnik had already drawn 
the logical conclusion, and proposed to invest the presidium of 
each chamber of VTsiK with full powers to act separately on its 
behalf, so that the small presidium of the Council of Nationalities 
would become the effective custodian of the interests of the 
republics. The implications of this manreuvre were, however, 
quickly detected. The party conference on national questions 
which was dealing with the constitutional issue pronounced an 
unequivocal verdict: 

The presidium of VTsiK should be one. It should be 
elected by both chambers of VTsiK with, of course, a guarantee 
of representatives for the nationalities~ at any rate, for the 
largest of them. The proposal of the Ukrainians to form two 
presidiums with legislative functions, corresponding to the two 
chambers of VTsiK, is impracticable. The presidium is the 

' SSSR: Tsentral'nyi bpolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (1924), 
pp .• so6-s~, ~.rs-sr?; Sobranie Zakcmov, :t924, No. 19, art. t8J. 

Tretn S ezd Sovetov SSSR: P()stanovUmiya (19~5), p. JO. 
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supreme power of the union functioning between sessions £of 
VTsiK}. The formation of two presidiums with legislatlVe 
functions is a division in the supreme power which would 
inevitably create great complications in practice. The chambers 
should have their own presidiums which should not, however 
possess legislative functwns. 1 ' 

In accordance with this directive, the final text of the constitution 
prescribed that the presidium of the VTsiK should consist of the 
seven members of the presidium of the Council of the Union, the 
seven members of the presidium of the Council of Nationalities, 
and seven others to be elected jointly by the two councils.z Thus 
the eclipse of VTsiK by its presidium carried with it a formal 
retreat from the bicameral principle, and marked the final bank
ruptcy of this attempt to provide a safeguard of the rights of the 
republics. After 1925 the struggle between unification and 
federalism, between centralization and devolution, was removed 
from the constitutional plane and took on other forms. 

As formerly in the constitution of the RSFSR, however, so 
now in that of the USSR, the authority of VTsiK was progress
ively sapped, not only by its own presidium, but also- and more 
significantly - by Sovnarkom, which effectively acquired or 
arrogated to itself legislative as well as executive powers cotermin
ous with those of VTsiK. In the period which followed the 
adoption of the constitution of the USSR, the authority of 
Sovnarkom, now reduced in numbers to ten by the exclusion of 
the republican commissariats, continued to grow at the expense 
of VTsiK and its presidium. The constitutional uncertainties 
about the division of competence between VTsiK and the Congress 
of Soviets or between VTsiK and its presidium equally governed 

' VKP(B} v Rezoly~tsiyakh (1941}, i, sz8. 
• The number was raised to 27 (nine of each category} by an amendment 

approved by the third Congress of Soviets in May 1925 (Tretii S"ezd SQ'I!ttov 
SSSR: Postanovleniya (~925), p. g). At the subsequent meeting of VTsiK 
to elect its presidium, Enukidze submitted the lists "proposed" by the two 
councils, implying that they required the confinnation of VTsiK acting as a 
whole ; Skrypnik protested against this interpretation, but without effect, 
though the issue was now plainly academic (SSSR : Tsentral'nyi lspo/nitel'nyi 
Komitet 3 Sozyva: I Sessiya (1925), pp. II-IJ). Each chamber also had its 
own presidium, but these bodies were concerned solely with the organization 
of business, and had no legislative or executive powers. 
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the relations of all those organs to Sovnarkom. The powers con
ferred on the Sovnarkom of the USSR " for the immediate 
direction of the different departments of the state administration" 
were cursorily defined in the constitution itself. But on July 17, 
1923, v.rithin a few days of its appointment by VTsiK, the new 
Sovnarkom formally announced to the TsiKs and Sovnarkoms of 
the union republics that it had entered on its functions, and 
requested them to submit to it for examination" questions within 
its competence under the terms of the constitution ". 1 In 
November 1923 its powers and functions were defined in an 
elaborate statute approved by VTsiK.z But they were defined 
in terms which, while they appeared to insist on the due sub
ordination of the administrative and executive functions of 
Sovnarkom to the legislative functions of VTsiK and its presidium, 
in fact conferred on Sovnarkom a right of " examination and 
ratification of decrees and decisions of all-union importance 
within the scope defined by the constitution of the USSR " as 
well as of "the examination and execution of all measures neces
sary for the general administration of the USSR". 

The statute of Sovnarkom remained the formal charter of its 
constitutional authority. Within this ample framework of discre
tion, no act of Sovnarkom could easily be described as ultra vires; 
and no such conception was recognized in the Soviet constitution, 
Even in the domain of treaty-making Sovnarkom acquired in
dependent constitUtional powers. Under the constitution the 
conclusion and ratification of international treaties was entrusted 
to the " supreme organs" of the union, i.e. the Congress of 
Soviets and VTsiK. At its first business session in November 
1923 VTsiK formally debated and ratified an agreement with 
Finland on timber-floating on the Neva.J But at a later stage 
such formal agreements were not submitted to VTsiK, or even 
to its presidium, for ratification. The statute of Sovnarkom em
powered that body not only " to examine treaties and agreements 

' Sistematicheskoe Sobrmn'e Deit~vuyushchikh Zalwnov SSSR, i (1926), J0·3l· 
• Posta.MV!eniya Tret'rd Sessii Tsentral'nogo Ispolnitel'nogo Komiteta SSSR 

(1923), pp. 13·15; it was followed by a general statute for People's Commis
sariats of the USSR (ibid. pp. 16-:n). These documents also appeared in 
Sobranie Uzakonenii, I923, No. 106, art. IOJI; No. 107, art. 1032. 

' Tret'ya Sessiya Tsentral'nogo ltf>olnitel'nogo Komiteta SSSR (1923) 
pp. 68-73; id. : Pot~anooleniya (192.3), p. 157. ' 
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with the governments of foreign states ", but also " to confirm 
such treaties as do not require special ratification "; and this 
distinction between ordinary treaties confirmed by Sovnarkom 
and treaties submitted to the solemn form of ratification by VTsiK 
or by its presidium 1 proved perfectly satisfactory. In practice it 
was difficult, if not impossible, to discover any constitutional 
division of competence between Sovnarkom, the presidium of 
VTsiK, VTsiK and the Union Congress of Soviets. Sovnarkom 
enjoyed practical pre-eminence in all day-to-day decisions, 
whether they issued in executive, administrative or legislative 
action; and this pre-eminence was marked both by the attach
ment to Sovnarkom of auxiliary technical organs, such as a com
mission on legislative proposals and a commission on financial 
administration, and of important economic organs such as STO, 
Gosplan and the Chief Concessions Committee, 2 and by the 
presence in Sovnarkom of party members of higher standing than 
in any other governmental organ. Soviet constitutional lawyers 
sometimes speculated about the relative authority of Sovnarkom 
and of the presidium of VTsiK. 3 The question was unreal, since 
neither body possessed independent power ; but, as an agent of 
the party for the execution of policy and for the transaction of 
day-to-day business, Sovnarkom was the more important.4 The 
budget alone remained apparently exempt from constitutional 
compromise, since Sovnarkom was obliged both by the constitu
tion and by its statute to submit the annual budget for approval 

' The distinction was fonnalh;ed by a decree of May 1925 (Sobra:nieZakonov, 
I925, No. 35, art. 258). 

~ For the statutes of these bodies see SistematicheskDe Sobranie Deist'l!uyu. 
shchikh Zakonov SSSR, i (19z6), 36·45, 52· 54· 

i Current speculations are quoted in }. Towster, Political Power in the 
USSR, I9I7-I947 (N.Y., 1948), p. 245, note 10. 

4 Light was thrown at the fifth Tatar congress of Soviets in 1925 on relations 
between the TslK snd the Sovnarkom of the Tatar autonomous SSR. Here 
the presidium of TsiK had been reorganized as a " small " Sovnarkom. This 
reorganization was "dictated mainly by considerations of formality, though it 
should be mentioned as a positive characteristic of the small Council of People's 
Commissars that the deputy president of the central executive committee is 
included in its composition, by means of which change a perfect coordination 
in the work of the central executive committee and the Council of People's 
Commissars is attained " ; as a further result of tills reform, it was now rarely 
neeessary to submit decisions of the Sovnarkom to TsiK for ratification (Pyatyi 
S"ezd Sovetov Tatar'skoi SSR (Kazan, 1925), pp. 34, 56, quoted in W. R. 
Batsell, Soviet Rule in Russia (N.Y., 1929), pp. 334·335)· 
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by VTsiK. This formality, insistence on which no doubt owed 
something to the time· honoured precedent of western democracy, 
constituted the last vestige of the status of VTsiK as a repre
sentative assembly exercising popular control over the public 
purse. It was regularly complied w~th so long .as YTsiK con· 
tinued to meet annually ; thereafter tts prerogattve m respect of 
the budget passed to its presidium. 

The haze of empirical ambiguity which surrounded the mutual 
relations of the central organs of government of the USSR ex
tended equally to relations between the central executive com
mittee of the USSR (VTsiK) and the central executive committee 
(TsiK) of a union republic, and to relations between the Sov· 
narkom of the USSR and the Sovnarkom of a union republic. 
For, while it was constantly asserted in official documents that 
" supreme power " in the territory of the republics was vested 
in the congress of Soviets of the republic in question,1 the over
riding " supreme power " of the Union Congress of Soviets and 
the organs dependent on it was explicitly reserved. Under 
articles 19 and 20 of the constitution, all "decrees, resolutions and 
orders" of VTsiK were to be carried out immediately throughout 
the territory of the USSR, and VTsiK had the right to " suspend 
or cancel " decrees or orders of congresses of Soviets or central 
executive committees of the union republics. The rights of 
Sovnarkom under article 38 were defined in slightly less uncom
promising terms : 

The Sovnarkom of the USSR, within the limits of the 
rights accorded to it by the central executive committee of 
the USSR and on the basis of the statutes of the Sovnarkom 
of the USSR, issues decrees and decisions which must be 
executed throughout the territory of the USSR. 

But even the formal limitation related only to organs and enact
ments of the USSR, not of the republics ; it left the authorities 
of the USSR the sole arbiters of constitutional propriety. Where 
the basic conception of a judicially determinable and legally en
forceable limitation or separation of powers was rejected, and a 
constitution was regarded as a code of convenient and, if neces
sary, flexible rules of procedure, the over-riding authority of the 

1 See, for example, art. 3 of the constitution of the RSFSR of May 1925 
(Sobranie Uzakrmenii, I91l5, No. 30, art. 218). 
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higher organ automatically asserted itself. This process was 
probably helped rather than hindered by the formal provision 
for extensive representation of the republics " in a consultative 
capacity" at sessions of Sovnarkom. Not only did each of the 
republics appoint a " permanent representative to the Council of 
People's Commissars of the USSR ", 1 but the large number of 
officials entitled to attend sessions of the Sovnarkom of the USSR 
in a consultative capacity included the presidents of the TsiKs 
and Sovnarkoms of the union republics, as well as People's Com
missars of those republics for matters within their competence. 2 

There is no evidence to suggest that this procedure was regularly 
applied or acquired any practical significance. But it helped to 
establish the fictitious hypothesis that decisions of the Sovnarkom 
of the USSR were taken in consultation with the republics and 
were therefore binding on them. 

The most delicate situation arose over the powers not of 
VTsiK, or of the Sovnarkom as a whole, but of individual 
People's Commissariats of the USSR. In the three-tier system of 
commissariats- all-union, unified and republican 3- the highest 
layer was formed by the all-union commissariats having no 
counterparts in the republics. Their position was clear enough. 
Article 53 of the constitution provided that such commissariats 
" have plenipotentiary representatives directly subordinate to them 
attached to the union republics " ; and, under article 12 of the 
regulating statute of the commissariats, these plenipotentiaries 
" participate in the sessions of the Sovnarkoms of the union 
republics either with a consultative or with a deciding vote, as 
determined by the TsiK of the union republic or by its pre
sidium ". 4 The position of the unified commissariats, which 

' For the decrees of the RSFSR and the White Russian SSR creating these 
posts see Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1924, No. 70, art. 691 ; Sobranie Uzakonenii 
SSR Belorussii, 1924, No. 21, art. 185, which prescribed that the White Russian 
representative " takes part in sessions of the presidium of TsiK, Sovnarkom 
and STO of the USSR". The title" representative" had a quasi-diplomatic 
flavom- which was no doubt ftattering to the republics. 

~ Sistematichetkoe Sobranie DeistvuyushchikJ. Zakrmov SSSR, i (1926), 33-34. 
3 See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9IJ-:I923, Vol. r, pp. 403-405· 
4 Sistematicheskoe SobTanie Deistvuyushchikh ZakonO"V SSSR, i (1926), 68-

72; a deo::ree of the RSFSR is on record granting to Voroshilov, as "pleni
potentiary of the People's Commissariat of Military and Naval Affairs of the 
USSR to the Sovnarkom of the RSFSR ", the right to attend its sessions with 
full voting powers (Scbranie Uzakonenii, r925, No. 55, art. 416). A decree 

VOL. II R 
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occupied the second tier of the structure, was, however, full of 
ambiguities. While the republican commissariat was clearly sub
ordinate to the union commissariat, the constitutional authority 
of the union commissariat was not unlimited. Article 59 of the 
constitution allowed the central executive committees of union 
republics to suspend the application to their territories of decrees 
of People's Commissars of the USSR (but not apparently of 
VTsiK or of Sovnarkom as a whole) if these were " in flagrant 
contradiction ''with existing legislation.1 But the central executive 
committee exercising this right was to report that it had done so 
to the Sovnarkom of the USSR and to the commissariat of the 
USSR concerned; and it was to be presumed, though it was 
not explicitly stated, that the eventual decision of the Sovnarkom 
of the USSR was final. On the other hand, the union com
missariats under their general statute could " suspend and annul " 
decisions of the corresponding republican commissariats which 
"contravened directions given by them on all-union legislation", 
though this right did not extend to decrees issued by a republican 
commissariat on the specific authority of the republican Sovnar
kom.z 

These obscure and mutually frustrating provisions opened 
the way to an unresolved constitutional deadlock. In October 
1924- Enukidze assured the TsiK of the RSFSR that, while de
cisions of unified commissariats of the RSFSR could in principle 
be overruled by the corresponding commissariats of the USSR, 
this did nOt apply to decisions taken on the express authority of 
the Sovnarkom or of the presidium of the TsiK of the RSFSR. 3 

The new constitution of the RSFSR of May 1925 was prudently 

of the '\Vhite Russian SSR similarly provided for the attachment to the White 
Russian Sovnarkom of" 11 plenipotentiary of the People's Co:m:m.issariat of Com
munications of the USSR" (Sobranie Uzakonenii SSR Bekmmii, I924, No. z7, 
an. 240}. From art. u of the statute of the Sovnarkom of the Moldavian 
autonomous SSR, of which a translation is in W. R. Batsell, Soviet Rule in 
Rusria (N.Y., 1929, pp. 628-632), it appears that representatives of these pleni
potentiaries were also attached to the Sovnarkoms of the autonomous SSRs. 

1 Thi~ article wa& based on art. 17 of the original treaty of December 30, 
19%2, which was the foundation of the union ; the original article contained the 
qualifying words "in exceptional cases", which were dropped from the text 
of the constitution. 

z Sirtenwticheskoe Sobranie Deistvu,u.shchikh Zakonov SSSR j (1926) 71. 
l. Vseroniiskii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Klmlitet XI So~a : vtora;va 

Semya (1924), p. 286. 
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silent on this point. Article 10 of the statute of the Sovnarkom of 
the RSFSR adopted in August 1925 laid it down that, while 
decisions of unified commissariats of the RSFSR could be " sus
pended, amended or annulled " by the corresponding com
missariats of the USSR, decisions taken by commissariats of the 
RSFSR on the authority of the Sovnarkom of the RSFSR could 
be overruled only on an appeal by the corresponding commissariat 
of the USSR to the Sovnarkom of the USSR.r This concession 
did not, however, satisfy the central authorities ; and in September 
1925 an additional decree of the RSFSR was issued making it 
clear that the onus of making the appeal against a suspension or 
annulment rested on the commissariat of the RSFSR and that 
the lodging of the appeal did not suspend the operation of the 
contested decision. 2 This was merely one further instance of the 
progressive concentration of effective power at the centre which 
marked the history of the Soviet constitution. 3 

The constitutional position of the republican commissariats, 
which occupied the third and lowest tier, seemed at :first sight 
clear and impregnable, since they had no union counterpart and 
might be supposed to enjoy exclusive powers. But here, too, the 
central authority imposed itself through the right conferred on 
the union to lay down " bases " and " general principles " and 
" fundamental laws "in spheres nominally reserved for republican 
jurisdiction ; and this constitutional right was buttressed by the 
patent necessity of establishing some measure of coordination and 
uniformity and by the lack of trained and experienced personnel 
which hampered the activities of all the republics (with the 
exception of the Russian, and the partial exception of the Ukrainian, 
republics). The situation of the republican commissariats differed 
far less from that of the unified commissariats of the republics, 
and had changed far less since the days when legislation of the 
RSFSR was tacitly or explicitly adopted by the other republics, 
than constitutional doctrine pretended. Decrees or orders were 

' Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1925, No. 70, art. 553· 
a Ibid. No. 72, art. 569. 
l See The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923, VoL 1, pp. 408-409; a Soviet 

commentator cautiously invoked the parallel of Woodrow Wilson's doctrine of 
" implied powers "as explaining the growing predominance of federal authority 
(M. Re.ikhel, Soyuz So"Vetskikh Sotrialisticheskikh Resjmblik (Khatkov, 1925), i, 
96-Ioo). 
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freely issued by the supreme organs of the USSR on all important 
and controversial matters. Whether or not the drafters of these 
decrees or orders remembered to observe the constitutional 
proprieties, the effect was the same. The formal confusion was 
immense. 

As the result of the large number of republics in our union 
[wrote a jurist of the Narkomvnudel of the RSFSR] .. , we 
have at least two tiers of legislation : union legislation and 
republican legislation. Both are extremely abundant, very dis
persed and not systematized. On the other side there remains 
a vast heritage from the periods preceding the formation of the 
union, part of it de facto dead, part of it amended by subsequent 
laws. In this chaos, not only a cossack with a pike, but the 
best qualified professional jurist, will lose his way. 1 

In practice the confusion was less great. Whenever the central 
authorities stepped in, their prerogative was never openly con~ 
tested, though marked differences might occur between republics 
in the interpretation and application of these rulings. Centralizing 
tendencies were always at work. At the session of VTsiK in April 
1926 a Ukrainian delegate complained that " ideas of founding 
union commissariats of justice and education are quite deeply 
implanted ", and that " comrade Semashko is not at all opposed 
to the creation of a union commissariat of health " ; the recent 
establishment of a union council for physical culture was a step 
in that direction.2 Krylenko on the same occasion complained 
that officials of Narkomvnutorg were so ignorant of the con~ 
stitution that they had recently written a letter to a non-existent 
Narkomyust of the union, advocating an " all-union code for 
foodstuffs ".3 But a large field remained in which the organs of 
the USSR, whether through lack of interest or lack of qualifica
tion, did not intervene; and here the republics continued to enjoy 
a provisional measure of constitutional autonomy. 

The complexities and ambiguities of these constitutional 
arrangements would have made them quite unworkable without 
the reality that lay behind them: the over-riding power of the 
party. Under the Soviet view of law, constitutional enactments 

1 S{)'()etskM Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, iv-v (1926), 92. 
~ SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (19z6), 

p. 6zs. 3 Ibid. p. 632. 
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were the expression of the will of the sovereign power, and could 
not be invoked in opposition to it ; the notion of constitutional 
safeguards, interpreted and protected by judicial authority, was 
inappropriate and meaningless. Under the Soviet system, all 
constitutional appearances were in some measure illusory, since 
ultimate decisions on major issues of policy were taken by party 
organs and handed down by them to the constitutional authorities 
for execution. Lenin's death, while it in no way changed the 
essence of the situation, tore away some of the disguises. The 
prestige which he had conferred on Soviet institutions by his 
regular appearance with a major policy speech at the All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets, and, above all, by his presidency of Sov
narkom, was now seen to be largely factitious. Of the new leaders, 
Zinoviev had never held office in Sovnarkom ; Stalin had laid 
down both his former offices ; even Kamenev's appointment as 
president of STO was less conspicuous and important than his 
party functions as chairman of the Politburo and as head of the 
Moscow organization. The other leaders who now played the 
principal rOles in the VTsiK and Sovnarkom of USSR- Kalinin, 
Rykov, Tsyurupa, Dzerzhinsky, Sokolnikov, Chicherin- were 
men of secondary rank in the party hierarchy. The subordination 
of Soviet to party organs was more apparent, if not more real, 
than in the days when Lenin dominated both. 

The singular and preponderant rOle of the party makes it 
appropriate to record, as the final act in the process of constitution
making which created the USSR, the change in the party's name 
effected by the fourteenth party congress in December 1925.1 

The name " Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) " had been 
adopted in March 1918 z when the original constitution of the 
RSFSR was in the making, and corresponded to the period when 
the RSFSR had been the effective directing nucleus of the multi· 
national group of Soviet republics. Now that a decent veil had 
been drawn over Russian constitutional predominance by re
organizing the group in the form of a Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, and reducing the RSFSR to the status of a unit of 
the group, it was logical that a similar readjustment should be 
made in the name and organization of the party. The change 

' Seep. 148 above. 
a See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9J7-I923, Vol. I, p. I9Q. 
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encountered resistance which explained the delay in making it. 
In the party non-Russian elements were weaker than in the 
governmental machine, and the forces of tradition stronger ; it 
seemed " difficult to part with the old, tried name ". 1 What was 
achieved at the fourteenth party congress was in fact a com
promise. The name of the party was changed, not without some 
opposition from a Bolshevik old guard headed by Polonsky, to 
"All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks)". On the other 
hand, the logical proposal to form a separate Russian party on the 
same footing as the other national parties 2 within the union was 
decisively rejected. This, said the rapporteur, would be " the 
greatest evil for the party", since, in view of" the specific weight 
of the Russian section ", it would mean having " two central 
directing organs ". 3 The reality behind the argument was clear. 
Both in the state and in the party the organs which had formerly 
carried the Russian label were re-named to take account of the 
susceptibilities of other national groups. But they remained in 
essence the same organs : continuity was maintained. In the 
state a new set of subordinate organs was created in the form of 
the RSFSR. In the party this precedent was not followed. 
Division of executive and administrative authority was tolerable 
and even salutary. Division of authority at the policy-making 
summit was not. 

(b) Th' RSFSR 

The formation of the USSR presented the RSFSR with a 
unique constitutional problem. The constitution of the RSFSR, 
which dated back to 1918, the first of all Soviet constitutions and 
the model on which the constitution of the USSR was itself based, 
was now clearly unsuited to one of the constituent republics of 
the USSR. In January 1924, when the constitution of the USSR 
had been officially ratified, the eleventh All-Russian Congress of 

1 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyw::noi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 891. 
• The national units of the party were by courtesy called parties -the 

Ukrainian party, the White Russian party, the Georgian party, etc.; but it 
was made clear from the outset that they were not independent parties and 
enjoyed the rights only of regional committees of the united party (see The 
Bolshevik Revolution, :t91:7-I923, Vol. I, p. 370). A proposal to deprive them of 
the title of parties was rejected on the ground that " it would throw a certain 
shadow on our national policy" (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyunwi Kommunisticheskoi 
Partii (B) (1926), p. 892). 3 Ibid. p. 88r. 
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Soviets took cognizance of its diminished status by instructing the 
All~Russian TsiK to make the necessary amendments in its con~ 
stitution.1 Three months later TsiK appointed a commission of 
twelve to go into the question. z The task was delicate ; adjust
ment was required in the relations of the RSFSR not only to the 
new USSR, but to the autonomous republics still included in it. 
When TsiK met in October 1924, immediately before the session 
of the VTsiK of the USSR, no agreement had been reached, 
Enukidze explained that the constitution had undergone many 
amendments since 1918, and that to bring it up to date in present 
conditions would " demand very much time, the more so as these 
changes are bound up with changes in the constitutions of the 
autonomous republics ". He consolingly added that only people 
" whose view of the world has been nourished on bourgeois juris
prudence " thought it essential that " everything should be 
smoothly put together on paper and one letter not contradict 
another ". In the Soviet view, it was common experience for a 
constitution " to go out of date, to fall into partial contradiction 
with our practice or with this or that fundamental decision " : 
this merely meant that the constitution must from time to time 
be changed and "perfected ",3 For the moment nothing was 
done but to approve the composition of the Sovnarkom of the 
RSFSR as established during the past nine months. 

The interval before the twelfth All-Russian Congress of 
Soviets met in May 1925 was occupied in constitution-making 
behind the scenes. When the congress assembled, Kursky, the 
People's Commissar for Justice of the RSFSR, explained that the 
mere amendment of the constitution originally contemplated had 
proved impracticable. A new constitution embodying parts of the 
old would be required; and a draft of this was submitted to the 
congress. 4 The preamble relating to general principles contained 

1 S"ezd;y Sovetov RSFSR v Postanovleniyakh (1939), p. 285; Sobranie 
Uzakonenii, I924, No. z7, art. 258. 

• D. Kursky, b:brannye Stat'i i Rechi (1948), pp. 107-III, contains a 
speech apparently delivered to this commission, in which Kursky already 
pointed to the conclusion that amendment would not be enough, and that a new 
constitution would be required ; the date is not stated. 

3 VserossiiJkii Tsentral'nyi lspoln:itel'nyi Komittt XI Sozyva : Vtoraya 
Sessiya (1924), pp. 28z-z83, z88. 

4 XII Vserossiiskii S"e!;ld Sovetov (1925), pp. 136-!78; the draft constitu
tion was published in lzvestiya, May 3, 1925. 
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some interesting changes. The Declaration of Rights of the 
Toiling and Exploited People, which had been incorporated at the 
last moment on Lenin's initiative in the constitution of 1918,1 

was omitted, though reference was made to it in the first article. 
It had been something of an anomaly even in the earlier constitu
tion, and much of its terminology must now have seemed quaint 
and obsolete. z Apart from this omission, certain changes of 
phrase were significant. The function of the constitution of 1918 
had been " to guarantee the dictatorship of the proletariat for the 
purpose of crushing the bourgeoisie, of abolishing the exploitation 
of man by man and of establishing socialism, in which there will 
be neither division into classes, nor state power". The con
stitution of 1925, in adopting this formula, substituted for the 
words " establishing socialism " the words " realizing com
munism ", thus recalling the Marxist distinction between the 
two stages, and preparing the way for the acceptance of a 
" socialism in one country " which would be compatible with the 
survival of state power. Other signs of the times could also be 
discerned. Where articles 14-17 of the old constitution had 
spoken of the " poor peasantry " or the " poorest peasants " as 
partners of the " workers " or the " working class ", the corre
sponding articles of the new constitution knew only the partner
ship of " the working class and the peasantry " or of " workers 
and peasants " ; in the spring of 1925, the policy of splitting the 
peasantry was in abeyance. The main innovations were an article 
(art. 27) confirming the power of the presidium of TsiK to act in 
its name in the intervals between its sessions (this had been 
entirely a gro·wth of the period since 1918 3) ; an important new 
chapter " On the Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics and 
Regions " ; and a much enlarged chapter " On Local Govern-

1 See The Bokhet.:ik Revoluticm, I9I7-I9:o?J, Vol. I, p. 150. 
• Apparently it was Gosplan which first raised objections to the retention 

of the declaration, and won the suppon of the Sovnarkom of the RSFSR 
(EkoMmicheskaya Zhi::m', April ~9. i9ZS). The declaration had inter alia 
commended "the Soviet law on workers' control " and the introduction of 
" universal labour service ", of which the fonuer had quickly proved unwork
able, and the latter had ended with war communism. The new constitution 
also omitted the quotation, " He that does not work neither shall he eat " 
and: co?-fined itself to the statement that the RSFSR ,: recognizes labour as ~ 
obltgatton of all citizens of the republic" (an. 9). 

' See Tlie Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, VoL 1, pp. z1s-:u6. 
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ment ". These indicated the two main constitutional preoccupa
tions of the moment : the strengthening of the multi-national 
structure of the USSR through a federalized hierarchy of republics 
and autonomous republics and regions, and the attempt to build 
up a more effective system of local government, especially in the 
countryside- the so-called '' revitalization of the Soviets '', The 
debate on the new constitution was confined to the discussion of a 
few minor details, and it was then adopted without more ado. 1 

The rest of the agenda of the congress was devoted to agriculture, 
to health, and to the subordinate and much diminished budget 
of the RSFSR. It was, as Kalinin, a little ruefully recalling past 
glories, remarked," extremely modest".~ 

The procedure of the congress served to bring out, more 
vividly than the routine debate on the constitution, some anomalies 
of the new status of the RSFSR. Formally the RSFSR was 
merely a constituent unit of the USSR, on a par with the Ukrainian 
and White Russian SSRs and the Transcaucasian SFSR. In 
reality the RSFSR was the foundation on which the USSR had 
been constructed and still provided the solid framework of the 
larger structure. Its capital was Moscow, the capital of the 
USSR; Rykov was president of the Sovnarkom of the RSFSR as 
well as of the USSR ; the All-Russian Congress of Soviets and 
the TsiK of the RSFSR conveniently held their sessions at or 
about the same time as those of the corresponding organs of the 
USSR. When the twelfth All-Russian Congress of Soviets met, 
the propOsal was at once made, and carried without discussion, 
that the delegates should attend the ensuing session of the third 
Congress of Soviets of the USSR to hear Rykov's report on the 
work of the government of the USSR. No question arose of a 
separate report by Rykov on the government of the RSFSR. 
Having prematurely completed its business in a five-day session 
on May I I, 1925, the All-Russian Congress of Soviets adjourned 
till May 13, when the major congress was due to open. On that 
day its members attended the Congress of Soviets of the USSR 
to hear Rykov's report to that body; and, thereafter, questions of 
competence being conveniently ignored, the report was briefly 

' XII Vserossiiskii S"ezd Sovetoo (1925), pp. 252-253; for the final text of 
the comtitution see id. : Pootanovleniya (1925), pp. 5·2J. 

~ XII Vserosri.iskii S"ezd Sovetov {r925), p. 267. 
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debated in the All-Russian Congress of Soviets and unanimously 
approved. 1 The realities of the situation emerged more clearly 
from some remarks of a delegate of the RSFSR to the union 
congress than from the perfunctory proceedings of the Russian 
congress. What had happened was that the machinery of the 
unified commissariats (as well as of the commissariats now 
allocated exclusively to the USSR) had been taken over as it 
stood from the RSFSR by the new union authorities, leaving to 
the RSFSR the task of creating new commissariats for its ovm 
subordinate functions. Thus, "our union has occupied all the 
commissariats of the RSFSR, so that in reality the RSFSR has 
no personality of its own ", and " the functions of the Komvnu
torg of the RSFSR have been transferred to the Komvnutorg of 
the union ". On the other hand, the republican commissariats 
found it difficult to divest themselves of the wider functions which 
they had formerly exercised by tacit consent, and to limit them
selves to the confines of the RSFSR: Lunacharsky was accused 
of behaving as if he were People's Commissar for Education for 
the whole of the USSR.~ Many of the first laws and decrees of 
the USSR appeared in the official collection of the RSFSR; it 
was not till September 1924 that the USSR began to issue its 
own collection of laws.J The difficulty of effecting a real divorce 
in practice between the machinery of the RSFSR and of the 
USSR evoked the heroic suggestion to move the capital of the 
RSFSR to Leningrad and that of the USSR to Nizhny-Novgorod 
-a suggestion reinforced by the argument that congestion in 
Moscow was becoming as bad as in London, and that it was 
"impossible to move ":• It was a long time before the RSFSR 
effectively developed its own institutions ; and the history of the 
USSR was subtly influenced by the fact that its major organs of 
government had at the outset been taken over from the RSFSR. 

The new chapter of the 192.5 constitution (arts. 44-48) devoted 

' XII Vserossiiskii S"ezd Sovetov (1925), pp. 6 261-267. 
~ Tretii S"ezd Sovefuv SSSR (1925), pp. 133-;34. 
3 The first isaue of the So/mmie Zakcnov of the USSR was dated September 

13,:924, ~d :;<~ntruned laws and de<:rees dating back to July I, 1924. 
Tret11 S el:'~ Sovetov SSSR (1925), p. 133; Ryazanov proposed that 

Mo~ow and L.~ungrad should be made joint capitals of the RSFSR (Trat'ya 
Sesnya Vserossnrkogo Tsentral'nogolspolnitel'nogo Kumiteta XI Sozyva (1925), 
p. 69). 
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to the status of the autonomous republics and regions within the 
RSFSR, which had been created since the enactment of the con
stitution of 1gr8,1 represented an assertion of the continuing 
authority of the RSFSR over its subordinate units. A proposal 
to detach from the RSFSR these Jesser national units in its 
federal structure, and to attach them directly to the USSR, had 
been rejected in principle at an early stage,2 though this procedure 
was in fact adopted when the Uzbek and Turkmen SSRs were 
created as constituent republics of the USSR early in 19Z5.3 

Minor readjustments were made from time to time within the 
existing framework. In July 1924 the autonomous Mountaineers' 
republic was broken up into the North Osetian and lngush 
autonomous regions, this being a part of the arrangements for the 
creation of a North Caucasian region.+ Earlier in the same year 
the Volga German autonomous region, and in the following year 
the Chuvash autonomous region, became autonomous republics 
of the RSFSR ; these were promotions presumably awarded for 
material progress and loyalty.5 On the other hand, the Kalmyk, 
Chechensk, Kabardino-Balkarsh and North Osetian autonomous 
regions received a reproof for their presumption in describing 
their regional executive committees as " central executive com
mittees " -a more honorific title reserved for republics ; 6 and 
the Karachaevo-Cherkessian autonomous region was divided " on 

1 For a list of them see The Bolshevik Revoluh."on, 1917-1923, Vol. t, 
p. 393, note 4· 

z See ibid. Vol. 1, pp. 393-394; the case against the proposal was argued 
in Stalin, Sochineniya, v, 15I-152. 

' For this change, and for the consequent constitutional readjustments in 
Central Asia see pp. 267-270 below. 4 See pp. 286-287 below. 

5 Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1924, No. 7, art. 33; No. 20, art. 199; S()branie 
Uzakonenii, :r925, No. 26, art. I84; No. 43, art. 3~9- The act of the regional 
congress of Soviets of the Volga German autonomous region proclaiming the 
region an autonomous republic, dated January 4, 1924, ended with a belated 
appeal reflecting revolutionary hopes in Germany in the preceding autumn : 
" The congress calls the attention of the struggling German proletariat to our 
small autonomous unit, and once more emphasizes the difference between free 
democratic Germany, oppressed by domestic as well as by foreign capital, and 
the real freedom of nations united in the USSR" (E. Gross, Avt<momnaya 
Sotsialisticheskaya Sovet1kaya Respublika Nemtsev P()volzh'ya (Pokrovsk, 1926), 
pp. 33-34· 

6 Sobranie Uzal<anenii, 1926, No. u, art. 8z; in September 1925 the 
Kabardino-Balkarsh autonomoU$ region, on the fourth anniversary of its 
creation, had petitioned in vain for promotion to the status of autonomous 
republic (Vlast' SovetDV, No. 43, October zs, 1925, pp. 9-10). 
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grounds of nationality " into a Karachaev autonomous region 
and a Cherkessian autonomous department, the latter being 
included in the North Caucasian region. 1 The highly complex 
constitutional arrangements required to give life to this vast 
system of autonomous republics and regions seem to have re
mained, in part at any rate, a dead letter. The autonomous units 
of the RSFSR ranged from the Volga German autonomous 
republic, which contained perhaps the most advanced rural 
population in the RSFSR, to the Oirot autonomous region, which 
had no written language of its own and, at its first congress of 
Soviets, renounced all legislative functions, so that it enjoyed 
in practice less autonomy than some purely Russian regions.2 

Article 44 of the constitution of the RSFSR provided that con
stitutions for the autonomous republics and statutes for the 
autonomous regions should be adopted by their own congresses 
of Soviets and submitted to the TsiK of the RSFSR and to the 
All-Russian Congress of Soviets for confirmation ; and these 
constitutions and statutes were presumably intended to lay down 
the powers of the republics and regions, which had remained un
defined in the constitution of the RSFSR. Several autonomous 
republics drafted constitutions for themselves, including the 
Volga German, Dagestan and Bashkir republics. But exception 
was taken to the first two drafts on the ground that they both 
referred to the republics as " states ", 3 and to the draft Bashkir 
constitution for stating that the Bashkir autonomous SSR " enters 
freely into the RSFSR and is united through it in the USSR ".4 

In spite of the direct representation of the autonomous republics 
and regions in the Council of Nationalities, any hint of a direct 
relation between them and the USSR over the head of the RSFSR 
excited the jealous resentment of the authorities of the RSFSR. 
By the end of 1926 no constitution of an autonomous republic 
had been approved in Moscow. Thereafter the question lapsed 

1 Sobranie Uzakonenii, r926, No. zs, art. 198; for the constitution of the 
North Caucasian region, see pp. 285-286 below. 

~ Quoted in V. Durdenevsky, Ravnoprlrl!ie Ya.zikoo (1927), p. 237. 
• Sooetskoe_ St:oitel'stvo: Sbornik, iv-v (1926), 113-II7; for the Volga 

German constJtutlOn see also Vlast' 80'1.Jetov, No. 15, April II, 1926. Later, 
the autonomous republics were recognized as " socialist states of workers and 
pe~ants" (A. Vysh~~' S~.n~etskoe Gomdarstvemwe Pra.vo (1938), p. 284). 

SO'I.Jetskoe Stro1td swo, No. 3-4, October-November 1926, p. 33· 
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the USSR into regions defined primarily by economic considera
tions, and on the building up of a system of local government. 
These issues were of concern to the economic planner and to the 
practical administrator, but not to the constitutional lawyer, 
whose intervention would only have confused them. In the 
practice of administration the opposing principles of concentra
tion and devolution were often at war. The degree of recognition 
of the special status of national groups, large and small, varied 
considerably from time to time. But these disputes and these 
variations were governed by political decisions lying quite outside 
the constitutional sphere. The notion of constitutional rights and 
constitutional safeguards was as remote from the theory of Marxism 
as it had been from traditional Russian practice. Nothing was likely 
to implant it in the constitutional procedures of the Soviet Union. 

(c) The Ukrainian and White Russian SSR.s 

The Ukrainian SSR possessed a constitution which had been 
adopted on March 10, 1919, at the height of the civil war, and 
which closely resembled the original constitution of the RSFSR.t 
Unlike the RSFSR, it did not adopt a new constitution to take 
account of its incorporation in the USSR, but was content to re
furbish the old one. The eighth Ukrainian Congress of Soviets 
of January 1924, after having heard a report by Skrypnik delivered 
in Ukrainian, formally ratified the new constitution of the USSR 
and instructed the Ukrainian TsiK to draft the necessary amend
ments in the Ukrainian constitution.2 This process occupied 
more than a year. The final decision to amend the constitution 
was taken by the ninth Ukrainian Congress of Soviets on May 10, 

1925, a few days in advance of the adoption of the new constitu
tion of the RSFSR. Certain amendments were approved forth
with ; and TsiK was instructed to prepare and complete an 
amended text for the next Ukrainian congress. The Ukrainian 
constitution, as finally amended, revealed three significant diverg
encies from the new constitution of the RSFSR. In the first place, 
the Ukrainian constitution retained in several articles without 

1 See The Bolshe'Oik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, VoL I, p. 301. 

• Proletarskaya Pravda (Kiev), January 22, 1924. 
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amendment the mention of " the poor peasantry " as the ally of 
the proletariat which was so carefully expunged from the con. 
stitution of the RSFSR; in the densely populated Ukraine the 
problem of the batrak was perennial and unescapable. Secondly, 
the Ukrainian constitution announced, in terms more emphatic 
than anything that appeared in the Russian constitution, that 
" the Ukrainian SSR enters into the composition of the USSR 
as an independent treaty republic, its sovereignty being restricted 
only within the limits indicated in the constitution of the USSR 
and only in matters within the jurisdiction of the USSR " ; the 
thesis of the formal sovereignty of the republics was more vigor
ously asserted in the Ukraine than in any other of the constituent 
republics. Thirdly, while the revised constitution of the RSFSR 
treated the constitutional arrangements of the autonomous re
publics as a purely practical question, the Ukrainian constitution 
used the establishment of the autonomous Moldavian SSR, the 
only sub-unit included in the Ukrainian SSR, as an occasion for 
an eloquent declaration of principle : 

Striving to create a free, voluntary and therefore all the 
more perfect and stable union of the toiling masses of all nations 
inhabiting the Ukrainian SSR, and fully recognizing the right of 
all nations to self-determination to the point of separation, the 
Ukrainian SSR, taking note of the firmly expressed desire of 
the Moldavian people to establish their own political existence 
within the framework of the Ukrainian SSR, unites with it on 
the basis of the formation within the Ukrainian SSR of the 
Moldavian Autonomous SSR. 

The recognition of the national rights of the Moldavian people 
within the Ukrainian republic served implicitly as a proclamation 
of the similar rights of the Ukrainian people within the USSR.1 

The promptness with which these constitutional arrangements 
were carried through was a tribute to the relative efficiency and 
independence of the Ukrainian SSR, and probably owed much 
to Skrypnik's clear·headedness. Nor does any objection to them 
appear to have been registered at the time in Moscow. Vyshinsky 
much later recalled that " the revision of the constitutions of the 

' The decision of May to. 1925, is in Rezolyutsii Vs~ains'kikh Z'izdiv 
Rad (1932), pp. 218-223, o.r in Russian in Puti Ukreplrmiya Raboche-Krest'
yanskagQ BWka (1925), pp. 92-97. 
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union republics [in 1925-1927] proceeded in conditions of struggle 
with Trotskyist-Right elements and their nationalist allies ", who 
tried to secure " ' constitutional guarantees ' for the unimpeded 
development of capitalist elements under cover of NEP ". 1 But 
this struggle, at any rate in the Ukraine, appears to have followed 
rather than preceded the constitutional amendments of 1925. 

The autonomous Moldavian SSR had been set up by a 
decision of the Ukrainian TsiK of October 12, 1924.2 Its con
stitution, modelled on the constitutions of the autonomous 
republics set up within the RSFSR before the creation of the 
USSR, was voted by the first Moldavian Congress of Soviets at 
the Moldavian capital, Balta, on April 19, 1925. It was approved 
by the ninth Ukrainian Congress of Soviets in the following 
month with one significant amendment designed to make it clear 
that the Moldavian republic was subordinated exclusively to the 
Ukrainian SSR and had no direct relations with organs of the 
USSR.3 The Ukrainian SSR was as jealous as the RSFSR of any 
claim by its autonomous offspring to assert independence of the 
parent republic. 

The White Russian SSR lacked altogether the vitality of its 
Ukrainian counterpart. White Russia was from the first a largely 
artificial creation ; 4 and, as a White Russian spokesman later 
observed, " it is only since 1923 that the Soviet structure has 
begun to establish itself in White Russia ~ far later than in the 
other republics ".s At this time the White Russian SSR occupied 
only the former province of Minsk with about I,5oo,ooo in
habitants. In March 1924 the TsiK of the RSFSR and the 
TsiK of the White Russian SSR agreed on a cession of territory 
designed to include in the White Russian republic all areas having 
a majority of White Russian population. This concession, which 

' A. Vyshinsky, Sovetskoe Gosudarstven110e Pravo (I9J8), p. I ro. 
• W. R. Batsell, Soviet Rule in Russia (N.Y., 1929), pp. 354·356. 
' The resolution of the Ukrainian congress, the resolution of the Moldavian 

congress, and the text of the constitution are in Rexolyutsii Vseukrains'kikh 
Z'izdiv Rad (1932), pp. 22J·2Jl ; the Moldavian congress was briefly reported 
in Vlast' Sovetov, No. 20, May 15, 1925, p. 14. The text of the Moldavian con
stitution was originally published in Zbirnik Uzakonen' ta Rosporyadzhen', I925, 
No. 51, art. 313. Both the revised Ukrainian and the Moldavian constitutions 
are in Konstitutsiya USSR ta AMSSR (Kharkov, 1927) . 

.. See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9J:7-Z923, Vol. I, pp. 307-3 II. 
s SSSR: Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyoa: 3 Smiya (1927), 

p. 67. 
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transferred large parts of the Vitebsk and Gamel provinces and a 
small part of the Smolensk province to the White Russian SSR, 
and increased the population of the republic to over four millions, 
was extolled in a special declaration of the presidium of VTsiK 
as a shining example of the neighbourly relations prevailing 
between the Soviet republics.1 In the following year a further 
territorial readjustment was made in favour of the White Russian 
SSR, this time mainly at the expense of the Ukrainian SSR ; 2 

though less extensive than its predecessor, this new accretion of 
territory added a further 6 so,ooo inhabitants to the population of 
the republic. Simultaneously with the territorial expansion of the 
White Russian republic in March 1924, the constitutional issue was 
taken in hand. The sixth extraordinary White Russian Congress 
of Soviets, which had been summoned to ratify the new territorial 
acquisitions, instructed the TsiK of the republic to amend its 
constitution in accordance with the newly ratified constitution of 
the USSR.3 The process proved difficult, perhaps because of the 
insistence of White Russian nationalists on the unqualified asser
tion of sovereignty of the constituent republics of the USSR; 4 

and it was not till three years later, on April 11, 1927, that the 
eighth White Russian Congress of Soviets formally ratified the 
new constitution.s 

' Sobranie U:<alumenii, z924, No. 24, art. 237; No. 39, art. 357 (for the 
declaration see ibid. No. 47, art. unnumbeJ:ed) ; SSR : Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi 
Komitet 3 Sozyva : 3 Sessiya (:1927), p. 93· A detailed account of the stages 
by whkh this decision was reached is given in Istoricheskie ZapUki, xlvi (1954), 
29l-292; it was discussed by the local and central party organs between May 
and December :1923, and confirmed by the fifth White Russian Congress of 
Soviets in January 1924. 

• For an account of the negotiations between White Russia and the Ukraine 
leading up to this transfer see Sovetskoe Stror.'t~l'stvo : Sbornik, ii-iii (1925), 
184-~85 ; the original proposal was for an exchange, but in the end the White 
Russ.an SSR gave practically nothing. The agreement was ratified by the 
TsiK.s of the two tepublics (the White Russian ratification is in Sobranie 
Uzakor11mii SSR Belcrussii, I925, No. 8, art. 72), and finally by the presidiwn 
of VTslK on October 16, 1925 (l.:roestiya, January 31, 1926). 

1 lsto;iya S~ets'!oi Krmstitutsii v Dekretakh (1936), pp. 268~269; for the 
embryontc constitution of the White Russian SSR of 1919 see The Bolshevik 
Rl!'l!olut£011, I9I7-I!J23, Vol. I, pp, J09•JIO. 

• This is h~ted a~ in V. lgnatiev, Sovetskii Stroi (1923), p. x 13 . 
. 

1 .It was pnnted m four lmguages -White Russian, Russian, Polish md 
Y1~d•sh- as an ar;nex to the proceedings of the congress (Vos'my Usebelaruski 
Z' ~:<d S(J'(Jetau (Minsk, 1927)); it is also in Sobranie Sovetskikh Konstitutsii i 
Konstitutsi~mnykh Akt(J'(J, ed. A. Malitsky (Kharkov, 1928), pp. 63-76. 
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(d) The Transcaucasian SFSR 

The constitutional problems of the Ukrainian and White 
Russian republics turned on their relations with the USSR. The 
constitutional problems of Transcaucasia arose from the un
paralleled national diversity of the population of the region and 
the inextricable intermingling of its peoples, which made some 
kind of federal structure unavoidable, if Transcaucasia was to be 
treated as a constitutional unit. But the three major Trans· 
caucasian peoples~ Georgians, Armenians, Azerbaijani~ reacted 
differently to the setting up of the Transcaucasian Socialist 
Federal Soviet Republic (ZSFSR). The Georgians were the 
most advanced of the three peoples, and might have profited from 
a Transcaucasian federation in which Georgia's superior material 
resources and political experience would have enabled her to play 
a dominant rOle. Such a federation had in fact been created in 
the troubled days of 1918 ; but Georgia had not been strong 
enough to assert her predominance, and, with German encourage· 
ment, quickly broke away and declared her independence. 1 

Four and a half years later, the setting up of a Transcaucasian 
federation dominated by Moscow, in which Georgia would be in 
a position of equal partnership with Armenia and A.zerbaijan and 
have to share her natural advantages with them, held few attrac· 
tions for the Georgian intelligentsia. As the capital of the federa
tion, Tiflis, already the home of a mixed Armenian, Georgian 
and Russian population (in that numerical order), acquired still 
more of an international, as opposed to a national Georgian, 
character. The federation, which brought increased security and 
prestige to the other two major peoples of Transcaucasia, seemed 
to diminish the independent status of Georgia. The Armenian 
intelligentsia, not less numerous and influential than the Georgian, 
was more loyal to the Soviet regime in virtue both of its jealousy 
of the Georgians and of its fear and hatred of the Turk. Azerbaijan 
possessed no native intelligentsia ; the intelligentsia of Baku was 
mainly Russian and in part Armenian. Thus only the Georgian 
intelligentsia remained as a whole hostile to the Soviet regime, and 
continued to nourish dreams of independence or autonomy. But 

' For these events see The Bolshevik Revolution, r9I7-1:923, Vol. I, pp. 340-
343· 
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it was increasingly isolated, and constituted a threat to authority 
only in the event of grave peasant discontent which it could mobi~ 
Jize and lead. The Georgian rising of August 1924 1 had this mixed 
social and national character. But it was suppressed after a few 
days; and the Georgian SSR thereafter took its place side by side 
with the Armenian and Azerbaijani republics, without further 
disturbance of the peace, in the Transcaucasian federation. 

The constitution of the ZSFSR of December 12, 1922,z unlike 
the original constitutions of the RSFSR and the Ukrainian SSR, 
had been drafted with a view to the entry of the republic into the 
USSR, then in course of formation, and did not therefore call for 
fundamental change. But a series of amendments were adopted 
by the Transcaucasian TsiK in September 1924 and ratified by 
the third Transcaucasian Congress of Soviets on April 14, 1925. 
The effect of the most important of these was to establish the 
competence of the ZSFSR as against that of its three constituent 
republics in such matters as " principles for the development and 
use of land ", " the bases of judicial organization and legal pro~ 
cedure and of civil and criminal law ", " the direction of internal 
trade", and" labour legislation". The supreme organs of the 
ZSFSR could also set aside decrees of organs of the constituent 
republics which might conflict with the constitution. On the 
other hand, the constitution recognized the formal sovereignty of 
the constituent republics, as limited only by the constitutions of the 
ZSFSR and the USSR. The congress of Soviets at the same 
time authorized TsiK to draft a new chapter to be added to the 
constitution, making it clear that, just as the budget of the ZSFSR 
formed an integral part of the budget of the USSR, so the budgets 
of the three republics formed an integral part of the budget of the 
ZSFSR. This instruction was carried out at a session of the 
Transcaucasian TslK held at Erivan on January 29, 1926, and 
confirmed by the presidium of TsiK on February 15, 1926.3 The 

' See Vol. 1, pp, I(i8·I99; its national aspects will be discussed in a sub~ 
sequent volwne. 

~ See The Bolmivik Revolution, .t9I7-I923, Vol. 1 p. 396. 
' The constirution in its final fonn, together with the resolutions of April 

14, ~9:5, Janu~ 29, 1926, and February 15, 1926, approving and amending it 
~e ~ 0$'1Wt>1101 Zakon (Komtitutsiya) Zakavkazskoi Sotsialisticheskoi Feder~ 
tlvnOJ S,ovetskoi Re!fJ!ubliki (Ti£i.s, 1926) ; the constitution is also in Sobranie 
S011etskikh Komtituttii i KCJmtitutsiomzykh Aktoo, ed. A. Malitsky (Khukov, 
1928), pp. 77·88. 
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effect of these provisions, as of all other constitutional provisions 
of the period, was a strengthening of the central authority. 

The constitutions of the three republics forming the Trans
caucasian federation - Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan - dated 
from 1920 and 1921, long before the ZSFSR or the USSR had 
been in contemplation, and were clearly incompatible with the 
new arrangements. The Armenian republic seems to have been 
first in the field ; the fourth Armenian Congress of Soviets voted 
in March 1925 in favour of constitutional amendment.~ But it 
was not till 1926 or 1927 that the Georgian, Armenian and 
Azerbaijan SSRs all possessed approved constitutions.:~. The 
constitutional anomaly of the region was the Abkhazian republic 
occupying a small coastal strip on the Black Sea with its capital 
at Sukhum. This was commonly referred to as an autonomous 
SSR within the Georgian republic. In fact, its relations with 
Georgia resulted from a treaty between the two republics signed 
on December 16, 1921,3 and it was officially described as a 
"treaty republic". It acquired a constitution approved by the 
Abkhazian TsiK on October 27, 1926, under the terms of which 
it " enters in virtue of a special treaty into the Georgian SSR, 
and through it into the Transcaucasian SFSR ":t- In spite of the 
greater elaboration of its constitution, no practical difference 
seems to have distinguished it from an ordinary autonomous 
republic. 

(e) The Central As·ian Republics 

The changes already described took place within the con
stitutional structure of the USSR as initially established in 1923. 
In 1924, after the formation of the USSR, a major territorial re
arrangement was undertaken, which had the effect of removing 
the greater part of Soviet Central Asia from the orbit of the 
RSFSR, and creating two new member republics of the USSR. 
In 1921 the greater part of the Central Asian territories of the 
former Tsarist empire had been organized as the Turkestan 

' Vlau' Sovetov, No. z4, Aprils, 1925, p. zs. 
~ For these see Sobranie Sooetskikh Konstitutsii i Konstitutsio1171ykh Aktoo, 

ed. A. Malitsky (Kharkov, 192.8), pp. 89-Ioti, I07•IZ9, 147-163. 
1 Ibid. pp. 204-zos. 
4 Ibid. pp. I29-I46. 
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autonomous SSR within the RSFSR, with the former prmct~ 
palities of Khorezm and Bokhara remaining as formally inM 
dependent Soviet republics. l This arrangement had, from the 
outset, a provisional character, both because it cut across ethno
graphical divisions and because the " Soviet republics " of 
Khorezm and Bokhara were admittedly a transitional form to full 
socialist status. The two major ethnic groups forming a majority 
of the population of the Turkestan republic were the Uzbeks 
and the Turkmens, both of Turkic stock and speech. As early 
as 1921 a distinction was drawn between the two groups by 
naming the western part of the republic " the Turkmen terri
tory ",2 Inhabiting a desert steppe, the Turkmens were a more 
primitive people than their Uzbek kinsmen who formed the core 
of the population further east. Divided into several tribes, 
many of them were still nomads ; settled agriculture was almost 
everywhere dependent on artificial irrigation, and land was still 
commonly held in family or tribal units. The south-western 
sector of the Turkestan autonomous SSR was occupied by the 
Tajiks, a people of Iranian stock and speech, and the Kirgiz, a 
Turki-spea.king group less far removed by social conditions than 
the Turkmens from the Uzbek majority. The Soviet republics of 
Khorezm and Bokhara had no distinctive ethnographic basis, both 
containing Uzbek majorities and Turkmen minorities. Finally, to 
the north of the Turkestan autonomous SSR lay the Kazakh 
autonomous SSR, a desert steppe occupied by a nomadic people 
also of Turkic origin and speech, but presenting different problems 
from those of Turkestan and politically separated from it, though 
two provinces inhabited mainly by Kazakhs were provisionally 
included in the Turkestan republic. 

The formation of the USSR in I 923 provided the impetus for 
a revision of these arrangements. Stalin, in his speech at VTsiK 
on the original treaty of union in December 1922, had referred 
~o the republics of Khorezm and Bokhara as likely one day to be 
mcluded.3 At the twelfth party congress of April 1923, while the 
con~titution of the union was still under discussion, Stalin spoke 
aga.m of Khorezm and Bokhara in a passage of his speech which 

' See The BohhefJik Reoolutirm, I9I7-:J92J, Vol. l, pp. 335-338. 
' VcpTosy lstorii, No.2, l950, p. 7· 
3 Stalin, Sochintmiya, v, 151. 
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dealt with the dangers of " aggressive " local nationalism, and the 
conflicts between majorities and minorities provoked by it. 1 This 
was followed by the arrest of Sultan~Galiev, the charges against 
him including one of attempting to establish relations with 
Turkestani and Kazakh nationalists. z At the party conference 
which discussed this affair, Stalin took occasion to dwell on the 
backwardness of Turkestan, where the situation was " the most 
unfavourable, the most disturbing " of any in the national re~ 
publics : Turkestan was " the weak point of the Soviet power ". 
He went on to speak of the poor state of the party in Khorezm 
and Bokhara, and of the inadequacy of the Bokharan govern
ment. Bokhara, it appeared, wanted to join the USSR. The 
question, Stalin insisted with rather heavy irony, was whether 
she deserved to be admitted. 3 Nevertheless, it was clear that a 
movement to bring Khorezm and Bokhara into the union was 
overdue. During the next few months pressure was exercised on 
all concerned for a far-reaching reorganization of the whole area 
on national and ethnographic lines. 4 

The first formal steps were taken in September and October 
1923, when the Bokharan and Khorezm congresses of Soviets 
passed resolutions providing for the transformation of their 
respective republics from " Soviet " into " Soviet socialist " 
republics and declaring their desire to be admitted to the USSR.s 
But this was only to be the prelude to a far more ambitious scheme. 
In March 1924 the central committee of the Turkestan Com
munist Party recorded its decision in favour of a national re
distribution of the whole area, and in the following month the 

1 Ibid. v, 249-250. • See The Interregnum, .1923-I924, pp. 286-287. 
• Stalin, Sochineniya, v, 328-333. 
4 Circumstantial accounts of the difficulties experienced in finding repre

sentative spokesmen for the di:ffennt groups and of the arrest and " intern~ 
ment" in a Moscow hotel of members of the Bokharan government are given 
in Baymjrza Hayit, Turkestan im XX. Jahrhtmdert (Darmstadt, 1956), pp. ro8-
l09, 140-I4I ; they apparently rest on oral information and, though not lacking 
in plausibility, must be treated with caution. 

5 Vaprory Istwii, No. 2, 1950, p. 8. The decision of the Bokharan congress 
of Soviets is said to have been accompanied by orders to remove "officials, 
merchants and priests " from posts in the government and deprive them of the 
franchise, and to confiscate the property of "capitalist classes or elements" 
(Baymirza Hayit, Turkestan im XX. Jahrhundert (Darmstadt, 1956), p. 141, 
where, however, no source is quoted); this would have been a logical sequel 
of the transition to socialist status. 
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Central Asian bureau of the party central committee in Moscow 
set up a commission to work out details.l By the autumn of 1924 
everything was ready for the official machinery to be set in motion. 
On September 17, 1924, a resolution was adopted by the TsiK 
of the autonomous SSR of Turkestan declaring that the time was 
ripe to reorganize the republic into " nationally homogeneous 
states". The republic itself was to disappear; the Uzbek 
population was to form a new Uzbek SSR within the USSR, the 
Turkmen population a new Turkmen SSR within the USSR; 
the Kazakh provinces were to be incorporated, in accordance 
with a long·standing promise, 2 in the Kazakh (here still called 
Kirgiz) autonomous SSR, an autonomous republic of the RSFSR ; 
the Kirgiz (here called Kara-Kirgiz) population was to form a 
new autonomous region within the RSFSR; and the Tajik 
population, the only non-Turk.i-speaking group in the area, was 
to fonn a new Tajik autonomous SSR within the Uzbek SSR. 
Each of the proposals in turn was justified by a reference to " the 
declared general will of masses of the workers and dekhans " of 
the peoples concerned.> A few days later the fifth Bokharan 
congress of Soviets decided to dissolve the Bokharan Soviet 
republic proclaimed four years earlier, and to approve the in
corporation of its Uzbek and Turkmen populations in the pro
posed Uzbek and Turkmen republics respectively.4 On October 
2, 1924, a similar step was taken by the fifth congress of Soviets of 
Khorezm.5 The formal, but totally unreal, independence of the two 
" Soviet republics " of Central Asia was thus brought to an end. 

The scene now shifted to Moscow, where a delegate of the 

' Voprosy Istotii, No. a, 1950, pp. IO-II. 
• See The Bolshevik RC'Volutirm, I9I7-I923, Vol. 1, p. 339 • for the nomen-

clature see i/Hd. Vol. 1, p, 316, note 2. ' 
3 The resolution was read at the session of the TslK of the RSFSR of 

O<:tober 19~ (Voerom'iskii Tsentral'nyi Ispo/nitel'nyi Komitet XI Sofl!jlf)a: 
Vtol'f.lya Ses.nya (19:1.4}, pp. 320-322), and is also in Sobranie Uzakonenii, I9Z4, 
No. 87, art. 874. 

4 Th~ decree, dated Septemb« 20, 1924, is in F. Ksenofontov, Uzbekistan i 
Turkmenutat~ (19:1:5), pp. 31-33 ; an exchange of notes in the same sense between 
the RSFSR and the Bokharan republic Wl!S published in Pravda October 5, 
193-f. ' 

• Vopuny Istorii, No. z, 1950, p. u; according to a somewhat dubious 
sou~ce, the decision was taken under duress, the hall wh«e the congress met 
hav~g been surrounded by the Soviet envoy with Soviet troops (Baymirza 
Hay:tt, Turkestan im XX. Jahrhundert (Darmstadt, 1956), p. 157). 
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autonomous Turkestan SSR laid the proposals before the TslK 
of the RSFSR at its session in October 19z4, justifying them on 
the ground that they would make for " clearer and simpler mutual 
relations between the peoples of Central Asia " through the 
creation of units homogeneous both in national and in social and 
economic composition. The otherwise complete harmony of the 
proceedings was faintly marred by a Kazakh delegate who pressed 
for a further readjustment of the frontier in favour of Kazakhstan. 
The proposals of the Turkestan TsiK were then read and endorsed 
in their entirety. 1 Later in the same month the Bokharan com
munist leader Faizulla Khodzhaev appeared at the VTsiK of the 
USSR to support the incorporation of Bokhara in the proposed 
Uzbek SSR; and the whole project received without further 
debate the approval of the highest organ of the union.z A few 
days later it was formally endorsed by the party central com
mittee.3 At the beginning of 1925 another minor territorial re
adjustment was made. The sparsely populated mountain region 
of the Pamirs, hitherto split between the Kirgiz autonomous 
region and the Tajik autonomous SSR, was united to form a single 
autonomous region within the Tajik republic.4 

The formal establishment of the new Uzbek and Turkmen 
SSRs was proclaimed in their respective capitals in February 
1925.s It was ratified three months later by the twelfth All
Russian Congress of Soviets, and by the third Union Congress of 
Soviets, which admitted them as fifth and sixth constituent 
republics of the USSR.6 The proceedings were uneventful. At 
the Union Congress of Soviets, declarations of greeting were read 

' Vserossiiskii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sozyva : Vtoraya 
Seuiya (1924), pp. 309-324. 

~ SSSR: Tsentral'nyi llijJolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva: 2 Smiya (1924), 
pp. 542·5+8. 561; Sobranie ZakonO'U, I924, No. 19, art. 187. 

3 L. Kamenev, Stat'i i &dli, xi (1929), t89-190. 
• Sistematicheskoe Sobranie Deistvu.yurhchikh Zakonov SSSR, i {1926), 207. 
s The declarations of the first Uzbek and Turkmen Congresses of Soviets 

are in Istoriya SIYlJetskoi Konstitutsii v Dekretakh (1936), pp. 271-277. A brief 
account of the U2bek congress which was held in Bokhara (presumably as a 
gesture of conciliation to the defunct republic) on February 14-18, 1925, is in 
Vlatt' Sovetoo, No. 11, March 15, 1925, pp. 16-17. A TslK consisting of r6o 
members and 44 candidates was elected, 20 per cent being non-party; Fai:1;11lla 
Khodzhaev was elected president of Sovnarkom. 

6 S"ezdy Sovetov RSFSR v Postanovleniyakh (1939), p. 331; Sobranie 
Uzakontnii, 1925, No. 31, art. 222; Sobranie Zakonov, 1925, No. 35, arts. 244, 
245· 
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on behalf of the Uzbek and Turkmen SSRs and the Tajik auto
nomous SSR, and an Uzbek peasant presented a portrait of Lenin 
in mosaic. 1 Point was added to the creation of the Tajik republic 
when it was referred to by one of its delegates as the " Iranian 
Soviet republic ". 2 Constitutions for the Uzbek and Turkmen 
SSRs were finally adopted in 1927.3 No further addition was 
made to the number of constituent republics till 1929. 

The reunion of the Kazakh provinces of Turkestan with the 
Kazakh autonomous SSR was celebrated at the fifth Kazakh 
congress of Soviets in the spring of 1925. The congress, which 
was held at Kzyl-Orda, the Kazakh capital, was said to have been 
the first representative K.azakh congress of Soviets, mustering 
394 delegates, of whom 59 per cent were Kazakh and 30 per cent 
Russian, and of whom 75 per cent were illiterate.4 Immediately 
after the congress, a decree of the RSFSR confirmed the new 
territorial settlement, and established part of the ceded territory 
as the Kara-Kalpak autonomous region of the Kazakh auto
nomous SSR.s Finally, at the request-it was stated-of the 
fifth Kazakh congress of Soviets, the vexed question of nomen
clature was tackled. By decrees of the RSFSR of May and June 
1925 what had at first been officially styled the Kara-Kirgiz 
autonomous region was re-named the Kirgiz autonomous region, 
and what had hitherto been officially known as the Kirgiz auto
nomous SSR became the Kazakh autonomous SSR.6 Both these 
peoples thus regained the historical names of which they had 
been deprived for a century or more by the usage of the Russian 
Empire. About the same time the predominantly Russian
speaking province of Orenburg, hitherto included in the Kazakh 
autonomous SSR, was transferred to the RSFSR.7 

The most serious problem presented by this complicated re
organization of a primitive region was the lack of any trained 
personnel or of any substantial number of local intellectuals 
qualified to hold administrative posts at any leveL In Turkmen-

' Tretii S"ezd S()Vetoo SSSR (1925), pp. 14-16, 18-:u. 
• Ibid. p. 135. 
' S()branie S()Vetskikh Kcmstitutsii i Konstitutsionnykh Akt()v, ed. A. Malitsky 

(K.harkov, 1928), pp. I64-186, r87-200. 
~ Vlast' Sovetov, No. 23-:0:4, June 14, 1925, pp. 24-26. 
' Sobranie U:::akonenii, X9~5. No. 31, art. zzz. 
6 Ibid. No. 36, art. 259; No. 43, art. JZI. 
1 Ibid. No. 49, :~.rt. 377· 
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istan " the whole state apparatus had to be constructed anew, 
in new conditions, from completely new persons, and for new 
purposes".' Except in Uzbekistan, which inherited the adminis
trative machinery of the defunct Turkestan republic, these 
deficiencies were acute throughout the area. A minor embarrass
ment was revealed by the difficulty of finding suitable capitals 
for the new republics. The surprising decision was at first taken 
to make Samarkand, not Tashkent, the capital of the Uzbek 
SSR. This may have been a gesture of conciliation to Bokharan 
susceptibilities over the loss of Bokharan independence, though 
it was officially attributed to a desire to keep Tashkent, the only 
large city in Central Asia, as a centre for the whole territory and 
not for any one part of it. But the decision proved too incon
venient to be maintained. Samarkand was an ancient bazaar
town without any modern pretensions ; and the capital returned 
to Tashkent. The capital originally designed for Turkmenistan 
was Charjui-Leninsk. But this turned out to be no more than 
an " uncompleted station " at the point where the Central Asian 
railway crossed the Amu-Darya river ; and, after a brief period, 
the capital was fixed at Poltoratsk (the former Ashkhabad) on the 
railway near the frontier of Iran, the seat of a glass-bottle factory, 
one of the few factories in the area. The first capital of Kazakhstan 
Kzyl-Orda, formerly Perovsk, was a remote township in an 
irrigated oasis in desert country south of the Aral Sea : this was 
later replaced by Alma-Ata, a mountain resort in the extreme 
south-eastern corner of the republic. Only the Kirgiz autonomous 
region and the Tajik autonomous republic permanently retained 
their original capitals. But the Kirgiz capital, Pishpek, re-named 
Frunze in r926, was a small market town which had only just 
been connected by railway with the outside world ; and the 
Tajik capital, Dyushambe, later renamed Stalinabad, had no 
railway and " not a single presentable building of European 
appearance " when it acquired its new status, so that the People's 
Commissariats of the Tajik republic had to be accommodated in 
"sheds ". 2 These conditions make it unusually clear that it is 

1 Vlast' Sovetov, No. IJ, March aS, I926, p. 5· 
~ Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No. u, 1925, p. 246; Tretii S"el!ld Sovetov SSSR 

(I9l!.5), p. 136. These difficulties were not confined to Central Asia. For the 
va.in search to find a capital for the Kalmyk autonomous region to replace 
Astrakhan, a Russian city separated from the region by the Volga estuary, see 
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dangerous and inappropriate to generalize about the character 
and working of Soviet institutions, even those bearing the same 
name and possessing the same formal functions, throughout the 
vast and diverse expanse of the USSR. 

Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbonzik, iv-v (1926), uo·I2I ; the Adygeisk auto
nomous region had its capital at Krasnodar, which lay outside its territory 
(Plo.Mvoe Khozyai.stvo, No. s. 1926, p. 224). 



CHAPTER 21 

REGIONALIZATION 

D
URING the first seven years of the regime the structure of 

Soviet power throughout the country continued to rest 
on the territorial divisions and subdivisions inherited from 

Tsarist Russia- the village (selo), the rural district (volost'), the 
county (uezd) and the province (guberniya). The lowest unit of 
rural government was the village Soviet 1 consisting of delegates 
elected by the village meeting (skhod). The village Soviets sent 
delegates to a rural district congress of Soviets, which generally 
met once a year, and whose principal function was to appoint a 
rural district executive committee ; this constituted, apart from 
some primitive functions discharged by the village Soviet, the 
lowest executive organ. At the next stage country and town met 
for the first time. The rural district congresses of Soviets of each 
county, as well as the city and factory Soviets of the county 
capital, elected delegates to the county congress of Soviets which 
in turn appointed a county executive committee. The county 
congresses of Soviets of each province, together with the city and 
factory Soviets of the provincial capital, elected delegates to the 
provincial congress of Soviets. Finally, the provincial congresses 
of Soviets elected delegates to the All-Russian Congress of 
Soviets. A decree of December 1918 invited provinces to group 
themselves into regions (oblasti) with regional congresses of 
Soviets as an intermediate stage between the provincial congresses 
and the All-Russian Congress of Soviets.2 This project proved 
abortive ; 3 and in the turmoil of the civil war and its aftermath, 

' For the elasticity of the tenn " village " see The Bolshevik Revolution, 
I9I7-I93J, Vol. I, p. 126, note I. 

~ Solnanie Uzalwnenii, I9I7-I9I8, No. 99, art. to19. 
' Four" regions" of the RSFSR (Moscow, Ural, Northem and Western) 

were actually fonned, but were all liquidated by May 1918 (L. Kaganovich, 
Mestn.oe SO'lJetslwe SanUJupravlenie (1923), pp. 51-52, quoted in Voprosy 
Ekonomicheskogo Rai011.i10'lJaniya SSSR, ed. G. Krzhizhanovsky (1957), p. 237). 

'73 
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little of this formal structure of local government can have re
mained intact. The effective trend down to 1922 was towards 
decentralization, and the multiplication of units of local authority. 
In the territory of the RSFSR (for which alone statistics were 
available), the 56 provinces, 476 counties and Io,6o6 rural districts 
existing in 1917 had risen five years later to So autonomous 
regions and provinces, 6or counties and 12,363 rural districts.1 

Simultaneously with this spontaneous process, however, quite 
different policies were being canvassed by the central authorities, 
In the last years of the Tsarist regime, the inconvenience of 
having so large a number of provinces (97 for the whole Russian 
Empire) as the highest form of administrative unit had come to 
be recognized ; and the practice had grown up of classifying the 
provinces into 19 regions (krai or oblasti), though this division 
had no administrative effect. z After the revolution the renewed 
impulse to administrative reorganization was to come from the 
economic planners, who were concerned not only to have a more 
manageable number of units, but to bring into existence a new 
system of divisions and subdivisions which would conform, not to 
ancient historical traditions, but to current economic realities. 
The seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets in December 1919 
instructed VTsiK ''to work out the practical question of a new ad
ministrative-economic division of the RSFSR''; J and VTsiK duly 
set up a so-called "administrative commission" to deal with the 
project:~ The ninth party congress of March 1920, in the same 
resolution which had for the first time propounded the desideratum 
of "a single economic plan ",s cautiously drew attention to the 
importance of creating large-scale " regional economic organs " : 

For broad areas 6 remote from the centre and distinguished 
by special economic conditions, the congress regards it as 
' A. Luzhin, Ot Volosti k Raionu (1929), p. 15. 
~ A_ detailed proposal to group the 97 provinces (including Finland) into 

I4 reg~ons (kra1) was made by Mendeleev, the scientist and geographer 
Witte's adviser, in. 1896 (D. I. Mendeleev, Sochineniya, xxi (1952), 197-212); 
w?en the results ofthe 1897 census were published, the 89 provinces (excluding 
Fmland, where the census was not taken) were grouped in 19 regions. 

J S"~zdy Sovetov RSFSR v Postrmovleniyakh (1939), p. 152. 
4 Raionirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), p. r8. 
s See The Bolshevik Reoolution, I9I'J-I923, Vol. 2, p. 370. 
6 The word used is raion, which had not yet acquired its technical sense as 

a minor unit (a" district") to replace the " rural district " (volost') ; the whole 
process of administrative reorganization was commonly known as raionirovanie. 
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absolutely indispensable in the near future to create strong 
and competent regional economic organs on the principle of 
delegation from the corresponding state authorities. 

These regional bureaus, composed of experienced workers 
adopting the standpoint of general state interests, should have 
wide powers in the sphere of the immediate direction of local 
economic life, so that by uniting both provincial sovnarkhozy 
and area administrations, they may carry out, on the basis of a 
plan confirmed by the centre, all necessary changes, transfers 
of raw materials and of labour power etc. etc. which are required 
by the circumstances. . . , 

The delimitation of the regional boundaries necessary for 
the creation of regional agencies of the central authority must 
be conducted on the basis of economic considerations.' 

Taking its cue from this resolution, the eighth All-Russian Con
gress of Soviets in December 1920 pronounced in favour of" a new 
administrative-economic division of the Russian Socialist Federal 
Soviet Republic primarily on the basis of economic affinity ". 2 At 
this time, however, interest turned mainly on agricultural develop
ment, and the purpose of the project was to group together areas 
where conditions and problems were similar.J 

The region should be formed [ran a report of VTsiK of this 
period] by separating a distinct, and so far as possible eco
nomically complete, territory which, thanks to a combination 
of natural quahties, of the cultural acquisitions of former times 
and of a population prepared for productive activity, can 
represent one of the links in the general chain of the national 
economy:~ 

Other lines of advance contributed more directly to the 
ultimate acceptance of regionalization. The eighth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets also gave its approval to a project of electrifica
tion which, with the personal encouragement of Lenin, was worked 

' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 33~· 
• S"ezdy Soverov RSFSR v Postanovleniyakh (1939), p. 179· 
' This conception persisted to a much later date and was the theme of 

B. N. Knipovich, Sel'slwkhozyaistvennoe Raionirovanie, a work issued by the 
planning department of Narkomz;ern in 1915; a long study of" agricultural 
reg:ionalization" from this point of view, apparently written early in 1926, 
appeared in Entsiklopediehe.skii Sl()'IJQ.>'' Russkogo Bibliograjicheslwgo Imtituta 
Granat, xli, ii {n.d. [1917]), cols. 4-.l-133· 

4 Quoted in Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No. n, 1936, pp. 145·1.¢. 
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out during the following year by a commission on electrification 
( Goelro ).I Electrification was nece~sarily organi~e.d. on a regional 
basis · and the Goelro plan provided for a dlVIston of Soviet 
territ~ry into seven broad regions, each of which was to have its 
own plan of electrification. z Meanwhile the foundation of Gos
plan made it certain that the project of an ~d~inistrative re
organization of the whole country on economiC hnes would be 
kept well in view, and shifted the emphasis from agricultural to 
industrial development. In the summer of 1921 Gosplan set up 
a " regionalization section ", and issued a pamphlet written by 
the head of the section, Alexandrov, under the title The Economic 
Regionalization of the RSFSR, which was described in the journal 
of Gosplan as the first attempt at " a profoundly thought out, 
revolutionary, and at the same time fully scientific and purely 
Marxist approach " - a collection of epithets designed to convey 
that it looked to the future as well as to the present, and was con
cerned with economic expansion rather than with administrative 
convenience. The outline of the scheme was a division of the 
European provinces of the RSFSR together with the new in
dustrial regions of western Siberia into 13 regions, each of which 
would have its own plan of economic development. 3 Later in the 
year Alexandrov prepared a more detailed scheme for the creation 
of 21 regions, I 2 in European and 9 in Asiatic Russia, which 
received the endorsement of Krzhizhanovsky. 4 Contact was now 
established with the " administrative commission " of VTsiK, 
which gave its approval in principle to these projects ; and they 
formed the basis of the discussions of an all-Russian conference 
of workers on " regionalization " which met in Moscow in 
February 1922 under the presidency of Rykov.5 As a result of 
these discussions the commission submitted a set of theses to the 
presidium of VTslK, which were approved by that body on 
April 13, 1922, for submission to the forthcoming session of 

1 See The Bolshevik Revolution, :I9I7-I9$3, Vol. 2, pp. 375-378. 
• The original plan was reprinted as Plan GOELRO (1955). 
1 SotsialisticMsFroe Kho;;ryaistvo, No.4, 1925, pp. 73-79 (the promised con

tinuation of this article never seems to have appeared) ; Planoooe Khozyaistf!o, 
No. J, 1925, pp. 235-236. 

~ Both Alexandrov's projects were reprinted in an abbreviated form, 
together with K.rzhizhanovsky's article, in Voprosy Ekonamicheskogo Raioniro
vaniya, ed. G. Krzhizhanovsky (1957), pp. 66-101. 

• Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No. 3, 1925, pp. 235-238. 
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VTslK.l The regional reorganization foreshadowed in the theses 
was to provide for the reduction in the number of administrative 
units recommended by the ninth All-Russian Congress of Soviets.2 

It was to be based on the" economic principle", which was under
stood to imply " a practical division of labour between different 
regions " as well as " the best utilization of all the potentialities " 
of each. The twenty-one regions proposed by Gosplan were 
provisionally adopted, and the scheme was to involve a threefold 
hierarchy of units: the region (oblast'), the department (okrug) 
which was to supersede the existing province and the existing 
county and be half-way between them in size, and the district 
(raion) which was to replace the existing rural district (volost'). 
Autonomous national republics or regions would be fitted into the 
regions without altering their boundaries or diminishing their 
political rights. The place to be taken in the scheme by republics 
linked by treaty with the RSFSR 3 could, of course, be determined 
only by fresh treaties. The theses, together with a long report 
by the commission, 4 were submitted to the session of VTsiK in 
May 1922, and were discussed by a special conference of interested 
delegates. Here objections were evidently raised (though no 
detailed records were published} to the implied curtailment of 
the rights of national or local units. It was apparently the absence 
of representatives of the outlying regions, or perhaps the opposi
tion of some of them, which induced VTsiK to refrain from 
taking any decision on the project. Gosplan was at this stage 
simply invited to circulate it for further consideration.s 

The national issue, thus, for the first time, cast its shadow across 
the path of the reformers. Alexandrov's original Gosplan projects 
of 1921 were criticized in the organ of the People's Commissariat of 
Nationalities on the ground that they diminished the substance 
of autonomy in the national republics and regions.6 About the 

' For the theses see RaionirO'!Janie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (19::15), pp. 47-50, 
or Voprosy Elwnomicheskago Raionirovaniya, ed. G. Kl.-2:hizhanovsky (1957), 
pp. ro::-zo8; their approval by the presidium is .recorded ibid. p. 305. 

2 For this recommendation see p. :<:95 below. 
• For these republics see The Bolshevik Rroolution, I9IJ-X923, Vol. I, p. 38o. 
4 Voprosy Ekonomicheskogo Raionirovaniya, ed. G. Krzhizhanovsky (1957), 

pp. I09-I74: this is said to be an abbreviated VeJ:sion of the report. 
s III Sessiya Vserossiiskogo Tsentral'nogo Ispolnitel'wgo Komiteta IX Sozyva, 

No. 1::1 (May 28, 1922), pp. 16-20. 
6 Zhi:m' Natsirmal'nostei, No. 21 (119), Octobet xo, 1921. 
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time of the discussions in VTsiK a representative of the Chuvash 
autonomous region protested that, " if the autonomous regions 
and republics are to enjoy only political rights, there is no point 
in calling them autonomous national regions and republics ".1 No 
formula really resolved the dilemma. On the one hand, it was 
clear that a re-division of Soviet territory on economic lines was 
liable to cut across the division on national lines so ardently pro
claimed in the first stage of the revolution; and there were 
certainly those who saw in territorial planning under the name of 
regionalization a corrective to the evils of national separatism. It 
was not only in Soviet Russia that a potential clash could be dis
cerned between the claims of national self-determination and the 
claims of economic progress. 2 On the other hand, the Bolshevik 
doctrine of self-determination had sought to escape from this 
dilemma by insisting on the principle of equal economic develop
ment and equal economic opportunity as an indispensable con
dition of equality between nations, and therefore of national 
independence.3 The assertion that one of the main objectives of 
planning, and of the territorial and administrative rearrangements 
designed to facilitate it, was to carry the advantages of industrial 
development to the more backward regions of the country, to 
integrate them with the more advanced regions, and thus promote 
a policy of uniformity and equality which removed the last traces 
of discrimination between ruling and subject nations, was not 
devoid of substance. All the national republics and autonomous 
republics or regions, with the single exception of the Ukraine, 
were economically backward regions with a low proportion of 
industrial development and urban population. Most of them 
were thinly populated and suffered from undeveloped com
munications ; some were still entirely primitive. They therefore 
offered a vast and largely virgin field for development. But a 
working compromise had still to be reached benveen those who 

' Zhi;;n' Natsional'nostei, No. 12 (147), June 15, 1922. 
• The manifesto of the second congress of Comintem in July 1920, having 

noted that "the workers' state is capable of painlessly harmonizing national 
d~ands with e<::onomic demands, purifying the former of chauvinism, and 
freemg the latter of imperialism", went on : " Socialism strives to combine all 
regions, all districts, all nationalities, in the unity of an economic plan" (Kom
munis!icheskii lnterno.hitmal v Dokumento.kh (1933), p. 151). 

3 For a discussion of these questions see The Bolshe'Vik Rroolution., I9IJ
I923, Vol. I, pp. 365-367, 378-379· 



CH. XXI REGIONALIZATION '" wished to sacrifice everything to the rapid attainment of uniformity 
and equality and those who wished to leave open the widest scope 
for national differences and to stress the separate and particular 
status of national units within the broader framework. 

The initial obstacles came, however, not only from national 
opposition, but also from the vested interests of existing units -
what Krzhizhanovsky called " the ' parish pump ' of our former 
provinces".' Gosplan hastened, on the basis of its provisional 
scheme of " regions ", to appoint regional planning commissions ; 
but these for a long time failed to secure recognition or coopera
tion from the provincial authorities.2 Little or no practical 
progress had been made when the matter was taken up by the 
twelfth party congress in April 1923. Rykov made the report 
with a show of reluctance, and admitted that some party members 
had not wanted to have it raised at the congress. He dwelt on 
the importance of the rural district organization which was the 
point of contact with the peasant masses ; the rural districts 
should be enlarged in order to make them more efficient. The 
other crucial level in the governmental structure was the region, 
which was particularly associated with economic planning. 
Rykov's report provoked no discussion, and the resolution put 
forward by him was unanimously adopted. 3 It displayed an 
unusually acute consciousness of the difficulties involved. While 
it recognized " the former administrative-economic division of 
the republic" as obsolete, it admitted that the introduction of a 
new system " requires a cautious approach and a long lapse of 
time for its final realization". It treated the Gosplan project 
approved by the commission of VTsiK as a " preliminary working 
hypothesis which needs to be supplemented, verified and elab
orated on the basis of experience". Having noted the work 
already proceeding in the Ukraine, it instructed the central 

'Pla:novoe Khozyaiswo, No. 3, 1926, p. 39; "its own belfry" is the 
Russian idiom. Jealousy was not confined to vested bureaucratic interests ; a 
case was quoted in which, several rural districts having been amalgamated to 
form a new district, the peasants insisted on outsiders being brought in to man 
the district executive committee, lest it should fall under the control of any one 
of the old rural districts (Sooeshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'swa 
1925 g. : Yanvar' (1925), p. 153). 

• PUmovoe Khozyaiswo, No. J, 1926, p. 205. 
J Dvenadtsatyi S"ezd Ro:siiskoi Kommunisticluskoi PMtii (Bol'shevikov) 

(1923), pp. 429~438, 57+-575·" 
VOL. II T 
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committee of the party to carry out the project of re-division "for 
a beginning " in two regions, one industrial, the other agricultural. 
Plans for other" regions, national republics and provinces " should 
continue to be studied, but were not to be put into effect till the 
lessons of two initial experiments had been digested. The 
" absolute necessity for the existence and further development of 
national republics " was reaffirmed, and attempts to subordinate 
them to a central power condemned. The need for contact with 
the masses was once more stressed : any scheme for the enlarge
ment of the rural districts must be " carried out with the greatest 
caution and with full regard for the interests of the broad masses 
of the peasant population ". 1 

During the next three years the process of regionalization went 
forward on the lines laid down by the twelfth party congress of 
April 1923. The reference in the congress resolution to the 
Ukraine was significant. The Ukraine, though relatively small 
in area, contained nearly 20 per cent of the population of the 
USSR; it produced 28 per cent of the grain of the USSR and 
52 per cent of the marketable surplus of grain, So per cent of the 
sugar, 70 per cent of the pig iron and 65 per cent of the iron ore.2 

It had also enjoyed under the Tsars a more developed form of 
local government. At the same time, the Ukraine suffered more 
than any other part of the union from the chronic problem of 
agrarian over~population, and the devastation of the civil war had 
fallen on it more severely than on any other region. For these 
reasons it was a particularly important and potentially fruitful 
area for planning. But the Ukraine, more than any other con
stituent republic of the USSR, jealously asserted its independ~ 
ence; more than any other, it was in a position to act for itself 
and to make good its own point of view. The Ukrainian SSR 
embraced with enthusiasm the principle of regionalization. 
Already in 1922, in advance of any other Soviet republic, it had 
reduced the number of its provinces from twelve to nine, and 
within these replaced its counties (uezdy) by a smaller number of 
departments (okruga), and its rural districts (volorti) by a smaller 

1 VKP(B) v Rezolyutdyakh (1941), i, 497-498. 
' These figures are quoted in PlanoWJe Kho::yaistvo, No. 6, 1926, p. 179. 
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number of districts (raiony).r This new organization was pro
vided for in a series of decrees in the spring of 1923 immediately 
before and after the twelfth party congress. 2 

Here, however, a controversy arose between the Ukrainian 
SSR as established by the constitution of the USSR of 1923 and 
the central authorities of Gosplan. The original scheme of Gos
plan for 21 regions included a proposal to create, on the territory 
of the Ukrainian republic, two separate regions, a mining
manufacturing region centring on Kharkov and an agricultural 
region centring on Kiev. This division would, in the view of 
the Ukrainian authorities, have perpetuated the dichotomy in the 
body of the Ukrainian republic which was already a threat to its 
national character. It merely reproduced and emphasized the 
existing division between the predominantly agricultural (and 
overwhelmingly Ukrainian) sector of the country on the right 
bank of the Dnieper and the predominantly industrial (and 
partially Russianized) sector on the left bank; and the scheme 
was made all the more obnoxious by the Gosplan proposal to 
include in the Kharkov region a sector of territory of the RSFSR 
including the port of Rostov. An alternative proposal by the 
Ukrainian Gosplan - the creation of a third region centring on 
Odessa- did not remove this objection.3 The Ukrainian SSR, 
rather than submit to the Gosplan proposal, decided to dispense 
with any provincial or regional divisions. Under the final scheme 
of reorganization the Ukrainian SSR was divided into 41 depart
ments (okruga), the departments corresponding not merely to the 
departments (the enlarged counties), but also to the regions, of 
the rest of the USSR. This so-called" three-tier system "(centre, 
department, district) was approved in the summer of 1925, and 

' The relevant decisions were taken by the TsiK of the Uktainian SSR 
at its session of October 19:1.:1. (Rai<mirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (tg:zs), 
p, 11:1.). 

~ The decrees on the provinces were dated March 7, 19:1.3 (Zbirnik Uzakonen' 
ta Rorporyadzhen', I92J, No. r8-tg, arts. 306-314 ; No. :ao-:at, art. 317), those 
on the departments and district$ May 30, rg23 (ibid. No. :ao-:n, arts. 3I8-319); 
the history of the process is traced in a resolution of the ninth Ukrainian Cun
gress of Soviets in May rg:as (Puti Ukrepleni:~a Raboche-Krm':~=kogo Bloka 
(rg:zs), p. go). 

' For this controversy see Planovoe Kho;;zyaistvo, No. 6, rg:a6, pp. z8o-t8I; 
SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Irpolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 So:ryva; 2 &ssiya (tg:a6), p. 
406; Vaprosy Ekanomitheskogo Raionirooaniya, ed. G. Krzbil:hanovsky (r957), 
p. 320. 
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brought into effect on October I, 1925.1 The Moldavian auto~ 
nomous SSR had a status corresponding to that of a department. 

The White Russian SSR made haste to follow the Ukrainian 
example. The impetus to regionalization appears to have come 
from the large increase in territory by cession from the RSFSR 
in March 1924,2 which made reorganization imperative. As in 
the Ukraine, it was decided to make the republic a single regional 
unit and to create no divisions larger than the department.3 The 
former province of Vitebsk together with its capital having been 
transferred to the White Russian SSR, the provincial administra
tion at Vitebsk was suppressed and its functions transferred to 
the capital of the republic, Minsk.4 In the summer of 1924 the 
republic was subjected to a process of " economic-administrative 
division", which provided for 10 departments (instead of IS 

counties), 100 districts (instead of 238 rural districts) and 1202 
(instead of 3405) villages having village Soviets. 5 It took twelve 
months to complete these complex arrangements; and the new 
administrative organization of the White Russian SSR came into 
force on August r, 1925.6 A novelty which does not appear to 
have been reproduced elsewhere in the USSR was the establish
ment of " local " Soviets for small market towns which were the 
capitals of districts.' The increase in the size of the district 
unit automatically produced the need for these supplementary 
Soviets. 

The two regions, in which the two first experiments in 

1 The decree of the Ukrainian TsiK of July r, 1925, was printed in Ukrainian 
and Russian in Radyan'ska Ukraina, No. 3 (9), July 25, 1925, pp. 52-67; for 
an exposition of the system, followed by a speech of Chuhar to representatives 
of the dissolved provincial and newly created departmental executive com
mittees, see ibid. No.4 (to), August 1925, pp. 7-15. 

• See p. z6r above. 
3 Here, as in the Ukraine, Gosplan had in the first instance tried to impose 

a division into regions (SSSR : Tsentral'nyi l$f>olnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva: 
z Ses11'ya (1926), p. 452). 

~ Istoricheskie Zapiski, :rlvi (1954), 297; no similar problem arose in Gomel 
or Smolensk since, while parts of the provinces had been transferred, the capital 
cities remained in the RSFSR. 

5 The relevant decrees are in Sobro.nie U::akonenii SSR Belorussii, 1924, 
No. 13, arts. liJ-117; for summaries of the reform see Vlast' SO'Vetov, No.6, 
September 1924, p. 204; SO'lJetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, i (1925), 260; Istnri
cheskie Zapiski, x\vi (1954), 296-299. 

6 Sobranie Uzakonenii SSR Belorussii, 1925, No. 2-3, nrt. 12; No. JI, 
arts. a8()-291. 1 Ibid. No. 19, nrt. 177; No. Jl, &rt. 292. 
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reigionalization prescribed by the twelfth party congress, industrial 
and agricultural, were to be made, were the Urals and the Northern 
Caucasus. The regionalization of the Urals was a straightforward 
piece of planning for the development of industry. The rich iron 
deposits of the Urals had been extensively and successfully worked 
for two centuries. But the disappearance of the serf labour on 
which the iron-masters of the Urals had relied struck the industry 
a crippling blow. Primitive equipment, obsolete methods of 
production and lack of communications contributed to the 
decline ; 1 and in the latter part of the nineteenth century the 
more favoured position of the Ukrainian iron and coal fields had 
made them the centre of Russia's nascent iron and steel industry. 
The war of 1914, while it exposed the Ukraine to the ravages of 
enemy occupation, spared the Urals; and substantially the same 
experience was repeated in the subsequent civil war, when fighting 
in the Ukraine was more intense than in any other area, and 
continued for a year after the region of the Urals had been re
conquered and incorporated in Soviet territory. When, there
fore, Soviet heavy industry reached its lowest ebb in 1920 and 
1921, the prospects of an expansion of heavy industry in the 
Urals seemed brighter than those of a revival of the derelict 
industry of the Ukraine. By 1923 the recovery in the Ukraine 
had partially redressed the balance ; but the Urals remained an 
ideal ground for experiments in industrial planning, and were 
naturally chosen as the scene for the initial experiment in 
regionalization. In November 1923, six months after the resolu
tion of the twelfth party congress, a statute for the Ural region 
was adopted by the TsiK of the RSFSR and issued in the form of 
a decree of the RSFSR.2 National and constitutional problems 
were avoided by not attempting to include in it the Bashkir 
autonomous SSSR, a department of which remained embedded 
as an enclave in the new region. 

The establishment of the Ural region set the pattern for the 
whole subsequent policy of regionalization, and revealed its 
pragmatic character. The novelty of the new region was that it 

' This was described by Lenin in 1899 in a passage of The Dwelopmn~t of 
Capitalism in Rrmia (Sochineniya, iii, 376-379), with which all Soviet planners 
and administrators would have been familiar. 

• Sobumie Uzakonenii, I9l3, No. 104, art. 1028. 
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broke boldly through old geographical and administrative divisions 
by including territory on both sides of the Urals range, thus 
combining a sector of western Siberia (broadly corresponding with 
the former provinces of Ekaterinburg, Tyumen and Chelyabinsk) 
with the eastern fringes of European Russia (part of the former 
province of Perm). On the other hand, the initial conception of 
regions as economically homogeneous had gone by the board. 
The new region, in area twice as large as France, and with a 
population estimated at 6,2oo,ooo, was divided into 15 departM 
ments, of which five were predominantly industrial and nine 
predominantly agricultural, while one (Tobolsk), the largest in 
area but smallest in population, consisted mainly of uninhabited 
tundra. 1 The departments were divided into districts (an average 
of 14 to each department), and the districts into villages (an 
average of r6 to each district).2 In accordance with the usual 
Soviet pattern, the highest constitutional authority of the region 
was the regional congress of Soviets with its executive committee ; 
beneath it stood the department congresses of Soviets and execu
tive committees ; and beneath them the district congresses and 
committees ; and the base of the pyramid was formed by village 
Soviets sending delegates to the district congresses, and town and 
factory Soviets sending delegates to district, department or 
regional congresses according to their size and status. The Ural 
statute contained one unique feature. The famous five-to-one 
ratio between the coefficient of representation for rural and urban 
Soviets, which had been the basis of the original amalgamation 
of peasants' with workers' Soviets and was embodied in all sub
sequent constitutions,• was abandoned in favour of a ten-to-one 
ratio, The purpose of this innovation was evidently to weight 
the coefficient of representation still further on the side of the 

1 A great deal of literature appeared on the Ural region ; Vestnik Finansf)'l}, 
No. 3, March 1925, pp. IJI-146, contained a full description of its organization, 
and PlanO'IIoe Khozyaistvo, No. u, 1925, pp. 215-245 a review of plans for 
industrial and agricultural development. ' 

~ Ibid. No. J, 1926, p. 200. The Ural region was afterwards quoted as 
an instance of "regionalization from above", i.e. the departments were formed 
first, and the subdivisions came later (ibid. No. 5, 1926, p. 190; No. J, 1927, 
P· 258)_; much of this was newly developed territory, and there were fewer 
vested mterests to contend with than elsewhere. 

l For the origin and character of tlili differentiation see The BoW!evik 
Re-t·olutitm, I9:Z:7-I923, Vol. t, pp. 126, 143•14+. 
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proletariat in a region whose industrial development was a major 
objective. It was not imitated in any of the other new regions, 
and disappeared in the Ural region when the statutes of the 
regions were standardized in 1928.1 

The second region indicated in the resolution of the twelfth 
party congress was the Northern Caucasus. Here the process of 
regionalization occupied the greater part of the year 1924, and was 
concerned with quite different problems from those of the 
Ukraine or the Urals.2 The slopes of the Northern Caucasus 
were inhabited by a population of extreme diversity engaged in 
primitive agriculture, viticulture and forestry ; politically they 
were divided between the Dagestan and Mountaineers' auto
nomous SSRs, and the Kabardino-Balkarsh, Karachaevo-Cherkes
sian, Adygeisk and Chechensk autonomous regions, all within the 
RSFSR. The major decision, which now determined the shape 
and destinies of the new region, was the inclusion in it of the small 
but important industrial area of the Lower Don with a large 
Russian and Ukrainian population, which had been joined in the 
original Gosplan scheme to the Kharkov industrial region, and 
might more logically have been grouped with the projected Lower 
Volga region: Rostov at the mouth of the Don was to be the 
capital of the new region. This arrangement had the undoubted 
advantage of linking a rich industrial area with a potentially rich 
agricultural area and, by the same stroke, of linking a predomin
antly Russian and predominantly proletarian population with the 
backward and ethnically diverse population of the Caucasian 
slopes.s It was still accepted doctrine at this time that autonomous 
republics could not be incorporated in " regions ", and the 
Dagestan and Mountaineers' autonomous SSRs were therefore 
excluded. Autonomous regions could be included ; but the 
determination of future relations between the executive com
mittees of the four autonomous regions and the main central 

' Sobranie U$akonenii, I91i!8, No. 70, art. 503. 
z It was contrasted with the Ural region in the passages already quoted 

(seep. z84, note z above) as a case of regionalh::ation from below. 
3 In the words of a contemporary report : " Districts which have passed 

through a period of tempestuous economic growth find themselves side by side 
with districts completely backward both economically and culturally ; the 
region has lived in an atmosphere of national animosities sustained by differences 
of status" (PlamJt>Oe Kho$yaistvo, No.3, 1926, p. z29). 
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executive committee of the region with its seat at Rostov was a 
matter of some delicacy. By an agreement reached in November 

1923 at a conference between the newly created regional authorities 
and the authorities of the autonomous regions concerned, the 
division of competence between them was said to be based on 
the same principles as the division between the USSR and the 
constituent republics under the constitution of the USSR. This 
meant that, in all matters dealt with under that constitution by 
unified commissariats, though not in matters left to the competence 
of republican commissariats, the authorities of the autonomous 
region would be subordinated to the central regional authorities. 
Autonomous regions retained the right to send delegates to the 
Council of Nationalities of the USSR, and had direct access to 
the central organs of the RSFSR.1 It was presumably in order to 
avoid the apparent anomaly of including an autonomous region 
(oblast'} in another region that the North Caucasian region was 
officially designated not as an oblast', but as a krai. An official 
announcement of the intention to create the North Caucasian krai 
issued from the presidium of the TsiK of the RSFSR on June 2, 

1924.2 
Before the project could be completed, however, a further 

and more dramatic change was made. On July 7, 1924, a decree 
of the TsiK of the RSFSR dissolved, in accordance with the 
alleged wish of the nationalities inhabiting it, the autonomous 
SSR of the Mountaineers; the territory was divided on the basis 
of nationality into two autonomous regions of Northern Osetia 
(Yugo-Osetia, south of the Caucasus range, was already an 
autonomous region in the Georgian SSR) and Ingushetia. A 
peculiar feature of the arrangement was that Vladikavkaz, the only 
large city in the region, was to remain the seat of administra
tion of both autonomous regions, and was itself to become an 
" independent administrative unit " directly responsible to the 

' Much discussion took place about the status of the four autonomous 
regions included in the North Caucasian region, which was evidently felt to 
constitute a precedent: see Vlast' Sovetoo, No. 3-4 Uune-July}, 1924, pp. 94-
97; Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No.4, 1925, pp. ~75-280; Sovetslwe Stroitel'stvo: 
Sbornik, ii-iii (1925), z6.:o~. Like most questions of constitutional theory in the 
Soviet Union, it had no great influence on subsequent practice. 

~ RaionirwaJiie SSSR, eel. K. Egorov (1925}, p. 120; S()'IJetslwe Stroitel'
stvo : Sbomik, ii-iii (1925), 253· 
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TsiK of the RSFSR ; and a similar independent status was 
reserved for the Sunzhensk department in which Vladikavkaz was 
situated. 1 The autonomous SSR of the Mountaineers had never 
been ethnically homogeneous ; the failure to find a national 
name for it was significant. Racial jealousies and the primitive 
character of its native population may have made it unsatisfactory 
as an autonomous republic. It is reasonable to assume that the 
decision to break up the republic was dictated partly by the 
difficulty of handling notoriously turbulent and unruly populations, 
and was to this extent an application of the familiar principle 
" divide and rule ", 2 and partly by the desire to bring the territory 
into the North Caucasian region- a solution hitherto debarred 
by its status as an autonomous republic. 

The formal decision creating the North Caucasian region was 
taken by the TsiK of the RSFSR at its session in October 1924, 
the drafting of a detailed statute being left to the presidium of 
TsiK.3 The statute was finally issued on January 26, 1925. It 
differed in some respects, partly owing to the greater complexity 
of the region, from the statute of the Ural region. At the head 
stood the regional congress of Soviets with its executive com
mittee, and beneath it the congresses of Soviets of the autonomous 
regions and of the departments, all with their executive committees. 
But, while both autonomous regions and departments were to be 
divided into districts, no provision was made for district con
gresses of Soviets or executive committees : village and factory 
Soviets sent their delegates direct to the congresses of the auto
nomous regions and departments to which they belonged. The 
most interesting chapter of the statute related to the rights of the 
autonomous regions, which were said to " enter into the region 
(krai) in the capacity of independent administrative-economic 

' Sobranie Uzakonenii, I91<4, No. 66, art. 656. 
• A writer who was a child in the area at the time records this event as 

follows: "By July 1924 the growing aspirations of the North Caucasians 
towards full independence resulted in a Moscow de<:ree which terminated 
their partial independence. Leading national communists were arrested ; 
ethel'S were sent to far distant regions of the Soviet empire." He adds that " at 
the time the significance of all this naturally escaped my own generation " 
(G. A. Tok.aev, Betrayal of an Ideal (1954), pp. 14-15). While there is no in· 
dependent evidence of arrests or deportations, it would have been in accordance 
with Soviet practice, once the decision was taken, to remove potential trouble
makers from the scene. 

3 Sobranie U:~ralwnenii, I924, No. 87, art. 881. 
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units with reservation of the indefeasible rights granted to them 
by the decisions creating them ". In the constitutional structure 
the autonomous regions stood side by side with the departments 
without any apparent distinction of right or function, except that 
the autonomous regions, unlike the departments, were directly 
represented in the All-Russian Congress of Soviets and in the 
VTsiK of the USSR. An elaborate attempt was made to carry 
out the understanding of November 1923 by allocating to them a 
certain measure of autonomy in matters which under the con
stitution of the USSR fell within the competence of the con
stituent republics, and a right of executive action, subject to the 
direction of the central organs, in matters dealt with under the 
constitution of the USSR by unified commissariats. But these 
distinctions can have had little reality. The cardinal provision 
of this chapter of the statute was that the regional executive 
committee and the executive committee of the autonomous region 
could, in the event of disagreement between them, each appeal 
against the decisions of the other to the TsiK of the RSFSR. 
But there was a significant difference in terminology. The 
regional executive committee could " protest ", the executive com
mittee of an autonomous region could " complain " ; and this 
difference doubtless meant that the " protest " of the superior 
organ had the effect of suspending the contested decision till 
judgment was given from Moscow, whereas the " complaint" of 
the subordinate organ had not.r Moreover, behind these con
stitutional niceties, as behind all others in Soviet constitutional 
practice, Jay the ultimate control of the party over major decisions 
of policy and key appointments. This sanction assured the smooth 
operation of many arrangements which might otherwise have 
seemed unworkable. 

The first congress of Soviets of the North Caucasian region 
assembled within a few days of the issue of this decree, on January 
31, 1925. Rykov, who attended it as representative of the TsiK 
of the RSFSR, unexpectedly described the region as " a state 
within a state ".2 A month later, the formation of the region was 
at length completed by the incorporation in it of the four units of 
the dissolved Mountalneers' republic -the North Osetian and 

' Sobnmie Uzakommii, rg:as, No. u, art. 76. 
' Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, ii-iii (l9ZS), 253· 
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Ingush autonomous regions, the department of Sunzhensk and 
the city of Vladikavkaz. 1 The Dagestan autonomous republic 
remained outside it as an independent unit of the RSFSR. 2 An 
interesting feature of the new region was the resettlement in the 
predominantly Russian Kuban area in the west of I s,ooo Cossacks 
who had fought on the anti~Soviet side in the civil war and had 
fled abroad, These now returned to their homes and, having 
" bowed their heads before the Soviet power ", were granted an 
amnesty and restoration of political rights. J The third Union 
Congress of Soviets in May 1925 was made the occasion of public 
gestures of reconciliation. A Cossack delegation of five, including 
one woman, appeared carrying two banners, a sheaf of ears of corn 
and a bouquet of giant sunflowers ; and it was announced that 
Kalinin, Bukharin, Rykov, Stalin and Chicherin (the omission of 
Zinoviev and Kamenev is perhaps significant of rifts that were 
just opening) had been elected " honorary Cossacks ". A " non
party Cossack " declared that " the Cossacks have turned their 
face to the Soviet power " and demanded " the return of the 
Cossacks carried off by Wrangel and Denikin ".4 

In spite of the prominence given by the racial diversity of the 
North Caucasian region to national questions, the central purpose 
of the new regional structure, here as in the Urals, was to promote 
economic planning and economic development. A regional 
economic council and its planning commission had been estab
lished long before the formal constitution of the region ; these 
were indeed the organs which prepared the way for its creation. 
It was the regional planning commission which in the winter of 
1924-1925 elaborated and submitted to Gosplan the first project 
for a canal to link the Volga to the Don and for a deep-sea port 
at Rostov, the whole scheme to be completed by 1930--1931 at a 

' Sobranie Uza}wnenii, 1925, No. r8, art. rr8. 
~ This Jed to a complaint that the lngushes were separated from pastures in 

Oagestan which they had used from time immemorial (P/anovoe Khozyaistvo, 
No. s, 1926, p. zzz). 

1 SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva : 3 Sessiya (1925), 
pp. 83, 90; the party centtal committee noted that this implied a restoration of 
rights to existing Cossack communities, and proposed that, in Cossack districts, 
the mention af " Cossack deputies ", which appeared in the original title of the 
Soviets after the revolution, but had long fallen into disuse, should be reinstated 
(VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 649-650). 

• Tretii S"ezd Sovetov SSSR (1925), pp. 23-24, I39•IfO. 
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cost of 130-140 million rubles. 1 In May 1925 a commission 
appointed by Rabkrin visited the area to study local agricultural 
conditions.z By the beginning of 1926 there were in existence 
a " completed plan for the development of industry ", cover
ing large-scale enterprises controlled by the V esenkha of the 
USSR, like Donugol' and Grozneft', enterprises controlled by 
the Vesenkha of the RSFSR, and enterprises controlled by the 
regional economic council, and a transport plan including the 
construction of highways, which were almost entirely lacking in 
the region. 3 

Next to the Ural and North Caucasian regions, no part of the 
RSFSR more urgently demanded the application of regional 
planning than the vast expanse of Siberia. In one of its original 
projects in 1921, Gosplan had provisionally divided the whole 
territory into six regions, three west of Lake Baikal- western 
Siberia or the basin of the Ob with its capital at Omsk, a Kuznetsk
Altai region with its capital at Novo-Nikolaevsk, and the basin of 
the Enisei with its capital at Krasnoyarsk; and three east of Lake 
Baikal- Yakutia with its capital at Yakutsk, a Lena-Baikal region 
with its capital at Irkutsk, and a Maritime region with its capital at 
Vladivostok.4 So long as Japanese troops remained in eastern 
Siberia, such planning was an academic exercise ; and the inter
lude of the Far Eastern Republic created a certain administrative 
unity over eastern Siberia, though its demise was followed by the 
creation in 1923 of Buryat-Mongol and Yakut autonomous SSRs. 
A further blow was struck at the original Gosplan scheme when 
a large part of the proposed western Siberian or Ob region was 
incorporated in the Ural region. Meanwhile the vested interests 
of the two bodies still responsible for the administration of western 
and eastern Siberia, the Siberian Revolutionary Committee 
(Sibrevkom) and the Far Eastern Revolutionary Committee 
(Dalrevkom), hardened against any further partition of their 
respective areas. Agreement was reached without much difficulty 
to constitute the whole of Siberia west of Lake Baikal, with the 

' An outline of the scheme is in Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No. 4, 1925, pp. 327-
328. 

2 The record of sorne of its conclusions (ibid. No. 10, 1925, pp. 31-42) has 
already been quoted {see Vol. 1, p. 239). 

3 A vague accol.lnt of these and other projects is in Pla'IIOVOe Khozyaistva, 
No.3, l926, pp. 232-236. + Ibid. No.9, 1925, p. 239. 
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exception of the area included in the Ural region, as a Siberian 
region with its capital at Novo-Nikolaevsk, 1 this region incorporat
ing the Oirot autonomous region already established in 1922.2 A 
statute providing for the division of the region into 17 depart
ments and setting up administrative machinery similar to that of 
the Ural region, was duly adopted by the TsiK of the RSFSR at 
its session of October 1925.3 The first regional Siberian congress of 
Soviets opened at Novo-Nikolaesvk on December 3, 1925.4 Early 
in 1926 Novo-Nikolaevsk changed its name to Novo-Sibirsk.s 

The future of eastern Siberia was the subject of a prolonged 
controversy, Gosplan standing out for its independent Lena
Baikal industrial region, and Dalrevkom seeking to keep the 
whole of eastern Siberia, outside the two autonomous republics, 
under a single jurisdiction. A conference in Chita in 1924 was 
followed by a further conference in Moscow in April and May 
1925, which produced no agreed conclusion. In October 1925 
the difference was referred to the presidium of the TsiK of the 
RSFSR, which passed a resolution to constitute a Far Eastern 
region with its capital at Khabarovsk and to substitute the new 
administrative system of departments and districts for the old 
system of provinces, counties and rural districts. But this resolu
tion still failed to settle the disputed question whether the whole 
of eastern Siberia was to be included in the new region ; and 
Gosplan continued throughout the autumn of 1925 to fight a 
losing battle for its scheme, which seems to have been a relic of 
the initial, but long discarded, conception of economically homo
geneous regions. Finally, in January 1926 the presidium of TsiK 
decided on the inclusion of the whole of Transbaikalia in the Far 
Eastern region/• The decision did not affect the project to create 

1 Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1925, No. 38, art. 268. 
z Solmmie Uzakonenii, 1922, No. 39, art. 550. 
3 Vserossiiskii Tsentral'nyi Jspolnitel'nyi Komitet XII Sozyva : Vtoraya 

Sessiya: Portanovleniya {1925), pp. zs-6r; Sobranie Uiilakonenii, 1925, No. 85, 
art. 651. 4 I:roestiya, December 5, 1925. 

s Sobrcmie ZakornJv, 1926, No.9, art. 73. 
6 The decree was published in I:roestiya, January 24, 1926; for the preced

ing discussions and decisions see Planovoe Kho~~ryaistvo, No. 9, 1925, p. 239; 
No.5, 1926, pp, 196-r97· The Gosplan case for a separate Lena-Baikal region 
was argued at length in an article ibid. No.9, 1925, pp. 239-257, where it was 
maintained that the Lena-Baikal region was necessary as "a bridge to the Far 
East and an indispensable economic base in its rear " (p. 253), and in further 
articles ibid. No. 10, 1925, pp. 259·271. 
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eventually an important industrial base in the Lena area, though 
this took second place to the industrial development of the 
Kuznetsk-Altai area west of Lake Baikal. The Far Eastern region 
thus constituted was the largest in area of all the existing or 
projected regions except the Siberian region and the Yakut 
autonomous SSR, and had the smallest population of any except 
the Buryat-Mongol and Yakut autonomous SSRs. It covered 
four former provinces- Maritime, Amur, Transbaikal and Kam
chatka. It was now to be divided into nine departments -
Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Nikolaevsk, Amur, Zeisk, Sretensk, 
Chita, Kamchatka and Sakhalin; and a small gold-bearing area of 
the Yakut SSR was to be annexed to the gold-mining department 
of Zeisk.1 The first regional congress of Soviets of the Far Eastern 
region was held at Khabarovsk in the spring of 1926.z 

The fourteenth party congress in December 1925 was already 
able to speak of " the successful carrying out of regionalization ", 
through which the Soviet power had" placed a material-economic 
foundation beneath the regions, autonomous republics and union 
republics " ; 3 and it gave orders to reshape the local party 
organizations to take account of these changes.4 A few months 
later, the whole process of regionalization, including the creation 
of departments and districts, with the appropriate organs at each 
level, was said to be complete in the Ural, North Caucasian, 
Siberian and Far Eastern regions of the RSFSR, as well as in the 
Ukrainian, White Russian and Turkmen SSRs.s In October 
1926 the Uzbek SSR constituted itself as a region divided into It 
departments; at the same time a joint economic council with 
planning functions was set up for all the Central Asian republics. 6 

The initial regional organizations, including planning commissions, 
had been established in I9Z3 for the Central-Industrial and Lower 

' Planovoe KhozyaiJWo, No. s, l926, pp. 20J-2ZO. 
• Vlast' Sovetov, No. 17, April25, 1926, pp. r8-2o. 
' VKP(B) v Rezolyutriyakh (1941), ii, 47· 
4 XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Krnnmunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 878, 

8Ss-886. 
s PlanO'IJoe Klwzyaistoo, No. s, 1926, p. 189. Under the final scheme the 

RSFSR was divided into 19 regions ; the Ukrainian and White Russian SSRs, 
the Transcaucasian SFSR and the Uzbek. and Turkmen SSRs each fanned one 
region. 6 N. Arkhipov, Sredne-Aziaukie Respubliki (1927), pp. IJ5-I37. 
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Volga regions, and in 1924 for the North-Eastern, V.'estern, 
Central-Black Earth and Vyatka-Vetluga regions. 1 But these had 
not yet completed their work; the establishment of the Lower 
Volga region was still a bone of contention between different local 
authorities affected.2 In the Transcaucasian SFSR hardly any
thing had been done. In general, progress was slowest in regions 
where the old administrative machinery had been most fully 
developed and put up most resistance to plans to supersede it. 
Cases occurred where the old provincial authorities refused to 
recognize the new-fangled regional planning commissions.3 In 
the Middle Volga region, protests were made against the interven
tion of the provincial authorities at Samara, even before the 
region was constituted, in the economic affairs of the Tatar 
and Chuvash autonomous republics.+ But the opposition was 
eventually overruled. By a constitutional innovation, which had 
hitherto been successfully resisted, s both of these republics were 
incorporated in the Middle Volga region. The fifteenth party 
congress in November 1927 resolved that regionalization should 
be carried to its conclusion within the period of the first Five
Year Plan; 4 and by 1928, when the first Five-Year Plan was 
introduced, the reform was on its way to completion. Throughout 
the USSR the old administrative structure of provinces, counties 
and rural districts was being replaced by the new structure of 
regions, departments and districts. 7 

The process of regionalization was from the outset closely 
' Pla:novoe Khozyaidoo, No. 3, 1926, p. 204. 
2 See a series of articles in Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No.4, 1927, pp. 247-286. 
• Ibid. No.3, 1926, p. :2..05. 
~ The protests were recorded at the fifth Tatar congress of Soviets in 1925 

(Pyatyi S"ezd Sovetov Tatar'skoi SSR (Kazan, 1925), pp. 24-25, quoted in 
W. R. Batsell, Srwiet Ru.le in Russia (N.Y., 1929), p. 648); the Chuvash auto
nomous region was promoted in 1925 to the status of an autonomous republic 
(see p. 257 above). 

1 In 1928 it was for the first time fonnally laid down that an autonomous 
SSRmight be incorporated in a region of the RSFSR" on principles of voluntary 
consent" (Sobranie Uzak0Tte1Jii, :r9z8, No. 79, art. 554); in 1926 such a step 
had been described, even by an official of Gosplan, as " untimely and in
appropriate" (Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No. s, 1926, p. 194). 

6 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), ii, 244. 
7 Precise figures showing the process of replacement are in Pyatiletnii 

Plan Narodno-Khozyaistvennogo Stroitel'rtva SSSR (1929), iii, p. xii; for a 
convenient sketch-map showing the division of the USSR into regions at the 
date of the census of December 1926 see F. Lorimer, The Popu/atirm of the Soviet 
Union (Geneva, 1945), between pp. 44 and 45· 
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connected with the adoption of the policy of planning. In the 
governmental machine Gosplan was the strongest and most per. 
sistent advocate of the reform, which was declared to rest on 
" the fundamental principle that politics is concentrated eco
nomics ".1 The new regions had all been shaped with a view to 
economic considerations, though the criterion applied was not 
uniform. Sometimes the declared aim was to make an eco
nomically homogeneous region, sometimes to combine comple
mentary opposites, the contrasting methods being labelled 
"integral regionalization" and "differential regionalization ".z 
Sometimes the purpose in view was to perpetuate and organize 
existing forms of production, sometimes to create and develop 
new forms ~ a difference which had a certain analogy with the 
clash between " genetic " and " teleological " conceptions of 
planning. 3 While one of the main purposes of regionalization 
was said to be " the decentralization of state economic policy and 
the establishment of a planned economy for broad economic 
regions ",4 and while the regional planning commissions played 
an important part in the scheme, the total result was in the long 
run to confirm the power, prestige and effectiveness of the central 
authorities, and especially of the Gosplan of the USSR, which 
now became the ultimate source of major economic policy. The 
new regional organs were, first and foremost, the organs of a 
planned economy. Without regionalization, the five-year plans 
could not have worked. 

Regionalization was, however, not only an " economic ", but 
a " social-political" process,s and had its effects beyond the 
economic sphere. It was an administrative as well as an economic 
reform- a way of reducing the number of administrative units 
and simplifying the administrative machine. This process had 
already begun in 1922 by way of reaction against the multiplica
tion of units in the early years of the regime, 6 and for motives 

1 Pkmcvoe Khozyaisklo, No. s, 19:>.6, p. 193. 
• Ibid. No.6, 192.7, p. 240. 
• See Vol. t, pp. 495-497. 
4 PklnfJ't·oe Khozyo.ist:vo No.3, 190'.6, p. :e09; provinces before they were 

"regionalized" luld no planning organs, the deficiency being made good by the 
central otgans of Gosplan (Kcmtrol'nye Tsifry Narodnogo Khoeyaist:vo. SSSR na 
I927-I928 god (19z8), p. 410). 

' Plo.novoe Khozyaiftvo, No. s, I90'.6, p. 192. 
6 For this seep. 274 above. 
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unconnected with those of the economic planners. The initial 
reasons for the policy of " enlargement " of counties and rural 
districts (as the reduction in their numbers was generally called) 
were shortage of man· power and shortage of money. The demand 
for more efficient local administration revealed the acute lack of 
competent and trustworthy officials ; and the economy campaign 
inaugurated by NEP, and especially the re-establishment of pro
vincial budgets in the autumn of 1921/ set up powerful pressures 
for a contraction in the number of administrative units. The ninth 
All-Russian Congress of Soviets in December 1921 voted "to re
duce the number of provincial executive committees by combining 
neighbouring provinces " ; 2 and it was logical that the reduction 
in the number of provinces should be accompanied by correspond
ing reductions in the lower units. Between the summer of 1922 
and the summer of 192+ " enlargement" at every level of local 
administration went on apace throughout the European provinces 
of the RSFSR and the Ukraine, and more spasmodically else
where. In the European provinces of the RSFSR (for which 
alone full statistics are available) the process of enlargement and 
reduction in number was applied sparingly, and in some pro
vinces not at all, to the counties, but drastically to the rural 
districts, the number of which was reduced in proportions varying 
from one-third to two-thirds ; while in 1922 few rural districts 
had a population of more than 1o,ooo, by 192+ hardly any had 
less than that number, and rural districts with 2o,ooo or 3o,ooo 
inhabitants were not uncommon. 3 In the European provinces 
of the RSFSR 585+ rural districts with an average population of 
7480 were transformed in these two years into 2389 rural districts 
with an average population of 21,237:1" Occasional statistics from 
the autonomous republics reproduce the same picture. A decree 
of the Tatar autonomous SSR of March 1924 reduced the number 
of rural districts in the republic from 223 to 125 ; in the Bashkir 
autonomous SSR it was reduced from 295 to u7.5 According to 
comprehensive but perhaps less reliable statistics, the total number 

' See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I?-I923, Vol. :z, pp. 347-348· 
' S"ezdy Sovetoo RSFSR v Posta.nM.Jieniyakh (r939), p. :zzt. 
• See tile tables in A. Lu:thin, Ot Volosti k Raionu (x929), pp. 47, 63. 
4 Ra.Wnirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), p. ZZI. 
s Sobranie Uzalwn.enii TattZT'skoi Respubliki, I924, No. 17, art. 128; X Let 

Sovetskoi Ba.shkirii (Ufa, 1929), p. 415. 
VOL. II U 
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of rural districts in the RSFSR fell from 7325 in 1922 to 3368 in 
I~Z4. 1 In the whole territory of the USSR the number of rural dis
tncts, which had stood at 13,913 in I917,had fallen by 1924 to 6840.2 

. . !his process of " enlargement " of existing units, while it was 
IDibated independently of regionalization and for different motives, 
~va_s gradually overtaken by the broader policy and incorporated 
tn 1t. The corollary of this replacement of the province (guberniya) 
by the region (oblast' or krai) was the replacement of the county 
(uezi) by the department (okrug), and of the rural district (·volost') 
~y the district (raion) ; and all these changes meant the substitu
tion of a larger for a smaller unit of administration. Calculations 
for the RSFSR in 1924 showed that the average population of a 
province was r,38o,ooo, of a county r8o,ooo and of a rural district 
14,500; the corresponding figures for the whole of the USSR 
were somewhat lower, but the areas of the units were three or 
fou~ times as great.J The population of the new " regions " 
va.n~d from just over one million in the Turkmen SSR to 29 
nul~tons in the Ukrainian SSR, both of which constituted single 
regwns ; the population of the newly created European regions 
of the RSFSR varied from about five to ten millions. The 
P~p~lation of a department varied from so,ooo to more than a 
mrlhon; about soo,ooo (or nearly three times as great as the 
average of the county) was a normal figure. Districts with up 
to so,ooo inhabitants (or nearly two-and-a-half times as great as 
the average of the rural district) were common, and substantially 
larger. figures were not unknown. 4 Concentration was generally 
most mtense in the most thickly populated regions ; in sparsely 
populated areas distance put some limitations on the process. 
In the province of Tula, where regionalization at the lower levels 
preceded the incorporation of the province in the still unformed 
C:ent.ral-Industrial region, 56 new districts replaced 229 rural 
distncts. In the Ukraine 49 departments replaced 102 counties 
and 706 districts 1898 rural districts.s In the Ural region one-

S '. V$ewssiiskii Tsentral'nyi Jspolnitel'nyi Komitet XI So::zyva: Vtoraya 
es~zya {1~24), p. so. 

3 
G. Zmoviev, Liuom k Derevne {19~5), p. 38. 

4 
~last' Sovetov, No.7, 1~4, p. 205. 

of th .or eJCam~les of the population of departments and districts at the time 

296 eir fonnat1on see Raicmirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov {1925), pp. 285-
• s Ibid. p. 241. 
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half of the 205 districts corresponded approximately to the old 
rural districts or were occasionally made by dividing them; the 
other half were combinations of anything from two to seven of 
the old rural districts.' 

The enlargement of the rural districts had as its corollary the 
enlargement of the unit of administration next below it, the 
village, though this also was no part of the original intention of 
those responsible for regionalization, and was dictated by the 
same practical considerations as the enlargement of the rural 
district : as K.aganovich said, it " took place not on a basis of 
planned economy, but out of need and shortage of funds ".2 

While the village had always been a locality of varying size, the 
constitution of the RSFSR of 1918 laid down for the establish
ment of Soviets a fixed ratio of one deputy for every 100 in
habitants, village Soviets consisting of not less than three and not 
more than 50 deputies : this implied that villages should contain 
not less than 300 and not more than gooo inhabitants. The 
abortive statute for village Soviets of January 1922,3 apparently 
forgetful of this constitutional provision, fixed 400 inhabitants 
as the lowest number entitled to form a village Soviet, but had 
laid down the ratio of one deputy to 200 inhabitants with a 
maximum of 25 deputies, thus maintaining the maximum of sooo 
inhabitants for a " village ". That this was not intended as a 
limit was shown, however, by another article which permitted a 
village Soviet representing more than 1o,ooo inhabitants to set 
up an executive committee - a provision applied to all Soviets 
in the 1918 constitution which appears never to have been cauied 
out in the villages. The amended statute of October 1924 4 

returned to the figure of 300 inhabitants as the minimum qualifica~ 
tion for a village Soviet, and to the ratio of one deputy for every 
100 inhabitants, but declared that a village Soviet should be 
composed of not less than three, and not more than 100, deputies ; 
this meant that a village might have anything from 300 to 1o,ooo 
inhabitants.s 

' Vesmik Finansov, No. 3, March 19:t5, p. IJ:t. 
• Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetslu;go Stro£tel'stva r925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 

p. IJ. > Seep. 305 below. 4 Seep. 322 below. 
• The constitution of the RSFSR of 1925 retained the limit of so deputies 

(and 5000 inhabitants) for the village Soviet ; but little attention was paid to 
such constitutional rules. 
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These wide limits left ample discretion to the reformers ; and 
the number of " villages " {in the sense of units having village 
Soviets} in the RSFSR fell from 8o,ooo, each containing on an 
average zoo households or rooo inhabitants, in 1922, to between 
;o,ooo and ss,ooo, each containing 300 households and 1500 
inhabitants, in 1924. Before this process of enlargement, half the 
villages in the RSFSR had less than rooo inhabitants ; after it, 
only 31 per cent had so few. The proportion of villages with 
more than r 500 inhabitants rose from r 5 to more than 45 per cent. r 
In the Ural region the number of villages was reduced from 
6ooo to rather more than 3000 with an average population of 1825.2 

In the Bashkir autonomous SSR the number fell from 3698 to 
rgo5 with the result that some peasants were living more than 
20 or 30 versts from the seat of their village Soviet. 3 In the 
Ukraine the reduction was from I s.696 to 9307, with an increase 
of 1607 in 1925.4 In the Crimea the average village had more 
than 4000 inhabitants, living up to 30 versts from the seat of the 
Soviet ; s and a case was quoted of a village of 6ooo inhabitants, 
some of them living 6o versts from the centre, in the Sochi district 
on the Black Sea. 6 A " village ", according to an official spokes
man, had come to be an administrative unit with a population of 
anything from 300 to 13,000 persons.' 

Large claims were made for the economies effected by these 
changes. In the Ural region the number of administrative units 
had been reduced from 7080 to 3430, in the North Caucasian 
region from 1470 to 1252.8 How far the reduction relieved the 

' SO'!!etsk(Je StToitel'stva : Sbornik, i (1925), 44-46. 
0 Vestnik Finam()f), No. 3, March 1925, p. 134. 
3 Vlast' Sovetav, No. 45, November 8, 1925, p. 15. 
4 Raiarzirovtmie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), p. :2<58: similar figures are 

quoted in SSSR: Tserztral'rzyi bpolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva : 2 Sessiya 
(1926), p. 406. 

' Soveshchonie p11 Voprosam Sovetskogo St-toitel'•tva 1925 g. ; Yanvar' 
(1925), p. 176. 

6 Sovetskoe Stroitel'srvo: Sbornik, iv-v (rgz6), r48. 
1 SO'!!eshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskoga Straitel'stva 1925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 

p. 72. For the average number of inhabitants of an " enlarged " village in 
different regions and republics see the tables in Raionirovanie SSSR ed. 
K. Egorov (1925), p. 263 ; the figure varied from 1500 to over 4000. ' 

8 Plcmovoe Klw:zyaistvo, No. 3, 1926, p. :2;00; No. 5, 1926, p. 222. The 
term" administrative unit "seems, however, to have been elastic, and a different 
calculation is made ibid. No. 3, 1927, p. z6o. Another account (ibid. No. 2, 
1927, p. 233) eYen claimed that the number of administrative units in the 
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growing weight of bureaucracy is doubtful. In the Ukraine it was 
claimed that the number of officials had been reduced from 92,304 
to 49,8II.1 In the North Caucasian region, the total number 
was said to have been reduced by 24 per cent, and in the Ural 
region by 39 per cent.2 But the last claim was not borne out by 
other sources, which alleged that only a 5-per-cent reduction 
had been achieved in the Ural region, and that the number of 
officials was once more growing.3 In view of the expansion of 
public services and activities of all kinds it is unlikely that any 
temporary reduction in the number of officials was maintained. 
But there is no reason to question the claim that regionalization 
constituted a substantial measure of rationalization. 

Regionalization served, however, other political purposes 
besides a simplification of the administrative machine. The com
promise between national and economic factors effected in the early 
days of regionalization was not static ; and the battle continued to 
rage. In 1925 Alexandrov, who had drawn the first fire of national 
critics in 1921,.._ was subjected to particularly violent acCusations 
of smenovekh tendencies and Great-Russian chauvinism.S In 
March 1926 the president of the Ukrainian Gosplan complained 
that" the Gosplan of the USSR organizes its work on the basis of 
vertical divisions of the national economy- metal, coal, grain, 
transport - without taking sufficient account of its branches in 
the republics, and is little interested in assessing the role of the 
republics as self-contained units of the economy ".6 The Ukraine 
might resist proposals to weaken its unity in the name of regional
ization, and Transcaucasia or Uzbekistan fight a delaying action 

North Caucasian region had increased so that " government had moved nearer 
to the population " as the result of regionalization : this seems to be confirmed 
by comparative figuxes in Raionirovm!ie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (191.5), p. 279. 

' SSSR: Tsentral'nyi ltpr:>lnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Socyva : 2 Se;siya (1926), 
p. 406. 

z PUmovoe Khozyaistvr:>, No. s, 1926, p. zzz; No.3, 19z6, p. zoo. 
3 Ve~tnik Finansov, No. 3, March 19ZS, p. 135; comparative figures in 

Rnionirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (I9z5), p. 279, relate only to officials of 
district executive committees and village Soviets. . + See p. Z77 above. 

~ Bol'shevik, No. s-6 (:a1-22), March as, 1925, pp: us-r:as. The attack 
appeared to refiectjealou.sy of Gosplan in Vesenkha circles; JllO&t of the Gosplan 
experts were non-party and therefore vulnerable. This time Alexandrov 
replied in PUnwvoe Khozyaistva, No. II, 1925, pp. Z97-JOI, and was again 
attacked in Bol'shi!Vik, No.5, March 15,1926, pp. 70-75. 

6 Ek01Wmichtskaya Zhizn', March 14, 1926. 
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against the introduction of the new system. But the weaker 
national units had no such resources : and the over-all uniform 
authority of Gosplan and its agents dimmed the reality of the 
original picture of federal diversity. Within the RSFSR the same 
process moved more rapidly still. In theory, the accepted 
principle was still to regard '' not only the union republics, but 
each separate autonomous republic and region as a national unit 
with an economic organism of its own ". 1 Of the II autonomous 
SSRs within the RSFSR, the seven largest- the Bashkir, 
Crimean, Dagestan, Buryat-Mongol, Yakut, Kazakh and Kirgiz 2 

SSRs- were independent units enjoying the status of regions ; 
the remaining four-the Karelian, Tatar, Chuvash and Volga 
German SSRs- were incorporated as units in the regions to 
which they geographically belonged, and were assimilated to the 
status of ordinary departments, having, in effect, the same measure 
of administrative independence- neither more nor less.3 The 
Bashkir SSR, assimilated to the status of a region, divided itself 
into districts in such a way as to create compact and self-contained 
national units of Bashkirs, Russians and other minorities. But 
this arrangement worked badly owing to the difficulty of finding 
qualified native officials for the national units. 4 The autonomous 
regions had the administrative status of departments of the regions 
in which they were incorporated.5 Everywhere " separate terri-

' Plamrvot Khozyaiot'Vo, No. 5, 1926, p. 194· 
~ The Kirgiz autonomous region became an autonomous SSR in April 1927 

(Sobtanit Uzalwnenii, 1927, No. 40, art. 258). 
l The Moldavian autonomous SSR, the Abkhazian and Ajarian autonomous 

SSRs, and the Tajik autonomous SSR had the same status within the Ukrainian, 
Georgian and Uzbek SSRs respectively. 

• XII V;erossii.skii Tsentral'nyi Ispolm.ttl'nyi Komitet : Vtoraya Sessiya 
(1925), p. 209. 

• The RSFSR contained rz autonomous regions-the Adygeisk, Cher
kessian, Kabardino-Batkarsh, North Osetian, Ingush and Chechen autonomous 
regions, included in the North Caucasian region ; the Komi autonomous 
region, included in the North-Eastern region; the Marl and Votyak auto
nomous regions, included in the Vjrutka region ; the Kahnyk autonomous region, 
included in the Lower Volga region; the Oirot autonomous region, included in 
the Siberian region; and the Kara-Kalpak autonomous region, included in the 
Ka2~h autonom:ous SSR. The Transcaucasian SFSR contained the Yugo
Oset.Lan autonomous region, included in the Georgian SSR, and the Nakichevan 
autonomous SSR and the Nagorny-Karabakh autonomous region, both included 
in th~ • .Uerbaijan SSR. The Nakichevan autonomous SSR, populated by Turks, 
was mcluded administratively in Azerbaijan, though it was separated from 
Azerbaijan by Armenian territory, lying on the Turkish frontiel' of Armenia. 
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torial units were left after the reform with even reduced rights " ; 
and the enemies of the scheme denounced its " exaggerated 
centralization ".I Throughout this period the theory was pro
claimed that " the national principle (the principle of the self
determination of nationalities in the USSR) and the principle of 
economic regionalization merely complement each other ".2 But 
national diversities, while they were not repudiated and continued 
to enjoy respectful recognition, came to seem less important, and 
were viewed with increasing impatience by practical adminis
trators. The new order was based on other criteria. A proposal 
by the eccentric lawyer Reisner to transform the Council of 
Nationalities into a Council of Economic Regions 3 was not taken 
seriously. But it was a logical expression of the current trend. 

Finally, regionalization had the effect of breaking down the 
old administrative system and substituting one professedly in
spired by new and revolutionary ideas. In some respects, no 
doubt, the regions, departments and districts were merely the old 
provinces, counties and rural districts writ large : a good many 
of the old capitals and centres were retained, and many officials 
were inherited by the new regime from the old. But what re
mained intact was less striking than what was changed. 

All over Russia [wrote an enthusiastic commentatorl the 
conventional boundaries of the old territorial units are being 
broken down, giving place to a better conjunction of human, 
natural and technical resources in the interests of the maxi
mum economic development of each sector of territory and 
population. 4 

The old county capitals, which were " petty bourgeois towns, 
nests of the gentry, the landowners, the officials, the bourgeoisie ", 
were being superseded by new" productive proletarian centres ".s 
The disappearance of the old landmarks and the old names, the 
delimitation of new divisions and subdivisions, the arrival from 
Moscow of specialists and experts in planning, were a visible 
symbol of the consolidation of the revolution in the countryside. 

1 Planwoe Kho:ryaistvo, No. z, 1927, p. 231. 
• Pyatiletnii Plan Narod1W-Kho:ryaistvmnogo Stroitel'stva SSSR (1929), 

m, ll. I Sovetskoe Stroitel'ftvo: Sbomik, i (1925), 192-207. 
• Sotsialisticheskoe Khol!lyaistvo, No.3, 1925, p. 234· 
• Rairmirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), pp. 13-14. 
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The revolution had evolved its own administrative structure ; 
and emphasis v.·as laid on concentration rather than on devolution. 

The territory has in any case not been divided (ran another 
contemporary statement], but organized. Regionalism is not a 
measure of decentralization, but on the contrary one of the 
important methods of concentrating resources, attention, will, 
management and organization on Soviet construction. I 

The newly built pyramid of regions, departments and districts 
had much the same significance as the creation of the Napoleonic 
departments in France in the aftermath of the French revolution. 
At one stroke, it swept away the administrative trappings of the 
past, cut across local loyalties, traditions and diversities, and laid 
the foundation of a uniform centralized system. 

The full balance-sheet of regionalization had, however, its 
debit as well as its credit entries. It was essentially an adminis
trative measure directed to rationalize the structure of the adminis
tration. It was designed by bureaucrats to provide a foundation 
or a framework for an efficient bureaucracy. Its importance in 
this respect should not be underestimated. The administrative 
machine inherited by the revolution from the Tsarist regime was 
a by-word for backwardness and inefficiency. Since no modern 
state can exist without a large-scale bureaucracy, an efficient 
bureaucracy is a condition of survival. But it is also true that, 
the more efficient and more highly centralized the administrative 
machine, the greater its divorce from the daily concerns of the 
population which it purports to serve, and the more intolerant it 
becomes of the diversity and irrationality of local needs and local 
claims. While in one sense Bolshevism was of necessity a great 
promoter of bureaucracy, hostility to the spirit of bureaucracy 
(" bureaucratism ") was deeply ingrained in the Bolshevik tradi
tion. The campaign of Lenin's last years was waged not merely 
against inefficient bureaucracy, but against " bureaucratism " as 
such . 

. H~w ~sit possible to end bureaucratism [he wrote) except by 
bn~gmg m workers and peasants ? . • • If we want to struggle 
aga.J.nst bureaucratism, we must bring in the lower ranks,2 

I EkO?Wmicherkoe Ol>ozrsnie, March 19:t6, p. 188. 
• L<:nin, Sothilleniya, :xxv, 495-496. 
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Regionalization, imposed from above in the interest of a more 
efficient and more centralized authority, not only took no account 
of the "lower ranks", but, by curtailing the number and in
creasing the size of the smallest units of administration through
out the country, appeared to limit rather than to expand the 
contacts of the administration with the masses. It is therefore 
not surprising that it should have provoked a healthy reaction 
in the form of a demand to strengthen the administrative structure 
at those lowest levels which the regionalization policy had ignored 
or sought to contract, and thus to provide increased opportunities 
for the participation of the "lower ranks". This was an im
portant element in the campaign which began in the autumn of 
1924 for the " revitalization of the Soviets ". 



CHAPTER 22 

REVITALIZING THE SOVIETS 

(a) The Soviets in Decline 

THE constitutional theory embodied in the Bolshevik slogan 
" All power to the Soviets " had regarded each and every 
local Soviet of workers or peasants as the repository and 

representative of the will of the sovereign people, the source from 
which congresses of Soviets and their executive organs derived a 
delegated authority. Already in the first months of the regime 
the anarchic implications of this theory clashed with the practical 
needs of an efficient central government ; and the transformation 
of Soviets into organs of local administration and agencies of the 
central power had begun.1 The civil war radically affected this 
process in several different ways. It swept away altogether a large 
part of the precarious Soviet structure built up after the revolu
tion. Where Soviets survived in the cities, they were quickly 
integrated into the governmental machine and lost their independ
ent or representative character. Where they survived in rural 
areas, they tended to assume a non-party or sometimes even SR 
complexion, and, especially after the grain requisitions and the 
Bolshevik experiment with the committees of poor peasants, 
became open or covert rallying-grounds for potential opposition 
to the regime. During the civil war it was opposition spokesmen 
who most loudly championed the Soviets. At the seventh All
Russian Congress of Soviets in December 1919 Martov com
plained of " a dying-out of the fundamental institutions on which 
the Soviet constitution rests " ; ~ and a year later the SRs sub
mitted to the eighth congress a resolution complaining that " the 
Soviets have never been convened or, if they have, have met only 
to approve work already done by their central executive com-

' For the first steps in this process see The Bolshev-ik Revolution, I9I7-I923, 
Vol. t, pp. I33-l35· • ;' Vserosriiskii S"e:::d Sovetot1 (I9ZO), p. 61. 
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mittees and presidia ", and that " millions of peasants " h~• been 
deprived of their political rights. 1 About the same time L~ 
admitted that a majority of delegates at a Moscow provincial 
conference of rural Soviets had " openly or indirectly abused the 
central power ". 2 The slogan " Soviets without communists " at 
the time of the Kronstadt insurrection was a legacy of this opposi~ 
tion. Vvnen the civil war ended, and the introduction of NEP 
heralded a return to stable conditions, two different tasks con~ 
fronted those who attempted to restore the shattered structure 
of local administration. The first was to overcome anarchy and 
disorganization by setting up an efficient and more or less uniform 
system : and this implied a large measure of centralized dis
cipline and control. The second was to build up a body of loyal 
support for the regime in the countryside : and this implied 
political methods of conciliation and compromise to match the 
economic methods of NEP. The problem of discharging these 
tasks under the leadership of a party whose rural membership 
was both quantitatively and qualitatively weak was a facet of the 
broader problem of establishing and maintaining in a predomin
antly peasant community a regime whose personnel and pro
gramme were predominantly urban. 

The reconstitution of the hierarchy of Soviet institutions after 
the civil war was a gradual process and proceeded from the centre 
outwards and from the top downwards. In the central provinces, 
the administrative machinery of the provinces and counties had 
survived the civil war or was gradually restored. Decrees pro
viding for the setting up of county congresses of Soviets and 
executive committees, of rural district congresses of Soviets and 
executive committees and of village Soviets, were issued as early 
as January 1922.3 But it is doubtful whether these were effective 
at the lower levels. The restoration of Soviet institutions at the 
higher levels presented no insuperable difficulties. A statute 
defining the powers, and gove,ming the proceedings, of pro
vincial congresses of Soviets and their executive committees was 
adopted in October 1922." County congresses of Soviets and 

I Vcs'moi Vurossiirkii S"ezd Scvetov (!921), pp. ss-s6. 
~ See The Bolshevik Revolution, .f9I7-I9Z3, Vol. 2, p. 170. 
3 Sobranie Uzakrmenii, .f922, No. Io, arts. 91, 92, 93· 
• Ibid. No. 72-73, art. 907; for an amending statute of the following year 

see Soln-anie Uzalumenii, I923, No. IOJ·IOf, art. 1026. 
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executive committees began to re~establish their authority. At 
these levels, and in the central provinces, 1 the complex system 
worked with reasonable regularity and formal efficiency, though 
congresses of Soviets appear to have met at less frequent intervals 
than ,,as originally intended. But in the purely rural parts of 
the machine- the rural district congresses and executive com
mittees and the village Soviets - irregularities and abuses were 
the rule rather than the exception. These organizations were the 
weakest link in the Soviet chain. 

The rural district executive committee was the lowest Soviet 
executive organ in regular contact with the peasant population. 
It was nominally elected by the rural district congress of Soviets 
composed of delegates from the villages. But the electoral system 
at this time clearly did not work effectively, or sometimes did not 
work at all. Where it worked, the results might be disconcerting. 
Rykov at the twelfth party congress of April 1923 complained 
that the rural district executive committees had become simply 
the tools of " kulak power " in the countryside. 2 Zinoviev at the 
party central committee in October 1924 quoted a sarcastic com
ment on cooperation between " a drunken priest and a drunken 
rural district executive committee " as the perfect example of the 
" link" between worker and peasant. Worse still, " the poor 
peasant comes with a request and will get nowhere ; but when a 
man comes who knows how to make requests, everything will be 
done for him -yes, because he will give a bribe ". J Rykov 
declared that " bribery, driven from the railways and from the 
higher provincial and central apparatus, still exists in the lower 
[Soviet] apparatus", where officials were paid only 20 chervonets 
rubles a month. 4 At the same time the familiar charge of bureau
cratic arrogance on the part of the higher Soviet authorities may 
not have been wholly unfounded. 

The provincial and county organizations [wrote one critic] 
adopt an inexcusably domineering and pompous attitude to 

• 
1 Subject to variations in local conditions, it is broadly tnle to say that 

m the eastern republics, autonomous republics and autonomous regions the 
system of local Soviets scal'(:e]y eJcisted before the middle nineteen-twenties 
(see pp. 36+·365 below). 

• !AJenadtsatyi S"e::d Rouiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi PaTtii (Bol'shevikov) 
(19ZJ), p. +J:t. 3 G. Zinoviev, Lit.som k Derevne (1925), p. 68. 

+ A. I. Rykov, Sochineniya, iii (1929), 93· 
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rural district workers, and this is passed on by the rural district 
workers to workers in the village. 1 

The lower Soviet organs were harried by a continuous flow of 
instructions from above : 

In every decree there is a point where it is laid down that 
this or that People's Commissariat has to work out an instruc
tion in order to give effect to it. Our countryside, our lower 
Soviet apparatus, lives on these circulars. 2 

The administrative apparatus was overloaded, inexperienced and 
out of touch with a scattered and politically untutored peasantry. 
It is not surprising that it creaked in every joint. 

The primitiveness and inefficiency of the rural district 
organization was multiplied tenfold at the level of the village 
Soviet. In the countryside, as Enukidze said, " every social cause 
comes up against lack of culture ".3 The village Soviet itself was 
still an alien institution. So long as it remained, in accordance 
with the original intention, a general assembly of citizens, it had 
followed the well-understood pattern of the ancient village meeting 
or skhod. 4 But once the village Soviet had everywhere become a 

• Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. s-6, 192.5, pp. ::og-.no. 
3 SSSR: Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Kamitet 2 Sozyva : 3 Sessiya (19:0:5), 

p. 63. 
3 Sovethchanie po Voprosam 80'1Jetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' 

(1925), p. 140. 
4 The skhod, which dated from Tsarist times, was the village meeting ; 

where the commWlal system of land tenure still prevailed, the skhod was also 
the assembly of the mir or obshchina. The president of the skhod was the 
starosta or village elder. It was not, strictly speaking, a public body. It had 
no constitutional status, no officially recognized duties except the periodical re
distribution of the land and the collection and payment of tax ; but it some
times petfomted primitive functions of local government. In a society where 
the boundary between public and private law was undefined, and "ownership" 
of land was an uncertain and fluctuating concept, no clear distinction was drawn 
between the village as an administrative Wlit and the mir as the community in 
which the land was vested ; and the skhod functioned indifferently as the 
assembly of both. The origins! constitution of the RSFSR refened (art. 57) 
to " the general assembly of electors" of the village, which elected deputies 
to the village Soviet, or," where this is recognized as realizable", itself con
stituted the Soviet. But no light was thrown on the identity or otherwise of the 
assembly of electors with the traditional skhod. The agrarian code of 1922 drew 
a distinction between administrative and economic units, recognizing the village 
Soviet as a state organ and the miT or obshchina as an association enjoying rights 
of utilization of land, the skhod being the organ of the mir. But here too the 
question of its identity with the general assembly of citizens Wall left obscure ; 
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body of delegates elected by the population, unfamiliar procedures 
were invoked. The skhod had normally, though not always, been 
confined to heads of dvors or households ; where this had been 
the practice, it was difficult to conYince the peasant that all adults 
were entitled to participate in elections to the Soviets. The head 
of the dvor came to vote on the assumption that " he alone can 
represent his whole family ". 1 In a society totally unused to 
decisions taken by majority vote, the view of the franchise as a 
right of the individual made no sense. 

The peasantry takes little part in elections [said one obsenrer] 
not from evil intent, but simply because it has poor education 
and poor understanding of the meaning of elections. 

And another added : 

Historical conditions with us were such that the masses of 
peasants and workers never took part in electing organs of 
government : it goes without saying that we could not in seven 
years transform the views of the peasantry on government, on 
elections, on participation in state administration. 2 

Though the size of the village made it increasingly difficult for all 
voters to travel to the centre, individual and separate voting would 
have been inconceivable ; for an election to be valid it must be 
conducted by an assembly of electors all meeting together in the 
same place. One such electoral meeting was described as having 
lasted from 2 o'clock in the afternoon till 5 o'clock next morning; 
on this occasion the party officials apparently refused to nominate 
candidates, and left the peasants to decide for themselves. 3 This 
collective procedure raised the difficulty that many village centres 
did not possess a building large enough to hold all the electors ; 
and the argument that the elections should be held at a time when 
no work could be done in the fields clashed with the argument 
that they should be held in summer when the meeting could take 
place in the open air.-+ Lack of electoral experience was also 

and it can be assumed that, whatever legal or constitutional theories were 
propounded in Moscow, the assembly of peasants which gathered to elect the 
village Soviet regarded itself as the village ~khod. 

' S~YVeshchanie po Vopra$am Sowuskogo Stroitel'~tva I925 g. : Yanvar' 
(J92S), pp. 26, 173; id. : Aprel' (1925), p. :;x. 

• ld.: YaiW(J.r' (1925), pp. 77, I7J. 3 Ibid. p. 152. 
• Tretii S"ezd Sm;etov SSSR (1925), p. 297; Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. 

s-6, 1925, p. 74; Vlll$t' Sovetoo, No. 22, May 30, 1926, p. :n. 
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suggested by a system of'' net "votes sometimes adopted. Where 
this method was in force, electors were entitled to cast votes " for " 
or " against " each candidate on the list : the " net " vote was 
obtained by subtracting votes " against " from votes " for ", and 
determined the place of the candidate in the final list. 1 What 
happened if no candidate obtained a net surplus is not disclosed. 
The method of election of delegates to the rural district congress 
of Soviets also varied : sometimes they were elected by the 
village Soviet (this seems to have been the original intention) 
and sometimes by the meeting which elected the village Soviet. 2 

Nor did shortcomings end with the elections. Model village 
Soviets existed such as one in the Ukraine which met nineteen 
times during the year, discussed repair of roads and buildings, the 
supply of fuel to the village school, the liquidation of illiteracy and 
other topics : 44 out of 46 members of this Soviet were literate. J 

Another village Soviet in the Ukraine set up a commission on 
abortion presided over by a doctor, and " without the consent of 
the doctor no abortion can be arranged "-a totally irregular, 
but perhaps salutary, arrogation of powers.4 But such active 
Soviets were rare. Probably more typical was the village Soviet 
75 miles from Odessa which had never heard of the statute of 
village Soviets : complaints were common that village Soviets, 
and even rural district executive committees, did not possess the 
official codes of law and collections of decrees, and were entirely 
dependent on orders and circulars received from higher local 
authorities.s 

One of the perennial obstacles to the creation of a working 
system of local government was the difficulty of delimiting the 
functions and competence of organs at different levels of the 
Soviet hierarchy. The theory that the sovereign authority resided 
in the Soviet as such was never formally abandoned ; and this 
meant that no conception of ultra vires could ever apply to the 
action of a Soviet. If the village Soviet could in fact levy con
tributions from the peasants, or impose labour service on them, 
no higher authority would interfere. A professor at the Institute 

1 Bol'thevik, No. 7·8, April 30, 1926, p. 6+ 
~ No. Agramom Fronte, No. 5-6, l925, p. 6o. 
3 Soveshchrmie po Voprosam Sovettkogo Stroitel'stvo. :rg25 g. : Yanvar' 

(1925), pp. SZ-53· 4 Ibid. p. 85. ' Ibid. pp. Sz, 121. 
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of Soviet Construction (an offshoot of the Communist Academy) 
held up to ridicule a series of regulations issued by the Y aroslav 
provincial executive committee and attacked regulations issued 
by other local authorities. But the point was that the regulations 
were absurd in content, not that they were ultra v£res.1 Some 
local authorities claimed the right to decide on what date decrees 
issued in Moscow were to come into effect in the territories under 
their jurisdiction. Peasants complained that, if a decree arrived 
which conferred some benefit on the population, its application 
was delayed by the rural district authorities, whereas, if a decree 
was received which" takes something from the population", it was 
put into force at once. 2 On the other hand, the authority of the 
lower Soviets was limited by lack of funds and of any power 
of enforcement beyond what they could derive from local tradi
tion, and complaints were frequent that village Soviets had no 
rights at all. 3 Sovkhozy notoriously refused to recognize any 
authority lower than that of the province, and would have no 
dealings with the village Soviets or even with the rural district 
committees in whose areas they were situated. 4 But the mir and 
the kolkhoz, though they were required by the agrarian code to 
register with the village Soviet, were equally unamenable to its 
controLs Where so much theoretical confusion and uncertainty 
prevailed, the reality of the authority exercised by Soviet institu
tions at all levels depended largely on finance. It is significant 
that the first serious attempt to define the legislative powers of 
district and rural district executive committees by decree of the 
RSFSR 6 should have been made in April 1925 at the moment 
when independent district budgets were being introduced. 7 A 
decree of about the same time authorizing village Soviets to call 
on compulsory labour for dealing with forest fires or repairing 

1 Sovetskoe StToitel'1tuo: SborniR, iv-v (19z6), 78-81. 
~ Ibid. iv-v, 93-94· 
3 Such a complaint from Dagestan is picturesquely recorded in Vlost' 

Sooetov, No. 28-29, July 19, 1925, p. 25. 
4 Stn~eslu:hanie po Vopr0$am Sovetskago Stroitel'st<va rgzs g. : Aprel' (19:0:5), 

pp. :o:o, 55· 
• Ibid. p. 5 I ; the speaker who made this complaint repeated the comrnon 

failure to distinguish between public and private law by arguing that the cause 
of the recalcitrance of land-owning associations to public control was that they 
were recognized as juridical persons. 

6 Sobr011ie U~<akorumii, 1925, No. 24, art. J70. 
7 See Note A: "LoW Finance" (pp, +55·465 below). 
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roads 1 was an odd anomaly which must have been provoked 
by some now forgotten emergency. The powers exercised in 
practice by the village Soviet were certainly not limited to these 
contingencies, and did not rest on decrees. At a level where a 
monetary economy was not yet effective, tradition and habit were 
still major factors determining the competence of the lower Soviet 
organs. 

It was in part a cause, and in part a symptom, of these defects 
that the communist party had not yet acquired any firm foothold 
in the countryside. In 1925 only one out of every 25 or 30 
villages contained a party cell, 2 and an observer still later recorded 
the impression that " in the countryside the party exists mostly 
on paper ".3 Of a total of nearly 7oo,ooo party members in the 
autumn of 1924, only ISO,ooo lived and worked outside the towns. 
Of these, 45,ooo were in the central provinces of the RSFSR and 
16,ooo in the Ukraine. In remoter regions the crust of rural 
party members was very thinly spread ; at the bottom of the scale, 
the White Russian SSR had only 3700 and the Far Eastern region 
3000. Of this total it was estimated that only 35 per cent were 
actively engaged in agricultural work, and only 15 per cent 
employed exclusively in it. From 20 to 30 per cent were party 
officials sent from the centre to run the local party organizations 
and without original connexions with the locality. With members 
so widely scattered, meetings of party cells were rare, and were 
suspended altogether in the summer when all hands were required 
for the harvest. The low morale of the party members themselves 
was no doubt partly attributable to their isolation. The proportion 
of resignations from the party and of expulsions for misconduct 
was significantly higher in the countryside than in the towns.4 

In these conditions party control of administration outside the 
large centres was tenuous and precarious. The proportion of 
communists in Soviet organs of the RSFSR (for which alone these 

' Sobranie Uzakonenii, X925, No. 57, art. 455· 
~ Bol'shevik, No. 23-:z4, December 30, 1925, p, 44· 
J A. M. Bolshakov, SD'Vetskaya Derwnya, r9J7-r927 (1927), p. 425. 
4 Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. 2, 1925, pp. IOJ-112- a balanced and in

fonnative account ; for the presence of "elements which discredit the party in 
the countryside" see Wid. No. s-6, 1925, p. 207. 
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statistics were available) varied on a consistent pattern : it was 
higher in the higher organs than in the lower, in the towns than 
in the country, and in the executive committees than in the con
gresses of Soviets which appointed them. In the town and factory 
Soviets of provincial capitals of the RSFSR the proportion of 
communists early in 1924 was as high as 91 per cent; in the town 
Soviets of county capitals it reached 61 per cent. At the county 
level, the congresses of Soviets contained 54'5 per cent of com
munist delegates, the executive committees 8 I per cent. Below 
county level, communists were everywhere in a minority in the 
Soviet organs. In the rural district executive committees the pro
portion reached 40 per cent, but fell to 1 r ·7 per cent in the 
rural district congresses consisting of delegates from the villages, 
and to 6 per cent in the village Soviets, though even this was 
said to represent an improvement on the figures of two years 
earlier. Moreover, of party members in Soviet organs about one
half appear to have been not authentic workers or peasants, but 
" employees " - a good many of them probably party officials 
sent from headquarters on an unpopular assignment.1 The 
numerical weakness of the party in the countryside confronted 
the leaders with a constant dilemma. If the party refrained from 
intervening actively in the work of the lower Soviet organs, these 
fell under the control of the minority of well-to-do peasants, and 
the cr:y was raised that the Soviets were in the hands of the 
kulaks. If the party instructed its nominees to enforce party 
policy, the charge of party dictatorship was unavoidable. Both 
these evils came to a head, and impinged strongly on the con· 

t For these figures see the tables in Sovety, S"ezdy SC'IJetov i lfpolkomy 
(NKVD, 1924), pp. II·5J: they were quoted by Stalin at the thirteenth party 
congress {Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, :zoo-2or). They presumably relate to the 
Soviet organs as they resulted from the elections of 1923 ; :figures for 1923 in 
Perevybory 'V Sovety RSFSR v :T9.:15-.r926 godu (1926), ii, rg, 39, differ in some 
details, but present the same gener:al picture. The ratio of " employees " to 
communists in Soviet organs varied fairly consistently round so per cent : on 
the reasonable assumption that virtually all the " employees " were party 
members, this means that about one-half of all party members in Soviet organs 
were " employees ". Molotov gave the proportion of party members in the 
rurul district executive committees after the elections in the autumn of 1924 
as 61 per eent (XIV S"ezd Vsesayu.•moi KommunUtiche&koi Partii (B) (1926), 
p. 66) : this figure related to the whole of the USSR, and indicates a higher 
proportion of party members in the executive committees of the other republics 
than in those of the RSFSR (where the corresponding:proportion was 40 per 
cent). 
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sciousness of the party leaders, in the autumn of r924. 
The growing economic influence of the kulaks, which first 

plainly declared itself at the time of the harvest of 1924, was 
quickly and automatically translated into political influence. 
From the earliest days, when rural Soviets were generally con~ 
trolled by SRs and dominated by the" kulak~ bourgeois element ", 1 

the well~to-do peasants had probably always had a numerical 
majority in them, the poor peasant being often afraid to attend 
meetings or lacking the leisure or transport to enable him to do 
so. In the latter part of 1924, when more than go per cent of the 
membership of village Soviets was peasant, only about 10 per 
cent of the members were " horseless " peasants. z What was 
new was the organized exploitation of the opportunities created 
by this predominance. In June 1924 Rykov complained of 
exemptions from agricultural tax secured by " kulaks sitting in 
the village and rural district Soviets ". 3 A little later a story was 
told from the department of Poltava of an order to restore 200 

desyatins of land " stolen " by kulaks which was cancelled by the 
secretary of the village Soviet under kulak pressure. 4 But the 
important thing was that kulak influence was no longer confined 
to illicit transactions, but was coming out boldly into the open. 
Bukharin thus described the situation in August 1924: 

Complicated processes are going on in the countryside ; the 
difference between poor and rich is increasing ; on the other 
hand an active Soviet-minded peasant youth is growing up ; 
teachers and agronomists are turning toward us. At the same 
time the kulak often worms his way into organs of administration 
or keeps the local authority in a position of economic depend
ence.s 

" The activity of kulak elements is growing ", said Kamenev with 
emphasis in September 1924, " and not only economic, but political, 
activity." The kulak, whose power had been increased by the 
poor harvest, was penetrating the lower levels of the Soviet 

1 See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9L7-I92J, Vol. z, p. 48, 
• Vlast' Sovetov, No. 1, January 4, 1925, p. 9· 
• A. I. Rykov, Stat'i i Rechi, iii (1929), 120. 
• SI)'OOshchan.ie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva r9z5 g. : Ya11var' 

(1925), p. 107. 
5 N. Bukharin, 0 Rablu!re i Sel'kore (znd ed. !926), p. 66. 
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system. 1 A month later Kamenev spoke to the Moscow pro
vincial party committee : 

Since . . . the kulak elements have the possibility of 
orientating themselves more quickly, acquiring the necessary 
knowledge and thus putting pressure on the organs of Soviet 
power, their influence grows ever stronger.:>. 

Nor was it possible unreservedly to condemn this unwelcome 
phenomenon. Politically, as well as economically, the kulak might 
well appear as a progressive force. It was the well-to-do peasant 
from whom the demand for an improved administration in the 
countryside mainly proceeded. An observer in January 1925 
offered a convincing diagnosis of the source of the new discontent: 

Has our apparatus really become worse in comparison with 
the past? No, comrades, our apparatus is, all the same, improv
ing. It was bureaucratic before, it is bureaucratic now, but 
even in its bureaucratic form it has begun to improve. But 
now its irregularities have become more conspicuous, our 
peasantry has grown up a little in comparison with the past, 
and, in particular, a well-to-do element has grown up in the 
village which reacts quickly to every trifle, every irregularity, 
and quickly knocks at the right door. That is why we have 
become conscious of this caprice, these shortcomings, which 
exist in the village.3 

The dilemma was constant : 

There is in the countryside no " Soviet action group " 
which could organize the countryside round itself. It does 
not exist, but its place may be taken, if we are not wide awake, 
by an" anti-Soviet action group ".4 

The other current evil, which appeared to be the only practical 
alternative to domination of the rural Soviets by kulaks, was the 
dictatorship of a handful of party officials and workers. Both 
opposite evils were encountered side by side. Party cells are 
said to have rarely existed in the rural district executive committees 
or, a fortiori, in the village Soviets, so that party influence could 
not make itself felt at all. An observer in January 1925 summed 
up the weakness of the party in a graphic phrase : " in the village, 

' L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rtchi, xi (l9Z9), l09. 2 Ibid. xi, 204. 
' Sov.:eshchanie po Voprosam S(l'f)ttslwgo Stroitel'stva J925 g. ; Yanva:r' 

(1925), p. 9'1-· 4 Sovetskoe Stroiul'stvo : Sbornik, iv-v (1926), I35· 
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as a rule, the Soviet apparatus eats up the party apparatus", 
whereas in the cities, " the provincial party committee often 
interferes in questions of Soviet organization in which, by rights, 
it ought not to interfere ".I But cases also occurred in the country
side in which a party fraction entirely usurped the functions of 
the presidium of a rural district executive committee. z Generally 
speaking, the party directives were conveyed to the lower Soviet 
organs in the countryside by a single party official who easily 
incurred the imputation of dictatorial behaviour. A common 
pattern was for a " qualified party worker " to be elected president 
of the village Soviet. He then conducted the business of the 
Soviet with a secretary, and rarely convened meetings of the 
Soviet, calling on the mass of members only when some piece of 
work had to be done to carry out the orders of the rural district 
executive committee. 3 Complaints were frequent that elections 
at all levels were turned into a farce by party nominations. When 
party officials from headquarters, the " county bosses ", urged the 
peasants to vote, the peasants answered : " Why should we come 
to the elections ? It makes no sense ; you have brought the list 
of the new executive committee with you in your pocket." 4 In 
Kazakhstan the local party secretary was said to appear at elec
tions with a ready-made list of candidates, which he put forward 
at the meeting with the enquiry " Who is against ? " s In a 
Siberian village, when the peasants refused to vote the list pro
posed by the electoral commission, the commission simply 
adjourned the meeting to the following day. This was repeated 
for seven days on end ; on the seventh day, the peasants stayed 
away, and the list was voted. 6 In the Stavropol department, 
village Soviets were in the habit of inviting the local party secretary, 
or the whole party cell, to participate in their deliberations; in 
one case the president of a village Soviet offered to divide his 
salary with the party secretary in return for the latter's help and 
guidance.? 

The general picture resulting from these arrangements was 

' SoveshcJumie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g.: Yanvar' 
(1915), p. t64. a Na Agramom Fronte, No. 5-6, 1925, p. 210. 

1 Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. : Yanvar' 
(1915), pp. 62, 64, 69. 4 Ibid. p. 152. 

5 Na Agrarnom Fronte, No.9, 1925, p. uS. 
6 Ibid. No. 5-6, 1925, p. 61. 7 Ibid. No. IO, 1925, p. IO. 
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one of almost complete divorce, and consequent mutual distrust, 
behveen the few party officials and the mass of peasants of what
ever category. " Party workers who are deficient in class con
sciousness or in experience", said a party report of March 1923, 
" quickly lose authority with the peasantry." 1 The party worker 
from the city had no sympathy with the peasant : the more 
efficient he was, the less patience he had. " We have beards for 
show purposes in our executive committees ", one of these was 
reported as saying, " and need nothing more. What sense do 
you expect from peasants ? " z When questions were asked by 
peasants at meetings of village Soviets or rural district executive 
committees, the party official who did not know the answer got 
out of it by abusing the questioner as a counter-revolutionary or a 
Menshevik.J Numerous stories were told of high-handed treat
ment of peasants. One president of a rural district executive com
mittee, a party nominee, was alleged to use a whip on the peasants 
or to " arrest peasants without any cause and then, after keeping 
them for some time in a cellar, let them go just as capriciously as 
he had arrested them" .4 One party official summoned peasants 
who were late with tax payments to his office and made them 
stand in the corner.s The peasant retaliated by treating the party 
member as an alien and an interloper. The peasants to whom 
Stalin gave an interview in March 1925 explained that " almost 
everywhere the party cells hold aloof from the peasants " ; " they 
live their way, we live our way", said a peasant from Tambov.6 
According to another observer, most peasants regarded com
munists as " clever fellows who could get a horse elected to the 
rural district executive committee if they wanted to ".1 

Even more serious resentment was felt against members of 

1 lrroestiya Tsentral'nogo Komitela Roniiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'. 
shtvi~·), No.3 {57), March 1923, p. 53· 

• Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I9Z5 g. ; Aprel' (1925), 
p. 7· 3 Id.: Yanvar' (1925), p. 163. 4 ibid. (1925), p. I4z. 

5 Many instances of the high-handed behaviour and I.U'lpopularity of party 
officials are quoted in Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo ; Sbornik, ii-iii (1925), 356-357; 
A.M. Bolshakov, Sovetskaya Deretmya, 1917-1927 (1927), pp. 329-331 . 

. • B~dnota, April 5, 1925 ; for this interview see Vol. I, p. 183 ; for a general 
diSCUliSIOn of the shortcomings of party work in rural areas see Bol'shevik, 
No. 3-4 (19-20), Febl'WU'}' 25, 1925, pp. 74-86. 

'Soveshchanie po Voprruam Sovetfkogo StrCiitel'stva 1925 g.: Yanvar' 
(1925), p. 126. 
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the Komsomol, who first became active in rural areas in 1924, 
especially after the encouragement given to such activity by the 
thirteenth party C(mgress in May of that year .1 A circular from 
the Komsomol central committee in February 1924 warned 
members of rural branches of the Komsomol against an attitude 
of "aloofness" from the peasant. :t But the imputation of aloofness 
was soon less common than that of active interference. A delegate 
from the neighbourhood of Moscow complained of Komsomol 
members who appeared at elections with ready-made lists : 

When we learn that out of 27 members elected to our 
Soviet, nine were women and nine Komsomol members, I 
doubt whether such a village Soviet would have authority with 
the peasant, who is accustomed to see in a village Soviet not 
Komsomol members and not women, but bearded elders. J 

In December 1924 the Orgburo inveighed against anti-religious 
excesses of Komsomol members in the countryside ; and six 
months later a Komsomol conference issued a warning of " the 
inadmissibility of incautious and clumsy methods of anti-religious 
propaganda " among the peasants.+ Other common and well 
substantiated charges against Komsomol members were of 
drunkenness and hooliganism.s The sins of the Komsomol 
aggravated the unpopularity of the party, since no clear line was 
drawn between them, and further complicated the task of establish
ing party authority in the countryside. 

These resentments and embarrassments accumulated slowly 
in the first years of NEP. The symptom which caused most dis
quiet in party circles was that participation in elections to Soviets, 
after rising sharply in 1923, fell back in the following year. 
According to returns quoted by Kaganovich (covering, however, 
only 12 provinces), 22·3 per cent of electors voted in 1922, 35 per 

' See p. 99 above, 
• Spravochnik Partiinogo Rabotnika, iv (1924), 255. 
' Soveshchard.e po Voprosam S01Jetskogo Stroitel'stva I9Z5 g. : Yanvar' 

(19:t5), p. 93 ; for the prejudice against women in the Soviets seep. 32:t, note 
4 below. 

4 Spravoclmik Partii'nogo Rabotnika, iv (1924), 396; v, I9:t5 (1926), 431. 
• A. M. Bolshakov, Sovetskaya Derevnya, I9I7-I9Z7 (1927), p. 334; 

Stalin in April 1925 refened to the shortcomings of Komsomol work in the 
countryside (Sochineniya, vii, 8o-8z). 
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cent in 1923 and only 31 per cent in 1924.1 What appear to be 
the fullest available figures show that in 1923 in 68 provinces 14 
million out of a potential 37·6 million voters went to the polls 
(or 37 per cent), and in 1924 in 49 provinces 8·4 million out of a 
potentialzg·z million (or 28·9 per cent). In 1923, in one~half of 
the provinces covered, the proportion of those voting ranged from 
35 to 50 per cent; in only oneRthird did the proportion fall 
below 35 per cent. In 1924 it fell below 35 per cent in three
quarters of the provinces covered.2 Since these figures were likely 
to relate to provinces where voting had been most active, the 
estimate in a party report that only from r 5 to 20 per cent of 
qualified electors voted in the 1924 elections as a whole 3 may 
well be correct. What increased the disquiet was that, while the 
proportion of those voting declined, the proportion of communists 
elected rose substantially. The proportion of members of the 
party and the Komsomol elected to village Soviets increased from 
7·8 per cent in 1923 to 12 per cent in 1924, to rural district con
gresses from 17·8 per cent to 27 per cent and to rural district 
executive committees from 48·5 per cent to 61·4 per cent.4 But, 
as Molotov later asserted, there was " much that was inflated, 
unstable and insecure " in this progress, and " this seeming, 
external, statistical increase in the leadership of the countryside 
by the party did not bear witness to a real improvement in that 
leadership ".s On the contrary, the increasing apathy of the 
ordinary voter at a time when more communists were entering 
the village Soviets seemed to point to a growing indifference or 
hostility in the mass of the peasantry to the party and to the 
regime. 

(b) " Face to the Countryside" 

Such were the conditions when, in the autumn of 1924, the 
party for the first time turned its serious attention to the question 
of the rural Soviets, to the backwardness of local administration 
and to the scarcity of suitable officials, especially at the lowest 

' Sot·eshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' 
(t925), p. Ill. • Sovetskoe Stroitel'sroo: Sbornik, i (I925), 39-40. 

J l:roesti;va Tsentral'nogo Komiteta RosUiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'
sllef!ikO'I!), No. 9 (~), March z, 1925, p. r. 

• Sovetskoe Stroitel'stoo : Sbornik, i (1925), 5l· 
s XIV S"ezd Vseroyuznc>i Kommunisticheskoi Partii (11) (19~6), p. 66. 
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levels. Administrative decentralization was part of the general 
reaction against the rigours of war communism. At first it was 
applied mainly to the organization of essential industries, and did 
not extend to the less urgent sphere of political administration, 
especially in the countryside, where few party or Soviet workers 
were available, and where peasant mistrust was a formidable 
barrier to innovation.r It was only from 1923 onwards, as the 
peasant became more and more the focus of economic policy, that 
notice began to be taken of the political importance of the Soviet 
machine in the countryside. Stalin in his speech at the twelfth 
party congress of April 1923 attacked the " simplified " form of 
administration in which everything was decided at the centre, 
and went on: 

In our Soviet land we put into effect a different system of 
administration, a system of administration that permits us to 
anticipate with accuracy all changes, everything that is going on 
among the peasants, among the nationalities, among the so
called " other races " and the Russians ; the system of supreme 
organs must include a series of barometers which will detect 
every change, will record and forestall , .. any possible tumults 
or discontents. That is the Soviet system of government.~ 

This was evidently an idealized picture of how the system ought 
to work, not a description of how it actually did work. But it was 
symptomatic of a new recognition of the problem. The resolu
tion of the congress on party work in the countryside (the first 
special resolution on this subject passed by a party congress) 
drew emphatic attention to present shortcomings : 

The rural district and village apparatus of the Soviet power 
is filled to a large extent by those elements of the rural semi
intelligentsia who have from of old been connected mainly with 
the well-to-do strata in the countryside, and introduce into the 
Soviet apparatus the traditions of the period of serfdom with its 
roughness, its contempt for the peasant and his needs, its 
haughty indifference to his backwardness, his illiteracy, his in
ability to find his way about in the Soviet apparatus. 

By way of prescription, however, the resolution had little to offer 
but general exhortation. The " rural district and village apparatus 

Sovetskoe Stroitel'sevo: Sbornik, i (1925), s-8. 
• Stalin, S()(;hineniya, v, 259-260. 
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of power " must be strengthened ; in place of " the old rural 
district clerk who was one of the basic instruments for oppressing 
the peasant masses ", a peasant "\Yho had been through the civil 
war and the school of party teaching should be installed as secretary 
of the rural district executive committee. But candidates with 
these qualifications were scarce ; and the concrete recommenda
tion to send reliable party officials from headquarters to occupy 
key posts in the countryside was too unpopular among party 
officials themselves to be -..videly adopted.1 A year later, at the 
thirteenth party congress, the same recommendation was repeated. 
By this time the rising power of the kulaks was beginning to 
attract attention ; the freeing of the " lower Soviet and party 
apparatus in the countryside" from kulak influence, as well as an 
improvement of its quality, was proclaimed as the goal. z But the 
discussion which took place on that occasion about the peasant 
committees of mutual aid revealed the reluctance of powerful 
elements in the party to disturb the existing situation, which left 
the control of local administration in the countryside largely in 
the hands of well-to-do peasants friendly to the new policies 
of the regime.3 Reforming influences progressively lost their 
strength the further from the centre they were required to operate. 

In the autumn of 1924 the situation had become too grave to 
be ignored. The harvest had been a partial failure ; the Georgian 
rising and the Dymovka scandal were popular themes of dis
cussion in party circles ; and Zinoviev had recently proclaimed 
the slogan " Face to the countryside ". Zinoviev, now at the 
zenith of his career and of his ambitions, again took the lead. To 
meet the growing menace of inefficiency and dissatisfaction in 
the countryside, a new slogan -" The Revitalization of the 
Soviets " 4 - was launched in an article in Pravda of October 

' VKP(B) v Re::o/yutsiyakA (1941), i, 516-519. From I9Z3 onwards a 
journal under the title Sovetskaya Volost' was issued by Narkomvnudel; files 
of it have not been available. 

' VKP(B) v Re:::olyutsiyakh (1941), i, 595· 
1 See The Interregnum, Z92J-I924, pp. 148-149; for subsequent attempts 

to make use of the committees see Note B : " Peasant Committees of Mutual 
Aid " (pp. 466-467 below), 

4 The phrase came from Lenin, who in his letter to Myasnikov of May 
t9ZI (see The Bolshevik Revo/utirm, I9I7-I923, Vol. 1, p. :ao8) had coined, or 
endoned, the watchword : " to revitalize the Soviets, to attract non-party 
people, to use the non-party people to check the work of p8rty members " 
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11, 1924, which was evidently intended to sound the key-note for 
the forthcoming sessions of VTsiK and of the party central com
mittee. " Large successes ", Zinoviev claimed, had been achieved 
in improving administration at the provincial, and in part at the 
county, level. Reform must now be extended to the rural district 
and the village. He admitted that the question had been raised 
many times before, though without result. The slogan '' Down 
with the kulaks and their stooges "must not be taken to imply that 
only party members should be admitted to Soviets and Soviet 
organs. To identify the party with the Soviets was an old heresy ; 
in order to revitalize the Soviet apparatus it was necessary " to 
bind the local Soviets by unbreakable threads to the non-party 
masses of workers and peasants". The directives were: "Face 
to the countryside; more attention to non-party elements ; re
vitalization of the Soviets in the localities at all costs ". 

It was in the first flush of this campaign that the Ts!K of the 
RSFSR debated in October 1924 draft statutes for county and 
rural district congresses of Soviets and executive committees and 
for village Soviets. Kiselev, the official spokesman, announced 
that wider powers would be given to local organs. Now that 
" the economic potentialities of the rural district " had begun to 
be developed, it was time to think about the development of its 
rights. Rural district congresses of Soviets and executive com
mittees would henceforth be qualified to discuss " all state 
questions ", including questions " of the militia and of criminal 
investigation", and rural districts would for the first time have 
independent budgets. On the subject of village Soviets he was 
more guarded, admitting that they had hitherto had " only 
obligations and scarcely any rights ". But " with the enlargement 
of the rural districts it has become necessary to confer on village 
Soviets such rights as were, to some extent, enjoyed by rural 
district executive committees ". 1 In the ensuing debate Larin 
complained of the non-participation of women in the elections 
to village Soviets : in 1923 only 3 million women had voted as 

(Lenin, Sochiwmiya, xxvi, 474): the context suggests that the phrase may have 
been borrowed or adapted by Lenin from Myasnikov's letter or pamphlet, which 
have not been available. It is significant that the revitalization of the Soviets 
was from the outset connected with the recruitment of non-party elements. 

1 Vsmmiiskii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XI So.tyva : Vtoraya 
Sesslya (t92.4), pp. 44-so. 
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against 16 mi!Hon men, and the proportion of women elected 
had been lower still. Another speaker praised the proposal '' to 
create Soviet responsibility in the countryside under the leader~ 
ship of the communist party ". 1 Kalinin took exception to a 
reference to the rural district executive committees as " organs 
of local self-government", and propounded, for what must have 
been almost the last time, the classic doctrine of the sovereignty 
of the Soviets : 

Our rural district and other Soviet institutions are in 
principle not identical wi~~ organs of self~governm~nt. In 
drawing up the " statute for our executive committees
county, rural district and village- the chief principle is that 
they are infused with the unitary principle of power. Any one 
of our Soviets is a fragment of the sovereign power, which is 
fully embodied in the Union Congress of Soviets. 

Even the village Soviet, strictly speaking, has all the rights 
of the union congress, including international rights, within 
the limits of its territory. It does not have envoys in other 
countries only because its territory is bounded by the Soviet 
Union. In principle, it seems to me, this is a unitary power. 
Our statute ought, therefore, to be infused with the unity of 
power:~ 

But this was a lost cause, or an excursion into Utopia. 'Wbat 
TsiK was debating was not the theory of political power, but the 
practical problem of creating a system of local government. At 
the end of the discussion, on October 16, 1924, three decrees were 
duly adopted, on county congresses of Soviets and executive com
mittees, on rural district congresses of Soviets and executive 
committees, and on village Soviets.J The usual constitutional 
ambiguity was apparent in the statute of the village Soviets. 
The village Soviet " carries out all legal decisions of the general 
meeting (skhoti) of citizens", by which it was elected. But it was 
at the same time " responsible to the appropriate rural district 
committee ". A separate decree was passed on the need to en
courage women to participate in the work of the Soviets.4 Carre-

' Vserossiiskii Tsentral'nyi bpolnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sozyva : Vtoraya 
Smiya (1924), pp. s6, 64. • Ibid. p. 71. 

1 Ibid. p. 4Z2; Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1924, No. 8:a, arts. 825, 8:a6, 827. 
~ Ibid. No. 82, art. 828. Spasmodic attempts were made throughout the 

ensuing campaign to increase the representation of women in the Soviets, 
but encountered strong resistance, Peasants were accustomed to see " not 
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sponding decrees of the Ukrainian and White Russian SSRs 
established a similar system of local government for these 
republics. 1 

The party central committee, which met on October 25, 1924, 
was concerned to see that these decrees should not once more 
remain a dead letter. On the eve of the meeting Stalin and 
Kaganovich addressed a gathering of secretaries of rural party 
cells. Stalin reiterated Zinoviev's programme : to revitalize the 
Soviets, to establish links between party members and the non
party masses in the countryside (the Georgian insurrection was 
attributed to failure to do this), and to draw politically active 
peasants into the work of administration. Kaganovich described 
the function of the Soviets as " the coupling of the dictatorship 

women, but bearded elders" in village assemblies ; to elect a woman meant 
" an empty place ", since " she is not summoned to meetings of the village 
Soviet, or, if she is summoned, her opinion is nat asked" (Soveshclumie po 
Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' (1925), pp. 93, 95). 
Stories were told of a peasant who, on learning that his wife had been elected 
to the Soviet, locked her up to prevent her from attending, and of women 
members of the Soviet who were set to wash the floor of the Soviet office 
(Sovetskoe Stroiul'stvo: Sbomik, ii-iii (I9ZS), 359). The campaign had some 
effect, the proportion of women in village Soviets rising from 2·a per cent 
in Z9Z3 to 9 per cent in 19~4-19~5 and ro·s per cent in I9ZS-I9~6, in rural 
district congresses of Soviets from 2·6 to 7·6 and 8·8 per cent, and in rural 
district executive committees from c·6 to 7·1 and 9 per cent in the same years 
(G. Mikhailov, Mestnoe Sovet:ikoe Upravlrmie (1927), p. 426). But this was 
attributed to a " definite pressure " on the electorate : " once a higher per
centage of women was required, it was produced ; but it has not been produced 
as the result of a dedared wish of the peasantry to introduce women into govern
ment" (Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva z925 g. : Aprel' 
(1925), p. 67). A woman complained that everyone in the Soviets, including 
the party workers, treated the women as "nincompoops " because they were 
illiterate (ibid. p. 104). In the re-elections of the spring of 19z5 the number 
of women elected was said to have decreased in places where pressure had 
previously been exercised to secure a quota of women in the Soviets, but 
ncreased elsewhere (Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. s-6, 1925, pp. 70, 7Z). In 
February 1926 a party conference was held on party work among worker and 
peasant women. A resolution on its conclusions was issued by the Orgburo 
(lzvertiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Vsaoy~~znoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. 9 (130), March 8, 1926, Prilozhenie, pp. 1-4); and the full text of its 
recommendations was published (ibid. No. rz-13 (133-134), April s, 1926, 
Prilozhenie, pp. i-.,"i). But the impression prevails that this was routine business 
to which no great importance was attached. 

' Sooetskoe Stroitel'stvo : Sbomik, i (I9ZS), s-8, discusses a number of 
differences of detail between the republics : the White Russian decrees had 
been adopted in July I9Z4 in advance of those of the RSFSR (Sobranie Uza
kommii SSR Belornssii, I924, No. 13, arts. IIJ-II6). 
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of the proletariat with the immense, unparalleled independence and 
support of millions of toilers " and " the coupling of the central
ism of state power with the broadest local self-government". 1 

Both Stalin and Zinoviev spoke on the topic in the central 
committee. z Molotov in his report sat delicately on the fence in 
criticizing the party attitude to the kulak : 

Instead of, in the person of the party and the Soviet power, 
isolating, and isolating ourselves from, the relatively small 
percentage of kulaks in the countryside, we sometimes include 
in the general rubric of kulaks a large percentage of the rural 
population which, in its majority, not only is not hostile, but 
need in no case become hostile, to the Soviet power. 3 

The resolution prescribed, in considerable detail, the functions of 
the party in the revitalization of the Soviets, The first point was 
to secure the election to rural Soviets and executive committees 
of a larger number of non-party peasants and peasant women, 
" especially those who enjoy authority in peasant circles ", and 
to secure the election of a proportion of non-party peasants to 
the republican and union congresses of Soviets. The principle 
of free election was to be observed, and the party was to " avoid 
illegal interference " in the work of the Soviets. On the other 
hand, " in order to strengthen political leadership of the work 
of the Soviets ", it was necessary " to strengthen the work of the 
communist fractions in the Soviets and local executive com
mittees ". The line between avoiding illegal interference and 
strengthening political leadership through the party fractions 
would, obviously, prove difficult to draw. Finally the resolution 
demanded " a particularly cautious approach to questions of anti
religious propaganda ", and placed a ban on " measures of 
administrative action (closing of churches etc.) which in the 
majority of cases achieve the opposite results ":t-

' Stalin, Sochineniya, vi, JOZ...312; Jzvestiya, October 26, 1924· 
• Stalin Sochinen.iya, vi, 313•320; G. Zinoviev, Litsom k Der/!:'l.JIW (l92S), 

PP• 67-42. Zinoviev delivered two further speeches in the next few days, 
emphasizing the importance of the decisions taken (ibid. pp. n-84)· 
. • Pra'l!da, Novembe.r r, 1924. VKP(B) 'I! Re~Jolyutciyakh (sth ed. 1936), 
1, 645, records a co-report by A. P, Smirnov ; the reference to it is omitted from 
late~ editions of this work, and it does not appear to have been published, 
Srmmov, who was People's Commissar for Agriculture of the RSFSR, belonged 
to the party Right, and probably, like Kalinin, inclined towards the kulaks. 

• VKP(B) v Re~Jolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 63o-633• 
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The policy of improving the machinery of administration was 
actively pursued. On October 2o, 1924, the Orgburo had 
appointed a party commission to study ways and means of 
strengthening Soviet work. 1 The commission was presided over 
by Kaganovich, the rising star in the party firmament. 2 It 
reported in general terms, early in December 1924, on the tasks 
to be performed, and recommended the appointment of a govern
mental commission attached to VTsiK and to the TsiK of the 
RSFSR to prepare the necessary measures) Effect was given to 
this recommendation by a decision of the presidium of. VTsiK 
on December 19 to appoint a conference of some so delegates 
"on questions of Soviet construction ".4 Before, however, the 
conference could meet, a fresh example of the weakness of party 
work in the countryside confronted the party leaders. The results 
of the annual elections to the Soviets, which had been spread 
over the months September to November 1924, showed a marked 
decline in the already low proportion of electors who thought it 
worth while to record their votes.5 Strong measures to counter
act the growing apathy of the peasant towards the regime seemed 
imperative. A decree of VTslK of December 29, 1924, drew 
attention to " irregularities and omissions in the work of the 
electoral commissions ", as a result of which " the electors did not 
participate fully enough in the elections " ; where such abuses 
had occurred, or where less than 35 per cent of the electors had 
voted, it proposed to the Ts!Ks of the union republics and 
autonomous republics and to the executive committees of regions 
and provinces to cancel the elections already held and to hold 
new elections. 6 This was to be the principal and most dramatic 
move in the campaign for the revitalization of the Soviets. 

The conference " on questions of Soviet construction ", which 
was designed as a conference on the revitalization of the Soviets, 
held two sessions in January and April 1925. Its proceedings 

' Izveuiya Tsentral'n&go Kmniteta R&osiiskoi K&mmunistichesk&i Partii (B&l'-
shevikoo), No. 3 (8), October 20, 1924, p. 8. • See pp. 202-203 above. 

l lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Roosiislwi Kommunisticheskoi PaJ'tii (Bol'
she'l>ikav), No. ti (16), De<:ember rs, 1924, pp. r-2. 

4 Pravda, December 21, 1924. • See pp. 317-318 above. 
6 Sobranie Zakonoo, I925, No. r, art. 3· 
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are a substantial source of information on the Soviet countryside ; 
and its resolutions laid the foundation of Soviet policy in local 
administration for several years. 1 The principal report at the 
January session, which was presided over by Kalinin and also 
addressed by Rykov, Enukidze and Kiselev, was entrusted to 
Kaganovich. Four years after the introduction of NEP, declared 
Kaganovich, the weariness of the civil war had been overcome, 
prosperity was rising everywhere, and the masses were displaying 
a "broad political activity". This activity must be canalized 
into the Soviets, which should exchange the " methods of com
pulsion " current in the civil war period for methods consistent 
with " the social self-activization of the masses ". The chief task 
before the conference was" to improve the work of the Soviets in the 
countryside ". This meant the carrying out of the decision of 
VTsiK to hold re-elections where the proportion of voters had 
fallen below 35 per cent, and to establish an improved procedure 
for the elections. Kaganovich admitted that the peasant, in many 
places, did not yet look on the Soviets as" his own elected organs " ; 
and he and other speakers quoted instances where lists of candi
dates had been forced on reluctant electors by party secretaries, 
by Kom.somol groups or even by the local electoral commission : 
only in the Ukraine (where the komnezamozhi 2 still existed) had 
the poor peasants sometimes ventured to nominate candidates 
of their own. rn conclusion Kaganovich put forward two further 
points. The first was the need for independent rural district 
budgets- a condition of real local self-government. The second 
was the strengthening of " revolutionary legality " : the peasant 
must feel himself protected " from caprice, from abuses, from 
illegality, from infringement of the revolutionary laws ''.J 

It was an unspoken premiss of any campaign to revitalize the 
rural Soviets and improve local administration that non-party 
elements sympathetic to the regime should be induced to col-

' Its proceedings were published as Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo 
Stroit£l'stva, 1925 g. (2 vols. sub-titled Yanvar' and Aprel') (1925). 

• For these see Vol. I, p. 288. 
' Ko.ganovich's speech is in Soveshchanie po Vopro.sam Sovetskogo Stroitel'

~n:a· I925 g. : Ymwar' (r9z5), pp. 97-H7; for the other points cited see 
1bid. pp. 88, 95-96. The conference was fully reported in PrlJ'I.lda, January 
7·11, 1925. For tb.e question of t'Ul"al district budgets see Note A (pp. 455-465 
below); for" revolutionary legality" see Note C (pp. 468-471 below). 
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laborate with it. The attempt to make up for the inadequate 
strength of the party cadres by an appeal to non-party people to 
participate in Soviet work went back to the thirteenth party 
congress of May I 924. On that occasion Stalin emphatically 
declared that " without giving particular attention to the task of 
drawing non-party people into Soviet work in the provinces and 
counties, serious constructive work is impossible", and that 
without this " broadening of the base " of Soviet administration, 
" the Soviets may seriously lose weight and influence " ; 1 and the 
congress resolution rather more cautiously pronounced that, " to
gether with party comrades, non-party workers should also be 
drawn into all this work ".z Conferences of non-party peasants 
were held under party auspices to explain the " significance of 
the Soviets and of the re-election campaign ". 3 Kalinin's opening 
speech at the conference on the revitalization of the Soviets in 
January 1925, was a covert apologia for the non-party worker, 
whose " fundamental aim is restricted to the thing on which he is 
actually working", who has" no ultimate, remote perspectives", 
and who " fixes his gaze on what is at the moment being im
mediately done under his eyes ": this, Kalinin implied without 
saying it, was a healthy corrective to the " bureaucratism " which 
was the vice of the party man.4 The movement was, however, 
liable to have awkward implications. Later in the same session 
Kiselev referred to talk in the villages that " there should be 
Soviets without communists " and that, just as the workers were 
organized in trade unions, so the peasants ought to have their 
own organizations.s The proposal to organize non-party peasants 
as a separate group clearly marked off from workers and party 
members stirred immediate apprehensions of kulak or SR pre~ 
dominance; and perhaps for this reason the recruitment of non
party peasants into the Soviets was not specifically mentioned 
either in Kaganovich's report or in the resolutions of the confer~ 
ence. The conference recommended the holding of re-elections 

1 Stalin, Sochini!niya, vi, 213. 
~ VKP(B) v R.ezolyutriyakh (l94I), i, 584. 
! SO"Veshchank po Voprosam Sovetskogo Str&itel'stva 1925 g. ! Aprel' (1925), 

p. 9 ; the Smolensk archives (WKP 279) contain records of such meetings in 
the districts and rural districts of White Russia. 

4 Saveshchanie po Voprotam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g.: Yanvar' (1925), 
pp. s-8. • Ibid. p. 144. 

VOL. II Y 
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for all Soviets where less than 35 per cent of electors had voted 
in the elections of the autumn of 1924, or where irregularities had 
occurred, and drew up draft instructions to electoral commissions 
which prohibited these commissions from putting forward lists 
of candidates, gave electors unlimited freedom to nominate 
candidates either in advance or when the electoral meeting 
assembled, and made provision for electoral meetings at local 
centres, and not merely at the headquarters of the village Soviet.x 
The recommendation for fresh elections was promptly carried 
into effect by a decree of VTsiK of January 16, 1925.2 On this 
occasion the right of VTsiK to legislate on elections seems to 
have been assumed, and the constitutional rights of the con
stituent republics were silently ignored. 3 

The decision raised one important practical issue. Under 
article 65 of the original constitution of the RSFSR, and corre
sponding articles of those of the other constituent republics, 
persons employing hired labour or living on interest from capital 
were, among other categories, deprived of the franchise. The 
constitution of the USSR was silent on the subject, since electoral 
rights were a matter for the republics. On the other hand, the 
republics, apart from the formal declaration of principle in their 
constitutions, treated the question as of no practical importance, 
and, with the single exception of the Ukrainian SSR,4 appear to 
have passed no legislation to define the manner in which the 
principle should be applied. It was not at this time the practice 
to draw up lists of voters ; when elections took place, the decision 

1 Soveshchanie po Vopro5am Sovetskaga Straitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' 
(1925), pp. 2U-229; the provision for voting to take place at local centres was 
important because, with the inCl"eased si2e of the village, only peasants living 
near the headquarters of the village Soviet could be expected to attend a meeting 
held there in full strength (Na Agrarnom Frrmte, No. s-6, 1925, p. 6o). 

z Sobranie Zakrmov, I925, No.6, art. 54· 
3 The TsiK of the White Russian SSR issued on January 31, 1925, a 

decree in the same terms as the decree of VTsiK of January t6 (Sobranie 
Uzalron-mi_i SSR Belorussii, 1925, No. t6, art. II2); this was followed by a 
proclamatiOn of Febntary 21, 1925, recording the decision to hold re-elections 
where less than 35 per cent had voted, and appealing to the population to vote 
(ibid. No. 9, art. 74). Similar decrees were preswnably issued by the other 
republics. 

~ Decrees of April, July and October 1921 are in Zbir Zakoniv i Rwporyad
::~hen', I92I, No. 7, art. 202; No. 13, art. 355; No. :22, 620. These decrees 
rigidly exc.luded all peasants employing hired labour; for their provisions on 
the franchise for town Soviets see p. 358, notes 5 and 6 below. 
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on those to be excluded was left to the caprice of the electoral 
commission. r Many stories were afterwards told of the way in 
which this discrimination had been exercised. A Red Army man 
had been deprived of the right to vote because his grandfather 
kept a village shop in 1902.2 Russian peasants in Kazakhstan 
were disqualified for having belonged in the past to church 
councils. 3 Elsewhere peasants were said to have been dis
franchised on such charges as stealing a goat, or " slaughtering 
the cow of a poor peasant ", or taking bribes, though none of 
these charges had been brought before a court ; another peasant 
was deprived of the vote because he worked in his spare time as 
coachman for a well-to-do merchant. One county was said to 
have disqualified all peasants who had ever been fined for dis
tilling illicit spirit. A case was quoted from the province of 
Saratov where 30 per cent of the peasants of a district were 
excluded from the vote.4 What is clear is that between 1921 and 
1924 the issue excited no interest : a policy of" silent indifference 
to questions of electoral law " s prevailed everywhere. 

The revival of this constitutional conundrum was a direct 
consequence of differences on agrarian policy. The disfranchise
ment of employers of hired labour, in its application to the 
peasantry, was the political counterpart of the provision in the 
law of February 19, 1918, on the socialization of the land, which 
confined the right to use land " to him who cultivates it with his 
own labour ".6 The right to use land and the right to vote went 
together. When, therefore, the "fundamental law" of May 1922-
and the agrarian code of October 1922- cautiously sanctioned, in 
certain circumstances, the leasing of land and the hiring of labour,7 

1 The conference on revitalization recommended that lists of disqualified 
persons should be publicly exhibited in advance of the election (SoveshchanW 
po VopYosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. : Yanvar' (r925), p. 224). This 
was the practice in the Ukraine (Radyan'ska Ukraina, No. IJ (19), April I926, 
p. 34) ; but this formality does not seem to have been observed elsewhere. 

z Prll'IJda, May 27, I925· 3 Na Agrarnom Fronte, No.9, r925, p. n6. 
4 Sovmkoe St.Yoitel'stvo : Sbornik, iv-v (1926), 76-77, ros. 
1 Ibid. i (1925), 127. Although much play was made with the exclusions, 

their number was probably small ; according to Yu. Larin, Rost KYest'yanskoi 
ObshcMstvermosti (1925), p. 12, only 1'4 per cent were disqualified in I922 
and 1923, and only 40 per cent of these were disqualified on grounds of social 
and economic status. 

6 For this law see The Bolshn!ik Revolution, 1917-1923, Vol. 2, pp. 45-47· 
' See ibid. Vol. 2, pp. 289, 296. 
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some political concession seemed the natural corollary. It was 
not, however, till the summer of 1924 that desire in the party to 
conciliate the well~to-do peasant had become strong enough to 
enforce a change. On August II, 1924, the presidium of the 
TsiK of the RSFSR issued an order that persons employing 
hired labour in accordance with the terms of the agricultural 
code, or holding monetary deposits, were not to be disfranchised 
on that account ; and similar decrees were issued a little later 
by the Ukrainian and White Russian SSRs. 1 Since the middle 
peasant had never been disfranchised for his hiring of extra 
labour for the harvest, the concession clearly applied to peasants 
rich enough, and working on a large enough scale, to employ 
permanent labour. This decision did not escape criticism at the 
session of the TsiK of the RSFSR in October 1924, when Larin 
vigorously demanded the exclusion of kulaks from the franchise in 
accordance with the terms of the constitution.2 If, however, it 
was now desired to conciliate the only element among the peasantry 
in which competent administrators, even at the lowest level, 
might be found, it was necessary to abate the rigour of the law. 
On October 23, 1924, VTsiK laid it down, regardless of the con
stitutional position, that persons employing hired labour within 
the terms of the agrarian code " are not deprived of electoral 
rights ".3 The decree of VTsiK of January r6, 1925, prescribing 
fresh elections, was accompanied by another decree of the same 
date which, in even more flagrant contravention of the rights of 
the republics, explained that persons formerly disfranchised on 

' Sobranie Uzalumenii, 1924, No. 71, art. 695 ; Zbimik Uzakonen' ta 
Rosporyadzhen', 1924, No. 34, art. Z35; Sobranie Uzakonenii SSR Belorussii, 
1924, No. r9, art. 177. The Ukrainian d=ee was more detailed than the 
others, and attempted to provide a pos.itive definition of those entitled to vote 
(these included " foreigners belonging to the working class or to the toiling 
peasantry ") ; in one Ukrainian village where 250 peasants had been dis
qualified in 19'4, all but 46 had regained the franchise in January 1925 (Save
shchanie po Voprosam SO'/Jetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. : Ymzvar' (1925), p. 57). 

~ Vsero11iiskii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sozyva : Vtm-aya 
Smiyo. (r924), p. 59· According to Yu. Larin, Rort Krest'yamkoi Obshchestven
nosti (1925), p. 44, Ka.linin at the session of the party central committee in 
October l924 opposed a suggestion that the electoral commissions for village 
Soviets and runl. district executive committee elections should be instructed to 
ensure that kldaks should be debarred from voting : the suggestion was, 
however, adopted. 

' This order is quoted in Bol'1hevik, No. IJ, july 15, 1926, p. 24, but has not 
been traced elsewhere. 
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this account might regain their right to vote on production of 
evidence that they were now living on the proceeds of their own 
labour, and that persons employing hired labour within the pro
visions of the agricultural code and persons having deposits in 
savings banks were not subject to disfranchisement.' A further 
decree of the presidium of VTsiK of April 8, 1925, repeated 
these regulations, and pointed out that definite evidence was 
required to justify disfranchisement : mere " declarations of 
individual citizens " were not enough. According to the same 
decree, some local authorities had disfranchised artisans who had 
set up " subsidiary " businesses, as well as servers, singers or 
organists in churches and members of church councils ; exclusion 
on such grounds was declared to be unjustified.2 A minor 
difficulty arose over peasants who formerly served in the police 
and who, under the constitution of the RSFSR, were liable to 
disfranchisement on this ground ; the practice appears to have 
grown up of restoring electoral rights to such persons if the other 
inhabitants of the locality petitioned on their behalf.J 

Party exhortations were redoubled to secure as large a vote 
as possible. An instruction of the party central committee signed 
by Kaganovich spoke of the necessity " to bring non-party people 
(especially women) into the Soviets far more extensively than in 
previous electoral campaigns". Non-party people were to be 
allowed to put forward their own lists of candidates, and " the 
attempts of some Komsomol members which have been observed 
in the past to dictate their will rudely and tactlessly to the electors" 
were to be resisted. No attempt should be made to exclude 

1 Sobranie Zakonov, 1:925, No. 6, art. 55· The preamble of the decree 
cited arts. 9 and ro of the constitution of the USSR; but these articles dealt 
solely with the method of election to the Union Congress of Soviets, and did 
not establish the competence of the union to legislate for elections at a lower 
Soviet level. A Soviet commentator observed that the provisions of this 
decree "cannot be regarded as consonant with the letter or meaning of the 
Soviet constitution, the more so since the orders were issued even without a 
session of VTsiK " (M. Reikhel, Soyuz Sovetskikh Sotriali>ticheskl:kh Respublik 
(Kharkov, I9ZS), i, 66). A writer in a Ukrainian journal criticized the two de-=rees 
of VTsiK of January r6, 1925, on the holding of re-eloctions and on the defini
tion of the franchise as intruding on matters reserved for the republics ; instruc
tions had also been sent out which contravened the decree of the Ukrainian SSR 
of September 1924 (Radyan'ska Ukraina, No. 1-2 (7-8), July 1925, pp. 27-29; 
for the Ukrainian decree seep. 330, note r, above). 

• So!wanie Zakonov, 1:925, No. 42, art. 313. 
3 XII S"ezd Sovetov RSPSR (1925), p. 178. 
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" individual peasants who in one degree or another have criticized 
actions of local organs of the Soviet power " : even Cossacks 
were not to be excluded merely on the ground that they fought 
against the Soviets in the civil war.' Orjonikidze, in a speech in 
Baku in January 1925, declared that every non-party peasant 
should take part in Soviet work, and that communists guilty of 
malpractices should be " chased out of the party and of the 
countryside ". He added with provocative emphasis : 

The non-party peasant must be made to feel that he is master 
of the land, and the party member must be shown that he is not a 
person who cannot in any circumstances be touched. z 

The columns of Pravda during February 1925 were full of warn
ings against potential abuses by party members in the electoral 
campaign- in particular, the unjust disfranchisement of peasants 
and the imposition of party candidates. Kaganovich, at the April 
session of the conference on revitalization, spoke with great 
emphasis against " illegal deprivation of electoral rights" both at 
the original elections and at the re-elections. The term kulak 
had been interpreted very widely: definitions were required " so 
that the constitution may not be interpreted in an extensive and 
capricious manner ". Voters had been disqualified on the ground 
of" opposition to the Soviet power", merely because they had 
come out with criticisms of the president of a rural district 
executive committee or village Soviet. 3 The mood of the moment 
was most frankly expressed in a statement " on the question of 
depriving so-called ' kulaks ' of electoral rights " made by Kalinin 
to the conference in April 1925: 

Undoubtedly abuses often occur in this matter. It is quite 
und~rst~ndable that the independent peasantry, even if it is in 
a mmonty, or in other words the independent minority of the 
peasantry, should sometimes find a way to dictate its will to the 
Impoverished majority. That is correct. But all the same, in 
spite of that, I think that we ought to be very cautious about 
taking away electoral rights. 4 

' Izvestiya Tsent7al'1Wgo Krrmiteta R1miiskoi KommunistUheskoi Partii (Bol'
shevikov), No.6 {81); February 9, 19z5, p. z. 

• G. Orjonikidze, Stat'i i Ret:hi, i (1956), 374· 
' Sot;eshchaniepo Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g.: Aprel' (19ZS)• 

pp. ll•J2, i Ibid. p. 163. 
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Practice varied from place to place. Orjonikidze recorded the 
extreme case of a man with three cows who sold his third cow in 
order not to be branded as a kulak and deprived of the franchise. 1 

But apparently few peasants were excluded from voting in the 
spring of 1925 on the ground of being kulaks. A later critic, who 
included among the errors committed at this time " the extension 
of the right to vote to categories of persons who were deprived 
of that right under the constitution ", added the consoling re
fl.exion that this had had" substantially "little effect.Z Under the 
electoral system prevailing, it was moral rather than numerical 
preponderance which counted. 

Re-elections to village Soviets began in February 1925 and 
continued sporadically till May or June. Material difficulties, 
and official and party obstruction on the spot,3 prevented the full 
realization of the programme. But when the conference on the 
revitalization of the Soviets met for its second session early in 
April, Kaganovich was able to report that complete re-elections 
had taken place or were in progress in ten provinces, and partial 
re-elections in several others. 4 Six weeks later the third Congress 
of Soviets of the USSR was told that one-third of all village 
Soviets had been re-elected. 5 Bukharin gave an encouragmg 
account of the proceedings to a session of IKKI : 

The peasant has become far more active than before. His 
political horizon has broadened ; his independence has in
creased ; he feels the need to take part more energetically in 
political life, in the organs of state administration, in the village 
Soviets, the cooperatives, etc. 6 

The general verdict was that " the electoral meetings as a whole 
passed off in a much livelier and more business-like way than 
before ".7 Some striking increases were quoted in the percentages 

' G. Orjonikidze, Stat'i i Rechi, i (1956), 405. 
• Sovetskoe Stmitl!l'stvo, No. I, August 1926, p. 31. 
' Examples of obstruction are quoted in Na Agrarnom FronU, No. 5·6, 

1925, pp. 61-63. 
• Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 

pp. 4-5· 
s Tretii S"ezd Sovetov SSSR (1925), p. 302. 
6 Rasshirennyi Plenum Ispolkoma Kommuni.sticheskogo lnternatsimlala (1925), 

p. 370. 
' Na Agrarnom Fronu, No. 5-6, 1925, p. 68. 
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of those voting in the re-elections- from 25 to 57 in the Gamel 
province, from 13 to 38 in Ryazan, from 25 to 39 in Voronezh, 
from zo to 55 in Irkutsk, from 23 to 6r in Kharkov. 1 But these 
were exceptional cases. Total figures of elections in the RSFSR 
for 1924-1925 showed a percentage of 41·I voting in elections to 
village Soviets as against 37·2 in 1923. But these figures included 
the uncancelled elections of the autumn of 1924 as well as the 
re-elections of the spring of 1925.z 

Even greater success seems to have attended the other declared 
purpose of the re-elections: to increase the participation of non
party people in the Soviets. Whereas the elections in the autumn 
of 1924 had revealed " a sharp rise in the percentage of com
munists and of poor peasant elements in the countryside, and at 
the same time a clearly marked absenteeism among the electors ", 
the re-elections in the spring of 1925 showed "a sharp fall in the 
percentage of communists and poor peasants in the Soviets and 
a high rate of activity among the electors ".3 The percentage of 
communists in the Soviets declined as a result of the re-elections 
from 12 to 7 per cent (or, according to another computation, by 
one-half) ; since the total membership of the Soviets had risen 
with the increased number of voters, this was said to represent 
an absolute decline of from 30 to 35 per cent in the number of 
communist deputies. The decline was frankly attributed not 
only to the decision of the party central committee to encourage 
the election of non-party candidates, but also " in a remarkable 
degree " to the rejection of " worthless communists " by the 
peasant electors in the first comparatively free elections.4 The 
term " communists " in this context included not only party 
members and candidates, but members of the Komsomol. The 
number of these declined to one-fifth or one-seventh of the 
previous total : their marked unpopularity was attributed in part 
to their reputation for unruly behaviour, in part to their active 
campaign against religion, but most of all to the reluctance of the 
peasants to elect untried youths to the Soviets,s 

I Na Agrarnom Fr(J11fe, No. s-6, 1925, p. 68; Sr:roeshchanie po Voprosam 
Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g.: Aprel' (1925), p. 28. 

• Perevybory v Sovety RSFSR v I925-1926 gocfu (1926), i ro-t I. 
3 Sr:roetskOf! Stroitel'rtvo, No. I, August 1926, p. IS· ' 
4 Na Agrarrwm. Fronte, No. s-6, 1925, pp. 71, 209 • 
• Ibid. pp. 69-?0, 72. 
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(c) The Kulak and the Party 

While, however, the re-elections had apparently been suc
cessful in realizing the purpose for which they were designed, they 
brought to the surface crucial dilemmas of party policy. The 
results of the re-elections were perhaps not foreseen by all. At 
first, some well-to-do peasants are said to have feared that they 
would produce an influx of poor peasants and batraks into organs 
where the well-to-do had hitherto predominated; 1 and Larin, 
probably with his tongue in his cheek, called them " a clear act in 
pursuance of our anti-kulak line".2 The sequel contradicted any 
such expectations. Statistical evidence fails in the absence of any 
precise definition of the different categories of peasant. But the 
results, on the whole, justified those who saw, in the re-elections, 
" a refusal of the party and of the Soviet power to support the 
poor peasantry and a turn to the side of the strong peasant, into 
whose hands the leadership of the village was being given ". J 

The conspicuous feature of the elections was " the fearful eager
ness of the kulaks to creep into power ".4 "The well-to-do and 
kulak strata in the countryside", in the words of another com
mentator, " showed an immense interest in the new elections, and 
prepared for them very intensively." s In the Ukraine, the 
revitalization of the Soviets meant that " the kulak element is 
studying the laws in order to utilize them for its group interests ".6 

According to one estimate, the proportion of middle peasants 
elected to the Soviets had risen from 30-4-0 per cent to 70-7 5 per 
cent. 7 This, too, was significant ; for the kulak often sheltered 
behind the middle peasant, " who stands nearer to the kulak than 

1 Ibid. No. 3, 1925, pp. 97-98. The Cossacks of the North Caucasian 
region were said to have suspected a trick : " There is no point in reading 
us reports about the revitalization of the Soviets ; give us practical orders 
how to work" (Trett."i S"e::d Sovetov SSSR (~925), p. 298); in Kazakhstan 
the elections were at first mistn.lSted as an attempt to stir up strife between 
families and tribes (Soveshchanie po Voprosam SovetsJwgo Stroitel'stva Z925 g. : 
YanvaT' (rgas), p. uz). 

~ Yu. Larin, Rost Krest'ycmskoi Obshchestvennosti (1925), p. 21. 
3 Na Agranwm Fronte, No. 5-6, 1925, p. 65. 
4 Soveshchanie po Voprosam S()'IJetskogo Stroitel'stva Z925 g. : Yanvar' 

(1925), p. 26, • Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. s-6, 1925, p. 66. 
6 Byulleten' Vuukrain'skogo Tsentral'nogo Vykonavchego KomiteW., No. 2, 

February r6, 19z5, p. 231 ; the speaker was Petrovsky. 
7 Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. s-6, 1925, p. 209. 
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to the poor peasant ". 1 "In a large number of the districts of 
our country ", observed Stalin a little later, " the middle peasant 
took his stand at the side of the kulak against the poor peasant." 2 

The poor peasants, ignorant and incapable, were subordinate to 
the kulak or middle peasant on whom they depended for their 
daily bread. In the absence of strong party leadership and support 
they remained politically passive, and seem everywhere to have 
lost ground. J After the re-elections, the proportion of '' horse
less " peasants in the village Soviets is said to have sunk to 4 per 
cent,4 while batraks and non-agricultural hired workers together 
accounted for only 2·9 per cent.s 

These phenomena had been particularly conspicuous in out
lying regions remote from central control, where the well-to-do 
peasant had been able to exert his influence without restraint or 
disguise. A delegate from the northern Caucasus to the fourteenth 
party conference of April 1925 drew a picture which, though 
perhaps somewhat over-coloured (the kulaks had always been 
particularly powerful in this region), was true in outline for other 
parts of the USSR. At first the new slogans had been regarded 
with mistrust, as a " trick ". But, when the new elections were 
held, the well-to-do peasants changed their attitude. 

As soon as they were persuaded that the local communists 
had really stopped issuing orders, that there were none of the 
hated obligatory lists, that there was a chance of electing indi
viduals, a chance even of throwing out the communist who 
had blacked their eyes and made a scandal over their work, the 
large peasants and Cossacks believed us, and flocked to the 
elections, and the authority of the Soviet power in these regions 
all at once increased remarkably. 

Unfortunately these proceedings had led to the eclipse both of 
the communists and of the poor peasants : 

In some places the powerful, well-to-do peasant and Cos
sack, and in places even the genuine kulak, who went to the 

' Soveshchanie po Vcprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' 
(1925), p. 62. ~ Stalin, Sochinem'ya, vii, IZJ. 

l Na Agrarnom Frrmte, No. s-6, 1925, pp. 6s-66, 70-71, zn. 
4 According to a pamphlet of Latin reviewed in Vestnik Finansov, No. 9, 

September 1925, pp. 269-270; for the eadier estimate of IO pet> cent see 
P· 313 above. 5 L. Kaganovich, Partiya i Sovety (1928), p. 86. 
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elections meticulously organized, got complete leadership into 
his hands. 1 

In the Kuban district, " the course' Face to the countryside 'v.'as 
understood as a turning towards the well-to-do peasants: freedom 
of elections meant a refusal by the party to lead the electoral 
campaign and the Soviets ". A reversion to " liberal " concep
tions of freedom had resulted, as Marxists maintained that it must 
result, in the supremacy of the capitalists, and had encouraged the 
participation in the elections of " former atamans, white guard 
officers and other anti-Soviet elements ".z In the elections in 
Bashkiria " the class principle was not at all observed, and kulaks 
and priests often got into the Soviets", the reason being that "the 
Soviet apparatus in general was very weak, and the number of 
ideologically reliable leading workers in the local Soviets and 
executive committees was insufficient".3 In Uzbekistan, Russian 
kulaks threatened to boycott the Soviets and employ no more 
hired workers if they were deprived of their electoral rights.4 In 
Kazakhstan " Soviet construction in the village (au!) was accepted 
in form, but not in substance; the social basis of power remained 
as before ; the Soviets were in the hands of beys who were tribal 
chiefs". Not only the Soviets but the party organs were subject 
to infiltration ; old members of Alash-Orda " tried to plant their 
counter-revolutionary organizations under the tlag of cells of the 
RKP(B) " and distributed party tickets to their adherents.s In 
one county of Kazakhstan " the kulaks and beys displayed great 
activity in driving the poor peasants to elect their candidates", 
one of these being a mullah.6 

The anxiety provoked in party circles by these untoward 
symptoms was difficult to allay. The attempt to swamp the rural 
Soviets with non-party peasants and reduce, relatively and even 

' Chetyrnadtsataya Konferentsiya Rossiis1wi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'
shevikov) (rgzs), pp. 24-25; the account in Na Agrarnom Fronte, No. S-6, 
1925, p. 6s, also mentions that in the northern Caucasus," as the result of the 
re-elections, a considerable part of the Soviets passed into the hands of middle 
peasants and well-to-do Cossacks ". 

• Bol'she'I.Jik, No. 7-8, April JO, 1926, p. s6. 
l X Let Sovetskoi Bashkirii, I9I9-I939 (Ufa, 1929), p. 413. 
4 Vlast' Sovetoo, No. 20, May IS, 1925, p. 20. 
• Voprosy Jstorii, No. to, 1946, pp. s-7, quoting an unpublished report of 

1925 ; for A!ash-Orda see The Balshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. I, p. JZJ. 
• Vlast' Sovewv, No. 20, May IS, 1925, p. 20. 
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absolutely, the number of party members in them, was deeply 
resented in many party circles, especially in the remoter outposts. 
One commentator diagnosed " bewilderment and despondency in 
the mood of rural communists", who bitterly resisted the proposal 
to " throw overboard party members who took part in the civil 
war ".1 Another described the attitude of party members in 
Siberia: 

Their state of mind was distracted, even panic-stricken. The 
turn of the party " Face to the countryside " shocked them. 
It seemed a dangerous retreat before the kulak element, a step 
far more important and hazardous than NEP. 2 

Bukharin a year later recalled how at this time many communists 
had been " distracted ", and " disoriented, not knowing how to 
act" .J Nothing had occurred to change the balance of social 
forces in the countryside. The revitalization of the Soviets, 
accompanied by a larger measure of self-abnegation on the side 
of the party, seemed merely to have put a new instrument of 
power in the hands of enemies of the regime. A speaker at the 
Moscow provincial party conference in January 1925 had omin
ously noted that " definite SRs and well-to-do peasants who 
sometimes seem to run the countryside appear in the guise of 
non-party peasants ",4 At the April session of the conference on 
revitalization Kaganovich confirmed that " at the re-elections of 
some village Soviets SRs had slipped through under the guise of 
non-party peasants, and had come out with the slogan ' Soviets 
without communists ' - the old Milyukov slogan ". s At the 
fourteenth party conference later in the same month, he again 
insisted on the proved need for party leadership in the Soviets, 

1 Na Agranwm Frcmte, No. s-6, 1925, pp. 199-200; this anonymous 
article clearly had an authoritative character. Another protest of the same kind 
is recorded ibid, No. 10, 1925, p. II. 

• Sooetsk011 Stroitel'stvo : SborniA, ii-iii (1925), 357· 
3 A. I. Rykov and N. Bukharin, Partiya i Oppozitsionnyi Blok (1926), p. 71. 
4 Ekonomiche$kaya Zhizn', January 27, 1925; the speech containing these 

remarks was omitted, probably by acddent, from the report of the conference 
in l'Tavda, January 28, 1925. 

• Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroirel'stva r925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 
p. 10: Molotov at the fourteenth party congress in December 1925 described 
such references to " Soviets without communists " as " dreams of white
guardists " and "expressions of panic" (XIV S" ezd VsesoyuznO'i Kommunistiches· 
k~ Partii (B) (1926), p. 68). 
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while admitting that, if the party fraction settled all the business 
of the Soviet in advance, ''no great liveliness will be shown in it". 
But no escape was offered from the dilemma except to make party 
leadership "more flexible, more elastic". Finally, Molotov, in 
winding up the debate, explained that " the revitalization of the 
Soviets" could not imply "any weakening or softening in relation 
to political groups hostile to the Soviet dictatorship " ; the hand 
of friendship and participation was being held out not to " Men
sheviks, SRs etc.", but to "the broad non-party masses". 1 The 
resolution of the conference spoke of " the restoration and rein
forcement of the work of communist fractions " in Soviet and 
other organs, and of the desirability of electing nonwparty peasants 
and workers " generally devoted to the Soviet power " to these 
organs.z The application of these principles to the wellwtowdo 
peasants and kulaks was not further elucidated. 

The third Union Congress of Soviets, which met a month 
after the party conference, showed less embarrassment over the 
results of the elections. Kalinin listed the defects of the rural 
Soviets: " an insufficiently broad participation of workers, 
especially of women, and especially in our autonomous republics 
and regions and in border territories of the Union"; "a diminuw 
tion of the rOle of the Soviets as organs of genuine popular power, 
and their replacement by individual presidents of executive comw 
mittees " ; and " a reduction of the Soviets to the rOle of instituw 
tions to register prepared decisions ". He alleged that party 
representatives still indulged in " mechanical manipulations " to 
secure the acceptance of prepared lists of candidates, and - true 
to his policy of favouring the wellwto-do peasant- complained 
of " the exclusion from the electoral lists of unamenable voters 
under the guise of kulaks ".3 The resolution of the congress on 
Kalinin 's report, which endorsed the recommendations of the 
conference on revitalization, contained nothing but wellwworn 
platitudes.4 But the leadership had good reason to be satisfied. 
The" wager on the kulak" was now at its height. The revitaliza
tion of the Soviets served as its political counterpart. When an 

' Chetymadtsataya Konferentsiya Rossiiskoi Kom:mu:nisticheskoi Partii (Bo['. 
shevilwv) (1926), pp. 38·39, sS. 

• VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (I9of.I), ii, 8. 
3 Tretii S"ezd SQ'IJetQ'/J SSSR (1925), pp. :~6r-262. 
4 SWranie ZakonO'IJ, 1:925, No. 35, art. 247· 
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official journal hailed the new policy as proof of a determination 
to elect to the Soviets men who " know how the crops grow ", 1 it 
expressed both a literal and a metaphorical truth. The well-to-do 
peasants were not only the best farmers, but the people who were 
most likely to run the rural Soviets efficiently : in default of 
trained administrators sent from the centre - who were not in 
any case available in any number - they were the only people 
who could do so. The revitalization of the Soviets, like the wager 
on the kulak, was a policy of building on the most efficient. In 
the summer of I925 it was a policy which, except to a few party 
stalwarts and doctrinaires, seemed to make unimpeachable good 
sense. Meanwhile the congress of Soviets, not content with endors
ing the revitalization policy, contributed to the advancement of 
non-party people by electing I46 of them to the newly constituted 
VTsiK, forming 22 per cent of the total membership. In the 
previous VTslK only I I per cent of members had been non
party.2 The TsiK elected by the twelfth AU-Russian Congress 
of Soviets, which met at the same time, went a step further by 
demonstratively electing a non-party peasant and a non-party 
worker to its presidium. 3 

If, however, the revitalization of the Soviet organs was pursued 
at this time mainly by seeking new support outside the party 
ranks, party pressure was strong enough to ensure that the second 
purpose proclaimed by the thirteenth party congress - " to 
strengthen the influence of the party in these organs " - was 
not forgotten. Indeed, though the two purposes might at the 
outset have seemed incompatible, it became clear in the long run 
that, in a state entirely dominated and directed by the party, the 

1 Vlast' Sovetov, No. 20, May IS, I925, p. I9. 
1 Tretii S"ezd Swetov SSSR (!925), p. 542. According to Enukidze 

(ibid. p. 543), " the union republics, as well as the local authorities- provinces 
and regiQlls-were recommended to nominate at the elections to the central 
el:e<:utive committee more workers direct from the bench and the plough, in 
otha words to lower the pe«:entsge of persons occupying administrative or 
party positions" : to increase the percentage of manUal workers meant auto
matically to reduce the percentage of party members. 

1 Vserossiiskii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XII Sozyva : Perva:ya 
Sessiya (t925), p. 6; the TsiK itself contained 6o (or .26 per cent) non-party 
members as against 49 (ol:' t6 per cent) in its predecessor (id.: Vtoraya Sestiya 
(r925), p. 540). 
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machine of local administration would not run smoothly and 
efficiently unless it were subjected to a strong infiltration of party 
influence. More specifically, in a country where the relations of 
the central government with the peasantry, and with different 
sections of the peasantry, were the major issue of policy, it was 
impossible for the party controlling the central government to be 
indifferent to the question what sector of the peasantry controlled 
the organs of local administration ; and the more efficient these 
organs became (since it was a matter of policy to increase their 
efficiency), the less indifferent could the party afford to remain. 
Hence, at a time when the party was loudly proclaiming its 
desire to draw" non-party elements" into the work of the Soviets 
and to reduce such direct control as had previously been exercised 
by the party, opposite forces were driving it more and more 
insistently towards intervention. Increased influence of the party 
in the countryside could theoretically have been best promoted 
by an increased recruitment of peasants into the party. But, 
when this method had been tried, and was limited by ever-present 
inhibitions about the undue dilution of the party with non
proletarian numbers, 1 nothing remained but the alternative method 
of sending party members to the countryside as missionaries 
of party aims and executors of party policy. Yet this method, 
too, was limited by the shortage of available workers, by general 
unwillingness in party circles to undertake a despised and un
congenial assignment, and by the inherent difficulties of the task. z 

The general recommendations of the thirteenth party congress 
of May 1924 and of the central committee in October 1924 to 
transfer party members to rural areas produced little or no 
response. In December I924 the party central committee 
" sanctioned a decision " of the central committee of the Kom
somol to transfer 6oo Komsomol workers to rural posts 3 -an 
indication of the unavailability of party workers for the purpose. 
But this was a manifest evasion of party responsibility. In the 

1 See pp. 178-rSo above. 
• These hlld already been noted in a party report of 192.3 (Izvestiya Tsentra!'

W)go Komiteta Ros.riiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov), No. 3 (51), 
March 1923, p. 53) ; in addition to unwillingnesa to move to the country, 
" unreliable communists, when they reach the countcy, are unable to oppose 
communist discipline to the rural element, and quickly go to pieces ". 

l Ibid. No. u (17), December ::z, 1924, p. 8. 
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spring of 1925 Molotov, on behalf of the party secretariat, paid a 
visit to party organizations in the provinces of Tambov, Kursk 
and Tula ; and the most important recommendation made by 
him on his return was for the despatch of more party workers to 
the rural areas,1 In April 1925, with the revitalization campaign 
at its height, the fourteenth party conference decided that 3000 
party propagandists, together with I ooo party workers to act as 
instructors to the county party committees, and zooo Komsomols 
to strengthen local youth organizations, should be sent to the 
countryside before September r. z The decision was carried out. 
The 6ooo were distributed over the countryside. But an un
official account of the enterprise in the following summer revealed 
some of its embarrassments. Many complaints were registered of 
an " unskilful and tactless approach of individual comrades to 
work in the countryside ". On the other hand, local parties had 
sometimes not given the new arrivals " practical support", and 
had treated them as " outsiders ". Discontent at being sent to 
the country and desire to return to the cities had been general. 
Of those sent 5 per cent had abandoned the work (these were 
referred to as cases of "desertion") : in some areas the propor· 
tion was higher. Though formal approval was expressed of what 
had been achieved, the impression was plainly conveyed that the 
campaign had not been a success. 3 Such were still the practical 
difficulties, in the middle nineteen·twenties, of giving reality to 
the link between proletariat and peasantry, and establishing party 
authority in the rural areas of the Soviet Union. 

A device extensively employed or recommended at this time 
to raise the level of party work in the countryside was the institu-

1 For Molotov's report and the resolution of the central party committee 
on it see I:roestiya Tuntral'ncga Komiteta RMsiiskoi Kom11!Wiisticheskai Partii 
(Bal'sheuikov), No. IJ·I4 (88.89), April 6, 1925, pp. 3-4. 

~ VKP(B) v R£zolyutriyakh (1941), ii, n, 13; according to a detailed in
struction issued by the party central committee in July 19~5, the 3000 propa
gandists were to set up schools of political instruction (politgramota) in the rural 
areas (broestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rors:iiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii 
(Bol'shl!'l;ikov), No. 29-30 (>04-J:OS), August 10, 19:05, pp. 1-2). 

• lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Vse30yuznoi Kommun.isticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. :OI-2:0 (1401-143), June 7, 1926, pp. 1-z; it was admitted at the Komsomol 
congress in March I9a6 that many cases had occWTed of a " flight from the 
country" of" co~des sent there to strengthen basic positions for the establish
men~ ?f proletarian leadership" (VII S"ezd Vsesoyu.tne~go Leninskogo Kom
mmmtichetkogo Soyuza Molode111hi (t926), p. 185). 
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tion of so-called" patronage" (sheftstvo).I This meant that a 
party organization of workers took under its protection a corre
sponding rural organization, extending to it advice, material 
assistance and, above all, the help of experienced party workers. 
Lenin had several times spoken of the need for such support of 
the country by the town and factory. z The creation of an office 
or institution to sponsor and promote " patronage " appears to 
have dated from the beginning of 1923. The thirteenth party 
congress of May 1924 recommended the creation of special 
societies of workers in order to strengthen " the general work of 
cultural patronage over the countryside ", and mentioned with 
approval the " workers' societies for the cultural link between 
town and country " already created by the Leningrad party 
organization.3 But it was only in the winter of 1924-1925 that, 
with the introduction of the "Face to the countryside" slogan 
and the campaign to revitalize the rural Soviets, the scheme 
began to develop. In November 1924 the party central com
mittee passed a resolution attempting to define the character of 
" cultural patronage work ". It was a deviation to concentrate 
exclusively on agitation and cultural propaganda or exclusively 
on material aid: what was required was a combination of both.4 

The second anniversary of the scheme was celebrated by articles 
in the press in the new year of 1925.5 In the following month 
the Leningrad party organization proclaimed a " week of the link 
between town and country ", and held a conference of " workers' 
societies for the cultural link". "Patronage" received the en
dorsement of the party in a resolution of the fourteenth party 
conference in April 1925, though a warning was issued against 

1 The first application of " patronage " was apparently the adoption by 
cities of units of the Red Army. Trotsky aplained that this was a substitute 
for the adoption of Tsarist regiments by memhers of the imperial family, who 
became their nominal "chiefs" or "patrons": "the workers' and peasants' 
army will henceforth also have its 'patrons'" (L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' 
.Revolyutriya, iii, i (1924), 74, J22·J2J). 

z The earliest occasion was in 1918 (Lenin, Sodrlneniya, xxiii, 216); the 
most specific reference to the scheme was in notes for an undelivered speech of 
December 1922 (ibid. xxvii, 3l4). 

' VKP(B) v Rer~olyutsiyakh (1941), i, 594· . .. . 
• Pravda, November 23, 1924; Izvestiya T$entral'Mgo Karmteta Rosntskm 

KommttnUticheskai Partii (Bol'shevikov), No. 9 (14), December 1, 1924, P· 2. 
An account of the Leningrad societies had appeared iUid. No.7 (12), November 
17, 1924, p. 6. s Izveftiya, January 3, 1925 ; Pravda, January 4, 1925. 
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such mistakes as " ill-considered political and anti-religious 
propaganda " and " combining the patronage campaign with 
holiday diversions ". 1 By the end of the year it had expanded 
so far that Molotov was able to claim a million members of 
"patronage organizations", of whom 6o or 70 per cent were 
workers; z and an all-union conference on patronage was held in 
Moscow in April rg26.3 "Patronage" was an accurate expression 
of the cardinal party doctrine of the leadership of the proletariat, 
through which alone the backward peasantry could be shepherded 
into the revolutionary fold. It also provided a suitable means for 
inducing the urban party worker to undertake party duties in the 
countryside; and, since such inducements were always hard to 
find, this was perhaps its main practical significance. It continued 
to figure extensively in party propaganda and party exhortations 
for several years. 

The campaign for re-elections to the Soviets reached its 
climax, simultaneously with the broader agrarian policy of sup
port for the kulak, in May 1925. Then a mood of criticism and 
disillusionment set in, which seems to have reflected the changing 
alignments in the party. Abuses had undoubtedly occurred. In 
some places, the zeal of the local authorities is said to have out
run even that of the official decree : they demanded a 70 per cent 
poll, and cancelled elections where this condition was not fulfilled. 
In other places, militiamen were used to order voters to the poll, 
and those who failed to appear were threatened with fines,4 In 
June 1925, when Stalin was already manceuvring to damp down 
the ardour of the pro-kulak enthusiasts,s he also turned his 
critical attention to the revitalization policy, publicly admitting 

1 VKP(B) v Rel!lolyutsiyakh (1941), ii, u. The" diversions" were liable 
to take the fonn of drinking bouts ; a complaint was made about this at the 
fourteenth party congress in December I9Z5 (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu1rnoi Kom-
munisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p, 815). • Ibid. p. 6o. 

3 Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya, lxii (1933), cols. 366-371, art. 
Sheftsvo; the conference was briefly reponed in Pravda., April :zo, 1926, 
when the institution was said to" enjoy great popularity in the working masses ". 
!'- favou~ble report on the Leningrad " societies for the cultural link'' appeared 
m l:roestlya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Vsesoyu.."'lloi Kommunil!ticheskoi Partii (B), 
No. 24-25 (r45-146), June :z8, 1926, pp. 4-5. 

4 These particulars come from a later account in XV Let SovetskogoStroitel'-
stva, ed. E. Pashukanis (1932), pp. 439-440, s See Vol. 1, pp. 283-284. 
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that hitherto " in a large number of districts the elections of 
Soviets in the countryside have not been real elections, but an 
empty bureaucratic procedure for forcibly bringing in ' deputies ' 
by way of a large number of tricks and of pressure by a small group 
of rulers who are afraid of losing power", though he claimed that 
" an end is now being put to such electoral practices in the 
countryside ". 1 An official party report two months later was 
even more sweepingly critical : 

Little good can be said of the way in which party directives 
about the revitalization of the Soviets have been realized in 
practice ; achievements here are extremely insignificant. 
Measures taken to this end in many localities have not gone 
beyond the limits of paperwork.z 

At this moment the party line on the orientation towards the 
peasant was still wavering and uncertain. The policy of the re
vitalization of the Soviets would henceforth be firmly geared to 
that line. 

The most significant barometer of shifting opinions was the 
discussion about the extension of the franchise, which had more 
symbolical than practical importance and continued throughout 
the summer and autumn of 1925. During the first months of 
1925 a new constitution for the RSFSR had been in leisurely 
preparation. J The logical course was evidently to incorporate in 
it the new rules laid down in the January decree of VTsiK, 
admitting to the franchise those who employed hired labour 
under the now authorized conditions, and those in receipt of 
interest on savings. 4 This course was adopted ; and, when the 
draft of the revised constitution was submitted to the TsiK of 
the RSFSR at the beginning of May 1925,s it was found to repeat 
the provisions of the decree of VTsiK on this point. But objec
tions were felt to this open abandonment of what had once been 
regarded as fundamental principles of the constitution. It could, 
after all, be argued that the " temporary rules " permitting hired 
labour on farms were not intended to last, and that it would be 

1 Stalin, Sochineniya, vii, 184. 
• lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rwsiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol' • 

shevikov), No. 31-32 (xo6-107), August 24, 1925, p. 1. 
' See p. 253 above. 
+ See pp. 330-331 above. s See pp. 253-254 above. 
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improper to base constitutional provisions on them. In the text 
finally adopted, article 69 of the new constitution was a precise 
reproduction of article 65 of the old, with a few verbal changes 
which did not affect these provisions : " persons resorting to 
hired labour in order to extract surplus value " and " persons 
living on unearned income, such as interest on capital . . . " were 
once more declared incapable of electing or being elected to 
Soviet organs. This demonstrative assertion of revolutionary 
principle may be explained either as a last throw by the doctrinaires 
of the early period of the revolution, or as an early symptom of the 
reaction against the pro-kulak policy of the spring of 1925; it 
probably combined both elements. It had no practical effect. 
Since no elections were immediately pending, the conflict between 
the new constitution of the RSFSR and the decrees of VTsiK 
remained academic. Undeterred by the text of the constitution, 
the People's Commissariat of Justice of the RSFSR issued a 
'month later, on June 18, 1925, an instruction that hand-workers 
and artisans employing not more than two apprentices were not 
to be regarded as exploiting hired labour, or deprived of the 
right to vote. 1 

Since the re-elections ordered after the autumn elections of 
1924 were not everywhere completed till June 1925, some latitude 
was allowed about the date of the next elections ; 2 and these were 
spread over the last two months of 1925 and the first months of 
1926,a The balance of emphasis was now somewhat altered. At 
the end of September 1925, with a crucial session of the party 
central committee due to take place in the first week of October, 
a lengthy instruction to local party organizations was issued over 
the signature of Molotov. It began by claiming a "substantial 
improvement in the link between worker and peasant " as a result 
of the revitalization of the Soviets, and demanded a continuance 
of the campaign. The new note was the emphasis given to the 
need to organize the poor peasants and to bring the middle 
peasants into alliance with them.4 On October 2, 1925, on the eve 

' Sbornik Dekre!()f), Postanovlenii, Rasporyazhenii i Prikazov po Narodnomu 
Khozyai'itf!U, No. Z3 (44), August 1925, p. 161. 

~ Sobranie Zakonov, I925, No. 68, art. 506. 
: Per~·Y_bory v ~ovety RSFSR v I925-I926 godu (1926), i, s~6. 

Th1s mstructmn appeared, in the place usually devoted to a leading 
article, in Pravda, Sept~mber 29, 1925. 
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of the session, Pravda published Molotov's report to the central 
committee "on work among the poor peasants", which contained 
a specific injunction to local party organizations to organize special 
meetings of poor peasants in advance of the elections ; and this 
was endorsed by the central committee. This seemed an im
portant concession to anti-kulak opinion in the party, and staved 
off any danger of a break with Zinoviev and Kamenev on this 
point.I But the balance was to some extent readjusted, after the 
committee had adjourned, by a decree of the RSFSR of October 
14, 1925, which, ignoring the constitutional anomaly, repeated 
the provisions of the January decree of VTsiK, admitting to the 
franchise employers of hired auxiliary labour under the provisions 
of the agrarian code.z At the same time VTsiK issued a decree 
proposing to the TsiKs of the union republics {a rare gesture to 
constitutional propriety) to set up in each repubtic a central 
electoral commission " for the general direction of the electoral 
campaign and to review complaints against the actions of regional 
and provincial electoral commissions ".3 In spite of this injunc
tion, it is clear that uniformity was not achieved in the granting or 
withholding of the franchise, and that practice varied from place 
to place, the main determining factor being the varying extent 
of the influence of the kulaks and of the inclination of the local 
authorities to placate them. But the exemptions appear on the 
whole to have been generously applied. The number of those 
disqualified in rural areas of the RSFSR fell from 541,000 in the 
elections of 1924-1925 to p6,ooo in the elections of 1925-1926 : 
these figures were said to represent 1·3 per cent and 1 per cent 

' For the proceedings of this session of the party central committee see 
Vol. 1, pp. 305·308, and pp. 108-to9 above. 

• Sobrarde Uzakonenii, 1925, No. 79, art. 6o3 ; in the following year, when 
the reaction against the kulaks had set in, this decree was attacked in the party 
journal as inconsistent with the constitution of the RSFSR (Bol'shevik, No. 9-ro, 
May 30, 1926, pp. 40-42). The corresponding decree of the Ukrainian SSR 
of November 27, 1925, listed as entitled to the franchise members of the free 
professions, teachers, hand-workers and artisans not employing more than two 
apprentices, household workers, small traders holding first Clltegory licences (for 
these categories see The Bolshe'l!ik Revolution, I9r7-r923, Vol. 2, p. 337, note 2), 
and peasants employing auxiliary labour within the limits of the law (Zbimik 
Uzakonen' ta Rosporyadzhen', 1925, No. 97, art. 531). 

• Sobranie Zakonov, r925, No. 68, art. 506; the deer« of the RSFSR 
carrying this proposal into effect only came fow.- months later, in February 1926 
(Sobranie Uzakonenii, r926, No. 8, art. 59). 
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respectively of the population of voting age in these areas.' 
The instruction to organize special meetings of poor peasants 

had little effect and does not seem to have been taken very seriously. 
When Kamenev was asked at a party meeting in Moscow im
mediately after the session of the central committee how these 
meetings were to be arranged, he replied that " the central com
mittee did not lay down a precise organizational form, and did 
not do it advisedly " ; and, when another questioner enquired 
whether these meetings would not amount to a revival of the 
kombedy and a return to class war in the countryside, he explained 
that the party could now achieve its ends " not by the procedure 
of civil war, but by the procedure of civil peace, having the whole 
state apparatus in our hands ".2 Some local party organizations, 
firmly wedded to the peasant orientation, postponed or obstructed 
the carrying out of the instruction, pretending that its terms were 
not clear, that no representative groups of poor peasants could 
be found or that no kulak activity had been in evidence. J In some 
places, the local organization adopted " a position of peculiar 
neutrality in regard to the electoral campaign, eliminating itself 
from the leadership of the toiling masses in the elections to the 
Soviets ".4 Where meetings of poor peasants were convened, 
they were broken up by kulaks ; elsewhere kulaks " strive by all 
ways and means to deck themselves out as ' champions of the 
interests of the poor peasantry' ".s The purpose of using the 

1 Perevybory v Sovety RSFSR v I9~5-r9z6 godu (1926), i, 6-7 ; of those 
disqualified 37"6 pet cent in 1924-1925 and 467 per cent in 1925-1926 were 
disqualified as employing hired labour or engaged in trade (G. Mikhailov, 
Mestnoe SovetsJwe Upravleni.e (1 927), p. 425). The proportion of those dis· 
qualified in the towns was far higher than in the coWltty (see p. 362 below). 
Radyan'ska Ukraina, No. 13 (19), April 1926, p. 37, gives the proportion of 
those disqualified in the Ukraine as 1"5 pet cent ; in the Kuban 1·4 per cent wete 
disqualified, 45 per cent of these being merchants, 11 per cent priests, 9 per 
cent former members of the police and 8 per cent entrepteneurs (Bol'shevik, 
No. 7-8, April 30, 1926, p. 64). 

' L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xii (1926), 409-411. 
3 ~pies ?f ~s attitude from several widely separnted centres were 

quoted ln an al"tl.cle m Leningradskaya Pravda, December 25, 1925. 
4 Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo, No. I, August 1926, p. 32. 
• lzwstiya Tsentral'-nogo Komiteta Vmoyuznoi Komm<misticheskoi PMtii (B), 

No. 2 (123), January 25, 1926; this report also mentioned opposition by 
some party workers to the organization of poor peasants. A writer in Pravda, 
June 26, 1926, bluntly said that party decisions in favour of the poor peasant 
had been sabotaged. 
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meetings to select poor peasant candidates for the elections seems 
rarely to have been fulfilled. As before, the situation was parti
cularly bad in the outlying regions. In Kazakhstan, though 
62 per cent of electors are said to have voted, the elections pro
ceeded on family lines, and " the beys . . , in most cases came 
out victorious ". 1 In the Caucasus the kulaks joined hands w:ith 
" former beys " and members of the gentry, and both physical 
violence and bribes in the form of loans of produce or stock were 
used to drive the poor peasants to support them.z Siberia, where 
population was relatively sparse and many large holdings sur
vived, seems to have been the paradise of the politically minded 
kulak; an outside observer reported in 1926 that" the Soviets in 
Siberia are even today thought to be too dependent on village 
psychology, and therefore on the strong peasants, to be fully 
accepted by the party ", and that agents of the party and the 
government " incur the particular hatred of the threatened 
peasants, and are frequently enough exposed not only to beatings, 
but to the danger of being murdered ".3 

Vigorous propaganda was once more conducted to secure a 
large vote. Early in November 1925, when the new elections 
were about to begin, a firm warning was issued over the signature 
of Kalinin that any widespread failure to vote would entail 
another cancellation of the elections. 4 When Molotov drew up 
an interim balance-sheet of the campaign at the fourteenth party 
congress six weeks later, he cautiously claimed that " this re
vitalization of the Soviets has begun, or here and there, truth to 
tell, is only just beginning ". The proportion of electors voting 
had risen in the recent elections to 45 per cent- a so per cent 
advance on the previous year, and a healthy sign of interest among 
the" non-party masses ",s When the final figures of the elections 
of the winter of 1925-1926 were complete, they showed that in 
the RSFSR 47·3 of eligible electors had voted as against 41·1 per 
cent in 1924-1925. Whereas in the earlier year the percentage had 
fallen below 3 5 in 27· 5 per cent of all provinces, regions and 

' Voprosy Istorii, No. 10, 1946, pp. 8-9. 
" Leningradskaya Pravda, December 13, 15, I9ZS, quoting the Tifiis news-

paper Zarya Vostoka. 
I G. Cleinow, Neu-Siherien (19z8), pp. 402·403. 
,. Irroestiya, November 8, 1925. 
s XIV S"ezd Vsewyuznoi KommWiisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 6s. 
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autonomous republics of the RSFSR, in 1925-1926 not one had 
failed to attain this minimum level. 1 The other republics registered 
still higher proportions : the Ukraine, 54 per cent (against 46·6 
per cent in 1924-1925); White Russia, 46·5 per cent; Armenia, 
47'9 per cent; Georgia, 51·3 per cent; Azerbaijan, 6o·2 per 
cent; Uzbekistan, 45'7 per cent; Turkmenistan, 52 per cent.z 
Whether the proportion of communists elected had continued to 
decline is uncertain. Molotov in his interim report of December 
1925 claimed that it had, but arrived at this conclusion by lumping 
together the results of recent elections with those of the re
elections in the spring of 1925.3 According to later figures, the 
proportion of communists elected, after its sharp fall in 1924-
1925, rose again slightly in the elections of I92S-rgz6.4 This 
would have accorded with the new turn in party policy which, 
from this time onward, began to react sharply against the appease
ment of the well-to-do peasant practised in 1925. 

It may, however, be erroneous to infer that this new turn of 
policy was sufficiently defined to exercise any serious influence on 
the Soviet elections of 1925-1926. Molotov in his report spoke 
again openly of increasing class differentiation in the countryside, 
of the strengthening of" the kulak offensive '',and of the difficulty 
of organizing the poor peasant.5 Most contemporary evidence sug
gests that, whatever the other achievements of the revitalization of 
the Soviets, it had brought an accretion of the influence and self
assurance of the well-to-do peasant. An optimistic report from 
the Kuban district stated that there the kulak had been less active 
in the elections of January and February 1926, the poor peasant 
better organized, and the middle peasant less inclined to work 
hand-in.glove with the kulak.6 But this, if true, appears to have 
been exceptional. Bukharin, in January 1926, declared that the 
kulak had "crept '' into the Soviets, though only because " the 
middle peasant and perhaps also the poor peasant voted for 

' Pereeybcry v Sovety RSFSR 't> I925-:rg26 godu (r926), i, lO-II. 
~ Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo, No. I, August 1926, p, 12; the relatively high 

percentage for some of the more backward tepublics may be regarded with 
scepticism, especially as it is doubtful whether full lists of electors can really 
have existed there. 

' XIV S"ezd Vmoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), pp. 6s-66. 
4 Sovetskoe Stroitd'stvo, No. r, August 1926, p. r6, 
' XIV S"ezd V,esoyu.:rnoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 67. 
6 Bol'shevik, No, 7-8, April 30, 1926, pp. 57-60. 
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him " ; 1 and a little later he added that the kulak was following 
one of two lines, either" winning himself a place in the Soviets", 
or, if he was foiled there, " going into the cooperatives " in order 
" to seize such organizational ' commanding heights ' as exist in 
the countryside ".2 A later commentator recorded that, in the 
elections of 1925-1926, "hostile class elements" penetrated the 
Soviets, and that kulaks even sat in the election committees.J 
The ambiguous situation was reflected in a contemporary party 
report which, after asserting that " the confusion of mind of rural 
communists is being overcome ", went on to admit " that by 
these very measures dissension is being sown in the countryside, 
and that the kulak may by way of counterweight create his own 
following, which will at the elections take power into its hands ".4 

The elections of 1925-1926 showed that much had been done to 
revitalize the Soviets by making elections partially free and by 
bringing electors to the vote, but that this had been achieved at 
the cost of placing an instrument of potential power in the hands 
of the well-to-do peasant, who might now be in a position to 
translate into political terms the economic consequences of " the 
wager on the kulak ". 

A minor consequence of the campaign to revitalize the Soviets 
was to stimulate a reaction against the policy of " enlargement " 
of rural districts and villages.s While this process was at its 
height, the twelfth party congress in April 1923 in its resolution 
on regionalization issued a guarded warning that the enlargement 
of rural districts should be carried out " with the greatest caution 
and with full regard for the interests of the broad masses of the 
peasant population". 6 Not much notice was taken of this caveat. 
The greater remoteness of the rural district centre from the more 
distant parts of an enlarged area could not fail to affect the 

' N. Bukharin, Doklad na XXlll ChrezvychaiMi Leningrad.skoi Gubermkoi 
Konfermtsii VKP(B) (1926), p. 29. 

z VII S"ezd Vsesoyuznogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo Soyuza Molcdezhi 
(1926), p. 254· 

3 XV Let SO'IJetskogo Stroitel'uva, ed. E. Pashukanis (1932), pp. 436, 459· 
4 I:roestiya Tsentral'ncgo Komiteta Vsescyuznci KommunisticheskoiPartii (B), 

No.2 (123), January 25, 1926, p. 2. s See pp. 295-298 above. 
6 VKP(B) v Rezclyutsiyakh (1941), i, 498; for this resolution see p. 280 

above. 
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participation of the population in district affairs. A complaint that 
the duration of district congresses of Soviets had been cut down 
to four or five hours, which gave no time for serious discussion, 
provoked the retort that peasant delegates to a lengthy congress 
in a distant place would have to be lodged and fed - for which 
no official funds were available.1 One consequence of the enlarge
ment of districts was that the proportion of peasants in district 
executive committees declined, since fewer of them could afford 
the time, or provide the transport, to travel to the district centre. 
In the province of Tula where concentration had been extreme, 
s6 districts replacing 229 old rural districts, the proportion of 
peasants in the executive committees fell from 8o·9 per cent to 
54·8 per cent; the proportion of party members had at the same 
time increased from 38·6 to 89·3 per cent.'" The district executive 
committees had doubtless become more efficient ; but they had 
at the same time become less representative of the peasant out
look, and more obviously dominated by party or official nominees, 
being sometimes sarcastically referred to as " rural district 
Sovnarkoms ". 3 This was the very opposite of the result desired 
from the revitalization of the Soviets. 

The same issue presented itself in a more serious form when 
the policy of enlargement was extended to the villages. A critic 
discovered in the whole process a tendency " not to bring the 
village Soviets and the Soviets in general nearer to the population, 
but on the contrary to draw the lower Soviet organs nearer to 
the higher ones, so that they could be more easily ordered 
about " ; 4 and the desire of the higher authorities to have a more 
manageable number of larger local units to deal with was certainly 
a conscious or unconscious factor. This was an aspect of the 
clash between centralized efficiency and decentralized representa
tion which was inherent in the issue of the revitalization of the 
Soviets. When the rural district was swallowed up in the larger 
district, the unit next below it -the village Soviet - inevitably 
acquired greater importance. The village came in some sense to 

' Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. ; Aprel' (I9ZS), 
pp. IZ•IJ, 37• 

' Vl~Ut' Sovetov, No.8, November 1924, p. Z7; this feature is discussed in 
Yu. Larin, Rost Krest':t~=koi Obshchestvennosti (1925), pp. ISZ·l53· 

3 Srroetskoe Stroitel'stvo, No. r, August 1926, p. 9· 
4 Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo ; Sbcrrnik, iv-v (1926), 9+· 
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replace the old rural district in the administrative hierarchy : one 
case was cited in which a rural district had simply been re
classified as a village. r But, whatever the motives of the enlarge
ment of the village Soviets and the consequent reduction in their 
number, the consequences for the rural population were not in 
doubt. " With our enormous distances, lack of roads and dispersal 
of inhabited points, with a population of which almost one-half 
have no horse ", the enlargement and increased remoteness of the 
lowest unit of administration was " inexpedient from the stand
point of the communications of the population with the village 
Soviet ". 2 The conference of 1925 on the revitalization of the 
Soviets at its April session passed a resolution declaring that 
the enlargement of village Soviets was contrary to the provision 
of the statute of October 1924 allowing populations of 300 and 
upwards to constitute village Soviets, and drawing attention to 
its" negative results". Even the enlargement of rural districts, 
while it was admitted to have brought about " a certain improve
ment in the rural district Soviet apparatus ", had the drawback of 
" greater distance of the villages from the rural district centre ", 
and should be carried out " with all necessary caution and without 
haste ". 3 

By this time the dangers and drawbacks of the enlargement 
of the village Soviet had become sufficiently apparent to put an 
end to the process. But to reverse what had already been done 
was far more difficult. The recommendation of the conference 
on this point lacked formal authority, and was carried out by the 
provincial authorities, who seem to have had the decisive voice, 
"reluctantly and sparingly ".4 It was not till a year later, in April 
1926, that the official journal of the Narkomvnudel of the RSFSR 
came out with a strong declaration that a process of " de-enlarge
ment" of village Soviets was necessary; and later in the month 
a decree to this effect issued from the presidium of the TsiK 
of the RSFSR, though with reservations about the financial 
practicability of the proposaLs But the real remedy was found 
in another and quite different direction. 

1 Ibid. iv-v, ~Jl. • Ibid. iv-v, 149. 
' Soverhchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g.; Aprel' (19:25), 

pp. 18o-r8z. + Sovet.skoe Stroitel'sroo : Sbornik, iv-v (19:26), 151. 
5 Viast' Sooetov, No. 14, April 4, 1926, pp. 7-8; No. zr, May ZJ, 1926, 

pp. 1-2. 
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The enlargement of the village Soviet had the unexpected 
result of increasing the importance of the traditional skhod, which 
continued to operate in the smaller area of the old village. 1 When 
the first steps were taken to restore the village Soviets after the 
disruption of the civil war, not much notice was taken of the 
skhod by party or state officials, who considered these primitive 
gatherings "not worthy of attention ".2 In practice, while the 
Soviet institutions proved difficult to establish, it was precisely 
the traditional character of the skhod which accounted for its 
vitality. 

In the countryside [said one observer] the skhod still exists 
today as it has existed, very likely, since the days of the tribal 
moot, and, very likely, there are to this day still church bells 
by which, as formerly in ancient Russia, people are summoned 
to the skhod.l 

The inclination of the peasant to treat the skhod as the main 
vehicle of local self-government could only be strengthened by 
the policy of diminishing the number of village Soviets. " In 
the localities ", wrote a subsequent commentator, " the idea 
became rooted that the highest authority in the village was not 
the village Soviet, but the village skhod." 4 The skhod undertook 
necessary local work such as the repair of roads, and sometimes 
imposed fines on those who refused to participate. This was 
probably illegal (unless, indeed, the skhod was acting in the name 
of the mir in respect of land vested in it} ; but nobody objected.s 
The skhod usefully filled a gap left by the failure of the Soviet 
system to work at the lowest level. 

The result of these developments, as the conference diagnosed 
it at the beginning of 1925, was transparently clear. Party 
members had "tried to stand aside from the sklwd" ; the skhod 
had fallen into the orbit, not of the Soviets, but of " our enemy 
the kulak ". 6 The remedy was not to ignore the skhod, but to 
bring it into the Soviet system. It was necessary, said Kaganovich 

' For the skhcd see p. 307 , note 4 above. 
• Vlast' SO'IJetov, No. 6, February 7, 19:0:6, p. IJ. 
1 Sooeslu:Jumie po Voprosam Soveuk!Jgo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : YanvaY 

(19zs), p. lSJ· ~ Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo, No. s, December 1926, p. 44· 
5 Vlast' S0'1J8tO'IJ, No. s:o:, December 27, 1925, p. 20. 
6 Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sooetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Yanvar' 

(1925), PP· ss. rss. 
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at the April session of the conference, " that the village Soviet 
should make it its task to direct the skhod, that every peasant 
should be trained in the skhod to participate in local organs of 
government, and to participate in the administration of the state 
as a whole ". Thus exhorted, the conference included in its 
main resolution on the work of the Soviets a chapter " on the 
improvement of the work of the skhody ". The resolution main
tained the formal sovereignty of the skhod by reiterating the 
doctrine, already embodied in the statute of village Soviets, that 
" the village Soviet as the organ elected by the population of the 
village is bound to render an account of its work at the general 
assemblies (skJwdy) '', But the unmistakable effect of the operative 
clauses was to establish the authority of the village Soviet over the 
sklwd. The village Soviet was to be responsible for summoning 
the skhod not less than once a month, for preparing its agenda 
and for directing the proceedings. The Soviet was to be " the 
one directing organ of government in the countryside ". 1 But, 
while the conference had spoken clearly enough, much else that 
seemed more urgent had to be done. It was not till nearly two 
years later that a decree was issued giving effect to this recom
mendation."' The formal incorporation of the skhod into the 
Soviet system was the logical culmination of a long process. 
When the village Soviet became an organized and established 
institution with an office and a paid staff, taking its orders from 
some higher authority, removed both by distance and by its 
bureaucratic character from the daily life of the peasant, the need 
was felt for a smaller, more informal, more local body, through 
which the peasant could express himself and which he could 
regard as his own. This need was filled by the skhod. What had 
happened was that institutions at each level had acquired increased 
size and importance and moved up in the hierarchical scale. As 
the rural district became, in Kaganovich 's words, " almost a little 

' ld.: Aprel' (1925), pp. 12, 172-173· 
• Solm:mie Zalronoo, I927, No. 51, art. 333· The decree placed on the village 

Soviet, as the recommendation had failed to do, the responsibility for cauying 
out decisions of the tkhod, which was thus deprived of executive functions ; the 
village Soviet could appeal to the district executive committee against decisions 
of the skhod. The skhod was now for the first time clearly recogni2:ed as a public 
body- a " general assembly of citizens " -and distinguished from the 
" general assembly of members of the land-holding association". 
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county ",' as the village Soviet approached, both in size and in 
the nature of its functions, the initial design of the rural district 
executive cOmmittee, so the skhod rose up from below to assume 
the initial form of a village Soviet. It was paradoxical that the 
institution in the countryside which most closely conformed to 
the original Bolshevik conception of a Soviet should have been 
one which did not bear the name. 

(d) The City Soviets 

The city Soviets 2 were less conspicuous than the rural Soviets 
in the revitalization campaign, partly because less attention was 
paid to them in a period when party policy was concentrated on 
the countryside, and partly because they were overshadowed both 
by the more important party organizations and by the provincial 
or county Soviet organs which had their headquarters in the city; 
they were thus politically less significant than the rural Soviets, 
which were often the sole point of contact between the authorities 
and the local population. In January 1922 VTsiK had promul
gated, simultaneously with the statutes for county and rural 
district Soviet organs, and for village Soviets, a statute for city 
Soviets of the RSFSR.3 The statute retained enough of the 
traditional language of the revolution to describe the city Soviet 
as " the highest organ of power within the city limits ", But it 
defined the functions of the Soviet in terms too broad to have any 
precise meaning, and it contained no provision for independent 
executive organs to make it an effective instrument of govern
ment. The executive committees, which the city Soviets, like 
other Soviets, had originally been expected to form, were still
born or withered away in the civil war. In cities which were 
capitals of provinces or counties, i.e. in all cities of any size, 
no attempt was made to revive them. The city Soviet was 
" directly responsible to the corresponding provincial and county 

1 S(YI)eshdum:ie Po Voprosam SO'Vetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 
p, n. 

1 The translation is conventional · " cities" included all kinds of conurba
tion from great cities like Moscow ~d Leningrad to small and temote county 
towns. 

• Sobrt:mie Uzakrmenii, I922, No. to, art, 90; for the other statutes see 
p. 305 above. 
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congresses of Soviets and to executive committees of higher rank". 
In practice the executive committee of the provincial or county 
congress of Soviets acted as the executive organ of the city Soviet; 
the departments which managed municipal enterprises, finance, 
education, health and administrative services. were common to the 
province or county and to the city,1 and were responsible to the 
provincial or county executive committee, which appears in all 
cases to have had the final word. One important new provision 
was included in the decree. The city Soviet could form " sec~ 
tions ", or committees, of its members to supervise particular 
departments of local government. The creation of " sections " 
was optional, not obligatory. They had no executive powers; 
and their subordinate status was marked by the fact that the head 
of the department presided over the corresponding section of the 
Soviet. But they represented a first serious attempt to bring the 
members of the Soviet into contact with current administration. 

Evidence on what happened to the city Soviets between 1922 
and 1924 is sparse. The pioneer Soviets in the organization of 
" sections " are said to have been " Moscow and Leningrad and 
Nizhny~Novgorod and, up to a certain point, Ekaterinoslav and 
a number of other cities ". 2 The Kazan city Soviet was a 
particularly flourishing institution, with its members actively par~ 
ticipating in the sections. But here no provincial executive com~ 
mittee existed, the city Soviet had an independent presidium, and 
its president had direct access to the Sovnarkom of the Tatar 
autonomous republic. J Kamenev claimed that five or six thousand 
party and non~party workers were taking part in the sections of 
the Moscow Soviet in December 1924.4 If, however, a few of 
the leading city Soviets were gradually developing into effective 
organs of local government, complaints were frequently heard of 
shortcomings and irregularities in th'e Soviet machinery of cities 

' This was true even of Moscow, where 95 per cent of the business of the 
departments of the Moscow provincial executive committee is said to have been 
devoted to city affairs (Soveshcha.ni.e po Vop:rosa.m Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva xgzS 
g.: Ya.nva.r' (1925), p. 92, cf. ibid. pp. 149, 153). In Moscow and Leningrad 
the city was so large that the province became an adjunct of the city ; elsewhere 
the opposite generally happened. 

• Id.: Ap:rel' (1925), p. 132. 3 Ibid. p. 145. 
i L. Kamenev, Sta.t'i i Rechi, xi (19z9), 27l·Z7Z; a figure of 5000 ~ 

cited in Sooeshchanie po Vopromm SO'VeUkogo Stroitel'stva 1:925 g. : Yanvar 
(1925), p. 91· 
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of secondary importance. 1 Even in the most active Soviets, more 
time \vas spent in listening to reports or in sessions of a ceremonial 
character than in the discussion of current issues ; and the 
sections, where they existed, seldom or never dared to criticize 
the work of the departments. 2 

The statute of January 1922, while citing the franchise dis
qualification article of the constitution, laid down no special rules 
for elections to city Soviets. But an instruction of the electoral 
commission of the Moscow Soviet for the elections of 1922- shows 
how much of the initial professional basis of the Soviet still 
survived: 

Elections take place on the basis of factories, workshops 
and railway-shops, of enterprises in the city, of trade unions, 
and of Red Army and militia units, and also at special assemblies 
convened by district electoral commissions. 3 

Some city Soviets introduced a discriminatory franchise in imita
tion of the discrimination between workers and peasants in the 
original constitution of the RSFSR : 4 examples are quoted of 
elections to city Soviets conducted on the basis of one deputy for 
every so organized workers and for every zoo of the unorganized 
population, or of one deputy for every roo workers or Red Army 
men and for every 300 officials or other qualified voters.s Voters 
in elections to city Soviets were at this time confined mainly to 
organized workers. Other strata of urban population, even if not 
legally disqualified, were politically aloo£.6 In 1923 32 per cent 
of those qualified to vote voted in elections to city Soviets in the 

' A number of complaints are quoted from the Soviet press in Das Recht 
SOOJjetnmlands, ed. A. Maklezow (1925), p. no; for a reference to the"' dying 
away' ofthe city Soviets " see Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 
1925 g. : Yanvar' (1925), p. 149. ~ I d. : Aprel' (1925), pp. 127-128. 

' Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, i (1925), 136. 
~ See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. r, pp. 143-144. 
' Sooetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, j (1925), IJ8-IJ9; the only republic 

where a discriminatory franchise in local elections was prescribed by decree 
was the Ukraine (Zbir Zakoniv i Rosporyadzhen', rg:u, No.7, art. 202; No. 13, 
an. 355 ; No. 22, art. 620). 

6 A Ukrainian decree of July 19.u on city Soviets excluded from the franchise 
penons " not being, for whatever reason, members of trade unions " (Zbir 
Zakoniv iRotrporyadzhen', 1921, No. 13, art. 355). As late as 1924 in elections to 
the Moscow and other large city Soviets, workers and officials voted, and artisans 
and nepmen stayed away (Yu. Larin, Rost Krest'yamkoi Obshchest1Jenn1Jsti (1925), 
p. IJ). 
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USSR and 38 per cent in the RSFSR.' In 192+-1925 the propor
tion for the RSFSR rose to 40·5 per cent, though this was un
evenly spread ; the proportion was regularly higher in the larger 
than in the smaller cities, and in no less than 125 of the latter 
(41 per cent of the total number of " cities") the percentage fell 
below 35.2 If these figures were somewhat lower than the corre
sponding figures for the rural Soviets,J the explanation was not 
far to seek. In Nizhny-Novgorod, where the high proportion of 
43 per cent of all eligible electors voted in the elections for the 
city Soviet in 1924, the percentage sank to 32 in the non-factory 
districts of the city ; and of those voting 62 per cent were members 
of trade unions.4 In the same year, of all Red Army men qualified 
to vote in elections to city Soviets, 72 per cent actually voted, and 
of trade unionists, 39 per cent; of other qualified electors only 
r6 per cent used their votes, and in many cities the proportion of 
" other " voters was negligible.s In elections to the city Soviets 
of the Tatar autonomous republic, outside Kazan, nobody except 
trade unionists voted. 6 Of deputies elected to city Soviets in the 
RSFSR in 1922 and 1923, more than 69 per cent were party 
members, candidates or members of the Komsomol 7 ~ a striking 
contrast to the insignificant percentage of communists in village 
Soviets. 

The decision of the presidium of VTsiK of December rg, 
1924, setting up the conference " on questions of Soviet con
struction " s included among its tasks the improvement of the 
activity of the city Soviets ; and these received intermittent 
attention at both January and April sessions of the conference. 
The January resolution on the holding of re-elections where less 
than 35 per cent of the electorate had voted applied to city as well 
as to rural Soviets. But re-elections were apparently not held in 
the cities. More significant was the recommendation of the con
ference that, in addition to elections to the city Soviets organized 

1 Soveulwe Stroitel'stvo : Sbornik, i (1925), II3 ; L. Kaganovich, Partiya 
i Sovety (1928), p. 86. 

z Perevybory v Sooety RSFSR v I9125-z926 godu (1926), i, 47-48. 
3 See p. 342 above. 
* Soveshchanie po Voprofam SooeUkogo Stroitel'stva I925 g . .' Y=r' 

(1925), p. 33· ' ld. ; Aptel' (1925), p. 129. ~ Ibid. p. 145· 
7 Perevybory v Sovety RSFSR v I925-z926 godu (1926), i, 66. 
8 See p. 325 above. 
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on the factory and trade union basis, elections should be organized 
on the basis of territorial units " for citizens not employed in 
enterprises and not organized in trade unions, such as artisans, 
housewives, cab·drivers etc." 1 An instruction of the party central 
committee of January 27, 1925,Z called for a special effort in the 
cities to draw the " so-called unorganized population " of the 
cities into the Soviets ; this was the counterpart of the appeal to 
non·party peasants in the countryside. In April 1925 the confer
ence heard a formal report on city Soviets, mainly devoted to the 
defects in their working, and recommended a new draft statute 
to replace the statute of January 1922. The draft statute made 
the sections a normal part of the organization of the city Soviet, 
and specifically gave the Soviet authority to decide on differences 
of opinion between the presidium and the sections, thus at one 
and the same time enhancing the power of the Soviet itself and 
raising the status of the sections. But a complete separation of the 
authority of the city Soviet from that of the Soviet of the province 
or county in which the city was situated was felt to entail the 
danger of "dual power", The executive committee of the pro
vince or county continued to have responsibility for city adminis
tration, and was to render an account of its work twice a year to 
the city Soviet.J This recommendation, like the other recom
mendations of the conference, received the endorsement of the 
third Union Congress of Soviets in May 1925.4 But, with attention 
riveted on the struggle within the party and on issues of agrarian 
policy, the reform of the city Soviets had no compelling urgency ; 
as Kamenev complacently pointed out to the Moscow Soviet, it 
was the rural Soviets which most needed to be "revitalized ".s 
It was not till October 1925 that a new statute, based on the 
recommendations of the conference, was approved and promul
gated by the TsiK of the RSFSR, a year after the corresponding 
statute of the rural Soviets. Under the new statute all urban 

' Sowshchanie po Voprosam SO"I!etskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. ; Yanvar' 
(1925), p. 227. 

• lzvestiya Tfentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiislwi Kommunisticheskoi Parh"i (Bol'
shevikoo), No.6 (81), Febmazy 9, 1925, p, 2. 

' For the report see Soveshchanie po Vaprasam SClVetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 
g, ; Aprel' (1:925), pp. l2S-I35 (cf. alsop. 17); for the resolution and draft 
!!tatute see ibid. pp, r86-r96. • Seep. 339 above. 

• L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xii (1926), 273· 
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settlements having upwards of IO,ooo inhabitants or 2000 electors 
were entitled to form city Soviets ; cities of more than 50,000 
inhabitants were divided into districts (raions) with district 
Soviets. All workers' settlements had factory Soviets irrespective 
of numbers. City and factory Soviets, like rural Soviets, were 
elected annually, and were expected to meet twice a month.1 A 
city Soviet formed a presidium of not more than II (this figure 
might be exceeded by the Moscow and Leningrad city Soviets), 
which exercised control over the " city economy " and certain 
special city services ; apart from these, ultimate control still 
rested with the provincial executive committee, and the city 
Soviets still had no independent budget. 

In the cities, as in the countryside, the success of the campaign 
for the revitalization of the Soviets was measured by the increased 
number of those voting in the elections, and by the increased 
participation of non-party voters and delegates. The proportion 
of electors voting in elections for city Soviets in the RSFSR rose 
from 40·5 per cent in 1924-1925 to 52 per cent in 1925-1926 ; 
and a table was issued showing, in percentages, the social status 
of those elected to the city Soviets : : 

' I922 I92J I924-I9f25 1925-19t26 
---

Workers ... 0 36·6 46·o 38·8 
Employees 40·9 49•9 35•7 39·2 
Red Army ,., , .• ,., ••• I Others , .• ,., IJ•Z 17•2 

' 
These returns presented two interesting features. The first was 
the rapid rise in the percentage of " employees " in the first years 
of NEP, checked in 1924 partly by the campaign for the revitaliza
tion of the Soviets, and partly by the Lenin enrolment of workers 
in the party. The second feature was the rapid increase in 
" other " delegates, which was a direct result of the revitalization 
campaign, reflecting the appeal to the non-party and non
proletarian elements of the population to participate in the 

1 Sofffanie Uzakonenii, I9f25, No. 9X, art. 662. 
~ L. Kaganovich, Partiya i Sovety (1928), pp. 86, 87; according to 

Perevylwry v Sovety RSFSR v I925-I9f25 godu (1926}, i, 47-48, the proponion 
voting in elections to city Soviets of the RSFSR in 1925-1926 was 487 per 
cent, and 14 cities (as against 125 in I9214-1925) still failed to reach 35 per cent. 
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elections. On the other hand, the proportion of those dis· 
franchised on grounds of social and economic status was, not 
unnaturally, higher in the cities than in the countryside, reaching 
a percentage of 8·2 in 1923 and 5·3 in 1924 ; the larger the city 
the higher the proportion of those disqualified. Some 7 5 per cent 
of those excluded were said to be merchants or employers of 
hired labour .1 The proportion of communists among those 
elected to city Soviets fell from the high point of 6g per cent in 
1923 to 57 per cent in 1924-1925 and 45·5 per cent in 1925-1926.2 

(e) The Balance-Sheet 

In the summer of 1926, when the elections for 1925-1926 
were at length complete, an attempt was made to draw up a 
balance-sheet of the whole campaign. A discouraging report was 
given to the Orgburo of the results of the mobilization of 6ooo 
party and Komsomol workers for work in the countryside, which 
fully confirmed the earlier unfavourable account. The start of the 
work had been delayed by caution or obstruction, and had been 
made only after the fourteenth party congress in December. 
The report condemned the error of treating the poor peasants 
as constituting a special branch of party work and of attempting 
to organize them as a separate entity ; conferences of poor 
peasants had been summoned in secret as if they were conspirators, 
middle peasants had been excluded. What was required was to 
organize the poor peasants into the Soviets, the cooperatives, the 
krestkomy, etc. But the positive directives were obscure, and 
were not made any plainer by a speech of Molotov and a resolution 
of the Orgburo,a Party policy had moved in the direction of the 
poor peasant and away from the kulak, but was still indecisive 
and ambivalent. 

The same qualities were apparent in a resolution adopted, on 
a report by Molotov, by the joint session of the party central 
committee and central control commission in July 1926.4 This 

' SotJ~tskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbornik, i (1925), uo. 
• Perev;vbory v Sovety RSFSR v .r925-I926 godu (1926), i, 66. 
3 ll!l'l!estiya Tsentrai'rwgo Komiteta Vsesoyu:rnoi Kommlffl:isticheskoi Partii (B), 

No. 23 (r#), June 14, 1926, p. 1 ; No. 26 (147), June 30, 1926, p. 3 ; No. 29-30 
(tso-ISI), July 26, 1926, pp. 1·2· For the earlier account seep. 342 above. 

4 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (19.p), ii, 103-IIJ, 
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noted a gratifying rise in the proportion of electors voting in the 
countryside, which in the RSFSR had now reached 47 per cent. 
" New strata of workers and especially new strata of peasantry, 
hand-workers, employees, village intelligentsia (teachers), etc." 
had been drawn into " the work of Soviet construction ". The 
kulaks had been compelled to abandon " the open defenCe of 
their class interests and their anti-Soviet policy ", and were con
cealing their machinations under the guise of " the interests of 
the poor peasantry " and " revolutionary legality ". The report 
also noted increased participation in elections to city Soviets in 
the RSFSR by " proletarian strata not organized in the trade 
unions (wives of workers, unemployed, workers not belonging to 
trade unions etc.), and toilers of the petty bourgeois strata (small 
craftsmen, artisans etc.)", and estimated the percentage of 
participation among these groups at 37 for 1925-1926 as against 
24 for 1924-1925. On the other hand, the goal of the " revitaliza
tion of the Soviets " was defined, in harsher terms than had 
hitherto been used, as being " finally to explode the remains of 
the influence of bourgeois elements (nepmen, kulaks and bourgeois 
intelligentsia) on the toiling masses". The resolution sharply 
condemned both " deviations which occurred in the drawing up 
of electoral instructions ", and the " unduly broad application " 
of these instructions, in the matter of the franchise : these errors 
had led to an unwarranted " curtailment of the number of persons 
deprived of electoral rights, at a time when a certain increase of 
bourgeois elements is occurring both in the town and in the 
country ". 1 The " renunciation of methods of dictation and 
nomination in regard to the Soviets", though necessary and 
praiseworthy, had sometimes led to the opposite extreme of 
" renunciation of the leadership of the party, and adoption of a 
'tail-endist' 2 interpretation of its tasks in the electoral campaign", 
But the two-sided obligation imposed on the party- to exercise 

• Two successive issues of the party journal Bol'she'l!ik, No. 13, July 15, 
1926, pp. 23-44, No. 14, July 30, 1926, pp. IJ-JO, carried a long article attacking 
the "wholesale extension of electoral rights to new strata of the population 
which have hitherto not enjoyed them " ; ae<:ording to the opposition plstfonn 
of October 192.7, " the penetration of the Soviets by the lower kula"- and ' semi
kulak' elements and the city bourgeoisie, which began in 1925 ",was 
" partially stopped by the attacks of the opposition " (L. Trotsky, The Real 
Situation in Rwsia (n.d. [tgz8]), p. 97), 

• For this heresy see The Bolrht<Vik Revolution, I9:XJ-I9113, Vol. 1, p. t8. 
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effective leadership in Soviet affairs and Soviet elections without 
incurring the charges of " dictation " and " nomination ", and to 
broaden the social basis of the Soviet power without sacrificing 
the claim of the party to exclusive leadership and to an unchal
lenged right of final decision- was easier to define than to dis
charge. The resolution wound up with appeals to increase the 
participation of non-party workers and peasants and to continue 
and intensify " the truly Leninist policy of the revitalization of 
the Soviets ". 

A novel feature of the resolution was the introduction of a 
paragraph devoted to the need for new electoral procedures in 
" nomadic and semi-nomadic districts " and for work in the 
autonomous republics and regions where " the task of creating 
and strengthening the Soviets as real organs of the Soviet power" 
still, " in many cases ", lay ahead. In most of these outlying 
regions, where primitive native peoples were interspersed with 
more or less numerous Russian settlers, the creation of a Soviet 
machinery had scarcely begun, and authority, both formal and 
real, remained with the organs of the central administration of the 
region. In the Kalmyk autonomous SSR there were, in 1925, 
except in one district, no village Soviets ; the lowest organ was 
the rural district executive committee. 1 According to a report of 
the same year from the Bashkir autonomous SSR, " village Soviets 
do not exist ", though there were unorganized village meetings ; 
elsewhere in Bashkiria Soviets were said to have fallen under the 
control of " worthless individuals who won popularity by the 
dishonest manipulation of tax assessments, insurance claims etc.'' z 

In Uzbekistan and in the Buryat-Mongol republic " many village 
Soviets never meet after the day of the elections ". In Kazakhstan 
the president of the district executive committee or the chief of 
the militia ruled single-handed.3 In the parts of the republic of 
Bokhara taken over by Turkmenistan no Soviets had hitherto 
existed, and they were first created in 1925.4 In Kirgizia, there 
was a movement for " tribal Soviets " or " Soviets without com
munists", which had no class basis and became the tool of beys 

' T. Borisov, Kalmykiya (1926), p. 62. 
2 Vserouiiskii Tsentral'nyi ltpolnitel'nyi Komitet XII Sozyva : Vtoraya 

Sutiya (1925), pp. 89-90. 
1 Bol'shevik, No. 21-22, November 30, 1925, p. 54· 
4 Vlast' SO'I.Jetov, No. ro, March 7, 1926, pp. 9-10. 
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and manaps.1 In the autonomous region of the Pamirs no Soviet 
machinery was set up till 1927.~ At the :fifteenth party congress 
in that year Molotov confessed that " there is no single countryR 
side ", and that " in connexion with a number of areas, especially 
of the Soviet east, we have to speak not of the revitalization of 
Soviets, but of the creation of Soviets ". l 

The specific campaign for the revitalization of the Soviets 
ended in the summer of 1926 and was not subsequently renewed. 
But the policies then inaugurated were continued, and extended 
to regions where they had not hitherto been applied. The 
campaign indubitably coincided with a growth of political self
consciousness in the countryside : how far this was due to the 
increased material wellRbeing of the NEP years, how far to the 
sharpness of the issues presented by the new " differentiation " 
between strata of the peasantry, and how far to the campaign 
itself, is a matter of speculation. Nor can it be doubted that the 
Soviets themselves became more efficient, and that Soviets were 
created where they had not hitherto existed. Elections were 
regularly held, and voters voted on lists which had been some
how settled in advance by a process of compromise between 
nomination and negotiation. Soviets, executive committees and 
congresses of Soviets met at intervals : current business was 
transacted by paid secretaries and by presidiums. The machine 
worked. It worked not only more efficiently but more smoothly. 
Explanation and persuasion played a larger r6le, dictation and 
compulsion a smaller one, than in the earlier years. To this 
extent the revitalization of the Soviets implied some progress 
towards government by consent of the governed. 

Yet it is also clear that in the clash between the two original 
aspects of the Soviet - its function as a representative body of the 
sovereign people and its function as an organ of local government 
carrying out the behests of a central authority -the dice were 
more and more heavily loaded as time went on in favour of the 
second. This was due in large part to the increasing authority 
and efficiency of the central government, especially with the 
development of planning and the extension of regionalization. 

1 Bol'shevt."k, No. IJ, July 15, 1926, pp. 73·75· 
• Revolyuttiya v Srednei Azii, ii (Tashkent, 1929), I93· 
J XV S"ezd Voesoyu$'1!0i Kommunisti.clwskoi Partii (B) (1928), p. I047· 
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The Soviet Union was not the only country where the growing 
intervention of the government in economic and social policy 
characteristic of the modern world strengthened the rOle of the 
central power ; and in territories so vast, and with populations so 
disparate, as those of the Soviet Union some degree of imposed 
uniformity and centralization was probably a condition of survival. 
But the progressive encroachment of the centre was also due in 
part to the weakness of the representative principle in the Russian 
political tradition. The original and easily comprehensible con. 
cept of a Soviet as a group of workers or peasants meeting together 
to order their affairs in common had of necessity been replaced 
by the concept of a Soviet of delegates chosen by the vote of a 
majority to speak in the name of the community ; and this no 
longer had the same appeal or evoked the same faith. The aroma 
of unreality which clings to Soviet representative institutions was 
the product of apathy from below as well as of dictation from 
above. 

When, therefore, the Bolshevik leaders spoke of revitalizing the 
Soviets, they had in mind two different and perhaps incompatible 
processes. The first was to create throughout the country an 
efficient machine of local government to which decisions of a 
central authority could be handed down for punctual execution ; 
over a large part of the Soviet Union the middle and later nineteen
twenties saw substantial progress towards this end. The second 
purpose was to woo the loyalty of the masses, in town and country, 
by enlisting the direct or indirect support of as large a proportion 
as possible of the population in the conduct of government, and 
by making them feel that the Soviets in some sense represented 
their views and their interests. This purpose was very im
perfectly fulfilled. A regime which, while pursuing long-term 
aims that had a universal and popular appeal, was compelled by 
the dilemma of its seizure of power in a backward country to 
pursue these aims by way of short-term policies that placed an 
enormous burden on the masses of workers and peasants, could 
not be popular. There was no room in Soviet conditions for a 
slow growth of popular representative institutions and traditions 
such as had formerly occurred in western Europe ; nor was the 
time any longer propitious for such a development. The process 
of " revitalizing the Soviets " was quite different. It was an 
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attempt by the leaders to bridge from above the gap which tradi
tionally divided government and people ; and, though some forms 
of representative institutions borrowed from the west were used 
in the process, the operation was essentially one of propaganda 
and organization, an effort to create a link by a conscious act of 
policy. 

We gradually draw the non-party peasants, i.e. in essence 
the petty bourgeoisie, into the lower levels [said BukharinJ, 
while we maintain from above a secure proletarian leadership. 
We re-make the peasants in our manner, draw them into the 
system of our work, teach them to work on new lines, drawing 
them into the process of socialist construction. 1 

It was part of a process of political education, of the endeavour to 
create the " new type " of Soviet man. 2 

But at this point yet another contradiction was found to lurk 
in the policy of revitalizing the Soviets - a refl.exion of the 
innate contradiction of the agrarian policy of these years. The 
revitalization of the Soviets had begun, or at any rate developed, 
as the political counterpart of the economic " wager on the 
kulak", and had had the same implications. It was denounced 
by the opposition as a " swamping " of the party by the petty 
bourgeoisie, and as " our abdication, a slipping of our state power 
from the proletarian track" ; 3 and an authorized party com
mentator went far to confirm this view when he wrote that " the 
widening of the circle of electors in the countryside, by drawing 
in the exploiting elements, is accompanied by a simultaneous 
narrowing of the participation in political life of the semi
proletarian and proletarian elements and by a lessening of the in
fluence of the party in the Soviets ".4 This could not, however, 

1 A. I. Rykov and N. Bukharin, Partiya i Oppczitsimmyi Blck (1926), p. 68; 
the quotation is from n speech of Bukharin of July z8, 1926, to a Leningrad 
party meeting. z See Vol. I, pp. IJI-IJ2. 

3 The phrases were attributed to the opposition by Bukharin (A. I. Rykov 
and N. Bukh.arin, Partiya i Oppozitsirmnyi Blok (1926), pp. 70-71). It is difficult 
to find a contemporary opposition statement ; but an unpublished memorandum 
of 1927 of the Democratic Centralism group denounced the revitalization of the 
Soviets as " the slogan of the extension of petty-bourgeois democracy " and 
demanded " a restoration of genuine worker Bolshevik Soviets " (p. 37 of the 
memorandum preserved in the Trotsky archives) . 

.. Pravda, July 8, 1926. The same writer, in an article on the city Soviets 
in Pravda on the following day, similarly noted that "the widening of the 
circle of electors, by drawing in the urban petty bourgeoisie, is accompanied by 
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remain the ultimate goal. The reaction against " the wager on 
the kulak", which began in the autumn of 1925, equally affected 
the revitalization policy, and placed the emphasis on the other 
aspect of its original design - the drawing of the masses of the 
middle and poor peasantry into the Soviet orbit. In this respect 
it was an important concomitant of the campaign against illiteracy 
and the spread of education in the countryside. Its success was 
limited by chronic shortages of man-power and of material goods. 
Everywhere in the history of the revolution too much was being 
attempted with too few resources. Yet, in the period of relaxed 
tension and growing material prosperity which followed the con
solidation of NEP, something was achieved. A form of local 
administration was established, and spread by slow degrees over 
the country, which was not only more efficient technically that. 
anything known in the past, but was also accepted in some degree 
as a point of contact between the masses and the remote and ali
powerful central government. This was the ultimate purpose, 
and the imperfect - but still real- achievement of the " re
vitalization of the Soviets ". 

A constant and characteristic feature of Soviet elections, 
which was intensified rather than diminished by the policy of re
vitalization, was the extremely rapid turn-over of delegates at all 
levels of the Soviet hierarchy. The use of the Soviets to carry 
out the principle of direct participation by the maximum number 
of citizens in the work of government was a deeply cherished ideal. 
The party programme of 1919 had demanded: 

( 1) The obligatory introduction of every member of the Soviet 
into some definite work in the administration of the state ; 

(z) ~egular rotation of these tasks so that they may gradually 
mclude all branches of administration ; 

(3) the gradual drawing of the entire toiling population, down 
to the last man, into state administration.1 

Re-election of the same individual merely diminished the number 
of those who were able to enjoy the experience. In practice, the 

a certain simultaneous decline in the specific weight of the proleta:rian sector 
of the electorate in their broad masses, and by far smaller activity on their part 
~~ on the part of new electors from the petty bourgeoisie ", But in the 
Cltles- at any rate, in the latge cities- the "proletarian seetor" was far 
stronger, and the petty bourgeois element far weaker, than in the countryside. 
The parallel hardly applied. ' VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (I<UI), i, z.86. 
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incidence of re-election increased with the responsibility of the 
post. Of those elected presidents of rural district executive com
mittees, only 25·8 per cent in 1924-1925 and 30·1 per cent in 
1925-1926 were serving their first term; in the same years 51·2 
per cent and 4 7 per cent respectively were serving a second term, 
and the rest had a longer record of service. 1 But, except in such 
outstanding posts, re-election was the exception rather than the 
rule. Of all those elected between 1918 and 1927 in the RSFSR 
to village or city Soviets, to congresses of Soviets or to executive 
committees, two-thirds sat for a one-year term and were never 
re-elected.2 Of those elected to the Moscow city Soviet in 1925, 
74 per cent were serving for the first time.3 The situation in 
party committees was similar. Of members elected to county, 
department or city district committees in 1925, only 26·4 per cent 
had served previously.4 It is, moreover, significant that party 
members of Soviet committees were more often re-elected for a 
second term than non-party members. Of all members of pro
vincial and county executive committees in the RSFSR elected 
in 1924-1925 and 1925-1926, about so per cent were elected for 
the first time ; the percentage of non-party members elected for 
the first time was well over 8o in both years.5 Such continuity as 
there was in the personnel of Soviet representative organs was 
assured by the party members. 

The initial belief in a rapid turnover of delegates as a desirable 
means of giving as many as possible of the citizens the experience 
and privilege of participating in organs of government was both 
persistent and sincere, though party leaders also became sensitive 

1 G. Mikhailov, Mtstnoe Sovttskot Upravlen.ie (1927), p. 429. 
~ L. Kaganovich, Partiya i S!J'Vety (1928), pp. 6o-61. 
J Soveukoe Stroitel'$tvo : Sbami.k, ii-iii (1925), 267. 
~ Partiinye, Professional'nye i Kooperativnye Organy i Gofapparat (1916), 

p. 16. It is more remarkable that excessive mobility should have occurred 
in the early years even among high party officials. Molotov at the fourteenth 
party congress in December 1925 complained that of 767 officials of the party 
central committee 704 had changed their job since the previous congress, and 
that it was " necessary really to stabilize the technical apparatus of the central 
committee" (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommu:nistic/u$koi Partii (B) (1926), 
p. 89) ; this was followed by a party circular denouncing " the mass-scale un
planned shifting round of party members, which is to a significant degree a 
survival of the times of war communism " (Izve..tiya Tsentral'nago Komiteta 
Vsefoyu.:moi Kommunisticluskoi Partii (B), No. I (122), Januazy t8, 1926, p. 3). 

s Pere-vybory v Sovety RSFSR v I925-19z6 godu (19z6), ii, 43· 
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at a later date to the value of rotation in reducing opportunities 
for organized opposition. 1 But, whatever the motive, repeated and 
sweeping changes inevitably prevented the accumulation of any 
administrative experience in the rank-and-file membership of 
Soviet organs, which fell the more inevitably under the control of 
party fractions or of presidents and secretaries who were generally 
party members - a result due not so much to cunning calculation 
as to misunderstanding at all levels of the conditions of the 
effective functioning of democratic administration. The same 
result probably accrued from the policy of increasing the propor
tion of peasants and workers among delegates to Soviets and Soviet 
congresses. Like the policy of the " Lenin enrolment " in the 
party, this seemed a laudable and unexceptionable project. But 
it produced in the long run, not a more active and independent, 
but a more docile and submissive, body of delegates. While the 
efficiency of Soviet administration at all levels certainly increased 
in this period, it is not clear that the campaign for the revitaliza
tion of the Soviets had any success in making democratic repre
sentation more effective, or in increasing the participation of 
elected delegates in the proceedings of the Soviets. Nor could 
this easily be achieved so long as current views of the function 
of representation continued to prevail. When a writer in the 
journal of N arkomvnudel suggested triennial instead of annual 
elections to Soviets, on the ground that delegates elected for a 
single year had no time to gain experience or to prove themselves, 
the retort was quickly returned that the proposal ran counter to 
the policy of revitalizing the Soviets and drawing into them the 
maximum proportion of the population. z 

It was no less characteristic of the early phase of the Soviet 
theory and practice of government that no clear line was drawn 
between the functions of elected representatives and of paid 
officials. At the outset it seems to have been taken for granted 
that the exiguous paper work of village Soviets, and even of rural 
district executive committees, could be easily handled by a 

' Zinoviev in 1924 specifically reconunended " fairly frequent changes " 
in the leading posts of the Komsomol as a safeguard against deviations (Shestoi 
S"ezd Rossiiskogo Leninskogo Kommunisticheskogo Soyuza Molodezhi (1924), 
pp. 64-6s). 

~ Vlast' Sovetov, No. to, March 7, 1926, p. 14; No. 19, May 9, 1926, 
pp. 2!·22. 
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president and secretary who were elected members of the bodies 
concerned. Before long it became the practice to assign meagre 
salaries to presidents and secretaries for the discharge of these 
functions; the statute of village Soviets of January 1922 had 
provided that presidents of village Soviets should be paid out of 
the funds of the provincial executive committee- the lowest 
organ at that time possessing a budget.' But since these officials 
were rarely re-elected, at any rate at the village Soviet level, the 
problem of continuity remained. It was first seriously faced by 
an official spokesman at the April session of the conference of 1925 
on the revitalization of the Soviets : 

The question of secretaries is a big question. It seems to 
me that the question of secretaries must be settled in such a 
way as to make secretaries permanent. The confusion which is 
created in the rural district executive committees, when dele
gates of the rural Soviets change in rotation and secretaries 
almost as fast, must be brought to an end at a moment when 
we are giving more rights to village Soviets ; we must return 
to the situation which existed formerly. Formerly a clerk sat 
for years on end, and knew all the business by heart ; but with 
us, frequent changes bring about such a mess that sometimes 
you can get no sense at all out of the village Soviet or the 
executive committee .... Let the secretary be non-elective, 
let him serve for a wage, be a hired worker, but let him be a 
specialist in the business, so that there will be a president who 
will change frequently and a secretary who will sit permanently, 
completely master the job and play an important rOle in the 
rural district. 2 

This simple lesson was too much at variance with current party 
conceptions of self-administration to be readily digested, and no 
formal ruling appears to have been given on it. The increase 
in the size and in the powers of village Soviets, and the creation 
of independent rural district budgets, gradually made the paid 

' For this statute see p. 305 above. Salaries are mentioned ranging from 
6 to 15 rubles a month (Soveshcha.nie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 
g. : Yanvar' (1925), pp. 79, rz8, 136-137). This was less than a living wage; 
rural school teachers at this time received :~~zl rubles a month (id. Aprel' (I9ZS), 
p. 99). Kamenev sald in October 1924; " In order to improve the lower 
Soviet appararus it is necessary to pay such salaries that bribes are not taken " 
(L. Kamenev, Stat'i i Rechi, xi (1929), 207). 

~ Soveshchcmie po Voprosam Sovetslwgo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 
pp. 76-77· 
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permanent official an indispensable and familiar figure in local 
administration. But this progressively widened the gap between 
the permanent official who knew everything and the constantly 
changing delegate who knew nothing. As late as 1928 it was 
officially admitted that there were still " village Soviets whose 
plenums do not meet regularly, and where the work of the village 
Soviet is equivalent to the work of its president and secretary ".1 
It is indisputable that the machinery of local government 
improved enormously throughout the Soviet Union in the middle 
and later nineteen~twenties; and this improvement was in part the 
product of the campaign for the revitalization of the Soviets. 
But its representative character remained its weakest point. 

1 L. Kaganovich, Partiya i Sovety (1928), p. 78. 



CHAPTER 23 

THE RED ARMY 

M
ORE than one paradox underlay the creation and organiza
tion of the Red Army which emerged victorious from 
the civil war. Socialists of every complexion had always 

been particularly hostile to the conception of a standing army, 
the strongest bulwark of the power which they sought to over
throw. In theory, the world-wide victory of socialism would one 
day render all military force obsolete : the army would die away 
with the state which it served. But even the Russian Social
Democrats did not think in terms of this distant Utopia. The 
immediate aim of a socialist revolution would be to destroy the 
standing army and set up in its place what was commonly called a 
"people's militia". In 1905 Lenin had written of the "re
actionary character of a standing army " and the " full practi
cability of a people's militia ". 1 He firmly reiterated this idea 
after the February revolution : 

The people must learn down to the last man to bear arms, 
and down to the last man to enter the militia which replaces 
the police and the standing army. 

Thus would be formed " a militia of the whole people ", men 
and women, with election and right of recall of all commanders 
and officials. z The militia thus conceived was essentially a terri
torial organization, composed of men (and women) mustered for 
local defence or for the maintenance of order, but not detached 
from their homes and normal occupations. The units of the Red 
Guard which took part in the October revolution in Petrograd 
and some other cities were - for obvious reasons of practical 
necessity - organized on this basis. 

The Red Army which was called into being immediately after 
1 Lenin, Sochineniya, viii, 397· 

373 

~ Ibid. XX. 204-ZO$. 
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the Brest~Litovsk treaty 1 owed little or nothing m conception 
to the people's militia of socialist doctrine. It was the instrument 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat; its specific function was to 
overthrow and destroy the bourgeoisie, not to embody the prin· 
ciples of the future classless socialist order. Hence it was a 
class organization. The workers who had seized power must take 
up arms to defend the revolution, and deny arms to the enemies 
of the regime. Military training and service were to be confined 
to workers and peasants ; other elements were to be enrolled in 
unarmed labour battalions behind the front. The distinction 
between the Red Army and the people's militia of the future was 
clearly enunciated in the party programme adopted by the eighth 
party congress in March 1919 at the height of the civil war: 

The Red Army, as the arm of the proletarian dictatorship 
must of necessity have an openly class character, i.e. be recruited 
exclusively from the proletariat and semi-proletarian strata of 
the peasantry which stand close to it. Only in connexion with 
the abolition of classes will such a class army be transformed 
into a socialist militia of the whole people. 2 

The Red Army had two features particularly disconcerting to 
orthodox party opinion. In the first place, it rejected the principle 
of territorial formations proper to the militia system, which was 
incompatible with the exigencies of war. The civil war period 
was marked, in Trotsky's words, by a struggle " for the creation 
of a centralized, discipHned army, supplied and administered from 
a single centre ".3 Secondly, the officer corps of the Red Army 
had been formed to a large extent out of officers taken over, under 
the equivocal title of " specialists ", from the former Tsarist 
army- a practice announced and defended by Trotsky at the 
session of VTsiK in July 1918.-4- The anomaly of this arrange~ 
ment was mitigated, but not removed, by the attachment to each 
commanding officer of one, or more often two, " political com
missars " representing the views and interests of the party ; 
though ostensibly military appointments, the commissars were 
always party men. While they had no pretension to technical 

' For the beginnings of the Red Army see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-
I92J, Vol. 3, pp. 59-67. ~ VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 287. 

' L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutriya, i (1923), 17. 
~ See T!w Bolshevik Revolution, I9IJ-I923, Vol. 3, p. 67. 
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military competence, they enjoyed supreme authority. Even 
operational orders were counter·signed by them as a guarantee 
that the order was " dictated by operational and by no other 
(counter-revolutionary) considerations ''. 1 Nevertheless, it was 
the " specialists "who constituted the officer corps and effectively 
commanded the Red Army. A system so anomalous and so 
repugnant to traditional party beliefs could not fail, even in the 
crisis of the civil war, to incur criticism. At one extreme Smilga, 
a party stalwart who had been from the outset a member of the 
Revolutionary Military Council, came early to believe that full 
responsibility should be vested in the military commanders, and 
proposed to abolish the political commissars. 2 But a more 
conunon and influential criticism came from a group largely 
composed of former " Left communists " of 1918 and more or 
less identical with the newly formed group of " democratic 
centralists ". 3 These objectors reacted strongly against the con
ventional system of military organization and discipline which 
Trotsky had imposed on the Red Army, and upheld the doctrine 
of " partisan warfare ", locally organized and led, which had been 
successfully practised on some occasions in the civil war. 

This group emerged at the eighth party congress of March 
1919 in the guise of a" military opposition". Trotsky, called to 
the front by military emergencies, was not present ; and the 
theses which he had prepared"' were presented to the congress by 
Sokolnikov, who made the report on military affairs. Sokolnikov 
argued that all the issues raised by the opposition turned on the 

' The institution of political commissars appears to have originated in the 
" dual power " of the February revolution : VTsiK from an early date attached 
political commissars to the Petrograd garrison and to other military units in 
Petrograd, and the practice was inherited by the Revolutionary Military Council 
set up after the October revolution. The first order regularizing the status of 
political commissars was dated April 6, 1918 (for the text see L. Trotsky, Kak 
Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, i (192;3), 406-+07). Trotsky relied heavily on the 
commissars to overcome party resistance to the use of Tsarist officers : " every 
specialist", he said at VTsiK in July 1918, "must have a commissar on his 
right and a commissar on his left, each with a revolver" (Pyatyi Vserossiiskii 
S"ezd Sovetov (1918), p. 8o). 

~ A pamphlet by Smilga entitled Stroitel'stvo Armil.' containing this proposal 
was quoted by Sokolnikov in his report at the eighth party congress in March 
1919 (Vw'mai S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), pp. 15Z, 499, note SJ). 

s See The Bolshe"<-ik Revolution, I917-I92J, Vol. I, pp. 195-196. 
4 The theses have not been publislled in their original form, but only minor 

amendments were made in them by the congress (seep. 377, note I below). 
VOL. 11 28 
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central question of a partisan versus a regular army : this applied 
to the campaign against the specialists, to the demand for election 
of officers and commissars, and to the demand to give greater 
authority to party cells in the army. Sokolnikov admitted that 
what was in course of creation was "a regular, standing army". 
This was " the army of the transition period " ; and the criticisms 
of the opposition were misguided attempts to introduce into this 
army " traits which existed in the partisan army and which will 
revive only in a communist militia ". The time was not yet ripe 
for the transition to the militia (though this was proclaimed as the 
ultimate goal in the party programme adopted by the congress). 
Those who wished to put the effective control of the Red Army 
in the hands of its communist members were " party syndi~ 
calists ". On the other hand, Smilga's proposals, which amounted 
to the abolition of the political commissars, were premature. 1 

V. M. Smirnov, who made a co-report on behalf of the opposition, 
denied that the opposition rejected the use of specialists or 
demanded an immediate transition to a militia. But it disliked 
the growing emphasis on centralization as against the methods 
of partisan warfare waged by autonomous local formations, and it 
wished to increase the authority of the political commissars.z 

After these two main speeches in plenary session the debate 
was transferred to a " military section" of the congress consisting 
of 66 members,3 which met in secret and whose proceedings were 
not published. Both Lenin and Stalin addressed the section in 
support of Trotsky's theses. Stalin, according to extracts from 
his speech published some years later, argued for " a strictly dis
ciplined regular army " on the ground that loosely organized 
militia levies would be untrustworthy : " the non-worker elements 
who constitute the majority of our army will not fight voluntarily 
for socialism ".4 But the opposition was evidently also vocal. 
At the end of the debate a drafting committee of five members 
was appointed- Zinoviev, Pozern and Stalin for the majority, 
Safarov and Yaroslavsky for the opposition.s But, with the civil 
war in a critical phase, the objections were not pressed, and 

• Vos'moi S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), pp. 146~155· 
" Ibid. pp. ISS-I6o. 1 ]bid. p. 464. 
• Stalin, Ob Oppozitsii. (1928), pp. 668~669; some phrases are toned down 

or omitted in the version in Stalin, Sochineniya iv 249-250. 
s Vos'moi S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), pp. 273, ;6s.' 
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Trotsky's original theses were embodied with minor drafting 
amendments 1 in a resolution which was then unanimously 
adopted by the congress. The resolution discredited the slogan 
of a " people's militia" by associating it with the Second Inter
national and comparing it with the demand for a constituent 
assembly. But this did not imply a break with " the programme 
of a militia as such ". To oppose " the idea of partisan detach
ments " to " an army organized and centralized in accordance 
with a plan" was " the creed of ' Left ' Social-Revolutionaries 
and their like " and " a caricature of the political thought or 
absence of thought of the petty bourgeois intelligentsia " : " to 
preach partisan warfare as a military programme is the same thing 
as to recommend a return from large-scale industry to artisan 
handicrafts". To recruit a real" worker-peasant militia" would 
be a work of years or at any rate of months. The present army 
was transitional ; " a class army in social composition, it is not a 
militia, but a ' standing ', ' regular ' army in its method of recruit
ment and training ". The " class militia army " of the future 
would have to be an army " equipped and organized according 
to the last word of military science", Even after several years, 
however, when the army was thoroughly organized, " there would 
be no reasons of principle to refuse to draw into the work those 
elements of the old officer corps who have sincerely rallied to the 
point of view of the Soviet power ". The resolution ended with 
renewed demands for the creation of" separate labour battalions " 
for " kulak and parasitical elements " (which was " at present 
not realized, contrary to official decisions "), for the recruitment 
and training of " proletarians and semi-proletarians " as officers, 
and for strengthening the authority of the political commissars, 
who were described as " not only the direct and immediate repre
sentation of the Soviet power, but first and foremost the bearers 
of the spirit of our party". The existing "all-Russian bureau 
of military commissars " was to be replaced by a " political 
section " of the Revolutionary Military Council-later renamed 
the " political administration of the Red Army " or PUR. 2 

' IMd. p. 337 ; Trotsky accepted responsibility for the final form of the 
resolution by reprinting it in L. Trotsky, Kak Vom-uzhalas' Revolyutsiya, i 
(1923), t86-I95· 

: VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 296-302 ; for the order of the Revolu
tionary Militaty Council of April 18, 1919, creating the political section, and 
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This resolution, which was published with the other resolu~ 
tions of the congress, appeared to represent an unqualified victory 
for Trotsky and a vindication of his views. But this was not the 
whole story. Trotsky's military opponents had been able to profit 
by the personal antipathies and jealousies which Trotsky excited 
among the other leaders. As the result of a compromise behind 
the scenes, the published resolution of the congress was accom~ 
panied by an unpublished resolution instructing the party central 
committee to take steps to improve the working of the Revolution~ 
ary Military Council, to increase the representation of the party 
in the general staff, and to arrange for periodical conferences of 
party workers at the front. I The unpublished resolution was 
presented to the party central committee with a report by Zinoviev, 
which made clear its character as a snub to Trotsky. The report 
expressed sympathy for the attitude of the " Left " military 
opposition, demanded a changed attitude to communists in the 
Red Army, and by implication denounced the severity of the 
discipline applied by Trotsky to them. The central committee 
apparently confined itself to an instruction to send the unpublished 
resolution, together with Zinoviev's report, to Trotsky. Zinoviev 
carried out the instruction with an accompanying letter to Trotsky, 
in which he explained the resolution as a necessary concession to 
the opposition, and advised Trotsky to treat it as a" warning ".z 
Trotsky evidently had reason at this time to regard Zinoviev, rather 
than Stalin, as his chief rival and enemy among the leading Bol
sheviks. The congress was shortly followed by another blow to 
Trotsky's authority. The commander-in-chief, Vatsetis, who had 
been appointed by Trotsky in September 1918, vetoed the pro-

the subsequent order of May 26, 1919, trnnsforming it into the political adminis
tration of the Red Anny see A. Geronimus, Partiya i Krmnaya Armiya (1928), 
p. So. One sequel to the resolution was the foundation in Petrograd of the 
Tolmachev institute for training qualified political instm.ctors for the Red 
Arrny ; an account of the institute was given on the occasion of its fifth anni
versary in Leni11{fl'a.d!;kaya Pravda, May 25, 1924. 

' This resolution was apparently published for the first time in VKP(B) v 
Ruolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 303; it was not included in earlier editions of this 
work. 

~ This episode is known in detail from a long end angry reply from Trotsky 
preserved in the Trotsky archives : Trotsky accepted the terms of the resolu
ti.on, ~ough he clallned that some of them rested on a misunderstanding of the 
Situation, but described Zinov:iev's report as " completely incorrect " and 
defended the need for discipline in the army. 
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posal of an influential general and former Tsarist officer, Sergei 
Kamenev, for an offensive against Kolchak. At the beginning of 
July 1919 the party central committee, against Trotsky's advice, 
dismissed Vatsetis and appointed Kamenev commander-in-chief 
in his place. Trotsky tendered his resignation, which was refused 
by the central committee. 1 

So long as the civil war lasted, the settlement of March 1919 
held good, and the conception of an efficient, centralized military 
force approximating as closely as possible to a regular army was 
not seriously contested. The appointment of so stout a champion 
of the military specialists as Smilga as the first head of PUR was 
significant of a determination to put the claims of military 
efficiency above those of the party doctrinaires. At a conference 
of political workers in the Red Army early in December 1919 
Smilga defended, in everything but name, the conception of a 
regular army, and demanded "the reorganization of the Red 
Army on the principle of one-man command", This was a 
return tn the proposal for the suppression or subordination of the 
political commissars. The potential clash between the system of 
political commissars and the principle of " one-man command " 
had been apparent from the outset. Trotsky, as early as the 
autumn of 1918, had been looking for a way out: 

The more the commissar begins to penetrate into combatant 
work, and the commander to assimilate political work, the 
nearer we are to one-man command.z 

But this was an evasion rather than a solution of the problem; 
and Trotsky, at the conference of December 1919, rather half
heartedly supported the system of political commissars as a 
scaffolding which was at present necessary to the rising edifice 
of the Red Army, but would one day be removed.3 

' For this episode see L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, x8s-x86; 
correspondence relating to it is in the Trotsky archives. 

• L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, i (1923), 1!4. 
1 Ibid. ii, i (1924), 76-S:z; Smilga's view had originally been put forward 

in the journal Voennaya Mysl' (ibid. ii, i, 453, note JI). About the same time 
a fanner Tsarist officer, Svechin, wrote an article in the journal Voem•ae Delo 
demanding that the Red Army should be freed from " all upsets in the form 
of militias, universal military training (Vsevobuch), military councils and little 
councils, and of the curtailment of the real authority of every officer and, above 
all, of the commanding officer" (ibid. ii, i, 454, note 37). 
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This military mood was, however, too much the product of a 
military emergency, and too much at variance with current party 
doctrine, to survive the victorious ending of the civil war. When 
Trotsky addressed the seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets 
at the end of December 1919, the defeat of both Denikin and 
Kolchak was already assured ; and the atmosphere was markedly 
different from that of the military conference a few weeks earlier. 
Trotsky now quoted Jaud:s's socialist classic, L'Armee Nouvelle, 
and declared that the idea of a militia " confronts us as the only 
possible prospect for our permanent armed force in time of 
peace ". 1 The enthusiasm generated by the victorious ending of 
the civil war was at its height when the ninth party congress met 
in March 1920, and issued a message of greeting to " the Red 
Army and Red Fleet of the RSFSR ". 2 At a moment when the 
attention of the party was being switched from military questions 
to what Lenin called the" bloodless front of economic reconstruc
tion ", Trotsky made a balanced and cautious report on military 
organization.3 He once more quoted Jaures, though he admitted 
that both Jaures and Bebel, in their approach to military ques~ 
tions, indulged in " democratic, i.e, in essence petty bourgeois, 
illusions". He was, however, clearly influenced at this time by 
J aures 's vision of the organization of the socialist armed forces of 
the future in the form of local militias organized round units of 
production- farms or factories - where the men would con
tinue to work while enrolled in military units for military training ; 
Trotsky saw the employment of units of the Red Army on pro
ductive work- the so-called " militarization of labour " + ~ as 
a practical realization of this idea. This seemed to Trotsky, at 
this time, the main point of the militia system : 

A militia has the fundamental advantage over a standing 
army, that it does not separate defence and labour, does not 
divide the working class from the army. 

But his conclusion was less dogmatic. He argued that the militia 
and the standing army should not be opposed to one another as 
" two abstract, absolute principles ", and went on : 

' 't Vserrmiiskii S"ezd Sovet()'IJ (1920), p. 93. 
~ VKP(B) v Rezolyuttiyakh (1941), i, 347-348. 
3 DB'I!yatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1934), pp. 405-418. 
4 See The Bobhe'l!ik Revolutitm, I9I7-I923, Vol. 2, p. 212. 
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For a certain period divisions recruited on the old model 

and militia divisions capable of standing on their own feet will 
exist side by side. 

The congress, relieved to be no longer faced with the chronic 
military emergency of the last two years, did not consider it 
necessary to debate Trotsky's report, and somewhat light
heartedly passed a resolution " On the Transition to the Militia 
System ". This emphasized that " the essence of the Soviet 
militia system must consist in bringing the army by all means as 
close as possible to the productive process " and in adapting 
units to the territorial distribution of industry, so that workers 
might provide " the core of the militia units ". But it sounded 
a suitable note of caution. The transition must be effected with 
" an indispensable gradualness, in accordance with the military 
and international diplomatic situation of the Soviet republic ", 
and with a view to the overriding condition of maintaining 
efficiency in defence. 1 

The ninth party congress of March 1920 was held at a moment 
of rising self-confidence, when victory in the civil war seemed 
already won. It was followed by a series of dramatic events. 
Pihmdski launched an invasion of the Ukraine in May 1920; 

this was answered by the advance on Warsaw in August 1920, 
followed by the no less rapid retreat ending in the October 
armistice. Wrangel, the last of the White generals, reopened the 
front in the south, and was not finally driven out till the latter 
part of November 1920. Civil war had now reached its end. A 
long respite was in sight, and the demobilization of the Red Army 
began. But these events powerfully influenced military thinking 
and led to the formation of new groupings in the party, which 
gathered strength throughout the winter, and took the field at 
the tenth party congress in March 1921. 

Two of these groups represented opposite extremes. The 
first put forward the logical demand that, now the emergency was 
over, the regular army should be demobilized and a complete 
transition made to a militia system. This group was headed by 
Podvoisky, one of the military leaders of the October coup in 

1 VKP(B) t> Re:zolyutsiyakh (t94r), i,~345· 
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1917, but seems to have been the weakest of the three groups 
and to have had little following in military circles. 1 The second 
group was headed by Smilga, who pursued his campaign for the 
maintenance of a regular army with renewed vigour and with 
fresh arguments. The defeat before Warsaw in August 1920 
was widely attributed to the weakness of half.trained peasant 
units; and during the following autumn and winter the spread 
of peasant discontent threw further doubt on the reliability of 
local levies as a basis for the national army. Smilga seized the 
occasion to present to a private meeting of military delegates to 
the eighth All·Russian Congress of Soviets in December 1920 a 
set of theses which, on the experience of the civil war, condemned 
the militia system root and branch : 

The militia system, the essential mark of which is its 
territorial basis, encounters an insuperable obstacle to its intra· 
duction in Russia in the form of our political rCgime. Con· 
sidering the small number of the proletariat in Russia, we 
cannot guarantee proletarian leadership in such units .... To 
return to this form of organization would be a crude and totally 
unjustifiable mistake.z 

Having secured the approval of his theses by the meeting, Smilga 
submitted them on January 18, 1921, to the Moscow party com· 
mittee, which also accepted them in principle, the intention being 
to bring them up at the forthcoming party congress.3 Trotsky, 
who was at this moment mainly preoccupied by the trade union 
controversy, 4 still held a middle position between the two extremes. 
In a speech of February 1921, he again quoted Jaures and pro· 
claimed his fidelity to the principle of a militia, but admitted that 
" it is impossible to make the transition to it all at once, just as 
it is impossible all at once to make the transition to socialism ".s 

The third group, which was destined to eclipse the other two 
in importance, was formed on the basis of what was called " the 
single military doctrine ". The doctrine reduced itself to the 

1 VKP(B) i Voennoe DeW (::md ed. 1928), p. 282; the theses presented by 
Podvoisky to the tenth party congress are in Desyntyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), 
pp. 674·676. 

• The theses were published in I. Smilga, Ocherednye Voprosy Stroitel'stva 
Krasnoi Armii (1921), pp. 15-18. 

' An account of these proceedings is given in VKP(B) i Voemroe Delo 
(2nd ed. 1928), p. 283. 

4 See The Bol$hevik Revolution, I9I7-1923, Vol. 2, pp. 221-226. 
• L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, i (1924), 10-14. 
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assertion, which had been more than once made in the contra· 
versies of the preceding years, that there was a specifically Marxist, 
proletarian, revolutionary theory of military affairs, in the light 
of which all military problems could and should be resolved, 
though its supporters remained discreetly uncommitted on ques
tions of application, including the controversial militia issue. 
The simplicity and vagueness of the doctrine were a source of 
strength rather than weakness in a movement which combined 
several disparate elements, and whose main appeal was to per
sonalities. The leader of the group was Frunze, a former Tsarist 
non·commissioned officer of Moldavian origin born at Pishpek 
(later re-named Frunze) in Kirgizia, who had risen rapidly in the 
Red Army. He had been in command in Turkestan in 1919; 1 

and, as the commander on the southern front against W ran gel in 
the autumn of 1920, he now enjoyed the prestige of the crowning 
victory of the civil war. The theorist of the group was Gusev, 
an ambitious party worker in military affairs. The party pro
letarian flavour of the movement secured for it the adhesion of 
many members of the military opposition of 1919. It was marked 
- perhaps, indeed, inspired -by a thinly veiled antagonism to 
Trotsky, who was a known opponent of the introduction of class 
theory into questions of military policy.2 In this way, it attracted 
those exponents of partisan warfare who had been snubbed and 
superseded as a result of Trotsky's insistence on regular, centralized 
organization and command ; the newly trained officers with a 
party or proletarian background who were jealous of the former 
Tsarist professional officers ; and, in general, other party leaders 
who, now that the civil war was over, were jealous of Trotsky's 
military renown and ascendancy. Voroshilov, a partisan leader 
who had clashed with Trotsky and enjoyed the patronage of 
Stalin in 1919, and Budenny, a dashing cavalry commander in the 
civil war and in the Polish campaign of 1920,3 were both members 

' See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I9ll3, Vol. r, p. 336. 
2 In I9I9 Trotsky had inveighed against a writer who objected to the employ· 

ment of former Tsarist officers on the ground that they " do not understand or 
recognize the class policy of the proletariat" (L. Trotsky, Kak VO<Jruzhalas' 
Revolyutsiya, ii, i (I924), 59, 45.2, note .26). 

' Both Voroshilov and Budenny had been praised by Trotsky by name at 
the ninth party congress in March 1920, though perhaps with the veiled ~plica· 
tion that their exploits had little relevance to current conditions (Devyatyl S"e~:d 
RKP(B) (1934), p. 405). 
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of the group. Tukhachevsky, who had been in command of the 
advance on Warsaw and was recognized as the ablest of the rising 
generation of younger officers, occupied an anomalous position. 
Nobody insisted more emphatically on a specifically proletarian 
military doctrine permeating strategy, tactics and organization. 
Tukhachevsky believed that the character of the Red Army should 
be determined by its mission to carry the proletarian revolution 
to other countries ; and he advocated " preparation for foreign 
class war " through the creation of a military general staff for 
Comintern. 1 But, while these extreme views disposed him to 
whole-hearted acceptance of the'' single military doctrine'', they 
also led him to share Smilga's out-and-out rejection of the militia 
system, not only on the ground alleged by Smilga that territorial 
units would be dominated by kulaks and constitute " counter
revolutionary armies against ourselves ", but also on the plea, not 
advanced by Smilga, that a militia would be incompatible with 
" Soviet Russia's present military mission to disseminate the 
socialist revolution throughout the world ".2 Tukhachevsky thus 
remained a slightly eccentric member of the Frunze group. The 
first attempt to formulate the " single military doctrine " and to 
provide a programme for the group was a set of theses drafted by 
Gusev and Frunze in the Ukraine in the winter of 192D-1921. 
The aim set forth in the theses was to transform the Red Army 
into " a single organism, welded together from top to bottom not 
only by a conunon political ideology, but also by unity of view on 
the character of the military problems facing the republic and on 
the method of solving those problems, as well as on the system 
of combat and training ". 3 They apparently received the endorse
ment of the Ukrainian party central committee in January 1921.4 

The tenth party congress met, in March 1921, in the mood of 
acute alarm inspired by the Kronstadt rising -the reverse of the 

' M. Tukhachevsky, Voina Klassov {1921), pp. 57-59; fot his letter to 
Zinoviev at the time of the second congress of Comintem in July 1920 see 
Wid. pp. l38-I40. 

~ Ibid. p. 71 ; the article Red Army and Militia propounding these views 
was published among the party" materials " for the tenth party congress. 

' The_ twenty-one theses are in Desyatyi S"ezd RK.P(B) (1933), pp. 676-
682, and m S. Gusev, GraJ~~hdansko.ya Voina i Kramaya Anniya (1925), pp. 91· 
96 ; the last six, said to have been the work of Frunze are also in M. Frunze 
Sobranie Sochinenii, i {1929), 2os-zo6. ' ' 

~ A. Geronimus, Partiya i Krasnaya Anniya (1928), p. 1z4. 
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atmosphere of security and triumph which had prevailed at the 
ninth congress a year earlier. The three sittings which the con· 
gress devoted to military questions were held in secret, and the 
records of these have not been published. The two extreme views 
for and against the militia system, and for and against the political 
commissars, were played off against one another and apparently 
gave little trouble. The theses on the single military doctrine 
were more embarrassing, and the opposition seems to have con
centrated on them, attacking Trotsky for his lack of interest in 
Marxist military theory and his empirical attitude to military 
questions. 1 The clash might have been serious, had not Lenin, 
in a private conversation, dissuaded Frunze from pressing his 
plan. Lenin compared the notion of a proletarian military 
doctrine with that of a proletarian literature and art. He repeated 
to Frunze what he had previously said to Bukharin : 

Please learn, train up your youthful forces. But if you 
now come out with your theory of proletarian art, you will fall 
into the error of " communist boasting ". 2 

Under this persuasion the opposition refrained from placing the 
theses on the formal agenda, and they remained among the un
published material of the congress. 3 

It thus came about that the resolution of the congress "on the 
military question ", which was not published in full till some years 
later,4 passed over in silence the question of doctrine, and confined 
itself to practical issues of military organization. In the face of 
Smilga's proposals to abolish the political commissars and other 

1 L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Reoolyutsi;ya, iii, ii (1925), 258. 
• M. Frunze, Sobran.ie Sochirnmii, iii (1927), 150; Bubnov, in his preface 

to the collected edition of Frum:e's works, confinned that Lenin was opposed 
to the "single military doctrine" (ibid. i (z9z9), p. J<J<Vi). Frunze did not 
specify the occasion of Lenin's inteiVention ; but the statement in Desyatyi 
S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), p. 682, that the F=e-Gusev theses were withdrawn 
" by agreement with Lenin " makes the identification reasonably certain. 

3 A brief account of these proceedings is in Trotsky, S(J{;hintmiya, xxi, 453· 
454, note 2 ; the writer of the note claims that Trotsky " persuaded them [i.e. 
Frunze and Gusev] to withdraw these theses from discussion by the congress ". 

4 An abbreviated version appeared in VKP(B) i Voennoe Delo (:~nd ed. 
1928), pp. 90·92, belllg quoted from a party journal of April 1921 (ibid. p. 282). 
lt was omitted from the original proceedings of the congress, and was apparently 
published in full for the first time in the later edition of the proceedings, Desyatyi 
S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), pp. 617·621 ; it is also in VKP(B) v Rezolyutsi;yakh 
(1941), i, 392·394• 
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political organs of the Red Army, and to entrust political work in 
the army to organs of the party, 1 the congress decided " to pre
serve the political apparatus of the Red Army in the form which 
it has assumed in the three years of war " and to strengthen its 
links with local party organs while maintaining its" full independ
ence''. But it also advocated the transfer of'' commissars who have 
acquired the appropriate experience" to command posts. On the 
issue of the militia the resolution was emphatic and categorical. 
While no revision of the party programme was called for, " the 
methods and tempo of the transition to a militia depend entirely 
on the international and domestic environment, on the duration 
of the breathing-space, on mutual relations between town and 
country etc." In the immediate future, the Red Army in its 
present form must remain "the foundation of our armed forces". 
A partial exception was admitted " only in respect of regions with 
the densest proletarian population (Petrograd, Moscow, the 
Urals)"; and, where such militia units were formed, "special 
communist detachments " were to be assigned to them to provide 
the necessary stiffening. Only when the success of NEP had 
restored confidence in the loyalty of the peasant would a wider 
extension be given to the militia system. 

The withdrawal of the" single military doctrine " at the tenth 
party congress was not a defeat, but a tactical retreat. Its cham
pions were soon once more in the field. An article of Frunze of 
July 1921, which appeared both in the military journal Armiya i 
Revolyutsiya and in the literary journal Krasnaya Nov', attempted 
a fresh definition of the doctrine : 

The " single military doctrine " is a doctrine which, adopted 
in the army of a given state, determines the character of the 
structure of the armed forces of the country, the methods 
of military training of its forces and their leadership, on the 
basis of the views prevailing in the state on the character of the 
military tasks that lie before it and on the methods of resolving 
them - methods which derive from the class essence of the 
state and are defined by the level of development of the pro
ductive forces of the country. 

These vague generalities now found concrete expression in the 
doctrine of the offensive : since" the working class will be com

' I. Petukhov, Partiinaya Organizatsiya i Partiinaya Rabota v RKKA 
(1928), pp. 57-ss. 
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pelled by the very course of the historical revolutionary process 
to pass over to the offensive against capital ", it followed that the 
offensive must be the basis of the tactics and training of the Red 
Army. 1 This theory harked back to the old civil war contro
versies about partisan warfare and the specialists. In the summer 
of 1919 one Tarasov-Rodionov had published an elaborate article 
in the military journal attacking the specialists for clinging to the 
old-fashioned tradition of a war of" positions", insisting on" the 
character of manceuvre of class warfare", and demanding that 
attention should be given to the tactics of cavalry, motor-cyclists 
and light artillery.z The theory of the offensive, now revived by 
Frunze, became the main burden of the " single military doc
trine", and the effective point of contact between Frunze and 
Tukhachevsky. The theory had a certain romantic appeal to the 
rising generation of young officers who made Tukhachevsky their 
idol, and enjoyed a wide popularity. Lenin, who was now mainly 
preoccupied by the problems of NEP and of bureaucracy, and 
whose activity was soon to be restricted by failing health, made 
no further incursion into military affairs; and Trotsky's position 
was correspondingly weakened. Meanwhile two new appoint
ments, in the autumn of 1921, indicated the growing influence of 
the opposition group. Gusev succeeded Smilga as head of PUR ; 
and Tukhachevsky became director of the military academy. 3 

In the autumn, Trotsky took the field publicly against the new 
doctrine. He developed his objections at length in a speech at 
the Military Scientific Society : 

It is necessary to exercise the greatest vigilance in order to 
escape falling into some mystical or metaphysical trap, even 
though such a pitfall were camouflaged by revolutionary 

' M. Frunze, Sobrank Sochinenii, i (1929), z07"227. 
~ The article was quoted and refuted in an article by Trotsky entitled 

The Partisans and the Regular Army (L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revo
lyutsiya, ii, i (1924), 59-60, 452, note z6}, Trotsky was no advocate o~ the war 
of" positions " : he contrasted the static character of the world war With " our 
war", which had been " full of mobility and manceuvre" (ibid. iii, i (19Z4}, 
156), and after a period of initial scepticism became an enthusiastic supporter 
of Budenny's cavalry (ibid. ii, i (I9Z4), 287"288). But he objected to the pro
clamation of a doctrine of mobility or the offensive, and to its association with 
proletarian ideology, , 

3 Entsiklopedicheskii Slovar' RW>skogo Bibliograjicluskogo Instrtuta Granat, 
:cli, i (n.d. [1927]), Prilozhenie, col. 109; ill (n.d. [rgz8)), Prilozhenie, col. 163. 
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terminology .... We want a concept which is concrete, pre
cise, and filled with historical content. 

Borrowing an argument which had done service in the literary 
controversy, he declared that " to invent something better than 
the tachanka 1 one must take lessons from the bourgeoisie ", and, 
denouncing " boastfulness and revolutionary superficiality ", 
added that, "when strategy is developed from the point of view 
of young revolutionaries, chaos results ". He attacked Tukhachev
sky for his opposition to the militia system and for his theory of the 
offensive.z Frunze was not present, having been sent on a 
diplomatic mission to Turkey.3 But Trotsky's sallies did not pass 
without reply. According to his own account, " some comrades 
from among our young commanders who had been on the civil 
war fronts, excellent men, reliable, brave, decorated with the 
Order of the Red Flag ", continued to maintain that offensive 
tactics were" particularly appropriate to a revolutionary army ".4 

Trotsky carried on the campaign a few weeks later in a further 
speech in which he compared the doctrine of the military offensive 
with the doctrine of the revolutionary offensive preached by 
German and Italian Leftists and condemned at the third congress 
of Comintern in the previous summer, and specifically attacked 
Tukhachevsky's advocacy of an international general staff, as 
being both unrealizable, till a world-wide proletarian revolution 
had occurred, and incompatible with current policies of temporary 
acconunodation with capitalist countries.s A long article of 
December 1921, entitled Military Doctrine and Pseudo-Military 
Doctrinairism, which originally appeared in the journal of Comin
tern and later as a separate pamphlet, was devoted to a detailed 
refutation of the views of Frunze, Gusev and Tukhachevsky.6 No 
immediate necessity arose for a party pronouncement on the 
main issue. But in the same month a resolution of the party 
conference declared it a task of the party " to transform the 

1 A primitive peasant cart used in the civil war for transporting artillery. 
a L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Re!!olyutsiya, iii, jj (l9ZS), zoi-209. 
3 See The Bolshevik Re!!olution, I9I7-1923, Vol. 3, p. 475• 
+ L. Trotsky, Kak VIXJ?'Uzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, i (1924), 63. 
s Ibid. iii, i (I9.z.t.), 88-89; for the condemnation of the "revolutionary 

offensive" by Comintern see The Bolshevik Rlroolutian, I9IJ-I923, Vol. 3, 
pp, 386-387. 

6 Kommunistiche:hii Internatsional, No. 19, December 17, 19ZI, cols. 4995· 
5028; L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, ii (1925), :uo-241· 
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barracks into a parallel section of the party schools " and to 
ensure that the Red Army man should emerge from his two 
years' service" with knowledge not less than that of the graduates of 
a provincial party school ". 1 The supporters of the single military 
doctrine could derive some satisfaction from this recognition of 
the importance of Marxist indoctrination in military training. 

A resumption of the struggle at the eleventh party congress 
in March 1922 was now unavoidable. A preliminary trial of 
strength occurred at a military conference in Kharkov at the 
beginning of the month. In the Ukraine Frunze was on his 
home ground, and enjoyed widespread support, He reiterated 
his view of the Red Army as a proletarian class army " strongly 
welded" by ideological unity, and dwelt once more on the 
superiority of the offensive over the defensive, of a war of 
manceuvre over a war of position ; Vatsetis, Trotsky's first 
commander-in-chief in the civil war, was attacked for having at 
one critical moment advocated a strategy of retreat on the eastern 
front.Z At the party congress the tradition established in previous 
years of holding military discussions in secret was maintained. 
In the public session a formal report on the Red Army was made 
by Trotsky. At the end of a mainly non-controversial speech, he 
referred in slighting terms to the single military doctrine, and 
deplored some of the things that had been said at the Ukrainian 
conference. He suggested that supporters of the doctrine erred 
through idealization of the past and of the experience of the civil 
war, and would be better employed in such practical tasks as 
getting rid of illiteracy and lice in the army. He concluded by 
inviting interested delegates to attend the meeting of military 
experts to be held on the following day.3 

1 VKP(B) v Rezolyu.tsiyakh (1941), i, 414. 
z M. Frunze, Sobranie Sockitumii, i (1929), 389-409; Frunze was evidently 

criticized in the discussion, and in his closing remarks toned down his claims, 
protesting that the single military doctrine was not "an ossified dogmatic 
system" (ibid. i, 415). The attack on Vatsetis reflected his dispute with Sergei 
Kamenev (see pp. 378-379 above). 

l Odinnadtsatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), pp. 299-3IJ; Trotsky's speech 
was reprinted in L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhala.s' Revolyutsiya, iii, i (1924), II9-
IJO. When Lenin was speaking at the congress of the danger of" communist 
boasting ", Trotsky tumed to Frunze (according to F=e's story) and said : 
" Vladimir IHch's whole speech hits at you " (M. F=e, Sobran.ie Sochinenii, 
i (1929), 463); the note in Trotsky, Sochineniya, xx:i, 454, attributes the 
initiative in raising the question to " Voroshilov and Frunze ". 
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When the meeting opened, Trotsky embarked on an elaborate 
refutation of the single military doctrine, which he attributed to 
Frunze and Gusev, analysing in detail the theses put forward at 
the Kharkov conference. 

War [he argued] is not a science ; war is a practical art, a 
skill .... War is a" profession" for those who correctly learn 
military business. . . . How can the maxims of the military 
profession be determined with the help of the Marxist 
method ? That would be the same thing as to create a theory 
of architecture or a veterinary text-book with the help of 
Marxism. 

Men were more important than doctrine. Military doctrine could 
not be built on idealization of the exploits of the civil war. To 
proclaim a theory of the offensive was like believing that the 
player who first gave check at chess would win the game. 1 Frunze 
replied. Having begun by professing that no differences of 
principle existed, but only differences of application, he vigorously 
upheld the theory of the offensive, comparing Trotsky's objec
tions to it with the attitude of the " liquidators " in the party 
after 1905 and of the Mensheviks and SRs in 1917.2 He eloquently 
rebutted Trotsky's accusation of idealizing the past; here Trotsky, 
with his customary neglect of the psychological factor, had 
evidently wounded the pride of many young officers by appearing 
to depreciate the glories of the civil war.3 Among the speakers 

' L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutriya, iii, ii (1925), 24u-258. 
Trotsky's reference to war as an an: was a quotation of a well-known passage in 
an article of Marx : " Insurrection is an art, just as war is, like other forms of 
art, and is subject to definite rules " (Marx i Engels, Sochineniya, vi, 99). Later 
Trotsky distinguished " science as an objective knowledge of what is from an: 
which teaches how to act" (L. Trotsky, Kak Vo1JT1tzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, ii 
1925), 20I). 

• Frunze's speech is in M. Frunze, Solnanie Sochinenii, i (1929), 459-471. 
He reverted to the charge of Menshevism and liquidationism in his concluding 
remarks (ibid. i, 472-473); this seems to be the first recorded attempt to 
introduce these ancient controvenies into the campaign against Trotsky. A 
note in the 1936 edition of the proceedings of the congress accused Trotsky 
inter alia of "worship of bourgeois military science" (Odinnadtsatyi S"ezd 
RKP(B) (1936), p. 770, note 133), 

1 Three years later FI'Wlze contrasted the part of the officer corps" inherited 
from the old Tsarist army", which was inclined to" underestimate the experi
ence of the civil war", with the part that had" grown up in the body of the 
Red Anny itself, socially and politically united with the working class and the 
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"' in the debate were Voroshilov and Budenny, who praised the 
theory of the offensive, Tukhachevsky, who agreed with Trotsky 
" with reservations ", and Muralov who protested that well 
polished boots and buttons were "not everything". Trotsky 
answered them briefly and mildly.1 Theoretical agreement was 
not in sight, but no immediate practical issue was involved. 

The conclusions of the meeting of military delegates were 
presented to the congress not by Trotsky, but by Frunze. Only 
a brief and apparently uncontroversial resolution about the 
problems of demobilization and the rOle of the party in the army 
was submitted : this was declared carried on a show of hands by 
a "clear majority ".2 But Frunze admitted that two questions 
discussed by the meeting did not appear in the resolution. One 
was the question of military discipline and the need to maintain 
" revolutionary-military courts " : this, Frunze explained, would 
have to be dealt with by Soviet organs. While this explanation 
was formally correct, the meeting had in fact adopted a resolution 
on the subject which it would have been indiscreet to publish. It 
noted that " recent statistical data show a menacing increase in 
desertion and other specific military crimes ", and recorded that 
the military command " cannot fail to be perturbed about the real 
fighting capacity of the Red Army" .3 The second question, 
which turned on relations between PUR and Glavpolitprosvet, 4 

incidentally raised the thorny issue of the single military doctrine. 
The theses adopted by the meeting, which were approved by 
Trotsky, dwelt on the need to kindle the Red Army man's'' interest 
in military affairs " and to make him " a good fighter ", and 
argued that political instruction should start " not from the 
theory of class warfare, but from the concrete political situation 
of the present day ". Here the failure to bring the issue to the 
congress was probably due to obstructive tactics on the part of 
the supporters of the single military doctrine, who could not 

peasantry ", which was inclined to " overestimate the experience of_ the civil 
war", and claimed that" objective troth" had proved to be on the stde of the 
latter (M. Fruru;e, Sobranie Sochinenii, iii (1927), 249). 

' L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, ii (192.5), 258-2.70. 
~ The resolution is in VKP(B) v &zolyutsiyakh (I941), i, 449-450; 

for Fruru;e's short speech see Odi1111adtsatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), pp. 522-
524. 

3 It was eventually published ibid. p. 693. 
~ For this question seep. 407, note 2 below. 

VOL. II 2C 
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count on a victory over Trotsky, and did not wish to expose them
selves to defeat, r 

Trotsky returned once more to the " single military doctrine " 
in an address to the Military Scientific Society on May 8, 1922, 

on Military Knowledge and Afarxism. 2 But, by this time, it was 
clear that the theme had more importance for the personal vendetta 
against Trotsky than for questions of military organization. The 
controversy on military doctrine died away after the eleventh 
party congress, not because any decision had been taken by the 
congress on the issues involved, but because, with the progressive 
demobilization of the Red Army, these issues had ceased to seem 
relevant. The spirit of NEP, with its sharp reaction from the 
experiences and ways of thought of the civil war, was unpro
pitious to any form of military enthusiasm, and brought the Red 
Army to its lowest ebb, numerically and psychologically. The 
year 1922 was still one of demobilization; and it was not till the 
following year that the problem of rebuilding the Red Army on 
a permanent peace-time footing was seriously taken in hand. 
Even now no great initiative was shown. Trotsky's main interest 
had been diverted after the civil war, on his own showing, from 
military to economic questions.J The twelfth party congress in 
April 1923 was the first since the revolution which held no dis
cussion of military questions. 

During this lull in party controversy, the shape and organiza
tion of the Red Army for the next ten years were settled almost 
automatically and without further debate. The resolutions of the 
eighth and ninth party congresses in favour of the transition to a 
territorial militia system were on record. But it may be doubted 
whether, when the critical moment arrived, these were as decisive 
as the practical arguments which dictated the raising of the first 

1 The these~~ have not been published, but quotations from them may be 
found inBol'U!evik, No. 1 (17), Januaey 15, I9Zs,pp. s8-6o, and in A. Geronimus, 
Partiyai Kramaya Armiya (1928), pp. z6o-161. 

~ L. Trotsky, Kak VoC11'UZha/as' .Revolyutsiya, iii, ii (1925), Z7I·Z89o 
3 L, Trotsky, Moya Zhil:n' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 242:. Accor<ting to a notfJ in 

DB$yatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), pp. 86s-866, he tendered his resignation as 
P~ople's Commissar for War on January 12:, 1921, to the party central com
~~e, V.:hich refused it; this appears to have been prompted not by dissent on 
military l!lsues, but by preoccupation with other matters. 
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territorial levies in the autumn of 1923. The size of the army 
had been reduced from 4,4oo,ooo in March 1921 to s6o,ooo at 
the end of 1923.1 In the mood of 1923, and with a strictly limited 
budget, an increase in the numbers of the regular army was un
thinkable. Yet, if a regular army of this size were the sole military 
force, less than one~third of the available annual contingent 
would be called up, and the number of trained reserves available 
in some future emergency would fall perilously low. On the one 
hand, the strained resources of the Soviet budget were not equal 
to the maintenance of a large regular army such as had been 
maintained in the latter days of the Tsarist regime when a million 
and a half men were constantly under the colours.2 On the other 
hand, a small regular army could be regarded as efficient in 
terms of modern warfare only if it were mechanized and fully 
equipped with modern weapons. While military opinion re~ 
mained sceptical of the military value of half-trained territorial 
formations, the essential argument in support of the militia system 
was the backwardness of Soviet industry. It was not possible in 
the middle nineteen-twenties to look forward to a time when 
Soviet industry would be able to provide equipment for a modern 
regular army which would enable it to match, either in quantity 
or in quality, the armies of western Europe.3 Industrial back
wardness compelled the Soviet regime to rely, in army organization 
as elsewhere, on an abundance of man~power in default of a 
sufficiency of mechanical equipment. This made it impracticable 
to dispense with raw and ill~equipped militia levies. In the 
autumn of 1923, when the time came to call up further classes for 

' A. Geronimus, Partiya i Kramaya Armiya (1928), p. 148; L. Trotsky, 
Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutdya, iii, i (1924), 144, put the total number at the 
end of 1920 at s,Joo,ooo. 

> The numerical comparison was made by Frunze in a speech of February 
24, 1925 (M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, iii (r927), 101); the budget as a 
limiting factor in the size of the army was stressed by Frunze in his speech of 
November r6, 1924 (ibid. ii (r926), IJO-IJ r). In I925-1926 military expenditure 
accounted for 15·8 per cent of tb.e state budget as against 30·5 per cent in 1913 
(V. Dyachenko, Sovetslu:e Finansy v Pervoi Faze Rnzvitiya Sovetskogo Gosu
darst!Ja, i (1947), 46o). 

' M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ili (1927), pp. 92, 168, 267; "until 
recently", Frunze said in November 1924, Polish artillery had been more than 
twice as powerful as Soviet artillery : he claimed that the Red Army was now 
a match for its neighbours in this arm (ibid. ii (1926), 132). A month later he 
repeated: "We lag behind the bouq:eois states, our resources are limited" 
(ibid. ii, 197). 
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military service, it was decided to call up the whole annual con
tingent. But only about one-fourth of these would be required 
to man the cadres of the regular army. The remainder would be 
enrolled in rotation, for short periods of training, in territorial 
units, for which regular army units would serve as a stiffening. 
In two respects the prescription for a militia laid down by the 
ninth party congress proved obsolete. No attempt was made 
either to base the territorial militia on industrial centres or to 
associate it with compulsory labour service. Its composition in 
rural areas was exclusively peasant and its function purely military, 

A beginning was quickly made, though only 17 per cent of 
the army had been put on a territorial basis by the end of 1923,1 

and 1oo,ooo of those available were not called up, apparently as 
a measure of financial economy.2 The first call-up coincided with 
the abortive revolutionary coup in Germany, and was accompanied 
by rumours of mobilization for war. 3 When a Bessarabian division 
was enrolled in the Ukraine, desertions amounted to 50 per cent. 
In general, the enrolment is said to have passed off better than 
was expected : the total proportion of defaulters was only 2 per 
cent. 4 Once the peasants realized that they were not being 
mobilized to fight, or even torn away from their homes, but merely 
called up for periods of training, they accepted 'the new system 
with equanimity. The old argument against the militia system 
based on the alleged disloyalty and unreliability of the peasant 
faded away, The new territorial Red Army became a symbol of 
the reconciliation of the peasant with the regime - a typical 
product of the NEP period.s 

Scarcely was the new system under way when the summits of 
the Red Army were ruffled by the first party campaign against 

' X L~t Kramoi Annii: Al'bom Diagramm (1928), p. 19. 
• M. Ft1.1nR, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (1926), 131. 
3 VKP(B) i Voennoe D~lo (znd ed. 1928), p. 337. 
+ L, Trotsky, Kak V0<.1ruzhalas' ~olyutsiya, iii, ii (rgzg), pp. 162·164; 

Frunze later put th.e total percentage of deserters from th.e Red Army at 7'S for 
1923, 5 for 19:0:4 and 0'1 for 1925 (M. Frum:e, Izbrannye Proizvedeniya (1934), 
p. 436). 

s It was admitted that difficulties occurred over the call·up in the autumn 
of l924 owing to the pre,11lence of discontent among th.e peasants at this time 
(M. Frunze, Solm:mie Sochinenii, iii (1927), 313) ; but these disappeared after 
the more favourable attitude to the peasantry adopted at th.e fourteenth party 
conference in April1925 and th.e th.ird Union Congress of Soviets in May 1925 
(K XIV S"ezdu VKP(B) (19:a5), p. 156). 
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Trotsky, which raged through the winter of 1923-1924. Trotsky 
undoubtedly enjoyed the sympathy of the higher " professional " 
groups in the Red Army, the " specialists " whom he had re
cruited and defended in the dark days of the civil war. What was 
more important, he had the support of many party cells in the 
army, 1 and in particular of the party intellectuals who formed 
the backbone of PUR. The dismissal of Antonov-Ovseenko, the 
head of PUR, who had signed the platform of the 46 and was one 
of Trotsky's chief adherents,2 was the prelude to Trotsky's own 
condemnation at the thirteenth party conference in January 1924. 
The resolution condemning Trotsky significantly contained a 
clause prescribing punishment of " particular severity" for 
attempts to introduce" fractional activities" into the Red Army.J 
Though it did not deprive Trotsky of his office, it marked the 
end of his effective authority in military affairs. At the end of the 
conference, the party central committee set up a commission 
under the presidency of Frunze (in which Trotsky, convalescent 
in Sukhum, did not participate) on the reorganization of the Red 
Army.+ This was a prelude to far-reaching changes, and clearly 
marked out Frunze as Trotsky's future successor. 

The most urgent step taken was the appointment of Bubnov 
to succeed Antonov-Ovseenko as director of PUR. The choice 
was at first sight surprising. Bubnov had lived down his associa
tion with the " Left communists" of 1918. He became director 

' According to VKP(B) i Vomnoe Delo (md ed. 1928), p, 350, resolutions 
supporting the opposition were passed by one~third of the party cells in the 
Moscow garrison, and by party cells in units in the Ukraine and in the westem 
and Volga military districts. Some of the discontent is said to have taken the 
form of demands for the election of political commissars and even of military 
commanders (A. Geronirnus, Partiyai KramayaArmiya(~9z8), pp. I57·IS8)
a revival of the old "party syndicalism" of the military opposition of 1919 
(see p. 376 above) ; this had little in common with Trotsky's views. 

a See The Interregnum, 1923-1924, pp. 324•3ZS; Antonov-Ovseenko had 
succeeded Gusev as director of PUR in the autumn of 1922 (Entsiklopedicheskii 
Slovar' Russkogo Bibliograficheskogo Jmtituta Granat, xli, i (n.d. [19~7]), Prilo-
zhenie, col. ro). > See The lntenegnum, I923-I924, p. 339. 

• This was recorded in Gusev's article in Pravda, December 17, 19~4 (see 
pp. 20-21 above). No earliet announcement has been traced; but this is not 
surprising, since decisions relating to military matters were normally kept 
secret. K. Voroshilov, Stat'i i Rechi (1937), p. 563, describes the commission 
as "headed by comrade Gusev ". According to VKP(B) i Fomnoe Del!J 
(1928), pp. 335-336, a joint commission of the party central control commission 
and Rabkrin was set up in 19:<13 to investigate the condition of the Red Anny; 
its teport led to the appointment of the commission of January 1924. 
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of the propaganda section of the party secretariat in 1922, and 
was elected a candidate member of the party central committee 
at the twelfth congress in April1923. 1 But in the autumn of that 
year he had lapsed from grace by signing (though with reserva
tions) the platform of the 46. He was, hmvever, one of the few 
who had hastened to recant when the crisis broke in December ; 
and his prompt conversion to orthodoxy was now rewarded. 
Bubnov signalized his appointment by cancelling Antonov
Ovseenko's peccant circular of December 24, 1923,z and issuing a 
fresh circular of February 3, 1924, on " inner-party democracy '' 
in the Red Army. It was now clearly laid down that party dis
cussion was limited by the requirements of military discipline, 
and that the party apparatus in the Red Army, except at the level 
of regimental party cells, was appointed from above, not elected 
from below.l Bubnov proved an efficient head of PUR. He was 
elected to the party central committee by the thirteenth congress 
in May 1924, and for many years his loyalty to the party leadership 
was unimpeachable. 

The Frunze commission reported to sessions of the party 
central committee in February and April 1924, uncompromisingly 
concluding that " the Red Army in its present form is unfit to 
fight ".4 Though the verdict did not lack foundation,s its edge 
was deliberately sharpened as a weapon against Trotsky, and it 
was followed by a general purge in the army administration, in 
which the Frunze-Gusev group evidently played the leading part. 

' Entriklopedicheskii SWvar' Russkogo Bibliograficheskogo Imtituta Granat, 
xli, i (n.d. [1927]), Prilozhenie, col. 49· 

~ See The lnte>"regnum, X923-r924, p. 324. 
' I. Petukhov, Partiinaya Organizatsiya i Partiinaya Rabota v RKKA 

(1928), p. 73· The cireular was not published ; according to VKP(B) i Voennoe 
De/o (:md ed. 19z8), p. 350, it" laid down the correct lines of party organization 
in the atmy within the established framework of party leadership and construc
tion in the anny", A year later the elective principle had been so far eliminated 
that " the bureau of the cell is frequently nominated from above, and pressure 
is exercised at elections " ; and this was said to be sdversely affecting party 
work in the Red Army (lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kom
munistichukoi Partii (Bol'she'l.!ikov), No. rs-16 (90-91), April2r, 1925, p, 21). 

4 K. Voroshilov, Stat' i i Rechi (t937), p, 563. 
! It was reiterated in December 1924 by Frun2e : '' Our estimate in the 

spring and summer was such that we knew by and large that throughout the 
summer and autumn of this year we must not allow ourselves to be provoked 
into any kind of armed action whatever " (M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochi111mii, ii 
(1926), 194)· 
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Unshlikht, deputy president of the Cheka and of the GPU from 
1921 to 1923, was transferred, after a difference of opinion with 
his chief Dzerzhinsky in the autumn of 1923/ to the People's 
Commissariat of War, and became an active member of the group. 
Early in 1924 a deputation from the party central committee, 
consisting of Tomsky, Frunze, Pyatakov and Gusev, visited 
Trotsky, who throughout this period was sick or convalescent in 
Sukhum, to secure his endorsement of changes in the organization 
and personnel of the People's Commissariat of War, Trotsky 
describes the visit as " the purest comedy ", since '' the replace
ment of personnel had been going on for a long time behind my 
back", It culminated in March 1924 in the appointment of 
Frunze as deputy People's Commissar for War in succession to 
Sklyansky, who had held the post since 1918 and was now trans
ferred to economic work. 2 In the reconstruction of the high 
command, the post of commander-in-chief was abolished, and 
Sergei Kamenev became inspector-general of the Red Army.3 

Lebedev, a professional soldier who had been chief of staff for 
several years and had kept aloof from current controversies, seems 
to have been silently retired ; " the duties of chief of staff " were 
taken over by Frunze. 4 Tukhachevsky became deputy chief of 
staff with the special mission of army reorganization.s Trotsky, 
while remaining titular People's Commissar for War and president 
of the Revolutionary Military Council, acquiesced in changes 
patently designed to eliminate his supporters and destroy his 
authority in military affairs. Frunze, whose status was enhanced 
by his election after the thirteenth party congress in May 1924 
as a candidate member of the Politburo, played the leading rOle 

' See The Interregnum, I9ZJ-I924, p. 223, note 1. 

' L. Trotsky, Moya Zhizn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 253~254; in Trotsky's view 
Frunze was " a serious person ", but " far inferior to Sklyansky as a mi!itacy 
administrator". Frunze's appointment was announced in l!i:tJettiya, March 
14, 1924. 

3 Entsiklopedicheskii Slovar' Russkogo Bibliograficheskogo Instituta Granat, 
xli, i (n.d. [1927]), Prilozhenie, col. 178. 

4 See the biographical notice in M. Frunze, Izbrannye Proizvedeniya (1950), 
p. ro ; no public announcement has been traced. According to a $tatement in 
Forschungen zur Osteuropiiischen Geschichte, ii (1955), 324, based on the unpub
lished archive$ of Brockdorff-Rantzau, Lebedev had been relieved of his duties 
in May 1923. 

5 Entsiklopedicheskii Slovar' Russkogo Bibliografo:heskogo Instituta Granat, 
xli, iii (n.d. [1928]), Prilozhenie, col. 163. 
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in the large body of military reforms undertaken during 1924, 
while Trotsky stood helplessly and indifferently aside. Trotsky's 
numerous speeches during the year 1924 included no significant 
pronouncement on military affairs, In the fresh campaign against 
Trotsky provoked by Lessons of October in the autumn of 1924, 
Gusev repeated the old attacks on Trotsky's military policies ; 
reverting to the half-forgotten controversy about the single 
military doctrine, he accused Trotsky of divorcing military 
science from Marxism, and resuscitated Frunze's old charges of 
Menshevism and liquidationism.' But these were mere rivulets 
in the spate of denunciation, When in January 1925 Trotsky 
was at length deposed from his military office, and succeeded by 
Frunze, with Unshlikht as his deputy,z these appointments merely 
regularized a situation which had existed de facto throughout the 
past year, In May 1925 Kamenev became chief of staff,J Tukha
chevsky remaining as deputy chief of staff. 

The reforms introduced by Frunze and associated with his 
name covered a wide range, and laid the foundations on which 
the Red Army developed for the next decade. The two most 
important and contentious were concerned with the composition 
and reorganization of the army, and with the relation of the 
political commissars, and of political work generally, to the 
military command. The main lines of the future organization 
of the Red Army- a combination of regular and territorial 
formations- had in fact been determined by the call-up of the 
autumn of 1923. It was decided to stabilize the armed forces 
on the basis of existing numbers. Of an available annual con
tingent of Soo,ooo or goo,ooo men, 28o,ooo would be taken each 
year for two years' service in the regular army, which would thus 
be maintained at the figure of 56o,ooo. This would be an army 
living in barracks and trained in the use of modern weapons : 
it included navy, air force and technical units, A further 250,000 
men would be enrolled annually in territorial units, in which they 
would receive a short period of annual training for five years 

1 For Gusev's articles see p. 2r, note I above; for Frunze's charges see 
p. 390 above. ~ Seep. 33 above. 

' Entfikkpedicheskii Slovar' Rmskogo Bibliograficheskogo lnstituta Granat, 
xli, i (n.d. [1927]), Prilozhenie, col. 178. 
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(not more than two months in any one year). The remainder of 
the annual contingent would be liable to be called up for military 
training where practicable, but would not be taken away from 
their homes or normal occupations.' These arrangements formed 
the basis of the call-up in the autumn of 1924, and were embodied 
in a formal resolution of the Revolutionary Military Council at the 
end of November 1924 which was published in the press.2 The 
announcement appeared at the height of the embittered argument 
over Trotsky's Lessons of October, and excited little controversy. 
Military opinion as reflected by the officer corps would have pre
ferred a larger regular army on grounds of greater efficiency if this 
had been practicable.3 Frunze himself had specifically rejected 
the doctrinaire view of a militia as " perfect in itself and best 
adapted to our conditions", defending the militia system as 
necessary " from the financial and general economic point of 
view", but making reservations about its e:ffi.ciency.4 At the 
moment of the 1924 call-up he issued a warning that the militia, 
if not treated by party, Soviet and trade union organs " with 
sufficient seriousness ", might become " a source of weakness for 
us ".s The mixed system adopted in 1924 was in no sense ideal. 
It was an expression both of the country's industrial backwardness 
and of the compromise with the peasant which marked the whole 
NEP period. The Red Army of the nineteen-twenties was still 
an army which relied primarily on man-power.6 

' This elementary military training was at first not organized by the army 
at all, but by rifle clubs, physical culture groups, schools and other educational 
institutions (K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) (1925), p. 174). 

~ Pravda, December 3, 1924· The council sat from November a6 to 
December I, 1924; its proceedings were apparently published, but have not 
been available. 

l " Of course, if we had the choice between a regular army of Ic} or 2 

million men and the present militia system, from the military point of view all 
the data would be in favour of the former solution" (M. Fnmze, SolnanU 
Sochimmii, iii (1927), 289). Trotsky wrote at this time; "It does not at all 
follow that the proletariat after its rise to power, supported by an extremely 
low level of productive capacity, can on the next day create a tactic which will 
in principle correspond to the higher productive capacities of the future socialist 
society" (Pravda, March a8, 1924). 

~ M. Frunze, SobraT~ie Sochinenii, ii (1926), 52. 5 Ibid. ii, 109. 
6 Frunze noted, by way of contrast, that " in the largest bourgeois countries 

the living man is beginning to give place to the machine ", but offered the far
fetched explanation that this was due to their inability to rely on armed forces 
consisting of workers and peasants (ibid. iii (1927), 376). 
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It remained to give the compromise of November 1924 
legislative sanction. This was achieved during 1925 in a leisurely 
manner which suggests divided opinions behind the scenes. The 
principle of combining regular with territorial formations was 
once more laid down and approved at the third congress of 
Soviets of the USSR in May 1925.1 In the following month a 
draft decree was prepared by the Revolutionary Military Council 
for submission to Sovnarkom and VTsiK.2 It was finally issued 
on September 18, 1925, to come into effect on October 1. All 
citizens from the age of zr to 40 were liable to military service 
(with pre-military training from 19 to 21 ~). Service might take 
one of three forms : enrolment in the regular army for two years ; 
enrolment in a territorial unit, involving service for a period of 
8 to I2 months spread over five years (not more than 3 months in 
any one year) ; or military training for not more than 6 months in 
all without enrolment. Citizens who had no political rights were 
to be enrolled for non~combatant service.4 Some anxiety was 
clearly felt in party circles about the reception of the new regula~ 
tions. On the eve of the issue of the decree, the party journal 
published an article strongly defending the territorial system on 
the ground that it had won the confidence of the peasantry.s 
Shortly afterwards a leading article in the military newspaper 
sought to overcome the hostility or contempt evidently felt by 
the professional soldier for the territorial levies. Carrying the 

' Tretii S"e:;;d Sovetov SSSR: Postanovleniya (1925), pp. 38-44; the 
resolution is also in Sobranie Zakonov, r925, No. 35, art. 249. 

• Le~~ingradskaya Pravda, June 30, 1925. 
' Pre-military training, mainly concerned with physical culture, was in the 

hands of a special department called Vsevobuch (universal military training); 
it must have been confined, at any rate at first, to the large centres. 

+ Sobranie Zako1Uiv, r9:15, No. 6:z, arts. 462, 463. The principle that" non· 
toilets" should not bear arms was still strongly insisted on in theory, though 
not always in practice {M. Frun:ze, Sobranie Sochine~~ii, iii (1927), 188) ; Trotsky, 
in speaking of the first tel'l'itoriallevies in the autumn of 1923, had demanded 
the greatest vigilance in excluding "traders and kulaks" (L. Trotsky, Kak 
VooTuzho./as' Revolyutsiyo., iii, ii {1925), 163). Labour battalions had dis· 
appeared after the civil war, and these " non-toiler " elements, sometimes 
referred to as nepy, setved as batmen or in menial occupations (Krasnayo. 
Zvezda, January 3, 1925). 

5 Bol'shevik, No. r6, September I, 1925, pp. 40·50; Fruru:e had claimed 
in May 1925 that " the commanding and political personnel is beginning to 
enjoy more respect and gratitude from the peasantry" (M, Fnmze, Sobranie 
Sochine~~ii, iii (1927), 235). 
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title Face to the TerritoTial System, it explained that the system 
had already been approved by the ninth party congress in 1920, 
that " a good half " of the army was already on this basis, and 
that " the position of the USSR is such that its defence depends 
chiefly on the territorial units ", which should be regarded as 
" the foundation of our armed forces ". It was wrong to treat 
them as if they were on the same footing as the regular army ; 
but to approach them with scepticism was equally wrong. Another 
article in the same issue argued that junior officers for the terri
torial units should be drawn from the region itself- another 
attempt to apply the regional principle.r The decree of September 
18, 1925, settled the form of the Red Army for almost a decade. By 
1926 65 per cent of the Red Army was raised on a militia basis.2 

The drastic reduction in the size of the Red Army brought 
with it a corresponding reduction in the officer corps. It was 
natural that an attempt should have been made to dispense first 
with the services of former Tsarist officers : of an original total 
of more than 3o,ooo some u,soo were said to have been retired 
in 1921.3 But the first systematic reorganization of the officer 
corps was undertaken by Frunze in the spring of 1924, and was 
connected in part with the general process of reform in the Red 
Army and in part with the campaign against Trotsky. Trotsky 
had been known as the protector of Tsarist officers and as the 
opponent of the class principle in the army, and had been attacked 
both by the old military opposition of 1920 and by the later 
Frunze-Gusev group on both counts. When in April 1924 
Frunze announced a comb-out in the officer corps he was careful 
to deny that any " general persecution of specialists " was in
tended. He laid stress on the need to promote younger and 
newly trained men from below whose capacities had hitherto 
been denied an outlet, and clinched the argument 'With an implicit 
criticism of Trotsky's policy: 

Had we taken this course earlier and more firmly, there 
would probably be no necessity now for the general shake-up 
which is at present being carried out. 4 

' Kramaya Zve:.rda, October 17, 192.5. 
z X Let Kramai Armii: Al'bom Diagramm (192.8), p. r9. 
3 Gr(Uthdamkaya Voina, I9I8-r92!', ed. A. Bubnov, S. Kamenev and 

R. Eidernan, ii (r928), 97-98. 
4 M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (r926), 35-36. 
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A few months later he once more announced that " preference 
will be given to those who have risen from below, who have a 
broad fighting experience, and have retained their vigour un
impaired ",r In the higher age-groups all junior officers and a 
considerable proportion of field officers are said to have been 
retired.z The older officers liable to dismissal were in the nature 
of things predominantly former Tsarist officers. A far larger 
number of officer and higher administrative personnel was retired 
in 1924 than in 1923 (9400 as against 2750), and the proportion 
among them returned as " former whites " was also much higher 
(1500 as against 50).3 On the other hand, those retained were 
finally relieved of the stigma of a separate classification as " former 
white officers " in Red Army records. 4 " We want ", exclaimed 
Frunze in January 1925, "to have a single officer corps fully 
equal in rights, not dividing it for service purposes into party 
and non-party men." s The" shake-up" of 1924 in th.e officer 
corps would seem to have been more directly aimed at supporters 
of Trotsky than at former Tsarist officers. Mter the process was 
complete, 16·8 per cent of Red Army officers had received their 
whole training, and 7'5 per cent part of their training, in the 
Tsarist army.6 Voroshilov, in a eulogy of the" old specialists" 
in February I926, declared that there was now " scarcely any 
difference " between them and other Red Army commanders.7 

Prejudices nevertheless died hard. More than a year later 
Voroshilov himself complained of a lack of a " closely welded 
collective of the commanding and political personnel " which 
sometimes drove the older officers to " despair ". s 

An important element in the Frunze reforms was the search 
for an increase in efficiency through an improvement in the status 
of the officers, and in the discipline and training of both officers 
and rank and file. The first step towards the creation of an 
efficient officer corps was an improvement in its material condi~ 

' M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (r926), 171. 
~ Ibid. ii, rw. 
' Grazhdanskaya Voina, X9I8-I92I, ed. A. Bubnov, S. Kamenev and 

R. Eideman, ii (r928), rox, IOJ. 
,. Ibid. ii, 107. 
• M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, iii (r9z7), 33-34. 
~ X Let Krasnm. Armii: Al'bom Diagramm (1928), p, 37· 
7 K. Voroshilov, Stat'i i Rechi (1937), p. so. 
8 K. Voroshilov, Obor(ma SSSR (1927), pp, 75-76, 
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tions. In the days of the civil war and with the prejudice against 
specialists at its height, Trotsky issued an appeal for "greater 
equality " between all ranks in the Red Army ; 1 and a party 
directive of February 1921 instructed political commissars to live 
with their men in barracks and share in the life of the party 
cells and to maintain the principle of equality between officers and 
men.2 But, with the coming of NEP, a different trend soon 
declared itself. The tenth party congress in March 1921 decided, 
in view of the fact that the army had now become a " permanent 
profession ", to " take measures for a real improvement in the 
material position of the officer corps, especially of its lower 
ranks ".J For some time, with demobilization actively in 
progress, little was done. In February 1923 a regular scale of 
pay for officers was for the first time fixed in goods rubles, and 
in August of the same year, when the foundations of the territorial 
system were being laid, substantial increases were granted.+ The 
reforms of 192-4 brought junior and field officers two successive 
increases in pay, said to have amounted on an average to nearly 
30 per cent.5 In February 1925 Frunze claimed that the material 
conditions of the officer corps had so improved that they were no 
longer obliged " to think continually about their crust of bread ", 
and could " devote all their energy to the business of training 
Red Army men ".6 But three months later, at the third Union 
Congress of Soviets, he instituted a comparison between the pay 
of Soviet officers and of the officers of other European armies, 
purporting to show that the pay of officers in other armies was 
substantially higher than in the Red Army, and in the British 
army from five to ten times as great. Moreover, 70 per cent of 
Red Anny officers were inadequately housed, and married officers 
were living with their families in a single room.' Voroshilov, who 

' L. Trotsky, Kak VOOTUzhalas' Revolyutsiya, ii, i (1924), 83~87. 
~ lzvestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rossiiskrti Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'

shevikov), No. 30, April4, 1921, pp. 6-7. 
1 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 393; Trotsky strongly supported 

the proposal in a speech of October 1921 (L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' 
Revolyutsiya, iii, i (1924), 54). . . 

4 Figures from a contemporary publication are quoted m VKP(B) z Voennoe 
Delo (2nd ed. 1928), pp. 313·314· 

s M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (1926), 144-145· 
6 Ibid. iii (1927). lOO. 
1 Ibid. iii, 226. 
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suc~;.e·eded Frunze in November 1925, admitted that officers of the 
~ Army were not as highly paid as officers of other armies, and 
that they did not aspire to " the rates of pay of generals ", but 
promised that their economic status would improve with rising 
prosperity in the country. 1 An important decree of March 1926 
made extensive provision for social insurance and pensions for 
Red Army officers, and claimed to provide for them full " state 
security ".z The measures reflected not only improved material 
conditions, but a recognition of the rising status of the officer 
corps of the Red Army in the Soviet hierarchy.3 

As material conditions slowly improved, progress was made 
with the more delicate question of military discipline. Here, too, 
revolutionary egalitarianism in its extreme form did not survive 
the civil war. But it left marked traces on the practice of the 
ensuing period. Towards the end of the civil war the party 
instructed "members of revolutionary military councils, com
missars and other persons holding official posts " in the Red Army 
to " apply revolutionary discipline " ; but they were, all the 
same, to " struggle decisively against the routine of the old military 
system" .4 During the demobilization period after the civil war, 
when material conditions were at their worst, discipline throughout 
the army also sank to a low ebb. To restore it was one of the tasks 
of the reform of I924· Bukharin, at the fifth congress of Comintern 
in June 1924, was led into an unexpected digression on Red Army 
discipline : 

Our army is in a high degree similar to the quite ordinary 
bourgeois army. Once upon a time we thought that the struc
ture of our army would look quite different : no forced dis
cipline, only conscious discipline. But experience showed that 
the forms of conscious discipline in this literal sense are in
applicable, though naturally this consciousness plays a larger 
rOle with us than in other armies. Therefore we have various 
measures of compulsion in the army, and that is absolutely 
necessary : we even shoot deserters. . . . The formal structure 
' K. Voroshilov, Stat'ii Rechi (I9l7), p. 27; for further details see VKP(B) 

i Voennoe Delo {:md ed. l928), p. 313. 
> Sobranie Zakonov, rga6, No. 20, art. 131. 
3 According to E. Wollenberg, The Red Army {:znd ed. 1940), pp. 188-I89, 

Voroshilov in 1926 not only increased officers' pay, but introduced separate 
officers· messes, which had not hitherto existed in the Red Anny. 

• VKP(B) u Rezolyuuiyakh (1941), i, 352. 
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is like that of a bourgeois army. But that is not the ctt.,r"Jyjve 
thing. The decisive thing is its different class character.'"-!..~ 

THE RED ARMY 

In a speech to army officers of November 1924 Frunze attacked the 
slackness of some officers and commissars in matters of discipline: 

In many cases. instead of a firm and categorical request to 
carry o:-:t a.n officral duty we have an unprincipled " currying 
favour wrth the rank and file of Red Army men, a desire to 
display a special " democratic spirit ". 

This " democratic spirit " is the crudest perversion of any 
and every rule of discipline in our Red Army. A command is 
a command. To persuade and exhort men to carry out orders 
is in itself a crude breach of discipline.~ 

In a speech a month later he used a recent incident to refute the 
common notion that communism and military discipline did not 
go together. A territorial unit on the march was " straggling 
badly, notwithstanding all the efforts of the commanding officer'', 
who "made a remark in sharp and cutting terms". The com
munist cell met and passed a vote of censure on him, thus proving 
that they understood nothing of military discipline. In capitalist 
countries, discipline was " based on the class inferiority of the 
rank-and-file soldier". In the Red Army it was based" on the 
necessity for a correct division of labour, correct leadership and 
correct responsibility ". 3 But to treat " military precision, the 
discipline of the line, external order " as " something harmful, 
unrevolutionary and unnecessary" was "absolute nonsense ".4 

At the Komsomol conference of June 1925 Frunze reproved the 
organization for its poor standard of discipline. Members of the 
Komsomol formed in 1924 30 per cent of the crews of the Baltic 
fleet, but committed 61 per cent of the disciplinary offences. In 
the Ukrainian and North Caucasian military districts more than 
30 per cent of mobilized members of the Komsomol had been 
punished for disciplinary offences in the first three months of 
1925, though Frunze consolingly added that most of the offences 
had not been grave.s At the end of the year PUR reported to the 
fourteenth party congress an improvement in the discipline of 

' Protokoll : Fanjter Kongreu der Kommunistischen /nt~=ationale (n.d.), 
ii, 527. • M. Frunze, Sobr=ie Sochinenii, ii (1926), 146. 

J Ibid. ii, z86~r88. 4 Ibid. iii (1927), 32. 5 Ibid. iii, 296-298. 
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the Red Army, both in general and among mobilized members of 
the party and of the Komsomo1. 1 

The most delicate and controversial question with which 
Frunze had to cope was the relation of party control in the Red 
Army, and especially of the political commissars, to the military 
command. In capitalist countries relations between politicians 
and soldiers had often been uneasy. The Red Army, since the 
early days of the specialists, had always reflected in an acute form 
the tension between the professional expert and the spokesman 
of party policy. In theory, nobody contested the principle of 
unity of command ; Lenin was on record as having hailed with 
satisfaction in 1920 the" approach to one-man command " in the 
army.z In practice, compromise was inevitable so long as the 
distinction between party and non-party was significant, and so 
long, in particular, as a substantial proportion of the professional 
experts were identified with the traditions of the old r6gime.3 
Nor was this an issue which divided different groups in the party. 
Trotsky was known as a defender of the interests of the specialists 
and professionals, and the advocates of the single military doctrine 
prided themselves on their party and proletarian outlook. Yet 
Trotsky at the eleventh party congress in 1922 had emphatically 
declared that there could be no question of abolishing the political 
commissars, even where the military commander was a party 
member; 4 and Frunze, when he rose to a position of authority, 
became the unhesitating champion of the rights and interests of 
the officer corps. 

The keenness of the rivalry between the political commissars 
and the military supporters of unity of command tended, however, 

' K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) (1925), p. 165. 
~ Lenin, Sochineniya, :xxv, 18. 
3 The compromise was expressed in the formally ambiguous position of 

PUR, which was an organ both of the Revolutionary Military Council and of 
the party central committee : from 1924 onwards its director was always a 
member of both these bodies. The new party statute authorized by the 
fourteenth party congress in December 1925 described PUR as " the military 
section of the [party] central committee ", responsible for " the direction of 
p11rty work in the Red Army and the Red Fleet" (VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh 
(I94I), ii, 88). 

4 Odinnadtsatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (1936), p. 306. 
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to obscure the subtle change which had occurred in the 1ssue 
at stake. The title of political commissar remained. But the 
function exercised by the original commissars of supervising the 
loyalty of the military commanders to whom they were attached 
became to all intents and purposes obsolete at the end of the civil 
war. Such a function was largely meaningless in time of peace ; 
and after the introduction of NEP the loyalty of the former Tsarist 
officers remaining in the Red Army was not in serious doubt. 
The main function of the political commissars in the NEP period 
was to supervise not the loyalty of the commanders, but the 
morale of the rank and file. This was a task of party propaganda 
and political education, and became highly important in an 
army dependent mainly on raw peasant levies. The likelihood of 
jealousy and friction between the political commissar and the non~ 
party military commander still existed. But it was clearly less 
acute than in the days when the presence of the commissar was 
an expression of doubt of the commander's loyalty. On the other 
hand, friction now sometimes arose between the political com
missar and other party authorities, since the commissar attempted 
to use his military position to assert an independence not enjoyed 
by other party functionaries. This created in some party circles a 
certain mistrust of political commissars who allowed their allegiance 
to the army to predominate over their allegiance to the party. 

The first occasion on which these new aspects of party work 
in the army, and of the functions and status of the political com~ 
missars, figured in a party resolution appears to have been at the 
party conference of September 1920 when the civil war was 
reaching its end. The conference drew the attention of members 
of revolutionary military councils, commissars and other officials 
to the task of fostering " revolutionary discipline " in the army by 
establishing close contact with the rank and file, though it also 
declared any separation between such work and " general party life 
and work " to be inadmissible ; 1 and the tenth party congress in 
March 1921 cautiously insisted both on the " complete independ
ence " of the political apparatus of the Red Army, and on the 
need to "strengthen its link with local party organizations". z The 

' VKP(B} v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 352, 354· 
z Ibid. i, 393· Another resolution of the congress introduced a fresh 

element of confusion by making Glavpolitprosvet responsible for political 
VOL. II 2D 
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next two or three years were marked by growing attention to the 
importance of party and political propaganda in the Red Army. 
One result of the demobilization at the end of the civil war had 
been to reduce to a minimum the number of party members in 
the Red Army: in 1922-1923 scarcely any were to be found out· 
side the commanding and political staff.' The army was largely 
composed of peasants. The peasant had become a central factor 
in party and Soviet policy; and the call·up provided the best
indeed, almost the only - opportunity to inculcate in the peasantry 
the virtues of party doctrine and loyalty to the r6gime. Stalin, at 
the twelfth party congress in 1923, spoke of the Red Army as "a 
meeting-place of workers and peasants " - " the only meeting· 
place where workers and peasants of different provinces, sundered 
from one another, come together, and, coming together, work out 
their political views " ; z and the thirteenth congress a year later 
commended the transition to the territorial militia system on the 
ground that it would become a medium linking party and state 
with the peasantry.3 The growing importance of this work 
increased the insistence of the party authorities on the strict sub· 
ordination to them of PUR and the political commissars ; and 

education in the army and subordinating the commissars to it for this purpose 
(VKP)B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (l94I), i, 379-380; for Glavpolitprosvet see pp. 192-
193 above); this state of affairs lasted till the summer of 1922 when political 
education in the army was once more transferred from Glavpolitprosvet to PUR 
(VKP(B) i Voennoe Delo (znd ed. I928), p. 297). 

1 A. Geronimus, Partiya i Kra.maya Anniya (1928), p. 154· This situation 
improved only slowly. The thirteenth party congress in May 1924 proposed 
to " increase the number of communists among Red Army men and sailors " 
(VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 568) ; a party circular of April 1925 
deplored the low proportion of party members among Red Anny men (brvestiya 
Tsmtral'nogo Komireta Rossiiskoi Kommwristicheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov), No. 
13-14 (88-89), April 6, 1925, p. 5). About the same time Frunze claimed that 
IZ per cent of the armed forces were members of the Komsomol (M. Frunze, 
Soflranie Sochineni.i, iii (1927), 299); according to Molotov at the fourteenth 
party congress, the proportion of " communists " (i.e. members of the party 
or of the Komsomol) in the Red Army rose from II per cent in :£924 to IS 
per cent in 1925 (XIV S"ezd Vsesoyu.znoi KotrmWnisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), 
p. 70), Even so, it was far lower than the proportion among officers (seep. 415 
below). • Stalin, Sochineniya, v, 204. 

3 VKP(B) v Rezvlyutsiyakh (194I), i, 594. Trotsky paradoxically used the 
same argument to justify the maintenance of " regular " divisions ; the " Red 
barrack " must be retained as an educational influence on the young peasant 
(L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, ii (1925), pp. vii-xii; this 
preface originally appeared as an article under the title Step by Step in Pr(l'Vda, 
November I, 1924). 
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this in turn tended to weaken the prestige of the commissar ·vis-d
v£s the military commander. 

The party controversy of the winter of 1923-1924 adversely 
affected the position of the political commissars. That Trotsky 
should at this time have found such strong support in PUR and 
among the political commissars in the Red Army, drawn for the 
most part from the ranks of party intellectuals, tended to dis
credit these institutions in the eyes of the party leadership. 
Bubnov had heralded his appointment to PUR by an instruction 
which, in reversing his predecessor's encouragement of free 
political discussion, had seemed to imply that the work of the 
political commissars was in future to be subordinated to the 
requirements of military discipline. 1 For some months the cur
rent set in this direction. The commission on the reorganization 
of the Red Army appointed in January 1924 reported three 
months later that one-man command was " the practical question 
towards the solution of which the whole system of our work of 
military construction is advancing", though it admitted that it 
was impossible at present " to force the introduction of one-man 
command ".2 In June 1924 the Orgburo made a pronouncement 
in favour of unity of command as " the practical principle for 
the organization of the Red Army ", but left it to the organs of 
the Red Army to work out details of application.3 When in the 
following month Bubnov said that the essence of the military 
reforms in progress was " the liquidation of the survivals of \Var 
communism ", 4 he used a favourite catch-phrase to which many 
different meanings were attached. But one of its meanings in this 
context was a curbing of the authority of that characteristic 
institution of the civil war period - the political commissars of 
the Red Army. About the same time Frunze described the 
institution of political commissars as " temporary ", and spoke of 
the " firm course " set by the party for " a transition to the so
called unity of command ". He admitted that the completion of 
the reform had been delayed, but " the Revolutionary Military 

' See p. 396 above. 
• A. Geronimus, Partiya i Kramaya Armiya (1928), pp. 170-17I ; for the 

commission see p. 395 above. 
• Quoted in VKP(B) i Voennoe Delo (2nd ed. I928), p. 343· 
4 Shestoi S" ezd Roosiiskogo Lenimkogo Kommuniotidusko~ Soyuza Molode:lflu 

(1924), P• 308, 
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Council recognizes its obligation, so soon as favourable conditions 
for the unity of command are realized, to carry it unflinchingly 
into effect ". 1 

The solution was, however, by no means so simple, The 
fundamental need for a compromise between the authority of the 
military experts and the authority of the party remained ; and 
the vested interests of the political commissars were strong. A 
conference of political workers in the army in November 1924 
insisted that " one-man command in the army cannot be treated 
as the liquidation of the institution of commissars ", since these 
were a necessary element of "party leadership and political educa
tion in the army".: The November resolution of the Revolution
ary Military Council on army reform bore witness to the prevail
ing embarrassment.3 It restated all the elements of the dilemma; 
and its main contribution seems to have been the invention 
of a new and ambiguous formula. Two forms of one-man 
command were now distinguished. One was the concentration 
of military, etonomic and administrative powers in the hands 
of the commander, while political functions remained with the 
commissar (this appeared to abrogate the control of the com
missar in non-political matters, but fell short of what had hitherto 
been understood as one-man command). The other was the con
centration of all functions in the hands of the commander; this 
was conceivable only if the commander was a party man enjoying 
the full confidence of the party authorities. Frunze admitted that 
this second form could not be a " widely spread phenomenon ", 
since the personal conditions for it were very strict, and that the 
first would be the "prevailing form of one-man command ".4 

Some party stalwarts interpreted the resolution as a " decisive 
rejection " of those " tendencies to subordinate the political 
organs to the military staffs " which had manifested themselves 
earlier in 1924.s But Frunze's interpretation in a speech delivered 

' M. Frunze, Sobrm•ie Sochi.nenii, ii (1926), 83. 
• VKP(B) i Voennoe Delo (:md ed, 1928), pp. 343-344· 
3 Ibid. pp. 344-345. 
• The text of the xesolution has not been available (for this session of the 

Revolutionary Military Council seep, 399, note 2 above), but a fairly full account 
of it was given in two speeches of Frunze (M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochitu:11.ii 
ii (1926), 152•153, 176-183). > 

• This interpretation is represented inN. Kharitonov Politicheskii Apparat 
Kra.mQi Armii (I929), pp. 30-32. ' 
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a few weeks later was more tactful and cautious. Most military 
commanders, he said, even if they were communists, would have 
to be content with supreme authority in the spheres of combat, 
administration and supply, leaving the political sphere to the 
conunissar. But he added with emphasis that " the non-party 
section of the command personnel should regard the decisions 
of the plenum on this question as an expression of the complete 
confidence of the Soviet Government and of the Communist Party 
in it " ; and he spoke of " the process of transition to one-man 
command " as likely to be realized in the forthcoming year. 1 

In January 1925 Frunze succeeded Trotsky as People's Com
missar for War and president of the Revolutionary Military 
Council, 2 and from this time began to lean more openly to the 
side of the military commanders. Blame for conflicts within the 
Red Army was laid at the door of political workers who failed 
to support the military command in maintaining discipline; some 
of them were accused of attempting to curry favour with the 
rank and file by posing as protectors of its interests against the 
military commanders.3 But the obstacles to a clear-cut solution 
were formidable. An ordinance of the Revolutionary Military 
Council of March 2, 1925, prescribed that important orders were 
to be signed jointly by the military commander and by the com
missar, and routine orders by each independently within his own 
sphere ; but the attempt to clarify the demarcation of functions 
between them was vague and unsuccessful. A significant point 
was that, though the commissar could appeal to higher authority 
against the order of a commander, the appeal did not have the 
effect of suspending the validity of the order pending a decision.+ 
This ordinance was followed up by a circular issued in the name 
of the party central committee and bearing the title " On One
Man Corrunand in the Red Army ". The circular declared that 
" the tasks of the corps of commissars . . , must be radically 
changed ". Operational and administrative functions were 
entirely in the hands of the commander, and the commissar was 
" freed from day-to-day control over them", though he " retains 

' M. F:runze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (1926), I82-r8s. 
• See p. 33 above. 
> M. Frun:;:;e, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (I926), t88 • 
.. Ibid. ii, JIO-JII, note 86. 
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the direction of political and party work in the unit and is re
sponsible for its social-political condition". Where the military 
commander was a party man and capable of exercising these 
functions, the military and political functions might be combined 
in the same person. The instruction did not apply to national 
military units or to the Red Fleet, where the introduction of one
man command must proceed more slowly. 1 A conference of 
secretaries of party cells in the army, which was addressed by 
Frunze, emphasized the change which the party apparatus in the 
army had undergone. If the function of the political commissar 
had once been to keep watch on the military commander, his 
function and that of the party cells throughout the army was 
now to" help the whole military apparatus in the task of establish
ing iron discipline in the ranks of the army and fleet ".2 Mean
while Frunze, commenting a few weeks later on the March circular, 
optimistically declared that the principle of unity of command 
had been " settled in an entirely precise and definite way " : the 
only thing that delayed its full and immediate application was the 
need to re-train and re-allocate the political commissars, who were 
too influential to be simply dispossessed. 3 In June 1925 Frunze 
told a party conference of the Leningrad Military Region that a 
fully responsible officer corps was indispensable to the Red Army, 
that " our former system of dual power, demanded by political 
considerations, hindered the development of this officer corps ", 
and insisted that even the non-party military commander would 
henceforth have full authority except in party matters. 4 Gusev 
more realistically noted the growing influence of the party in 
military affairs and recognized the strength of the opposition to 
"one-man command", though he consolingly added that the 
objections were not to the principle, but to " the forcing of the 
question". Undeterred by these doubts, the conference passed a 
resolution advocating " the militarization of the political staff ". 5 

1 I:roestiya Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Rcssiiskci Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'
shevikoo), No, u-u (86-87), March 23, 1925, p. 16. The circular appeared 
in small print in an inconspicuous place on the back page; this treatment, un
usual for so important a pronouncement, suggests that some party circles were 
either out of sympathy with the decision or apprehensive of the reaction to it. 

• Ibid. No. 13-14 (88-89), Apri16, 1925, pp. 4-6. 
• M. Frun2e, lzbrannye Proizvedeniya (1934), pp. 407-409. 
~ M. Frunze, SobranU Scthinmii, iii (1927), 316-317. 
I Lmingradskaya Pravda, June 21, 24, 1925. 
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Fallowing on this campaign, the Revolutionary Military Council 
issued at the end of July 1925 a" temporary statute for military 
commissars of the Red Army and the Red Fleet ", based on the 
ordinance and the party circular of the preceding March. 1 But 
none of these efforts was successful in eradicating a stubborn 
opposition. Frunze, in February 1925, had admitted that some 
party members were seeking to delay the establishment of one
man command till all military commanders were party men, 
though '' this will never be, and we do not desire it ". z Six 
months later, he again noted "a negative attitude among a certain 
part of our commissar personnel to the whole of this reform ", 
as a result of which very little had yet been achieved; J according 
to a party report, resistance among commissars and other party 
workers in the army was so strong that some had been asked to 
be demobilized from army work.4 At the end of 1925 unity was 
reported to have been achieved in 7Y3 per cent of corps com
mands, in 44 per cent of divisional commands, and 33'4 per cent 
of regimental commands, by one of the two now recognized forms 
of one-man command. 5 At the height of the campaign for unity of 
command, these percentages represented something far short of 
complete success. 

THE RED ARMY 

When, therefore, the split in the triumvirate became apparent 
in the autumn of 1925, the first of the two major issues of military 
policy -the size and form of the new army- had been settled 
by the decree of September 18, 1925.6 The second- the relation 
between military commanders and political commissars - seemed 
well on the way to a settlement which favoured the military 
element, but still encountered strong resistance in the party. It 
is a tribute to the strength of the party tradition to avoid public 
dispute on military questions that this controversial issue never 
played any visible part in the party struggle. But a situation in 
which party capital might have been made out of any unpopular 
move was inimical to decisive action. Any step forward was 
bound to offend an influential body of opinion in the party ; and 

' K. Voroshilov, Ohorona SSSR (192.7), p. So; the text has not been 
traced. 

• M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, iii (I9Z?), 1.2.5. 3 Ibid. iii, 359· 
4 K XIV S"ezdu RKP(B) (192.5), pp. 165, 167-168. 
5 Ibid. p. x6s. 6 Seep. 4oo above. 
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the enforcement of unity of command in the Red Army appears 
to have made little progress during the summer and autumn of 
1925.1 Frunze's death at the end of October 1925 no doubt 
encouraged a further postponement. At the Leningrad provincial 
party conference early in December 1925, a delegate named 
Shelavin feared that " an intention is evidently gaining ground to 
subordinate the political organs to the [military] command ", and 
thought that more attention should be given to " deviations 
occurring in such an important field as the Red Army ".2 At 
the ensuing fourteenth party congress Shelavin was mildly derided 
by Molotov for having discovered a " Trotskyist deviation " in 
party work in the Red Army, and more solemnly reproved by 
Orjonikidze. 3 But the question was not otherwise discussed, and 
neither Stalin nor Zinoviev nor any other of the leaders openly 
took sides on it. When Voroshilov was appointed to succeed 
Frunze, with Lashevich as his deputy, Tukhachevsky replaced 
Sergei Kamenev as chief of staff of the Red Army. 4 But Tukha~ 
chevsky, though his sympathies were probably on the side of 
the military commanders, was also an astute politician ; and 
Voroshilov, a man of far less character and independence than 
Frunze, showed no great eagerness to insist on the awkward 
issue of unity of command. The uneasy compromise between 
the authority of the military command and the political and 
party element represented by PUR and by the political com
missars remained a source of friction throughout the nineteen~ 
twenties. 

Meanwhile, the scales were decisively weighted in favour of 
ultimate victory for the military element in this controversy 
by a single basic factor. The system of independent political com
missars had been created at a time when the regime was compelled 

' Kramaya Zvezda, October 27, 1925, on the eve of Frunze's death, carried 
correspondence expressing divergent views on the " militarization of the 
political staff", as if this was still an open question. 

' Quoted in A. Geronimus, Partiya i Kra.maya Armiya (l928), p. !8+; 
Shelavin's speech was, perhaps significantly, not mentioned in Leningradskaya 
PTaoda, which reported the conference fairly fully. 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommuni!!tichefkoi Partii (B) (I926), pp. 84, 226. 
• Entsik/o~dicheskii Slovar' Russkogo Bibliograficheskogo Instituta Granat 

~li, iii (n.d. [l9z8J), .Prilozhenie, col. 163; Kamenev reverted to his post a~ 
mspectot·general, wh1ch he had combined since May 1925 with that of chief of 
staff (ibid. xli, i (n.d. [1927]), Prilozhenie, col. 178). 
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to rely on an officer corps ideologically alien, and even hostile, to 
it. When the regime had time to train an officer corps reared in 
its own traditions, and when a large proportion of high army 
officers, as of leaders in other professions, were party members, 
this justification for the anomalies and inconveniences of divided 
responsibility would disappear. Discrepancies occur in the figures 
of " communists " (i.e. members of the party or of the Kom
somol) in the officer corps of the period. Molotov at the four
teenth party congress claimed that the percentage had risen 
from 19 in 1924 to 29 in 1925.1 But considerably higher per
centages are quoted elsewhere- 22·5 for 1922, 32 for 1924, 43 
for 1925 and 47 for 1926.2 Two factors were at work in accelerat
ing this process. In the first place, a high proportion of the 
young officers passing out of the military schools now had party 
or Komsomol membership.l Secondly, senior officers, even if 
they had originally served under the Tsar, were now often admitted 
to the party in recognition of their services ; in 1926 all corps 
commanders, 75 per cent of heads of military schools and 55 per 
cent of commanders of divisions were party men, the proportion 
among field and junior officers being about 38 per cent.4 The 
middle nineteen-twenties were a period of transition from the 
predominantly " specialist " officer corps of the civil war to an 
officer corps predominantly composed of party members ; and 
for the present the vested interests of the political commissars, 
who were party members to a man and could in the last resort 
count on high party backing, were a serious obstacle to reform. 
Once the transition to a predominantly party officer corps was 
complete, the demand for unity of command would prove irre
sistible. But the Red Army would retain enough esprit de corps 
to attract recurrent suspicion in party quarters, and the issue of 

' XIV S"ezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunistichakoi Partii (B) {I9l6), p. 70. 
~ K. Voroshilov, Oborona SSSR (1927), pp. r84-185 ; A. Geronimus, 

Partiya i Kramaya Armiya {1928), p. r66. For the much lower percentages in 
the rank and file see p. 4-08, note 1 above. 

l Of 2000 graduating in August 1925, 65 per cent were members of the 
party and I 5 per cent of the Komsomol (Leningradskaya PrlWda, August 8, 
r9zs). 

~ A. Geronimus, Partiya i K7amaya Armiya (1928), p. 179; as late as 
1925 fonner Tsarist officers predominated in the high command and ~d ~ 
virtual monopoly of staff appointments (S. Gusev, Grazhdanskaya Vmna 1 

Kramaya Armiya (1925), p. 190). 
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political commissars would revive in a different form in the remote 
future. 

The civil war had meant the virtual end of the Soviet navy. 
It had cut off the central power from every ice-free outlet; of 
former Russian naval bases only Petrograd remained in Soviet 
hands. The larger ships of the Black Sea fleet were carried off 
by Wrangel, and found asylum in French North Africa at Bizerta. 
With all resources concentrated on the Red Army, such ships as 
remained were entirely denuded of men and supplies. Trotsky 
later recalled an occasion in 1920 on which the party central com
mittee debated whether to lay up the ships or to sink them, since 
it was difficult to believe that they would ever again serve a useful 
purpose. 1 The Kronstadt mutiny of March 1921 cast discredit 
on what was left of the fleet ; as Trotsky said, " the Kronstadt 
fortress, the sailors' base, has become at the same time the symbol 
of revolt against the Soviet power ". z It was, nevertheless, the 
tenth party congress, sitting at the moment of the suppression of 
the Kronstadt revolt, which announced " measures to revive and 
strengthen the Red fighting fleet ". Recruits were to be enrolled 
" predominantly from factory workers " ; the Revolutionary 
Military Council and PUR were to be instructed to give their 
attention to the fleet ; and political commissars, preferably 
"communist sailors", were to be appointed to it.3 

It was an uphill task, which proceeded slowly. In December 
1921 a conference of military delegates to the ninth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets, in which Trotsky played a leading part, 
'' decided to remind the whole country of the glorious rOle of 
Kronstadt in the birth and development of the revolution ", and 
declared that Kronstadt had once more become, after the " tragic 
episode" of March 1921, " an outpost of the proletarian revolu· 
tion ". 4 It was once more Trotsky who, at a Red Fleet conference 
in April1922, declared that so complex and specialized an organiza
tion " will in the nature of things develop slowly " and spoke of 

I L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, m, i (I9Z4). 8! • 
• Ibid. iii, i, 34-
3 VKP(B) 'V Rezolyut.riyakh (1941), i, 394· 
4 Pra-vda, January 4, 19z.z. 
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the need to "lay the first foundation·stone ".' Since the Red 
Fleet, unlike the Red Army, could not rely on a primitive peasantry 
to supply its rank and file, man-power was a perennial problem. 
In an attempt to solve it, the Komsomol was induced at its fifth 
congress in October 1922 to become the " patron" of the Red 
Fleet : 2000 members of the Komsomol were said to have joined 
it already, and more were urged to do so. 2 In his speech at the 
congress Trotsky expressed the hope that the Komsomol recruits 
would counteract both what was left of the old " narrowness " 
of the "privileged, arrogant and prejudiced corporate spirit", 
characteristic of navies throughout the world, and the new 
" military-revolutionary arrogance ", which had made its appear
ance since 1917.3 In the same month, Trotsky visited the destroyer 
squadron in the Black Sea. On his return he sent a message in 
which he noted " significant progress ... in the revival of the 
Red Fleet ", and promised that the Revolutionary Military 
Council would " apply all its efforts to improve the position of 
the sailors and, in particular, of the officers and the quartermaster 
staff ".4 In December 1922 the party central committee instructed 
PUR and the central committee of the Komsomol jointly to 
organize a navy week to be held in all provincial capitals and sea
coast towns from January 15 to 22, 1923, to popularize the Red 
Fleet.s 

These methods of recruitment sufficed to keep the Red Fleet 
in being, and to give it a somewhat different character from the 
Red Army. Bubnov in 1924 boasted that of the new recruits 
for the navy 75 per cent were workers (63·5 per cent metal· 
workers-" workers from the bench "): 74 per cent of recruits 

• L. Trotsky,Kak Vooruzlw.las' Revolyutsiya,.lli, i (192+), IJO-tJ2. Accord· 
ing to a French secret report quoted in Les Relations Germa1U!-Soviitiquet, ed. 
J.·B. Ouroselle (1954), pp. 156, rs8, arrangements for the rehabilitation of the 
Soviet navy with the aid of former Gennan naval officers were discussed during 
a visit of Hintze (see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I923, Vol. J, pp. 314-315, 
437, note 4) to Moscow in May 1922, and approved by Sovnarkom on_ Sep
tember r 1922: no evidence has been found that they ever bocame effective. 

• VLKSM v Rezalyutsiyakh (1929), l0l·I02; for" patronage" seep. 343, 
note I above. 

J L. Trotsky, Kak Vooruzhalas' Revolyutsiya, lli, i (1924), IJ6·I4I. 
4 Ibid. iii, i, r8s:. . .. . . . . .. , 
5 bwestiya Tsentral'nogo Komtteta Rosmsko1 Kommumstu:heskm Partu (Bol • 

shevihov), No. I (49), January 1923, p. 71; VK.P(B) o Komsonwle (1938), 
pp. 251-252· 
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were members of the Komsomol, 25 per cent party members or 
candidates. In the whole Red Fleet at this time 42 per cent of the 
personnel were workers. Partly owing to the purge after Kron
stadt and partly to these conditions of recruitment, no Trotskyite 
opposition appeared in the Red Fleet in 1923-1924. On the other 
hand, the same problems of discipline manifested themselves in 
the fleet, especially among Komsomol members, as had appeared 
in the army : they were said to be on the way to a solution.1 The 
fifth congress of Comintern in June 1924 sent a delegation to 
visit the Baltic fleet, and revolutionary greetings were exchanged,z 
Frunze's first pronouncement on the Red Fleet seems to have 
been made in his speech of November 1924, when the recent 
de jure recognition of the Soviet Government by France had 
kindled hopes of a return of the ships interned in Bizerta. Frunze 
claimed that " a gigantic step forward " had been taken during 
the preceding year, and saw no reason to " put a cross over our 
naval construction ", though, in view of straitened resources, it 
would probably have to be confined to " small ships of a defensive 
character ".3 In the Black Sea a Soviet fleet of z6,ooo tons was 
confronted by Turkish, Rumanian and Bulgarian fleets amounting 
in all to 63,000 tons. In the Baltic, on the other hand, the Soviet 
fleet mustered 83,000 tons as against the 18,ooo of other Baltic 
countries.4 An exercise of the Baltic fleet in the summer of 1925 
was said to have caused anxiety in neighbouring countries ; and 
Frunze, who had visited the fleet during the exercise, declared 
that a strong Baltic fleet was necessary to the defence of Leningrad.s 

' Shestoi S"ezdRoniiskogo Lenimkogo Kommunisticheskogo SoyuzaMolodezhi 
(I9:Zf), pp. J:Zo-J:ZS; this account given to a Komsomol congress is likely to 
have erred on the side of optimism. 

1 Protokoll; FUnjter Kongress der Kommunistischen Internationals (n.d.), i, 
452-453· 

l M. Frunze, Sobranie Sochinenii, ii (1926), 146-147; for this speech see 
p. 405 above. 

4 M. Frunze, Sob7anie Sochinenii, iii {1927), r8s-r86. According to a state
ment furnished by the Soviet Government to the commission set up under the 
Straits convention concluded at Lausanne in 1923 (see The Bolshevik Revolution, 
I9I7-I9ZJ, Vol. 3, p. 489), the Soviet Black Sea fleet at the beginning of 1925 
consisted of one cmiser, three submarines and a number of smaller craft fully 
manned, and of one battleship, one cruiser and a number of smaller craft " with 
reduced crews" (Lea~ of Nations: Official :Journal, No. 9, November 1925, 
pp. 1687wt688); the Swedish navy seems to have been omitted from the Baltic 
calculations, presumably as constituting a neutral factor. 

! M. Fmnze, Sobranie Sochimmii, iii (1927), 237, 454-455· 
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The resolution of the third Union Congress of Soviets on the 
Red Army noted " significant achievements in the creation of 
the worker-peasant fleet ". 1 But the exclusion of the navy from 
the attempt to impose unity of command 2 showed plainly that, 
whatever the social or political complexion of the rank and file, 
the naval commanders did not yet enjoy the unqualified confidence 
of the party, Meanwhile, enthusiasm in the Komsomol seems to 
have fallen off: its seventh congress in March 1926 registered 
with regret a decline in" patronage work with the Red Fleet ".J 

The navy was now being maintained, and recruitment for it had 
been stabilized. But it can have had little or no value as a fighting 
force ; and it attracted only spasmodic attention in influential 
party and Soviet circles, No new ships appear to have been 
built or acquired in this period. 

Aviation played no rOle in the civil war. The Soviet air arm 
seems to have owed its inspiration in part to German guidance 
and collaboration resulting from the secret agreements of 1922,4 
and in part to the international crisis of the first months of 1923 
following the French occupation of the Ruhr. In March 1923 
Trotsky declared that " with very great efforts and with the loss 
of much time " the question of Soviet aviation had " at last been 
placed on the agenda ", and announced the foundation of a 
Society of Friends of the Red Air Fleet (ODVF) ; in the following 
month he addressed the society on the importance of its work.s 
The Curzon ultimatum of May 8, 1923, came at an opportune 
moment to stimulate the new development. An " aviation week " 
was held at the end of May ; 6 and the first Soviet air squadron 
received the honorific name of "Ultimatum ".7 On the same 
occasion ODVF was amalgamated with Dobrokhim, the society 
for chemical defence, to form a joint society known as Aviakhim. 8 

' For this resolution see p. 400, note I above. 2 See p. 4I2 nbove. 
J VII S"ezd Vsesoyuzncgo Leninskogo Kommwt.istiduskogc Soyuz a Molodezhi 

(t926), p. 241· 
4 For these see The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-1923, Vol. 3, PP· 370-372, 

436 ; they will be further discussed in Part V in the following volume. 
s L. Trotsky, Kak Vocru;;rhalas' Revolyutsiya, iii, ii (t925), t8I-184, t85-190. 
6 Ibid. iii, ii, 192-t95; the article, entitled TM Weapon of the Future, 

originally appeared in Pravda, May 30, 1923. 
' M. Frunze, Jzbrannye Proi=edeniya (1950), p. 572, note 69. . 
s In 1927 Aviakhim was amalgamated with the Society for .the Pro:not~on 

of Defence (OSO), which was the successor of the old Military SClentilic 
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In the following year a number of Soviet aeroplane factories were 
united in an aviation trust, which was said by 1925 to be capable 
of supplying the needs of the Soviet air fleet; and Frunze looked 
forward to " the liquidation of aeronautical illiteracy " in the 
Soviet Union.r 

Society, to form Osoaviakhim, by which name it was thereafter known (Bol'
fhaya StYt..'Mskaya Ent#klopediya, xlili (t939), 468). 

I M. Frum:e, Sobranie Soc.hinenii, ii (rgz6), r98; iii (r927), r62. 



CHAPTER 24 

ORDER AND SECURITY 

S
~CU.RITY, in the ~ense of the defenc~ of the r6gime against 
tts mternal enemies, had been a maJOr preoccupation since 
the first days of the revolution. As early as 1905 Lenin, 

echoing Marx, had written that " the great questions in the life 
of nations are settled only by force ", that it was the reactionaries 
who used force first, and that revolutionary dictatorship meant 
" defence against counter-revolution and everything that con
tradicts the sovereignty of the people ".1 In 1908 he used the 
familiar argument from the Paris commune, which had been 
defeated because it failed to use sufficiently ruthless measures of 
repression against its enemies. z The traditional revolutionary 
use of terror to combat counter-revolution was familiar to every 
Bolshevik, and was freely canvassed long before it was brought 
into play. On the other hand, the conception of crime as the 
product of a disordered society and of punishment as an act not 
of retribution, but of reclamation and education, was deeply 
implanted in the thinking of the Bolsheviks, as of other Left 
parties. This conception found its fullest expression in the party 
programme adopted in March 1919, which looked forward to '' a 
fundamental alteration in the character of punishment, introdu
cing conditional sentences on an extensive scale, applying public 
censure as a means of punishment, replacing imprisonment by 
compulsory labour with retention of freedom, and prisons by 
institutions for training, and establishing the principle of comradely 
courts ".J The paradox of the tension between ultimate humani
tarian ideals and the immediate necessities of a revolutionary 
situation was here particularly acute. The tension could be 

1 Lenin, Soehincniya, ix, xn-xu. 
~ Ibid. xi.i, 163 ; Stalin in I9Z7 quoted "the mistakes of ~e Par~s ~m

mune " in order to repel foreign criticisms of the OGPU (Stahn, SocJmrem.ya, 
x, 2.34). 3 VKP(B) v RezolyutsiyaM (1941), i, 2.88. 

'" 
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resolved only on the heroic assumption that the harshest penalties 
applied to class enemies were temporary measures necessitated 
by the revolutionary struggle for power, and had nothing in 
common with the permanent methods and policies of the regime. 
For the present, this assumption allowed the two systems to grow 
up side by side without apparent incompatibility between them. 
It was even claimed in the programme that the Soviet power had 
set up " a single people's court in place of a system of different 
courts ". 

The dichotomy reflected itself from the very first moment in 
an attempt to draw a distinction between ordinary crimes, which 
could be dealt with by humanitarian methods of education and 
correction, and " counter-revolutionary" crimes, which were 
subject to repression by revolutionary terror. The distinction, 
though seldom expressed in this form, was between crimes against 
the individual and crimes against the state ; and it -was commonly 
implied, though not often categorically stated, that, whereas 
workers and peasants might be guilty of crimes of the former 
kind, " counter-revolutionary" crimes were normally, and even 
necessarily, the work of class enemies. These assumptions sup
ported and justified the distinction between the two systems. 
It was significant of this dual attitude that the first decree of 
November 1917 on the constitution of Soviet courts contained a 
final article providing for the establishment of special " revolu
tionary tribunals " to deal with counter-revolution and profiteer
ing; r and this was followed on December 7/20, 1917, by the 
constitution of the Cheka, whose undefined powers to deal by 
extra-judicial methods with all forms of counter-revolutionary 
activity grew with each successive emergency, By the summer of 
1918 three different organs were engaged in imposing penalties 
for various kinds of crime : the ordinary courts, the revolutionary 
tribunals and the organs of the Cheka,2 The first were concerned 
with crimes which did not affect or threaten the security of the 
state. The second and third were both concerned with crimes 

' SDbranie Uzakonenii, I9I7-I9I8, No.4, art. so. 
• For an analysis of the origins and status of the Cheka see S=iet Studies, x, 

No, I (July 1958), pp. I"ll ; a resolution of VTsiK of February 17, 1919, 
regulating relations between the Cheka and the revolutionary tribunals is in 
Sobr(J11ie Uzakrmeni.i, zgzg, No. 12, art. IJO, For the name Cheka see The 
BDlshe'Vik RsvDlution, I9I7-I923, Vol. I, p, 159, note I, 
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which threatened state security. But, while the revolutionary 
tribunals purported to be judicial organs, the Cheka was frankly 
an administrative organ, whose actions were not subject to any 
legal rules of procedure or limited in scope by any legal definition 
or restriction. The distinction between different categories of 
crime and the distinction between different types of jurisdiction 
were thus embedded from the outset in Soviet practice. 

These ambiguities were reproduced in the early history of 
Soviet penal policy. Marx in the Critique of the Gotha Programme 
had attacked the practice of treating criminals as " cattle " and 
referred to " productive labour " as " the only method of correc
tion " capable of reforming the criminal. 1 Reformation and 
repression struggled side by side as twin elements in Bolshevik 
penal theory and practice : the term " corrective labour " seemed 
to cover them both. " Obligatory social labour" made its appear
ance in a decree of December 19, 1917/January 1, 1918,Z as one 
of the penalties which might be imposed by a revolutionary 
tribunal ; and under a decree of the following month prisoners 
could be formed into " labour brigades to carry out necessary 
state work ".3 Everything pertaining to prisons had already been 
placed under the control of a" collegium " of the People's Com
missariat of Justice (Narkomyust).4 The first attempt to 
systematize penal regulations was a decree of Narkomyust (char
acteristically called a" temporary instruction") of July 23, 1918, 
" On Deprivation of Liberty as a Measure of Punishment and on 
the Method of Undergoing it ".s This laid down the basic 
principle that a sentence of deprivation of liberty always involved 
forced labour, though sentences of "forced social labour" with
out deprivation of liberty could be imposed up to a maximum of 
three months. Sentences of deprivation of liberty were served 
either in " ordinary places of confinement (prisons) " 6 or in 
" reformatories and agricultural colonies " ; the latter were 
" especially for young offenders ". Both kinds of institution were 

1 Man< i Engels, Soehineniya, xv, ::-.87. 
2 Sobranie Uzall.onenii, 19I7-I9r8, No. n, art. I7o. 
a Ibid. No. 19, art. 284. 4 lbid. No. 15, art. ;;:;;:3, 
• Sobranie Uzakonenii, I917-I9r8, No. 53, art. 598. 
s The term prison (tyur'ma) included convict camps. ~d settlements !or 

long-term sentences, but not concentration camps for politica.l offenders wh1ch 
were at this period in a different category (see p, 4<~5 below). 

VOL. II 2E 
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under the authority of the penal department of Narkomyust. 
The choice between them was made not by the court pronouncing 
the sentence but by a special" distributing commission", whose 
members were appointed by, or in agreement with, the penal 
department.' This decree also for the first time made provision 
for " special prisons (isolators} " for prisoners guilty of dis
ciplinary offences or of resistance to forced labour ; a prisoner 
transferred to an " isolator " was regarded as incorrigible.2 In 
addition to these institutions, houses of detention (these in 
practice were generally town prisons} were established for persons 
awaiting trial or condemned persons awaiting transportation to 
distant places of confinement. These were under the authority 
of N arkomvnudel, presumably as the department which con
trolled the police. 

The dichotomy between the jurisdiction of the courts and the 
administrative action of the Cheka soon, however, extended to 
penal institutions, The Cheka quickly established places of con
finement under its own control for persons arrested by it ; and, 
side by side with the regular system of places of confinement 
authorized by the order of July 23, 1918, a different and independ
ent penal system came into existence for those whose activities 
or potential activities constituted a threat to security. Like the 
other proceedings of the Cheka, this system was at first subject to 
no legal authority or precise legal definition. The first mention 
of concentration camps in the Soviet period seems to have been 
in August 1918 when, on the occasion of an armed rising in Penza, 
Lenin telegraphed to the local authorities to use" merciless mass 
terror against kulaks, priests and white guards ", and confine sus
pects in concentration camps outside the city. 3 Shortly after
wards, the" Red terror" decree of September 5, 1918, laid down 

1 Another function of the " distributing conunission " was to pronounce 
on petitions from prisoners for conditional release before the end of the term 
for which they were sentenced. In 1924-1925 70 per cent of sentences to 
deprivation of liberty did not run their full term ; later the proportion feU to 
half or less (B. Utevsky, Sofletskaya Ispravitel'no-Trudovaya Politika (1934), 
p. 14). 

• Class enemies were regarded as ex hy#thefi incorrigible ; " we do not 
propose ", wrote Krylenko, " to correct the class enemy by inoculating him in 
prison with communist ideas Ol." with sympathies for communist society " 
(Entnklopediya Gosudm-stva i Prava, ii (I925-1926), 933). 

1 Lenin, Sochirumiya, nix, 489. 
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the principle that " the Soviet republic should be made secure 
against class enemies by isolating them in concentration camps '', 1 

The function of the original concentration camps was not punitive, 
but preventive. Confinement in a concentration camp was an 
administrative, not a judicial, act ; and the camps appear from 
the outset to have been under the control of the Cheka. The 
resolution of VTsiK of February 17, 1919, which attempted to 
define relations between the Cheka and the revolutionary tri
bunals, 2 limited the right of the Cheka to carry out executions to 
cases of armed insurrection, counter-revolution and banditry, but 
recognized its unlimited right to confine in concentration camps. 
But this transition from the firing squad to the concentration camp 
as the predominant instrument of repression in the hands of the 
Cheka 3 was accompanied by a change in the character of the 
camps. Hitherto, since the function of the camps had been 
regarded as primarily preventive, the principle of " forced social 
labour " had not been applied, or not systematically applied, in 
them. In introducing the resolution of February 17, 1919, to 
VTsiK Dzerzhinsky made it clear that the time had come to end 
this anomaly. Having spoken of the need to retain " adminis
trative sentences and, in particular, concentration camps", he 
went on: 

At this present moment, we are far from utilizing to the 
full the labour of prisoners on public work ; and I am proposing 
to retain these concentration camps, and to utilize the labour of 
prisoners, for gentlemen who live without occupation, for those 
unable to work without a certain compulsion; or, if we take 
Soviet institutions, such a measure of punishment should be 
inflicted for an irresponsible attitude to work, for disorderliness, 
for unpunctuality, etc.4 

' Sobranie Uzakonenii, rgr7-I9I8, No. 67, art. 710. 
• Fo:r this resolution see p. 422, note 2 above. 
1 That such a transition occurred is confirmed by one of the rare sets of 

figures available from a Cheka source. In 1918, in 20 provinces of the RSFSR, 
6300 persons were shot by order of Chekas (454 by order of the Ve-Che-Ka), 
21,988 sent to prison and 1791 to concentration camps; in the first·seven 
months of 1919 the corresponding figures were 2089 (327 for the Ve-Che-Ka), 
12,346 and 7305 (M. Latsis, Dva Goda Bor'by -na Vnu:r~e-nt Frrml~ (1920), 
pp. 75-76). There is no reason to doubt that from tlus t!llle the number of 
inmates of concentration camps grew rapidly. 

~ lstoriche£kii Arkhiv, No. r, 1958, p. 10. 
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The new insistence on forced labour rather than the death penalty 
as the proper means of dealing with counter-revolutionary activi
ties thus brought with it an ever-widening conception of the crimes 
dealt with by the Cheka. The main threat to state security, as 
Dzerzhinsky explained in his speech, now came not from " mass 
insurrection", but from individual "sabotage, corruption etc." 1 

From this moment the punitive character of the concentration 
camp was for the first time fully established, and its gates were 
open to receive not only dangerous political enemies who had to 
be kept out of the way, but offenders whose crimes, though not 
political in character, were particularly detrimental to the regime. 
To this extent1 the Cheka encroached on the ordinary administra
tion of justice. 

An attempt was now made in a decree of April 1919, sup
plemented and in part amended by a further decree of the following 
month,z to regulate the status of forced labour camps. Offenders 
could be sent to these camps by people's courts or revolutionary 
tribunals as well as by Chekas or " other Soviet organs ". But, 
apart from this tenuous link, these camps were divorced from the 
ordinary system of criminal law, and were not, like ordinary penal 
establishments, under the control of Narkomyust, Responsibility 
for organizing them rested on the provincial Chekas. One camp, 
capable of accommodating 300 inmates, was to be set up in each 
province ; in special cases camps might also be established in 
county capitals. The administration of the camp was in the 
hands of a " forced labour section " of N arkomvnudel. The com
mandant of the camp was responsible to the provincial executive 
conunittee, but " temporarily " also to the Cheka, as well as being 
required to report to the forced labour section. These complicated 
arrangements probably reflected inter-departmental rivalries. But 
nothing in these decrees affected the right of the Cheka to maintain 
concentration camps under its own control or to commit persons 
to them by administrative action. By accident or design the 

' After the civil war ended this change of emphasis was naturally intensified : 
a Cheka order of January 19z1 described" the economic front" as" far more 
dangerous than the counter-revolutionary front" (lstoricheskii Arkhiv, No. I, 
1958, p. 14). 

~ Sobranie Uzalwmmii, 1919, No. 12, art. IZ4; No. zo, art. 235; for the 
labour regulations in these camps see The BQli;hevik Revalution, I9IJ-I9Z3, 
Vol, 2, pp. :no-zu. 
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resolution of VTsiK of February 17, 1919, confirming this right I 

was published in the same issue of the official gazette which con
tained the first decree on forced labour camps. Thus the tripartite 
system of criminal jurisdiction- people's courts, revolutionary 
tribunals and the Cheka - was paralleled by a tripartite system of 
penal establishments-ordinary places of confinement and cor
rective labour institutions under the control of Narkomyust/ 
forced labour camps under the control of a special section of 
Narkomvnudel, and concentration camps under the control of the 
Cheka. 

With the ending of the civil war and the consolidation of the 
regime under NEP, the dichotomy between ordinary criminal 
jurisdiction and the repression of counter-revolutionary crimes 
by exceptional procedures, and the bewildering multiplication of 
these procedures, lost any apparent justification. In December 
1921 VTsiK resolved to " narrow " the powers of the Cheka by 
" reserving for the judicial organs the struggle against violations 
of the laws of the Soviet republics " and by " strengthening the 
principles of revolutionary legality " ; and in February 1922 the 
Cheka was abolished and replaced by the GPU as a regular 
department of Narkomvnudel.3 The logical consequence of the 
abolition of the Cheka was the adoption of the criminal code of 
May 1922,.,. which brought all crimes, whether against individual 
persons and property or against public security, within the scope 
of the same statute law and the same courts. As a corollary of 
this reform, the revolutionary tribunals also went out of existence 
at the beginning of 1923, subject to the right of VTslK to re
convene them for a specific purpose.5 Both administrative action 
and the special procedure of the revolutionary tribunals for 
dealing with counter-revolutionary crimes appeared to have been 
eliminated from the Soviet system. A further logical corollary 

' Seep. 42:2, note :2 above. 
• These were regulated by a detailed decree of November IS, 1920 (Sobrmlie 

Uzakonenii, I92I, No. ;;:3-:24, art. 141). 
1 For the resolution of VTsiK and the decree creating the GPU see The 

Bolshevik Reuolution, r9I7-1923, VoL x, pp. x8o-x8x. 
4 See Vol. 1, pp. 76~78. 
s Entsiklopediya Gosudarstva i Prava, iii {I9ZS-I9:27), 686; no relevant 

decree has been traced. 
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of the reform would have been a unification of the penal system. 
In particular, it seems to have been assumed that, with the aboli
tion of the Cheka, the concentration camps organized and con
trolled by it would also disappear .l These expectations proved, 
however, illusory. In appearance the reform set out to obliterate 
the distinction between different categories of crime, between 
different forms of criminal jurisdiction and between different types 
of penal establishments. In practice it served to strengthen and 
perpetuate all these distinctions. 

In the first place, the criminal code of May 1922, in purporting 
to bring all crimes within the same framework of law, had in 
fact consecrated in legal form the distinction between ordinary 
crimes and " state crimes" (the phrase seems to have appeared 
here for the first time in an official enactment) by attempting to 
define such crimes and the penalties attaching to them with legal 
precision. The death penalty, hitherto an exceptional measure of 
reprisal, an act of war rather than of law, was now introduced, 
under the deprecatory periphrasis of " the highest measure of 
punishment " and with a passing reference to its temporary char
acter,2 into the regular practice of Soviet criminal law. The most 
important crimes to incur this penalty were a group of counter-

' A later textbook actually states in a footnote that both concentration 
camps and forced labour camps were liquidated "about 1922" (Ot Tyurem k 
Vospitatel'nym Uchrezhdeniyam, e<l. A. Vyshinsky (1:934), p. 33) ; but no formal 
record of a de<:ision to abolish them has been traced. 

• What may be called the traditional party view was reiterated during the 
discussion of the code in VTsiK by Ryazanov, who did not object to the use of 
terror in cases of emergency as a political weapon, but thought that " from the 
criminal code, in so fat as it is designed not for a year, but for a more permanent 
and lengthy time, any deprivation of life, any annihilation, should be absolutely 
excluded " (III Sessiya Vserossiiskogo Tsentral'nogo Ispolnitel'nogo Komiteta IX 
Sozy'l!a: Byulleten', No. 9 (May 25, I922), p. 4). But this view was now 
obsolescent: an amendment of February I9Z3 removed from the code even 
the casual and inoperative reference to the temporary character of" the highest 
measure of punishment" (Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1923, No. IS, art. 192). On 
the other hand, Dzerzhinsky, in a private note to Unshlikht of August 1923 
(btoricheskii A7khit>, No. I, 1958, pp. 20-::n), continued to argue that the death 
penalty, "whether by sentence of a court or by our decisions", should be 
regarded as " an exceptional measure " applied only to " state traitors (spies), 
bandits and those starting an insurrection", and not as "a permanent institu
tion of the proletarian state" : he wished to substitute" forced labour (convict 
labour) camps involving the colonization of uninhabited regions and iron dis
cipline " (for D2erzhinsky's advocacy of concentration camps as a measure of 
colonization see p. 446 below). 
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revolutionary crimes defined under the famous article 57 as " any 
action directed towards the overthrow, destruction or weakening 
of the power of the workers' and peasants' Soviets . , . or any 
action directed to assist that part of the international bourgeoisie 
which does not recognize the equal status of the communist 
system that has taken the place of capitalism, and strives to 
overthrow it by way of intervention or blockade, espionage, 
financing of the press, etc." 1 The succeeding articles elaborated 
this theme in further detail, including under the head of counter
revolutionary crimes " the organization for counter-revolutionary 
purposes of armed risings or of the invasion of Soviet territory 
by armed detachments or bands ", and " relations with foreign 
governments or with their individual representatives designed to 
persuade them to undertake armed intervention in the affairs of 
the republic, to declare war on it or to organize a military expedi
tion against it " (arts. 58, 59). An article which introduced the 
principle of retroactive justice z permitted the application of "the 
highest measure of punishment " by way of reprisal for " active 
measures or active struggle conducted under the Tsarist rCgime 
against the working class and the revolutionary movement " 
(art. 67). An amendment of 1923 included in the definition of 
" counter-revolutionary crimes " any action which, in the know
ledge of the person committing it, involved " an attack on the 
fundamental political and economic achievements of the pro
letarian revolution ". 3 

Secondly, just as the attempt to create a comprehensive 
system of criminal law had merely served to reinforce the dis
tinction between ordinary and state crimes, so the project of 
obliterating the distinction between ordinary and exceptional pro
cedures for the repression of crime and bringing all offences 
within the competence of the courts, ended with the paradoxical 
result of emphasizing the distinction and lending greater power 
and authority to the exceptional procedure. The Cheka had been 
a provisional expedient adapted to a period of disorder and civil 

' The phraseology of this article was suggested by Lenin (Sochirnmiya, 
x:xvii, Z96). 

' It is possible to regard this not as a case of retrospective justice, b":lt as an 
etU"ly instance of reprisals against the potential criminal rather than agamst the 
criminal act (see p. 434 below). 

J Sobranie U:;sakQ'I7.enii, 1923, No. 48, art. 479· 
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war and not claiming judicial functions or a regular status : it 
was not for nothing that the epithet " extraordinary " appeared 
in its title. The GPU was from the first a regular and permanent 
organ, enjoying as such an authority and prestige never conferred 
on the Cheka. This accretion of power was indeed the principal 
difference which distinguished the new institution from its 
predecessor. Continuity was assured \•:hen the GPU took over 
the premises of the Cheka on Lubyanka Square, and no doubt 
inherited the major part of its staff. Dzerzhinsky, the head of the 
Cheka, was already also People's Commissar for Internal Affairs, 
and automatically became head of the newly established organ. 1 

Unshlikht, who had been deputy chief of the Cheka since April 
1921, occupied the same post in the GPU; 2 and Yagoda, a 
leading official in the old institution, played an equally influential 
rOle in the new. 3 Though the GPU came into existence as an 
adjunct of the judicial system, its status as a department of 
Narkomvnudel showed that it had not shed the administrative 
character attaching to the Cheka. 

Thirdly, the same fate overtook the penal aspects of the 
reform. The tripartite system under which places of confine
ment for different categories of offenders were divided between 
the authority of Narkomyust, Narkomvnudel and the Cheka, like 
the tripartite jurisdiction of people's courts, revolutionary tribunals 
and Cheka, was challenged by the reform which abolished the 
Cheka and brought the new criminal code into force in the spring 
of 1922. Under article 51 of the code" inspection and manage
ment of the execution of sentences to deprivation of liberty and 

' The GPU was placed by the decree creating it " Wlder the personal 
presidency of the People's Commissar for Internal Affairs or of his deputy 
app()inted by the CoWlcil of People's Conunissars " (Sobranie Uzakon.enii, 
1:922, No. t6, art. r6o). 

~ Entsiklopedicheskii Slmxrl Russkogo Bibliograjiche$kogo Imtituta Granat, 
xli, iii (n.d. [r928)), Prilozhenie, col. 178. 

1 According to the biography in Bol'shaya Savetskaya Entsikloped£ya, Ixv 
(1931), 335, Yagoda was born in r891, joined the party in Ni2hny-Novgorod in 
1907, was a member of the collegium of Vneshtorg in 1919 and of the presidium 
of the Cheka in 19~0. The allegation in A. Orlov, The Secret History of Stalin's 
Crimes (1954), p. z6o, that this account antedated his party membership by 
ten yean lacks support. Independent evidence shows that he held an important 
military-administrative post (" cornrrumdant of Moscow") early in 1918 
(N. Ipatiev, Life of a Chemist (Stanford, 1946), p. 264); and in Docember 
19:20 he signed a Cheka document as " director of administration" (M. La.tsis, 
Clrrezvychainye Komissii po Bor'be s Kontrrroolyuuili (r9z1), p. 6:2). 
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forced labour is entrusted to the central corrective labour section 
of the People's Commissariat of Justice and its local organs". 
This victory was short-lived, and recoiled on the head of Narkom
yust. The argument for unification of authority was irresistible. 
But the rights of Narkomvnudel and of its newly created depart
ment the GPU, the successor of the Cheka, were not so easily over
ridden. By a decision of Sovnarkom of July 5, 1922, the corrective 
labour section of N arkomyust was amalgamated with the forced 
labour section of Narkomvnudel to form a chief administration of 
places of confinement, which was set up not under N arkomyust, 
but under Narkomvnudel. The new administration came into 
existence on October 12, 1922.1 The control of places of confine
ment had been taken entirely out of the hands of Narkomyust, 
which never regained it. 

Meanwhile the GPU, assured of its status as a permanent 
department of Narkomvnudel, grew and prospered. The decree 
which established it in February 1922 required that persons 
arrested by it must within two months be either released or handed 
over to the courts for trial, unless special permission for continued 
detention were obtained from the presidium of VTsiK. 2 The 
obtaining of this permission was never more than an empty 
formality. The GPU continued to enjoy in a legal form the 
powers of unlimited detention by administrative order which had 
been exercised outside the ordinary legal system by the Cheka. 
The attempt to subject its operations to the control of the courts 
proved too great a strain. The GPU rapidly emancipated itself 
from any kind of judicial revision, and arrogated to itself whatever 
powers it deemed necessary to the discharge of its functions. But 
it also soon acquired new legal powers. The first step seems to 
have been taken in August 1922, when, " in order to isolate 
persons who have participated in counter-revolutionary activities", 
the penalty was instituted of deportation of such persons abroad 
or to named destinations in the RSFSR; the penalty was to be 
imposed, not by a court, but by a " special commission " presided 
over by the People's Commissar for Internal Affairs, and com
posed of representatives of the People's Commissariats of Internal 
Affairs and Justice. The duration of such " administrative 

Spravochnaya i A.dresnaya Kni'ga" Vsya Rwsiya '' (r9z3), iii, so-sr. 
z See The Bohhevik Revolution, I9IJ-I923, Vol. 1, p. I8l. 
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deportation " was not to exceed three years. Persons deported 
to places in the RSFSR were to be under the supervision of local 
organs of the GPU .1 A corresponding decree of the Ukrainian 
SSR of September 6, 1922, added the rider that " deportation 
from the Ukrainian SSR to the territory of the RSFSR is carried 
out by agreement between the Ukrainian TsiK and the All
Russian TsiK ".2 As a Russian speaker later pointed out, the 
Ukrainian and White Russian SSRs had no " remote spots " of 
their own and were therefore compelled to " resort to the help of 
the RSFSR ".3 Both the RSFSR and the Ukrainian SSR passed 
decrees adding to existing categories of disfranchised persons 
" those banished by administrative order " 4 - a step which 
suggests that this class was becoming numerous. An instruc
tion of the Narkomvnudel of the RSFSR of January 1923 made 
liable to administrative deportation, on the recommendation 
of the GPU, persons whose residence in their present localities 
" appears dangerous from the point of view of revolutionary 
order ". In addition to deportation from the RSFSR, it dis
tinguished between two degrees of deportation within the RSFSR 
-simple deportation " with prohibition on living in named 
localities of the RSFSR ", and deportation to "a named region 
of the RSFSR": the former generally meaning in practice a 
prohibition on living in the principal cities, the latter confinement 
to a remote region of Asiatic Russia.s It is noteworthy that the 
enactment of Soviet codes of law in the latter part of 1922 should 
have been accompanied by this barely disguised revival of the 
procedures of Tsarist administrative justice. But, apart from 
such powers which were nominally preventive, the GPU quickly 
acquired punitive powers. On October 16, 1922, a few days after 
the control of ordinary places of confinement had been transferred 
from Narkomyust to Narkomvnudel, a further decree conferred 
on the GPU the right to inflict summary punishments, including 

' Sobranie Uzakonmii, 1922, No. 51, art. 6-46. 
• Zbinzik Uzakonen' ta Rosporyadzhen', 1922, No. 39, art. s86 ; this followed 

a decree of August 23, rgzz, bringing into force fo.r the Uk.rainian SSR a 
criminal code closely modelled on that of the RSFSR {seep. ZJS, note 1 above). 

1 Vserossiiskii Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Komitet XII Sozyva : Vtoraya 
Sessiya (1925), p. 351. 

4 Sobranie Uzakmenii, 1922, No. sr, art. 646; Zbirnik Uzakonen' ta 
Rosporyadzhen', 1922, No. 39, art. s86. 

' Sobranie Uzakorumii, 1923, No.8, art. 1:08. 
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execution by shooting, in cases of banditry and armed robbery, 
and authorized the " special commission " set up by the earlier 
decree (on which GPU influence seems to have been predominant) 
to sentence those guilty of anti-Soviet activities to a maximum of 
three years' confinement in a concentration camp. 1 What in the 
days of the Cheka had been emergency measures justified on 
grounds of an exceptional situation now received formal and 
permanent sanction. Beside and beyond the ordinary procedures 
of criminal jurisdiction and punishment, a new and powerful 
organization possessing an entirely independent authority, and 
destined in a still distant future to play an important rOle of its 
own in the Soviet state machine, had been written into the Soviet 
legal system. 

The establishment of the USSR in 1923 reinforced the 
growing importance of state security in Soviet criminal law, and 
strengthened the authority and prestige of the security organs. 
Under the terms of the constitution, the authorities of the USSR 
were empowered to " establish the bases . . . of the civil and 
criminal legislation of the union ". In October 1924 VTsiK duly 
debated and approved a set of " principles " which would govern 
the criminal law of the Soviet republics.~ The general view of 
crime as an infraction of the social order was taken over unchanged 
from the "leading principles" of 1919 and the criminal code of 
the RSFSR of 1922.J Though the phrase" state crimes" which 
had figured in the code of 1922 no longer appeared, new emphasis 
was given to the basic distinction between two categories of 
crime : crimes " directed against the foundations of the Soviet 
order . . . and therefore recognized as most dangerous " and 
" other " crimes. For the former category the " principles " 
demanded minimum penalties not to be diminished by a court, 
for the latter maximum penalties not to be exceeded by it. The 
principles thus remained the consistent and logical embodiment 
of a system in which offences against society were more heinous 
than offences against an individual. But a change had occurred 

' Solmmie Uzakrmenii, I9ZZ, No. 65, art. 844. 
2 Sobranie Zakorwv, I924, No. 24, art. 205; for th.e debate see pp. 238-2:;9 

above. l For these see Vol. I, pp. 71, 76-78. 
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in the climate of opmwn. Virtually the only survival in the 
principles of the humanitarian outlook of the earlier pronounce
ments was in a note to article 13, which still treated shooting as a 
" temporary " measure of social defence. But, whereas the earlier 
documents had retained the term " punishment ", implying a 
just balance between the crime committed by the criminal and 
the sentence imposed on him, the principles of 1924 spoke only 
of "measures of social defence ". 1 Intensified emphasis on 
state security as the over-riding aim of criminal law encouraged 
the view that the repressive action of the law was directed to the 
defence of the social order and not to the punishment of the 
offender. The conception of individual guilt justifying an 
equivalent penalty was replaced by the conception of potential 
danger calling for measures of prevention. In the trial of two 
Catholic priests for treason in the spring of 1923, Krylenko had 
put forward the view that the actions of the individual accused 
must be judged from the point of view of the " social danger " 
presented by them ; in judging the criminal, it was necessary to 
take into account " not only what he has done, but what he may 
do in the future ''. 2 Under article 22 of the principles of October 
1924, deportation from one locality to another, or prohibition to 
live in certain localities, might be imposed on " persons recognized 
in the locality in question as socially dangerous in virtue of their 
criminal activity, or connexion with a criminal milieu" ; and this 
sentence might be imposed on persons not convicted of any 
specific crime or even on persons acquitted on a specific charge. 

Here, however, a highly contentious issue arose. The theo-

' This was an amendment introduced in VTsiK ; the original draft of the 
principles approved by Sovnarkom used the word " punishment " (SSSR : 
Tsmtral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (1924), pp. 6r8-6rg). 

~ N. Krylenko, Sude1m.ye Rechi, I9Z2-I930 (1931), p. 4· Krylenko repeated 
this view in a speech of October 1925 in the TsiK of the RSFSR : '' A cardinal 
difference of principle exists between the structure of our criminal law and the 
structure of criminal law in bourgeois countties. The idea of protecting our 
new social order or protecting our socialist construction dictates to us measures 
directed not only against persons who have committed this or that action and so 
demonstrated their criminality at this particular moment, but also against the 
very possibility of such crimes in the future. This idea is in sharp contradiction 
with the individualistic idea of bourgeois law which, resting on the precept ' an 
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth', says that punishment is possible only when 
a contravention of the law has already occurred " (Vserouiiskii Tstntral'nyi 
bpvlnitel'nyi Komitet XII Sm;ryva: Vtoraya Seniya (1925), p. 338). 
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retical conception of Soviet law as an instrument of class warfare 
and of Soviet courts as " class courts against the bourgeoisie ",; 
had little practical effect on early Soviet legislation, which made 
no attempt to distinguish between offenders on grounds of class. 
When at the end of 1918 a prominent Cheka official argued that 
it was unnecessary to convict a suspect of positive anti-Soviet 
activity, and that " your first duty is to enquire what class he 
belongs to, what were his origin, education and occupation ", 
Lenin protested against this" absurdity ".• Such views quickly 
succumbed to the harsh necessity of maintaining law and order 
against infractions by members of any class. Belief that the 
treatment meted out to offenders should vary with their class 
origin proved more persistent. The only trace of class dis
crimination which survived in the " leading principles" of 1919 
was a recommendation to the judge to take the class status of the 
offender into account in fixing the penalty (art. 12). A Cheka 
order of January 1921 signed by Dzerzhinsky proclaimed the 
motto : " Prison for the bourgeoisie, comradely influence for 
workers and peasants " ; and, while the order cautiously admitted 
that " the crude marks of distinction between one's own and not 
one's own on a class basis " were obsolete, and that individual 
behaviour had to be taken into account, it :firmly proposed " to 
isolate the bourgeoisie from worker and peasant prisoners " in all 
places of confinement and " to erect special concentration camps 
for the bourgeoisie ".l The class principle found no place in the 
1922 criminal code of the RSFSR. But, paradoxically, it remained 
strong enough to influence certain provisions of the civil code of 
the same year. Article + prescribed that, where an issue was not 
covered by any specific rule, " the court decides it in accordance 
with the general principles of Soviet legislation and the general 
policy of the workers' and peasants' government "-an injunc· 
tion interpreted by some as an invitation to the judge to apply the 
principle of class discrimination. Article fo6 provided that where 
a wealthy defendant could not be proved liable under the terms 
of the code for an injury done t<J a poor plaintiff, damages should 
none the less be awarded in accordance with the relative material 

1 See Vol. I, p. 73· 
" Lenin, Sochineniya, 

published at the time. 
xxiii, 458 ; Lenin's comment was, however, not 

1 lltorirhedii Arkhi.'IJ, No. 1, 11158, pp. I3·I6. 
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positions of the parties ; and article 411 prescribed that the court, 
in assessing damages for breach of contract or other torts, should 
" always take into account the financial position of the two 
parties ", The growing demand for regularity and uniformity of 
legal decisions which marked the campaign for " revolutionary 
legality " soon made such discrimination seem anomalous. 

The class principle was, however, too firmly embedded in 
party doctrine to be allowed to fade without a struggle out of 
Soviet legal theory and practice ; and it became involved as a 
minor item in the party controversies of 1924 and 1925. In 
February 1924 a commission appointed by the central control 
commission of the party, voicing the time-honoured party view, 
reported in favour of milder penalties for criminals of proletarian 
origin, and the substitution of education and reformation in 
labour colonies, where such offenders were concerned, for more 
drastic forms of punishment. Dzerzhinsky, reversing his position 
of three years earlier, protested vigorously against the proposal. 
Such a policy could result " at the present time " only in " an 
increase in crime and an increase in the number of criminals ". 
Dzerzhinsky rejected the application of any " distinguishing mark 

class " to the criminal ; only the crime could be defined in 
terms of class, i.e. in terms of the threat which it involved to the 
government of workers and peasants. " The struggle against 
criminals", Dzerzhinsky continued severely, "should be con
ducted by sharp, shattering blows " ; the current practice of the 
courts was " mere liberal chatter ". 1 

Krylenko, a firm believer in the Marxist theory of law, and an 
old adversary of Dzerzhinsky in matters of penal policy, now 
fought a strong rearguard action to uphold the purity of pro
letarian doctrine. As procurator of the RSFSR Krylenko wielded 
an important influence in the legal sphere, though not beyond it. 
The theses which he presented to the fifth All·Russian Congress of 
Judicial Workers in March 1924 were significantly entitled " On 
Penal Policy and the Strengthening of the Class Principle in it ". 
They recommended " a complete separation between the two 
groups of criminals in respect of places of punishment ", the 
" special purpose isolators " being reserved for class enemies, and 
labour colonies, described as " agricultural or factory-workshop 

' Istmichefkii A.rkhiv, No. I, 1958, pp. 23-24. 
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colonies", for offenders who belonged to the class of toilers. I 
Another supporter of the same view complained bitterly that" the 
practice of the chief administration of places of confinement com
pletely liquidates the class line indicated in the party pro
gramme ". 2 Krylenko defended his theses as representing the 
class principle upheld by the party in criminal law. But he 
proceeded to weaken his argument by admitting that the decision 
in a particular case could not be made to depend exclusively on 
the class origin of the offender, quoted the dictum that " a class 
policy is a policy directed to the attainment of class ends ", and 
conceded that offenders who, " though of the proletarian class, 
are unconditionally dangerous from the social point of view ", 
should be subjected to the same treatment as class enemies.3 In 
a congress where the influence of Narkomyust predominated, 
Krylenko's theses, thus attenuated, seem to have won general 
support ; and even a spokesman of N arkomvnudel agreed that the 
special isolators ought to be reserved for " class enemies ". 4 One 
critic protested, however, that the criminal law knew no concept 
of "toilers", that existing social classifications were unreliable, 
being sometimes by origin and sometimes by occupation, and that 
it was therefore impossible to define the class principle which 
Krylenko had made the key to his proposals. s 

The resolutions of the congress lacked formal authority, but 
indicated the trend of legal opinion. An order of the Supreme 
Court of the RSFSR in July 1924- reminded the Soviet criminal 
court that it was, like other courts, a " class court ", and that it 
should in its judgments " draw a strict line between persons, on 
the one hand, who are alien in spirit to the proletarian state in 
consequence of their class affiliation, and persons, on the other 
hand, belonging to the toiling masses who have committed a 
crime ".6 When VTsiK, in the autumn of 1924, introduced into 

' V Vseroniiskii S"ezd Deyatelei Sovetskoi Yustitoii (!924), pp. 21-24; for 
the theses as eventually adopted see ibid. pp. 294·297· For the distinction 
between isolators and labour colonies seep. 445 below . 

• Ibid. p. :ZJ8. 
! Ibid. pp. 227-232 ; this last concession was not in the original draft, but 

was embodied in the final text of the theses (ibid. p, 295). 
4 Ibid. pp. 234-235· .. 
• Ibid. p. 239; another critic contested the view that art. 4 of the CIVIl 

code justified class discrimination (ibid. pp. 249-250). 
6 Ezhen~d~l'nik Sovmkoi Yustitsii, No. 31, 1924, pp. 740-742. 
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its " principles " of criminal law the application of measures of 
social defence to persons recognized as " socially dangerous " even 
if they had not been convicted of a specific crime, 1 it opened the 
way to the assumption that a socially dangerous person was a 
class enemy, and that the class criterion would be the chief means 
of identifying him ; articles 3 I and 32 of the principles further 
encouraged this assumption by declaring a " more severe measure 
of social defence " applicable to persons belonging in the past or 
in the present (an attempt to circumvent ambiguities of classifica
tion) to the class of exploiters of labour, and a" milder measure of 
social defence" to workers or working peasants. At the moment 
when VTsiK adopted these principles, the TsiK of the RSFSR 
was drafting a new corrective labour code, and the rapporteur 
seized the occasion to drive home the same moral : 

The sharpness of our criminal repression is directed mainly 
against persons not belonging to the working class ; the intra~ 
duction of the class element corresponds to the general policy 
of the Soviet power. 2 

But the text of the code did not fully bear out this profession : 
under article 4 7 those liable to be sent to special purpose isolators 
were " persons not belonging to the class of toilers who have com
mitted a crime in virtue of class habits, opinions or interests, but 
also persons who, although belonging to the toilers, are recognized 
as especially dangerous to the republic or are transferred by way 
of disciplinary reprisal ".3 Even where the principle was most 
loudly proclaimed, it was applied with reservations which went a 
long way to nullify it. 

By this time the class principle in justice was beginning to 
clash with major directives of party policy. In the winter of 1924-
I925, when " Face to the countryside " was being equated with 
the conciliation of the well~to-do peasant, and revolutionary 
legality was hailed as an important part of the policy of revitalizing 
the Soviets, the slogans and procedures of class warfare were out 
of fashion. The endorsement of revolutionary legality by the 

1 Seep. 434 ab.Jve. 
a Vsnmsiiskii TsentTal'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sozyva : Vt~~raya 

Sesriya (1924), p. 297· 
' For the code seep. 445 below. 
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fourteenth party conference in April 1925 contained no hint of 
discrimination between offenders on grounds of social origin or 
status. 1 The Supreme Court of the RSFSR silently reversed its 
attitude of July 1924, and by an instruction of June 29, 1925, 
which referred to the " directives " of the third Union Congress 
of Soviets on revolutionary legality, conveyed a specific warning 
against class discrimination : 

Courts must remember that the application of a class 
a,rproach to penal policy consists not in bringing to justice the 
' nepman " or the " kulak ", or in exonerating the toiler or the 
poor and middle peasant, but in a distinct and clear under
standing of the social danger of the actions of the citizen on 
trial, judged from the standpoint of the proletariat as a whole. 
First and foremost, a firm line must be drawn between actions 
punishable as crimes and actions which are indifferent from the 
point of view of criminal law, independently of who it is that 
commits them. It is completely inadmissible that, other con
ditions being identical, one citizen should be held responsible 
in criminal law, and the other not.z 

Salts, the rapporteur on the question at the fourteenth party con
ference, knew well, as president of the central control commission 
of the party, that opposition required equally firm handling 
whether it came from workers or from former class enemies ; 
and he became the protagonist in the reaction against class dis~ 
crimination. When the drafting of a new criminal code was de
bated in the TsiK of the RSFSR in October 1925, even Krylenko 
had shifted his ground, objecting to the " crude formula " 
of article 32 of the "principles", which prescribed milder 
penalties for crimes committed by'' a worker or a toiling peasant", 
and arguing that the penalty should depend not on " class affilia
tion ", but on " the dangerousness of the crime committed ". 
Salts put in a caveat against the suggestion that the adoption of 
measures against the " socially dangerous" person implied 
acceptance of a class view of justice : 

We must not say that workers and peasants may commit 
offences because a worker-peasant government is in power. We 

' For this resolution and that of the third Union Congress of Soviets see 
pp. 469-470 below. 

l Ezhenedel'nik Sooetskoi Yustiuii, No. 31, 1925, p. 10'70. 
VOL. II 2F 
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should not soften their punishment in the light of their class 
origin. That is harmful. 1 

How rapidly opinion on this subject had evolved during the past 
year was shown when the TsiK of the RSFSR requested VTsiK 
to amend the articles of the principles to which these objections 
had been taken.2 

A month after this noteworthy session Salts took the bull by 
the horns in an address to a conference of judicial officers which 
was published as an article in both Pravda and Izvestiya on 
November 24, 1925. Starting from the proposition that existing 
law could not be judged by the standards of the future communist 
society, he argued that" the question of practicality should deter
mine the form of the law". He rejected the notion that workers 
should be punished more mildly than other offenders : " for us 
there is no privileged class ", and " the government ought to 
think of the population irrespective of the class to which it 
belongs ". He referred contemptuously to " a part of the popula
tion living on the feelings of the civil war ", and added that " every 
government is interested, when civil war is over, that it should be 
quickly forgotten ". This brutally blunt revision of cherished 
party doctrine provoked some resistance. Krylenko protested 
with asperity and with some cogency that Salts's argument 
offered no justification for the epithet " revolutionary " as applied 
to legality.l But, doctrine apart, there was no doubt that Solts 
accurately represented a growing trend of opinion in party circles. 
The conception of Soviet law as the expression of the policy of a 
Soviet state, and of a community of Soviet citizens subject to that 
law, was in process of replacing the original view of a society 
differentiated on the basis of class. Three months later Bukharin, 
at a Komsomol congress, took occasion to poke fun at the im-

1 Vser0$siiskii Tsentral'nyi IspclniUl'nyi Komitet XII Sazyva : Vtcraya 
Sessiya (1925), pp. 352-353, 383; Solts even desired the abandonment of the 
article in the principles which stipulated that no " measures of social defence " 
should be applied which "have as their aim the infliction of physical sufferings 
or the humiliation of human dignity", on the ground that this stipulation was 
inconsistent with the retention of the death penalty (ibid. p. 385). 

~ !d. : Pcttancvleniya (1925), pp. 65-66. 
3 Pravda, December 8, 1925 ; Solts replied, not very effectively, ibid. 

December 16, 1925. Solts also replied to another attack in Leningradskaya 
Pravda, December 6, 1925, and was answered again ibid. December 8, 1925. 
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pression that, in the eyes of the law," communist party member
ship, especially when combined with proletarian origin, and 
especially if a man has two parents both workers from the bench, 
or four grandparents and all four from the bench, serves as a 
kind of absolute immunity ". 1 Salts at the session of VTsiK in 
April 1926 protested against the habit of raking up the past and 
demanding " merciless reprisals for old counter-revolutionary 
crimes ".2 As time went on, the test applied in charges of socially 
dangerous behaviour was not membership of a reprobate class or 
group, but indulgence in words or actions appropriate to member
ship of such a class, so that the argument from class became 
circular. But the conception of potential guilt first clearly 
established in the principles of October 1924 remained important 
in the procedure, if not of the ordinary courts, at any rate of the 
security organs. 

Apart from issuing general instructions to the union republics 
on the character and content of their criminal legislation, the 
" principles " of October 1924 reserved to the USSR itself the 
right to legislate on "military crimes". Simultaneously with 
the promulgation of the principles, VTsiK also issued on its 
own account a decree "on military crimes". Soviet legisla
tion recognized no distinction between military law and ordinary 
criminal law : the criminal code of the RSFSR of I 922 contained 
a chapter on military offences. The new decree, while dealing 
mainly with infractions of military discipline and regulations, 
also prescribed the death penalty for " military espionage, i.e. 
the collection, communication or transmission to foreign govern
ments, counter-revolutionary organizations or hostile armies of 
information about the anned strength or defence capacity of the 
USSR ".3 In the spring of I925 the presidium of VTsiK 
approved plans " for the defence of revolutionary order " to be 
put into effect in the event of an " exceptional situation " or a 
state of war : the elaboration of appropriate measures was en
trusted to a commission of three, consisting of the People's 
Commissar for War, the Procurator of the Supreme Court of the 

I VII S"ezd Vsesoyuznoga Leninskaga Kammunisticheskogo Sayuza Molodezhi 
(1926), p. 256. 

~ SSSR ,· Tsentral'nyi Ispalnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva : 2 Sessiya (19a6), 
p, 6n. J Sobranie Zakanav, I<J24, No. 24, art. 207. 
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USSR and the president of the OGPU. 1 A few months later a 
decree of the USSR defined espionage as " the transmission, or 
illicit acquisition or collection for purposes of transmission, to 
foreign states, counter-revolutionary organizations or private 
persons, of information which in virtue of its content affects 
specially protected state security ", and prescribed for it penalties 
of from three years' imprisonment to death by shooting. The 
collection or transmission of economic information whose pub
lication was prohibited was punishable with imprisonment up to 
three years. 2 These successive measures mark the taking of 
security out of the sphere of ordinary criminal law and criminal 
jurisdiction. A working distinction had once more been estab
lished between ordinary criminal law and procedure promulgated 
by the republics and administered by the courts of the republics, 
and extraordinary law and procedure applied in security questions 
under decrees of the USSR and administered by the OGPU. 
The distinction was recognized and accepted by the TsiK of the 
RSFSR in October 1925 when, in preparing its own criminal code, 
it excluded the security provisions which had figured in the 
original draft, and referred them back to the authorities of the 
USSR for enactment.3 

If the constitution of the USSR had intensified the distinction 
between measures of state security and the administration of 
ordinary criminal law, it also, and still more conspicuously, 
enhanced the status of the organ primarily responsible for such 
measures. In the earlier period the Cheka had existed on suffer
ance, and on the assumption that it would come to an end with 
the state of emergency which had justified its creation. The 
GPU had come into existence in 1922 as a permanent department 
of the Narkomvnudel of the RSFSR. But even the GPU was not 
an independent organ, and had no constitutional status of its own. 
On the creation of the USSR, the GPU of the RSFSR was 

1 Sobranie Zakonov, 1925, No. 25, arts. 166, 167. 
> Ibid. No. 52, art. 390; a further elaboration of the definition of military 

and economic espionage occurred in a dec:ree of April 1926 (Sobranie Zakonov, 
1926, No. 32, art. JIJ). 

' Vserossii.Bkii Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet XIJ Sozyva : Vtoraya 
Sesriya : Post=leniya (1925), pp. 65-66. 
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transformed into the Unified State Political Administration or 
OGPU of the USSR, and enshrined by name in the constitution, 
which required it " to coordinate the revolutionary efforts of the 
union republics in the struggle against political and economic 
counter-revolution, espionage and banditry ". Detached from its 
former subordination to the Narkomvnudel of the RSFSR, it 
became an independent department of the USSR with the status 
of a " unified commissariat ", having subordinate commissariats 
in the republics.1 Its president was a member of Sovnarkom, 
though only in a consultative capacity. Its officials enjoyed in all 
territories of the Soviet Union the status and rights of members 
of the armed forces on active service. It had its own " special 
armies " under the direct command of the president of the OGPU 
or of his deputy. Its function was to'' direct the work of the local 
organs of the state political administrations through its pleni
potentiaries attached to the Councils of People's Commissars of 
the union republics, acting in virtue of a special decree ". Hence
forth the OGPU presided over security measures throughout the 
Soviet Union, being nominally responsible only to VTsiK and 
Sovnarkom, and having only a tenuous association with normal 
criminal procedures in the courts. The status of the OGPU as 
an organ of the union, and its duty to deal with the most heinous 
and dangerous category of crimes, combined to confer on it an 
authority and prestige transcending those of the ordinary re
publican organs of justice. 

It was a part of this process that the competence of the OGPU 
was gradually extended to cover an ever-widening circle of major 
crimes. From the outset the term " counter-revolutionary " had 
been applied in Soviet parlance to all serious forms of sabotage, 
espionage, banditry or speculation : the extra-legal character of 
the Cheka had made precise definition superfluous. In February 
1919 Dzerzhinsky had declared his intention to use the con
centration camps under the control of the Cheka as a place of 
punishment " for an irresponsible attitude to work, for dis
orderliness, for unpunctuality, etc." on the part of Soviet 

' See The Bolshetn'k Revolution, Z9Z7-I923, Vol. r, p. 404; the statute of 
the OGPU, originally promulgated by the presidium of VTsiK in November 
1923 (Sistematicheskoe Sobrartie Deistr.tuyushchikh Zakrmov SSSR, i {1926}, I94-
I9S), was con-finned by VTslK in October 1924 (Sobranie Zakonoo, :r924, 
No. 19, art. r83). 
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officials. I Where so wide an interpretation could be given to such 
conceptions as "sabotage" or" counter-revolution", it was easy 
for a situation to develop in which not merely acts directed against 
state security in the strict sense, but any act seriously detrimental 
to the public interest, whether specifically covered by the criminal 
code or not, could be removed, at the discretion of the OGPU, 
from the ordinary courts, and dealt with behind closed doors by a 
procedure whose nature and rules were never made public.l Thus, 
while in the earlier period an impulse had been felt to obliterate 
the distinction by assimilating the procedure of the Chekha to 
that of the ordinary courts, the same drive to obliterate the dis
tinction now led to the opposite result of making the authority 
and influence of the OGPU supreme in matters of criminal 
justice. The establishment of the USSR had two consequences. 
It intensified the predominance of the conception of security 
throughout the whole field of criminal law ; and it removed 
jurisdiction over major criminal offences, i.e. those affecting the 
security of state, from the republics and placed firmly in the 
hands of a highly centralized organ of the USSR. At the four
teenth party conference of April 1925, which passed a resolution in 
support of" revolutionary legality ",3 the rapporteur on the sub
ject, fortifying himself with quotations from Lenin, observed that 
measures might be required to deal with criminals " which may 
perhaps seem inappropriate from the point of view of the bour
geois law-maker ", and " which are not limited by the formal 
framework laid down in the law ".4 At a discussion later in 
the same year at the newly founded Institute of Soviet Construc
tion in the Communist Academy, it was forcefully argued that 
any attempt to oppose " revolutionary legality " to " revolu
tionary expediency " was non-Marxist, since no revolutionary 

' Seep. 425 above; under the criminal code of the RSFSR of 1922 grnve 
misdemeanours of officials shared with counter-revolutionary activities the dis
tinction of incurring the" highest measure of punishment" (see Vol. 1, p. 77}. 

• A striking instance of an extension by the OGPU of the conception of 
"state security" occurred in May l926 when three officials of Narkomfin were 
condemned and shot for " speculating in gold, currency and state securities" 
(see Vol. x, p. 488); the sentence and execution were conspicuously announced 
in the principal newspapers of May 6, 1926. 

3 Seep. 469 below. 
4 Chetynwdtsataya Konferentsiya Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'· 

£hsvikov) {I9as), p. z¥1. 
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faced with such a choice could reject what was e.xpedient to the 
revolution. 1 

The growing powers of the OGPU, like those of the Cheka 
in the early period, were intimately connected with its control of 
penal policy and penal institutions. Throughout this period, 
ordinary " places of confinement " remained under the authority 
of prison administrations which were departments of the N ar
komvnudels of the union republics. In October 1924 the TsiK 
of the RSFSR adopted a corrective labour code which made 
,:>rovision for every kind of place of confinement, ranging from 
labour colonies, industrial and agricultural, whose main purpose 
was declared to be reformatory, to " special purpose isolators " 
designed for " those who do not belong to the class of toilers ". z 
But this restriction was not maintained in other articles of the 
code ; and it could be noted that, while the number of class 
enemies was certainly decreasing, the need was felt for a larger 
number of isolators. The fifth All-Russian Congress of Judicial 
Workers in March 1924 recommended that the number in the 
RSFSR should be increased to "at least 15 ",3 According to 
official statistics, the total number of prisoners in all places of 
confinement in the Soviet Union was 144,000 on January r, 
r925; 149,000 on January r, 1926; and 18s,ooo on January 1, 

r927 ; the number of places of confinement rose from 571 in 
1925 to 591 in 1926.4 Whether these figures included all ordinary 
categories of prisoners and places of confinement or were in other 
respects complete, cannot be guessed.5 

1 Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo : Sbornik, iv-v (1926), 98-roz. 
~ Sobranie Uzalummii, I924, No. 86, art. 870; for the reservations in the 

application of this principle seep. 438 above. 
l V Vserossiiskii S"ezd Deyatelei Sovetskoi Yustitsii (1924), p. 295 . 
.j. Itogi Desyatiletiya Sovetskoi Vlasti v Tsijrakh, I9I7-I927 (n.d.), p. 116 

(for numbers of prisoners) ; Statisticheskii Spravochnik SSSR za I928 g. 
(1929), pp. 898-899 (for numbers of places of confinement, wit~ slightly higher 
totals of prisoners). Earlier figures seem incomplete and unreliable. 

• By a curious anomaly the OGPU was responsible for the foundation in 
I924 of a model " working commune " near Moscow for young offenders. 
Training was the keynote of the institution, and it was run as an" open prison" 
without apparent measures of compulsion, discipline being maintained by the 
collective action of the inmates themselves. Much publicity was obtained for 
it (Ot T)'W'em k Vospitatel'nym Uchrezlu:leniyam, ed. A. Vyshinsky (1934), 
p. so). It is paradoxically significant of the status of the OGPU that the most 
humane, as well as the most brutal, of Soviet penal establishments should have 
been under its control. 
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Nothing, however, in these arrangements affected the con
centration camps or other places of confinement which had been 
inherited by the OGPU from the Cheka and remained, now as 
before, outside the system of ordinary penal establishments. It 
was significant that, while the corrective labour code of the 
RSFSR adopted in October 1924 made no mention of the OGPU 
or of places of confinement controlled by it, the first draft of the 
code had contained a clause excepting from the operation of the 
code " prisoners under the control of the judicial, investigating 
and other organs of the OGPU ". It was decided in the course 
of the debate in TsiK, apparently without discussion, to omit this 
clause.' The omission was evidently due to official discretion 
and not to any prospect of establishing control by republican 
organs over the proceedings of the OGPU. On the other hand, 
the view that confinement in a concentration camp was a pre
ventive, not a punitive, measure died hard. Political prisoners 
continued to enjoy some of the respect and the leniency which 
had been accorded to them by the Tsarist regime.1 They were 
not at this time generally required to engage in physical labour; 
and confinement in a concentration camp was regarded as a 
lighter penalty than an ordinary sentence of deprivation of 
liberty.l This anomaly, which accorded preferential treatment to 
prisoners branded as enemies of the regime, had already been 
denounced by Dzerzhinsky in the days of the Cheka 4 - though 
apparently with less effect than might have been expected. It 
was Dzerzhinsky who now again appeared as the scourge of the 
political prisoner, and proposed to adapt the concentration camps 
to a " policy of colonization " by establishing them in remote and 
hitherto undeveloped territories, " where it will be possible to 
compel the inmates, whether they like it or not, to occupy them
selves in productive work ".5 Even where political offenders 
were not confined in concentration camps, but merely banished 

' VJercssibkii Tsentrai'nyi bpclnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sc:zyva : Vtoraya 
Smiya (I9Z4), pp. 444-446. 

1 For instances of this see pp. 449-452 below. 
3 A:s late as 1925 a protest appeared in the Menshevik journal in Berlin 

against the sentence of a Menshevik to ten years' imprisonment on the ground 
that previous sentences had been only for three years and only to a concentration 
camp (SctrialUticheskii Vestnik (Berlin), No. 3 (97), Feb:ruary t8, 1925, p. 13). 

• See p. +25 above. 
s V Vserouiiskii S"e;sd Deyaulei Scvetskai Yustitsii (1924), p. 233. 
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to remote destinations, the economic motive was not overlooked. 
It appeared significantly in a resolution of the fifth All-Russian 
Congress of Judicial Workers : 

To recognize as correct the proposal to introduce banish
ment by order of a court for the most socially dangerous 
elements, as a substitute for their long-term imprisonment, to 
especially remote regions, where these exiles will be exposed 
to the necessity of engaging in productive labour in order to 
live.r 

From this period dated the progressive transformation of con
centration camps into penal establishments of a particularly severe 
kind - a process connected both with the increasing intolerance 
of political dissent inside and outside the party and with the 
growing pressure to raise productivity and to harness all available 
labour to the needs of an expanding economy. The long-standing 
conception of the civil war period of using enemies of the regime 
for " difficult and unpleasant work" 2 had been extended and 
systematized. No attempt can be made to estimate the number 
of those sent to concentration camps or deported by adminis
trative order at this time. But by 1924 it was large enough to 
provoke the argument that the process sometimes had the effect 
of dislocating production rather than of contributing to it. Krasin 
noted privately in that year that " very many people sit in 
concentration camps who could be used for economic work if 
communists were more sensible and practical in economic and 
production matters", and instanced the case of Eiduk, a former 
official of his department, who was in a camp building a railway 
in Semirechiya, a province of Kazakhstan.3 

The tightening up of the machinery of repression was accom
panied by a broader change in the attitude of the Bolsheviks 
towards political opposition. The trial of the SR leaders in the 
summer of 1922 was an important landmark;l- Hitherto a certain 

' Ibid. p. 295 : this clause Wl'IS not in the original draft of the resolution. 
~ See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vol.~. p. 2II. 

l Pencilled note passed to Trotsky .at a xneeting of the party central coxn
mittee and pteserved in the Trotsky al'Chives ; the date was June 2, 1924. 

~ For the trial of the SRs and the attendant citcumstances see The Bolshevik 
Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vol. I, pp. I82-I8J. 
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temporary and conditional tolerance of other Left wing parties, 
or of sections of those parties, had been practised from time to 
time ; and no obstacle had been placed in the way of the departure 
of members of these parties who wished to leave Soviet territory. 
Several new factors now made themselves felt. The increasingly 
rigorous demands for uniformity in party opinion after 1921 
automatically favoured the demand for greater uniformity among 
those engaged in public affairs ; political discipline seemed all 
the more necessary in order to counter the economic relaxation 
of NEP. The alarm caused by the Kronstadt rising did not at 
once die down, and produced a stiffer attitude towards opposition 
in any form. 1 The opposition parties were becoming more and 
more openly a focus of anti-Soviet propaganda abroad ; 2 and this 
sealed the view of them, in official circles, as implacable enemies 
who deserved no quarter. When the so-called bourgeois parties 
were outlawed in the early stages of the civil war, and no longer 
had any overt adherents in Soviet territory, the only surviving 
opposition had consisted of anarchists, SRs and Mensheviks. 
Some hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of anarchists had been 
arrested since 1918, and detained for longer or shorter periods, 
but never constituted a coherent group. The remaining SRs 
were rounded up during the trial of 1922. By this time, the 
Menshevik leaders had almost all left the country. 3 Several 
scores or hundreds of Mensheviks who remained, and did not 

' According to F. Dan, Dva Goda Skitanii (Berlin, 1922), pp. 136-137, a 
proposal was made to shoot leading Mensheviks as " hostages for Kronstadt ", 
but was vetoed by the party central committee. Lenin is alleged to have said at 
the tenth party congress that " Mensheviks and SRs should be carefully 
isolated in places of confinement" (Yu. Martov, Gerchichte der R:ussischen 
Sozialdemokratie (1926), p. 319). Lenin's alleged remark does not appear to be 
on rec::ord, but a resolution of the tenth party congress of March 1921 drafted 
by Lenin accused the Mensheviks of " utilizing differences of opinion within 
the RKP in order effectively to incite and support the Kronstadt mutineers, 
SRs and white guardists" (VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (1941), i, 365 ; Lenin, 
Sochineniya, xxvi, zOO). 

: The Menshevik leader Martov had denounced the Bolsheviks at the 
Halle congress of the USPD in October 1920; and since 1921 a Menshevik 
organization in Berlin had published an influential and often well-infonned 
anti-Soviet journal Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik. Ana.rchist organizations had also 
been active in anti-Soviet propaganda abroad, especially since the death of 
Kropotkin in 1921. 

3 F. Dan, Dva Goda Skitanii (Berlin, 192~), pp. 231-267, gives a detailed 
account of negotiations with arrested Menshevik leaders who, having threatened 
a hunger-strike, were at length pennitted to go abroad. 
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make the transition to Bolshevism, were now arrested. In accord
ance with the newly established procedure of administrative 
exile, some of those arrested were merely deprived of the right to 
live in the principal cities, but some were sent to two new camps 
for political offenders, one at Suzdal, the other in the Solovetsky 
islands in the White Sea, some 300 miles from Archangel, the site 
of a former monastery .1 

Conditions of imprisonment at Suzdal, where the settlement 
seems to have been originally established to receive Georgian 
Mensheviks arrested after the troubles of 1921, were relatively 
mild. In Solovki 2 climatic and other conditions were rigorous 
in the extreme. Communications in summer were by a rare 
steamer from Kemi on the Murmansk railway ; throughout the 
arctic winter the settlement was entirely isolated. In December 
1923 a tragic event occurred in the island. A new regulation 
was issued curtailing the freedom of movement of inmates of the 
camp after nightfall. This was a period when political prisoners 
regarded themselves, and were to some extent still regarded by 
the authorities, as enjoying " rights " which could not be lightly 
infringed. The prisoners staged a mass demonstration in defiance 
of the new regulation. The camp authorities were seized with 
panic, or deliberately decided on an exhibition of ruthlessness. 
Troops were called out and fired, apparently several times, on 
the demonstrators, of whom at least five were killed and three 
seriously wounded. A vehement protest from the prisoners and a 
report from the authorities were transmitted to Moscow, where 
it was decided to set up a commission consisting of representatives 
of VTsiK, of the central control commission of the party and of 
the People's Commissariat of Justice to investigate the incident. 
The SR, Left SR and Menshevik groups in the camp were 

' An article in Intemationale hesse-Korrespondenz, No. z:lJ, October 21, 
19Z4, pp. I8I5-I8I6, gave the total number of political offenders as Isoo, of 
whom 500 were in custody, the remainder being merely debarred from residence 
in Moscow or Leningrad : this may have been after a release of 350 from the 
Solovetsky camp reported ibid. No. 140, October 28, I9Z4, pp. 185!)-1862. 
But the numbers are probably understated. According to an eye-witness 
account in D. Dallin and B. Nicolaevsky, Forced Labour in Soviet Russi~ (1948), 
p. 171, there were "about 4000 prisoners" in the Solovetsky camp m 1923 ; 
but not all of these were political. 

~ Solovki, the name of the principal island, was commonly used for the 
whole group. 
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invited to send delegates to give evidence to the comm1sston. 
The invitation was refused on the ground that this was merely " a 
bureaucratic commission" not sitting in public. These exchanges 
are symptomatic of the status accorded to political prisoners at 
this time, and of the attitude adopted by them.' 

Only when news of this disaster reached the outside world, 
and penetrated to foreign countries, in the summer of 1924, did 
it become widely known that a number of SRs, Mensheviks 
and anarchists had been subjected by the Soviet Government to 
conditions as bard as any formerly imposed by the Tsars on 
political offenders. The shock of this discovery was considerable. 
A protest against what had happened, combined with an appeal 
for humane treatment of political prisoners, was drawn up in 
June 1924 by representatives of the SR, Left SR, and Menshevik 
groups in the camp, and obtained extensive publicity in foreign 
countries.z The Soviet press for the first time took cognizance of 
the affair, and articles began to appear in which an apologetic 
note could be clearly detected. The disturbances of December 
1923 were attributed to deliberate provocation by political 
prisoners ; and persons detained there and at Suzdal were 
induced to testify to the humane conditions prevailing in the 
settlements.3 In September 1924 Krasikov, the procurator of 
the Supreme Court of the USSR, was sent to Solovki to report 
on conditions. The report was, not unnaturally, of the white
washing kind. The visitor found that conditions of work and 
living had much improved dming the year (a tacit admission of 
earlier defects), that 350 persons, including 16 sailors who had 
taken part in the Kronstadt rising, had been recently released, 

' The most complete account of these events is in the SR journal published 
in Prague ; it is ns.turally written from the standpoint of the prisoners, 
but reproduces the principal documents (Revolyutsicmnaya Rossiya, No. 39· 
40, November 1924, pp. ;;:.zo). An eye-witness account is quoted in 
D. Dsllin and B. Nicolaevsky, Forced Labour in Soviet Russia (1948), pp. 
177·181. 

• For the text see Die Tragodie auf den Solowetzimeln (1925), pp. -'1-·IO : 
this document is not in the issue of Revolyutsionnaya Rossiya quoted in the 
preceding note. 

• I:roestiya, September 30, I9Z4; Internationale Presse.Korresponden:r, No. 
II7, September g, 19z4, pp. I537·1SJ8; No. 137, October zl, 1924, pp. r8rs
I8r6 (these articles, like almost everything that appeared in Inprekorr, were 
certainly translated from the Soviet press, though the originals have not been 
traced). 
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and that the prisoners themselves had been guilty of exaggerated 
demands and unruly behaviour. 1 Notwithstanding this verdict, 
however, a decree was issued in the summer of 1925 terminating 
the use of " the Solovetsky concentration camp " for the imprison
ment of " members of anti-Soviet parties (Right SRs, Left SRs, 
Mensheviks and anarchists)", and providing for their transfer to 
" places of confinement on the mainland under the jurisdiction 
of the OGPU ". 2 The tradition that political opponents whom 
it was necessary to detain in the interests of public security should 
none the less not be subject to unduly harsh conditions of confine
ment was still not dead. 

Another episode of this period illustrated the state of relations 
between the authorities and political prisoners. The SRs who 
had been condemned to death in 1922 and then reprieved 3 had 
since been kept in confinement in or near Moscow.4 At the 
beginning of 1925, two of them, Artemiev and Ratner, were 
informed that they were to be released from confinement and 
deported to N arym in the far north of Siberia ; and the others 
learned that similar destinations awaited them. This led to the 
declaration on January 28, 1925, of a hunger-strike. In the name 
of the whole group Gotz told the OGPU agent who came to 
remonstrate with them "that they would not go to Narym ". 
An offer by the OGPU to substitute the less distant but equally 
arctic Ust-Tsylma, on the Pechersky coast, for Narym, was also 
refused. The SRs demanded that their place of exile should be 
a town of not less than :zo,ooo inhabitants and situated on a 
railway, where they could find some means of livelihood. After 
further negotiations it was agreed that Artemiev should be sent 
to Temir-Khan-Shura and Ratner to Kislovodsk, both in the 
Caucasus ; and the hunger-strike came to an end on its ninth 

' Internationale Presse-Korrespondenz, No. r40, October z8, 1924, pp. r859-
r862. 

2 Sobranie Zakonov, I925, No. 38, art. 287. According to Sotsfflfisticheskii 
Vestnik (Berlin), No. 23-24 (n7-IJ8), December 21, 1925, pp. ll-13, they 
weie ttansferred to Verkhne--Udinsk and Tobolsk; another isolator was 
established at Sverdlovsk. A hunger-strike a few months later in Tobolsk was 
reported ibid. No.9 (r27), May 12, 1926, p. 10. 

1 See The Bolshevik Revolution, I9I7-I92J, Vcl. r, pp. t8z-t8J. 
~ Accordini to an interview with Kursky in lzvestiya, October 9, 1924, the 

SR leaders were then living on the outskirts of Moscow in a dacha on the 
Kaluga road. 
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day .1 Where the rest were sent does not appear to be recorded. 
But Gotz, after deportation, rearrest and another hunger-strike, 
was living at the end of 1925 " under house arrest " in Ulyanovsk 
(the former Simbirsk).z The SRs continued to enjoy a certain 
measure of respect and indulgence at this time, partly as old 
revolutionaries, and partly owing to the support and publicity 
which they received from socialist opinion abroad. But as the 
struggle within the party became more intense, wider use was 
made, on all sides, of measures of repression and the power of the 
OGPU increased ; and this in turn was reflected in the growing 
severity of the penal system for political offences. When the 
political prisoners were transferred from Solovki in the summer 
of 1925, non-political prisoners remained. Very soon the settle
ment was again in use for political prisoners ; Georgian Men
sheviks who had been arrested after the rising of August 1924 
were said to have been deported there in the autumn of 1925.3 

In the summer of 1924 the Soviet security organs scored a 
remarkable success in the arrest, public trial, condemnation and 
reprieve of the notorious terrorist, Boris Savinkov. In his youth 
Savinkov had participated actively in the SR terrorist organiza
tion, and had written two revolutionary novels of distinction, The 
Pale Horse and That Which Was Not. Since about 1907 he had 
broken with the SRs, and, after the revolution, established an 
independent anti-Bolshevik terrorist organization which he called 
" the league for the defence of the fatherland and of liberty ". 
During the civil war he had been in contact with French, British 
and Polish politicians hostile to Soviet Russia, including Tardieu, 
Winston Churchill and Pisludski, and with French and British 
agents engaged in anti-Soviet activity. Later he appealed in vain 
to Mussolini for subsidies. Exactly how much help he received, 
or how much he achieved, will probably never be known : little 

' These proceedings are described in detail in SotrialisticMskii Vestnik 
(Berlin), No.3 (97), February r8, 1925, p. 14; No.4 (98), March 5, 1925, p. 12; 
the asswnption was apparently maintained that the consent of the prisoners to 
their deportation was required, with the hunger-strike functioning as an effective 
weapon or threat. 

~ Ibid. No. 20 (114), October :29, 1925, p. II ; No. 23·24(II7·II8), December 
21, 1925, p. 15. 

3 Ibid. No. 2-3 (120-121), February u, 1926; that Solovki was again being 
used for political prisoners was implied in an article in Pravda, April :2, 19:26, 
stressing the humane conditions now prevailing there. 
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evidence exists exct·p.t _his .own assertions. Btlt by 1923 he had 
become thoroughly d.!sJilmHoned. A sketch published in Paris in 
that year, The Hlad~ 1/urse, bore witness to his flagging convictions. 
In August 1924 he crossed the frontier in disguise with a false 
passport, allegedly in or~cr ,to _visit his agents and to study the 
prospects of future work lll Soviet territory. On August 18, 1924, 
he was arrested in Minsk and his identity revealed. On August 
21 he wrote a st~1tcmcnt fully admitting his past activities, con~ 
fessing his error in having treated the Soviet Government as 
unrepresentative of the Russian people and of Russian national 
interests, and claiming to be regarded as a " prisoner of war" 
rather than a criminal. The indictment was handed to him on 
August 23, and the trial took place on August 27 and 28. Savinkov 
made no attempt to deny the charges against him: they were 
indeed based directly on his own deposition. He described in 
full his contacts with foreign countries. It may be presumed that 
he also disclosed in private his agents and contacts in the Soviet 
Union. But these were not named in his statement, and no 
questions were asked about them at the trial. Savinkov repeated 
that he had undergone a change of heart and repented of his past 
activities against the Soviet rCgime. The sentence of death was 
pronounced, but accompanied by a recommendation to mercy in 
the light of the penitent attitude of the accused. A decree of 
VTsiK was at once issued commuting the sentence to one of 
imprisonment for ten ycars.r On May 12, 1925, it was announced 
in the press that Savinkov had died in prison a few days earlier. 
He was understood to have committed suicide; but no details 
were divulged of the manner of his death. 

Savinkov's surrender and recantation symbolized the end of 
a period. Savinkov was the last important " white " Russian 
engaged, with intermittent foreign backing, in organized terrorist 

1 Savinkov's arrest was not announced in the press till August 29, 1924, 
when communiquCs reporting the arrest, trial and sentence appeared in all the 
principal newspapers. The trial proceedings were fully reported in Prawia 
and l:roertiya, August Jr, 1924, and long translated extracts appeared in Inter~ 
nati071ale Presse~Korrespondem::, No. u6, September 5, 1924, pp. I5t6-t519; 
No. II7, September 9, 1924, pp. 1532.-1533· The indictment, Savinkov's 
statement of August 21, a full record oi the trial, and the decree oi VTsiK 
were published in Boris Savinkov pered Voennoi KoUegiei Verklunmogo Suda 
SSSR (192.4); facsimiles of notes and letters written by him in prison in 
September-October 19"2.4 appeued in an appendix. 
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activities against the Soviet regime ; and, with the disbandment 
of all Left opposition parties, organized opposition to the Soviet 
regime might be said to have come to an end. Throughout the 
nineteen·twenties nearly all the numerous Russian parties opposed 
to the Bolsheviks continued to maintain, though with increasing 
difficulty, some form of organization in Paris, Berlin or Prague. 
A daily Kadet newspaper Poslednie Novosti flourished in Paris 
under the editorship of Milyukov. The Menshevik journal 
Sotsiali.sticheskii Vestnik, the best written and best informed of 
the dmigre publications (since the Menshevik group contained by 
far the highest quota of intellectuals), appeared twice monthly, 
with occasional gaps, in Berlin, the SR Revolyutsionnaya Rossiya, 
less regularly, in Prague. A Left SR journal Znamya Bor'by and 
a Right-wing Kadet sheet Rul' came out intermittently in Berlin. 
But none of these groups now had any serious contacts with the 
Soviet Union or exercised any influence there. From 1925 
onwards opposition in the Soviet Union took on the different 
character of dissent within the party. This, apart from the 
remoter and occasional bogy of foreign intervention, was all 
that the regime now had to fear. Security no longer meant the 
defence of the Soviets against the champions of the ancien rigime ; 
it no longer meant, within the Soviets, the defence of Bolshevik 
revolution against the challenge of dissident parties of the Left ; 
it meant, within the Bolshevik party, the defence of a specific 
ruling group or order. And this in turn involved a conspicuous 
change in the character and functions of the security organs. 
The repressive powers of the OGPU were henceforth directed 
primarily against opposition in the party, which was the only 
effective form of opposition in the state. 



NOTE A 

LOCAL FINANCE 

IN the policies aiming at the revitalization of the Soviets and the 
creation of an efficient machinery of local government, the establish
ment of local financial autonomy played a subsidiary, but important, 
part. Under the regime of war communism the financial arrangements 
of both central and local authorities had been chaotic: in theory, all 
revenues and expenditure had been directly controlled by N arkomfin, 
local organs having no recognized financial powers. In this respect, 
as in others, the introduction of NEP brought a return to more familiar 
procedures. The restoration of the financial autonomy of local -
meaning, in the first instance, provincial - authorities had been 
decided in principle in the autumn of 1921.' During the next two 
years the size and importance of provincial budgets had been gradually 
increased by the haphazard method of imposing on the provincial 
authorities fresh obligations and assigning to them fresh sources of 
revenue,z though, since the latter never fully balanced the former, 
direct state aid to the provincial budgets continued to be necessary. 
Financial autonomy and independent budgets were also gradually 
restored to the counties, though as late as 1923 many county budgets 
were said to be still simply drafted in the financial department of the 
province.J In September 1923 Sokolnikov announced that the time 
had come to establish independent budgets for the rural districts ; 4 

and in November 1923 VTsiK adopted a "temporary decree on local 
finances " which, together with a decree " on state property of local 
importance ", constituted a first attempt to bring order into the whole 
system, and was commended by Sokolnikov as a salutary retreat from 
"the system of extreme centralization" practised between 1918 and 
1921 'to " a system of financial decentralization" .s But no real in
dependence was contemplated, since no local taxes or levies might be 

1 See Tlu Bolsluf!ik Revolution, I9IJ~I92J, Vol. 2, pp. 347-3+3. 
z Relevant decrees are listed in R. W. Davies, The Soviet Budgetary System 

(1958), p. 75· ' Vestnik Finansov, No.1, January 1924, pp. I32-136. 
• G. Sokolnikov, Finamovaya Politika Revolyutrii, ii (19z6), IJJ-139· 
s Tret'ya Sesdya Tsentral.'nogo Jspolnitel'nogo Komiteta SSSR (1923), p. 75; 

the decree is in Postanovleniya Tret'ei Sesrii Tsentml'nogD l!polnitel'rwgo 
Komitet.a SSSR (1923), pp. 8o-IZ8, and in Sobranie Uzakcntmii,I923, No. ur-
112, art. 1045· 
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raised without the sanction in each case of the government of the 
republic concerned. 1 It is not surprising that, with this limitation, 
the development of local budgets at this time was halting and un
systematic, and (except in the Ukraine, where rural district budgets 
were general by the summer of 1924 2) did not go below the county 
level.J At the session of VTsiK in October 1924, Sokolnikov devoted 
a substantial section of his budget speech to local budgets, complaining 
that some people had not yet learned to distinguish these from the 
budgets of the union republics and autonomous republics which formed 
part of the global budget of the USSR. He estimated that the total of 
local budgets would increase from 522 million rubles in 1923-1924 to 
705 millions in r924-1925; objected to the system of direct grants 
from the state budget on the ground that it deprived the local authorities 
of any incentive to balance their budgets ; and recognized " the 
fundamental question of the possibility of really drawing the peasantry 
into Soviet public life " as closely bound up with the financial problem. 
A new and more elaborate decree on the finances of provinces, counties 
and rural districts was drawn up to replace the temporary order of the 
previous year.+ Its most important provision was the substitution, for 
the existing system of grants from the state budget, of a system of subM 
ventions under which the state budget would undertake the payment 
of a certain proportion of expenses falling on the local budgets for 
specific purposes. On the other band, the administrative expenses of 
local congresses of Soviets and executive committees as well as of local 
health, social insurance and educational institutions were transferred 
to the local budgets.s An essential feature of the system was that local 
budgets, unlike the budgets of the republics, were excluded from the 

1 The eleventh All·Russian Congress of Soviets in January 1924, while 
admitting that the institution of rural district budgets would " assist the 
organizational strengthening of the primary organs of Soviet power in the 
countryside", emphatically reaffirmed "the complete inadmissibility of selfM 
imposed taxes or the practice of self-taxation " on the part of local authorities 
(S"ezdy Sovetov RSFSR v Postanovleniyakh (1939), pp. 288-0189; Sobranie 
Uzakonenii, I924, No. 27, art. z6o). 

• V. Dyachenko, Sovetskie Finansy v Pervoi Faze Razvitiya Sovetskogo 
Gosudmstva, i (1947), 444; this was apparently a legacy of the Tsa.rist period, 
when local government had been more advanced in the Ukraine than elsewhere. 

3 For some figures of local budgets in these years see R. W. Davies, The 
Soviet Budgetary Sysum (1958), p. 76. 

~ SSSR: Tsentral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva: 2 Sessiya (1924), 
pp. t58-162; id.: Postanovleniya (1924), pp. 43-88 (also in Solmmie Zakonov, 
I924, No. 22, art. 199). 

s A year later another decree listed the putposes for which subventions 
would be forthcoming : these included salaries of teachers, doctors, people's 
judges, rural district or district officials, and the building of roads, schools and 
hospitals (Sobranie Zakonov, I925, No. s6, art. 419). 
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unified state budget of the USSR- except, of course, in so far as they 
were dependent on subsidies from it. Kalinin was already behind the 
times when in April 1925 he spoke of the need to split" our present 
unified budget " into " state and local budgets ". But he was on 
more practical ground when he added that " local budgets must be 
handed over completely to the management of local organs", and 
looked forward to the day when the single agricultural tax would cease 
to be a state tax and become a local tax.t 

While, however, order was gradually being brought into the system 
of provincial and county finance, the establishment of rural district 
budgets was delayed both by the vested interests of the county 
authorities and by inability to provide a sufficient number of trained 
officials at the rural district level; and it proved the most contentious 
issue in the policy of local finance during this period. The "temporary 
decree" of November 1923 had been accompanied by a special decree 
ordering that rural district budgets should be established " every~ 
where, with the exception of those republics which do not have terri~ 
torial divisions corresponding to the rural district", as from January r, 
1924. The rural district authorities were to become responsible for 
maintaining the machinery of administration of the rural districts and 
the villages and for certain social services ; their revenue was to be 
derived from profits from small local enterprises and from a one~tenth 
share in the supplement levied for local revenues on the single agri~ 
cultural tax.2 Six months later, the political importance of rural district 
budgets was stressed by the thirteenth party congress of May 1924: 
they would help to create " new possibilities ... of developing the 
economic and cultural work of rural district and village Soviet organs, 
and of drawing the whole mass of middle and poor peasants into their 
work" ,J Progress was, however, extremely slow. Out of a sample of 
31 rural districts in the RSFSR investigated by Rabkrin only six had 
budgets for the full financial year 1923-1924; 16 more introduced 
them in the course of the year. But examination showed that these 
were not real budgets of the rural district authorities, but had been 
drawn up in the county finance department.4 

The " Face to the countryside" policy had by this time been set in 

' Sooeshchanie po Voprosam SO'IJetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Apul' (I925), 
p. I64. The idea that the agricultural tax, being levied on the pegsant, shoul~ 
be spent on local needs was fashionable at this time ; Kamenev propounded 1t 

at the ninth Ukrainian Congress of Soviets in May 1925 (L. Kamenev, Stat'i i 
Rechi, Jcij (I926), 197~198). 

~ Sobranie Uzakonenii, I92J, No. IIJ, art. I047· 
3 VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyakh (I94I), i, 595· 
4 Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 

p. liJ. 
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motion. At the beginning of October 1924 the Orgburo sent out a letter 
to local patty committees signed by Molotov, instancing the failure 
in many provinces to establish rural district budgets as an example of 
the lack of attention paid to the needs of the countryside in comparison 
with those of the towns : it was essential at the earliest possible moment 
to make the rural district" a financial and economic unit ". 1 Pravda 
published an article demanding " the creation of rural district budgets 
with the active participation of the peasant masses" .z Zinoviev's 
article of October II, 1924, launching the campaign for the revitaliza
tion of the Soviets demanded that reform should be carried down to the 
level of the rural district and the village.3 The session of the TsiK of 
the RSFSR in October 1924, which drew up the statute for rural 
districts,4 also adopted a special decree on rural district budgets which, 
in the words of the rapporteur, " broadens the scope of the rural district 
budget and transforms it from a budget spending 63 per cent of its 
revenues on administrative apparatus into a budget embracing all the 
basic needs of the countryside and, first and foremost, its cultural 
needs ".s The decree of VTsiK on local finance, issued in the same 
month,6 applied equally to provincial, county and rural district budgets. 
But it was easier to pass decrees than to create the necessary conditions 
on the spot. Apart from the Ukraine, the regions which advanced most 
rapidly towards financial autonomy were the newly created Ural and 
North Caucasian regions : here district budgets were said to have been 
established on an extensive scale in 1924-1925.1 But elsewhere 
scepticism continued to prevail about the practicability of independent 
rural district budgets ; both sources of local revenue and the supply 
of local officials were hopelessly inadequate. a It seemed a counsel of 
perfection when a conference of financial officials in January rgzs 
looked forward to " independent and stable sources of revenue " for 
rural districts (and the corresponding new "districts" under the 

' F'>-avda, October 4, 1924 ; the letter was republished in lzvestiya Tsentral'
nogo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommtmisticheskoi Partii (BQ/'shevikov), No. 2 (7), 
October 13, 1924, without Molotov's signature and described as a letter of the 
party central committee. A calculation was current at this time that 20 times 
as much was spent from public funds on the inhabitant of a provincial capital, 
and 15 times as much on the inhabitant of a county town, as on the inhabitant 
of the countryside (SoveshchanU po Voprosam Sooetskogo Stroitel'stva 1925 g. : 
Aprel' (1925), p. 109). 

' Pravda, October 5, 1924; a leading article in the same sense and in even 
stronger tenns appeared on the same date in Leningradskaya Pravda. 

1 See pp. 320-321 above. 4 See pp. 321-322 above. 
• Vserossiiskii Ts~mtral'nyi bpolnitel'nyi Komitet XI Sozyva : Vtoraya 

Sessiya (1924), p. 200 ; the decree is in Sobranie Uzakonenii, 1924, No. 87, 
art. 878. 6 See p. 456 above. 

7 Raionirovrmk SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), p. 272. 
8 See, for example, articles in Prat>da, December 10, 1924, January 6, 1925. 
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regionalization scheme). 1 In the following month a decree was issued 
standardizing the salaries of rural district officials. The president of a 
rural district executive committee was to receive from 54 to 38 rubles 
a month, and the secretary from 42 to 29 rubles a month, according to 
zones laid down in the decree; a rural district people's judge was to 
receive from 48 to 33 rubles. 2 But the salaries of rural district officials 
were at this time, subject to a subvention of from 40 to 25 per cent 
from the central budget, still borne on the provincial or county budgets. 

The campaign to make the rural districts financially autonomous 
now began, however, to gather weight. At its session in March 1925 
VTsiK voted to "extend and strengthen the rural district (or district) 
budget" .3 An article in the party journal Bol'shevik concluded that 
the institution of rural district budgets was a necessary condition of 
creating " a lower Soviet apparatus which is humane and sensitive to 
the needs of the peasantry" ; 4 and Stalin in April1925 described the 
organization of local budgets as providing, together with the agricultural 
tax, the chief tasks for party workers in the countryside. The problem 
was " how to spend the money in the local budget and for what pur
poses ", and " how to make sure that abuses in this field will be brought 
to light and eradicated" ,s The question of rural district budgets was 
a prominent item on the agenda of the April session of the conference 
on the revitalization of the Soviets. It was, said Kaganovich in his 
opening speech, " in substance the question of the transfer of certain 
functions from the county to the rural district executive committee 
and the revitalization of the activity of the rural district executive com
mittee " ; 6 as another delegate put it, the Soviets could not be brought 
to life so long as they had "empty hands ",7 A detailed resolution 
was adopted on ways and means of making the rural district an effective 
budgetary and administrative unit. The rural district was to become 
responsible for ministering to the " cultural-economic " needs of the 
population; for this purpose "property, institutions and enterprises 
of local importance ", including mills (the main form of local economic 
enterprise), kitchens, schools and hospitals were to be placed under the 
management of the rural district executive committee. Rural districts 
would be allowed to retain profits from local enterprises and to raise 
independent taxes, but would be financed in the main by a guaranteed 

' Ve~tnik Finansov, No. 1, January 1925, pp. 99-100. 
~ Sobranie Zakonov, I925, No.9, art. 86. 
3 SSSR : Tsentral.'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 2 Sozyva : 2 Sessiya : Postano-

vleniya (1925), p. 18. 
4 Bol'shevik, No. 5·6 (21-22), March 25, 1925, pp. 38·43· 
s Stalin, Sochinen.iya, vii, So-81. 
o Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo St:roitel'stf!a I92.5 g. : Aprel' (19.25), 

p. 1 6. 7 ]bid, p. 10:.1. 
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share in general revenues set apart for local needs, An ingenious plan' 
was proposed by which rural districts would retain 70 per cent of the 
supplement to the agricultural tax 1 collected in their territory, the 
balance of 30 per cent being administered by the county as a fund to 
aid the poorer rural districts.2 It was under these multiplied pressures 
that the TsiK of the RSFSR issued in April 1925 two decrees on the 
rural districts (or districts), the first attempting to define and delimit 
their functions, the second according to them certain restricted borrow
ing powers.J 

The crucial moment in the development of rural district budgets 
was probably the decision of the fourteenth party conference at the 
end of April 1925 that the roo million rubles, deducted for local needs 
from the single agricultural tax, should be allocated "to rural district 
budgets for the purpose of strengthening these and assisting the political 
and economic development of the rural district ".4 The twelfth All
Russian Congress of Soviets in May 1925 voted for" a further improve
ment of the rural district budget and an increase in its volume ", and 
for the transfer to it of " enterprises and property of rural district 
significance ".s A delegate at the third Union Congress of Soviets in 
the same month noted with satisfaction that the estimates of local 
revenue and expenditure for I924-1925 included for the first time an 
item of 150 million rubles covering rural district budgets, and expressly 
connected this innovation with the policy of revitalizing the Soviets/• 
A resolution of the congress recommended an increase of rural district 
budgets to 300 miilion rubles in 1925-1926; 7 and, under an instruction 
of June z, 1925, from the Sovnarkom of the USSR to the Sovnarkoms 
of the union republics, the increase was to be financed in the main by 
a percentage deduction from the gross receipts of the agricultural tax 
in each republic for the benefit of rural district or district budgets.S 

1 Fot this supplement see Vol. r, p. ~53; after 19~5 it took the form of a 
deduction instead of a supplement. 

• Soveshchanie po Voprasam Savetskogo Straitel'stva I925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 
pp. r8~185 ; effect was given to this recommendation in a decree of the RSFSR 
of December 1925 establishing regional, provincial, department and county 
" regulating funds ", designed to give support to the poorer units at each level 
(Sobranie Uzakommii, I9::t5, No. 92, art. 668). 

• Ibid. No. 24, art. 170; No. 27, art. 192. 
~ VKP(B) v Rezolyuttiyakh (1941), ii, 23. 
• S"ezdy SovetO'tJ RSFSR v Postanovleniyakh (1939), pp. 329-330. 
0 Tretii S"ezd SovetO'tJ SSSR (1925), p. 430; an analysis of rural district 

budgets in the four CQnstituent republics of the USSR for 1924-1925 gave 
totals of 99'4 million rubles for the RSFSR, 39'9 millions for the Ukraine, 4·8 
millions for White Russia and 3'3 millions for the Transcaucasian SFSR 
(Saveshchanie po Voprosam Sovetskogo StroiUl'sWa .1925 g. : Aprel' (1925)• 
pp. Sz-83). 1 Tretii S"ezd SovetO'IJ SSSR : Postanovleniya (rgzs), p. 32· 

8 Sobranie Zak07WI.!, r925, No. 37, art. 279. 
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These official_ measures were backed up by an instruction of the party 
central comm1ttee of June 18, 1925, to local party organizations, which 
received wide publicity. I~ issued a warning against the " sceptical 
attitude towards the consohdation of the rural district as a financial. 
economic unit " prevalent in many localities, and insisted on the 
urgent need to introduce rural district or district budgets and to train 
local officials capable of drawing them up and managing them.J 
Finally, rural district or district budgets were placed on a firm basis by 
a decree of VTsiK of August 14, 1925. Local administrative, social 
and cultural institutions were henceforth to be carried on the rural 
district budget; revenues were to include receipts from small local 
enterprises, from the agricultural tax and from percentage shares in 
other state levies and revenues derived from the district.Z Statistics 
for all local budgets in the USSR showed that in the year 1924-1925, 
34·7 per cent of expenditure was devoted to cultural and social pur
poses, 29·2 to economic enterprises, 20·6 to administration (including 
judicial administration) and 15·5 per cent to unclassified headings.J Of 
the rural district budgets of 1924-1925 in the RSFSR, 39 per cent was 
spent on administration, 34·5 per cent on education, 5 per cent on 
medical services, the rest on roads, agricultural aid and fire and other 
minor public services. 4 Medical services were primitive ; many rural 
districts did not have a single hospital. For the same yesr more than 
70 per cent of local revenues in the RSFSR, the Ukrainian SSR, the 
Transcaucasian SFSR and the Uzbek SSR came from what were 
classified as local sources. But more than half of the amount came 
from economic enterprises under local management (in the other two 

union republics, where such enterprises were fewer, the proportion of 
local receipts to total revenue was also lower), and most of the remainder 
from supplements to union taxes. The proportion derived from local 
taxes,remained insignificant.s 

Once rural district budgets had become a reality, the logical next 
step was the creation of village budgets. The same argument was 
heard that the village Soviet could never be effective without financial 

' I=estiya Tsentral'1Wgo Komiteta Rossiiskoi Kommrmisticheslwi Partii (Bol'
sh~vifwv), No. 22-23 (97-98), June 22, 1925, p. I+; Prtwda, June ZJ, 1925. 

~ Sobranie ZakotuJv, rg:as, No. 53, art. +oo. 
J See the table in V. Dyachenko, Sovetskie Finansy v Pervoi Faze ~tiya 

Sovetskogo Gt:mtdarstva, i (19+7), +38. In an increasing total budget the 
percentages were fairly constant from year to year, but interesting divergencies 
were shown in the percentages for the different republics. . 

• v~stnik Finansov, No. 6, June 1925, pp. I23-l2+; Sr.rveshc!umlt po 
Vopunam Sovetokogo Stroitel'stva .r925 g. : Aprel' (1925), pp. I.tl8-tiO. . . 

• See the table in V. Dyachenko, Sovetskie Finansy v Pervo1 Fa:r~ R?=1hya 
Sovetskogo Gosudarstva, i (1947), 443 ; the percentages did not vary Significantly 
in the following year. 
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powers ; and the same practical objections presented themselves in 
even stronger form. In August 1924 a decree of the USSR recognized 
the right of local Soviets to vote voluntary contributions for local 
needs.r But, since it was made clear that these were obligatory only 
for those voting for them, and since the consent of the rural district 
executive committee was required in each case, it did little to strengthen 
the authority of the village Soviets. The statute for village Soviets 
adopted by the TsiK of the RSFSR in October 1924 2 prescribed that 
village revenues and expenditures formed part of the rural district 
budget. The village Soviet was "responsible to its electors and to the 
rural district executive committee " for sums placed at its disposal ; 
but these were petty grants for specific purposes. The average annual 
" budget " (in this sense of the word} of the village Soviet in the 
RSFSR was not more than 200 or 300 rubles ; in the province of 
Kharkov in the Ukraine, where villages tended to be larger and local 
administration more developed, it reached goo rubles.J Conditions 
were, however, not uniform, and practice probably outran theory. 

In one form or another, [wrote a commentator at this time] 
whether in the form of voluntary self~taxation or of services in kind, 
the village draws up its estimates and has its budget.4 

The statute of October 1924 admitted that in exceptional cases, and 
with the special authority of the provincial executive committee, 
" enlarged " village Soviets might acquire budgetary rights. In the 
same month the Volga German autonomous republic, where the 
peasant population was far more advanced, economically and culturally, 
than anywhere else in the Soviet Union, instituted village Soviet 
budgets ; the village Soviets were to receive revenue from local enter
prises and from a share in local dues and taxes, and were responsible 
for the upkeep of elementary schools, local roads and the fire service.s 
But this appears to have been unique at the time. A decree of the 
TsiK of the RSFSR of December 8, 1924, recalled previous prohibi~ 
tions on the levying of taxes by local authorities, declared that these 
prohibitions had been infringed, and threatened penalties for future 
infractions.6 

1 SOOranie Zakonov, I924, No. 6, art. 69. • See p. 322 above. 
3 S0'1Jeshdumie po Voprosam Sovet.slwgo Stroitel'stva I925 g. : Aprel' (1925), 

pp. 66~67. • Raionirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), p. 27+. 
! For this development see Planovoe Khozyaistvo, No.6, 1925, pp. 2r6-217; 

this article contains a detailed discussion of the question of village budgets, 
Figures for the village budgets of the Volga German republic for 1924-1925 
are given in Raianirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov (1925), pp. 276-277· 

6 Sobranie Uzakonenii, I925, No, I, art. 4; for earlier prohibitions see 
p. 456, note 1 above, 
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The campaign for the revitalization of the Soviets and the insistence 
on the importan~e of rural ?istrict budgets led at th~ beginning of 1925 
to a movement 1ll party ctrcles for budgets for vtllage Soviets. On 
April I, 1925, on the eve of the second session of the conference on 
revitalization, Pravda featured a letter from a peasant voicing the 
demand ; and at the conference itself Kalinin repeated the argument 
that, " if we want the local Soviets really to become organs of the 
sovereign people, this cannot of course be achieved without a financial 
basis ". 1 No formal proposals were made, but several delegates 
declared that the village Soviets could not exist without exacting both 
service in kind and contributions, and complained of inability to enforce 
payment against the " 2 or 3 per cent " who held aloof. The repre· 
sentative of Narkomfin, while adamant against village budgets, was 
sympathetic to service in kind. His reply to one of the advocates of 
budgets did not lack cogency : 

When comrade Konovalov says that service in kind is the worst 
form of self·taxation, and that this involves some sort of contradiction 
in our proposal, he is profoundly mistaken, He does not reckon 
with the political and economic circumstances in which we are living. 
If we take into account the excess of labour power in the countryside, 
the less than full use of working animals, and the absence of oppor
tunity to apply this labour power for the purpose of receivmg a 
monetary eq uivalcnt, it is, I think, absolutely inappropriate from the 
political and economic point of view to speak of monetary self. 
taxation in NEP conditions. 

We say : so long as the necessity exists to repair bridges and 
roads, to maintain fire protection, post-horses, cartage of wood etc., 
and these requirements are not catered for in the rural district 
bud$et, , , . it is essential to resort to one form or another of 
servtce in kind. 

The most that could be done would be to allow individual peasants to 
buy exemption from service in kind by a monetary payment.z It was 
a thorny subject. The primitive standard of living and efficiency in 
the Soviet village impeded even the introduction of a monetary 
economy. The resolution of the conference, in an attempt to appease 
the champions of village Soviet budgets, admitted that the accounts of 
village Soviets might be drawn up separately within the rural district 
budget, and added a grudging footnote : 

In particular cases, in the largest village Soviets, the cr:ation of 
a village budget with the permission of the provincial executtve com
mittee is recognized as possible. 

' Soveshcho.nie po Voproso.m Sovetskogo Stroitel'dvo. 1'925 g. : Aprel' (t9ZS), 
pp. r64-r6s. • Ibid. pp. roJ, l07, u9. 
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A special enquiry was recommended into " the economic and political 
desirability of retaining certain forms of service in kind" ,r 

The conference as a whole gave little encouragement to proposals 
to revitalize the village Soviet by making it a financial and budgetary 
unit. The twelfth All·Russian Congress of Soviets in the following 
month demanded that " attention should be given to the greatest 
possible cover for the needs of village Soviets", but only by way of 
allocations from the increased rural district budget.z Narkomfin re
mained unalterably opposed to schemes for village Soviet budgets on 
the ground that not enough trained officials were available even to run 
the rural district budgets) A few localities seem to have experimented 
spasmodically with village budgets ; a project was announced to 
introduce them in the North Caucasian region on October r, 1925.4 
About the same time attempts were made to extend village budgets 
to the larger villages in the Ukraine, the size of which had recently 
been increased in the process of regionalization, but without much 
success.s Everywhere the primitive level of the village Soviet con· 
tinued to impede any serious progress towards its financial autonomy. 
Nor does any general enquiry appear to have been made into the 
imposition of service in kind by village Soviets. This was perhaps a 
matter more easily settled by customary prescription than by official 
regulation. 

The last enactment on local finance in this period was a detailed 
decree adopted by VTsiK at its session of April 1926 to replace the 
decree of October 1924•6 Its main purpose was to carry the process 
of decentralization down from the department and the county to the 
city, the rural district and the district. City and rural district 
budgets, explained the rapportettr, were to become the "fundamental 
cells" of the system of local taxation. While, however, he linked 
village budgets with city and rural district budgets as a means of 
contact with the masses, he was less encouraging about their prospects : 
it would be necessary in the first instance to study the experiment of 
village budgets in the few villages where they had been introduced. 

' Soveshchanie po Voprosam S!Xletskogo Stroitel'stva ~935 g. : Aprel' (1925), 
pp. 184~185. 

~ For this resolution see p. 460, note 5 above. 
J Vestnik Finansov, No.7, July 1925, p. 252. 
4 Plcmovoe Klwzyaistvo, No. 6, 1925, p. 216 ; for an experiment with 

village budgets in the Ural region see Raianirovanie SSSR, ed. K. Egorov 
(1925), p. 275· 

5 SSSR: Tsentral'eyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Socyoa: 2 Sessiya (1926), 
p. +P ; for the concentration of" villages " see p. 298 above. 

~ SSSR : Tsentral'nyi lspolnitel'nyi Komitet 3 Sozyva : 2 Sessiya : PostamJ· 
vleniya (1926), p. 76; the decree is also in Sobranie Zakonov, ~gz6, No. 31, 
art. 199. For the decree of October 1924 seep. 456 above. 
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Nor should it be supposed that decentralization implied any weakening 
of control by the central authorities ; such control was required by the 
principle of planning and by the necessity of subventions. But, subject 
to this limitation, direct control was to be transferred from the union 
to the republican governments. In reply to questions the rappcrteur 
agreed that villages might exercise a right of "self-taxation" in the 
form of service in kind for road building ; but the consent of the 
rural district executive committee should be required,l The decree 
declared the district, rural district and city budgets to be the " funda
mental local budgets ", the budgets of the higher local authorities being 
" regulating budgets in relation to the lower budgets ". This measure 
of devolution, designed to bring financial administration into closer 
contact with the population, appears to have been its main significance. 

1 For the rapporteur's speech and concluding remarks see SSSR : T5mtral'
nyi ]$polnitel'nyi Komitet 3 So:::yva: 2 SesJiya (19~6), pp. 882-916, l024·l035· 



NOTE B 

PEASANT COMMITTEES OF MUTUAL AID 

THE peasant committees of mutual aid (krestkomy), which had been 
a subject of dissension at the thirteenth party congress in May 1924,1 
were among the institutions called on to play their part in the general 
policy of strengthening relations with the countryside. An attempt to 
breathe new life into them was made in a decree of the RSFSR of 
September I924· This defined their functions as the rendering of aid 
to families of soldiers and war veterans and, in general, to the poorest 
parts of the population, the struggle with the problems of homeless 
children, prostitution and drunkenness, and the organization of co
operatives and other forms of collective enterprise : this last measure 
was apparently expected to provide funds for the krestkomy, which 
were otherwise dependent solely on the contributions of members. 
The only recognition in the decree of the class character which some 
had wished to impart to the krestkomy was the inclusion among their 
functions of the provision of legal aid, especially to those seeking dis
solution of oppressive labour contracts.2 The decree settled nothing. 
While some continued to hope, and some to fear, that the luestkomy 
would emulate the rOle of the committees of poor peasants of 1918 by 
leading a new campaign against the kulak, others drew attention to the 
apparently more immediate danger that they would fall under the 
domination of the kulaks,J Kalinin, the strongest official champion of 
the krestkomy, admitted that many regarded them with doubt and 
dissatisfaction, and was reduced to the argument that, since the Soviet 
Government was faced with " the exceptionally difficult task of organiz
ing the millions of peasants in a country where habits of organization 
are particularly weak ", it could not afford to neglect the help which 
even the krestkomy could render:'" 

In one respect the krestkomy repeated the history of the kombedy : 
they, too, were potential rivals of the village Soviets and excited opposi
tion on that score. The conference on the revitalization of the Soviets 

1 See The IntiiTYegnum, I9Z3-I924, pp. 148~149. 
~ Sobranie U::rakanenii, I924, No. Sr, art. 813. 
3 Bol'shevik, No. I2·lJ, October zo, 1924, p. 85; the opposite complaint 

was also heard that provincial and COWlty party committees sometimes inter
fered in the affalrs of the locnl krestkomy, claiming to nominate their presidiums 
and dispose of their funds (Pl'avda, October 3, I9Z4). 

4 Leningradskaya Pravda, October 6, I92+· 
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which met in j;lmwry and .\pril H)::_"i \\"a~ on the whole unfavourable 
to the kn::stkomy. J..;:isekr, an otliL·ial spoke::;man, thought that the 
rural distrkt ex~·cuti\-l' rom mittel'S shoulll "direct to some extent the 
activity of the krestkomy ", ami lnundwd a \·ioknt attack on the cor
ruption of krcstkomy otlki;l\l'.. In some cases the payments made to 
them swallowed up mon: than Ho per cent of the revenue of the com
mittee; in otlwrs the otli.ciab had broken up and sold for timber 
buildings placed at the Llispos:1l of the committee. Some krestkomy 
ran efficient cnterpri::;t•s ;md mndc profits. But this was at the expense 
of the village or rural district Soviet organs for whose benefit the 
enterprises Could otht'f\\"isc he run.t Other critics alleged that" mutual 
aid" was absent from c\·crything hut the name of the committees. At 
best they administered " direct aid" on social security principles; at 
worst, they pcrsu.ldcd the middle pcmmnt to lend his horse to the poor 
peasant in return for an undertaking by the poor peasant to scythe 
and reap and thresh for him, thus organizing a form of " concealed 
exploitation ". Another speaker excused the faults of the krestkomy 
on the ground that they were" utili..:cd by kul<1ks ".2 A more popular 
criticism was directed against the " multiplicity of organizations '' in 
the village - the \'illagc meeting, the mir, the village Soviet, the peasant 
committee of mutual aid ; the krestkomy were not only " lifeless ", 
but "put a brake on the work of the dllage Soviets ".3 Only one 
delegate had a point to make in their favour: 

The peasants say : " The committee of mutual aid is ours, it 
works for us; the vil!agc Soviet is not ours, it oppresses us".-~ 

Molotov at the fourteenth party congress in December 1925 mentioned 
the committees without enthusiasm, and noted with approval a re
duction in their number due to the elimination of " many paper 
krestkomy ".s Three months later a party report admitted that the 
" mistrustful " attitude of the peasants to the krestkomy was shared 
by many lower party workers.6 The committees continued to exist 
for several years, but never attained social or political importance. 
A detached observer, summing up their record in 1927, thought 
that they fell between two stools, being neither genuine charitable 
organizations nor genuine cooperatives, and called them " a still-bam 
institution" .1 

' Soveshchanie po Voprosam Sof!etskogo Stroitel'sff!a I9rl5 g. : Aprel' (19~5), 
pp. 23·Z4· ~ Ibid. pp. 34, 35, 52. ' Ibid. pp. 44, 64. 

• Ibid. p. sr. 
~ XIV S"ezd Vse$oyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (B) (1926), p. 70. 
6 I:roe1tiya Tsentral'ncgo Komiteta Vsesoyu:moi Kommtmisticheskoi Partii (B), 

No.8 (129), March r, I926, p. r. 
7 A. M. Bolshakov, Sovetskaya Derevnya, I9I7-I927 (1927), p. 149• 



NOTE C 

REVOLUTIONARY LEGALITY 

THE elusive concept of" revolutionary legality" continued to play an 
impOrtant rOle in the discussion of legal and administrative questions 
in the middle nineteenMtwenties. It had first arisen in the period 1921-

1922 when it had served to provide an ideological basis both for the 
system of regular civil-law relations required by NEP, and for a system 
of uniform administration under legal guarantees to replace the un
inhibited initiative of revolutionary caprice. In the latter capacity it 
was closely associated with the office of the procurator who became 
the supreme custodian of revolutionary legality. 1 The qualifying 
epithet " revolutionary " was at this time commonly forgotten ; and 
the concept appeared to represent the principles of security and 
uniformity as against the principles of revolution and class warfare. 

It was no accident that the " Face to the countryside" policy 
adopted in the autumn of 1924, followed by the turn towards the well
to-do peasant and the campaign for the revitalization of the Soviets, 
should have inspired a renewal of the cult of u revolutionary legality ". 
Buk.harin commended it in November 1924 as a "forced 'normaliza
tion ' of the Soviet regime " in the interest of the peasant, and declared 
that "the peasant must have before him Soviet order, Soviet right, 
Soviet law ".2 The days when the peasantry was interested in the 
forcible acquisition of landowners' land, or when the poor peasant was 
incited to seize the stocks of the kulak, were as far away as the days 
when the Bolsheviks were concerned to overthrow legally constituted 
authority. The government now wanted only to govern, the well-to-do 
peasant to possess and to cultivate : both needed the stability of law. 
Molotov explained apologetically that Lenin's famous phrase " Loot 
what has been looted from you " had been uttered " in the most heated 
period of October ", and had been intended merely as a paraphrase in 
plain Russian of" the expropriation of the expropriators ".3 Semashko, 
the Prople's Commissar for Health, offered a more homely illustration 
of the function of law : 

1 See Vol. I, pp. 74..,5, 81-85. 
z Bol'shevik, No. 14, Novembers, 1924, p. 34· 
3 Pravda, December 9, 1924 ; for the phrase see The Bolshevik Re'IJolution, 

I9I7-I923, Vol. 2, p. 94· 
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. Once a citizen has by our laws the right to possess a complete 
suit o! clo~hes, nobody has the right to strip him on the principle of 
equahty simply because he happens to meet on the street a man 
without a suit of clothes. 1 

Revolutionary legality seemed in this context the very expression of 
the policy which Bukharin attempted to crystallize in the unfortunate 
slogan " Enrich yourselves ", 

But the other special connotation of revolutionary legality- the 
rule of law in administration-was also important, and typical of a 
time when the establishment of an orderly and efficient Soviet system 
in the countryside had become a major objective. The discussion on 
revolutionary legality at the conference on the revitalization of the 
Soviets in January 1925 z was a direct contribution to this purpose. 
Kaganovich expressly commended it on the ground of its appeal to 
the peasant : 

We must and can here and now make the peasant feel that we 
are striving, not in word but in deed, to combat cases of caprice, 
bureaucratism, corruption and all kinds of irregularities such as we 
have at present.3 

Kalinin in turn explained that revolutionary legality " signifies that it 
is indispensable to resort as little as possible to administrative orders
one might say, to administrative caprice, even if this caprice pursues 
the most excellent ends - and that it is indispensable to introduce 
scrupulous regularity in the sphere of administration " ; and the con
ference readily passed a resolution " On Strengthening the Principles of 
Revolutionary Legality ",4 The question was pursued at the fourteenth 
party conference three months later, where revolutionary legality 
appeared for the first time as an item on the party agenda. On the 
eve of the conference Pravda published the text of Lenin's confidential 
letter of May 1922 complaining of the "sea of lawlessness" in which 
Soviet affairs were immersed, and of " local influence " as the great 
enemy of legality.s The conference took the hint, adding to its resolu
tion in support of revolutionary legality the qualification " especially in 
the lower organs of government''.6 A resolution of the third Congress 
of Soviets of the USSR in the following month once more identified 

1 Pravda December 30, I924- • Seep. 326 above. 
3 Sovesh:hanie po Vcprosam Sovetskogo Stroite!'stva r925 g.: Yanvar' 

(rgzs), p. us ; at the session of the conference in April 19z.s one delegate 
alleged that " local militia men freely arrest peasants at any t1me- you can 
settle with them later ", and that this happened " almost everywhere and on 
almost every question" (id. : Aprel' (r9z5), p. I64). 

4 ]d. : Yan'I14T' (1925), pp. ZIO, ZI9-22I. 

s Prtl'l!da, April 23, rg25 ; for the l~~er see Vol. r, pp. Sr-Sz. 
6 VKP(B) v Re~olyutsiyakh (1941), n, zs. 
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revolutionary legality with the struggle against " administrative caprice, 
bribe-taking, rude and inconsiderate treatment of citizens and in general 
examples of abuse of power of every kind" .1 Bukharin explained that 
" revolutionary legality should replace all remnants of administrative 
caprice, even if that should be revolutionary ".2 The cult of legality, 
while it registered the victory of the new phase of the revolution which 
had set in with NEP, was specifically directed to the practical task 
of improving the administration, and continued to be associated with 
the policy of revitalizing the local Soviets. 

The strengthening of revolutionary legality brought enhanced 
authority and prestige to the procurator of the Supreme Court. Among 
the concrete recommendations of the conference on the revitalization 
of the Soviets was one that representatives of the procurator's depart
ment should tour the villages to inspect the administration, and to 
receive and examine " complaints of the population against bureau
cratism, administrative caprice and similar breaches of the law ".3 
During the next year this part of the procurator's functions multiplied 
rapidly:!· The work ran parallel to that of Rabkrin, the procurator 
being concerned with legality, Rabkrin with efficiency; and an attempt 
was made, no doubt in default of other personnel, to draw the rabkors 
and sel'kcm into it. At the fourteenth party conference in April 1925 
Solts eulogized them as " defenders of revolutionary legality " against 
administrative abuses.s The journal of Narkomvnudel described the 
procurator and the rabkors and sel'kors as" blood brothers", and gave 
an account of the large number of rep011s on offences of all kinds sent by 
rabkors and sel'kors to the office of the Moscow provincial procurator.6 

1 Sobranie ZaJumav, 19:0:5, No. 35, art. 247· 
1 N. Bukharin, Put k Sotrializmu i Rabochii-Krest'yamkii Soyuz {1925), 

p. 79· 
3 According to a ~port of Skrypnik from the Ukraine, representatives of the 

procurator first appeared in the districts and villages in 1924 ; at the outset this 
caused friction with party workers, but later it was recognized. that they had 
done good work in checking administrative abuses (Radyan'ska Ukraina, No. 13 
(19), April 1926, pp. 9-20). Initial friction with the party is confirmed in 
Bol'fhevik, No. I, January IS, 1926, p. 43, and Sovetskoe Stroitel'stvo: Sbomik, 
iv-v {1926), 68-69. 

4 Vlast' Sovetov, No. 44-, November r, 1925, pp. 4-6, Wlder the title 
The Struggle for Revolutionary Legality ~viewed the complaints received by 
provincial offices of the procuratorship in the first half of 1925- 14,ooo in all; 
in the first half of 1926 the procurator's department is said to have received 
r66,ooo complaints (Sooetskoe Stroitel'stvo : Sbrnnik, iv-v (1926), 63). But it 
is not clear that the figures are comparable. 

5 Chetyrnadt$ataya Konjerentsiya RofSiiskoi Kommunistt"cheskoi Partii (Bol'
shevikov) (1925), pp. 248, 251-252. 

6 Vltut' Sovetov, No. 30, July 26, 1925, pp. 18-tg. Their activities as 
informers can hardly have increued thcir popularity locally : " kulaks and 
simply criminal elements " were said to be carrying on a campaign to bring 



REVOLUTIONARY LEGALlTY .,, 
A t'i1-cul:w of the central control commission instructed local organs 
of Rabkrin to kcC'.p in touch with the rabkors and sel'kors in their 
regions and dnnv them into the work of Rabkrin and of the control 
commissions. 1 

At a later period, when agrarian poli\.:y had moved towards the 
Ldt, and when it was desired to discredit Bukharin, attention was 
once more drawn to the epithet " revolutionary" applied to legality, 
:md the undue emphasis placed at this time on legality pure and simple 
was treated as a deviation. 

again~t the rnbkor and sel'kor" char~;es that discredit him" (ibid. No. s, January 
31, 1926, p. 4). Later they were commonly believed to act as informers for the 
OGPU. 

' S]>rat•ol'lmill l'arllitwgo Rabotnilw, v, 1925 (1926), pp. so6-so7. 
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LIRT OF ABBREVIATIONS 

(Supplementary to List in Vol. I, pp. 5.17-53(}} 

Glavpolitprosvet = Glavnyi Politiko-Prosvetitel'nyi Komitct (Chie-f Com• 
mittee for Political Education). 

lstpart = Komitet po Istorii Oktyabr'skoi Revolyutsii Vseso-
yuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Committ~~ of tlw 
All-Union Communist Party for the Histon· of th<· 
October Revolution). · 

Komvuz = Kommunisticheskoe Vysshee Uchebnoe ZaH·th·ni<· 
(Communist Higher Education Establishmtnt). 

MAPP = Moskovskaya Assotsiatsiya Proletarskikh Pi~:ttt:l~i 
(Moscow Association of Proletarian Writers). 

Narkomyust = Narodnyi Komissariat Yustitsii (People's Commis-
sariat of Justice). 

Orgraspred =Organizatsionno-Raspredelitd'nyi Otdel (Org-aniz~-

tion and Distribution &ection). 
Politprosvct = Politiko-Prosvetitel'nyi Komitet (Committee for 

Political Education). 
PUR = Politicheskoe Upravlenie Revvoensoveta (Political 

Administration of the Revolutionary Military Council). 
RAPP = Russkaya Assotsiatsiya Proletarskikh Pisatelei (Russian 

Association of Proletarian Writers). 
Sovnarkhoz = Sovet Narodnogo Khozyaistva (Council of National 

Economy). 
Uchraspred = Uchetno-Raspredelitcl'nyi Otdei (Account and Dis-

tribution Section). 
VLKSM = Vsesoyuznyi Leninskii Kommunisticheskii Soyuz 

Molodezhi (All-Union Leninist Communist Ltague 
of Youth). 

Vsevobuch = Glavnoe Upravlenie Vseobshchego Voennogo Obu-
cheniya (Chief Administration of Universal Military 
Training). 

ZSFSR =Zakavkazskaya Sotsialisticheskaya Federati\"naya 
Sovetskaya Respublika (Transcaucasian So,ialist 
Federal Soviet Republic). 
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Rabkrin, 215, 217 n.; ethical code 
of, 216-217; expulsions from, z16, 
:uS-219, z23, 224 n., 3II ; suicides 
in, 218; and "Pililenko affair", 
218-220; and democnttic central
ists, :u8-219, 367 n., 375; and 
loyalty to party and state, 219-220 ; 
and new criminal code, 220 ; and 
Cheka, 220-221; and OGPU, 221, 
454; recantations in, :n1-222; and 
"monolithism'', 222-224; and per
sonal dictatorship, 224, 2<~:6-227 ; 
headquarters of, moved to Moscow, 
224-225 ; and party bosses, 225· 
226 ; and syatem of" principalities'' 
2-2-5-226 ; national units of, 25a ; 
and Soviets, 305-306, 3II-J2I, 323-
327, 331-332, 334-335, 337-341, 
345-346, 348-351, 354, 360, 362-
364, 367·371, 457"458, 46o-462, 
469, 470 n.; and administrative 
decentralization, 319-320; and 
peasant committees of mutual aid, 
320, 466-467 ; and anti-religious 
propaganda, 324, 344; and alliance 
with middle peasants, 346 ; and 

bourgeoisie, 363, 367; and "rnili· 
tary opposition", 375-378; and 
Red Fleet, 416-417, 419; and 
Kronstadt rising, .p6, 448 ; and 
penal policy, 421-+ZZ, fZ8 n., 436-
438, 440, 44+, 447-4-49, 45z; and 
revolutionary legality, 438-.1-39. 4-4+, 
469--1-70; and revolutionarv ex
pediency, 44+·-1-45· See aL,O Bol
shevism., Bolshe·<iks; ]\[enshevisrn 
Mensheviks ' 

All- Union Leninist Communist 
League of Youth (Komsomol) [for
merly Russian Leninist Communist 
League ofY outh, prn·ious/y Russian 
Communist League of Youth]; 
sixth congress, 19:24, 3, 9+; change 
of name, 3 r61 ; and Communist 
Youth International, 18, 9z; and 
Trotsky, 23, 53, 89, 91-97, tOt ; 
and struggle between Leningrad and 
Moscow, 53, 95-98, 102, 104-to6, 
I 13 n., 129; and Jl-loloda)'a Gvar
diya, 76, 96 n. ; and literature, 76-
77; founded, 88; fust congress, 
1918,88,94,97; andparty,88-1o7, 
147, 149, rs7n., r6o·I6z, 178,214, 
221, J-1-1·340'; finances of, 89, 107; 
second congress, 1919, 89, 91 ; and 
Narkompros, 89 n.; and military 
crisis of 1919, 89 ; and trade unions, 
89-90 ; third congress, 1920, 89-91 ; 
disputes in, 89-1o6; and Soviets, 
90, 317•318, 326, 33Io 334, 359; 
and "workers' opposition", 90; 
and klaucroiki, go; proletarian 
character of, 90-91, 97-98, IOl-IOf, 
to6; and freedom of discussion, 
90; and students, 91-92, 102, 188; 
and intellectuals, 91, 99; member
ship of, 91-92, 94-95, 99-I0-1-, ro6, 
179, r86, r88; concentration of 
power within, 91 ; purge of, 1921, 
91, 99; as focus of opposition, 91-
96, 107, r6o-r62; and "platform of 
the.¢",91; fourth congress, 1921, 
91, 99; fifth congress, 1922, 91; 
conference of, 1923, 91; and politi
cal neutrality, 93, 1o6-1o7; and 
NEP, 94; and Lenin enrolment, 
94; and Lessans of Octobu, 95 ; 
seventh congress, 19.26, 96 n., 103 n. 
104, 161, 214, 221; and "socialism 
in one country", 96 n. ; purge of, 
1925, 98; social composition of, 
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98-104, 106; and peasantry, 98-
106, 161, 179, 317, 341-342, 362; 
urban-rural balance in, 99-100, 106 ; 
and kulaks, tor, 104; conference 
of, 1925, 102; and Smena, 160; 
opposition condemned by, 161 ; 
and confessions, 221-222 ; and anti
religious propaganda, 317, 334; 
and Red Army, 405-406; and Red 
Fleet, ·417-·419 

.Alma-Ata, 271 
Amur department, 292 
Amur province, 292 
Anarchists, 448, 450-451 
Andreev, A., 31 n., 67 n., 98, I.j-8, 153 n. 
Antonov-Ovseenko, V., 395-396 
Antonov-Saratovsky, V., 237 
Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic, 

236 n., 263-265 
Artemiev, N., 451 
Artemovsk, Bakhmut renamed, 4 
Astrakhan, 271 n. 
Astrov, V., 130 
Autonomous region, 285-286, 287-

288, 300 
Averbakh, L., 76,79 n., 81, 86-87, t6o 
Aviakhim, 419 
Aviation, ~ee Red Air Fleet 
Axelrod, P., 117-IIS, 126, 143 
Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic, 

263-265, 300 n. 

Bakaev, I., zao 
Bakhmut, renamed Artemovsk, 4 
Barbashev, 0., 105, 162 
Bashkir Autonomous Soviet Socia.list 

Republic, asS, 283,295,298,300 
Bebel, A., n2, 38o 
Bedny, Demyan, 76, 78 
Bezymensky, A., 76, 79 n., 8r, 92 n. 
Bogdanov, A., Bs 
Bogushevaky, V., uo.ut, 126 
Bokhara, z66-269, 271 
Bolshevism, Bolsheviks, 8-ro, rs, r8-

19, 37, .p n., 51, 94, IOJ, u6, 130 n. 
IJS, 302 

Bosh, Evgeniya, 218 
Btand.ler, H., 25-26 
Brockdorff-Rantaau, U., 397 n. 
Bryukhanov, N., 151, 152 n. 
Bubnov, A., 16, ll3, 385 n., 395-396, 

409. 417 
Budgets : union and republican, 242, 

245-:a.¢, 456, 465; local, JI0.3II, 
321,J26,J5J0 36I,J70-J71,455·465 

Budenny, S., 383, 391 
Bukharin, N. I.: and Trotsky, 12, 21, 

31, 83-84, 157, t66, 168, I70-I7I; 
and socialist economy, 39, 72, 74 n., 
119; and Stalin, 43·+5, 59, 96 n., 
roB, 143; and "socialism in one 
country", 43-45, 134, 158, 16z-163, 
165-166; and Kamenev, 45, 6o, 
119 n., l2J, 138, 163; and Zino
viev, 45, 53 n., 6o, 72·73, 108, Il9 
n., 122-123, IJJ-134, 143, 147-148, 
157-158, r6r, 163, 170,221 n.; and 
r11bknrs and sel'knrs, 53, 115; and 
Sarkis, 54, 115, 117, 12.0; and 
Vardin, 54, 84, 130; and Slepkov, 
54, 6g, 85; and peasantry, 59, 69, 
72-74, So, 83, IOJ-105, 122, 123 n., 
126, IJ3•1J4, 138, 157-158, 170, 
JIJ, 333, 350•351, 468-469; and 
Krupskaya, 6o, 124, 134, 189 n.; 
and NEP, 69, 71-72, 133, 158; and 
Lenin, 70-72, 84, 105, ll9, 122-124, 
134, 139; and state capitalism, 70-
72, 119, UJ, 134, 158; and Sokol
nikov, 73•74• 139; and literature, 
79-86; and Preobrazhensky, 84; 
and Komsorool, go, 96 n., 97-98, 
101, 104-105, 106, 119, 123, 147, 
161 ; and Va.reikis, 96 n., 162; and 
Ruroyantsev, 105; and Barbashev, 
105; and Zalutsky, IIJ; and 
Leningrad party organization, 122, 
128, 157~159; and cooperatives, 
122,124,134; and collective leader
ship, a:z-123; and Molotov, 123; 
and Ustryalov, 123 n.; and Lele
vich, 130 ; and fourteenth party 
congress, 1925, 133-134, 138·140, 
143, 147·148, 151 ; and nature of 
truth, 136 n.; and Safarov, 144; 
re~elected to Politburo, 151; as 
editor of Pravda, 151 ; and Manu
ilsky, 151; and "permanent revolu
tion", 162 ; and party membership, 
184; and Sverdlov University, 187-
188; and Institute of Red Pro
fessors, 189 ; and Soviet-party 
schools, 191 n. ; and Cossacks, 289 ; 
and Soviets, 333,338,350-351, 367; 
andRedAnny,4Q4-405; and penal 
policy, 440-441 ; and revolutionary 
legality, 468-471 

Buryat-Mongol Autonomous Soviet 
Socialist Republic, 2.90, 292, 
300 
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Central-Black Earth region, 293 
Central E:-.::ecutive Committee (TsiK); 

-All-Union (VTsiK): bicameral 
structure of, 2JJ·2J·h 2f0·24I, 243 ; 
meetings of, 234, 240-242 ; debates 
of, 234-235, 240, 242; and judicial 
organization, 235-238 ; and crim
inal legislation, 235-236, 238-239; 
and legislative competence, 235 ; 
and Supreme Court of the USSR, 
236; and centralization, 237-239, 
243 ; non-party members of, 340 ; 
authority of, 241, 24-3; presidium 
<Jf, 2fl-243; and budget, 242, 245-
246 ; and Sovnarkom, 243-246 ; 
and international treaties, 244-245 ; 
and union republics, 246-~8 ; 
- All-Russiun, 254-255, 340; -
Tatar, 245 n.; - Transcaucasian, 
264; -Ukrainian, 259, 261; -
Uzbek, 269 n.; -White Russian, 
262. See also Council of Nation
alities ; Council of the Union ; 
Executive Committee 

Central-Industrial region, 29z-zg3, ,,, 
Chaplin, N., 94, 96 n., 97 
Charjui-Leninsk, 271 
Chechen autonomous region, 257, 

285, 3oo n. 
Cheka (Ve-Che-Ka); and party, 220; 

established, 422 ; functions and 
powers of, 422-427, 429-430, 4+2-
443 ; and concentration camps, 
424-428, 443 ; and forced labour 
camps, 426-427 ; abolished, 427-
428; replaced by GPU, 427· See 
also OGPU; Penal policy 

Chelyabinsk province, 284 
Cherkessian autonomous department, 

258, 300 n. 
Chicherin, G., 233 n., 239, 251, 289 
Chief Committee for Political Educa-

tion, see Glavpolitprosvet 
Chief Concessions Committee, 245 
Chita department, 292 
Chkheidze, N., 17, 26-27 
Chubar, V., 282 n. 
Churchill, W., 452 
Chuvash Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic [formeTly Chuvash auto
nomous region], 257, 278, 293, JOO 

Cornintem, see International, Third 
Committees of Poor Peasants (Korn

bedy), 59· 466 

Communist Academy [former!).> 
SocialistAcademyJ, r86-187, 18gn., 
310,446 

Communist League of Youth, see All
Union Leninist Communist League 
of Youth 

Communist Party, see .\11-Vnion, etc., 
Communist Party 

Communist University of National 
Minorities of the West, 188 

Communist Universitv of Toilers of 
the East, r88 · 

Conunun!stYouth International, 18,92 
CommuniSts, Left (of 19I8), 130, 375, 

395 
Congress of Soviets: -AU-Union; 

as supreme organ of power, 232, 
246 ; and All-Russian Congress of 
Soviets, 232; meetings of, 232, 2.j.O; 
functions of, 232-233 ; and foreign 
policy, 232; and VTsiK, 233, Z.j.Z; 
and Council of the Union, 233 ; 
authority of, 233 ; and union re
publics, 246 ; and elections, 328, 
330-331, 345-347; -All-Russian, 
255-zs6, 273, 330; -Ukrainian, 
259, 261; - Moldavian, 261; -
White Russian, 262, 328 n. ; -
Transcaucasian, 26.j. ; -Annen
ian, 265; - Bokharan, 267-z68; 
- Khorezm, 267-268 ; - Uzbek, 
z69 n.; - Turkmen, 269 n.; -
Kazekh, 270; -Rural district, 
273, 305-306, 309, 3I2, 318, J2I• 
322; -County, z7J, 305, 312, 
JZI-322; -Provincial, 273, 305; 
-Regional, 284, 287 ; -Depart· 
ment, 284, :t87; -District, 284, 
z87, 352; -Ural, :t84; -North 
Caucasian, z87-288 ; -of Auto
nomous region, :t87 ; -of Far 
Eastern Region, 292 ; -Tatar, 
293 n. 

Constitution ; -of USSR : and con
stitution of RSFSR, 231; and 
centralization, 233-237, 239-240, 
243-z.¢, 249-25I, 259; and legisla
tive competence, 235-236, zso; nnd 
judicial organization, 236-239 ; and 
civil legislation, 236, 238, 433 ; 
and criminal legislation, 236, 238-
239, -433 ; and Supreme Court of 
the USSR, 237-238; and People's 
Corrunissariats, 237-238, 2.j.7-ZSO; 
and separation of powers, 237, 246; 
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and mtemational treaties, 2-H ; 
division of competence in, 243-245 ; 
and budget, 2~5-24-6; and powers 
of union republics, 246-zso ; and 
party, 250-2501., 288; and constitu
ttonal safeguards, 251, 259; and 
regionah2ation, 259, 286, 288, 293 ; 
and rural and urban Soviets, 284; 
and Autonomous regions, 286, 288; 
and Departments, 288 ; and Auto
nomous repubhcs, 293 ; and elec
tlOllS, 328, 331 n.; and OGPU, 
++2-+43 ; -of RSFSR ; and con
stitution of USSR, 2Jl·232, 241, 
252-253 ; and People's Commis
sariats, 24-B-249, 256 ; amendments 
to, 253; and Autonomous repub
lics and regions, 253, 255-z58 ; new, 
of 1925, 253-255; and Declara.tion 
of Rights of the Toiling and Ex
ploited People, 254; and "socialism 
in one country", 254; and peas
antry, 254; and TsiK, 254; and 
local Soviets, 255, 297, 307; nnd 
elections, 328, JJO, 345-347; -of 
Georgian SSR, 265 ; -of Ar
menian SSR, 265; -of Azerbai
jani SSR, 265 ; -of Abkhazian 
Autonomous SSR, :ro5 ; - of 
Ukrainian SSR : and constitution 
of USSR, 231-232, 259-260; and 
constitution of RSFSR, a59-26o ; 
revised, 259-261 ; and peasantry, 
260; and sovereignty, 260; and 
Moldavian Autonomous SSR, z6o
a6J ; and national rights, 260 ; and 
elections, 3a8, 3a9 n., 330, J3l n.; 
-of White Russian SSR : and 
constitution of USSR, 231·a3a, 
a6a ; revised, z6z ; and saver. 
eignty, a6a; and elections, 328 n., 
330, 347 n.; -of Transcaucasian 
SFSR: and constitution of USSR, 
a31-232, a64; and federation, a63-
a65; revised, a64~a65; and con
stituent republics, a64-a65 ; and 
sovereignty, a64-a65; and budget, 
a64; -of Uzbek SSR, Z3t-a3:2, 
270; -ofTurkmen SSR, a3r~a3a, 
270; -of Volga German auto
nomous republic, 258; -of Dage
stan autonomous republic, asS; -
of Bashkir autonomous republic, 
asS ; -of Moldavian autonomous 
republic, a61 

Cossacks, 289, 332, 335 n., 337 n. 
Council of Labour and Defence (STO) 

[Jonncrly Council of Vi'orkers' and 
Peasants' Defence], 109, 151,245 

Council of Nationalities, 233-aJ-h 238, 
a4a-243, asS, a86, 301 

Council of People's Commissars (Sov
narkom): -of USSR: name, 6 ; 
functions and powers of, a43-246; 
statute of, a-H-245 ; and inter
national treaties, a4+-245 ; im
portance of, a45; and party, 245; 
and budget, 245-a46 ; and union 
republics, 246-249 ; -of Tatar 
Autonomous SSR, 245 n .. ; -of 
Moldavian Autonomous SSR, a48 
n.; -of RSFSR, 249, as5; -of 
U2bek SSR, 269 n. 
See also Central Executive Com
mittee 

Council of the Union, 233, a38, a43 
County (Uezd), 273, 277, a8o-a8a, 

291, a93, 295-296, 30l, 305, 455-
460, 464 

Courts, see Judiciary, tmd under Penal 
policy 

Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist 
Republic, 298, 300 

Curzon ultimatum, 419 

Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist 
Republic, zsS 285, a89, 300 

Dalin, V., 92 n., 93 
Dalrevkom, see Far Eastern Revolu

tionary Committee 
Dan, F., ro8 n., 448 n. 
Declaration of Rights of the Toiling 

and Exploited People, a54 
Delyusin, F., 9an .. 
Denikin, A., 17 n., 89, a89, 380 
Department (Okwg), a77, a8o-a8r, 

a84, 287-a88, 291•293> 296, JOO• 
JOZ, 460 n., 464 

Dictatorship; of the party, 4-5, Sr, 
164; of the proletariat, 5, 9-zo, 40, 
85, 205, 374; personal, 224 

District (Raion), 274 n., 277, 28r-a8a, 
a84, 287, a9a-ag3, a96-297, JOl-
302, 352, J6I, 458-461,464-465 

Dnieprostroi, 62 n., 173 
Dobrokh.im, 419 
Drobnis, Ya., 148, 219-aao 
Dugachev, M .. , 9a n. 
Duna~ky, V., 89-90, 91 n .. 
Dyushambe, su Stalinabad 
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Ozer:;:hinsky, F., 6 n., 7, r6, 128, 149, 
151,153,173, zq.n., z51, 397,425, 
.p8 n., ..f.JO, ..J.JS·-1-36, +1-3·444-, 446 

Eastman, M., 6z-66 
Eiduk, 447 
Ekaterinburg, renamed Sverdlovsk, 4 
Ekaterinburg province, 28+ 
Elizavetgrad, renamed Zinovievsk, 4 
Enisci region, 290 
Enukidze, A., ZJ4· 239, 242, 243 n., 

248, 253, JO'J, 326, 340 n. 
Evdokimov, G., 125, 127, 131, I5I,I74 
Executive Conunittee : Rural district, 

273, 305-307, J09-JIO, 3l2•JI6, 
3 r8, 32o-J22, 356, 370, 459, 461, 
465, 467; County, 273, 305-306, 
312, 32I·322, 356·357, 36o; Re
gional, 273, 284, 286-288; Depart
ment, 284, 287; District, 284, 287, 
JIO, 352, 355 n., 361; of Auto
nomous region, 285-z88 ; Siberian, 
291 ; Village, 297; Provincial, 305, 
JIO, 357, 360-J6I, 462-463 j and 
peasantry, 352; and party mem
bers, 352; City, 356-357. See also 
Soviets 

Far Eastem region, 291-292 
Far Eastern Republic, 290 
Far Eastem Revolutionary Conunittee 

(Dalrevkom), 290-291 
Fedorov, M., 92 n., 93 
Fischer, Ruth, 3, 25 
Frumkin, M., 151 
Frunze [formerly Pishpek], 271, 383 
Frunze, M., 6 n., 7, 33, 84, 109-lli, 

383-391, 393 n., 394 n., 395-406, 
408 n., 409-414, 418, 420 

Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic, 
236 n., 263-265, JOO n., 323, 449, 
45' 

Gennan Communist Party (KPD), 
25-z6 

German revolution, failure of, 1923, 
9-10, 24-25, z9, 38-39, 43, 74 n. 

German Social-Democratic Party 
(SPD), 112, 114 

Glavelektro, 6z 
Glavpolitprosvet, 192, 391, 407 n. 
Gladnev, F., 117, 126 n., 148 
Glazman, M., 7, 218 
Glebov-Avilov, N., 145 n., 150, 155, 

"' 

Goelro (State Commission for the 
Electrification of Russia) 275•276 

Goloshchekin, F., 225 ' 
G0rne~ 282 n. 
Gorlov, A., 96 n., :~:or 
Gosizdat (State Publishing House), 8r 
Gosplan (State General Planning 

Commission), 62, 74, 151, 245, 276-
277, 279, 281, 294, 299-300 

Gotz, A., 451-452 
GPU, see OGPU 
Guetier, Dr., 29 
Gusev, S .. 20, 220, 383-38..J., 387, 390, 

395 n., 396-398, 401, 4IZ 

Hintze, Admiral, 417 n. 

Ilin, M., 97 
lngulov, S., 79 n. 
lngush autonomous region, 257, 286, 

28<;1, 300 n. 
Inkpin, H., 63 
Institute of Red Professors, 134, 

188-189 
Institute of Soviet Construction, 309-

Jio, 446 
International, Third (Communist, 

Comintem), J, 6, 24-26,43-46, 146, 
159, 384, 388, 418 

Irkutsk, 2\)0 

Jackson, T., 63 
Jaurbs, J,, 380, 382 
Judiciary, 234, 236-239 

Kaba.rdino-Balkarsh autonomous 
region, 257, 285, 300 n. 

Kadet party, 454 
Kaganovich, L., 97, IJO, 2oz-203, 297, 

317, 323•327, 332-333, 338, J34• 
355. 459. 469 

Kalinin, M., J, 6 n., 31, 109, uS, 136, 
147,151, 153n., 155,159,237,251, 
255, 289, 321, 324 n., p6-327, 
330 n., 339, 349, 457, 463, 466, 469 

Kalmyk autonomous region, 257, 
270 n., 300 n. 

Kamchatka department, 292 
Kamcllatka province, 292 
Kamenev, L. B. (Ro:zenfeld): and 

Stalin, 4-5, t6, 33, 52, 6z, 66-67, 
73, to8 n., 137-140, 143, J70·I73, 
176, 227; and Trotsky, 7 n., 9-15, 
r8, 21-23, 27-29, JI, 33 n., 35, 48, 
52, sS, 6z, 66, 96, 139, 167, 169, 
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171, 173-176, 223; and Lenin, 9, 
41, 51, 147; and Menshevism, 9; 
and Zinoviev, 19, 45, 6o, 66-67, 73, 
96-97, 111, 12on.; and Uglanov, 
22, 52, 136, 223, 225, 227; and 
socialist economy, 39, 41 n., 74 n., 
127; and "socialism in one 
country", 4·h 163; and Bukharin, 
45, 6o, 1190., 123, 138, 163~ 
and "permanent revolution", 48; 
eclipse of, 52; and peasantry, 58, 
74, 127, 137-138, 173, 313-314, 
347-348; and triumvirate, s8-g9, 
62, 66; and Krupskaya, 6o, 66-67, 
135, 141 ; and Sokolnikov, 66-68, 
73-74, IJ9, 141 ; and "platform of 
the four", 66-67, reS; and Gosplan, 
74; and industry, 74; and NEP, 
74, ro8 n., 137; and state capital
ism, 74, U3; and Preobrazhensky, 
74 n. ; and Krasin, 74 n. ; and litera
ture, 77; and Komsomol, 95, 97; 
and STO, 109, 151, 251; and 
Frunze, 109 n.; and Mikoyan, II9, 
136; and economic policy, 119, 
127, 147; and Leningrad party or
ganization, 123-124. 127, 129, 225; 
and Molotov, 123, 142, 199; and 
fourteenth party congress, 1925, 
135-144, 147, t5r, 154n.; and in
dividual leadership, 128-139, 14I; 
and Tom.sky, 139, I70-171, 226; 
and Rudzutak, 140; and Rykov, 
141, 151; and Safarov, 147; and 
Politburo, 151, 199, 251; becomes 
People's Commissar for Trade, 151 ; 
and Dzerzhinsky, 173; and party 
membership, r8s; and party dis
cipline, 223 ; and Moscow party 
organization, 225, 227, 251; and 
Soviets, 357, 36o, 371 n. 

Ka:menev, S., 379, 389 n., 397-398, 
4'4 

Karachaevo-Cherkessian autonomous 
region, 257, 285 

Kara-Kalpak autonomous region, 270, 
3000. 

Katelian Autonomous Soviet Socialist 
Republic, 300 

Katalynov, I., r6t 
Kautsky, K., 14 
Kazakh Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic, ::::66, 268-2.71, 300, 335 n. 
Khabarovsk, 291·292 
Khabarovsk department, 292 

K.haritonov, M., ISO 
Kharkov region, 281, 285 
Khiva, see K.horezm 
Khorechko, T., 218-219 
Khore2m (formerly Khiva), ::::66-268 
Khozaev, F., 269 
Kiev region, 281 
Kirgiz Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic [formerly Kirgiz auto
nomous region, prroiously Kara
Kirgiz autonomous region], 266, 
268, 270-271, JOO 

Kirov, 8., 137 n., 149, 153 n., 154, 
151·159, r66, :ug, 227 

Kiselev, A., 321, 326-327, 467 
Kolarov, V., 24 
Kolchak, A., 17 n., 379, 380 
Komarov, N., 113, 114, 125, 128, I3t, 

149, 224 n., 225 
Kombedy, see Committees of Poor 

Peasants 
Komi autonomous region, 300 n. 
Komnezamozhi (Ukr-ainian Com

mittees of Poor Peasants), 326 
Kom.somol, ue All-Union Leninist 

Communist League of Youth 
Kosarev, V., 160 
Kosier, S., ISI 
Kosier, V., 215 
Kotsyubinsky, Yu., 218·219 
Krasikov, P., 450 
Krasin, L. B., 74 n., 447 
Krasnaya Nov', 76, 79 
Krasnodar, 272 n. 
Krasnoyarsk, 290 
Krestinsky, N., 202, 2o6•207 
Krestkomy, see Peasant committees of 

mutual aid 
Kronstadt rising, 416, 418, 448, 450 
Kropotkin, P., 448 n. 
Krupskaya, N., 3, 20, 34, 6o, 65-67, 

88, 108, 123-124, 129, 134-135, 
140-142, 145, 149, 150-151, 170, 
189 n., 192, 213 

Krylenko, N., 236-238, 250 424 n., 
434. 436·437. 439-440 

Krzhizhanovsky, G., 276, 279 
Kuibyshev, V., 7, 67, 109, I26, IZ8, 

130, 132-133, 14S-I46, 151, 2IS, 
217, 220 

Kuklin, A., 150, ISS 
Kun, Bela, 24 
Kursky, D., 237, ZS3, 4SI n. 
Kuusinen, 0., 24, 29 n. 
Kuznetsk-Altai region, 290, 292 
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Kviring, E., 20 
Kzyl-Orda [formerly Perovsk], 270-

o7< 

Larin, Yu., 238, 321, JJO, 335 
Lashevich, M., 13, IIO, Il9, 135, 150, 

J70, 225, 41+ 
Law: criminal, 235-236, 238-239, 

426-430,f33-435,4J7-439,+fi-442, 
+44; civil, 236, 238, 433, 435-436, 
437 n., 468; corrective labour, 438, 
445-446; military, 441. See also 
Judiciary; Penal policy; Revolu
tionary legality 

Lebedev, P., 397 
Lej, 76 
Left communists, ue Communists, 

Left 
Lelevich, G., 79 n., 86-87, 130 
Lena-Baikal region, 290-292 
Lenin, Vladimir Ilich (Ulyanov): 

cult of, 3-5, 18, 27, 33, 217; and 
Komsomol, 3, 89 n., 90, 96 n., 100, 
105; mausoleum of, 3; and NEP, 
4, 49, 57, 69-72, zoo; and dictator
ship of the party, 5 ; and Trotsky, 
s, 8-rs, 17-18, 26-28, 36-38, 63-66, 
71-72, 78; and Ka.menev, 9, 41, 51; 
Letters from Ajar, 10; and John 
Reed, II, 20; and Stalin, 17, 38-. .p, 
67, :wo-201; and Zinoviev, 19, 
41 n., 51, 69, 72; and socialist 
revolution, 36-37, 39-40, 49; and 
"permanent revolution", 37-38, 51 ; 
and socialist economy, 37-41, 73, 
75; and "socia\isminonecountcy", 
39-42, 46, 49; "testament" of, 6J-
66, 197 ; and state capitali$ID, 70-
73, 75, I 19, l2J; and Bukharin, 
70-71., 84, 105, 119, 122-123, 134, 
139, 385; and cooperatives, 71-72, 
121., 124, 134; and Plemev, 78, 84; 
and literature, 78, 8.4-o 385; and 
Sverdlov, 89 n.; and nature of 
truth, 135 ; and Kalinin, 136 n.; 
and Manynov, 162 n. ; and party 
membership, 177, 182; and com
munist education, 191-192; and 
party organization, 197, 200; and 
large-scale administration, 200 ; 
and Red Anny, zoo, 303, 376, 380, 
385, 387, 389 n., 406; and bureau
cracy, 200, 302; and party discipline 
215, 219, 222, 225; and Shlyap
nikov, 215 ; and "informing", 220; 

and party and state, <151; and 
Declarntion of Rights of the Toiling 
and Exploited People, 1.5-1 ; and 
Goelro, 275 ; and So~iets, 30;, 
320 n.; and Myasnikov, 320 n. · 
and "patronage", 343; and 
Frunze, 385, 389 n.; and Gusev, 
385 n.; and use of force, 421; and 
Paris conunune, 421; and con
centrntion camps. 424 ; and penal 
policy, 41.9 n., 435, 448 n.; and 
Mensheviks, 448 n. ; and revolu
tlonacy legality, 468-469 

Lenin enrolment, 3, sS, 9·h ns, 177-
178, r8o, I8J, r86, 194·195, 199, 
217-:118, 361, 370 

Leningrad, Petrograd renamed, 3-f, 
55· See also under All-Union 
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) 

Leningrad Communist University 
[formerly Zinoviev University], see 
Zinoviev University 

Leningradslwya Pra~.·da [formerly 
Petrogratbkaya Pravda], 55, II5, 
II7, 128, 147-149, 153 

"Leninism", "Leninist", 3, 5, IJ n., 
15, 17, 18-zr, 23, 28-30, 32, 40, +z, 
51, sS, 69, 72, Ss, roJ, 1o8, IIJ n., 
115, 11.0-121, 127, 129, I3J, l41, 
147, 162-165,187,217,226 

Leninist pioneers, 3 
Lentsner, ro 
Leonov, F., II2-ll3, 140, 145 
Levi, P., 26 
Libedinsky, Yu., 76, 79 n. 
Literature : diversity in, 76, 79 ; and 

Krasnaya Nov', 76; and "fellow
tmvellers ", 76-87; and literary 
groups, 76, 8r-82, 87; and October 
group, 76, 79 ; and "Smithy", 76; 
and Oktyabr', 76 ; and Rabochii 
Zhurnal, 76 ; Futurists, 76, 78; 
and Lej, 76 ; and " Leftism", 76-77, 
86-87; andNaPostu,76-77,8s-86; 
and N apodovt;y, 76 ; and Molodaya 
Gvardiya, 76 ; proletarian, 77-87 ; 
and NEP, 77-79; bourgeois, 77-79, 
82, 85; and party, 77-87; Ideo
logical clash in, 77-81, 83-87; and 
Trotsky, 77-81, 83-84,.86; For
malists, 78; and "soc;ety of old 
Bolsheviks", 79 ; policy on, 79-80, 
Ss · and All-Russian Assodation of 
Pr~letarian Writers (VAPP), So-81, 
83-84; and peasantry, So, 83, 86; 
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and Gosizdat, 81 ; and literary 
dictatorship, 81, 87; and first All· 
Union Conference of Proletarian 
V\'riters, 19:15, 83; and Russian 
Association of Proletarillll v;',iters 
{RAPP), 84- n., Ss·86; and Moscow 
Association of Proletarian ~1riters 
(MAPP), 84; and smenot,·ekhovtsy, 
85; and Na Literaturnom. Postu, 86 

Litvinov, M., 233 n. 
Lobov, S., l25, J28 
Local government, see Administration, 

LI)Cal 
Lominadze, V., 96 n., 129, 146 
Lomov, G., l20 n. 
Longuet, J., 14 
Lower Volga region, z8s, 292·293, 

JOO n. 
Lunacharsky, A., St, 172 n., 256 
Lutovinov, Yu., 218 

MacDonald, R., 117 
Manuilsky, D., 146, tSI 
MAPP, see Moscow Association of 

Proletarian Writers 
Mari autonomous region, JOO n. 
Maritime province, 292 
Maritime region, 290 
Martov, Yu., 14, 304, 448 n. 
Martynov, A., 162 n. 
Mane, K., 6, 37, 49, 136 n., 148 n., 

390, 421, 423 
Manism, 185, 187,259, 383, 38s, 389, 

390, 398 
Maslow, A., 25 
Mayakovsky, V., 76 
Medvedev, G., 218 n. 
Menshevism, Mensheviks, 9, 14, 19· 

zo, 36, 48, 51, nzn., It7·II9, 13o, 
135, t66, 171, 390, 398, 448·452, 
454 

Meshcheryakov, V., 8r 
Middle Volga region, 293 
Mikoyan, A., 74 n., 119, 136, 145, 149 
Military Scientific Society, 387, 392, 

419 n. 
Milyukov, P., 454 
Minin, S., 155 
Minsk, 282 
MoldavianAutonomous Soviet Social· 

ist Republic, 24-8 n., 26o-261, z8z, 
JOOn. 

Molodaya Gvardiya, 76, 96 n. 
Molotov, V., 6 n., 7, 20,45 n., So, 106, 

IlJ, ll6•II71 II9 n., 12J, 128, 1J2• 

133, 137 n., !..p·I+2, 151, 153·155, 
157·159, 179 n., r8o n., r81, x86, 
196, 199,206, 2J2, J!2 n., 318,324, 
338 n., 339, 3-fZ, J-t6·3·1-7• 349·350, 
36z, 365, 369 n., 408 n., 414-4-15, 
-158, 467·+68 

Moscow Association of Proletarian 
Writers (MAPP), 8+ 

Moscow region, 273 n. 
Moskvin, L, 128 
Mountainee;s' Autonomous Socialist 

Soviet Republic, 257, 285-288 
Mrachkovsky, S., 172 n., 215 
Muralov, N., J9l 
Mussolini, B., 4S2 
My:asnikov, A. N., 61 
My:asnikov, G. I., 33 n., 320 n. 

Nagomy-Karabakh autonomous 
region, JOO n. 

Nakichevan Autonomou.s Soviet 
Socialist Republic, 300 n. 

Na Literatunwm Postu [formerly 
Na Pwtu], 76-77, 85-86 

Napostovt5y, 76 
No Postu, see Na Literaturnom Post1l 
Narkomfin, see People's Commissariat 

of Finance 
Narkompros, see People's Commis· 

sariat of Education 
Narkomvnudel, see People's Com

missariat of Internal Affairs 
Narkomyust, see People's Conunis

sariat of Justice 
Naumov, V., lOS 
NEP (New Economic Policy), 4, 46-

50, 57, 59, 67-75, 77·79, 94, roo, 
to8n., 112n., lJJ-134• 137, 142, 
158, r6z, 164, 182, 195, 200, 202, 
261, 295, 305, 317, 326, 361, 365, 
368, 385, 392, 394, 399, 403, 407, 
427.448, 46J, +68,470 

Nikolaeva, K., 150, 221 
Nikolaevsk department, 292 
Nogin, V., 9 
North Caucasian region, 257-258, 283, 

285-290, 292, zgS-299, 300 n., 458, 
464 

North-Eastern region, 293, 300 n. 
North Osetian autonomous region, 

257, z86, 288, 300 n. 
Northern region, 273 n. 
Novo-Nikolaevsk, see Novo-Sibirsk 
Novo-Sibirsk [formerly Novo-

Nikolaevsk], 290-291 
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Ob region, s<>e \\"estern S•beriun region 
Obolensky, V., see Osinsky, N. 
Odessa region, 281 
OGPU [formerly GPU]: and party, 

221, 45+; foreign criticisms of, 
421 n. ; Cheka replaced by, 427, 
430; stD.tus and powers of, 430-433, 
442-445, o.~-sz, 454; and deporta
tion, 431-432, 451; and courts, 
443-444 ; and counter-revolution
ary crimes, 443-44--1-; and young 
offenders, 445 ; and concentration 
camps, 446; and rabkors and 
sel'kors, 471 n. Su also Cheka; 
Penal policy 

Oirot autonon1ous region, 258, 291, 
3000. 

Oktyabr', 76 
Olminsky, M., 17 n., 27 
Omsk, 290 
Orenburg province, 270 
Organization and Distribution 

Section, see Orgraspred 
Orgraspred, 204, 206, 209, 2II·212, 

218, 221. See also Uchraspred 
Orjonikidze, S., 31, 145, zzs, 332-333, 

4'4 
Osinsky, N. (Obolensky, V.), 69 n., ,,, 
Osoaviakhim, 420 n. 

Pamir autonomous region, 269 
Parvus, pseud. (GeUand, A. L.), 14 
Peasant committees of mutual aid 

(Krestkomy), 320, 466-467 
Peasantry, see under All-Union Com

munist Party (Bolsheviks) ; Soviets 
Penal policy : conception of crime, 

421, 433, 435-436, 439; conception 
of punishment, 421-423, 434-436, 
438, 440 n.; and party, 42J:-422, 
428n., 436-438,440, 444-445,447-
449,452, 454; and courts, 421-422, 
424. 426-427, 429-430, 437, 442-
444 ; crimes against individual and 
against state, 422-423, 428, 433,441, 
444; and counter-revolutionary 
crimes, 422-423, 426-429, 441, 443 ; 
and revolutionary tribunals, 422-
423, 425-427, 430; and corrective 
labour, 423-427, 438, 445-446; and 
prisons, 423-424, 430·431, 436-438, 
445; and deprivation of liberty, 
423, 424 n., 446 ; and concentra
tion camps, 423 n., 424-428, 433, 

435_, .4+3, 446-4+7, 449-45!; and 
political offenders, 423 n., 426, 446, 
449-452; and "distnbuting com
mission", 424; and "Red Terror" 
decree, 424-425; and "class ene
mies", 424n., 437-439, 445; and 
death penalty, 425-426, 428, 433· 
434, 440 n., 441-442; and forced 
labour camps, 426-427, 428 n.; 
and revolutionary legality, 427, 435, 
438, 440, 444·445 ; and criminal 
CQde of 1922, 427-430, 433, 435, 
441, 444 n.; and colonization, 
428 n., 446-447; and retroactive 
justice, 429 ; and administration of 
places of confinement, 430-431, 437· 
445; and deportation, 431-432, 
434, 446-4+7, 449, 451-452; and 
''measures of social defence", 434, 
438, 440 n. ; and individual guilt, 
434; and "social danger", 434, 
437-439, 441 ; and potential guilt, 
434, 441; and class discrimination, 
435·44I, 445 ; and corrective labour 
code, 438, 445-446 ; and "Face to 
the count:Iyside", 438; and mili
t:lrY crimes, 441 ; and espionage, 
442 ; and centralization, 442-444; 
numbers of prisoners, 445, 447, 
449 n. ; and economic policy, 447 ; 
and political opposition, 447-454; 
and Social Revolutionaries, 447-
452 ; and anti-Soviet propaganda, 
448 ; and Mensheviks, 448-452 ; 
and anarchists, 448, 450-451; and 
foreign opinion, 450, 452; and 
Savinkov trial, 452-454 

Penkov, N., 92n. 
People's Commissariat of Education 

(Narkompros), 89 n., 192 
People's Commissariat of Finance 

(Narkomfin), 455, 463-464 
People's Commissariat of Internal 

Affairs (Narkomvnudel), 424, 426· 
4 27.430-432, 437, ++2· 443. 445 

People's Commissariat of Justice 
(Narkoonyust), 237-238, 250, 423-
424, 426-427, 430•432, 437 

People's Commissariat of War, 397-
398 

People's Conunissariat of Workers' 
and Peasants' Inspection (Rabkrin), 
215, 217 n., 395 n., 458, 470-471 

People's Commissariats : name, 6 ; 
general statute for, 244 n., 247 ; 
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hierarchical system of, 247-250, 
~56; powers of, 247-249, zs6 

Perm, 284 
"Permanent Revolution", 14, rS, 21, 

30, 32, 36-38, 42, 48, sr, 162 
Perovsk, see Kzyl-Orda 
Petrograd, renamed Leningrad, 3-4 
Petrograrh/«J.ya Prwda, see Lenin-
gr~kaya Pravda 

Petrovsky, G., 113 n., 135, rsr, 153 n., 

'" Pililenko, B., :n842o 
Pi!nyak, B., 78, So, no-III 
Pibudski, J., 381, 452 
Pishpek, see Fru112e 
"Platform of the 46", gr, rgg, 204, 

zog-:uo, 217-219, 395-396 
''Platform of the four'', 66-75, IOS, 

114n., rzgn., 145 
Pletnev, V., 78 
Podvoisky, N., 381, 38z n. 
Pokrovsky, M., 188 
Political commissars, see under Red 

Army; Red Fleet 
Polonsky, V., 170, 252 
Poltoratsk [formerly Ashkhabad], 271 
Poslednie Novosti, 454 
Pozem, B., 376 
Pra'l!da, 55, IrS, 117, uS, 151 
Pravd.in, A., 33 
Preobrazhensky, E., :a, 71, 74 n., 84, 

174, 185, 19~ n., ~os, ~14 n., ~17 
Procurator of Supreme Court, 468, 

470 
Province (Guberniya), 273~274, 2.77, 

280, 282, 284, 292~293, 294 n., 295~ 
296,301,305, 455•459, 460n. 

PUR, see under Red Army; Red Fleet 
Pushkin, A., 78 
Pyatakov, Yu., 25, 33, 74n., 149, 

218 n., 397 

Rablwr$, 53, 115, 169 n., 470·47I 
Rabkrin, see People's Commissariat of 

Workers' and Peasants' Inspection 
Rab{)&hii Zhunzal, 76 
Radek, K., 13 n., 24-25, 77, 172 
Rakovsky, Kh., 62, 149 
RAPP, see Russian Association of 

Proletarian WriteJ:s 
Ratner, E., 451 
Red Air Fleet, 419-420 
Red Army: and party, r81~183, 203, 

374~386, 388-392, 395•396, 400. 
403-415; and militia system, 373-

374, 376-377. JSo-383, 385-386, 
388, 392.·394, 399-401 ; and Red 
Guard, 373 ; and dictatonhip of the 
proletariat, 374 ; social composition 
of, 374, 377, 408; centralization in, 
374, 376-377, 379; officer corps of, 
374-375, 377, 383, 390, 399, 401• 
40-t.4o6-407,4o8n.,f12,415; and 
political commissars, 374-377, 379, 
385~386, 398, f03, -+06·416; and 
partisan warfare, 375•377, 383, 387; 
and "mihtary opposition", 375-378, 
383; ele<:tions in, 376, 395 n., 396; 
political administration (PUR) of, 
377> 379. 386~387, 391, 395. 405~ 
409, 41f; and efficiency, 379, 381, 
39I, 393, 396, 399, 402.; and one~ 
man command, 379, 406, 409-415; 
and "single military doctrine'', 382~ 
389, 391-392, 406; and world 
revolution, 384, 388 ; and doctrine 
of the offensive, 386-391 ; and 
military discipline, 391, 396, 402, 
404-407, 409, 411-412., 441 ; and 
revolutionary-military courts, 391; 
political education in, 391,407-408, 
410; and NEP, 392, 394, 399, 403, 
407 ; organization of, 392.-406 ; 
si2e of, 393-394, 398-399, 401, 413; 
and budget, 393~394 ; and in~ 
dustry, 393, 399; and peasantry, 
394, 399~400, 407~408 ; and de~ 
serters, 394, 404 ; Frunze reforms 
in, 398-416; forms of service in, 
400 ; rates of pay in, 403-404 ; and 
Komsomol, 405-4o6, 408 n., 415; 
morale in, 407 ; commWlists in, 
408, 415. See also People's Com
missariat of War; Red Air Fleet; 
Red Fleet; Revolutionary Military 
Council 

Red Fleet : and one-man command, 
412,419; and political commissars, 
4~3. 416; and civil war, 416; and 
party, 416-417, 419; and Kron~ 
stadt rising, 416, 418; and PUR, 
416~417; recruitment to, 417·419; 
and Kom.somol, 417·419; social 
composition of, 417·419; discipline 
in, 418; strength of, 418-419 

Red Guard, 373 
Reed, J., IO•II, 20 
Region (Obla$t' or Krai), 273~2.77, 

279-282, 284·2.94, 296, 30o-3o2, 
46on. 
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Reisner, .J\,L, 301 
Religion, JI7, 32+, 33+, 3++ 
Revolu6oml'}' lcgnlity, +'~7• 435, +J8. 

440. 468~+71 
Revolutionary Militury Council, 375, 

377~378, 397, 399~400, 406 n., 409· 
411,413, 4r6-.p7 

Revolyu&$i01maya Rossiya, 454 
Rodov, S., 76, 79 n., 86 
Rostov, 285-286, 289 
Roy, J\.:L N., 3 
RSFSR, see Russian Socialist Federal 

Soviet Republic 
Rudzuto.k, Ya., 7, 55 n., 120 n., 128, 

I..j.O, 151, 215 n. 
Rut', 454 
Rumyantsev, V., 98, 102·105, IIJ n. 
Rural district (Vo/ost'), 273, 277, 279~ 

zSo, 282, 291, 293, 295~297, 301, 
JSI~JSJ, 355-356,371, 455·465, 467 

Russian Association of Proletarian 
Writers (RAPP), 84 n., 8s~86 

Russian Communist League of Youth, 
see .A.ll-Union Leninist Communist 
League of Youth 

Russian Communist Party (Bolshe
viks), see All-Union Communist 
Party (Bolsheviks) 

Russian Social-Democr:atic "\-Yorkers' 
Party, see All-Union Communist 
Party (Bolsheviks) 

Russian Socialist Federol Soviet Re
public (RSFSR) ; as constituent 
republic of USSR, 231, 251, zss
zs6, zs8 ; population of, 231 ; area 
of, 231 ; organs of, 232, 252-259; 
legal codes of, as model, 235-236, 
432 n.; autonomous units in, 257-
258, 265~266, 268, 270, 300; and 
Central Asia, 265-266, 268, 270; 
administrative divisions of, 273-277, 
292, 295-298, JOO. See a.Uo Con
stitution 

Ryazanov, D., 8 n., 91 n., 185-186, 
187 n., 192, 215 n., 428 n. 

Rykov, A., 7 n., 9-to, 21, 109, r13 n., 
119 0., 122, 124, 128, IJ I, 14'), 151, 
161, 166, 170, I7J·174> 208, 2Il, 
241, 251, 255. 276, 279. 289, 306, 
JIJ, 326 

Safarov, G., 20, 55 n., 56, 98, to6, 113, 
I IS, 120, 122, 126•128, 130, 144, 
147, 150, 223, 376 

Sakhalin department, 2.92. 

Samara, 293 
Samarkand, 2.71 
Sapronov, T., r48, 215 
Sarkis, A., 53·55. 1o6, us-u8, 127-

128, 130, 133 
Savinkov, B., 452.~454 
Scholem, W., zs 
Sel'kors, 53, 470-4-71 
Semsshko, N., 7 n., 29, zso, 468-

469 
Shanin, L., 174-
Sheinman, A., 151 
Shelavin, K., 414 
Shlyapnikov, A., 148, 157, :us 
Shokhin, A., 92. n. 
Shvemik, N., II4, 174 
Siberia, 284, 290-292 
Siberian region, 291-292, 300 n. 
Siberian Revolutionary Committee 

(Sibrevkom), 290 
Sibrevkorn, see Siberian Revolutionary 

Committee 
Simbirsk, renamed Ulyanovsk, 4-
Skhcu:l (Village meeting), 273, 307·308, 

354-356 
Sklyansky, E., 7, 397 
Skrypnik, N., 237-239, 2·P·242, 

243 n., 259-:zlio, 470n. 
Skvortsov-Stepanov, I., 120 n., 148-

'49 
Slepkov, A., 54, 69, 8s, 86 n., 126 
Smena, r6o 
Smenovekhovtsy, 48 
Smilga, I., 375-376,379, 382,384-385, ,,, 
Smimov, A. P., 3240. 
Smimov, I. N., 62 
Smirnov, V. M., 219·220, 376 
Smolensk, z8z n. 
Sochi, 2.98 
Social Revolutionaries (SRs), 304·305, 

313, 327, 338, 448, 449, 450•451, 
452, 454 

"Socialistn in one country": first 
formulation of, :u, 36, 39-43, 47; 
and Trotsky, 36, 39, 42~43, 47•51; 
and "pelttl!Ulent revolu6on", 36~ 
38, 48, 51, z62; and socialist 
revolution, 36-39, ¥!, so-51 ; and 
socialist economy, 36-41, 48, 75, 
r66-167; and wOI"ld revolution, 42, 
44-45, 49, sr; and agrarian policy, 
43, so; and "stabilization . ~f 
capitalism", 43·47 ; and Russ1a s 
backwardness, 44-46, SI, 164~165; 
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and capitalist environment, 45-46, 
164; endorsed by patty, 43-46; 
and NEP, 46-so, 75, r62; and in
dustrialization, 47, 49•$0, 75, 175; 
national appeal of, 47-48, 50, 166-
167; and m1enovekhovt:;y, 48; and 
peasantry, 49, 75; and Marxism, 
49-50; and self-sufficiency, 50; 
and state capitalism, so, 75 ; criti
cisms of, 51; and Komsomol, 96 n., 
r6;;~ ; and fourteenth party con
gress, 1925, 132, 134, t.p, r6z-163; 
and party controversies, t6z-r6s; 
re-formulation of, t6.j.-r6s; and 
constitution of RSFSR, 254- See 
abo under Stalin, I. V. 

Socialist Academy, see Communist 
Academy 

Sokolnikov G., u, 66-68, 73-74, 108, 
H9, 125 n., 139, 141-142, 151, 169, 
234, 25r, 375-376, 455-456 

Solovetsky islands, see Solovki 
Soloviev, 162 
Solovki, +49-450-451·452 
Salts, A., 215,221,439-441,470 
Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik, 448 n., 454 
Soviets: Village, 273, 282, 284, 287, 

297-298, J04·JI8, J2l·J22, 328, 
333. 352-356, 360, 370•372, 458, 
46!-467; City, 273, 284, 304, JI2, 
314, 356-363, s67n., 464-465; 
Factory, 273, 284, 287, 312, 361; 
"Local", 282; theory of, 30+, J09· 
3IO, 322, 366-368, 370; and civil 
war, 304-JOS, 326; and SRs, J04-
J05, 313, 327,338; and NEP, 305, 
317, 455; and centralization, 305, 
352, 365, 368, 455, 464-465; and 
peasantry, 305-308, 310, 313-320, 
324-333, 335, ss.z, J54·Js5. 365, 
370, 455, 459, 469; hierarchy of, 
JOS·J06, JOQ, 355 ; efficiency of, 
J05•J07, 340, 352, 365, 368, 370, 
372, 470; elections to, 306, 308-
309, Jrs-JI8, 324-337, 344-351, 
358-369; and kulo.ks, 306, 312-314, 
320•J2I, 327, 330, 332•3JJ, 335· 
337, 339-340, 344, 346-351, 363, 
367-368; and bureauctacy, 306-
307, JI4, 327, 355. 469-470; 
functions and powers of, 309-3II, 
J21~32f, 339, 355•357, 364-366, 
368, 371, 459-462; and local 
finance, Jl0•311 1 J2I, 326,353, 361, 
37Q-37I, 455-465; conununists in, 

Jli•3IZ, 318, 324, 327, 33.J., 336, 
338-339, 350, 359, 361, 369 i and 
poor peasants, 313, 326, 334-336, 
3-1-6-350, 362, 368, 457; and party 
officials, 312, 314·317, 320, 369; 
and Koms<emol, 317·318, 326, 331, 
334, 34I•J.p, 359; and women, 
317, 321-322, 324, 331, 339; and 
"Face to the countryside", 321, 
337, 343, 457; and non-party 
workers, 324, 326-327, 331-332, 
334, 337-341, 361, 364, 369; and 
conference on questions of Soviet 
construction, 1925, 325-328, 332-
333, 353· 355· 359·360, 459. 463-
464, 466-467, 469; and Kom
nezamozhi, 326 ; and revolutionary 
legality, 326, 468-.+70; and batraks, 
335-336; and middle peasants, 
335-336, 337 n., 346, 350, 362, 368, 
457; "enlargement" and "de
enlargement" of, 351-354; and 
skhod, 354-356 ; in outlying re
gions, 364-365 ; and government 
by consent, 365 ; a'nd representative 
government, 366-367, 370, 372; 
and political education, 367; tum
over of delegates in, 368-372 ; and 
mass participation in administra
tion, 368-370; and paid officials, 
370-372, 459; and taxation, 455-
4571 459-465; and subventions, 
456-457, 459-460, 465; and setvice 
in kind, 462-465. See also Ad
ministration, Local ; All-Union 
Communist Party (Bolsheviks); 
Constitution ; Executive Com
mittee 

Sovnarkom, see Council of People's 
Commissat~ 

Sretensk depattment, 292 
Stalin, losif Vissarionovich (Djugash

vili): and Trotsky, 4-5, S, 10, r6-
r8, 21-23, .z6, 31, 35-36, 38, 40, 42, 
61-62, 66, r64 n., 167, 169, 171·173, 
176, 198-199, 223, 378; and party 
orthodoxy, 4-5; and Karnenev,4·5, 
16, 33, 62, 66-67, 73, ro8 n., 137-
140, 143, I70·I73, 176, 226; and 
Zinoviev, 4-5, r6, 45, 52, 58-59, 62, 
66-67,73, 108-rro, 114, 122n., 133, 
l<f.I·I43o 153, t63-1641 166 n., 167, 
171·172, 176, 199; and dictator
ship of the party, 4, 164; and 
Lenin, 17, 38-42, 46-47. 51, sS, 67, 
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72, 200·~01 ; and "socialism in one 
country , 21, 36, 39-43, 45·47• so, 
132, 141, 162-165, x66 n.; and 
"pern1::ment revolution", 36, 4o; 
and socialist revolution, 38-39 · 
and socialist economy, 38-41, 132: 
and peasantry, 40, 58·59, 61, IO], 

132, 137-1]8, 142, 164, 178, 316 n., 
336 ; and October revolution, 40, 
42, 47 ; and dictatorship of the 
proletariat, 40 ; and world revolu· 
tion, 42; and Bukharin, 43-45, 59, 
96 n., ro8, 143; and industrtaliza
tion, 47, so, 173, 175; rise to 
power, 51, 5911.,109-111, 138-qr, 
153, 162, 172, 199, 201, 222, 224-
225, 227; and Uglanov, 52, 144, 
227; and struggle between Mos. 
cow and Leningrad, 52·53, 59, 67, 
109, ll..j., 121, 128·129, 146, 153, 
rsS n., 159, 175, zz7; and tri
unwirate, s8·s9. 66, 109, 167, Ig8, 
224; and Sokolnikov, 66·68, 73, IJ9-
I40, 142; and Krupskaya, 66·67, 
142; and "platform. of the four", 
66·68, roB; and Kuibyshev, 67, 
IJ2,146; andKomsomol,93,96n., 
103·104, 317n.; and Lominadze, 
96 n.; and STO, 109; and opposi· 
tion, ro8-1o9, 138-r5o, 172, 173, 
175, 22I, 227; and Frunze, IOQ· 
III; and Voroshilov, 110,140,227, 
383; and Zalutsky, 112; and 
Shvemik, 114, 174 ; and fourteenth 
pany congress, 1925, 132, 137-144, 
151, 153, 163; and land reform in 
Central Asia, 136; and individual 
leadership, 138·141, 146, 22fl..227; 
and Bednota, 140; and private land 
tenure, 140 ; and party secretariat, 
142, 146, lSI, 174, 196-199,201-202, 
225; and NEP, q.2, 164; re-elected 
to Politburo, IS I ; elected to Lenin. 
grnd provincial party committee, 
1S9; Questions of Leninism, 163· 
I6S; Foundations of Leninism, 164, 
188, 200; and Tomsky, 17o, 226-
227; and Radek, 172; and Dniep
rostroi, 173; and party appoint
ments, 174, 198, 201-203, 2o8, 
209 n., 212; and Evdokimov, 174; 
and party membership, 178, z86, 
zoo n. ; and Communist Aca· 
demy, 187; and Sverdlov Univer
sity, t88; and communist education, 

19:1 ; and party organization, 197• 
200, 210, 222, 2z4; and Osinsb· 
198; and "platform of the 46;,' 
199; and bureaucrac,·, zoo·20J:: 
and Uchraspred, 202 ;- and Preo: 
bra ... hensky, 208 ; and confess10ns, 
221 ; and party unity, 222-223; as 
pany boss, 225, 227 ; and Khorczm, 
266-267 ; and Bokhara, 266-267 ; 
and Turkestan, 267 ; and Cossacks, 
289; and Soviets, 312 n., 319, 323-
324, 326, 344-345, 459; and Red 
Army, 376, 408, 414; and Paris 
conunune, 421 n.; and OGPU, 
421 n. 

St~abad [formerly Dyushambe], 271 
Stal~rad, Tsaritsyn renamed, 4 
Stalmo, Yuzovo renamed, 4 
Stalinsk, Yuzovka renamed, 4 
State capitalism, so, 70-73 
Steklov, Yu., 148 n. 
STO, ue Council of Labour and 

Defence 
Suicide, 7, 218 
Sukhum, z6s 
Sultan-Galiev, 267 
Sun2hensk department, 287, 289 
Supreme Court, 236·238, 439, 470 
Suzdal, 449-450 
Svechin, A., 379 n. 
Sverdlov, Ya., 16, 76, 89 n. 
Sverdlov University, t87-r88 
Sverdlovsk, Ek.aterinburg renamed, 4 
Syrkin, 10, 20 

Tajik Autonomous Soviet Socialist 
Republic, 266, z68-271, 3oon. 

Tarasov, S., 104 n., 161 
Tarnsov-Rodionov, A., 387 
Tardieu, A., 452 
Tarkhanov, 0., 103 
Tashkent, 271 
Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic, 245 n., 293, 29s, 300 
Thalheimer, A., zs-z6 
Ti:flis, 263 
Tobolsk department, 284 
Tolmach.ev Imtitute, 378 n. 
Tolroazov, A., 98 
Tolstoy, L., 78 
Tomsky, M.,45 n., 114n., 119, rzo n., 

128, 13S n., 139, 147, lSI, 153 n., 
I 54-ISS, 170, 215 n., 226-227, 397 

Transbaikal province, 292 
Transbaikalia, 291 
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Transcaucasian Socialist Federal 
Soviet Republic (ZSFSR) : as con· 
stituent republic of USSR, 231, 
~4; population of, 231 n., ~3; 
organs of, 2J.Z, 264-265 ; and _legal 
codes of RSFSR, 235; natwnal 
diversity of, 263 ; and Georgian 
SSR, 263·:265; and Armenian 
SSR, 263-z6s ; and Azerbaijani 
SSR, :;:63·265; creation of, 263; 
and Abkhazian Autonomous SSR, 
265, 300 n. ; and regionalization, 
292 n., 293, 299, JOO n. See also 
Constitution 

Treivas, B., 92 n. 
Trotsky, L. D. (Bronstein): and 

Stalin, 4-5, 8, ro, 16-rS, zr-23, z6, 
31, 35-36, 38, 4-0, 42, 6r-6z, 66, 
r64 n., r67, r6g, I7I·I7J, 176, rQ8-
rgg, 223, 378; and party contro
versies, s-9, II-IJ, 22-24, 30-34, 6g, 
167-174; and triumvirate, 5-9, 13, 
18, 38, 42, 52, 62-63, 66, 83, r67, 
173, rg8, z09; and Zinoviev, s-6, 8, 
ro-u, 13, r8-zo, 22, 24, 29, 31, 
32 n., 35·36, J8, 42~43. s8-6o, 62, 
66, 93·96, 100·101, IO<Jn., IU, 127, 
134, 139, 141, 146, 158 n. J67·I7I, 
173, 175-176, 221, 223, 378; On 
Ltmin, s~•s, t7-18, z6-3o; and 
Lenin, 5-15, 17-18, 26-30, 36·38, 
41 n., 63-66, 71-72, 78, 169; and 
Man:, 6, 37, 390, 3¢!; and Com
intern, 6, 24-26 ; and Politburo, 
6·7. 31-32,35, 64-6s, 95, 151, 167-
r68, 171, r76, 198; c:ampalgn 
against, 7~8, n-z8, 36, 38, zr8, 222, 
2a4, 39on., 398; and military 
questions, 7, 17 n., 20-21, 109, J78-
J8J, 385, 387-392, 397-399, 400 n., 
406; and Frunze, 7, 33, reg, 
383 n., 388. 389 n., 390, 395-396, 
397 n., 398, 401; and Glazman, 7, 
zt8; and Kamenev, 7 n., 9-15, 18, 
:U-23, 27-29, Jl, 33 n., 35, 48, 52, 
58, 62, 66, 96, 139, 167, 169, 171, 
173-176, :2.23; and Rykov, 7 n., 9-
IO, 21, 173; and Semashko, 7 n., 
29; I905, 7-8; and April the~es, 
7-8, 10, 169; and Bolshevism, 8-10, 
15, 18, 27, 32, 34, 130 n.; collected 
works of, 8, ro; Lusons of October, 
8-11, 14•15, 20, 24•26, :;;:8-30, 66, 
95, 398-399; and October revolu
tion, 9-II, 16; and Bulgarian 

revolution, 9, 24 ; and German 
revolution, 9-10, 24-25, 29, 38 · 
and dictatorship of the proletariat: 
9·10, 28; and peasantry, 9·10, 14· 
15, 2o.-21, 28,4-0, 42, 47, s8, 61, 166, 
r68, 170, I7J·I74; and Menshev
ism, g, 1_4, 20, 42, 171, 390, 398; 

:~ ry~~~·. i~-trn~ ;~tB~~ha~~: 
12, 21, JI,SJ~84, rs7, 166,168-1 71; 
and foreign communist parties, u, 
24-26; andSokolnikov,r2,67,169; 
and Lashevich, IJ, 170; and Radek, 
13 n., 25, 172; and Parvus, 14; 
and "permanent revolution'', 14, 
tS, 2r, 3o, 32, 36-38, 42, 48, 51; 
and Martov, 14·; and "military 
revolutionary centre", 16; and 
letter to Chkheidze, 17, z6-27; and 
Olminsky, 17 n .. 27-28; and Saf
arov 20; and Kviring, 20; and 
Kropskaya, 20, 33 n., 34, 63, 65-66, 
170; and Gusev, 20, 388, 390, 398, 
401 ; and Preobrazhensky, 21; and 
Yaroslavsky, :H n., 146; and party 
press, 23-24; and Komsomol, 23, 
53, 89, 91-97, tot; his reaction to 
attacks, 24, 28-31, 33-34; and Kuus
inen, 24, 29 n. ; and Bela Kun, 24; 
and Kolarov,24; and German Com
munist Party, 25-26; and Maslow, 
25; and Brandler, 25-26; and Thal
heimer, zs.z6; and Pyata.kov, zs, 
33; and industrialization,zS-29, r68, 
171, 173·174; illness, 29-30, 175; and 
central committee, 30-33, 35, 38 n., 
53.63-64, 93, 96, 168, 173. 199. 217; 
resignation of, as President of Re
volutionary Military Council and as 
People's Commissar for War, 30·33, 
63; and Ze.lutsky, 31, JI:t n.; and 
Kalinin, 31; and Voroshilov, 31, 
383, 389 n.; and Orjonikidze, 31 ; 
and central control commission, JZ-
33, 2I7-z18; and Rakovsky, 33, 6z; 
and party discipline, 34, 223 ; and 
"socialism in one country", 36, 
39-40, 47-51, 164 n., 166 n., 168-
169 ; and socialist revolution, 36-
38; and socialist <X:onomy, 37-40, 
41 n., 42,· 166 n.; and Myasnikov, 
61; and I. N. Smimov, 6z; new 
appointments held by, 62 ; and 
Glavelektro, 62 ; and Gosplan, 62 ; 
and Dnieprostroi, 62 n., 173 ; and 
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Eu.stman, 63~6-j., 66-67; and Jackson, 
63; and Lenin's "testament", 6-t--
6s; and V:nin's lust article, 6s; and 
NEP, 69, 78,99; and state capital
ism, 71 ; and A.\'erbakh, 76 n., 93; 
and litcrutun•, 77-81, 83, Ss-86; 
ami Bcdny, 7l:l; and Voronsky, l:lo, 
1!3 ; and Slepkov, 85; and party 
bureaucracy, 92; and students, 92, 
189; and Communist Youth Inter
national, 92; and Se~.rkis, 120, 
I3on.; and fourteenth party con
gress, 1925, 1.1-9, 151, 167-!68, 17o; 
and narodniks, 168; and Leningrad 
party organization, 168 ; po!iticn\ 
weakness and strength of, r69; and 
roblwrs, 169 n. ; and rival party 
groups, 169-173; and Polonskv, 
170; and "new opposition", 170; 
and Tomsky, 170-171; and Luna
charsky, 172 n.; and Uglnnov, 
172 n.; and Mrachkovsky, 172 n.; 
and Dzerzhinsky, 173; and party 
membership, 195 n. ; and party 
organization, IQ8, 204, 210; and 
Red Amw, 200, 343 n., 374-380, 389, 
393 n., 395-397, 399, 400 n., 401-
..j.03, ..j.08 n., 409, 411 ; and party 
uppointments, 209 ; and trade 
unions, 215; and "patronage", 
3-+3 n. ; and political commissars, 
375 n.; and Vatsctis, 378-379, 389; 
and Budenny, 383 n., 387 n.; and 
Tukhachevsky, 388, 391 ; and war 
lll\ an art, 390 ; and Antonov
Ovscenko, 395 ; and Sklyansky, 
397 n.; and Red Fleet, ..j.I6--+I7; 
and Red Air Fleet, 419 

''Trotskyism", "Trotskyite", 8, 13, 
l..l--15, 17-21, 23, 25, 28-30, 32, 
33 n., 40, 42, 48, 83, 86, 93, 95-96, 
170, 172, 26:2, 41-j., ..j.I8 

Tsaritsyn, renamed Stalingrad, .f 
TsiK, ser Central Executh•e Com

mittee 
Tsyurupa, A., ISI, 251 
Tukhnchevsky, M., J!!f, ~S7·38R, 301, 

397-398, .fl4 
Tuln prodnce, 296 
Turkestan Autonomous Socialist 

Soviet Republic, 265-269. 8<'1" afso 
Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic 
and Uzbek Soviet Socialist Re
public 

Turkmen Soviet Sodulist Republic: 

as constituent republic of USSR 
231, 233, 257, 268-270; populatio~ 
of, 231 n., :z66; organs of, 232; 
and Bokhara, 268; and Khorezm 
268; lack of trained personnel in' 
270-271 ; capital of, 271 ; :l.n(f 
regiona\ization, 292, 296. ,',•,.,. alw 
Constitution 

Tyumen province, 284 

Uchraspred, 202-204, 2o6-207, 209. 
See aho Orgraspred 

Uglanov, N., 01.2, 52, 97,117, 120-121, 
130, 136, 143•145, IS!, 160, 172 n., 
223, 225•227 

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic ; 
as constituent republic of USSR, 
23r, 260-261 ; population of, 231 n., 
28o; organs of, 232, 259-261; and 
RSFSR legal codes, 235-236, 432 n.; 
and peasantry, z6o, 280; and 
national self-determirul.tion, z6o-
26r, z8o; and Moldavian Auto
nomous SSR, z6o-261, 282, 300 n.; 
economic conditions in, 278, 280-
281, 283; and regionalization, 279-
282, 292, 295-2Q6, 298-299, 300 n., 
455, 458, 464; and Gosplan, 281, 
299; and local Soviets, 309, 323, 
326, 335, 358 n.; and deportation, 
432. See aho Constitution 

Ulyanovsk, Simbirsk renamed, + 
Unified State Political Administration, 

ue OGPU 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(USSR) : constituent republics (If, 
231, 265; population of, 231 n.; 
ascendancy of RSFSR in, :lJr, 2-tO, 
251, 255-256; central org~ns oi", 
231-2p; centrali:zation in, 233-
237, 239-2f0, 243-2.46, 2-!-9-251, 
301-303, 366; regional reorganiz~
tion in, 258-259, 27-4-280, <1il)3 ; 
and territorial rearrangement or 
Central Asia, 265-27.1. ; adminis
trative units of, 273-27-4, 277, 279, 
293-296 ; decentralization, 274, 
302; national and economic di\"1-
sions, 277-.1.80, 300-30J. SPt alsn 
Constitution 

Unshlikht, I., 33, 397-398, 428 n., -430 
Ural region, 273 n., 283-285, 2\10-2')2, 

296-299, 458, 464 n. 
Uritsky, M., 16 
Ustryalov, N., 123 
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Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic : :lS 

constituent republic of USSR, 231, 
233, 257, 268-270; population of, 
231 n.; organs of, 232, 269 n.; 
and Tajik autonomous SSR, 268 ; 
and Bokhara, 268-:z69 ; and 
Khor~zm, z(iS ; lack of trained 
pt<rsonnel in, 270-271 ; capit,d of, 
:1.71 ; and regiomtlization, 29:>., 299, 
300 n. 5!eP n/_w Co11sti1-lltion 

VAPP, ou All-Russian Association of 
Prol.,tarian Writers 

Vardin, I., 6 n., 54, 79 n., So-~ 1, 

83-87, IJO, r6o 
Vareikis, I., 96 n., IZ0-121, 16z 
Vatsetis, I., 378-379, 389 
Village (Selo), 273, 282, zl!-t, 2<J7-z<JK, 

JSI-Js6, 458, 461-.J.6s 
Villag., meeting, ue ,')'khwl 
Vitebsk, 282 
Vladikavkaz, 286-287, 289 
Vladivostok, 290 
Vladivostok department, :0:92 
Volga-Don canal, 289 
Volgn Genmm Autonomous ::.!oviet 

Socialist Republic, 257-258, 300, 

4'' 
Volin, B., 7911. 
Voronsky, A., 8o-8r, 82 n., 83, l!I 
Voroshilm·, K., 31, 45, uo, II3 n., 

140, 151, 153 n., 155, 158-159, 161, 
226, 24711., 3!h, 389n., 391, 402, 
403, 414 

Votyak autonomous region, 300 n. 
VTsiK, see under Centrul Executive 

Committee 
Vyatka-Vetluga region, 293, 300 n. 
Vyshinsky, A., 260·261 ." 

Weatem region, 273 n., 293 
Western Siherian (Ob) region, 29Q
White Russian Soviet Socialist R"e-

public : as constituent republic of 
USSR, 231, 262; population of, 
231 n., 261-262; organs of, ZJ2, 
26r-z62; and legal codes of 
RSFSR, 235, 236 n. ; and RSFSR, 
261; and Ukrainian SSR, ::62, 282; 
and regionali2ation, 282, 292 ; and 
Gosplan, 282 n. ; and deportation, 
432. See also Constitution 

Witte, S., so 
Wilson, Woodrow, 249 n, 
\Vorkers' 11nd Peusants' Communist 

University named for Y. Snrdlo,·, 
see Svt>rdlov Uni\·ersity 

Wrangd, P., z!S<). 381, 3!(>,, 416 

Yngoda, G., 430 
Yakm·l,s, Yn., 84-!!5 
Yakut Autonomous Sovi<'t Soc:inli~t 

Republic, 2')0, 2<)2, .lOO 
Yakut region, 290 
Yakutsk, 290 
Yaro8lavsky, E., 6 n., 7, 21 n., 59, 76-

77, 97. 11-J.ll., 120-121, 125, 136, 
137 n., 146, 159, 18<) n., zrll n., 225, 
376 

Yt1denich, N., 89 
Yugo-Osctian autonomous I'egion, 

286, JOO n. 
Yuzovka, renamed Stalinsk, 4-
Yu;coyo, renamed Sta!ino, 4-

Zalutsky, P., 31, 98, 102, 106, 11 2-1 q, 
129-130, 140, 145. 1$0, 22~ 

Zeisk department, 292 
Zelcnsky, I., 22 
Zinoviev, G. E. (Radomylsky): :md 

Stalin, +·s, 16, f5· sz, s!!-59, 6~. 
66-67,73, 108-IIO, II.J., 12211.,133, 
I.J.I-142, r53, r6J-16.J., 166 n., d;7, 
17t-172, 176, 199; and dictator· 
ship of the party, 4-5 ; and dictator
ship ·of the proletariat, 5; and 
Trotsky, 5-6, 8, IO-ll, 13, 18-20, 
22, 24, 29, JI 1 3Z n., 35-36, 38, 42-
43, s8-sg, 62, 66,93-96, ror, 109 n., 
rrr, 127, 134• 139, 141, 146, 158 n., 
I67•l7I, 173• 175-r76, 22t, 22J, 
3'78; and Komsomol, 18, 92-97, 
98 n~, 100-101, I03-105, 370 n.; 
coll<icted works of, 8; and Kamenev, 
19, 45, 6o, 66-67, 73, 96-97, Ill; 
and, Lenin, 19,41 n., 51,57-58,69, 

.'f:t, 108 n., 147, 199, 226; and 
- Uglanov, 22, 52, 223 ; and Kuusinen, 
24; and socialist economy, 39, 
41 n., 73, 127; and "socialism in 
one country'', 42-45, 46 n., 48-49, 
6r n., 73, 141 ; and Bukharin, 45, 
53 n., 6o, 72-73, 108, ll9 n., !22· 
123, 133-134, !.J.J, 147-r48, 157-158, 
161, 163, 170, 221 ; and struggle 
between Moscow and Leningrad, 
52-54, s6·S7• 59-60, 67, 109, III~ 
114, 118, 120-122, IZ4-125, 127, 
129, 131, 141, 145, 148-r49, 153, 
155, x;;8 n., 225, 227; and Sarkis, 
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53, 117-118, 127; and triumvirate, 
57-60, 66, 109, 167; and peasantry, 
57-61, 67, 69, 74, 10J-I0-t, 126-127, 
iJJ, 170, 3+7; and industry, 57, 
74; and Krupskaya, 6o, 66-67, 12..;., 
134-r35, lofl; and Jwfaks, 6r, 67, 
74, 321, 347; and Sokolnikov, 66-
68, 73-74, 141; and "platform of 
the four", 66-67, ro8; and NEP, 
69, 72-74, 133 ; and state capital
ism, 72-74, 127, 133 ; and litera
ture, 86; and Chaplin, g6 n.; and 
Rumyantsev, 103 ; and Frunze, 
109-IIO; and Lashevich, 110,135; 
and Zalutsky, uz n., 113; and 
Safarov, IIJ, 125 n., 127, 147; and 
Shvemik, II4; and Komara,·, il4, 
125; and "Leftists", 118, 133; 
and Yaroslavsky, 121, 125 n., q6; 
and Evdokimov, u7; and M1ko
yan, 136; and fourteenth party 
congress, 1925, IJJ-tJ6, 139, 141-
I.j-2, I4S-I48, rso-151, r.n. rs4n., 
227; and Tomsky, 139, IS·h 170; 
and Rykov, 141 ; and party or-

ganization, q1-q.2; and l\lolotm·, 
142, 19'J; and Comintem, q.6; 
and Manuilsky, 146; and Lomin
adze, 146; and Shlyapnikov, 14!!, 
157; and Sapronov, 148; and 
Dobris, 148; and Politburo, lSI, 

199; and Polonsky, 170; and 
Radek, 172; and party member
ship, 182, r8s ; and Osinsky, 198; 
and party secretariat, 198-199; and 
recantations, 221; and "mono
lithic" party, 222-223; as party 
boss, 225; and Kirov, 227; and 
foreign policy, 232 n.; and Cos
sacks, 289; and Soviets, 306, 320-
321, 323-324, 458; and "Face to 
the countryside", 320 ; and Hed 
Army, 376, 378, 414-; and Tukha
chevsky, 384 n. 

Zinoviev University, 188 
Zinovievsk, Elizavetgrad renamed, 

4 
Znam)'l! Bor'by, 454 
ZSFSR, si'e Transeaucasian Suciali~t 

Federal Soviet Republic 
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